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Abstract

This thesis using oral historiographic techniques examines the changing role and function

of a teachers' union during changes in the nature of a national State which can also be

related to changing forms of capiralism. The teachers' union is New Zealand Post-

Primary Teachers Association (the secondary school teachers' union) and the period of

particular focus is between 1983 and the beginning of 1993. This is the poiod of a crisis

in the New Zealand State during which the character of the national State was moved from

what has been described as a 'wage earnetrs' Welfare State towards a more residual form

providing a 'modest safety net'. The financial and the labour market were daegulatd to

become more free of direct State involvement. The administration of education was

changed and the individual schools' elected Boards of Trustees were made responsible for

the provision of schooling. The role of PPTA in the State is moved structurally in this

time. As a professional association before the changes, PFIA had both opportunity for

input into the mandate of education, as well as the possibility of creating implementation

pressure through political action. As a bargaining agent, the input role of PPTA to

decisions in education was limited to addressing members' @ncerns at the school lwel.

The restnrcturing of education and of the labour market, PIrIA was both an object to be

acted on and a participant obstructing the changes. This thesis presents what is a PPTA

view of those changes. PPIA formed a central part of the education stmctures which

were to be transformed by the economic liberal projecl. The survival of PPTA

demonstrates the extent to which the project was not compleed and the resistance of
PF|A was one of the reasons why the projed in education could not be completed.

The thesis is in three parts. Part one is a regulationist-d€rived periodisation of thq

historical dwelopment of the New Zealand wage earners Welfare State and education.

This is followed by a consideration of the eonomic{iberal challenge to this State Part

two considers the development of PPIA's professional project and the possibilities

presented through different arenas. Part thrce focuses on the changing natureof the State

labour marke policy and PPTA's activiry in that. The changing strategies and taaics of

PPTA's 'professional project', the thesis argues, occur under changing political

conditions and are an example of Offe s concept of mtionnl opponmism
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AN INTRODUCTION AND SOME METHODOLOGICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

This thesis sets out to examine the role and function of a teachers' union during changes in

the nature of a national State which are related to changing forms of capitalism. The

teachers'union considered is New Zealand Post-Primary Teachers Association (NZPPTA or

alternatively PPTA) the secondary school teachers unionl, and the period under particular

focus is between l98l and the beginning of 1993. This is the period of a crisis in the New

Zaland State.

AN OUTLINE OF THE STORY

Bdween l98l and 1993 New Zalandunderwent a transformation in both the nature and the

functioning of the State. Specifically it moved from a particular New Zealand model of
Welfare State (a wage-eamers'Welfare State is how Castles describes 1z) towards a more

residual safety-ne model supporting the institutionalisation of a dual labour market towards

what Jessop3 has described as a *two nation project'. The underlying processes have

transformed New Zealand into a more deregulated society, increased the momentum towards

more flexible means of capital accumulation and increased the influence of eonomic

legitimation. A central targd of this project to transform the State were the unions whose

"historic compromise" with business had created theparticularform of New TalandWelfare

State with its large de-commodified sphere. This thesis examines only one small aqpect of
that transformation, namely that occurring in the education system and specifically the

changing role and function of a teachers' union, in this €se the secondary teacher union

PPTA.

In some aspects education parallels the general pattem of change as it occurred across the

broad range of the State sector. In other ways there are important differences.

The general pattern of the transformation of the New Zaland Welfare Statg which mainly

occurred under the l-abour Government between 1985 and 1991, was directed

simultaneously at money, labour and the State. This policy known as Rogernomics after

Roger Douglas, labour Minister of Finance from 1984-1990, was developed mainly

through Treasury and implemented in various stages and created "new structures". Cfhese

lThere are three main teacher unions in New Z:alan&, NZEI (New Tealand Educational Institute, State

primary and early childhood), PPTA (Post- Primar!, Teachers Association, State secordary schools) and

since 1989, ASTE, (Association of Staff in Tsrtiary Education, tertiary, excluding Universities)
2 Francis Castles, Working Class and WeIJare: ReJkaions on ilv Potitical Doelopmmt of the We{are

State in Australia and Nent Zzabtd (Sydney/:Allen and Unwin" 1986), 102.
3 8., J"rrop, State Theory*: Putting Capitalist States in Their Ptnce (University Parh Pennsylvania:

Pennsylvania State University Press, 1990b), 2ll-213
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stages have a significant influence on the entire education system and on PPTA as will be

shown below).

There was a general elimination of many State regulations including those governing much

of the financial system. State bodies were re'structured into either markd-oriented State-

Owned Enterprisesa producing for profit (and subsequently privatised), or into autonomous

corporate-type government departments and Crown owned entities oriented to producing the

Government's required social outputs.s Through the State Sector Act, the corporate-type

departments and the Crown-owned entilies were also internally reorganised to an ideal of the

private sector firm. They were made subjea to the Public Finance Act 1989 which linked the

organisation's outputs to the production of pre-determined financial outcomes. This State

reorganisation established a series of institutional separations: policy making from

implementation, decisions over funding from those over operations, and audit functions

from advice on performance. Notwithstanding that the State was funded through taxation,

rather than for profit, and the private sector firm model being promoted was an ideal-type

model not a typical one, nevertheless the re-organisation sought to create the State as a series

of efficient organisations with oompetition/contestability as the driving dynamic.

At the same time as this was occurring the country's labour markg and the welfare system

were also transformed and oriented more directly to the requirements of capital6. Some of
the reasons for these transformations will be addressed in the chapters below.

Education was similar to this pattern in that the transformation of the Welfare State directed at

education after 1987 resulted in the same institutional s€,paxation of functions in "new

structures". It will be argued using a neo-Mantist analysis, derived in particular from Offe7,

that this process, sought to commodify education. There was a re-structuring of education

administration, an institutional separation of functions and funding, and an accompanying re
orienting of the employment relations of teachers.

Ye in contrast, education is different in that in spite of the changes, much of the functioning

of schooling, in particular that at secondary school level, appeared to the participants to stay

very much the same. There were increases in teachers' workloads and responsibility rather

than a qualitative shift in the nature of secondary education. By 1993 when this thesis ends

4 State Owned Enterprises Act 1986
5 State Sector Act, 1988,
6 l-abour Relations Act, 1987, Employment Contracts Act, 1990, Benefit cuts ancl decreased taxation, (Social

and Economic Initiative 1990
Tclaus Offe, Contrudtaions of tlrc Welfare State, (tondon,Flutchinson, 1984)
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the result of the restructuring s€med to teache,rs to have been an intensification of the

teachers' work, but not a change in its nature.

The landmarks of the changes to the State education structures reside in a series of reports.

Some related to an improvement in the 'old structures' while others address 'new

structures'. These mainly came from Government, although a few significant re,ports were

commissioned by other agencies. Much of the content of these r€ports became the basis for

subsequent legislation affecting education and with it the employment relations of teaching.

Reports which have an influence on this period but which relate to the improvement of the

old structwes include the Secondary Staffing Review8, the Cuniculum Review,e and the

Smtt Report into the Ouality of Teaching.l0

The plans for the new structures for education can be found in various Briefing Papers of
Tresury and SSC from 1984-199011, Administering for Excellencel2, Tomorrow's

Schoolsl3, Today's Schools (lhe Lough Report)ta, Tomorrow's Standards 15, Designing

the Framework,l6 and the New Zealand Curriculum Frameworkt? .

From a different State source outside education but having an important influence, through

its effect on teachers' employment, were the various Green papers on l-abour Relationsl s,

the Buff Report on State payfxingre and the 1990 National Party policy statement on

8 Deprtment of Education Repon of rhe Secondary School Stffing Working Parry, (SSR), 1983,
9 D"p"tt.uot of EducationThe Curricubm Review, Commi6se to Review the Curriculum for Schools.

r986.1987
l0 NIR Education and Science Select Committe, Repon on the Inquir into The Qualit-t^ of Teaching,

Wellington : Government Print, Chaircd by N, Scott, also known as the Scott Report, 1986.
I I NZ Trearury , Economic Management Briefing to the incoming Government, Wellington, l9M,
NZ Treasury . Governnmt Management, Briefing to the incoming Governrnent, Wellington, 1987

NZ Treasury, BrieJing n the Incoming Govemmenr, Wellington. 1990,
State Services Commission, Briefing to the Governmant, Wellinglon, 1990,
12 Report of the Taskforce to Review Education Administration, Administeing for Excellmce Wellington

:Government hirt,l987 (chairBd by B. Picot, also known as Picot Report),
l3 Mioirte. of Education Tomorrow's SchooLr. Wellington : Government Print, 1988a

Minister of Education TWenry Thousand : A Sumtnary of Responses to the Repon of the Tasfforce to
Review Mucation Administmtion Wellingfon: Government Print. 1988b

14 Tday's Schoots : A Review of the futucation Reform Implementation Process. Chair Noel [-ough,
Wellington: Government Print. 1990 (also loown as the Lough Report)

lsMinistry of Education, Tonrarrows Standads lrarning Media,Wellington: Ministry of Education, 1990
l6 UZQA, Designing the Framcwo,rt, Wellington:New Zealancl Qualifications Authority, l99l
l TMinistry of Education, New Tzaland Cuniaiun Framewo*, Wellingtoru trarning Media, Ministry of

Education,1993
l8Mioirtoof labour, IndustrialRelations:AFmmeworkforRuiew.Vok 1&2 Wellingfon: Department

ofLabour, 1985
19 Minister of State Services, Pay Fixing in the Stare Sector. A Review of Pinciples and Procedures in the

Fixing of Pay and Associued Conditions of Semice in the New Tzaland State Seaor. CIhe BuffReport)
Wellington: Government hint, 1986.
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Employment Relations?o. These aimed at creating a new relationship bdween capital and

labour at both a societal and State level.

By the beginning of 1993 when this thesis ends, there had been a definite structural change

in the relationship of the teachers' unions to the State. The PPTA had been transformed

from a'professional body' - the senrice organisation for teachers - into a union and then

PPIA was legally deregulated to bargaining agent status. Yet PITIA, the secondary

teachers' union, was still an intact and functioning body in contrast to most of the other

unions who between l99l and 1993 were decimated by the effects of Employment Contracts

Act, 1991. As well PPTA has remained an influential force in the overall education system.

Indeed it is possible to argue that the teachers' unions with their concerns about curriculum

and national education systems remained the only voice consistently raising educational

questions.

The restructuring in education has been a muddle. The muddle arises from the nature of
New Zealand's ducation system and its place in the State. This gives rise to a number of
themes which affected the planned restructuring and provided some of the source of
resistance as will emerge throughout this thesis.

. The function of education as part of the State itself.

. The legitimation role which education plays which means that it is not reducible to a

totally economic function.
. The dialectic between the professionaVeducational and industrial contexts of
teachers work and the srategic exploiation of this.
. The double roles of teachers as both State workers and as autonomous

professionals sharing values with the State officials of their profession.

Over-arching this are the directly political considerations in the relationship between PPTA

and the electoral structures.

OF AGENTS AND STRUCTURES

The various State agencies or institutions involved in the changes in education r€present

different ways of doing things and different philoso'phical beliefs. At the institutional level

the Department of Education (and to some extent the various newly established Education

agencies)21 repressrts the 'old" or bureaucratic way of doing things in education. The

Department had a coherent philosophy of education.

20 Natiooal Party Manifesto. 'Employment Relations', 1990, 13
2l Th"r" is an ongoing debate as to what extent the Ministry of &lucation and the Education Review Offtce

should or do have a philosophy of education rather than a philosophy of business. Those uAo do, seem to
be increasingly alienated within the new structures and are seeking other positions - arecdotal reflection
following this research.
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The two confol agencies of the State, The Treasury and the State Senvices Commission,

however, represent the new way. Their philosophy is that of business. The Treasury in

particular represents both the new way and is the source of an idmlogical difference. It has

a theory of the market. However given its position in the State its influence on education is

theoreically more distant.

The State Senrices Commission on the other hand is the control agency of the State directly

concerned with the intricacies of State personnel management and by extrapolation

education. It operates with a theory of the business firm. It gained its power in education

through legislated oontrol over the negotiation of employment relations of teachers in the

State Sector Act, 1988. It holds the structural position as State employer through its role as

employment contract negotiator. The secondary school's Boards of Governors, who in the

new structures became the Boards of Trustees, as the legal employers, have only the oontract

management role. The influence of the State Services Commission is therefore more direct

and it was the vehicle through which reforms to teachers' work were to be achieved.

Changing the nature of ducation required changing the working conditions, the various

relationships and beliefs of teachers.

PPTA, on the other hand, as the body of organised secondary teachers, is in a relationship

with the State both at the central lwel education structures as well as directly at the school

level through the work and mncerns of its teacher members. PPTA is thus both part of the

structure and an agent in education. The power of PPTA, as an agent in education, is due to

its position in the structure. PPIA is present at the national level and yet its strength depends

on the local level. The det/olution of power in education to the local level potentially results

in a devolution to the level in which PPIA may be strong.

A State-constructed union
The thesis provides the der.ails of the State s formal construction and then re-construction of
PPTA. As will be shown in Part two the relationship of the teachers to the New Zealand

State in the'old strudures' was developed and maintained through an industrial-professional

relationship which can be likened to a form of what Cawson ca,lls meso-corporati$.22. It

22 Meso-corpo,ratism is a system of interest representation which operates at a lower lsvgl than the system

ste€ring mechanisms of corporatism. Cawson defines meso-corporatism as "the fusion of the processes of
int€rest r€Trrqsentation, decision-rnaking and policy-irrylementation with raspect to a more re$ricted range

of issues than the 'system- steering' concerns of macro- corporatism. While rnacro- ccrporatism refers to
a relationship between the State and the peak organisations of labour and capital, nreso- corporatism refers

to the organisations which close around the State and defend the specific interests of sectms and
professions. A. Cawson, d, Organised Intercsts andthe Stae (London: Sage,l985),12.
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was one which was based on shared networks of influence and valuest'. Until about 1988

senior officials in education and the leadership of the two teachers' associations openly

formed such a relationship. The OECD examining New Zealand in l983za, called it "the

education family' and remarked on the relative harmony of relations.

That 'old' relationship which had et/olved historically was an unezlsy and some*imes

contradictory one with teachers positioned as both State servants and as 'professionals'.

Being 'professionals' in the State provided the representative body with a structural position

which enabled them to achieve both social goals and selective benefits. Whelher the body

representing teachers is best described as a 'professional organisation' or a 'craft union' is

not really the point at issue. The definitional terms inform the positions of an external

academic debate while'professionalism'forms part of the ideological repertoire of teachers.

The ideological combination of 'professional' when equated, or more accurately, conflated,

with 'educational' added strength to the teachers' union position.

The industrial climate in the educational seclor after 1986 was marked by an on-going

political, professional and industrial campaign which blurred the distinctions bgween

teaching, teaching conditions, national education mandates, funding and school

administration. The central core of the reforms, as the unions saw it, involved the

Government's twin goals of devolving the funding and management decisions of education

to local Boards of Trustees and the eradication of the teacher union's influence in educational

provision. The immediate concerns for the union w€re the devolution of both the teachers'

salaries budget and the control over the decisions about that budget to the individual school

Boards of Trustees. This issue of dwolving teachers' salary funds brcame politicised in the

public arena as "bulk-funding', overlaying a debate about the future of the union itself.

During the restructufug, PPTA was changed both legislatively and functionally from a

'professional' teachers' association into a union. Following the de-regulation of the labour

market with the Employment Contracts Act 'unions'as legal entities disappeard. PPTA

was then designated legally a bargaining agent' able to carry out oontracted employment

negotiating duties on betralf of individuals or collectives. Throughout this process PPTA

maintained a public militancy which caused the Minister of Education during 199t2 to declare

that thev were "the last of the boilermaker unions".

The thesis ends at a point in March 1993 with the sdtlement of a year-long dispute over the

contract renegotiation which involved all three of the arenas important for PPTA:

tt Fo, a detailed study of corporatism in the public sector see A.C., Cawson, Corponttism and Weffarc,
(London: Heinsmannrl I 982)

24OECD, The Reviews of National Mumtion Poliq: NewT*atnnd (Paris: OECD, 1983), I I
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curriculum, professional conditions and pay-fixing. This settlement marks the possibilify of

the way back for PFrIA into the decision-making process and the steering mechanisms of

educational policy. The industrial dispute highlighted the lack of coordination in education

and exposed gaps in the education steering mechanisms. PPTA's endorsement of the

direction of the various National Curriculum Initiatives coupled with an exploitation of

concerns promoted in the public arena over school funding had provided opportunity for

some acc@tance of PPTA's role in policy making. The funding of teachers' salaries was

still to be continued at the centre.

Following some intensive ndworking the Government set up a ceordinating group for those

in education, the Schools Consultative Group, (SCG), which included PPTA and NZEI.

The 'Modernisation Agreement' attached to the 1993 secondary teachos employment

contract settlement was heralded as a way forward for school indusnial relations, for

teachers' career paths and for school organisation itself. Modernisation'as a strategy for

PPTA linked teachers' industrial @ncerns and school funding to the new curriculum

developments and to school administration. The questions over this were to be sorted out in

working pafiy modethrough the SCG. The SCG, an ad-hoc body in reality, became at this

stage the main advisory body to the Miniser of Education for education policy related to

schools, their funding, organisation and properfy.25

RATIONAL OPPORTT'I\IISM . A IJNION STRATEGY FOR STJRVIVAL

The thesis illustrates how the State as both employer and government has the potential to use

Iegislative force to produce the desked out@mes wen when commined to non-interyention

in a labour market. This reveals the State's own potential for recourse to violence and the

structural relationstrip of teachers to the State Because of this power relationship, the

leadership of the union is continually forced into what Offe calls "rational opportunism",26

seeking stxategies through campaigns which meet the interests of members in either the short

or medium term, that do not expose the union, and thereby the membership, to too much

danger, and which increase the influence of the union over matters of their @ncern. These

strategies may militate against longer term broader working class or democratic interests.

Offe's approach to tnade unions is different from the way that unions and unionism are

generally treated by those who are sympathetic to them. The usual aprproach is to see unions

in an uncomplicated way as the workers' organisations. The assessment of the success of

25 The formation of the SCG exposed the lack of co-ordination of policy by the Ministry of Blucation and

was followed by the formation of a schools consultative commillBs to provide input advice to the

Ministry of Education. F<lucaionC,azette 73,8 1994, l. The SCG completed a full report on school

frmding and disbanded itself in October I 994.
26claus Offe, DisorganizedCapitalism, (Cambridge: Polity hess, 1985), 170'219.
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any organisation's struggle is made at one level according to the goals of the struggle and at

the same time it is judged as the embodiment of democratic principles. Often associated

with this approach is an implied aggegfation of unions into some larger syndicate or

grouping embodying within it the goals and ideals of the working class as a political body.

This theordical position is particularly a feature of left political groupings and confers on

unions a role as vanguard. This theory provides those groups with a position from which to

judge unions and their leaderships. 'Opportunism' from this perspective is a pejorative

term and is applied to leaders and unions who concede the long term goal, usually that of

total victory over capital or the working class revolution, in pursuit of a more immediate

short term gain.

Offe's approachzT to unionism, as will be shown in Chapter One, is more prosaic. While

sympathetic to unionism he does not have a rcmantic or even idealist vision of unionism, but

is concerned understanding under what onditions and circumstances these organisations

function. This provides the basis for an analysis of the possibilities available for what he

calls the more dialogical actions. For Offg opportunism and a tendency towards oligarchic

formation is the rational response by the unions to the various constraints, organisational,

political and economic, under which a labour organisation operates. Hence his term is

mtional oppommism.

The thesis demonstrates historically how mtiorul opponmism provides both the limits and

the possibilities of trade unionism as a vehicle of change in education. The possibilities

available to a State union however depend rather more on the attribution of status as a

representative interest group in policy development or as the representative of citizenship

demands than on any direct industrial strenglh.

In 1991 New Zealand was systematically decollectivised in the industrial arena through the

implernentation of the Employment Contracts Acl. This Act sought to re$nrcture all labour

relations, both private and public sector, into the narrow contractual relationship of employee

- employer. This step replaced the 'historic compromise' of the wage earne,rs' Welfare

Snte nansforming the State into a residual welfare sfety nd model.

The power of PPTA as the voice of organised teachers expressed through its various

strategies and roles, together with the oomplexity of the teaching process itself, meant that as

long as PPTA maintained its membership support and retained public status as a

'professional body', its influence could not be entirely eradicated. Teachers themselves

were too indispensable to the @ntinuity of the structures and at the same time their ollective

27 rcid
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consent was essential for future dwelopment. There seemed to be a political limit to the

attack on teachers beyond which the government was not prepared to go. After a lot of

contorted fighting through two governments, a labour and a National one, the result appears

to be some form of accommodation, with altered structures in education but with PPTA still

maintaining both an influence in ducation and a strong union role.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

The thesis is written in three parts, which address both different levels and directions of

analysis. Part one provides a theoretical introduction, the historical dwelopment of the New

Tnaland State and the subsequent economic-liberal challenge to the Welfare State. Part two

focuses on PPTA as an organisation and the relationship of the professionaVunion

organisation to Education poliry decisions. Part three focuses on the State's changes to

labour and incomes policies and their effect and responses in PPTA as a union.

Reality is a complex intenveaving of various historical trajectories. There are three important

trajectories which can be followed throughout this thesis. One is the changing nature of the

social formation. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to explain in depth the origins of the

transformation, however there is a brief discussion on the change in the emphasis of the

model of capiulism foom a productive focus towards a distributionaUconsumption focus

which can be likened to a shift foom "fordism to a new form of flexible accumulation' or

"n@- fordism'28. This forms the oontext of particular State projects.

From the broad body of ideas and thory derived from historical materialism, the regulation

school provides this thesis with an historical framework with which to theorise the current

changes in global capitalism, as well as providing an organising framework for the historical

development of the New Zealand Welfare State. As will be shown in Chapter one, the

regulationist school focuses directly on the capital-labour relationship in its long- run

economic theorising and uses this to provide an illuminatory framework for the changes

over time in global capitalism. Although the capital-labour relationship is not specifically

causal, the regulationist school draw anention to the changes which occur in this relationship

as a result of other changes in the circuit of capital. The concern with industrial relations

and labour organisation at a societal lerrel, within the State and within the enterprises of

education are the matters of concern in this thesis.

The second rajecto'ry is found in the analysis of the State which is focuses on the *historic

class compromise' underpinning New Zealand's particular model of Welfare State' This

28Bob Jessop, 'Conserrrative Regimes and the Transition to Post-Fordism' in M. Gottdiener, and Nicos
Komninos, eds. Capitalist Develapment and Crisis Theory St. Martins Press, New York, 1989, 261-299

I
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trajeaory is related to the role and positioning of labour in the social formation. The concept

of *historic compromise' forms the background to the discussion of New Zealand labour

and incomes policy sets the historical limits to the trade union struggle and so forms part of
the content of Chapter two and the context of Part three.

The third important strand is the developmant of the education system, in particular the

secondary system. Although formed as a specifically colonial system to provide secondary

education mainly in the English Grammar school model, it developed a demosratic impulse

within a strongly centred and expanding State. This informs the third rajectory important in

the Welfare State secondary education as the universal entitlement of citizenship.

These rajectories combine in the examination of PPTA. PPTA as the collective voice of
srcondary teachers developed its strength in education as part of an expanding State

education system through a oonscious claim on *professionalism' during the 1960s and

1970s and an impulse of "union" democratisation over the 1980s.

The various chapters move down the levels of analysis or abstraction from the abstract to the '

particular, while the three parts shift in analytical direction. Part one comes from a

perspective outside education. Part two examines both the Education-union relationship,

and the union itself. Part three moves to a perspective outside Education as such but inside

the union. Various sections of the overall sto,ry are revisited as they relate to different arenas

or historical trajectories. There is a continual movement from the abstract to the specific,

from the macro" to the micro- and back again in order to catch some of the complenity of

State policy. It is an analytical process which Jessop calls "strategic-relational analysis'2e

which focuses simultaneously on the changing social relations and the various strategies of

capital accumulation.

Part one, as has been indicated addresses the broad changes. There is the particular history

of the New Zealand Welfare State and the way in which education and in particular

semndary education were formed as part of this. These I have loosely categorised as the

"old structures". However these continued in their various forms in education until 1989.

This history is followed in Chapter three by a discussion of the eonomic-liberal challenge to

the State, setting out the ideas by which the economic-liberal change-agents sought to

restructwe the Welfare State and New Zaland sociefy and with it both education and the

labour market. This sets up the background to examine the dwelopment and inter-

relationship of the PPTA in the structures of education and the various strategic and tactical

responses of PPTA which are the subject of both Parts two and three.

29 Bob Jessop, Starc Theory, lggl,.ChJ,l%ffl & Ch.lO, 278ff.
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Part two will be seen to be both an insider's view of history and as a meirns of siting PPTA

as part of the Education structures. This difficult position is necessary in order to set out the

historical resources, both material and ideological, on which the union is later able to call. It
also provides some illusfation of aspects of the micro'level fundioning of Education in the

de-commodified Keynesian Welfare State and the particular influence of various networks of
pow€r in deermining the mandate of education. The relationship between the State, the

union and the Secondary Schools' Boards in these 'old structures' had been clearly

articulated by the teachers' associations, the teachers and the Department of Education as the

prtnerchip of education. The networks of power which maintained this partrcnhip

depotded on shared ways of seeing and an understanding of the respective roles. This

period operated until 1987 after which the relationships changed as a result of external

pressures but not internal ones. However these networks still continued to opsate
particularly in curriculum, so that the shift towards a more technological skills-oriented

curriculum for senior post-compulsory schooling lerel occurred with PPTA input and

suppon.

Part three moves to a more union perspective and examines the changes which were wrought

on PPTA as a result of changes in the labour market policy. These labour market changes

although beginning earlier, dweloped parallel to the changes occurring in education.

However very early in the Fourth Labour Government's term the plans to change labour

market policy were subject to contestation by the union movement. PPTA's role in this can

be seen as part of the broader union movement and as a member of the Combined State

Unions ( CSU) and subsequently after 1987 in the Council of Trade Unions (NZCTU).

The PPTA response to the changes howerser was more than as a union concerned about

economic benefits or union survival, the response was also as a political teachers'

organisation oncerned about the educational implications of these policies. The response

was related to PPTA's professional project.

RESEARCH METIIODOLOGY: HISTORY AND POLICY
This cross-discipline study links labour studies and political studies in the context of
education. A combination of participant obsenvation, interviews, document interpretation

and historicaV political analysis is used to develop an interpretation of the changes in the

State and its effect on one education union. the PPTA. I will set out the d€tails of this

particular methodology below. The framework is no-Marxist combining the work of Offe

with that of Jessop and attempting to use this as a means of what Ozga has termed "closing
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the macro.micro gap'30. Given that, in line with classical Marxist theory, but in opposition

to much empiricist political research, the theordical model is largely historical materialist.

Historical materialism is comparative, tracking social structures and their changlng material

relations over time. It spirals from the abstract yet simple or macro levels to the complexity

of the concrete or micro levels, and from the broader structural matters to agency questions.

The life sphere @ncerns of the participants, their beliefs and ideals, are framed within

particular historically formed structural constraints which also have a logic of their own. As

Goodson, when discussing curriculum history, pointed out,

With studies confine<l to the view of participants at a moment in time, to the here and now of

events, the essential omission was data on the constraints beyond the event, the school, the

classroom and the participant. What is needed, therefore, is a method which stays with the

participants, skys with the complexity of the social processes but catches some

urxlentanding of the constrains beyond3 I.

This study as both history and politics seeks to explain some of the con$raints or structural

logics which operate on teacher unionism in the potitical and economic spheres. In the

process it seeks to add a different perspective to other work on the New T.raland education

reforms, one focusing particularly on the role of organised teachers. A focus on the

structural constraints tends to reduce the influence of particular agency. Yet a focus on

organisational agancy tends to highltght the role of elites, and the tendency to oligarchy and

reduce the influence of structural logics. A more complex pattern is needed to see the

various occurrences as formed through a trajectory of structures, events and ideas and ideals.

These influence and shape how particular decisions are formed and put into practice by

various agents as part of the complex dynamic of the relationships between the eonomy, the

State and the public sphere. As Ozga has perceptively ommented, "the elite and the State

are not s€parate intrinsic entities but evolve within each other' 32

The various responses to the changes interact with individual union member's ideas and

behefs at one lwel, with a changing definition of teachers' work at an other level, with the

changing character of State formations at a higher let/el as well as the changing strategies of

capital accumulation. The union initiatives and responses to the socio-political changes need

to be set within in a broader historical framework to enable some th@retical distance from

which to analyse and evaluatethese developments.

30Jenny Ozga, *Studying Education Policy through the lives of the Policy makers.' in Walker, S. & Barton,

L, eds, Changing Policies, Aanging Teacherc (Milton Keynes: Open University, 1987), 138-150
3l I Goodson, ' History, Context and Qualitative Methods in the Study of Curriculum" in Robert Burgess,

H. Strategier of fulumional Research: qualitafive nethods, (I-ewes: The Falmer Press) 1985, 122
32 Jenny OzgaJ-ives of Poliq maken,l987, l4E
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Some methodological statements

There are a number of theoretical and ethical questions which this methodology raises.

History is an interpretive disciplind3. It reflects the perspectiveof those selating from the

myriad of happenings of the past and the use to which that interpretation is to be put. The

model of history used here as I have already said is that history is a series of trajeclories.

Occurrences in the past, both material and idological, form the present structured reality in

which particular strategies are being assessed and tactical decisions are taken. As Mam puts

it in the Eighteenth Brumaire

'[People] rnake their own history, but they do not make it just as they please: they do not make

it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under circurnstance directly found, given and

ffinsmitt€d from the past. The tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a nightmare on

the brain of the living.'34

The shape of the past therefore materially determines the possibility for the future. Howwer

while these trajectories could be seen to promote almost an evolutionary model of history, at

certain points the different rajectories coincide or collide creating the possibility of
transformation in the structures or what Althusser has called rupruml mily.3s

Formal history including that of policy matters mostly deals in documents, - written records

of occurrences - presented as historical faa. This is devoid of the personal influence of the

participants. Oral or socid history seeks to supplement these facts and to un@ver the lives

and the intentions of theparticipants at the lerrel of lived experience. So the study of policy

matters will be illuminated by an approach which uses both forms. At the same time

however, history itself is being continually reconstructed for its use in the future. History

provides the shape of the presento the sources of explanation of the presant and the seeds of
opposition or resistance on which we draw in struggle to create the future. The Frankfurt

School critic Walto Benjamin reminds us of this in his "Theses on the Philosophy of

History" in llluminations.3t

To articulate the past historically does not mean to recognise it 'the .rlay it really was". It

means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up 8t a moment of .l8nger. '.....

Historical materialism wishes to retain that image of the past u&ich unexpectedly appears to

[someone] singled out by history at the moment of danger..3?

339.H. Can, What is History? (New YorkRandom House),1967,18
34 Karl Marx, Seleaed Wo*s, VoI 2 -I}re Eighteenth Brunaire of Napoleon Bonaparte", (London lav"rence

and Wishart, 1942\,311
35 l-ouis Althusser, For Man, (Harmondsworth:Penguin, 1969),220- 236
36 w"ltrrBeqiamin, Illuminationr, (New York: Polity hess, 1970), 257-266
37 taid:zst
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As history there are broadly two major view points which can be labelled either popular or

capitalist. A popular history will tend to reach back into the past to stress glorious victories

or at least a significant battles which advance a notion of resistance of the "ordinary people'

to the imperatives of capitalism for the future generations to call up and use. Its motivating

frame is a class+heoretical approach privileging what can be broadly specified as a working-

class view - that of resistance to the logic of capital. It is a radition exemplified in the work

of the late E.P. Thompson38 in Britain or the late Bert Roth and Tony Simpson3e in New

Zealand. This is also the tradition found in trade union history including that of teacher

unions. However this perspective often ignores the importance of various structural

concerns. This point will be discussed further in the Introduction to Part two.

A capitalist history on the other hand, reflects a different class perspective. It will tend to

portray the ever onward progress of *civilisation" or *the establishment' towards the notion

of a rational or telological ideal of individual freedom. Decisions and achiwements become

part of that teleological vision. History then is the story of either the *important political

figures" or of the institutions ripped out of their social context and away from any structural

imperatives. It is the story of the victors. In the process the inherently social nature of
human existence and the struggles and opposition which surround the various political

occurren@s are thereby dissolved into an ideal of progess.

A Klee Painting named *Angelus Novus' shows an angel looking as though he is about to

move away from s,omething he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes arc staring, his mouth is

open, his wings are spread. This is how one picrures the angel of history. His face is turned

toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he see.s one single catastrophe u&ich

keeps piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel would like to

stay, auaken the dead and make whole what has been smashed. But a storm is blowing from

Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such violence that the angel can no longer close

them. This storm irresistibly propels him into the funre to vihich his back is nrned, while the

pile of ctebris grows skywarcl. This storm is vAat we call PROGRESS4o.

This present study reflects my own interprerations and my ooncems with the broader social

contexts. Nevertheless the major sources come from within PPTA and so in this way is to a

large extent a PPTA view of the history of the education changes. It focuses on the

education changes through the eyes of people oriented to the union, most of whom form part

38 I would like to mark my respect for E.P. Thompson who died in August 1993 afr Bert Roth vlto died in
June 1994. Both of them through their writings and their talks transformed the srudy of history in the
academe to record those in struggle.

39 Herbd Roth, Rernedy Jor Present Evil (Wellington: PSA,I987)
Tony Simpson, The Sugar fug fears, (Auckland: Alister Taylor, 1976)
Tony Simpso n, A Vis ion Bet ruyed, (Auckland: Hodder ard Stoughton, I 984)

40 Benjamia,lg71, .259
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of the union elite. The union's strategies are chosen and dweloped by this elite but these are

formed within the prevailing structural logics which shape the possible responses within the

framework of rationnl opportunLtm. .

Finding Sources and making selections

My method of historical research is a multi- layered onea I . The roles I take are as:

. the participant-observer, taking part in the operation of the organisation, some of

its political campaigns and interviewing members of the current organisation;

. an oral-historian interviewing past and present members of the elite and various

activists:
. historical researcher, examining the documentation of the organisation.

These various frames provide the raw data which can be interrogated, dissected and analysed

in relation to the theordical framework. The raw material of a hi$ory like this is found both

in the memories of the participants and in the documents of the organisation. The

documents used were mainly the intentional material of PPTA written either for ordinary

members in the form of newsletters, or as campaign kits or for the executive's information in

the form of reports. These form part of the PPTA record of history. I had a number of

contacts at all ler/els of the organisation as an ex-activist member of PPTA and as an

executive member of a sister union (ASTE). This provided a relationship with various

informants to provide the oral data. I will discuss first the nature of the documents and

will follow that with a discussion of memory as a source of history.

The written record

Interpretation from the written record is a matter of selection: both that of the researcher and

theorganisation. Through the goodwill of the PPTA Offrcials, the l99l Executive and the

l99l-3 Auckland Region Management Committee,I was granted access to the files, both at

the National Office and at the Auckland Regional Office. The PPTA files of the penod up to

1988 are archived in the Wellington Head Office in chronological archival order. The

documents of the period from 1988 - l99l however were not archived as such at the time I

was working on them but were a collection which could be better designated as working

files. They were filed in topics or areas. This has m€nt that for me as the researcher

finding my way around the filing system itself took some time. This difficulry was

compounded by the fact that the National Office was in Wellington and I was concurrently

working full time in Auckland so was only able to speird a limited amount of time in the

archives. In the event I was fortunate in having access to the historical records of the

Auckland Region from 1962- 1987 which had been stored in a garage until th€re was a

4l See W Borg, W, and MD. Gall, MumtionalResurdr. (White Plains:NY,Longlnan, 1989), 805-838
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properly established Regional Office. In addition a number of both cutrent and former

executive and members in the Auckland Region, as they became involved in parts of my

discussions, contributed papers, notes and newsletters. The documents had been part of
their own personal material or had previously been that of their branch, and they were having

a clean out. Documents from these sources included copies of all documents sent or issued

to an executive member over l99l-2, and the complete files of one branch for 1989, 1990

andl992,as well as all Conference material from 1983- 1992.

What is considered important to keep records of is in itself a matt€r of selection. Many of
the political and industrial actions which occurred have themselves been made invisible even

in what is a relatively short time. Who was there or even how the particular issue

specifically arose are not always recorded in the re,ports of various meetings. In some

instances there were no reords of what happened at various rallies or pickets other than a

brief report of its occurrence. In other cases there is no record in the archival material as to

what really qparked a meeting or even that the rally had indeed taken place. There was

som€times only a copy of a speech or a leafle or handout to various strike or stop work or

campaign meetings to mark their occurrence4z. This is particularly true of the period

beween 1986- 1990, a period of intense political activity for PPTA with considerable call on

its resources. Minutes of various working parties were not always found in the archival

material, sometimes there was only a brief half-page report to Executive from the

representative participant. The reports and published material are in themselves selected,

even sanitised versions of history. As is true of all documents of this type they reflect

generally what was wanted to be known by the writers for various audierrces; public arenan

internal debate or reords of decision.

I have used the newslefters and branch circulars as a major source of record. These are

documents written to be both information for the members and documents in the public

arena. They present a public face of PPTA thinking and decisions at various points of time.

However behind this are the various positional and decision papers of the Executive and its

advisers. These reflect views which sometimes have taken quite a while to emerge in the

public arena as PPTA policy directions or decisions. These internal documents are thus a

part of the process of internal political debate. However they do indicate possible directions

and provide evidence of how various stmtegies have a gestation period long beforebecoming

accepted.

42 A particular example was a series of wildcat *actions'and lunch-time'demonstrations" uAich bappered in
Auckland Region overpotential changes in State pay fixing during 1986. The memory is with the people
but the detail is not in the record.
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Seeking the memory

My aim was to provide the narrative using a combination of the PPTA official r@ord,

preferably the published one of newsletters or branch circulars available to the members,

but supported by the stories of the participants. The stories provide the accessible evidence

of the personal lives as well as the detail of poliry making and networks. The political was

in this case personal. Over 1992 and 1993, I was able to intenriew a number of the key-

informants who provided both a background for events as well as useful direct intentional

material. These interviews, and also associated conversations were a semi-stntctured but

guided process, asking the informant to talk about a particular campaign or o@ulTence and

their own role in that. After developing an overyiew of the story from the reords, as my

guide, that is the collective leirel, the informants were asked to explain how they beliet/ed

particular things happened and their role in it, the individual storry. More specifically they

were being asked for their own versions of history. The interviews were recorded on

audio-lape and although guided were rather open-ended. To maintain a coherent and

consistent style some of the more articulate of the main informants were transcribed and used

to provide the story throughout the chaptos.

The informants selected for in depth intenriewing were usually a major sour@ of the PPTA

view of the particular campaigns. They were the chairperson of a palticular committee, a

member of the Executive, the person responsible for some action, the instigAtor of a policy

direction or an important link in the membership network. Their views were often those

recorded in the intentional documents. Some informants were selected because of their

particular organisational roles at the branch, regional or national lerrel. The main informants

can be considered to be political theorists in their own right. Some were closely associated

with the tabour Party executive and the dwelopment of kbour Party policy and strategy,

while others were closely associated with developing Combined Trade Union strategy and

moving New Zealand towards a more formal corporatist solution. As such their

interpreation of political reality formed the oontext within which the decision making and

shategising in PPTA occtnred. As will be seen theleadership generally has perceived PPTA

as a political organisation, so that the strategies and taclics they sought were to both increase

and use the political influence of PPTA. Accordingly, the dividing line bdween PPTA as a

teachers organisation and a political body became extremely blurred. The interviews and the

material quoted reflect this political perspective in that teaching as a labour process which

occurs in schools is a taken for granted, while the aim of an active, organised body of

teachers is held by all of the informants to be for some perceived universali* democratic

goal.

I became aware during this process that the employed offrcials tread a very uneasy line

between being a paid impartial official and a policy maker. It is this poliry maker role which
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the elected Executive were on occasions keen to down-play: policy making being the

preserve of elected or political people. Concerns were raised in the early stages of my

research by two different elected leaders about the status of PPTA discussion papers and the

views of officials, reminding me that these were not official PPTA policy until voted on.

While I recognise this union position, this has the effect of rendering invisible the personal

influence of the union's officials in a wav similar to that of officials in the broader State.

Interviews were conducted with various other PPTA members and officials as well as some

Ministry of Education officials and politicians who had close network links with PPTA.

Some of these intmviews related to an earlier period, 1966-1981, while others related to the

later period, I 98 1 -93.43

I interyiewed Kevin Bunker, the current General Secretary, about the indusfial

dwelopments over the 1980s and the PFIA relationstrip to the State unions. That interuiew

was supported by Bunket's own dissertation on industrial relations in the State++. Bunker

was PPTA's industrial advocate until 1987.

Another sourceof information about PFIA and industrial relations was Gay Simpkin who

was Deputy General-Secretary (Indusrial). Simpkin had been an Executive member and had

also been PPTA's industrial advocate. She was theadvocate leading most negotiations from

1987 until 190. This intenriew was supported by archive material takqr during the

negotiation as minutes and turned into membership information material for both the regional

offices and the branches.

The particular ddail about PPTA's Staffing (SSR) campign was obtained through

intqrriews and discussions with John Grant, Ross Parsonage and Lena Orum who is

currently Junior Vice President. (I have not qpoken with the particular paid official

associated with this campaign, Karen Roper, who no longer works for PPTA.) Grant was

an outspoken Executive member who had been on Executive since 1976. He was also a

member of various Executive advisory committees including the Stratery Group and was the

PPIA nominee on the Public Senrice Tribunal in 1986. During l99A-gz both Grant and

Simpkin were involved with the development of the Education Sector Unions campaign to

"Stop Bulk-Funding of Teachers Salaries".

43 The full list of PPTA informants and their particular dasignations are listed as part of the source material
at the end of the thesis.

44 Kevin Bunker, 'lndustrial Relations in the State Sector 1983-90'. Dip. Ind. Rel. dissertation" Victoria
University, Wellington, 1990.
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Lena Orum, Jim Bennett and Heather Kelly in addtion to formal intenriews also provided me

with a continuing Executive perspective throughout 1990-93. Anne Jones, Mary Anne

Baxter, Heather Kelly, and Di Moffat, Executive members at various times between L987'

1993 provided additional information on both Regional and Executive matters. I also had

numerous conversations with various other officials including Guy Allen, Terry Bates and

Barbara Hill of theAuckland Field Ofice, and Ken Wilson in theWellington Office.

Helen Pearce (Watson) who is curently employed at the Auckland Field Office was

interyiewed in depth about the roleof women in PPTA and about the particular influence of
Feminist Teachers both in PtrIA and in education policy developmant. During the

Education resFucturing process Pearce was the nominee on the 'Charters' Working Group'

whom PPIA had suggested had a particular interest in questions about equify. She became

a particular source of information about this phase of development to add to the data pool.

Shona Hearn who was President in 1990-91 was intenyiewed in depth for the detail of the

1980 cuniculum developments and the Curriculum Review. Hearn had been one of the

founding members of the 1978 Curriculum Advisory Committee. As a mernbs of the

Mangement Commitee and Senior Vice President in 1992, Hearn also provided backgound

material about the campaigns in l99Fy2. The particular official associated both with

curriculum and the dwelopment of some alternative strategies at that time was Phillip

C-apper. Unfortunately due to Phillip's own schedule I was not able to formally intenview

him. However I was able to check through telephone onversations and personal

discussions with him some of my interpretations gained from the written record.

I was unable to interryiew the President 1992-93, Martin Cooney, solely because of access

difficulties. His hectic schedule and my research plans did not easily coincide. I was able

to track his public utterances through various radio and television appearences, and follow

decisions made at this time through the Executive minutes and other informants.

To add to my collection of data I attended a number (16) of PFIA regional meefings

(Auckland and South Auckland) and confqences during the period March l99l to May 1993

and a number of different branch medings. At most of these meetings I was announced

publicly as doing some res€arch on PPTA. There were also six different schools which I

used as informant schools whose various branch meefings provided some source of what the

chalk face thought at particular times. This generally matched views being promoted

through Executive because of the small size of the organisation as I will discuss in Chapter

four.
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Over 1991 -I993 I also took part in a number of combined education sector campaigns.

Throughout this data gathering phase I took notes of various views and opinions, and had

conversations with a number of PPTA activists. ln this way the selection is still that from

an elite, it reflects the views of the various activists and officials who attended these

meetings.

The relevant sections of the audiotaped interviews were transcribed for illustrative purposes.

Where there were large sections directly quoted, thetranscript draft was returned to the story

teller for checking. When material was sensitive in the eyes of the informant, the dLect

source was not revealed other than with an identifier title eg. branch secr€tary, member, with

an identifier of gender or ehnicity if this was considered particularly reletiant. This seldom

happened with PPTA sources, except where particular schools could be identified. It did

occur howerrer with Minisbry of Education sources who although no longer subjea to the

Official Secrefs Act were somewhat circumspect as to their employment status and preferred

to keep their network links with PPTA private. This in itself was an indication of the

changed environment from the'old'structures to the new.

Most intenriews and discussions were with women and most were held with Auckland

PFIA members and officials. The perspectives on the occurrences therefore reflect this

particular social geographical gaz{s. Auckland has been a strong source of feminig

influence in PPTA and there has been a tendenry inside PPTA and in the media somewhat

inaccurately to equate an Auckland view with a feminiS one. Auckland is the largest region

of PPTA numerically with twice the number of teachers as the next largest region

Canterbury , and 20% of the membership.ou In contrast to most other regions it is an urban

region with a very small number of rural school branches (5). Although I was able to use

contacts in the neighbouring more rural South Auckland Region the important influence of

the extensiverural membership in PPTA is therefore somewhat under-emphasised. - To that

extent it is an urban view of PPTA.

Interviewing these key-informants in depth howerver provided data which moved beyond that

provided in various reports. It included information on how or why decisions were made,

who was present and fascinating dAail about the development and implementation of
particular campaigns and policy directions. Because mernory is selective it therefore needs

to be subjected to some form of historical criticism to guard against history by assertion (i.e.

45Of tn"people present at Auckland Region meetings in November 1991, May 1992,July 1992, August

1992, Novimber l992.,Much 1993, heid both after school and at night, the average gender balance uas

62% renand37% women (field notes)
M'- lgy} figures, NZPPTA Annual Report,
Total Regional membership = 13586,
Auckland region membership =2774
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because someone asserted it was so therefore it was). The method used for establishing

both verification and validitv for this oral data will be considered below.

FINDING THE STORY: VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

The mixture of written and oral data enabled me to treat the written documents as primary

data, and use the oral history as illustrative and illuminating material. The resulting

historical narrative was then set within the changes occurring in the socio-political

environment. In this way it was hoped that the integrity of the lives of people within a

changing historical context is maintained rather than depersona[sed as in the more'objective'

social research. That form ofresearch has a tendency to either reduce people to ciphers or

else portray them as responsible for all the actions which happen to them. An oral history

research project is after all a record of *large hunks of the lives'47 of the participants. The

concern with the individuals means that the life-sphere concerns of the various participants

are of importance. Being publicly identified as 'union' in a situation of mntinued anti-union

attack is to submit oneself to a labeled position which can be emotionally exhausting and

often does not really seem commonsense. The union itself is bound up in the person's own

beliefs and their dreams. The life-story and the union story is that person's being so that the

political occurrences and the strategic decisions of the union become part of the individual

@ncerns of the life- sphere.

A difficulty that any oral qualitative procedure produces for academic research concerns

issues of verification and validation. (In historiographic terms, this is a maffer of subjecting

the oral data to some form of historical criticism.) Verification was to answer the question,

'did this event actually happen?', while validation has to answer the question, 'is this how it

really seemed to the participants?'.

Verification4s was provided in two ways. The first was that the story in the oral record had

also appeared somewhere in the written record. There was written documentation to

support the occurren@ so that the written record was given privilege. Mainly this was

PPTA's record which produced a record of the event as part of PPTA's story, although on

some occasions that record was found in other parts of the public arena, via the news media

or the Department/lvlinistry of Education.

A second form of verification is required because memory is selective. Other sour@s were

required. This second process also pnovided procedures for the validation. The mdhod

47 This notion that I was documenting *large hunks of their life" was a common rqsporue by the infornants
to the interrriewing or reading back procasi. It constantly served to remind me of both the fragility of the

oppositional forces to the NJw Right and of the courage of these people who were in opposition.
48 Coodson, 1985,125 discusses this problem of verification in historical work.
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was to put the more intangible responses that were not verified by the wrinen reoord through

triangulation with other participants who were either present at the time or part of the

decision-making of PPTA associated with that occulrence.

The content of the interyiew material was checked with people who were on the Executive,

members of the particular working party or in the particular campaign goup at the time.

Sometimes this was done directly through a selected verification source. A number of these

pople were selected to act as my verification sources. They were sent chapter drafts and

asked to comment on the section with which they were familiar. Somgimes they were

asked to comment about how they felt about the draft, did it feel accurate to them as a

participant? At other times verification was done indirectly through informally talking to

other participants and finding out how they had seen particular happenings. This process

m€ant that the material was checked back against the record and then checked against other

informants.

Although the story is verified by reports, I have kept the vernacular as much as possible in

preference to providing a reported view. As Benjamin reminds us story telling is a tool in

future struggles. The stories of the informants tell of the union's courage, its strateglr and

its ollectivity. The intenriews quoted were edited slightly for sense, but the informant's

words and their style were maintained. It is after all their story.

This thesis then is an interpnetative potitico'historical investigation of an aspect of education

at the macro, meso and micro letrels of the State. It examines some mechanisms of the

relationship between agency and structureaffecting teachers' working life. The relationship

between agency and structure examined is that occurring in education through a teachers'

union, the New Zaland Post-Primary Teachers Association. But this relationship is

occurring throughout a politically con$ructed transformation of the New Taland Welfare

State against the backdrop of a changing regime of accumulation.
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CHAPTER ONE: THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Examining Education and the responses of the teacher associations from 1982 to 1993

requires a consideration of the transformation of the entfe New Zealand Welfare State.

This task requires an explanatory framework which addresses a number of different levels of
abstraction. There is the nature of the global capital crisis as it affected the particulariry of
New Zealand's political economy. Associated with this is both the nature and the

functioning of the New Zealand State and the place of education in that. There is the

changing relationship between the ducation structures and the teachqs' union as well as the

relationship of the teachers in the changing labour market. The changes wrought in

education engender concrete responses in and by the teacher's union. In secondary

education, PPTA, as the body of organised teachers. became both a resistant force to the

changes and at the same time was the object to be changed.

This chapter provides the theoretical frameworks to be used to illuminate the role and

function of a education union in the changes. The thesis moves down through a number of
lenels of abstraction, each one forming the determining limits for the next one, yet each level

has its own history and structnrel. Together then the various lerrels and structures begin to

form a complex whole. To understand the changes occurring in the State and in education

in this current period and the teacher union responses to these, one must look simultanously

both inside and outside it: to examine education in its context and within the different

imperatives for education being pursued by the State at any particular time.

Part one of this chapter e$ablistres the neo.marxist explanation of change in the social

formation theorised through the regulation school. This points to the need to consider the

State.

Part two examines the relationship between the economy and the State and extends this to

consider education.

Part three explains how the input to the State occurs through interest groups, in particular the

trade unions. Olson's economic individualist position portraying interest groups as

essentially oligarchic and opportunist is compared with Offe who sees trade union

organisation as the rational response to the problem of power in a capitalist society. What

Olson sees as the oligarchic anti-individualist nature of interest groups, Offe sees as a

23
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functional means to deal with the fundamentally oppositional power relation betwen capital

and labour.

PART ONE: THE CAPITALIST STATE

The starting point for the discussion is that education in New Zaland is a function of the

State within a capitalist social formation?. There are some immediate definitional problems

to be attempted here. One is a definition of 'capitalist' and another a definition of 'the State

while the third is to consider education as a function of the State. The first is relatively easy,

and more abstract, the second less so and more complex, while the third involves the

relationship between these and is partly and largely the subjeo of the thesis itself.

By capitalist I mean that society is structured by a system of generalised commodity

production to produce value. In Marxist theory, value is created through the transformation

of capital (m) into the production of oommodities (c--m--c') in the relationship of labour

power QP) and the means of production (MP). These commodities (c') are then sold for an

increase in value (c' - m'). The resulting increase provides capital (m) to enter into another

relationship. The increase in the value of capital from m to m' is designated as surplus

value.

m........c........(LP-MP).........c'............m'

The transformation of oommodity capital into money capital through this production process

creates the circuit of capital.3

There are two important characteristics to a capitalist system which relate to the capital/labour

relationship at its core:

l. The private control over the material means of production occurring simultaneously in a

large number of separate and autonomous sites all in compAition with each other.

2. Iabour power is formally free and exists as a 'fictive' commodity. The workers who

own the labour power are formally free (in abstrad though not often in aclual t€rms) to

withdraw this power if the terms and conditions of its exchange are deemed unsatisfactory. +

In Marxist theory, crisis is inherent in capitalism. The short term focus of individual

capitalist production is in contradiction to the long term intere$s of capitalism as a system.

The competitive nature of capitalist production produces the tendency of the rate of profit to

2 Rogur Dale,The State and Mucailon Poliq, (Milton Keynes:Open University Press 1989) pp2544.
3Thi* understanding is derived from Karl Marx, C,apital Volumes I- Lil, (Moscow:Progress
Publishers,lg42ed). supplemented by Ben Fine, Mam's Capital 3rd ed.(lnndonMacmillan, 1989) and in
particufar a discussion in Ben Fine, and laurence Harris, Rerwding Cryital, (London: Macmillan, 1979),

pp4-16
4 Fioe, Mam,'s Capimt,pp22-36
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fall (TRl9s. At the most abstract level the changes in the social formation result from the

requirement of capitalism to constantly find new ways to meet and respond to this tendency.

The logic of capital is in contradiction to the logic of capitalism.

The circuit of capital operates both within and across national boundaries and so links the

economy of one country into the economy of another, linking nations producing raw

commodities into the economies of the industrial countries. New Zealand developed

economically as part of a circuit to provide cheap food for the British workers, to over@me

the land barrier established by their aristooary. It therefore developed as paft of a literal

world-wide Department II circuit supplying wage goods to Britain to contribute to the

Department I circuit of industrial goods and mercantilist sen'ices6.

Periodisation of canitalism: the reeulation school aooroach

The Marxist approach is historical and compares different formations over time. There are a

number of different economic periodisations in Marxist thory from long waves to epochal

changesT. However here I will use some of the ideas of the n*Marxist Frqrch

regulationists to theorise some of the changes in the nature of New T,raland society including

those which followed the 1984 labour Government. Regulationists argue that capitalism

can be divided into different periods of de'relopment, each of which reflects particular forms

of capital accumulation focused on the dominant wage relation and each of which is

separated by crisis. I argue that aftempts were being made at a political level in the emnomic

libeml project to shift New Zealand from a Keynesian economy towards a monetarist one,

and simultaneously from what can be calld a Fordist Welfare State system (albeit an

agricultural one) towards some ideal of a flexible individualist society in order to respond to

crises which were occurring at a number of levels. In other words what was being

attemptod in the restructuring of education was a symptom of the challenges to the economic

and social structures as a result of much deeper economic imperatives in global capitalism.

Much of the work of the regulation school is concerned with explaining pattems of stability

and change in social formations. Although still at a theofttically tentative lorel, the

regulationists offer some tools with which to examine the present occurrences in New

Zaland. The regulationist approach provides an holistic analysis, which enables us to relate

seemingly disparate happenings at the surface. The regulationists provide possible

solutions but emphasise the particularity of the national context. The presatt crisis as a

5 F* 
" 

discussion of various Marxist economic thmries see Fine and Hafiis,Re reding &pital,pl8ff
6 Department I is industrial p,roduction while Defrartment II is the production of wage goods to support the
reproduction of Department I.
/E.g. Fine and Harris, Rerufiing C,apital , pp58
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point of change to "post- fordism", "neo-fordism" and "new- times"S has also been

suggested by number of scholars. In New Z,e:.landa growing set of political social analyses

use conce.pts and ideas which have been adapted from the regulationisse or share similar

concerns with a changing social formation.l0

What follows is a very brief exposition of the regulationist approach, an explanation of both

'Fordism', and what has been variously de.scribed as a 'neo-fordist, 'flexible accumulation

regime': the possibility of a new form of capitalism. In the following chapter (Chapter 2) I

will use that framework to set out the dwelopment of the New Taland State and education,

keeping in mind the split geognphically between the economic production of value and its

point of valorisation, or value realisation on the ofher side of the globe.

Although regulationists from different countries have somewhat different interpretations

they form a loose paradigm or schoolll. The approach has genenally developed from

Aglietta's,t: early work on the particular economic forms which occurred in the United

States. Following Aglietta they all use the notion of Fordisml3 as the ideal-typical model of

the nature of mass- production, mass-@nsumption capitalist society which has been

accompanied in its development by Keynesian mnomic thory as well as the social-

8 A represenative group are:
Stuart Hall, nBrave New World', MarxismTday,October, 198824-29
David Harvey, The Condition of Posnnodeniry, (O:rfor&Basil Blackwell l9E9 ),
$. I qs[, and J, Urry, Tlrc End of Organbed Capimlism , (Oxford:Polity hessl987)
9 B^." Jesson, khind the Minor Gtass, (Aucktand: Penguin, 1987), Bruce Jesson, Fmgmmts of I'abour,
(Auckland:Penguin), 1989, Bruce Jesson, "The Disintegration of a labour Tradition: New 7* lxfr Politics in
the 1980s'New l-ef Review I92,MarchlApil,1992
Wilkes, C., 'The Art of the State" in Neilson. D. (ed), Private Power or Puhlic Interest, (Palmerston

North:.Dunmore hess,NZPSA, 1989,) and Mike O'Brien and Chris. Wilkes, The Ttagedy of the Madeet
(Palmerston North: Dunmore Press. I 993)
l0 th" Massey University 'Sites" Group has somewhat uncritically snd unhistorically used the Manism
fdoy 'New Times" approach of Stuart Hall. That project pulled together many of the ideas as a

programme for a rejuvenation of the left for Britain. This British model has then been p<lpularised in New
Znalawlby Maharey who is now a hbour Party M.P. This British 'New Times' fed into the NZ labour
Party l99O policy and the 1990 NZCTU policy direction. The 'New Tirnes' aproach therefore becomes

important in the <Iirections set by PPTA in lW2 touards "mo<Iernisation.-
I I Jo*p identifies up to seven different schools, Jessop, 1990a p153ff.
12 Mi"hel Aglietta, A Theory oJ Capitalist Regulation English ed , (London:Verso, 1979.)
13 The classical Marxist text on which this term of Aglietta's is based and which later scholars draw from ae
the notes which Gramsci wrote on the pattern of American consurytion and production wftich he term€d
nFordism' Antonio Gramsci, Seleaions frcm the Prison Notebookr, Q. Hoare and G. Nowell Smith (eds),

([.ondon: kwrence and Wisbart,l976) 277 tr.
The nomenclature of "Fordism' has caused quite a bit of a distraction as scholars debate vftether it is directly
due to Henry Ford or not, and try to date particular occurrences as due to Crensal Motors ratber than Ford m
point out other difficulties which ane not repeated at other levels. This problem is csused by a confusion of
levels of theory in a Mamist sense with thmry in an empiricist positivist sense. "Fordism" in Marxist
theory is a conceptual analogous term rather than an empirical one. It is derived from German rationalism
rather that Anglo- American empiricism.
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democratic parliamentary forms. This is often specified as the Keynesian Welfare Statg

KWS, or the'Fordist State'.

'Fordism'as a term is used somewhat broadly and at different levels of analysis to @ver

what is called a regime of accumulntion. This links the production process, the forms of

consumption and to a certain extent the cultural and political structures, and the mode of
regulntion, bound together in a loosely corresponding unity. At worst the term 'Fordism'

acts as an analogy for the description of these mass-production, mass consumption qystems

in the industrialised countries which are based on industrial growth and expanding markets,

with its accompanying belief and behavioural rystems. This produces a theoretical

emphasis on the made of regulation or those things which tend to maintain socio'cultural

stability. In Gramscian terms 'Fordism' con$itutes a hegemonic bloc, or as Jessop

characterises it inserting strategic selectivity into the concept, Fordism is a particular

acctnnulntion strategg for capitalism which has an accompanyng hegemonic projea for the

State.

Regimes of accumulation and modes of regulation
Theregulationi$s @ncepts, regimes of acatnulntion and the attendant mda of regulation

or modes of growth 14 function in some ways as hzuristic devices to focus attention on the

complex interelationships of habits, strategies and political and cultural forms.ls The

establishment of a regime of acanrulation is an historical occurrence. It is the material

outcome of the conflicting forces of class, politics, cultures, economics, ideology, agency

and structure. All of which have their own individual histories and conflicts.

Capitalism is periodised by regulationists into various rryimes of accumulation with

particular characteristics derived mainly from labour process characteristics. The divisions

are marked by crisis (see Figl.l). The intensive regime of accumulation (or Fordism)

combines the Taylorist ideas of time and motion with work pradices of task segmentation

and demarcation, based on mass consumption in national economies. This is an abstrad

ideal with the fully developed industrial system, rising wages and rising internal

consumption coupled with ever increasing production. Adding somewhat to the confttsion,

the mode of regulation accompanying this regime of accumulation is also sometimes entitled

Fordism.

14 R. Lipi"u, "Behind the crisis: The exhaustion of a regime of accumulation' Review o! Radiul Political '
Economi cs 18 l A2, 1986, p13-32
[5 H"ru"y, The Condition o! Post-moderniry, 122.
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The present crisis is postulated as both a crisis of consumption ond a crisis of production

with capitalism in the middle of a transition between two regimes of accumulation. This

transition is possibly to a new form, a "post- fordist" or "neo- fordist" form, a'flexible

regime of accumulation' capable of overcoming the present contradictions in capitalism,

freeing up new sources of capital and so creating another long wave of economic expansion.

'Flexible accumulation'appears to be marked by both changes in the labour process and

changes in the culture of capitalism and the mode of regulation (see Fig. l.l )

of Accumulation Character

1848-1914 Extensive laissez-faire, coqletitive regulation

post l90s intensive initial

limited consumDtion

Taylorism and early Fordist production

1930s crisis first crisis of intensive accumulation and last crisis of

extensive accunnrlati on

fxxtWWII intensive full

with mass consumDtion

Full Fordist prcxluction,

both production and conzu@tion increasing.

1973 crisis -

"the end of the long krom'

crisis of production coupled with a crisis of

consumption. Increasing technological ghangs d
increasins unemDloyment .

post l98l? Flexible accumulation ? ? changes in capital/labour relations, iust-in-time

nroduction, market creation........?

Fig. 1.1 Changing regimes of accumulation (following Agh€tta).

Towards a regime of 'flexible accumulation'

Technological developments, both in the financial and productive sectors are held by a

number of theorists to have changed the limitations of the circuit of capital.l6 These

limitations are characterised by economic-tberals as rigidities, with the possibility of any

changes to a certain extent iconized as 'flexibility'l7 The computer revolution has changed

the relationships of space and time which hitherto had acted as limiting factors on the creation

of surplus value. Money capital can be instantly transformed across the globe. The

emphasis in production has increasingly moved away from tehnical problems over means of

production to conside,nations over managing the division of labour and distributional

16 Fot a range of these views see Bob Jessop, H. Kastendick, K. Nielson, and O Pederson, O eds. The

Politics of Flcxibiliry, (Aldershot: Edward Elgar l99l).
l7K. N"il*o, 'Towards a flexible furure - Thmries and politics' in Jessop et.al, ibid.J-33
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problems of both money capital and commodities. The strategies for capitalist accumulation

havealso moved beyond national economies towarG the extra-national global eaonomy.

The focus of the continuation of capitalist processes in this regime of accumulation, thereby

beomes a concern with valorisation. This places much more emphasis on the influence of

marketing and the market. The focus of the economic system is the output of the production

process and the mechanisms of distribution and sale coupled with the availability of the

money capital for the next circuit - the problem of debt. So increasing profitability or

surplus value rather than being a technical problem, the focus of engineering as is found in a

classical Fordist model, becomes in this respect a problem of money capital, marketing,

management, and com munication.

Changes to the labour-capital forms

Theregulationist indicator of the various changes is the capital-labour relation as the creator

of value. Various other perspectives have also popularised "new forms of flexible

capitalism" thus taking on board the notion of "flexibility" and some are also actively

promoting various means of increasing flexibility. Barriers of labour, regulation, market,

time and space can be dispensed with so allowing the free transformation of the commodity-

form and unimpeded movement in the circuit of capitalism.

'Flexibilify'according to Mark Elam can be seen in three distindly different ways depending

on what is identified as the key dynamic to the process.ls There is a neo-Smithian approach

of flexible qpecialisation which, reflecting Adam Smith, places the market to the fore as the

central component of change. This is the view promoted by the economic-liberals who are

against any intervention in the natural workings of a market. There is also a 'neo-

Schumpeterian'or techno-economic form of flexibility which places technological innovation

and skills develorpment to the fore, This is a view promoted by those who see capitalist

dwelopments as requiring intervention for technological and economic reasons, the creative

entrepreneur. The third view is the neo-Marxist or regulationist view described above

which places both technological innovation and politics at the "centre of the hi$orical

sttge"le. This view is more a structural descriptive one and less related to agency. All

three approaches come within thetetmtlexible accumulation, The difference between them

is the matter of politics.

lS[bid.,24
19 For a discussion of this approach by Mark Elam see Neilson, ibid., I I
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The simple icon of a *Fordist regime of accumulation' in all these approaches is the

Taylorist manual-mental division of labour within the capitalist industrial production firm.

The organisation of the workforce is hierarchical with shop-floor manual workers in a

factory line following the decisions made by middle-class managers and supmrisors. The

produc'tion workers are separated from the management in both skills, education and culture.

Fordism is thus marked by both pressure towards a general de-skilling and the fragmentation

of the more complex skills. The skilled workers in response develop strong demarcation

mechanisms to protect what skills they have oome into the occupation with as there is very

little on the job faining.

The Fordist model is usually also associated with secondary industry, heavy engineering,

conveyor lineproduction and sharp breaks in the division of labour bdween the skilled and

unskilled. While it generates social organisation, it also generates an attitude of 'don't ask

mg I only work here" in the workers through their separation from the goals of
management. This promotes strong-arm union tactics by manual workers to gain some

small degreeof control over the labour process and their wages. The union's focus is the

immediate disfibutional elements of the wage relation not directly the continuation of the

system. This image also fits the classic Marxist desoiption of alienation in which the

creative product of their labour is the property of capital, not of the producer, with a

corresponding reduction in care and responsibility and increasing concern on wage relations

rather than ownership or responsibility. Fordism is therefore associated with

'proleiarianisation' largely derived from the work of Braverman and with the associated

deskilling of the artisan to the role of process worker.

In contrast! a new regime fluible accumuhtion is being ionized as a labour process

marked by multiple tasks, high-skilled tasks, horizontal organisation, oo-operative

responsibility and shared decision-making. It is characterisd by a small central executive

who make the major policy or directional decisions and then pass the de[ail and decisions out

to the appropriate semi-autonomous sectors to implement as appropriate for their sector.

Training and team work is made an integral part of the work process increasing both the skill

lerrels and the emotional ownership of the workerVemployees both vertically and

horizontally. This is thenap industrial environmmt in which decision-making is shared

and hierarchical sfuctures and rule following betraviour are characterised as old-fashioned

and inefficient.

This is however largely a T.V. ad-world reality currently portraying G.M. and Ford as old

fashioned and passd compared to the "new improved" just-in-time produclion of the high

tech industrial processes and silicon valleys. These new hi-tech companies are exemplified

by global companies like Nissan or BellSouth. This is Tomonow! the hard-cut television
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ads tell us as we survey the possibilities of the electronic superhighway. While Ford

defensively replies, Havc you driven a Forcl ktely? This is an ideal-type high-tech post

-industrial environmental future of economic efficiency versus the smoke-stack industrial

past of political interference.2o Capitalism is wonderful and in post-modernity we can buy

our dreams.

Harvey, working from a mainly regulationist view, has conveniently collected together a

number of these ideas ?1. He provides a chart (reproduced as Fig 1.2) which sets out that

ideal: a new form of capitalism gloriffing democratic free enterprise almost as a mdel of
ideal management thory. Its importance is not its empirical truth but its use as a model or

vision for aspects of the economic-liberal project. This table illustrates the way in which the

logic of capital is creating the thory of the capitalist firm as the ideal and universal model for

the whole of society. The new universalist imperative being promotd for the people is

becoming a part of a capitalist markd network as a consumer or client rather than that of

democratic citizen.

The'oA" capimlism

( irulustrial Parudinn)

The -ner! " capitalism

( Post-indtvtrial wrudism)

Frontier of progress hard slou^h smart Sroudh

Orqanisation mechanistic sfuchrre market networks

Decision-makino authoritrian comrnarl nertici nati ve leadenshin

Institutional values financial soals multiple goals

Economic

macro- system

profit- centred big business democratic free enerprise

World svstem calritalism v. socialism hvtnids of caoitalism and socialism

Fig.f 2. The New Capitalism (according to Halal, 1986, from Harvey.)z2

Harvey, reflecting the neo-classical economic views of some of his sources, uses the notion

of the firm as the model for society. Fordist pnoduction based on economies of scale and

long-run production is contrasted to Just- in time production' based on e@nomies of scope

and small batch individual production of 'flexible specialisation'.23. Where one was a

20 Joron, Joce. 1990, 'Post- Modernism, Rogernomics and the Nissen Way " Erlucation Dept. Seminar
pper, Auckland College of klucation. typescript.
2l H"*ey, 1989, op. cit.
Dtl^l^l1986 reproduced in Harvey, D.,1989, 174
23 Foradiscussionof thisinrelationtothechanging requirementsof tertiaryeducationsee J. Jesson,

"Workplace reftrm, industrial demrrcracy, aud participatmy derrocracy: the dr€aded 'prduccr qtutY'. Paper

for ASTE National Conference. 1992
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resource-driven system, the other is a demand-driven system, producing for particular

created market- niches.

The important dynamic I would like to emphasise is the increasing importance of the

consumer and a change in both therole and skill levels of the productive worker. Tust-in-

time' systems require higher levels of decision making at both the productive and the

distributive or marketing le'rel accompanied by higher skill lerrels in some of the workers.

Team-based models of participative decision-making are also thought to produce a decrease

in the industrial alienation which produced the'strong-arm unions'.

What emerges from all these analyses is a structured difference in the organisation of capital-

labour relations which then becomes extended to broader social relations of a hegemonic

projed. The restructuing of work relations has accompanying social class implications.

A 'flexible' labour market structure
Current ideas about industrial relations - now being classified as Human Resource

Management - postulate a flexible model of 'human resource differentiation', that of a

segmented or dual labBur markd model2a ( See Fig. 1.3). This model is currently being

applied to educational organisations. The Human Resource model of sociey describes a

segmented labour market in each frm in which there is a core of permanent highly skilled,

highly educated and highly paid individual workers,the "fwtctionnQfl.qiblc".

The functionally flexible perform a number of tasks and are able to match the changing time,

space and skill requirements of that individual firm through flexible time, space and skill

arrangements. This is the group described as the pnmary, core, or internal labour market.

In return for continuous internal refraining possibilities, pensions, benefits, and insurance

they are also requird to be continually adaptablg multi-skilled, flexible, self-motivating and

when necessary geographically mobile.

Thuefinaiorully fluible workers are central to the core business of the organisation or

firm. They provide its main skills or *core business' and are the essential part of the

'team'. They areoffered long-term employmant as inducements to prwent them moving to

a competitor taking their skills and/or particular competencies with them.

24 Fo, an extensive review of the labour rnarket segmentation literature see Peck, Jamie, 1989, 'labour
Market Segmentation \\eory' , Labour and Industry, Vol2- no I March 1989,1 19-14/.
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Thisfunoionallyflefible cnregroup is serviced or supplemented as needed by a periphoal

labour market. (See Fig.l.3) Around the core and relating to it is a sd of groups of self-

employed subcontractors also with specialised high level skills (now oftan called rcrcultants

in the new terminolory). The consultants' high level skills supplernent the functionally

flexible core for short term particular tasks. Higher remuneration is provided in payment for

the scarceresour@ of specialised knowledge and flexibility in compensation for the lack of
tenure, pensions and other benefits. In some cases the remuneration is to an agency or

subcontractor who then organises casual part-time labour for that purpose

The functionally flexible core is also supplemented by two other groups in the peripheral

labour market. However these groups do not share quite the same in the benefits of the new

environment.

These two other groups are:
. a secondary or external labour market of lower paid workers who are nwneriul$

tluible, i.e. they are easily replaced,

93

Fig.f J The flexible labour market model under flexible accumulation2 5.

5 H"*"y, 1989,151
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. a "second peripheral group which provides even gr€ter numerical flexibility and

includes part- timers, casuals, fxed term contract staff but with even less job security

than the first peripheral group."26

These are the $oups who can be seen to fall into the catego,ry Marx earlier designated the

"reserve army" - those without individual power and thus open to increasing exploitation

without the benefit of some form of collective proteclion.

Such models are economically derived. Resource scarcity such as skills or human capital

become the differentiators. The nature of the relationship between capital and labour as a

markg can be seen in the mechanisms of exchange. Iabour markets are of course $rudurod

by social considerations related to the reproduction of labour power, as well as

considerations such as the selection processes and particular emnomic/social impaatives of
the capitialist firms. These social considerations related to class, gender, age, €fhnicity,

include the role of the State itself in regulation, welfare payments, and education. Howerrer

discussion about 'new forms of capitalism' or flexible labour currently occurring in the both

the popular media and management literaturCT focuses on the skills and advantages of the

core group and so renders the second or poipheral group invisible.

Flexible accumulation - a new oolitical strategv
As I have noted, the importance of this model of 'flexible accumulation' is not its ernpirical

specificity but its importance as a political strategy by the economic liberals. Flexible

accumulation is being used politically both as a model for management and as a model for

sociay. This is of particular importance for this study. 'Flexible accumulation' has become

part of the ideological structures of the changrng State projed in New Zaland with an effect

on education as other concerns2s. Schools are being turned into business models - models

of the capitalist frm.

The model of a segmented labour markd at a social lwel, ratherthan being a critical analysis

of what is, has beoome part of the economic-liberal ideal of what should be: flexible labour

markets. The anainment of this flexible market is then a political smtegy in what is a *two

nations hegemonic project' to use Jessop's terms. The development of two very different

class-oriented cultures is progressing in a changing form of capitalism. The Welfare State

collectivist ideal, the "one nation hegemonic project", is being superseded by a hegemonic

26 rcia. tst-z
27 Ri.hod Rudman, Human Resource Management in NewTzaland,(Auckland, Lnngpan Paul,l99l).
28Fot a comparison of Keynesian, neo-liberal and neoSchumpeterian mndels and their implications for
education se Roger Dale,"To'rr'ards a New Senlernent in Educaion: Neoliberal and N*schuryeterian
Terdencies" paper for NZARE Auckland Conference, Democracy anl Education Reform, August 194.
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project of a minimalist State, individualism and targeted residual welfarism: the insiders and

the outsiders, differentiated by skills and wealth.

l:bour process approaches to flexibility or 'flexible accumulation' from both the political

right and the left focus on the institutions and relations of production in capital-labour

relations and move from the production process directly to the cultural forms existing in

sociay. This jump leaves relatively unexamined the other structures necessary for the

maintenance and development of capitalism, for *regulation of the labour form", the

development of society. A particularly important omission is the possibly oonflicting role

of the State, and the political structures. Such approaches as well leave unasked the

particular roles which different fractions of capital have both within the national emnomy as

well as in relation to the global economy. Although labour oriented they become capital

logic in approach and leave out both the important considerations of agenry as well as that of
the State. They leave the politics out of the political-economy.

But loaded with political standpoints and perqpectives, the notion of the "post-fordist' and
*post- industrial" contains the seeds of the future utopia and can act as a plan of action and

signpost for the "new Jetrusalem". As such, flexibiliry' has tended to play an increasingly

important part of thepolitical discourse in New Zaland-

Lookine at New Zealand
Economic periodisations are the stuff of economic histories. Those found in New Zaland
garerally follow that developed in 1940s and 1950s by Condliffe in his The Welfare State

in New Zealand.2e These feature particular era divided in political and technological terms,

focusing on the progression of New Zealand from a British Colony to an Independent

Welfare State.

There has been some attempt to apply a regulationist- Upe paiodisation to this New Zealand

economic history. The most notable is that of Chris Wilkes3o. Wilkes' periodisation is a

much more agency-oriented process focused pafiicularly on the State. To a large extent this

is because of the importance of the State bottr in the dwelorpment of New Z.aland capitalism

and in Condliffe's economic history on which he largely draws. New Zealand was in effect

a State formed capitalism as Chapter two will show. However this shows up the lack of

29 l. ConOliffe , The Weffare State in New Zealand 1936, ed.(Lnnrton:Allen and Unwin8eprint 1964.)
Condliffe was one of the first economic historians in New 7*zland forming the pole agai-nst which later uork
is argued.
3Qryilkes,l989,l I 1- 155
Chris. Wilkes, 'The State as Historical Subject' in Brian Rqrer and Chris Rudd d. Starc and Economy in
NewTzaland (Auckland: Oxford Readings in New T,ealauJ Politics, OUP,I993) 192-209
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State in regulationist theory, a difficulry which Wilkes has not directly addressed. Instead

like Jessop he has inserted the State directly into his model.

This reveals the difficulties of applying a world systems model too direc'tly to the specifics of

a nation State. C-apitalist dwelopment in New Zealandoccurred through and by the State so

that the boundaries of economy-Statesociey are both extremely bluned and politically fluid

Wilkes' process however does allow some expression of the political economy, although I

would dispute that it is possible to characterise the complexity of the New Zealand State so

directly as Fordist or neo - Fordist as Wilkes or Jessop does. Combining the Condliffe-

Wilke's3l periodisations of New Zealand with a periodisation of education howener

produces a means of siting changes in education which provides a flag in some ways to the

changing political economy (see Fig. 1.4). This is a useful but potentially dangerous figure.

It is useful as a framework for siting the changes in the State and in education. The

relationship that exist between the columns however is a purely rational one. There is no

necessary direct materid causal relationship bdween the modes of accumulation and the

provision of education. The economic/education relationship does not map directly onto the

school /work relationship at the level of the qpecific. The relationship is not directly causal.

They are different lerrels of both analysis and abstraction. Each lervel contains its own inner

levels of causality and in realist structural terrns it indicates the mediation from the abstract to

the actual.

Given that, the important point which the figure does show is that in New Zealand the

context of education cannot be deterrnined from the immediate eonomic sphere. The

circuit of capital of which New Zealand forms a major part is one which historically forms

part of the Dpartment II circuit for wage goods in Britain of meat and wool as raw

commodities. Rather than being functionally fitted into the pattem of capital accumulation

as part of a mode of regulation providing the appropriate agricultural based education, which

could be suggested by a capiralJogic oorrespondence model of State education, education

reflects the contradictory roleassigned different sections of it both through the placement of
New Zealand in the world economy and New Zealand's own particular history as a British

colony. This periodisation forms a framework with which to examine both the history of
New Zealand's political economy and education and provides the structure of Chapter two.

36

31 witto, 1989,112
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Fig.1.4. An econom periodisation of New Zealand po ics and educat

PART TWO: TIIE STATE.CAPITAL RELATIONS
In this section I intend to address the second of my definitional tasks, that of the State and

then extend it to examine education.

The example above has exposed a gap in the regulation theory, both of the State itself and the

relationstrip of the State to both capital and class-theorgical mechanisms for change. The

State in regulationist theory is neither relatively-autonomous nor capital-instrumental as in

many other Manri$ theories. The State and the political arena does not really exist for

regulationists. It becomes bluned into the mode of regulation. This reduces any notion of

agency and tends to increase the determinism of regulationist theory.

32 1'hir table is a development from Wilkes ibid.
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Jessop33 has ombined various aspects of Marxist State theory; aspects of the regulationists,

the class theoreticalsa position of Poulantzas, the strategic approach from Gramsci with the

problematising of the commodity-form in the Statds which Offe developed. Jessop builds

on theregulationist ideas extending them through what he calls 'strategic selectivity' to create

links between the *capital theoretical" ideas of structure and the "class theonetical" notions of

agency. He attempts to flip these to provide a theory of capital agency and class-ddermined

structure. Capital is the agent and class forms the structure.

His first conc€pt extends the 'regime of accumulation' to encompass accutnalation stategia.

These are undertaken by various factions of capital and are subjecl to change, variety and

failure. To succeed, the economic model as a totality must be able to unify the various

moments in the circuit of capital under the hegemony of one fraction of capitalro. This is

what createseconomic hegemony. At a broad level hegemony involves the organisation of
different *class-relerrant" (but not necessarily class-conscious) forces under the political,

intellectual and moral leadership of the particular spokespeople" 37 . His second mn@: the

hegemonic pQect includes both the structural relations and the srategic capacities necessary

to develop and maintain the unity of that accumulation regime. T'be hegemonic proieo must

involve the State in order to provide the uniffing relationship baween economy and sociery.

The key to understanding the Jessop approach to the State is in the understanding that the

State as such does not really exist as a separate identifiable stnxcture to be *affacked or

smashed' as in some other Marxist theory. Nor is it an institution which can abstractly

produce 'State power'. An understanding of the State must be related to the qpecificity of a

national projed and to the "particular relationships between the political forces and the variefy

and possibility of various accumulation stmtegies which are mounted by particular factions

of capital"38. In other words the State is the materialisation of political forces.

From his various sources Jessop has formed what is a complex research approach to the

State but it is a poor theory of the State. It is poor, in that each national project will produce

33 J"..op State Theory:, 339-368
34 Cl"rr- theoretical approaches derive from Mam's claim that hist<rry is the history of class struggle, they
tend to sfess agency.
35 Capitat-tneoretical models focus on the links between the CMP and the State. At their most simple they
produce a State which is the instrument of either capital or the ruling class. However they also can offer
insights into the complexity of the capitalist form of the Stete especially as a counter to voluntarist
afguments.
36 J*.op, State Tlrcor1, ,196-220
37lbi.r., z4g-27l
38nria.g4t
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its own particular State form with shifting and politically daermined boundaries. It is

complex in that the relations of particular social formation have an effed on the achievement

of the various accumulation strategies. Each particular national social formation is in effect

its own case study. This he calls the strategic- relational approach. It necessary to build up

an understanding of the State as a *form determined social relation" through the steady and

continuous spiral, from the abstract to the concrete, and from the simple to the complexity of
structures and strategic actions.

Jessop's broad definition is that "the core of the State appanatus comprises a distincl

ensemble of institutions and organisations whose socially accepted function is to define and

enforce collectively binding decisions on the members of the society in the name of their

common interest or the general will'3e. Having established that, he then goes on to apply

a number of qualifications to this definition in relation to both value form and eonomic

forces as well as to political and ideological structures, political forces and strategies.

Accwnulntion stmtegies are pursued in a variefy of forms in relation to capital accumulation

while hegemonic projects occur in relation to maintaining or transforming the accumulation

process and focus on the societal relations. Accumulation strategies are capital-thordical

while hegemonic proj ect s are class-thoretical.

Strategies need structures and this approach requires an examination of the structural

determinants of social domination as well as the strategies for achieving and using political

power +0. I intend to reinforce Jessop's sfiategic-relational approach with an emphasis on

the problematising of the State form from the commodity logic derived in particular from

Offe4l. Offe's mefhod of analysis, criical thc.ory, is an Hegelian form which continuously

juxtaposes conflicting logics in order to rsreal their internal contradictions. The logic of the

State is based on normative concepts of values, fairness, rational procedurq $ability and

individual citizenship. The logic of the commodity is based in the economic sphere on

impersonal mechanisms of competition, exchange, growth and economic roles.

Problematising the State's form and function

For Offe a2 the State is not a neutral, administrative structure which o'perates in the interests

of the general will of the people. It has become integral to capitalist sociay. The separation

of the State and the eonomy of the early European capitalism became superseded as the

39 tt io.
4o tuio, 248-27r.
4l Cl"os Offe, Contradicions esp.Ch. l, 35{4, Ch. 3, 88-l 18, Ch. 6,147 -162
Jurgen Habermas, lzgitimation Crisis, (london, Heinemenn; 1979 pp:70- 95

Keane in Offe, op. cit. 'Introduction' p.l4 ,
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eoonomy and the State became locked togdher into "organised capital" 43 The nature of the

Sate as such changed its form. The Welfare State according to Offe is organised around

contestation, domination and authority. It has both a repressive and legitimising function,

and its purpose is both the maintenance and the development of the existing economic system

in all its facets: socio- cultural as well as the economic. However because of this

legitimation purpose, the State is required to be seen as the neutral administrative structure

operating in the governance and interests of all the people rather than for the interests of

some of them.

Rather than the State being an instrument of the ruling class as in Miliband's approach44,

Offe's position is that the modern Welfare State does not as such favour specific economic

class groups. It is a specific set of structures and relations tied historically to the changing

development of the capitalist system. It must be seen to govern in the int€rests of all.

Importantly as well, the State is adaptive. It is not a rigid structure, but one which must

have the capacity to respond, change and move to me€t changing needs.as This State

capacity is related to a multiplicity of boundaries created both by the political and the

economic spheres.

The adaptive State has two opposing but linked goals: the derrelopment of capital

accumulation, and the legitimation both of the economic system and the State itself.

Irgitimation is defined as being the process by which everyone identifies the interests of the

State, and by extension capitalism, as in some way their own so that they feel motivated to

take part in the political processes.46

The State s authority to govern depends on its acc€ptance by its citizens. To achieve this it

has to conform to certain ideas of representation and citizenship. The State therefore

governs in accordance with some accepted idea of the common gmd or will - the social

norrns. Thus, the Welfare State is seen as the legitimate authority owed allegiance by its

citizens. However it also has to maintain and develop the economic system and intenrene to

even out any short term distortions in capitalist production which may threaten the long term

needs.

Therelationship between the Welfare State and the emnomy is contradictory and inhoattly

unstable. While the aonomy deals in commodities, the Welfare State is concerned about

43offe, Contrudiaions 1984, 14- 35.

'14 n*pn Miliband, The State in Capitatist Sociery, G.ondon:Quartet,lyl3)
45Roger Dale,The Srak and Hucation Poliq,(Milton Keynes:Open University Press, 1989) 28-30
6 H"bor"",Legitination C?rsis 13.
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relationships and structures. The State acts to provide the conditions for the accumulation of
capital, and at the same time it acts to legitimate both the political role of the State and the

nature of capitalism through the maintenance of the ideological or normative structures and

the welfare system.

Offe has drawn a functional structural model of the Keynesian Welfare State systems

(Fig.l.s) which I will reproduce. It is useful to follow the contradictory impulses

engendered as the State relates simultanously in the economic system and in the normative

or legitimation system.

isational

4'-1

Economic

system

(Economy)

Welfare senrices

---€)
<:---

Mass loyalty

Normative,

(legitimation)

system

t-- 
-Economic 

legitimation 
- ----1Fig.l.S Three subsystems of the Welfare State (after Offe, )47

The success of any attempt to balance the contradictory demands from each side depends on

their linking as subsystems (Fig.l.s). The decision-making of the eoonomic system is

based on the individual interest decisions of the market participants. The economic system

depends on continuous State intenrention to control its int€rnal malfunctions and provide for

its maintenance. The political-administrative system is funded through portions of the value

produced in the economic system as revenue - taxation.

The political administrative system is linked to the normative or legitimating systems though

the political specific demands of the citizenry to which it responds. The autonomy of the

political-administrative qystem is dependent on the development of loyalty to the whole

structure. The State welfare structures must be seen as fair by the people and the prctcesses

by which decisions are made in this system are *impartial rule following ones" of
bureaucratic rationality not decisions of economic interest or competition. This conflict of

Political

administrative

system

47 Off",1984 'The crisis of crisis ^negement'Connadioions , 35{5
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logics, that of democracy and capital problematises the structures of the State between form

and function.

lnternal State policy making

Offe48 also provides some other notions which can be used to analyse State policy. He

talks about conjunctural and struclural process and the allocative and productive policies of

the Welfare State. The policy options occurring within the State agencies can be of two

types or logics: conjunctural or structural. Conjunctural logics intenrene in order to satisff

various competing demands and order priorities, whereas structural logics are adopted in

response to a crisis. The strategy is to manage the output in such a way that it is compatible

to the available resources. Also in the context of discussing pafiicular State policies Offe

uses two other functional oncepts: "allocative" and "productive". An "allocative" function

corresponds to the "normal' functioning of the Welfare State, where the Skte (through the

agency of the Stateofficialdom) may move to strengthen its legitimary function in response

to pressure from the political process, the lobby and issue groups and the formal political

parties. These pressures are generally aimed at some intenrention - 'the State should' -

which expands the State's influence through the allocation of resources.

With these'allocative'policies, the State's resources and power are allocated through the

established rules and procedures of the bureaucratic organisation. As Dale has shown us,

in education, gradually these gains have come to be part of the expected rights of the pople,

they are part of the obligations of the State to the people.ae They have beoome part of the

belief system of the people about the role of the State and as such are structured into the

general political will as entitlements. The logic of this allocative process is towards the de
commodification of more and more areas of social and economic lifg the substitution of

citizen rights instead of markd proc€sses, and a corresponding increase in the State's

revenue through taxation.

Offe's other conc@t- the 'productive' - is associated with either the dwelopment or

expansion of the capital accumulation process. Capital formation requires the removal of
any impediments to the process of capital accumulation. There is pressure to de-regulatg

decrease taxes, open up new market opportunities, to free up potential sources of capital and

encourage the competitive nature of the 'free market'. This is the logic that is behind the

push to recommodify areas of the State. It is the logic of capital, or as Offe terms it, the

logic of the commodity-form. The pressure to use the power and resources of the State to

a&Om" Connadi aions | 47 - 162
49 Dal", State and Hucation ,1989,39
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increase the role of the marke place sharpens the tension between labour and capital,

intensifying the pressure on the legitimation process.

The State as an institutional ensemble fits between the 'mass polity and the market

oco[omy'5o. The boundaries of the State are somewhere between this economic sphere and

the public sphere or what is sometimes called civil society. Yd these boundaries are

constantly dynamic and moving subject to the various political pressures operating from the

economic sphere and the political sphere.

The accumulation prccess of capitalism is itself affected by the growth in the State. The

expansion of the State reduces the areas available for capitalist exploitation and subjects them

to different sets of rules. They become paid for out of revenue rather than as a product of
individual private entoprise. They have become de-commodified.st They operate

outside the *onomic sphere and to a different logic. The signifiers of success in State

enterprises are then derived from political values nather than the creation of surplus value.

This mntribution of Offes has particular importance to this study. The Welfare State

creates a de-commodified system outside the economic system. Work in the public

sphere embodies non-@mmodified criteria about social usefulness or effectiveness in its
production and consumption. These are politically derived notions. Social usefulness

rather than concepts of exchange value or surplus value become the driving mechanisms of
the Welfare State. This provides considerable political means for social liberals such as

teachers who seek to remove more and more areas of social life outside the direct ravages of
capitalism and turn them into rights and entitlements. State polices as a result considerably

de.oommodify the daily lives of the population by replacing "oonfact" with political status

and property rights with "citizen rights"sz. This produces the development of relatively

autonomous structures and provides increased opportunity for political pressure particularly

from those who work within these de-commodified sectors, those who are in effect the

State's servants.

Areru of social life that have been de+ommodified by welfare State int€rttentions can be

developred through political struggle into relatively &utonomous subsystems of life trienred to

the production and distribution of use-valuesn 5 3

To reiterate then, the State operates according to different logics than those operating in the

economic qphere. Whereas the economic sphere operates according to the logic of the

5oor", 1984. r80
5l mio. zos
52K""o"inoffe 1984,18
53 ruio. zos
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creation of use values for exchange value: the logic of the market, the public sphere operates

according to logic of use values only. The detenmination of these use values then are the

@ncerns of the political systems.

The 1940s to the 1960s saw the rise of those "legitimating ideas" concemed with the

continuation of both mass consumption and mass production within the social democratic

Keynesian Welfare State. This is what Wilkes designates as producing New Zealand

Fordism. The role of the State in this was to provide a counter to the excesses of capitalism.

The Welfare State as such was largely perceived as both a "guardian and arbiter" Statd4

providing the means for the achievement of the ideals of social democracy. It was, as Jessop

puts it, a one-nation hegemonic project supporting a particular set of accumulation strategies.

The decision-making and functioning of the Welfare State is thus inherently political.

Politics is the welfare State, that is political actions are the State. Any specific unity the

State has derives from specific political projects and struggles to impose this unity. The

class alliances and class identified groups as well as other social forces constitute the forces

in the State.

The Caoitalist State and schoolins

As Dale has said, education is an integnl part of these conffadictory logics and strategies.

The State provides universal education for all the people, yet education is a participant in the

contradictory relationship baween the economy and the Statds. The pressure for capital

arcumulation increases pressure for education to be relenant to both the immediate and to the

forthmming capital accumulation. In this way pressure develops for a vocational or

technical education, differentiated according to diffoing class and economic needs. On the

other hand, the education system is also ooncerned with the production of collective values

and attitudes - the development of the culture of the sociefy, the values of the individuals

who form the next generation. This produces pressure to provide an education relevant for

normative purposes, education for citizenship. Education is about enabling the people to

become properly democratic citizens, that is, for the development of the social norms which

build group or collective views, truth and ethical rules. At the same time education has to

provide the social norrns which underpin capitalist transactions, such as a future perspective,

a particular rationality, individual independence, acceptance of the law, truth, and

individualist efhics. These forces construct education as both a form of social control and of

social change. The oonflicting demands are being experienced at any one time within the

54p"trict Dunleavy, and Brendon O't-eary, Theories of the State, (London:Macmillian Education, 1987),

329-331
55 D"l" 1989, State and Mttcation ,24tr
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educational structures with decision-makers constantly trying to resolve differing and

conflicting strategies and logics.

Capitalist education

The relationship of education and capitalism is the subject of much literature. For most

radical education sociologists, schooling is broadly reproductive in capitalist society.

Education is part of the reproduction of the circuit of capital in at least three different ways:

l. The school provides different social groups with knowledge, skills and attitudes to

occupy their appropriate place in the labour force - the reproduction of labour power or the

development of "human capital'. 56

2. Schooling is relatively autonomous of the economic system. The school functions to

legitimate certain forms of knowledge, language and values that con$itute the dominant

culture and so maintain the hegemony, the acceptance of the mmmonsense and taken-for-

granted values (what Bourdieu calls "cultural capital"). The school and schooling

reproduces or maintains the existing powo-relations.57

3. The school is a part of the State. It is an ingredient in the functioning of the political

process and is integral to the role of the State in the maintenance of the capitalist slstern. 58

All of the above specifu a relationship existing between schooling and the capitalist system.

The first set above can be categorised as capital theoreticd. The second set is both class-

theoretical and structural, while the third set examines education within its State conter(t to

reveal the mnflicting logics contained

5u 
E*amples of this approach are:

SamuelBowles, andHerbert Gintis, Schooling in Capitalist Amcrica, (Iondon:Routledge, Kegan and Paul,
r976r.
Hugh lauder and David Hughes, Social Origins, Destination and Educational Opportunity" in John Codd,
Richard Harker and Roy Nash, eds. Political issua in Nerv Tzalntd Muutiott,2nd. Ed. (Palmerston North,
Dunmore, 1990).
57 to,tit Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy,( New York Monthly Review, l97l)
Pierre Bourdieu, "Syst€ms of Education and Systems of Thought' in MFDYoung, ed.,

Knowledge and Control, (London:Collier -Macmillian, 1 971 )
Sue Middleton, John Codd, and Alison Jones, edis. Hacuion Policy Tuart4, (Wellinglon: Allen and Unwin,
1990).
Micheal Apple, Fdumion and Power (New York Routledge and Kegan Fdul,l982a)
Micheal Apple, d. Cukuralantl konomic Reproduaion in Edamtion, Routledge and Kegan Paul, Boston,
t982b.
58 Examples wtrich fit this analysis are Gramsci , Prison Noteboolcs.1976, Offe Contradiaions oJ Wetfarc

State 1984, Dale Smte and Muution Poliq 1989, and Liz Gordon, 'The bulk funding of teacher's salaries:

a case snrdy in education policy' New Tzatand Annual Review of iluution /, (Wellinglon:Victoria
University, 1991.)

John Codd, Liz Gordon, nrxl Richard Harker, 'Educational Administration And The Rtlle Of The State:

Devolution And Control Post Picot'. Paper presented to NZCER special conference 17-19 August :

Wellington, 1988.
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As Dale has noted a difficulty common to the radical approach oontained in set one is that one

of the moreimportant structural contexts of teachers' work is usually ignored. This is the

relationship to the State in its various forms. This relationship is central. Education is part

of the State, and the State is an important aomponent of capitalism and teachers are in

important ways both State workers and State agents. Teachers are simultaneously therefore

in an employment relationship as wellas a commonweal relationship.

While the second set of analyses does recognise the importance of the State, it is related to

the concept "relative autonomy' derived from Althusser.5e In this view the State, and

consequently education, is economically deermined but in the last instance. The process of
change is a oomplex structured relationship within which another level oths than the

economic may be dominant. Education then forms a key part of the Idological State

Apparatuses, ISAs, the structures which reproduce the ideas and beliefs which maintain the

reproduction of capitalism. While Althusser sought to explain how education did this, his

theo,ry could not deliver. The stnrcturalism of relative autonomy became a complicated

process of reductionist 'class struggle'.

In New Zea,land this strudural analysis has been linked to a Gramscian one stressing agency.

The initial Gramscian concepts were extended by educational theorists from a class-based

analysis to include concern for a wider range of identity-based social gloups6o. The radical

rhetoric of education during the 1970s incorporated both the Gramscian language and

structuralist explanations into an agency theory of education. It is possible to hear

educationalists at all levels engaged in wars of position, action-reflec{ion, ernpowerment, and

oounter-hegemonic activity to achiwe recognition of cultural capital and structural change.

However the effect was opposite to that of Gramsci, focusing the education debate only on

the cultural concerns and so ignoring the economic. 61

These Gramscian ideas were both tools of analysis and calls to political action. The results

post-1987, as will be d€tailed in later chapters, showed that the analysis suggesting

progressive social change through education was swerely limited. It underestimated or

ignored the broader s(tra-educational forces, particularly the political-economic structure

within which education existed. It ignored any deeper consideration of the important

hegemonic but complex role of the SAte. The inherent anti-State core of much of the theorry

59 Althurrg For Mam,1969,222
60 F* particular examples of this see Sue Middleton, d.Women and &lucation in Aoturmdtllellinglon:
Allen and Unwin/PNP, 1988,) Codd, J, Harker, R. and Nash, R. (ds) Political Issues in New Tznland
Mtt ut itm, (Dunmore hess, Palmerston North. I 985)
6l E.g. Harker, R., and McConntrchie, K., fulucation as Cuhumt Anifaa. (Palmerston North: Dunrnore
Pre.ss,l985).
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also provided a language and political space for the economic-liberal project to attack the

State structures and undermine the Welfare State project. These results have thoretically

raised once again questions about therelationship and the functioning of education as part of

the State.

Some analysis is required which can begin to examine that complex relationship. Such an

analvsis is found in the third set of literature in the work of Dale and in Gordon.62

PART THREE: HOW THE STATE MOVES, INTEREST GROIJPS AND
INPUT POLITICS
In Offe's Welfare Skte model detailed above the political-administrative qystem is linked to

the normative or legitimating systems through the political spherg the specific dernands of
the citizenry. Pluralism describes how the State receives and reacts to political forces, in

particular input by various interest groups representing variously the interests of employers

and workers. Interest groups, in particular the unions, are discussed below using Olson's

economic-liberal critiqueof pluralism as theoligarchic logic of collective adion. I will then

counterpose this with Offe's no-manrist critique which theorises two logics of collective

action. Offe uses the concept of raiorwlopportrmism to explain union actions.

Pluralist and neo-pluralist analyses of capitalist States consider that the State moves and

changes in relation to the changing balance of forces formed by organised groups with their

changing input demands on the State. These analyses portray business and union groups as

the main political-economic actors in the State. This implies interest groups participate

equally in the decision-making processes of a State which is the "inert recipient of pressure

from interest Soups'63. The State is thereby the materialisation of these agency demands.

Democracy is therefore the maintenance and balance of the various competing demands of
the interest groups6a, while the State is at the same time either the arbiter or guardian of the

capital-labour interest.

Onoortunism and interest erouos

Interest groups, particularly union groups, have been examined from an economic- liberal

position by Moncur Olson65. For Olson these groups, in their collectivity, limit individual

eZ E.E. Dale 1989, Liz Gordon, The bulk funding of tegcher's salaries: a case study in education policy
New Tzaland Annual Review of Hucailo4 1. (Wellington:.Victoria University, l99l)
and Codd, Harkerand Gordon, 1988.
63 C.S MacPherson, The Life and Times oJ Libeml Democraq, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,l977).
64 goth Weberian and Marxist analyses recognise the class- related basis of the interest groups associated
with the economic structure.
65 Moo"o, Olson, The Logic of Colleaive Action, Cambridge, (Harvard U.PMass, 1965),159-164
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freedom. His theoretical aim was to knock down the pluralist notion that the interest groups

particularly those representing labour, were the inherent basis of democracy because they

senred the interests of their members. This was an underpinning assumption of both

Parsonian political theory and American New Deal politics. Olson's work of course must

be situated in thepost -World War II, oold- war United States with its penrading hegemonic

vie\'v in favour of private enterprise and individualism and its opposition to communism,

collectivity and oligarchic unions. Olson's views have provided much of the language and

justification currently being ascribed to interest goups by economic-liberals and others on

the right, specifically to attack those groups representing labouts6. Much of the following

discussion of Olson's views is drawn from Offe67 and to some extent from Dunleaw and

O'Leary.oa

Olson, argues that all interest groups (such as unions), rather than just being a group which

works together for some common interest, in fact have other selective benefits which hold

them together. For Olson all groups are made up a priori of "selfish, rational actors'.

These ac{ors when considering joining groups, weigh up the personal inentives they may

receive from the existence of the successful group protecting or producing the oollective

benefit. This personal incentive then is linked to the likelihood that the actor's own personal

oontribution will deermine its success or continued existence. Finally the individual actors

examine membership costs in joining the group, judging this in relationship to the

importance of their own individual oontribution to the organisation.

The underlying premise is that interest grcups are organised to produce "public goods' in an

economic sense. "Public goods'such as wage increases, once achiet/ed are available to

ev€ryone, regardless of the amount each member or wen non-member contributed to the

result. This then opens up the opportunity for "free-ridetrs', those in the organisation

getting the benefits without incurring the costs. The larger the group becomes, the less each

individual member is needed to contribute to the success of the collective action. The

consequence is therefore that the group itself will not be able to me€t the collecfive needs

because there will be too many people who have made a rational decision to "free ride".

Conversely the smaller the group, the less likelihood of success because they will not be able

to enlist sufficient support for their adivities.

ff Th. Business Roundtable in its attack on interest groups, $eparate themselves by arguing they are
offering criticism fcn the broader national purfrose. This argument conveniently slides over their role as the
spokesperson for finance capital and also ignores the fact that the national interest is the rationale for all
interest groups.
67 Cl",rr Offe, Disorganizd Capimtism (Cambridge: Polity Press, lg85) l7}-2lg
ou Dunleavy, ancl O'l-eary , Theories of the Stote, p128 and 159-161
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Olson then goes on to apply this analysis of interest goups specifically to unions. These

two positions however seem to rule out anyone joining an int€rest group at all. So how is it

that interest groups such as unions develop any power or achieve anything?

Olson suggests that this is because organisations such as unions can control these "selective

incentives", that is they control the rewards for their members: welfare schemes, insurance

and health benefits, legal representation and importantly negotiation over wages and

conditions. These benefits acsue to members through the collective size of the

organisation. The union leadoship also can control or create costs for the individual actors,

which Olson calls *negative selective incentives'. These are such things as sanctions

against non-members, anti-scab activities, (beatings, blacklistingol etc) and rules for

strengthening and maintaining the importance of the collective. These "negative selective

benefits" act as costs on the actor increasing the pressure to join or stay a member. There is

danger in leaving. Howerrer the cost of leaving does not add to the incentive to take part in

the collective action. Collective action by the mernbustrip is therefore difficult to achieve.

Collective action is the basis of the union power yet Olson seems to have denied that it is
possible. This of course raises the next question: what is the basis of union power for

Olson?

This is whse the importance of *selective incentives" arises. The'selective incentives' are

only available to group members. They can be put together in such a way as to make

joining worthwhile. Thus although the interest goup may look as if it is organised for a
public or oollective good, in practice it is sustained by its ability to deliver *selective

benefits', both positive and negative.

"The collective action for goods therefore piggy-backs on the. satisfaction of the private

ft)eds'zo

This means for Olson that, contrary to the assumptions underpinning bdh pluralist or

Marxist analyses, there is no r€ason for the group to be internally democratic. As long as

the group delivers the incentives it can op€rate as it likes. Or to put it into its modem jatgon

the incentives are the union's outputs. Olson assigns a key role to the leadership, the

oligarchy, whom he sees as interestd in making a success of the group for their own

personal benefit. "The iron law of oligarchy has its foundations in the logic of collective

action' he asserts. Group leaders work to maximise the number of members and the

69 Olroo does not include blacklisting or lockouts by employers in his discussion. His model is based on an
assumption that an employer is an individual while a union is a collective.
70 Dunleavy and O'I-eary, op. cit. 159
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collective incentives to members because it is this which expands their own individual

pows, prestige and status.

The successful leadership grasps opportunities to extend the "bread and butter'activitiesTt

so as to achieve'public good bonuses" for the members. Because the leadership skills are

in short supply, according to Olson, potential group members are highly dependent on the

elite s opportunism to enable them to overcome the problems of mllective action, which

would otherwise condemn them to remaining disorganised. ln Olson's model of unions,

the strength of the union depends on the strength of the leadership to manage the issues and

deliver the selective benefits. The democracy inside the organisation is therefore seoondary

to the achievement of the benefits for members. Union power is about delivering the goods

and this creates oligarchic power.

Selective benefits and teacher unions

Olson's framework of public goods and selective benefits was used by Gordon JonesT2 to

empirically examine the work of the NZEI, the primary teachers union. Jones did not find

support for Olson's position in the NZEI. He found that most of the teachers gave stronger

support to the inducement value of the NZEI's political goals, that is, what Olson would call

collective goods, rather than to the selective incentives for individual members. Jones

identified a number of factors as aiding this result including what he calls the professional

self -image of the teachers, and "the high lwel of efficacy that members gave to their fees".

Howerrer Jones did not specifically address question of the forms of the organisationo or the

oligarchic nature of NffI leadership. He takes for granted the assumptions inherent in

Olson's model about the logical equality of labour groups with those business int€rest

groups. He also ignored the very important relationship in this case between the State and a

teachers association and is unable to sitetherelationship within a particular State p,roject.

Olson's perspective is based on the a priori assumption of the impersonal and neutral nature

of the marketplace, and accords equal status to those interest groups re,presenting capital and

labour. For him the underlying assumption of all these groups is the rational actor, who

considers any possible aclion from economic self-interest. However Jones' work on a

New Zealand teachers union shows up another component in this logic of collective action

which is important in our discussion of teacher associations, the political components, the

professional beliefs of teachers and the political aims of the association. For the IIZEI

7l nio. 158-164
72 CS. WJones, The Salience of Selective Benefits as Inducement to Membership in Economic Inte'rest

Groups : The NZEI.' M.A. Thesis, University of Canterbury, 1984
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members this was of significant importance. Similarly it is this political role which is of
importance in any real discussion of the trade unions or workers' associations. Yd this

invisibly seems to underpin Olson's opposition to interest groups in particular those which

act on behalf of labour. He is opposed to their political aims.

The role and function of unions: an opposing view

An opposing position to Olson's individualist economic framework but which is concerned

with these political goals is that provided by Offe and Weisenthal.T3 They are ooncerned to

uncov€r 'the institutionalisation of equality which results in actual inequality'z+. In this

particular case it is the treatment of the labour market and the differing of importance and

power of the goups concerned in the laborn market. Their model critiques Olson's on its

own terms.

Offe and Weisenthal's first point is that Olson's eoonomic-liberal model treats all social

groups participating in the economic sphere as equal - they are all equally the subjea of
market forces, supply and demand. Those representing capital are held, in this rconomic

perspective, to be equal to those representing labour. In the New Zealand context, the

Employers Federation is held to be equal to the Crmbined Trade Unions (CTU), the

Business Round Table's (BRT) concern over education is portrayed as equal to that of the

PPIA. This has the effect of depoliticising and reifoing the economic sphere so portraying

it as both impersonal and objectiveand as something which acts equally as a *unified thing'
on all and sundry.

It is obvious that the Business Round Table (BRT) is in a different relationship to

government and the State than the PP[A. The BRT is an economic liberal think-tank which

has errolved to become major propagandist for the minimalist State and is made up of a

number of high level businessmen, generally concerned to further the interests of
international finance capital. The State as such is a capitalist State and so depends on the

continued development of appropriate "accumulation strategles'. So businessmen or, as in

New Zealand's past, farmers, enjoy a privileged position because the State as such cannot

command business to perform in the national interest. Business must be induced.

73 Off" and Weisenthal 1980 in
74ore,Ibid.,l7l
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As Offe puts this:

The entire relationship between capitat and State is built not ulnn what capital can do

politically through its different organisations .... but upon what capital can rcfuse to do in

terms of the investments decidecl on bv the individual firm?5 .

To rephrase it in New Zealand sloganistic terms, what is not good for Lion-Nathan76 is

generally held to be not good for New Zealand, while the same is obviously not true of the

PPTA. The differences in position of a group in the class structure leads to differenaes in

power that the organisational groups can acquire. It also leads to differences in what Offe

calls "the associational practices or the logics of mllective action" that each will use to

improve their relative position vis a vis each other.

Two loeics of union collective action

In Offe and Weisenthal's contrary view there are two logics of collective action which apply

to labourorganisations?7. One they call the morclogical panern- This is ooncerned with

eoonomic class conflict, and distribution of the economic caks T\emonological is the first

level logicof collectiveaction. It is dkectly about economic interests, signifying the direct

conflict between capital and labour. In this respect Olson's model can be accepted as

illustrating this tendency with all its inherent difficulties. It is also illustrated through the

programmes for radicalising trade unions produced by some of the more economist Marxist

organisations. These extrapolate directly from the capital-labour relation to society. This

logic can be expressed; *capitalism is indicated by poverty, but socialism is when the

workers have their material needs met.' That logic of course has been shown as wanting by

the events in Eastern Europe.

Offe and Weisenthal also see within working class organisations a second level a dinlogiml

pattern. This is concerned with the dialogues of a deeper concern over the appropriate level

of political and associative form of collective adion. This is a concern not only with the

eonomic cake but also with the decisions which det€rmine how it is cut - the political

concerns. This dialogue or discourse is concerned with human interest and identiffing

blockages to a thmretical ideal through what Habermas calls 'Communicative Action'. This

second area has also been designated elsewhere by Offe as political class conflic't.78

75 tuic.,tst
T6Douglas Meyers, Chairman of the Right-wing pressure group, the "think tank' Business Roundtable, is
Chairman of Uon -Nathan one of New Zealand's largest multinationals, an international brewing mmpany.
77 Off"and Weisenthal, in Offe 1985,205
78 rcid zzg
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The contradictory logics: economic and political
The labour organisation then contains within it both of these two logics. The first, the

morcbgical, relates to that economic struggle, and this influences the operation of the

organisation.

The potential for power is increased as the organisation gains in size. However the exercise

of power of the organisation depends on the individual member's exercise of that power.

The trade union is caught between an increase in size to gain an increase in material resources

in order to efficiently carry out its work and the ability to exercise that power. The

effectiveness of the organisation to deliver the benefits depends on the ability of its members

to exercise their power, their motivational resources. This pow€r is in reality the thrut to
strike. If the organisation is unable to motivate its members to exercise their collective

power then the organisation is unable to deliver the benefits (See Fig. 1.6). The

organisation is caught therefore in a dilemma bdween size and effectiveness, bdween the

ability to provide increased resources and the ability to be able to exercise and connol the

members' potential for power. ln the long run, argues Offe, it is the democracy of the

organisation wh ich determines its effectiveness.

A tension is set up betrveen the threat to strike, and the gaining of collective benefits.

Unions which are prone to strike or industrial action become isolated and so undermine their

own members' benefits. Strike action is a very powerful force but it exposes the members

to the full force of stepping outside the capitalist system. The union action holds the danger

of slipping away. Members may underminetheaction or elseon occasions provoke a wild-

cat strike which cannot be managed by the leadership. So therefore it is the threat to strike

which is important. And yet that threat depends on the loyalty of the members to the

organisation, their acceptance of the aims of the organisation and of the strategies of the

particular dispute. Those organisations which have shown that they have the potattial for

power by the "threat to strike" may also be used to provide benefits for those which lack this

- the political strike. This political use of power on behalf of others extends the use of the

union into a wider political roleand towards moredialogiul aclion

The nature of the collectiveaction for labour unions therefore contains not only an economic

role but also the political one - the second or dialogical role. The union as a working class

organisation neds not only to get somdhing material in terms of the economic class conflicl

but also to establish a fiamework through which it is possible to reveal the deeper concems

with political class interests. Within the context of the teachers' organisation this means that

the teachers' association contains not only a process for the achievement of the economic

function, democratic and cotlective but also contains a means for revealing the political
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relationship between capital and labour. In the teachers' case this occurs in and through

education. Education produces both the monological and the dialogical action.

The dialogical action as I have said relates to Habermas' notion of knowledge and human

interests and the theory of Communicative Action. This reveals a mncern with the

legitimating processes of the State. The dialogical union activities labelled as political are

concerned with the life sphere concerns of the members as part of a wider hegemonic

perspective. They include solidarity actions and action for social issues or political @ncerns

on the Welfare State. Of particular importance to this study is the importance of education

as a universal entitlement of citizenship and the opportunity that a teachers' union is offered

to achieve this. This theme will form much of the theordical base for Part two.

The union is caught. The pressure of the capital-labour relation is continuously forcing the

assimilation of the organisation to the monological pattern of an economic interest group.

They are constantly under pressure to restrict their aaivity only to delivering benefits to their

members and to keep those members as part of their organisation - to stay with 'the bread

and butter issues' and restrict the union to immediate or achievable industrial concerns, to
*live to fight another day'. The strategies for achieving this may however be at odds with

the dialogical ooncerns, the broader political interests of either the union's own members or

those of the broader working class.

54
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Demands have to be accommodated and balanced bdween the conflicts identified between

democracy and bureaucmry within the organisation and in the relationship between the

organisation and the political sphere itself. In other words on most occasions what is

politically necessary may not be industrially beneficial. Or what may be indusfially

required will hinder a political benefit.

Rational Oooortunism: an inevitable solution to the contradictions

According to Offe, this dilemma can be solved through rational oppofiunism, a concept

which holds that the leadership will take advantage of political situations in order to gain both

political and material benefits for the totality of members. This situation howerrer is an

unstable one and so is constantly changing with the various changes in the political and

social environment of which the leadership are a pafi. Attempts are made in situations

where change is occurring to find sbategies which offer possibililties and political space.

This produces a totally rational solution in order that the leadoship does not have to rely on

constantly testing the power of the membership by calling on the threat of strike and so

diminishing its effectiveness. Decisions can be made for (or imposed on) the membership

and deals negotiated without the need to continually consult and reflect the diverse interests

of the membership. It is accepted that through a democratic structure the organisation's

leadoship, has a mandate to act for the oollective good of the members.

Colporatism, Offe suggests, is one of these *rational opportunity" solutions. A

relationship between the peak organisations of labour, employers and the State can enable the

contradictions to be ironed out within an organised procedural structure in return for

specified political benefits. Rational opportunism developed the corporatist solution in the

Keynesian Welfare State reflecting the political balance between unions, the State and the

employers. Thisrelationship inNewZa,landformedofthe'historical compromise of the

'Wage suners welfare State' and it is this which was challenged by the State restructuring.

According to Offe, corporatism increases or attributes status to the various interest goup

organisations along the following dimensionsTe all of which are State determined.

l. The extent to which the resources are supplied by the State - these resources are such

things as subsidies, compulsory membership, privileged access to State communications.

Offe calls this the resource status.

2. The extent by which the range of representation is defined through political decision - a

representation status.
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-
3. The extent to which internal relations between the rank and file membership and the

executive are regulated by the State - an organisational status.

4. The extent to which interest organisations are licensed, recognised and invited to assume

an official role in legislation and policy formation, and implementation. Offe calls this

procedural status.

However the power relationship is a very important consideration here. Just as the State

establishes the corporatist advantage in developing a legal structure which recogniseV

regulates and attributes status to unions, this advantage can also be removed. Any union is

therefore dependent for the maintenance of its power on being some part of a formal relation

with the State. When the Sute changes the rules, the power (or lack of il) of the union is

rerrealed Theorganisational logicof itsown structures impels it to qy r€furn to some bpe
of corporatist advantage.8o

What about State unions?

The particular case of a State union in the Welfare State itself has not been considered eiths

directly by Offe or Offe and Weisenthal. However as discussed in Part two above, Offe has

&awn attention to the very important role that State workers have in the dsielopment of the

Welfare State by inoeasing the tendency towards de-commodification through dialogiul

action. Yet it is possibleto examine each of the forms of attribution of status outlined above

as it applies to a teachers union and yet ovedook the key context of teachers' work.

Education is itself part of the State. Work in the State in education occurs through the

production of usevalues which are determined in many ways by the teachers themselves.

Ye the relationship between the State and the union is simultaneously that be*ween employer

and union. The working out of the conEadictions of rational orpportunism and the tensions

that this engenders between monological and dialogical action are the dynamics of teacher

unions. This is the theoreical framework through which I will examine the changing history

of PPTA.

Concluding remarks

This chapter provides an outline of a series of arguments moving down through a number of
levels. They will be used in the following chaptas to examine the political economy of

NewZealand,thechangingrelationsof theState andthespecificityof various struggles that

80 th" differences between the NZEI and the PPTA over the formation of an Educafion Sector Union retated

in large part to the difference in their perceived ability to exercise power rather than their need to amalgamate
for financial reasons. This is probably a more compelling reason long term although it is not addressed.

NZEI is structured rrore easily to exert power centrally through the bureaucracy, while PPTA is stnrctur€d
to be able to better exert power peripherally through the membership. The differences however are also lhe
pnduct of their different histcries and ideological systems as will be elaboratetl in Chaper four.
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-
PPTA is engaged in as the State itself undergoes what may be part of a changing regime of

accumulation. The theoretical movement is down a number of levels from the abstract

economic level to a consideration of the State and State policy making to an examination of

interest goup theory.

The regulationist+ype periodisation forms a framework with which to examine New

Zealand's political economy and ducation's place in that. The Offe-Jessop State theory

provides a means of examining the conflicting logics of the Welfare State. The State itself

is the materialisation of various conflicting political forces between the competing logics of
the economic system and the logic of the political structures. These logics are played out in

history. They came to a head with election of the labour Party to power in 1984. The

dwelopment of the particular form of the New T,rnland Welfare State with its twin

imperatives of inoome protection and State economic sectrity is explained in Chapter two.

Offe's theory of rational opportunism coupled with Jessop's shategic-relational model of the

Sate provides a means for examining various strategies and political relationships which

form constraints and provide possibilities for PPTA within the education structures. This is

the subject of Parts two and three. Togetho these begin to produce some means of

understanding the role and function of PPTA as a teachers union in relation to education

changes which evolve in relation to changing accumulation strategies.
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CHAPTER TWO

EDUCATION IN THE NEW ZEALAND STATE. AN HISTORICAL VIEW

ThepurposeofthischapteristotracethedevelopmentoftheNew Zealand State from 1830

to the position of a "Wage eamers Welfare State' and to establish the place of education

within this. The Jessop-Offe model I am using portrays the State as the materialisation of

political forces, and the periodisations in this chapt€r to a large extent correqpond to major

political developments placod within the Wilkes model outlined in Chapto one (Fig. 1.4).

The chapter sketches the first three stages, and concludes with the Keynesian Welfare State

in a period of crisis in the early 1980s. The purpose of this historical overview is to explain

the institutional structure and political situation and the development of education as they

occurred within that history. The particular form of the New Zaland Welfare State

emerges historically out of the changing accumulation strategies and political projects.

Education itself became the scene of battle in the 1980s as the oonflicting logics of the

economic and the social collided. The fourth part, the period of mansition, is about the

eoonomic crisis which although it began in the 1970s hit the Welfare State in the mid- 1980s.

This conflict had its effect in the fiscal crisis the 1984 l-abour Government used to justify its

monetarist swing and in the contradictory perspectives that l-abour had for education and for

teachers. PPIA was intimately involved in all that struggle. The repercussions of this

crisis shook the education system; and this is the context for the rest of the thesis.

Two trajectories interweave throughout this chapter, that of the labour movement and that of

education. The dweloped institutions of the New Zaland State contain within them the

history of the political purpose out of which they are forme4 yel they also become part of
the assumptions of naturalness which defines lata possibility.

The derrelopment of education in New T:paland mirrors that of the State in general. The

ethos of education is affected by the various views that are dominant at the time in society.

Together these form part of the mode of regulation in a particular regime of accumulation.

The changes that take place in education however rather than corresponding directly to the

requirements of the economic, also reflect the needs, attitudes and conflicts within the

community as these are expressed at the political level. To be more specific, education

developed within the oontext of the State and, as such, has become one of its key

components. Consequently, the politics of the New Zealand Welfare State is a matter of
prime importance for the purposes of any discussion of education.

For its part, the dwelopment of the Welfare State has been shaped by the oolonial nature of

New Zealand sociay and the political responses to varying accumulation strategies.
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Running throughout most of these periods are thrce different political perspectives.

Aspects of each assume a changing political importance and separately offer changing

defrnitions of *liberalism" as the dominant political philosophy. One perspective stressed

redisrribution and needs, another raised ooncerns about individual rights and entitlements

and a third was concemed directly with the utilitarianism State dwelopments deriving

mainly from John Stuart Mill.l Liberalism in its various forms thus provided the nationale

for a number of competing forces.

Throughout this chapt€r there is described a shifting political tension which occurs with the

development of education at different times. This reflects theJessop thesis discussed in the

previous chapter that the State is the materialisation at different times of various political

forces. This tension in education is over provision of a schooling system and whether it is a

system designed for desert or need, whether it is a meritocratic system of achie'vement or

one of increasing opportunity, and whefher it satisfies individual entitlements, citizenship

rights or economic dwelopment2.

The periods under review signal the changes in the structure of the New Zealand economy

as well as changes in its relationship with the outside world. The different periods relate to

both changes in the dominant commodity form - things that can be exchanged for money -

and signal changes in the dominant mode of accumulation through particular technological

and social developments. Though the periodisations of this process are similar to Wilkes'

regulationist-type periodisatiofl, ffiy model follows economic history rather than a strictly

regulationist position. I focus on changing economic and political relationships rather more

than direct changes in the labour process. These economic and political relationships are

mat€rialised in the changes in the State. Each period ends in an economic crisis, marked by

both a technological and political change.

l. Laissez-faire to extensive accumulation. Thefirstistheperiod of colonisation to

the Liberals, from 1830s to 1890s - the penod of laissez-faire capitalism and the

development of extensive accumulation in agriculturd.

I J.g. Condliffe, New Tzntand in the Making. (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1936),182
Condliffe assigns a great deal of influence to John Shtart Mill ufio he says rilas *widely read' in the New
Zmlafrand who had a great number of New ZFAlafr conespondents, See Chapter V. 156-186,& nn'40,214

p.300
2 Thir rtgu."nt derives largely from Offe, 1985 ppl 19-129 For an education policymaker's discussion of
these beliefs rrdrich reveals the individualist perspective in the dynamic benveen redistribution and p,roperty

rights so concentrating on legitimation but ignoring the neods of capital, see William Renwick, in Richard
Bate,s, and John Codd, Theoqv and hactice in New Zealand Education. (Palmerston North, Dunmore

hess, 1980) pp 30-51
3 Condliffe op.cit.
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2. Establishing a farrrers' State. The period from the Liberals to the first labour

Government, from I880s to 1930s, establishing the early conditions for intensive

accumulation in agriculturd.

3. The historic compromise. The period from the First Labour Government

throughout the War and following (1935-1974) which established the 'historic

compromise' of social production, consolidating the intensive accumulation, developing

protected industries, and the consequential post-War boom5.

4. The developing crisis. The final period is the period of crisis of the Welfare State

from 1974-1984 sometimes referred to as 'the end of the long boom' foreshadowing a

possible transition to new forms of accumulation and the State - a regime of flexible

accumulation.

PART ONE: FROM LAISSEZ- FAIRE TO EXTENSM ACCUMULATION,
FROM 1E30 TO lt90
There are two main features which are important in the early New Zaland State. The first

was that the early economy was an unregulated market one which was linked to Australia

and the colonial powff, Britain. The second feature was that the State itself played a vital

part in the economy fulfilling many of the functions that were the role of private capital in

other countries. It cannot be described as a Welfare Stati, although in the early colony's

political affairs there were hints of a subsequent strong and extensive State with welfarist

concerns; suffrage and education being examples.

The two features, the market economy and the intervention of the State were present even at

the point of colonisation. The early European economic activity was an extractive form

seeking gold" whaling and sealing and timber, but it o'p€rated around the edges of the lvlaori

economy. However, New Zealand was originally set up as a @mmacial operation

through the (Wakefield) immigration schemes of the New Zealand Company. Wakefield's

plan was to establish agricultural oommunities complee with all of the ap'propriate structures

of class. The State (in the form of the British Crown) intervened almost immediately taking

over the process for creating tand into the commodity form, dweloping the assisted

immigration to provide labour for the developing society6 and esablishing the judicial

structure through which this was to occur.

4 WB Sutch, Povenr^ and Progress in New Zeatmd , (Wellington: Modern Books, 1941),79.
5 Tony Simpson, A Vision Barayed,(Auckland: Hodder and Stoughton, 1984),48
6 Conrtliffe notes that the early agriculture to support the developing pakeha population was provided by
Maori farmers who were alvr supplying Sydney with flour, potatoes and corn, ibid., 142
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With the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840 New Zealand officially became a British Colony,

funded from Britain. This enactment of British Sovereignty, which rgracted the

sovereignty or rutguituanga of the Maori United Chiefs7, had the effect of enabling the

alienation of land to a legal commoditys so undermining Maori wholuppa or their tribally-

linked land identified societye. The Crown had all pre-emptive rights to land sales from the

Maori. The first Governors extended that right to include some of the missionaries, the

New Zealand Company and then to the Otago Association to enable them to establish their

settlement plans. The British Colonial Offrce charged Governor Grey in 1846 with setting

the colony on a sound financial footing, and getting the British taxpayers off the hook. He

did this through establishing a 'fair and legal process' for the alienation of Maori land

directly supported by military mslns.

The New Za,L:and wars focused economic concern (as opposed to political or military

activity)to on the areas in which the Maorilt offered less resistance to settlement or

'ownership'. As wml became a major oommodity, agriculture shifted from very small

scale intensive markd gardens around the settlements to large scale pastoral farming on large

land-holdings. The regime of production of this extensive accumulation was established,

predominantly in the more sparsely populated South Island and in the Hawkes Bay and

Wairarapa gndually spreading with increasing land availability. This pastoral production

was supported by a small powerful group of mercantilists: importers, exporters and

shipping companies. New Z.alandwas linked by ship to the woollen mills of Yorkshirel?

and following the technological dwelopment of refrigeration in 1882 to the meat markets of

Covent Garden.

Thepolitical system that operated alongsidethis emnomic structure madeprovision for male

representation based on property rights in a number of Provincesl3 bound together as a

7 Claudia Orange, The Story of a Treary (Wellingtorr Allen and Unwin, Port Nicholson Press, 1989), 5-15
8 Ian Wards , The Shadow oJthe Larul (Wellington Historical Publications, Dept of Internal Affairs, l9ti8)
9 Merit" Mita discusses the Maori concept Whakapapa in an interview ,'Politics and film, an interview
with Merita Mita, The Republiun,44 (February 1983):16-23
l0 PoHtical concern at this time was heavily "to do with the Maori question'. Maori were portnayed as

setting the limits to the economic development. The areas with le.ss Maori resistance and easier terrain,

Canterbury and Otago, were ecorxrmically mme advanced than Aucklant and Wetlington See JB Condliffe
and Willis eirey, A-Sfto n History o7 Uew Zcatand (Auckland: Whitcombe and Tombs, tl935l 1960): esp

Section two 39-12l
I I The resistance of the Maori to the process of land being made a commodity form is well docurented both
academically and orally as part of the Maori renaissance.
See John McRae, 'The Maori and The New Zealand Economy', Ph, D. The.sis, University of l"nndon"l975
Donna Awatere, Maort Sovereignty (Auckland: Broadsheet Publications, 1984)

Jane Kelsey, A Question of Honour: Maoi ond tlrc Treary. (Wellinglon: Allen and Unwin, 1990)
l2Condliffe, lg1g,l42
13 Origi*tty there were six separate hovinces, then there were nine.
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I-egislative Council (These Provinces were legally as well as physically separate). The

Provinces undertook a range of infrastructural developments with their own systems of

administration. There was roading and the beginnings of railways funded largely by grant

from the Governor's land sales. In essence the State had taken over the role of the New

Zaland Company. The State filled a gap providing the infrastructure required for

capitalism but it was within a market context which operated from each separate Province to

the point of valorisation, Britain. This "fostered capitalism' combined the dorelopment of

the marke with redistribution of individual benefits through the State. The financial

shortcomings of the Provincial system with its competing colonies and lack of internal

communication meant that the logic of State building soon moved from the province to a

"nation" basis. Various Provinces became more and more in debt. Vogel, as New

Zealand's Colonial Treasurer in the lrgislative Council, had arranged overseas loans for the

whole colony against the hope of future development. Eventually the economic centralising

logic increased moves towards nation building and presented the political conditions which

abolished the Provinces in 1880.

The dominant political theme of the early paiod was that of individu,al entitlements and

rights. The State's role was to provide support for enterprise, and thus accumulation. The

politics were dominated by the immediate frontier pressures of development, roading,

railwayg and land availability. The pastoralists , l% of the landholders, owned over 40Vo

of theavailablelandla. WhileWakefield'sschemehadfailedtocreateanupper class in the

English sense, access to money capital had became the indicator of class. The politics of

the period was dominated by the pastoralists, ship owners and the merchants or

mercantilists. The assisted immigrants who were predominantly agricultural labourers had

come seeking the promise of a New World. This was for them a means of income and

land. These increasing numbss of labourers joined others in the fragrnented little

communities as a mobile labour force all striving "for o'pportunity", yet maryinalised in

public affairs with no property and so no political voice.

Whereas in older societies other structures such as extended families, the feudal vestiges,

villages, or the church, had performed a mediating social role, in New Zealand this early

period was laissez-faire upitali.*n in its raw strte: the freedom for the individual labourer

without other means, to take part in the markd, with all its consequencesls. Freed through

immigration of ties to family, history or geography, the labourer was an atomised individual

14 Wg Sutch, Poverr) and Progress in Nen'kaland , (Wellington: Mode,m Books, 1941),79.
15 Milo Fairburn, in The ldeal Society and its Enemies (Auckland: Auckland Universiry Press, 1989),
sets out a social historical analysis of New Zealand pre-1890 as a minimrlly organised society torn bet\r'€en

atomisation and social cha<x leading to a tetrdency fcr government action , i.e. the Uberals.
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seeking a means of exchanging labour power. Working-class consumption was thus

dependent on the fluctuating capitalist social relations of the Provinces.

Intherecessionof 1880s therewas: "no poorhouse, no minimum wage, no corn laws, no

factory act - exce.pt one applying to women that was not observed - there were no labour

laws, no old age pensions, no unemployment benefits, no sustenance payments'16.

For the continuation of the reproduction of the capitalist circuit, the social infrastnrcture as

well as the economic also had to become State developedtt .

The growing ideology over the 1880s was one of frontier individualism interwoven with

classic liberalism. The particular form of individualism of the founding efhos of

colonialismls is expressed through the early settler perid. It became conoetised

politically in manhood suffrage in 1889, in demands for land and labour requirements, in

the growing opposition to the pastoralists and in the el*oral victory of Liberal-Labou

Party of the 1890s. Achierrement was based on merit, it was due to one's own efforts not

thoseof the family. Privilege and property was earned not inh€rited Every manle was

entitled to a fair day's pay, either working for himself or for somone else. Associated

with that was the belief that the State existed to pnovide the infra-struclures necessary for the

provision of that 'right to work'. The State would do somehing about the provision of

needs, dispensejustice, protect property and also promote self-reliance.

These ideals were to become associated with the New Zealand notion of egalitarianism

ideals. Every man20 was as good as any other. Property gained through hard work was

the basis of order and New Zer.land was a knd of naturally occurring abundance.

r6 Sutch, Poverty and Progress, p69.
17 Both Fairburn's and Sutch's theses seem to 6rint to the development of the New Tsland State as a
search for paternal security in a capitalist sociefy. ln this case the mode of regulation would appear to arise

from the regime of accumulation.
18 Th"r" ideals are essentially male ones. They emerged out of the higbly atomised society. The early
settlers of the 1850 and I 860s had contained a large group of men moving rourd the country as free labour,
from gold, to shearing, to harvests in order to get enough money to buy land to become self zufficient.
The women were found in the towns in small garment sweat-shops and domestic labour. The attempts by
the New ZnalanrJCompany to establish a landecl aristocracy and a defined organisational structur€ largely
failed. The large landownes and city rnerchants howev€r mainained an ideal elite culture nurtured throug[
the Universities. For the social historiographical background to this view of the period prlor to the 1877

see Fairburn, 1989, op. cit. For an educational view see Roy Shuker, One Br-st System? @almerston Nmth:
Dunmore, 1987)
19 ,I'hr 

ethos related to Pakeha men, first as settlers, then as farmers or small business men. Women and

Maori were zubsumed under the rubric of !eople". Women wrre wives, and Maori were excluded k) be ptrt
of their own economy except as casual labour. This of course ignored the fact of the large number of
wonrcn urto were workers as teachers, seamstress€s, and domestic labour.
20 sic.. see note above.
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Individualism was the basis for that egalitarianism in a belief in everyone having same

chances or opportunity.

As the social historian Fairburn @mments:

..try 1900 [NewZealand] hadahighrate of real prof]erty ownership, a srong state apparatus,

an increasingly closeknit community embracing prple from different strata, a unifcm

normative code, a strong system of self repression, [and] a smug belief that the counfiy was

sonre sort of rural ideal sociew of extreme indivirJualists. ? l.

1E77 and all that - the develooment of mass schooline

Education in this early period however contains some hints of an emerging Welfare State.

The development of compulsory pnmary schooling with the 1877 Education Act has been

generally stressed in other histories of this period - education was for the benefit of society,

education was for a 'public good'22. Education also reflects the society it is part of, in this

case it exhibits a combination of the pressures of colonial elitism and the frontier

pragmatismz3. The early primary schooling system developd under the auspices of the

missionaries, the settlement companies and the Provincial governments and reflected all

these differen@s. There were the highly structured models s€t up by the New Zealand

Company and the Scottish Association and tiny hard+o-staff schools in the scattered

ommunities of the extensive Auckland Provincda. The churches in some towns had

e.stablished their own fee paying schools and provided mission schools for Maori while

many of the large pastoral sheep stations had their own elementary schools. In some cases,

schooling was a fee paying private system, or an endowment funded enterprise, while in

others it was a call on rates. However, economically and ideologically, pressure was

building for a national education system.

Education was provided by the authorities for a number of reasons. Education was part of

the original settlement company plans, provided for and funded with educational reserves

and endowments with the administration overseen by an elected Board- In hovinces not

established by settlement oompanies, primary education was established by a Provincial

Board through a call on rates. There were requirements for a level of education in the

administration of the economic structure itself, reading, writing and arithmdic being the

obvious areas. Ideologically at this time education was important in the liberalism

penrasive in New Zaland society. Education was a m€ans of upward mobility or social

2l F"itb*o, 1989. p265
22lro Cumming and Alan Qumming Hktory of State Fjumtion in New Tzatmtd (Wellington: Pitman,
1978) provide a good exaryle of this welfarist ideal.
23 shuko, rgg7,4z
24 Tt 

" 
Auckland Province stretched from Northland down to Taupo.
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improvement particularly to those of the rapidly developing small business and

administrative classes. It was also a pragmatic response by local and provincial politicians

to the concerns about the social or moral problems involving unemployed children and

youth. What they needed was the discipline of skills trainingls. The various teachers'

groups and educational institutes were becoming concerned about the differing standards

and provision existing throughout the schooling systems in the country26. In 1864 50% of
Nelson children went to school compared with 17% of those in Auckland yet Nelson was

the poorest hovincd7. Education itself became part of the logic of 'nation building"

gathering strength during the 1860s.

One of the hrst functions of the new national State was to provide for a uniform national

system of primary schooling. To paraphrase Offde, what was being created was a

structure to maintain and universalise the commodity form, through schooling, but whose

mode of opoation was no longer subject to the commodity form, but to political or

adminisrative decisions. ln contrast to the logic of capital which is to pursue surplus

value, education was to be provided according to political notions of use- value. Education

became an 'organisation of social production which existed to serve the commodity fonn'2e

but without being part of the commodity nexus. Its function was to produce public goods

in a social sense.

The 1877 Education Act provided for a system of primary education which was freg secular

and compulsory. Education would continue in the existing schools under the auspices of

an elected Education Board and where necessary new schools would be built. These

Boards would be paid a per-pupil capitation gnnt from the Governmsrt for each child's

attendance with which to administer the schools3o. McGmrge in Been there. done that:

New Zealand's former systems of bulk funding schools3l* makes the point that by 1894,

89% of Boards' income was via such grants and the attendance grant was not sufficient to

25 e, CampUell, Mucating NetvZzaland,(Wellington,: Dept Internal Affairs, l94l), Ch. 1.5-85
26 l^n Cumming, Glorious Enrerprise , The Hiuory of the Aucl:tand Education knrd 1857-1957 (/urckJardr:
WhitcombeandTombs, 1959),pp5{2,and EI Simmonds, |{ZEI: 100, (Wellington, NZEI, 1983),p29
both discuss this varying provision of schooling and the lobbying by the Education Institutes ftr a
centralised systenr-
27 sotch l94r:79
28off", 1984. ll9-l3o
29rcit.ptzo
30 Th" linking of attendance to payment created problems later as the school attendance was also related to
the working lives of the families on farms. Organisational developments such as holidays and truant
officers and child u'elfare developed around this requirement of atterdance.

See Ian Cumming, Glorious Enterprtse,32-36.
3l Colin McGeorge, fuen there done thu: New Zeatand's former system-s of bulk funding sc'hools, Report
commissionsd by PPTA, Canterbury Region, l99l
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meet all the required costs. By 1900 the costs were being md increasingly by the use of

cheap labour; pupil teachers and women. The Auckland Education Board were quite

explicit in this: "The sum of P l4l5 has been saved by the introduction of the system of

sending ladies to take charge of country schools and by pursuing it a further g 1500 could be

saved."32

The 1877 Education Act, although it had set the pattern for primary schools made very little

provision for the setting up of State secondary schmls33 except for some District High

Schools, in which a secondary department was attached to a rural primary school, and the

industrial schools for the youth law breakers. These had been set up earlier and were

administered through the various Boards of Education under Provincial Acts.

The secondary school system had developed during the lfth century as a idological

replication and extension of an external British system. Secondary schools were

established as part of the seftlement plans, as church schools with endowments and

bequests, or as Grammar schools3a alongside university colleges in Canterbury and Otago

and later at Auckland and Wellington. The earliest secondary schools were fee paying, few

in number, with their own administration systems and often their own Acts of Parliament.

They followed British models with their classical elitist curriculum and examinations.3s

The Scottish influence can been seerr through the Otago and Southland models, while the

English gentry influence emerged from Canterbury and Nelson. The Auckland Merchants

howerrer seemd more concerned to have their children able to continue their further

education privately or overseas rather than in New Zealand36.

In 1888 the secondary schools aligned themselves nationally with the Universities adopting

a standard Matriculation examination as entry to university.3T Matriculation thus spread its

shadow across the secondary schools. Within the University itself, classical education held

sway with either Edinburgh or Oxford as the standard3s much to the continual concsn of

32 Mcceorge, 1991,4
33 ruio., s
34 ln Auckland, the Grammar School was the University in that it also taugbt 'university zubjects'until tbe
State established the Auckland College of the University of New Trlal^wJ in 1882.
35 Shuker, 1987, pp t 5 I -155.
36 Cumming, 188- l9l, discusses the saga of the establishment of the Auckland Girts High Schml which
\\ras was housed in temporary accomodation fior nearly ten years from 1877 - 1886 due to the failure of the
Government to pass laws setting up endowment lands and thus enabling it to gain any funds for a building..
37ruio., rzs
38 lan Mc [:ren, 'Secondary schools in the New Tn:tlawl Social order ' Ph.D Thesis, Victoria University
of wellington, 1965, 101.
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the more pragmatic Liberal and later labour politicians. The university ddermined the

secondary school.

..lt was the University that held the key to change: 'if the University leads the way' wrote

Stout in 1889. *the secondarv school must follow" 39

Consequently the status, role and direction of secondary education in New Zealand as it

developed reflected both the pastoralists and merchants' ideological concern with the mores

of social groups on the other side of the world. 'Being educated' was synonymous with

leaving the counhy. The discourse reveals the class nature of a mentality concerned with

tradition as an ahistoric continuity of British colonialism. Secondary education to a large

extent produced what Hobsbawn4o has called an "invented tmdition.... ..a set of practices

...which seek to circulate certain values and norms of behaviour. which automaticallv

implies continuity with the past.'

The secondary schooling system which developed was to emulate an English classed one

with no reoognition of the strictures of time or place. It was an ideological support for a

com modity relation ship.

This is a Grammar School, a place where the humanities re pneserved and the classical antl

liberal tradition maintained. In this school, subjects will always be taugbt which wilt not pay

obvious dividends. Here boys are sent forth in pursuit of the whole man... We are proud to

stand in the tradition of the great public schools of England, but we desire to be a New Zr:aJard

public school4l

Shuker argues that the history of New Ze*.land education is an ever expanding form of State

control for a capitalist function, i.e. social control42. However the political structures of
this early paiod are the materialisations of various interpretations of Liberalism. The

particular tensions of schmling between changing capital accumulation strategies and social

legitimation requirements have to be seen politically. Secondary schooling in New T.rz.land

rested on an ideologcal class base defined by wealth within a myth of meritocracy.

Offe has argued,43 that for a capitalist commodity economy to function, possessive

individualism must be the basis of the actors' behaviour and their interpreations of the

actual and future behaviour of others. The logic of mass schooling as the production of

39I-uoo Massey, 'Analysis of Curriculum Change' Ph. D. thesis, Auckland University, 1980,87
40 g. Hobsb"wn, and T. Ranger , ds. The Invenrion of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1985),1
4l A statem"nt from Auckland Grammar school, cited in Shuker, 1987,223
42ruio., rg
43 offu, I98sJ9
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public goods produces a logic to extend the individual advantages of education to oths

groups so that they also can have these personal benefits or entitlements as citizenship

rights. In this view, education at primary level brought social advancement: it was a

public good for individuals in both an economic and a social sense. It was in this way that

education developed its own expansionary logic. There is however throughout this period

a shifting political tension between desert and need, between a meritocratic system of

achievement and that of increasing opportunity, between individual entitlements or

ci tizen ship ri ght s an d economi c dev el opment44.

With the 1877 Education Act, primary education was now formally established as a national

structure outside of the economic sphere, its function was to senre the commodity form as a

public good. The political not the economic became the important logic of change. The

secondary system however was rooted in a class base defined by the structures of a colonial

power in order to enable the sons of the pastoralists and merchantilists to 'return home' to

furth er their education.

PART TWO: THE FORMATION OF THE FARMERS' STATE' FROM

EXTENSIVE TO INTENSIVE FARMING
The Liberal-labour perio4 sometimes calld the period of "state experimants" or *state

socialism" lasted from 1891 through until 1912. The coalescing of some of the themes of

the earlier period occurred at this time. Following the technical development of

refrigeration the Liberals deepened the links with Britain by sponsoring agricultural

dwelopment and settlement. New Zealand moved deeper into the British economy with

intensive farming providing a major m€ ns of capital accumulation. The means for this

commodity-form was estabtshed through the State and the particular economic form of the

New Zealand national State began to take shape.

The Liberal Government reflecting its support base of small and aspiring farmers bought up

a number of the large land holdings gained or taken earlier from the Maori and then

subdivided them. It then implemented a leasehold system for farming on these smaller

holdings. Although the land was rented these values were not market related. They were

fixed, and some were tenure in-perpeuity4s. This land had been removed by the State

from the commoditv form. it had been de-commodified.

4 This argument derives largely from Offe, ibid. I 19-129
45some of this land still is in that form of tenure, for example much of the South Island the raditional
lands ofNgai Tahu.
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The provision of low interest loans through the State assisted the development of dairy

farmer co-operatives for processing of milk, cheese and caseina6. l.ow interest loans were

also provided for farm buildings and implementsaT. At the same time expert agricultural

advice was provided through the establishment of a Department of Agriculture. The Land

Tax policy was also used explicitly to break up the big holdings into individual family farms

in a direct pattern of Mill's theory of land reform.48 The land was valued for tax purposes.

If therunholder complained that the tax valuation wa$ too high the Government und€rtook

to buy the land at the valuation .ae This strengthening of the role of the State, howwer,

was still for individual and commercial benefit, rather than as a collective or socialst entity.

It was an essentially patriarchal State.

The Caoital - Labour relationshio embedded in the State

The Liberal period is also remembered for the reforms which were implemented for the

proteclion of labour. Seddon as Premier and William Pember R@ves, a Fabian socialist as

Minister of labour5o laid the framework of the New T,aland Welfare State relating to the

dwelopment of income protection. The lndusrial Conciliation and Arbination Act flC&A)
of 1894 was intended to provide a mechanism for the peaceful settlement of indu*rial

disputes. It also was to encourage the formation of trade unionssl. The IC&A Act

changed the nature of income deermination from the raw clash of labour and capital in the

eoonomic sphere to a State determined system. Wages for members of registered unions

were determined through arbiration to reflect the cost of living rather than through the naked

confrontation of power in a strike.s? Unions registered under the Act were bound to refer

disputes to a Conciliation Council. If agreernent was not reached then that matter went to

the fubitration Court which issued a binding award for a defined Feriodss.

46 Casein is a processed simple thermoplastic made from milk. It was used in the production of sirr{rle
utensils and electric fittings before the development of organoplastics and formed a large part of the dairy
company's bi-product fbr explrt .
47 Sutch, 1941, 103
48 condliffe, 1936, 2u
49 Con<Iliffe and Airey, 1959,170
50 R"*u"r had also been Minister of Education
5l J"m". Holt, Compulsory Arbitration in New kaland., (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 1986),15--
3l
s2 The British maritime strike tbrmed part of the background to this development as a warning of what
could happen. Sweating Commi5siens had revealed poverty and social distess from poor wages and

conditions, and the Liberal candidatss in the 1890 election had openly courted the trade union vote.

Condliffe, 1936,13l
53 Associated with the Court were a number of labour protection [reasures such as the Wages Protection
Act, the Coal Mines Act, Shearers and Agricultural Workers Act.
Condliffe, and Aircy, 1959,172
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In setting up this structure the State had also established a structure for the maintenance and

control of unionismsa. It created a State-sponsored union movement, rather than a class

conscious one. The State had established a regulatory structure whereby the market

partners were forced to agree upon the conditions of exchange theoretically for the

protection of the weaker partnerss. The monitoring and enforcement of this relationship

went to the newly established labour Department. The decisions over wages were now

political ones, moving the focus from the economic relationship to a political one. The

driving ideals for these reforms were a leftwing version of Liberatism, aiming to benefit the

landless and the poor but doing this within an individualist fnamework.

Suffrage was extended to women in 1893 and the State also established as its responsibility

the development of organisations for social production. There is here the beginnings of the

welfare State operating within a market context. There was a graduated land and income

tax, factory inspectors, pensions for aged workers, a civil servants superannuation system,

and central grant funding for the various Provincial hoqpital boards. These dwelopments of
State systems set in place a common New Zealand theme, that of socialising the costs

through the State while individualising the benefits.

The capital-labour struggle had been replaced with a State.unionist comp,romise. Unionism

could unite the workers and the State could "remedy their tangible grievances"56. The

hegemonic theme was one of redistribution and needs bound together with a State

utilitarianism.

Liberal Education

Under the Liberals education oontinued with the same tensions as prwiously with the central

grant funding to the provincial, (now regional) education boards. Funding difficulties paid

on a per pupil basis had produced a wide variety of differences in the schmls run by the

Education Boards. Education was split horizontally between mass education at the primary

level (and in district high schools and technical schools) administered by the Boards and

after 1903 the elite seondary system oriented to Britain. These were administered by their

own Boards of Governors.

Hogben, who had been the liberal Principal of Timaru Boys High School, became Inspector

General of Education in 1899. He enabled much of the development of the infrastructure of

54 So Tony Simpson, The rmd n Erewhon; a Social History of the Fonnative
(Auckland: Beaux Arts, 1976)
55 Off", 1984,125 The weaker partner could be either the worker or tbe employer
decisions as the wukers were later to find.
56 Jesson. 1989:42

Yean in New Tzaland,

dependent on political
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State ducation at primary level to be put in place. Small schools were established in rural

communities often alongside newly established dairy companies. In 1902, following much

lobbying of Hogben by NZplsz, a colonial {i.e.. national} system of salaries for teachers

and staffing entitlements for the schools established under Education Board confrol was put

in place. The funding for staffing was to be paid to the Education Boards for distribution

but it was to be "earmarked' for teachers.58 However the elected members of the

Education Boards were not pleased with this interference in their local autonomy. There

was resentment at the interference in their local rights to make their own decisions over the

staffing and salary decisions in their schoolsse.

The Secondary Schmls Act which Premier Seddon introduced in 1903 empowered the

Minister to inspect the endowed secondary schools and to establish new high schools if
needed. 60 The Ac't was also to provide a system of 'free places' in these existing schools

for those who students had passed the "proficiency examination'. Educational selection to

the seoondary (Grammar-type) schools which had so far been a matter of wealth was

thereby extended. Selection was now also on 'natural' achievement or merit.

Government grants were also made available to the governing Boards for improving

buildings. The administration structure of these schools remained as it was however but

with theaddition of Government funding for the merited 'free-place' students. Srcondary

schools mntinued to have their own Boards of Governors and to make their own decisions

about staffing.

The Department of Education was not able to control the syllabuses of these secondary

schools much to its continuing concern6l. The syllabuses continued to be the academic

ones of Classics and English, Pure Mathematics, the Pure Sciences, History and

Geography62. Schools were oriented to the University and the ideals of liberal education.

The Technical and Dstrict High Schools even though set up by Hogben to be more rele'/ant

instrum ental models i ncreasin gly shared thi s direction6 3.

57 simmonds, 1983,58
58 mio. oz
59 Cum-ing and Cummiag,lg78,Il2
60 th"r" became the Technical scbools and Disuict Higb schurls.
6l D"partment of Education, Hightights in Edumtion: The fir;t l\|years Wellington: Department of
Education, 1978), 10.
62 Greg. Lee, *Origins of the Common Core Curriculum' in Gary McCulloch, ed. The School Cuniadum
in NewZzaland, (Palmerston North, Dunmore,l992\,102-122. It was not until the 1940s that these subjects
related to NZ history, geography or science.
63 iuia, pplo2ff,
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The Proficiency examination as the credential of entry to secondary education - the selection

mechanism for the "free place', became the target of a continual outcry. Letters to

newspapers complained "how easy it was'; it gave almost free access to all children to

secondary education. The increasing number of children eligible for a *free place' was seen

to down grade the achievement entitlements as well as be a waste of resources on those

befter suited to other forms of education6a. There were various political attempts in the

following years to amend the pass rate and change the selectivity but just as 'Matriculation"

to university spread its shadow across secondary education, "Proficiency" as the credential

for secondary education spread its stradow over the primary schooling6s. The de-facto

primary school curriculum was this Proficienry test. No official moves to change this wse
forthcoming howerrer while Proficiency also served other functions as a school leaving

credential, as the entry point to apprenticeships and as a means of resricting Government

costs.

Political shifts and crisis
The importance of the markd context to the Liberal reforms needs emphasising. While the

Liberals had established the basis for an extensive administrative structure which would

grow as the population expanded, the refiorms were based on mainly on economic rather

than social grounds. There was tariff protection for the local traders, relatively high

minimum wages for the town workers, leasehold land for the aspiring small farmers and

functional literacy for the ordinary people. The labouring classes however were still

excluded from full participation in society. There were elements of a welfare state, but as

yet they were undeveloped. The Liberal-Labour govemment was a fragile malition of
interests but one which lased through from 1890 until 1912 when the various factions

broke up.

As intensive farming developed, the small farmers joined up with the largo landholders to

form a consenrative56 land based coalition partY, the Reform Party. This pushed for the

leases to be freehold or in economic terms increased the pressure for land to become re-

commodified. Meanwhile the labouring classes became inoeasingly disillusioned. By

1908 real wages had fallen to below the 1894 ler,,el leading to a massive division within the

labour movement. On one side werethe guilds and trades who supported the prliamentary

way and the Arbitration Court. Against them were the general work€rs, syndicalists and

socialists who saw the solution in one big industrial union, industrial action and direct

ffAG Bot"h"rs, Muution in NewTzatan4 (Dunedin, Coulls Sommerville Wilkie, 1930),3448
65 Howard [re, "Examining the New Z,ealandCurriculum" in McCulloch, Gary, ed. op,cit.,l9E2,123-138
66 Witn no aristocracy in New Zalandconsenrative in this sense means a whig conservativism.
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bargaining in opposition to the 'leg irons of the working-classes' in the Arbitration

Court"67.

Gradually over the Libsal period, the theme of individual rights, skills and entitlements for

farmers and business men had beoome the more politically important one, exposing in the

process changing differentials of power.

The political emphasis moved from those of social @ncsrns which might have senred the

interests of the labouring classes to the @ncerns with the growing capitalis infrastructure in

thenameof freedom.

There arose in the early twentieth century, a chorus of rural complaint which combiml demaruls

frr freehold, free trade, free access to Maori lands, tretter and mqe roads, bnidges, freodom from

government inspectors, and security from the threats of harte unionists and socialists. 68

The farmers movd to support the business interests in the Reform Party. The Reform

Party under Massey came to power in 1912 against the backdrop of a bitter strike at the

Waihi Gold mine and growing concern from many workers, particularly the unskilled, that

they had been sold out 6e. At the time of the l9l3 Transport Strike, the Farmers Union

provided the organisational means by which strikebreakers and volunteers of "Massey's

Cossacks' were brought into the cities.

Over the next two decades even the proteclion provided by the Arbitration C-ourt was

gradually reducedTo. The working week increased and much of the State labour protection

laws established by the Liberals were eiths cut back or removedTl ln 1922 the Court

included seamen in their across the board general wage cut wen though the shipping

companies (mainly overssrs owned) had continued to make huge profits72. Protests against

such wage cuts were of limited avail and one by one the strikes resulted in the militant

unions (who were usually members of the more syndicalist Alliance of Labour) going down

against the oombination of the power of the employers' ability to use scab-labour and

Govemment's use of the police force and the Courts.73

67 A number sf nnioas left the Arbitration Court protection and formed a Federation of labour, "the Red.
Feds". an then the Alliance of l-abour . l-ater the groups were reunite to become the New T.ealand kbour
Party
68 Ri.h"td*n l98l quotal in Alexander Davidson, 'Tuo models of Welfare', (Uppsala: Political Science
Association in Uppsala no 108 University of Uppsala, 1989),73
69 Tony Simpson, A Vision Betmyed,(Auckland: Hodder and Stoughton, 1984),48
70 Si.p*on, 1984,4849.
TlHob*t Roth, Trade Unions in New 7*aland (AucHand: Reed Educati oq 1973) 4649
72Roth, 1973,47
73mio. +z+g
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During the hression of the early 1930s the provision for compulsory arbitration by the

Court was then repealed for all except some women workers. Arbitration was made subject

to agreement of both parties. The Court was also empowered again to make general

reductions in wagesTa. On many occasions the employers would not agree to arbitration so

the award itself collapsed; a process designated somewhat bittedy by the unions as the

'compulsory conciliation and voluntary arbitration system'. Unemployment increasod and

the power of the employers to impose wage rates was even more strengthened. The

unemployed were given "relief" through charity soup kitchens and a minimum payment in

labour camps planting forests and building roads.Ts Although the I:bour Farty in

Opposition at this time proposed a general sustenance scheme for the unemployed paid for

out of general taxation, the unions voted to support a contributory scheme paid for out of a

wages tax. Unemployment support would be for those who had made provision. This was

support for the idea of the wage eamer as the basis of society.

The final shift from extensive to intensive accumulation for New Zealand agriculture can be

marked with a series of strikes against enforced pay reductions which occurred in the

freezing companies in 1931. The workers were locked out as the larger British meat

companies used the opportunity to technologically restructure from a shlled solo butcher

operation into the "American chains system" employing "skill fragmsft46 workers in a

company union??. The British meat companies established Taylorist models of production

and distribution and with it the ingredimts of the New Zrz.land model of intensive

accumulation.

"By 1933 one in five of the labour force was jobless'78 and the fall in the commodity prices

of both mutton and chese had forced many of the small farmers towards mortgage sales

and bankruptry. With no numerical strength to proted themselves by direa adion, there

being more unemployed than there were members of registered unions, the labour Party

and parliamentarism again became the political strategy for organised labour. The concepts

of redistribution and need again moved to the centre of the political agenda, along with

conc€pt s of moderni sing economic development.

74ruio. st
75fUiO, 52 The forests containing this 'unpaid dead labour' were later to be privatised by labour in 1987 at

less than their replacement value.
76 Bra.,erman talks of this process as deskilling. These new set of u,orkers howwer had higbly develo@
skills although they were in very narrow and higfiy defined areas, as leggers, gutters, or pelt cutters.
77 e proltut occrtrrence rras the demise of many of the small cooperative meat works serving the small
Maori farming communities. They were financially unable to restructure.
78si-psoo, Visionktruyd 1984 50
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PART THREE. INTENSIVE ACCUMULATION: THE ESTABLISIIMENT

oF THE HISTORIC COMPROMTSE, 1935-1974

The next period of development is the one which establishes what has ben called the

'historic compromise'7e a penod of both economic development and social dwelopment.

This occuned through the election of the labour Government with Michael Joseph Savage

as hime Minister, Walter Nash as Minister of Finance and Peter Fraser as Minister of
Education in 1935.

By pulling togdher the interests of the small farmers, local manufacturers and the working

class, labour attemptd to provide a protected economy within which the needs of the

people could be met politically as well as socially. It created a nefwork of regulations and a

barrier of protection for the economy, and a more active role for the Sme in infrastructural

development: public works. Within this regulated and proteded economy labour created its

version of the welfare state - full employment, social security, pensions, health, education.

Emnomic regulation and protection were the shields of the intemal economy against trade

fluctuations and to ease foreign exchange problems. Economic protection would also create

the basis for the development of manufacturing industry to create the shift from an

agricultural based economy subject to external pricing to an industrial one. This would

enable full employment to occur and the edifice of a Welfare State to be built. This plan as it

unfolded would in turn create a stable demand which was the basis for a prosperous and

expanding business sector. The mass production base of farming was to be united with the

internal consumption of thepopulation in full employment.

The 1935 Labour Government

labour came to power fotlowing the dislocation of the Depression. The economic

difficulties were world wide but they were complicated both by the colonial structure of the

New Zealand economy and the hardship experienced by the working-class still largely

marginalised from participation in political affairs.

labour adapted by modifying its socialist aims to forge an alliance with the smaller farmqs

and local manufacturers and set out to address these both problems at onceFo. The major

platform planks were designed to aprpeal to these various constituencies:

. a reform of moneary and banking system, long advocated by the small farmers

against the power of finance capital,

79 J"sroo, 1939.16
80 garry Gustafson, .The l:bour Party' in Hyam Gold, d. New Tzatand Potitics in Perspeaivv. 3td H.,
(Auckland: Inngman Paul, 1992), 261-288
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. the dorelopment of New Zealand secondary industry in support of local

manufacturers.
. the reinstatement of the Arbitration Court and the restoration of a wages policy

. the establishment of a free, secular education system at both primary and secondary

levels
. and the development of a full social security system to the immediate goals of the

workingclass.

Eonomic life was made directly a focus of the State. The State had not only established the

infrastruclure for the main source of capital accumulation, agriculture and forestr!, but also

maintained, marketed and supported it through producer boards, and low interest credit. A

Department of Industry and Commerce was sd up to en@urage new industries and gain

greater efficiencies in old ones8l. The network of regulations used to achieve this was

supported by a barrier of protection for the economy through import controls and tariff

barriers. Goods could only be imported by licence and the gaining of a licence related to

what could not be produced in New 7naland9z. The policy was designed to stimulate New

Zealudindustryar and providea more active role for the State in the dwelopment of large

scale infrastructural development, the Department of Public Works and Dwelopment.

Within this protected environment doreloped the Welfare State. The New Zealand form was

an uneasy combination of universalism and residualism or means testing. Social security,

pensions and state housing were means tested, while child benefit, health and education

were not.8a. Basic food stuffs such as bread, milk and apples were subsided as was public

rail and coal, while meat and wool reflected the prices paid on the British market.

The Arbitration Court structure was revised so that the concept of the fair living wage for a

man (plus his implied attached wife) and his family once again emerged onto the political

agenda8s. Unions were given the right to compulsory membership for all the workers

covered by their award. This completed the rerrersal of the system of union organisation

8l Wg Sutch was a socialist economist and historian ufro as Secretary of the new Industries and Comrerce
tlepartment develo@ the labour Gcrvernment's plan for New Zealand as an independent industrial country
and away from its role as the economic colony, the farm of Britain. He was later sacked, 'compulsorily
retired" by the M0 National Government. He was also later a member of the Edrrcation in Change goup.
82 Condliffe and Airey 19632Cf.,
83 See Bruce Jesson,l\e Flacher Challznge Pokeno, (Arrckland: Republican Press,1980) for a detaild
description of how the t abour Government used Flercher Industries to draw up and build its State house

scheme. This created the base of the multi-national company Fletcher's future wealth.
84 O'Briuo, and Wilkes, 1993 detail the means testing of welfare.
85 lAu hving wage concept rendered women invisible but the cons€quence of its clemise is that the notion of
a living wage nai now been reduced to a minimum wage, to encompass only the wage earner, s single
atomised individual sans family, history or reqronsibiliry.
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from the model generated from the capital form. Instead of capital organising workers for

its needs and so providing the organisation for the development of class organisation and

class struggle in a Marxist view, this mechanism was *State theoretical'. The Court decided

who your members were and then you went and signed them up. This Arbitration Court

structure would later serve as a model for the State labour organisations including PPTA.

To use some of Offe's analysis the unions were attributed representative status by the State

within a form which was outside the exchange process itself. [t was based on a common

sharing of interests in the State so that the out@me becomes predictable for both sides86.

This was, as l:uder puts it using a more British conce,pt,8? to provide the social wage. In

Frank Castles' terms the State in New Zaland like Australia became "a wage earne,rs'

Welfare State"88. The State was premised on the protection of the rights and certain beliefs

of an individual working man and *his dependents' - his wife and children. This family

unit, as so defined would be provided with security of income and would therefore be beter

able to contribute to the societv

To quote Walter Nash, the Finance Minister in this first Labour Government:

The aim of the government was and is ... to organise an internal economy that will distribute

the p,roduction and sernices of the Dominion in a way that will guarantee to every person able

and willing to worh an income sufficient to provide him (sic) and his dependents with

everything necessary to make a 'home' and 'homelife' in the best neaning of those terms. 89

This *wage earnetrs' Welfare State" was in effect a trade off, a compromise. labour

discarded its socialist goals but established the means to achierre the immediate aims of the

working class and provided a voice for organised labour within national affairs. The

dweloping business sector benefrting from the State projects accepted the regulations and

controls, and found within them economic stabiliry and new areas for development. This

process explicilly illustrates the emerging orthodoxy of Keynesian economics for New

Zaland.

The State had established a central and extensive role. It was one that was intenvoven with

the direction of business. The fubifiation Court established the framework for the

deruelopment of unionism and incomes policy and the Statedeveloped infrastrucfure and

industries provided employment. Within the State itself different departments represented

86ome, 1984,p125
87 Hugh Lauder , "The New Right Revolution' il Middleton et. al, 1990,10
88 Castles, 1986,102.
89 Walter Nash, Budget statement. NHR 1936 Pt. 86 Wellinglon 1936
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and mediated the differing interests. In 1935 key bureaucrats of these dqartmerts were

politically chosen and made responsible for implementing new policy derrelopment with

backing of their sympathetic Ministers. These bureaucrats established directions and set up

the means of input, so attributing status to various interest goups. The operation of these

State sfuctures was made open to input demands from particular community and sector

groups in a series of climtelist structures of interest mediation.e0

Finance capital however made labour aware of its limits in 1939. They were opposed to

the "socialism" of the labour Party'el. Trade was to be free. The British bankers through

the Bank of England refused to re.finance the New T,ealand loans due in 1939, except under

stringent conditions of increased interest, rapid repayment, and direct interference in New

Zealand's economy. They required that the import barriers be declared temporary and that

no local monopoly allowed to develop where there was a British industry able to compete.

If the New Zealand Govemment did not comply then the Bank of England would decide

what would be imported and would announce publicly every year that New Zealand had not

defaulted.e2 This external interference in pottical affairs was a humiliating situation for

Nash as Minister of Finance, but it seemed little could be done. The Labour Government

needed the overseas capital to sustain its new social and economic programmes.

The outbrak of war however provided New Zealand an economic reprieve. The sale of

meat and dairy produce to Britain during the war produced vast amounts of sterling for these

increased repayments and the import oontrols were combined with wages stabilisation of

incomes measures as war effort.e3 Labour hoped to in time create a financial reserve and so

roduce New Zealand's dependence on overseas capital.

The New Tnaland Welfare State's function was to cn€te senrices, provide jobs, foster the

normative systems and maintain the ontinuation of the economic process. The *mixed

emnomy of state and private' was to provide 'security'e+ for its pakeha people on the other

side of the world from the markds the country produced for and in which the realisation of

value occurred.

S Thet" was continual talk about setting up a fonnal corporatist stmcture which was never formally
established. But the social interests mediation was met through a series of State created stnrctures e.g. the

FOL, The Dairy Board, The Meat Board, Federated Frmers, Employers Federation, and of not for our
purposes the NZEI as the teachers'association.
glsi-proo, 

Vision ktrayed :52.
92 rui.t.
93 tuio. s:
94 Wittiam Sutch, TDe QuestJor Seturiry in New Ttatntd , Ig40- 1966 (Wellington: Oxford University
Press, 1966) 5-8
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Education: the product of the historic compromise

Education was a central plank of the 1935 t-abour Party and the ideal of equatty of

opportunity became iconised in the PAer Fraser statement of the Labour Government's

aims. State education, as part of the normative subsystem, was perceived as an entitlement

of citizenship, Peter Fraser as Minister of Education, with C. E. Be€by, appointed Director

in 1938, set out to achievethat goal.

The Governrnent's objective, broadly expressed, is to ensure that every person, what ever his

(sic) level of academic ability , whether he (sic) be rich or fxxlr, whether he (sic) live in town or

country, has a right as a citizen, to a free education of the kind for which he (sic) is best fittest

and to tbe fullest extent of his plwersgs.

Free State education was seen to offer "the working man a way out of the working class46.

The hoficiency exam instituted in 1903 as the entry banier to secondary education was the

first barrier to that goal, with U-E. (Matriculation) another target. Both NZEI and the

Department of Education inspectors tog€ther had pressed for the removal of Prroficiency

from about the 1920se7. In 1937 immediately after the election, *hoficiency" was

abolished by the l-abour Government and free compulsory secular secondary education

made available up to the age of 19, although the leaving age itself was only increased to

15e8. The opportunity for seoondary education was made universal, available to all as a part

of an entitlement of citizenship. The associated functional role of Proficiency as a labour

market qualification had by this time been replaced at form four by the Public Seniice

examination and the school leaving age 15 became the entry point for most apprenticeships.

The Thomas Committee's re@mmendations on Post-himary Educationee, which was set

up by Beebytoo, were adopted by the Labour Government. These broadened the

curriculum and imposed a compulsory oore curriculum on all seoondary schools in 1944101

including in this English, core mathematics, social studies, general science, music, art,

craftslo2 and physical education. Secondary education had a broad aim of citizenship, to

95 Cytit Beeby, *Comment of the Rights of lndividuals to Education" in Richard Bates, and John Codd,
1980. Theory and Pmaice in New Tzaland fuluution (Palmerston North: Dunmore Prass, 1980) 5l
96 ruio. sz
97 ru,,H,lgvz: rz4
98The schcrol leaving age was finally moved to 16 in an amendment to the Education Act in January 1994.
99 The Post- Primary School Cuniculum: Repon of the Comminee Appointed by the Minister of
Huatlon,Wellinglon: Govt. Printer,1944 also known as The Thomas Report
loo rc", c. 1992,1r r
l0l pr16. 112
10216" gendered curriculum continued. Crafts usually reant homecraft (cooking and/or sewing or
needlework) for gids and technicraft (wood, metal or sometimes agriculture) for boys.
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help adolescents prepare for their roles as "workers, neighbours, homemakers and

gi1izgnsFl03. The regulations which followed the Thomas Report required that all "types" of

secondary schools teach a specified range of both academic and technical subjects. This

established technical and commercial departments in all post-primary schools, the Grammar

schools and the rural District High Schools. The compulsory core curriculum was to be

examined at the upper end via a broad Department of Education d€termined qualification,

School Certificate. The possible elimination of University Entrance Matriculation brought

cries of outrage from those mncerned to preserve the "standards" of the classical academic

curriculum of secondary schools.lo4 Although Beeby was successful in achiwing

acoediting by the school for the University Entrance Matriculation the formal examination

for those not accredited still continued. This serrred the function of an external moderation

system.

It was the close relationship beween Beeby, the Education Department, the teachers

associations and the I-abour Government which enabled these developments to proceedl05

This set up the post- war pattern for secondary schooling. The teacher associations, NZEI,

(primary), SSTA, (secondary), TSTA (technical and manual schools) were all supportive

of the Thomas Report especially of the need to provide a general core on which to build

specialisation. This became the blue print for future dwelopment of secondary education

and the formation of PPTA. This theme will be dweloped in greater depth in Part two of
this thesis.

The oost-war boom and the farmers' hegemonv

The State economic and social structures established during the 1930s and 1940s, remained

largely as they were established, in most czlses expanding during post-war boom. The

familiar political debate over individul entillement or redistribution, over desert and need

and of economic requirement continued. There were a number of political shifts between

labour and National and some fiddling with the dtection but it was generally one of

continuation. Escalating complexity in maintaining the economic sphere affected the State's

structures and its capacity to respond. The input demands focused on the compding claims

of citizenship through both the State departments and the pottical parties. Increasingly the

State structure appeared to be made up of series of closed and self-referential systems.

103 The Post- Primary Schoot Cuniculum,1944
lo4lo, G. r992;r3z
105 1yi11i"- Renwick, "Portrait of a Reforming Dtrector- Beeby Fasiscles (Wellington:
t9q43-29

Te Aro Press.
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Immediately after the war the meat and wool farmersl06, represented at government lerrel in

the clientelist framework of Federated Farmers and the Producer Boards and the Department

of Agriculture, had became politically unhappy. They believed that as farmers, as the

earners of the State's income, too much of the national economy was being absorbed

through the "propping up of inefficient small business and local manufacturers'. This in

their view lead to increased costs. A major concern of these farmers and of small business

was that State regulations were thwarting their individual rights to import as they wanted.

Yd the system of licensing had also created a strong manufacturing sector dependent on

government projects producing both jobs and internal demand. The wage constraints of the

war mezlsures had kept the wages down. The State still provided subsidised land for the

returned soldiers to become individual intensive farmers.

Farmer support moved to support the business classes against these regulations. The labour

movemento which had not had a pay rise because of the war stabilisation measures bwame

qplit berwear the arbitration support€rs in the FOL and lhe 'communist-led unions' who

formed the Trade Union Congressl0T Cruq. The TUC opposed arbitration and supported

direct action. The tensions culminated in the Watersiders lock-out of 1951 108. This lock-

out was originally supported by the freezing worketrs', minetrs', seamen's and drivers'

unions. It provoked emergency regulations, armed troops and the deregistration of the

watersiders union. After losing many of its members to the FOL sponsored unions in the

arbitration system, finally, after 15l days, the national strike committe of the TUC issued

the order for a resumption of work.

This established thepolitical hegemony of post-war New Zaland, 'an urban/ nral National

Party alliance...the urban business men in control but dependent on ths farmers'l0e . There

was still the tension between the interests of free frade and those of protectionism yet when

it came to political action they were all united against the interests of organised labour.

Organised labour, for its part, formed a moderate trade union structure centred on the

labour Party and dependent on the State-guaranteed wages policy and the Arbitration Court

structure.

lffi Tho" is a class factional differerce between meat and wool furmers and dairy farmers ufttch relates to
their history, size and market operation and affects their politicd interests.
107 po6, Tade Unions in New Tzatand , 75, describes a pamphlet of the time Stabilisadon or
Socialisailon, which attacked the FOL position and argued that it was a betrayed of the FOL objective of the
socialisation of the means of production, distribution and exchange. The denrands u,,ere for a general wage
increase, abolition ofthe wages and sales tax, price control and nationalisation of key industries.
108 5se Roth H. 1973 :76-78
1091"r*o. 1988:35
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In the post War period of the 50s and 60s New Zealan&along with many other countries of

the West, entered the longest period of sustained economic gou/th ever experienced. New

Zaland in the 1950s was "luxuriating in foreign exchange"ll0 and unemployment was

almost non-existent. While Britain was tolerating unemployment of around 2%, bd.wer;n

1947 and 1964 New Zaland was registering figures of between .0005 and .0114% ttl.
The economy was growing, the tax base increasing, educational neod was expanding and

the post-war baby boom promised a plentiful supply of jobs for teachers and for their

students. A teacher at the time reflected that:

I suplnse when I look back the 60s was really a gtxrd time for us. When you left school there

was a job for you. There were those kids like mc who got S.C.. then U.8., we went on

further. Otherwise you left. If you didn't get S.C. after the socond go you left anyway, but

there werealwaysjobs. All of my fi-iends who left early got jobs. 112

The New Zaland economy was dependent on the fluctuation of the raw commodity

markets. However it had a State created banier of security for the populace against the

ravages of the global markd. The Stateas the political administrative system both provided

and regulated the economic systern. It provided welfare and social senvices to support the

norrnative system and to engender loyalty both to the political system and to the emnomic

system itselft t3. The mechanism was a series of separate departments which penetrated

both the economic and the normative systems: land development, industries and commerce,

roading, transport, coal, electricity, energy supply, post and tele,phone senrices,

broadcasting, banking, insurance, police, justice, welfare, education, health. An enormous

civil engineering section, the hartment of Works and Development, built it alll14. This

was New Tnaland Fordism, an intensive regime of accumulation based on individual

farmers, and overseas capital, a Taylorist freezing works system, a State-supported small

manufacturing sector and State created structures to hold it all togdher. In Offe s terms this

was'organised capitalism'.

Post- war secondary education

A particular feature of New Zaland secondary schooling as it developed after 1944 was that

although the population was increasingly becoming urbanised, a majority of the 2t2 state

I l0 g.iao Easton, Social potiq and the Welfare State in New Tzalsnd, (Auckland: Allen and Unwin,l980)
and also see W Sutch, 1966,:op. cit. p4l
I I I Sutch,Ibid. p 41. These figures only reflect male unemployment.
I r'' Interyiew with PPTA Branch Chairwoman.l4l5l93
ll396*, 1984,53
I14 P6i6soo, 1989, 158-183
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secondary schools erected by 1975 were in small towns in rural areas.l l5 This established

a pattern of.small schools in rural districts, offering a full range of subjects, an indication of
the political importance of the farmers' voice in educational provision. These schools,

supported by housing, school transport, and allowances for distance, strengthened the

normative pressure for uniformity and entitlement. Rural children were to be entitled to the

same educational opportunities as urban ones. Tax-provided uniformity of opportunity was

politically easier to argue for at this time than funding individualised need. Equalify of
opportunity and uniformity became part of a "one-nation hegemonic project ".

Administratively howerrer these new secondary schools related to the central State through

the Department of Education rather than the regional Education Boards. This was the same

pattern as the original endowed gmmmar schools brought in under the "free place" system.

They were run by their own elected Boards of Governors, generally up-standing members

of the community jealously guarding their perceived autonomy and local orientation and

who were concerned about any dilution of their powerl16. Each school defended its own
particular local *invented tradition'yet their funding, their curriculum, their regulation and

thek inspection occurred through the central State. The PPIA, as will be seen in the Part

two, developed within this model, inheriting the culture of eliti$ education seruing the local

community needs and oriented to a central funding mechanism. This was a common New

Zaland tensiono the State funded the enterprise and the *community' controlled it. This

continued a theme of socialising costs and privatising benefits which had rendered the role

of the State in New Zealand almost indivisible from both the norrnative private sphere and

the economic qphere. The State, the economy and the normative structures were locked

togefher organisationally in a form of *organised capitalism".

PART FOUR: TIIE CRISES OF THE r970S ECONOMIC OR SOCIAL?
Signs of stress began to be felt at the end of the 1960s. A fall in the price of wool in 1967

foreshadowed the economic uauma of the 1970s. The Third Iabour Government had

returned to power in 1972 on a wave of popular support to continue developing the welfare

state. Economic recovery appeared to be under way and the plan was for the development

of an education sy$em for the "modern industrial €@nomy'l17. The OPEC oil crisis in

1973 produced a major effect for a country with a built in economic crisis tendenry. In the

I 15 p"n t1t"nt of Education, State Secondary Schoolr in New Tzatand: a baseline survey (Wellingtou
l98l)30
The Picot Report, P. 17. also puts numbers of state secondary schools at 212 for 1988.
Thisnualorientation continues; ananalysisofthe PPTA branches in 1993 Ann. Report shows that 75%
of PPTA branches are schurls in srnall rural towns of less thar 10,000 population.
1 16 lorrn Barringtou fiistorical factors for change in education' in Peter Mc Kinlay, d Redistribution of
Power? (Wellington: Instituteof Policy Studies, 1990) l9l-214
117 yi.1t""1 Bassett, The Third Labour Govemment, (Palmerston North: Dunmore Press, 1976) 24ff
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relationship to the international economy for meat, wool and dairy products as commodities

and fuel as part of the means of production, New Zaland, was a price taker in both. The

hoped for recovery turned into bust. As the export prices fell farmers demanded support

andtheGovernment moved to sustain agriculture.lls Ther'e was a 2O% increase in public

spending and only a l0% increase in tax revenue. The deficit which was also subject to

rapid inflation was financed by more external borrowing. Unemployment gew to what

were mnsidered unparalleled levels since the Depression, of over 10,000, and the Iabour

Government once again became the political focus for industrial unrest.

Education under Labour, continuing the tradition of the social

The education system operated according to different sets of logics than the eoonomic

system. The socialisation process of the State is funded on the conversion of amounts of
GNP into revenue drawing this from surplus value creation in the private economic sphere.

This process however is premisedon making sure that the eoonomic dynamic is maintained

so producing the corresponding tax credits. Contradiclorily the universalising principles

which establishes education as an organisation senring the commodity form s€ts up its own

logic of expansion.

Much of the educational ddail of this period and the roles of the teacher unions is covered in

the following chapters. Hower,rer suffice to say here the logic of the system increased bdh
educational op'portunity and the State s@pe. The infrastmctural expansion largely occurred

under Phillip Amos the l:bour Minister of Education L972-1975. Amos, originally a

teacher, was the labour education spokesperson for a number of years. He attempted to

bring about "change in that stubborn system". He saw it as hamstnrng by innumsable

reports. It was a black hole into which 'good ideas disappeared and an 'if in doubt do

nothing'attitude at the top lwel under the Director Ned ps[!s'.lle The Education

Department from 1960 onwards operated the increasing omplexity of education input in the

manner of Lindblom's model of "muddling" throughl2o. Amos' particular b&e noir was the

secondary schml system with its selectivity and university-bound structures. He wanted to

make education both more accessible and relevant to ordinary workers' children in the way

that he saw primary schools e,rg1's.lzl In this he was particularly assisted by like-minded

I 18 y1s5ae1 Bassett quotes Aubrey Begg, an M.P. farmer from Southland, as saying that farmers always
wanted to capitalise their gains and socialise their losses. Ibid. 194
119 goo. Phil. Amos. interview 8l3lg3
120 gg Undblom, 'Still muddling, not yet through', Pubtic Administmtion Ra,iew 39;1979,517-526
l2lg6a. Phil. Amos. interview 8l3lg3
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members of the E<lucation Department and the teacher unions with whom he shared a

ngwsd(i22.

Amos attempted to find out and provide what "ordinary parents' wanted for their children's

education. It was to be a process of "listening to the people". After some initial resistance

to a parental review from within the Education Department, what resulted was a series of
enormous consultation programmes This

input generated further reports. The EDC, in common with the Currie Report which had

been set up at the end of under the prwious labour Governmenltz3, had the emphasis of
extending the citizenship rights of education to include more and more groups who felt

marginalised, coupled with providing for the growing need for skilled vocational education.

The themes in education gaining inoeasing importance were of vocational n@ds, individual

entitlements and a new term developed by the newly appointed Director General Renwick in

1975 *equity", meaning at this time equality of achiwsm€n1124.

The EDC reports proposed the expansion of oducation into more and more areas of civil
society. There were recommended increases in polytechnic education, community collegeg

vocational guidance expansion, eady childhood education, spaial education, guidance

counsellors, initiatives in Maori education, opening the schools up to the communities,

community use of the school grounds and a massive expansion in teacher staffing through

decreasing the class sizes.

A framework of liberal-progressivist education shared by all players underpinned the

hegemony of equality of opportunity. Amos had expanded education and although the

education elites, both State and union, had initially resisted they also discovered that it could

serye their interests. The problem in their view was funding and funding was political.

The EDC, like the earlier Economic Development Conference which had preceded it,
provided a framework for popular consultation involving teachss and the various school

communities as a means of democratic input into education. Within this, the educationalists

both as teachers and within the Department of Education could organise and shape the input

as opportunity provided. New directions were gafted onto the existing structures.

I2211str- Phil. Amos. interrriew 8l3lg3 "Bill Renwick and I were at Teachers College together , we had
somewhat similar views on Education "
1231a" Currie Report was set up to begin in l9i0 just as C.E Beeby r*ired from tbe Deparment of
Education. The Research Officer for the Currie Commission atrd the person responsible fm most of its
u,riting according to Amos was W. Renwick who was to become Director -General of Education in 1975 .

These themes carrisd through into the EDC. of which Renwick was one of the main education leaders.
124 7q4711qg and I mling. EDC Education Departme nt 197 4.
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Technical Institutes and Community Colleges wetre established. Alternative schools as

subsets of the State schools developed and innovations were encouragod. The limitations

werethought to be only political.

Theplan for amalgamating primary and secondary schools in regional education structures

which both Currie and the EDC had promote4 however, was politically defeated A
combined lobby of the university, secondary teache,rs, PPTA, the Secondary Schmls

Boards (in particular the Grammar School Boards) brought political pressure 1s !earl25.

The tendency continued for the Grammar Schools (which are State owned) to be used in a

conservative role together with the private Independent Schools in defence of "traditional'

educational s16ndsds.l26 Amos, against the strong opposition of the Secondary School

Boards Association, however did manage to increase the number of elected parents on

Secondary Boards from four to five as well provide the addition of a teacher representative.

The only significant structural change to education as a result of Phil Amos' t€rm was one

which both expanded the oosts of education and also the entitlements to State benefits. It
occurred in spite of the strong campaigns of NZEI and PPTA. This was the intEgration of
poorer private (mainly Catholic) schools into the State system. Begun under l-abour, as an

initiative of the hime Minister Norman Kirk to fulfil a promise he had made to the Catholic

Bishops prior to the election, the private schools integration progamme was completd by

the National Government on tenns which were very favourable to these private schools.

The teacher unions' position moved from total opposition to the State funding of private

schools to finding a way to require private schools to be acoountable to the $61q12?

Integration established a group of schools separate but different inside a State-funded

system which had hitherto been established to provide a uniform system throughout the

country. These were the schools which became known as the 'integrated schools'. They

also related to the Departmant of Education through their Boards although they were not

subject to the same regulation as the State Secondary School Boards - it was called

preserving their 'special character'. State education was free, compulsory, but now was no

longer secular. This left outside the State system a set of high-fee high status schools who

125 Amos interview. 8l3lg4
126 1a" Minutes of the Auckland Region PPTA I I June 1974 contains a comment from a delegate about
the danger of amalgamating secondary schools.
127 Wilson, Maureen, 1975, 'Stale Aid to Private Schools' 1969-1975 M.A thesis, University of
Auckland.
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were also largely endowment funded (some of them dating as far back as 1850),128

ideologically claiming their status as the Independent Schools.

The continuing highly academic focus of secondary education continued to arouse

opposition from the officials in the Education Department, from the leadership of PPTA as

well as from the labour Party. The labour Party view of education like that of the Liberals

at the beginning of the century was a pragmatic, functionalist one - ducation should be

useful to the national interest. Education and skills would be needed for the economic

dwelopment of New Z,ealand,. This was in effect a vocationally oriented education based on

the economic importance of technical or applied knowledge.l2e In contrast both secondary

and university education through its credentialling process appeared to aspire to the ideals of
a non-@mmercial classical liberalism oriented to a requirements of a leisured class and not

of the ssgal q,rqld'.130

In a speech to the 1974 PPTA onference Norman Kirk as Prime Minister raised the

continuing stereotype of secondary teachers as academics with no knowledge of the outside

Or "real'world.l3l

All too often I hes of teachers who have never worked outside a classroom. They go from

kindergarten through schml to training college or university and then back into the classroom

as teachers. Academically they are skilled and very highly trained. But ufiat do they lnow of

life outside an educational institution? This is why I have been advocating for some time now

a programme urtere at least some teachers complete some time in the trusiness wrnld before

going back into the classroom ..........

A lifelong academic is no use to me Dor is he, (sic) I zuspect, much good to anyone else.

An experienced academic who has his (sic) feet planted firmly on the ground and is in touch

with the realities of life is a much better propos1iool32.

The labour Party supported the provision of a pragmatic useful education which would

equip people for a vocational career. Kirk's anti-intellectual vision was for the provision of
education to pnovide bcter skills for the 'workingman' and for national economic needs.

However through the EDC, the Department of Education was developing a riationale for an

expanding social view of education.

l2&cnrist College in Christchurch was founded by the NZ Company in 1850 has remained outside the state
schooling system, qfrile other schools like Nelson College and Otago Boys High became part of the logic of
state building and acceped free places in 1903.
129 y;"6""1 Apple, Idmtngy ail Cuniculnn (Inndon: Routledge Kegan Paul, 1979,)p154
130 goo. Phil. Amos. interview 8l3lg3
l3l Amos had to read this spa*h because Kirk was ill at the time and shortly died.
132 pto"sedings ofthe l9?4 PPTA conference.
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The Muldoon Years. 1975-19E4: confrontine the crisis

Under the increasing pressure for political solutions to the gathering eaonomic crisis, the

labour party's traditional working-class and pensioner vote departed to the National Party

promise of a universal supe,lannuation from age 60 and its leader Robert Muldoon's support

of "traditional New 7,a,land values". The labour Party's libe,ral programme, the gowing

militancy of the unions, the promotion of personal and social education programmes and

sex education in education was made the object of a sophisticated television campaign.

This attacked these ideas as *creeping socialism' and featured dancing C-ossacks jack-

booting across the freedom of peoples lives. State control, social control and socialism

were being made into synonyms in the public spherel33. The younger socially liberal voters

shifted to support anti-capitalist, anti-State notions of ecological survival in the Values

Party. Muldoon's National Parry won the election and proceeded to attack the crisis

through State conffol.

Politically, the late 1970s and early 1980s have been designated the "Muldoon !flrs"l34
The Muldoon government can be characterised as traditionalist in both an economic and

social sense. Muldoon continued the policies of State intenrention and protection, aimed

simultanmusly at labour and capital, imposing a series of wage and price freezes and

interest rate restrictions. This aggravated the eonomic contradictions and increased the

pressure of a fiscal crisis. At the same time he defended the Welfare State and the highly

regulated economy against the pressures to de-regulate thereby offending the monetarists

and those on the libertarian righl.t:s

Prime Minister Muldoon simultaneously offandd both the radicals and the liberals on the

political left with what was interpreted as reactionary authoritarian right-wing betnviour,

against Maori land rights, single mothers, trade unions and feminism. The reasonably

settled relationship of the Arbiration Court which corresponded to an ad-hoc corporatist

model between the State and the unions, began to break apart over the 1970s.136 The

Arbitration Court tended to operate as a status quo court focused union concems for such

things as equal pay or new means of organisation directly on the State and on creting

political campaigns for wage gains or social dwelopments. The indusrial climate was

increasingly marked by a disputes between the State and the unions, with the Government

133 5or a discussion of the political construction through the media see Wayne Hope, "Rogernomics and the
media, a study in critical theory ' Ph. D Thesis Auckland 1992
lSD.uid*n TWo Modets oJWetJare 1989,
135 lssssr, Fragmmts oflnbour 1987
136p4, Walsh, "Crisis and confiontation " Industrial Relations Review 1,5 Jan Feb, 1980,16-24
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trying to use regulation, penalty clauses and the threat of deregistration and voluntary

unionism to maintain its inoomes potiry so leading to *escalating interventionism'. ln 1979

the FOL applied to the Arbitration Court for the esablishment of a minimum wage. In

response the Government removed the Court's powers and implemented direct State

payfixnglrz . The unions' response was the declaration of a one day General Strike and a

call for the removal of the State interference in wage bargaining and for a return to the rights

of collective bargaining baween employers and unionsl38. The Muldoon government

became increasingly unpopular over the 1980s in a number of quarters.

The social liberal influence: increasing individualism
The protest movement of 1960 and 1970s had created a social libemll3e layer in New

Zalandpolitics and set up a series of conflicts. Mainly these conflicts were over control of
the State organisations such as universities, schools and justice, organisations which

functionally senred the commodity form but were part of the normative structures. Political

and social conflict sought the recognition of social idurtity difference in feminism, Maori

struggles, anti-racism. This was welded together with the assertion of a new vision of
peace and environmental sustainability and a devolved and "@mmunity responsive' State.

The social movements attacked the structures of the nuclear family, the unions and the

schools, eroding the patfiialistic nature of the *historic compromise' from left. These

social issue groups gathered political importance over the 1980s in a conflict with Muldoon

that developed through the anti-racist movement and the Springbok Tour of New Zealand in

1981, and then the peace movement and the anti-nuclear issue in 1983.

Education: the scene of the social - traditional or liberal?

The 1975 National Minister of Education was Hon. Irs. Gandar, a man of liberal

orientation. Rather than try and change the dtection of his De,partment, he continued to

fosts many of the liberal initiatives developed by the Department from the EDC and Amos.

Gandar was pafiicularly interested in those developments relating to Maori and nnal

education initiatives, the establishment of guidance networks, the dwelopment of social and

health education and a broadening in mmmunity involverngng.l40

137 6i6. 16
138 161,1. n22
1395,ri"1 liberal - this political position is characterised by being liberal on social iszues, such as gender,
environment, consewative on economic issues, opposed to socialism, and also somevAat anarchistic and

anti - State. The Values Party of the 1970s grew out of this social liberalism.
l{ Thir perid has not been extensivety studied elsev&ere but the education policias of that perid continue
from the EDC. See Highlights in Rlucation first I00 years DE 1977 :38-78. (NB A flepartment of
Education History in preparation was extensively re nnitten following 1989, Ministry Source)
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Hon. M. Wellington, Minister of Educationl4l following Gandar, howevetr, saw his role

like Muldoon's in a more traditionalist position. He was the defender of 'traditional

education values" against "a dangerous trend to educational mediocrity". He believed this

trend to be exemplified in the campaigns to "abolish awards based on me,rit", so that "the

minimum standard becomes the maximsll'rl42 in the debate over the curriculum. The

debate in education had become polarised bgween traditional, meritocratic education system

at one pole and an inclusive progressive ideal at the oths. The former expressed ideals of
merit, seleclion, work and individual achievement with which the Minister, Wellington, was

publicly identified, The latter sressed ideals of participation, citizenship, further education,

and individual difference. The education groups particularly Nre,I and PPTA laid claim to

this position. These poles of the debate however were within an education system providd

almost totally by the Welfare State. The Welfare State provided education for New Zealand

which was free, compulsory but now following the Amos' period also non-secular. A
Universalist education system was within a residu,al Welfare system based on fulI

employmenlla3 1[21 was now hitting a fiscal crisis.

The emerging crisis in New Tnaland'seconomy started to became visible for teachers at the

beginning of the 1980s as direct unemployment, both for their students and for themselves.

The 198l-1982 Annual Report of PPTA began in a rather surprised voice:

For the fust year in nearly thirgr, there has been a reversal of the teacher employment situation

with a significant number of those graduatrng from secondary teacher faining at the end of l98l

unable to s€cwe teaching positionsl44.

The focus for PPTA was on curriculum and demographic change rather than economic

change. A projected roll exercise done by the Department of Education for the coming

penod l98l to 1991 pornayed an impending drop in the total school population due to

changes in populationl4s as the baby bulge moved through. In 1981 teachers began to be

laid off or as the official language had il, nterminated". Youth unemployment was rising

rapidly while technical training and ap'prenticeships were fallingl+6. And in 1982 Sate

expenditure was targeted by the National Government for cuts across all Votes by 3%.

Education was one of the few departments to meet their figure mainly through deferring

maintenance in many schools, reducing teacher pre- and in-seruice raining and cutting back

l4l goo. Mervyn Weltington, Minister from 1978 - 1984.
142 l4grvyr Wellington, NewTzatand Mumtion in Crisis. (Auckland: EndeavourPress, 1985) 64
143 Psul6ron, A.. 1989:2
I aa Pg14 Annual report l98l -82
I a5 PP76 JournalTerm I 1982, : 2 ff
la6_6i6,3
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student sllswzngssta?. For this the Minister eirned the education sector's odium,

"Education Cuts Don't Heal'. This was seen as direct government interference with what

was now seen as a citizenship entitlement.

With hindsight the same featwes can be interpreted as indicating a future economic crisis

however this does not appear to be part of the understanding in any section of education.

The logic of education was political, it existed as a non-commodified structure and was

subject to change through political means not economic ones. The elite of the teachers'

unions and the officials in the Education Department saw the economic constnaints merely as

a temporary stalling of their projects. They responded positively to the chance to finally

develop much desired improvement in both the conditions of teachers and the direction of
education through using the demographic drop to rxake "the better use of the existing level

of resource'I48. Education was the integral mre of the Welfare State. However it was not

directly part of the economic steering mechanisms. (fhe detail of this developments will be

expanded in Part two)

Targaing areas of special need, establishing a minimum staffing formula, increasing the

qrnlifications of teachers and changing the curriculum were the on-going strategf for the

Department of Education and both PPTA and NZEI over the 1980s14e. The 1983

OECD150 report on New Txz.land education reinforced a similar perspective and stressed

the general consensus shared between the various participants in education including the

Minister.tsl The differences were mainly ones of emphasis rather than kind. The changes

in demography muld enable a more effective use of resourceslsz in order to improve

teaching qualitatively. That meant maintain the same number of teachers and reduce the

class sizes, and *target 
areas of special priority...e.g remote rural ares, the education of the

intellectually handicapped and se411.'l 53

Teachers for years had faced class sizes of 40 and a shortage of teachers. Staffing had been

the focus of much teacher union action and political campaigns. By l98l this pressure was

no longer there. For PPTA and the Dqartment of Education this offered the chance for

| 47 pyl s Annual Report lgSl -lg8?-2
148 6i6.3
149 16"t* is a marked similarity between the PPTA Annual Report and the OECD Review of Education.
They both stress needs such as multi-culhral educatiog iryroved access to tertiary education, education fcr
those *not academically, incliled" and resource possibilities.
150 6ggp The Reviews of NafionalMumtion Poliq: NewTaland (OECD Faris 1983)
l5l oEcD Reprt, t2z-rz3
152 PP14 Annual Report, l98l-1982:3
15314io1r1"ts reply, OECD Report , 120
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"more effective use of the existing resource". This was the rational response to the earlier

pressure for resources, within what Claus Offe calls the "allocative" function of the

bureaucracy. Wellington, as Minister of Education, saw the politics of education as a battle

for resources.

For decades, spending on education was demanddriven The Minister's role was to battle for

increases in expenditure to cope with rising rolls and the demand for more schools, university

departments, technical institutes, kindergartens, play cenhes - and for the staff to 611 1tr"-.154

The contradictions: economic or social liberalism
In late 1970s, market liberalism as an idea had appeared on the political right. It attacked the

regime of state regulation, protection and uniformity, asserting the superiority of the marke

and the importance of individualist dhos. Market liberalism was linked to the increasing

expansion of global finance sector and a shift to monetarism in Britain and the United

States. Various members of the State's economic steering mechanisms of the Treasury and

Reserve Bank became influenced by these ideaslss. This anack on State regulation and

intenvention eroded the historic ompromise politically from the right. The mechanism of
that attack will be discussed in greater detail in chapter three.

The twin political pressures of economic liberalism and social libe,ralism arrived politically

with a snap election in June 1984. From the right it came from the financial sector, the

large farmers and small business groups attacking the State regulation and economic

intenrention asserting the national interest in the freedom of the New Zealand Party. While

on the left, the trade unions, the environmentalists and those in the social occupations were

asserting themes of individuality, social equalify and mmmunity oonnol in the Labour

Party.

19E4: The social liberal victory of Labour
The strongly social-lib€mlls6 labour party programme stressed abortion, homosexual law

reform, civil liberties, race relations, women's rights, environmental conservation,

constitutional rights, nuclear disarmament, and importantly for this inqury, sducatisnlsT.

154 Y"11int1on, 1985:65
155 J"r*o, Fragments of Labour,57
156 11* labour Party at this time was litreral on social issues but not on economic ones.
Barry Gustafson, 'The l-abour Party" in Hyam Gold, d. New Talud Politics in Penpeaive. 3rd fuL.,
(Auckland: lnngman ParuJ l9T2), pp262-289

In the tension between socialist and liberal wings of social democratic parties the New Tealar. l-abour
Party NZLP cannot be classified as socialist since it formed an alliance to bring in the farmers in 1928.
Even from the first election it contested in 1919, socialism was defined in terms of humanitarianism and
Fabian Collectivism rather than in Marxist terms.
157 p66* 's election policy on education read like e PPTA wish list.
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With a very non-committal economic policy and a slogan of bringing the country together

again, Labour had managed to pull together a very strong electoral machine of peace groups,

women's groups, trade unionists, health and education vysd(ersls8. The tabour Party

victory was believed by many in education including PPIA as the hoped for retum to

progressivism I 5e in education.

A New Minister: a new age for education?

Immediately after the election, Russell Marshall, sympathetic to these social liberal values,

the goals of feminists and Maori in educational reform, moved to bring in legislation to

remove University Entnmce from Form Six, established a Ministerial Review goup to look

at assessment in the senior school, and followed this with a ret/iew of the full curriculum.

He set up a Secondary Schools Board of Studies to develop and co-ordinate all the senior

school qualifications, established a group to explore the effective dwelopment of computers

in education, structured a review of the integrated schools, and set about finding ways to

implement a secondary staffing report to which he had personally committed the l-abour

Government.

The teachers, the teacher unions and the educational bureaucracy operated with a "theory-in-

use" predicated on the Keynesian ideals of growth, both in the economy and for education.

The answer to any educational difficulty was more resources, more staff and more

community control. These solutions in themselves put more and more presstnes on the

allocative systems of the State as well as creating opposition to higher taxation. The

educational answer to achiene more rconomic gowth was more education. What was

being sd up by the l:bour Party was an inevitable collision between political forces fiscal

concerns and social ooncerns, the oontradictions of the Welfare State. These would be

played out in education as in other areas of the State. The political detail of the

contradictions will be dweloped in the following chapters, with Chapter three following

establishing the monomic challenge to Keynesianism which dweloped in the State through

the political agency of Roger Douglas, labour's Minister of Finance, and the economic-

liberals in Treasury.

Education undermining its own interests?.

This brief history has sketched the changing economic and political background to education

changg within a political-economy model in which the State is the materialisation of political

158 plrriog the election rnany schools had a significant number of teachers who were sinmltaneously
campaigning for Labour and lobbying all candidates for NZPPTA 's education election demands for the full
implementation of the Secondary Staffing Reprt and a new curriculum review
159 1n"o snook' "contesting the curriculum: The Politics of Basics and Frills" in John codd, et al'
Poktical Issues in New Zzaland &lucation, 2nd Ed., (Palmerston Nth: Dunmore Press, 1990) 316
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forces. This chapter has focused on changes in the economy and the various dwelopments

of the State including education and labour market policy within that changing economic

context. Two historical trajectories intertwine throughout this chapter, that of the labour

movement and the development of State education. They oome togdher in the historic

compromise of the first Labour government in 1935 of the 'wage earners Welfare State

which institutionalised compulsory unionism and free State education up to age 19.

Primary education had dweloped as a universalist entitlement of citizenstrip after 1877, with

numerous small schools serving their various communities. In contrast secondary education

developed as an 'autonomous' system within the contradictions of a credentialed colonial

system and a clientelist structure. So that, in spite of the desires of the education officials at

the centre, the actual secondary curriculum related to the earlier colonial function of
preparation for university.

The political debates expressed throughout this chapter trace the continuify of both the

structures of income maintenance and of education. The changing political interests which

structure that debate also mark the political nature of various discontinuities. The political

prl)gnrmmes of the Liberals and then l:bour were possible through a social alliance which

sought to ov€rcome politically what can be seen as contradictions in the current regime of
accumulation. The concern for individual entitlements seryed to increase the scope of the

State. Building on structures established by the Liberals, labour created the Welfare State

as a protedion against the ravages of global capitalism and the income protrction structures

of ompulsorry unionism and the awards of the Arbiration Court as protection for unionists

against the ravages of the local capitaliss. The economy and the normative structures were

locked tog€ther organisationally into "organised capitalism' in one country.

From the early times of organised settlement in New Zaland, education was funded from

revenue as an organisation to senre the commodity-form, rather than established directly to

create surplus value. Barringtonl6o has said in relation to the changes of the 1989, that the

debate about the administration of education is an old and continuing one. He is corect.

The debate over the provision of education dating back to the 1870s was a ontinuing one of

central or local control. Howwer what he has overlooked is the changrng political intere$s

behind its various forms.t6l. The changing debateover the scope and mandate of education

was based on changing concepts of liberal education as the motor of social change and on

160 gsrringtrn, 'Historical factors fcn change in education-, l9l
161616.
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various requirements of the State provision.l6? What is of note is that different interests

were being served by the maintenance of the various structures at different times and that

there were different political sour@s for the various ideas about devolution or centralisation.

The secondary school Boards in 1903 and in 1936 and again in 1962 and 1974 resisted any

political attempts to limit their role in the administration of secondary schooling. In this they

were usually supported by the organised secondary teachers as well as the local oonsenrative

figures. In the public arena these bodies all used the politically effective argument of local

or parental @ntrol, against the suqpicion of State control. Local conffol as an argument was

premised on a belief in the individual rights and entitlements for the benefit of the individual

students, but foUowing the provision of free places by the Liberals in 1903 it increasingly

assumed the provision of central State funding. State education was not really about

national educational interests as much as about individual political entitlements. The

economic sphere formed thenegative limits as to what was possible, with education firmly

fixed within the nqmative structures and paid from the central State.

The reforming logic in education over the 1980s concentrated criticism on this normative

role. Various marginalised goupE claimed their citizenship entitlements from the State.

The radical critics although oppositional were also individualist, focusing on different

notions of identity. Education was seen to favour the white male, well-heeled children of
the well-to-do middle class or the farming families of the largo farms and stations: the

inheritance of the mercantilists and pastoralists of the 186Os. Other groups demanded their

entitlements and their share of the State's recognition. The extended nonnative demands

became part of a political process whereby opposition could be diverted though a different

allocation of economic resources. Possibilities were raised that the inequalities were

structural and that education might be part of that strudursl63. Y€i the education debates

both within the academe and in the teacher unions seemed to continue the €arly Liberal

contempt for the "dismal science' of economics. The solution was just a matter of political

control of the allocation process - it was a matter of either redistribution u targeting.

Imported debate portrayed a 'provincial' New Txz.land education system (with all its
perjorative meaning), in which education was provided by the State for the maintenance of
social 6n6sll64. The focus was on State as the agent of capitalist reproduction of social

relations for an instrumentally vocational purpose Although an inaccurate and somewhat

162 McCulloch, 1990, 'The ideology of education reform " in Sue Middleton, et. al., eds New Tzalard
Mucailon Poliq fdat,, (Wellinglon: Allen and Unwin),5367
163 Colin I qnkshear, 1988,'In whose interests', Sires, /7, Spring 1988, pp3-21, l3
164 5.*. Shuker, one Best Slstem?
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simplistic picture, this raised questions about the role of education in the creation of social

divisions, about the State's role in maintaining the *structural impediments' in the

inequalities of gendu and ghnicity. These criticisms too fed into the general anti-Statism of
I 980s political action.

The 'struclural impediments' the radical educationists sought to wish away were the

complexi$ of the relations bdween the political-administrative system, and the normative

sfructures and their relation both to the social and the economy. Inequality was an

historically oonstructed political social relation. However the economic sphere and the

political-administrative system itself was rarely addressed. This exposed a gap in the theory

available in which to dwelop an alternative to address either the reductionism of an

economic-liberal argument, the growing concern about bureaucratic overload and the

increasing social demands which were gathering over the 1980s. Within the social liberal

discourses of empowerment, emancipation, individual neods, and the anti-Statism of
identity politics, the nature and history of the New Zealand State itself became bluned and

talk of restructuring appealed

To reiterate then, the dominant ideology of both New Zealand politics and New Taland
education throughout its history was that of liberal individualism within State provision

rather than any real class consciousness. The State and New Zealand capitalism had formed

togeths. Education as a means of individual improvement formed within this. Likewise the

Arbitration system provided the means of inome provision to ameliorate the worst excesses

of thecapital{abourrelation. The 1935 Labour Government formalised the'wage earnetrs'

Welfare State with education up to age 19 firmly fixed as part of the States legitimating

normative system. Over the boom years from 195I-1975 education expanded into more and

more areas of civil sociefy. This resulted in increased allocative demands and an increasing

complexity of process. The gathering fiscal crisis betwen 1975-1984 exposed the

contradictions of education in the Keynesian Welfare State. The concrete suggestions or

policy proposals related to a discourse of fairness and individual needs. They found echoes

in the language of devolution, flexibility, choice and community responsibility. The various

participants of education policy making including PPTA were caught within these

contradictions, between conflicting legitimation demands and the changing requirements of
the accumulation project. As will be seen in following chapters, the Srategies available to a

union for alternative actions were available within historically dweloped consffaints and

possibilities.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE ECONOMIC.LIBERAL CHALLENGE TO THE WELFARE STATE

This chaper is argued over four parts and provides an overrriew of the economic-liberal
project and its logic for the State. Part one outlines the political seting for the conomic-
liberal project. Part two provides a brief exposition of this eonomic-liberal model which
informed the particular plan for a transformation of the State including the education system
and the labour market. The logic was towards the commodification of most areas of social
life with the State only playing a role as a residual safety net, i.e. the logic was to establish
education and labour as market commoditie$ as part three will show. The model for this
transformation of the State into a market model dweloped alongside a plan for the public
sector reorganisation which followed the logic of the firm. The agents of the project were
the Treasury and the State Services Commission, SSC. Treasury was @ncerned with
developing a model of markef and the SSC with developing the State institutions according
to an organisational model of the capitalist firm. The transformation of education, the
subjecf of Part three, was carried out through three mechanisms: the State Sector Act, the
Public Finance Act and the Picot R€portr. This project was put into practice (or made
material) with theEducation Act 1989 and the establishment of Tomorrow's Schools.2

Some introductory remarks
First of all I wish to ref€r back to earlier chapters and some thsretical points raised by the
offe Jessop model of the welfare State as it applied in New zatand-

l. The state is the materialisation of compeing potitical forces.
2. T\e State decommodifies various aspects of the economic sphere which are
neces$ary fu the overall functioning of the structure: this makes these aspects
acmuntable to political means rather than eoonomic.

3. The Welfare State is a direct intenrention into the capital-labou relation.
4- Education as part of the Welfare State is part of the social assumptions which are
taken-for-granted by thepopulation. It is acountable to political m€ans rather than
economic.

To elaborate somewhat:

Following through the periodisations sef out in Chapter two, the naturalness of the New
Zaland Welfare State is thus an historically constructed assumption. This assumption must
be considered as part of the political environment in which attemps are made to re.

| 
ryIiniltltngfor Excelknce The Report of the Task Fo,rce for the Review of Education Administarion"

" 
:Y{ B 1.:,: (Wellington: Crovernment Printer, April 1988) (also lnown as picot Report)/ Minister of Education Tomorrow's schoots (wellington: Government print, lggg)



commodiry/ aspects of the Welfare State. Those forces which produced the various aspects
of the State form also exist to either defend or undermine it at other hi$orical points.

The Welfare State operated according to a logic of usevalues which are decided politically.
Decisions are driven by the arguments of need. Srate decision-making is thus about political
concerns with the structural form fitting that purpose. A bureauaacy enables these
decisions to be seen as fair and impartial. Decisions are thoeby made according to a
predetermined procedure for reasons of fairness, not for reasons of expediency, profit or
personal gain' The welfare State thus operates acoording to a different set of logics than
those operating in the economic sphere. The Welfare State has removed large areas of social
life outside the direct influence of capitalism, and made them inaccessible to the Iogic of the
commodity- form. They are thereby de_commodified.

The eoonomic sphere operates according to the logic of the production of values (both use-
values and exchange values) for the realisation of surplus value for accumulation: an
economic exchange relationship. Relations and decisions in the economic sphere operate
according to the logic of the market, the logic of commodity form. yd the maintenance of
the Welfare State structues themselves depends on the continued maintenance of the capital
accumulation process.

To reverse this decommodification is to transform these areas into a production process
which produces use values which are then given value through the mechanism of economic
exchange for the creation of surplus value. This implies that those areas of social life which
havebeen de-ommodified can be systematically re-commodified. To use offe in reverseo
the political entitlements could be replaced by contrad obligations and the citizen rights
replaced by property ones. This, I argue, is the nationale behind the economic-liberal
agertda' It is the logic of the commodity form, the logic of capital applied to the State and
possibly reflecting the political manifestation of an accumulation regime moving toward a
different form' As an analytical argument, howwer, it ignores the political and social
relationships behind this.

Because of New Zaland's particular history over the last 100 y€ars, the logic of an
economic transformation to a "more-mark€t" emnomy also required a transformation of the
State' This involves theremoval of all financial regulations, a complete deregulation of the
labour markd, and a general rolling back of the State to a regulatory form.:. The aim to

3 Jao" Kelsey, Rotting fuck thesrarelweilingtou Bridget williams Books, 1993).



limit the growth of the State, and cut the relationship of the unions to the State4 was to
transform the nature of the New Zealand Welfare Statd so freeing up the economy to
respond to market signals not political ones.

PART ohlE: THE poLITrcAL SETTING FoR EcoNoMIc LIBERALISM
As was briefly described in Chapter two, the stresses and strains of the Welfare Sate
reached a political climax in the early 80s. There were two aspects of this emerging crisisn
the international or global asp€t and the New Zealand one.

The global aspect

The policies designed to protect New Zealand from the international eonomy were
dependent on income from exported agricultural ommodities and subject to pressure frrom
imported costs. New Zealand in this respect is a price taker not a plce maker.
Internationally from the 1970s there was a general downturn in economic growth.
Inflation, the oil shocks and the phenomanon called "stagflation' we,re symptoms of an
impending crisis. With the abandonment of the fixed exchange rates formulated at the
Bretton Woods Conference, the international e@nomy showed a number of oonflicting
developments: rising unemployment, expanding budgen deficits, d€fsiorating balance of
payments and rising levels of debts.6 Internationally monearism was starting to challenge
Keynesianism as an orthodox economic theory. According to some Manrist eoonomists
theseconcernswereevidenceof theoperationof thelawof theTRpF semmingftomthe
contradictions at the heart of the capital-labour relation. The pediction was that this would
lead to a fiscal crisis of the Statd. The calls on the State were great€r than could be
sustained by the economic system. This raised to a concrete level the onflict beween the
needs of legitimacy and requirements of accumulation as outlined by Offe and Habermas
The crisis of accumulation would potentially become a crisis of legitimation.e

o 
foo" has. develo@ an extensive literature on this process. some examples are simon collins,Rogernomics,Is There A ktter Way? (Wellington: nt ao,tsaz;, Bruce jesson, fuhirrd the Minor@ars' (Aucklad: Penguin, leAZ;, Brian'E"rtoo, 

"0. 
Tfu Making of Rogemomics, (nucktand: Agcklad

_tiniyersity hass, 1989), Bruce Jesson, Fmgmmts of Inboui (Auckland, penguin, l9E9), simon
|alker, {. Rogemomics Reshaping ttt"* zeaina's Ecinomy,lw"iiiogtoor G.p. Books, l9E9), JonarhanBoston" John. Martin, lune Pailotl and pat. Walsh, n"tii)in{*e State: New ?znlstd,s htrwtcruic

.levolutlon, (Auckland, oxford University Press, l99l). rani xJtsey , Rolling fuck the State, 1993JBoston, J. et al ieshaping the Starc,l99l :ix
6 rotgv-, Chair of westpac Ba$= vuoted by Brian-Roper in *The Ed of the Golden Weather., in Roper, Band Rudd' c' eds. Siate and Ecbnomy ti ni zeniana, (Auckland: oxford University prass, 1993),1.7 Mar*i.t economic law of the Tendency of the Rate of profit to Fall, see chapter one8 F- 

" 
statement of thrs classical Mantist position which derives heavily from a combination of both

Yga"-l and Agliela but is within what is a Milibandist capitalist instrumental srare, see the work of

" _?1- Roper e.g. 'The End of the Golden Weather' noperaiO nuJa, op. cit, l_25.
Y Habermas, l97g.lg4



The New Zealand aspect

The economic trauma evident internationally following the demise of Bretton Woods was
much more intense in New Zaland. While there is a general and a speific omnomic debate
as to the causes' whether they are located primarily in the sphere of the State or the
international economy,l0 New Zealand's siting in the international economy deermined its
vulnaability. As a commodity+rading economy forming part of the Department II circuit
of wage goods, New Zealand suffered an extreme reversal of the terms of trade. Muldoon
as a staunch Keynesian tried to shield New Zealand through the increasing use of State
regulation and debt. In the process this accentuated the fiscal crisis in New Za,land.
Politically the Muldoon Government was besieged by liberals of the left and of the right.
The Left were opposed to Muldoon's authoritarianism, anti unionism, and his social
traditional attitudes. The right wing version was spawnd by a dweloping finance sector
chaffing at the regulations and restrictions on money supply. The fiscat crisiVindebtedness
of the State provided them with the opportunity for their project. It was to transform the
State.

This dorelopment in New Zealand occurred at the point in time at which other similar
expriments in the rest of the world were being scaled down. The lessons that had occurred
in those countries were ignored. The economic-liberal proJect,l l called Rogemomics after
Rogo Douglas the Minister of Finance, was based on the belief that the decline in the New
Zaland economy was due to the monetary and hscal decisions of prwious Government

l0 por two.difdp approaches to the same thlog ,o the differing contributions of Brian Roper and GeoffBertram to the book' Roper' and Rudd. 1993. 
-Roper 

argues a"L r 
"i^r-tn-**uJ l,r.*L position forthe international TRPF as the cause, while Berram ai a social democratic economist, focuses on the

, ,failure of Keynesian thmry.
I I I use the term economic liberaljg in the main throughout this work to describe the parricular

combination of Friedmanit", Huyut i"o ideas associated with the Treasrry 198+1993 and dasignatedRogernomics. However thqse ideas contimred ther political ion*" after oougas n"a rt"pp.o down asFinance Mimster and after labour was defeated in iq90. social tiberal is a term I use to describe the
political grouping associated with I-abourism ancl social issues.

The Libertarian-right is the term usal by Bruce Jesson, 1988 op.cit., to describe the political grouping of
ideas principally associated with economic issues associated with Rogernomics and including oppositionto lssues such as censorship, or self expression. It is distinguisnlea as a fnlitical term from theauthoritarian rieht which is concerned about questions of ilorality and identity usually seen as
conservative in a social sense.

Neo-[beral is a similar term which Bob Jassop uses to describe the combination of economic strategies
underpinning Thatcherism in Britain. See Bob. Jessop, 'Thatcherism: The British Road to post-

-rordism Papers in Politics and Government #68, Dept. of Gilv.ro-"ot, University of Essex, 19g9.However Thatcherism contains much greater combination of authoritarian ideas rhnn occuned in New
Znaland under Rogernomics.

Economic rationalist is the term which Pusey uses to dqscribe this process &t work in the State burearrracy
in Australia' See Michael h*y, Economic Rationalism in Canbena, (Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityPnxs, l99l). However these economic ideas in Australia have not ueen devEtoped to encompass thecapital -labour relation to same exlent as in New Zeatand.
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regimes, in particular the expansion of the Statel2. Mongarism was to be a large extent a

social and eoonomic experiment in a country dependent on ov€rseas markets for its primary

produce.

The first economic plan was to seek lower inflation through the delivery of a high interest

monetary policy and the removal of financial regulations. When this poliry did not seem to

be working directly, the strategy was changed to more direct mechanisms of "creative

destruction" - a process by which capital (and labour) is freed up for redeployment in

potentially more productive sectors of the economy.rr Withdrawing State support and

opening the economy up to the rigour of the market in real terms meant restructuring,

bankruptcies, take-overs, unemployment, more State beneficiaries and human misery. As

Roger Ker of the BRT was later to comment in regard to the formation of Electricorp from

the Electricity Department, "A generation of human capital has been just about obliterated.la

This exposed the fundamental aim of theproject: the establishment of the free markg and the

removal of the State from any intenrention in the economic sphere. In particular capital and

labour were to be made free to participate and benefit equaily according to what were seen as

the natural laws of the free market. This was in essenc€ a return to laisse-ftire capitalism

which much of the history of the country had been largely at direded against. The "markd'

envisaged was one not restricted to New Zaland but was one which extended globally.

New Zealand was to become a fully participating part of the free global e@nomy. It was to

become the model for free hade in all asoects.

Setting Up The Project

Following the 1984 election, Labour's double-barrelled liberal policy developed,

simultanmusly both socially and economically liberal. There were a number of immediate

social developments which were part of the tabour Party eleaion poliry, establishing a

Waitangi Tribunal to address the Maori grievances, setting up a Ministry of Women's

Affairs, and one for Pacific Island Affairs, banning nuclear ships, lifting the wage frerze,

setting up a process to develop legislation for pay equity, instituting an economic summit for

popular consultation, and in education carrying out the reforms in curriculum and staffing

PFrIA had lobbied for. These particular education developments wi[ be dealt with in Patt

two in Chapters seven and eight.

l2see Treasury , Economic Managemmt, | 984, Pt II, 103ff
13 Jan Whitwell, *The Rogernomics Monetarist experinent" in Martin Holland and Joniathen Boston, 7fte

Founh labour Gwernment,2nd H. (Auckland: Oxfbrd University Press, l99O),101-123.
l4Rogo Kerr, quoted in Brian Spicer et.al The Power to Manage, (Auckland: Oxford University Press, l99l)
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Parallel to this social-liberal dwelopment, the conditions for its undermining were also

being implemented. The labour Government was instrumental in systematically

restructuring the financial structure of the New Zealand economy from Keynesianism

towards an ideal of economic liberalism and monetarism, from what Jessop designates a

on+nation project towards a two nation one.

There were roughly two stages to the achievement of the economic-liberal project as it

occurred in New Zaland

1. The first focused on the de-regulation of economic areas; finance and labour.

A. Deregulatethe finance sector, remove "state interference in the market ", remove

the Producer Boardsls, get rid of farmer subsidisation, orporatise the trading

sectors of the state into State Orvned Enterprises and then privatise them, 1984-87.

B. Deregulate the labour market. This was begun under l:bour in 1986 with the

LRA and continued under National 1990 with the ECA.

2. The second stage focused on the political-administrative and welfare systems.

Transform the "core" state senvices of health, social welfare and education, re-

organise local government. Labour 198G90, National 199G93

Stase one: Economic manasement or de-regulatine the economic

The first stage is outlined in the 1984 Treasury documants Economic Manasernent, and

concentrates on the broader esnomy and the deregulation of economic markets. The

second stage is outlined in the 1987 Treasury documents Government Management. I wil
go into the philosophical detail of both of these two documents below. Here I would like to

provide an outline of the political events.

Following a policy ooupl6 and a hyped up foreign exchange crisis, Treasury took control of

economy and proceeded to remove the regulations bgween the State and the financial seclor.

The dollar was devalued and the exchange rate allowed to float, the regulations on the

finance sector were removed, personal and company income tax were reduced a Goods and

Service Tax was introduced and all the subsidies and incentives in the farming,

manufacturing and productive sector were removed. Tariffs were removed on most goods

15 N"* Taalandagriculhre in 1994 is still largely marketed through a series of elected producer boards, e.g.

meat, wool, dairy, apple and pear, kiwi-fruit, who have legislated authority over marketing
internationally, all the produce in their area of con(rcrn. They are a high level form of producer-state
corporatism ufiich date back to the ealy 1900s and have so far resised the pressure for change to their
fonn although certain of their rigbts in respective of the domestic market have been withdrawn.

16 See Jesson, MirmrGlass 1987, Jesson, Fmgments of Labour 1989, Easton, Making of Rogemomics
1989.
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imported into New Zealand,and the State support of manufacturing and farming through

taxation credits or subsidv also removed.l T

The labour markg struclures were to be reorganised and an examination of the State sector

initiated. The three targds of this marketisation stratery were the economy, the State

structures and the labour market; in many ways refleting a simultaneous attack on the

Gramscian tripartite model of capital, State and civil society. However this attack was

occurring from within the State and the Gramscian war of position over it occurred within

the networls of the bureaucracy, with the people as poliry pushed back to being observers.

Having cast their vote they were treated as powerless.

Where the economy had been deeply embedded in the Statg it was now being systematically

"deregulated" and cut loose as part of the economic sphere into a free market. The

deregulation of the finance seclor fuelled a boom in the sharemarket as overseas capital came

in seeking the high interest ratesls. The economic sovereignty Fotected under the

Keynesian State was once again now owned by overseas capital. State trading departments

including such icons as the post-offices were corporatised into various State Owned

Enterprises, "down-sized" and restructured with enormous losses of jobs and community

senrices. The pnoductive base of farming and manufacturing of the economy which had

hitherto been sustained by the State was left to find its own way in the global market. With

the removal of protection and as manufacturing firms came under pressure for capital, firms

starting selling out, labour and capital moved dramatically from the manufacturing and

farming sector to the high interes rate regime of the finance seclor, to the twilight zones of

the service sector, or onto the dole quanel 9.

Alongside the economic deregulation was a ooresponding change in many of the attributes

of culture, with money instantly to be made in the trappings that surrounded the booming

share market. Share clubs proliferated in offices and worksites round the country including

in many secondary school staff-rooms.2o Restaurants and mirror glass buildings erupted.

17 John Dickson and Bryce Wilkinson, " Chronology of Major Tax Refcnm and Fiscal Policy
Announcements July 1984- Juty 1986. in Walker, 1989, Reshaping the Economy 225

18 th. Reserve Bank followed a high interest rate policy in its plan to reduce inflation. Interest rates on
Govt. Stock were reaching 20%. MHemA June 12 1987.

19 Follo*ing v,orld-wide crash in October 1987 the New Zealand sharemarket value was halved. This was a

much greater rcsponse than in other economies vdich had a prrnluctive base to weather the storm. What
had been occurring was a ratchetting of speculative capital with no link to the productive base.

20 One of the more bizarre exemples of the dislocation of culhre which follou,ed this deregulation, occuned
at an inner cify girls schcnl lnown for its radical feminism. They established a share club committed to
feminist aims at the same time the jobs of the working class for both men and women were dissolving
through the efforts of the corporate raiders they were investing in (Pers. comm.)
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It seemed that almost overnight, New Zealand had been transformed from an industrial

(albeit agricultural) county to one of the post-industrial flexible societies supporting a large

service sector. 21.

This process of economic restructuring happened with amazing speed and scope bdween

1984-1987. Three years later the structures had been established for a change in the nature

of the relationships between the State, the economy and the rest of society. By 1987 New

Zaland had been moved from a highly regulated welfare economy to one of the most de.

regulated economies in the world. There had been, in effect, a bureaucratic rerrolution.22

Overseasjournalists t-rst used to come to New Zealand to examine the "wild-Ieft" anti-nuclear

policy. More recently tbey have come to examine the "rigbt-wingn economic programme.z3

Bruce Jessonz4 describes this as an example of Althussetr's concept rupturaluniryzs.
Ruptural unity occurs when the various crises arising in the structures: political, economic,

and social coincide. This results in an overturning of much of what could be seen in the

regulationist view as the existing regime of accumulation. Althusser saw this process as the

me:ms by which the masses could overturn the existing capitalist regime [n a similar way

the direction and form that this particular rupture took was ddermined by the political beliefs

underpinning it. Unlike Althusser's hope, this project was grounded in a ideological

oommitment by many in the State bureaucracy to oconomic-liberalism and the logic of
capital. Capital would form the framework of a new economic order and a new form of
sociay - that of 'flexible accumulation' and an accompanying dual labour market. This

moves the social formation towards what Jessop has called a 'a two nations proJect.'zo

Striking resistance - political battles inside the party and the bureaucracy
At the start of this process the economic sphere was relatively easy to deregulate, merchant

bankers and farmers not being a traditional labour Farty constituency and also hisorically

ideologically opposed to State inten,ention. The politics became much mone difficult when

the focus turned to the core areas of the State. The State Owned Enterprises (SOE) project

had early on raised concerns within the l-abour Party and in the unions over the direction

2l th" notion of the "post- industrial" was popularised in the 1970s. The characteristics of the post-
industrial societies are the growth in service industries, the decline in heavy manufrcnning in the sotalled
industrial world, and the importance of electronics: these are the characteristics of 'flexible accumulation'.
See Chapter One.

22 J. Bostonetal 1991.
23 Waker. S. 1989 ,15
24Jess0n, 1988,34
25 Althusser, For Man 1966, gg.
26 Jessop, State Theory lgg}b2ll-213
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this Labour Government was going. To the increasing concern of the State unions2T

advertising campaigns heralding the corporatisation of State enterprises became preludes to

redundancy for the workers and privatisation. Howerrer the rationale from the IJbour
Cabinet was that a more efficient government and lower national debt would create a better

economy which would then create more funds for social spending. As the privatisation of
the newly corporatised State businesses and reorganisation of the State $fuctures

proceeded, the resistance to any extension of this project to the core State letiel started to

become stronger. Teachers, health workers and unions in general used their direct links to

the labour Party to try to build a campaign to defend the State. Resistance and political

conflict dweloped over the project in two key areas, against the labour marka reforms and

in the area of social poliry.

The political conflict began to beoome obvious inside the Iabour Party drning 1986. It
came from the trade union movement, with the increasing unemployment, the factory

shutdowns and freezing company closures, with introduction of the labour Relations Bill,
the potential changes to State payfxing and concerns over the social area. The Labour

Relations Bill to return compulsory unionism to the union movement was put under the

Prime Minister's Department out of reach of Treasury hands, against the advice of Treasury

and the Finance Ministers. Treasury wanted employment to be a matter of contract law,

while the unions and the I-abour Department wanted to prot*t the Arbihation Court and the

award slstem28. The political battle over this legislation was fought through the ndworks

of the bureaucracy by unions and the Prime Minister's Department. (fhe deails of this

struggle and PPTA's role in this will be mvered in Part three in Chapter nine).

The hbour Relations Act which was finally passed in 1988 provided compulsory unionism

to the private sector unions. The LRA however dso established the framework for
industrial rather than 'trades' unions and enabled ollective bargining bdween employers

and workers to occur at an enterprise lerrel. The LRA also changed the Aftitration Court

structure dating back to 1894, turning it into a full legal labour Court for compulsory or

final offer arbitration purposes for those under union coverage. This replaced what had

been the more corporatist tribunal stmcture which had determined inomes with a legal

framework based on bargaining.

?7 David Neilson, *hivatisation the next logical step' in Privae Power or Pubtic Interest (Wellington:
PSA, 1989),55-91

28 W"l.h, Pat, 1989, 'A Family Figbt? Industrial Relations refo,rm under the Fourth l-abour Governrnent'
in Faston, d. Making oJ Rogernomics pp149-170
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The Combined State Unions (CS[D meanwhile were also engaged in an ongoing debate

with the Minister of State Services and the State Senrices Commission over changes to the

State payfixing procedures themselves and against the de-unionisation of large areas of their

coverage with the establishment of the SOEs. The Government sought to remove the State

payfixing structures of occupational class and relativities, to bring in performance pay and

remove the management level from union coverage. The unions sought to restrid the dF
unionisation and limit the attack on both their conditions and influence. As a result of much

effort they finally gained union reoognition under the LRA. State unions were transformed

from public se{tor senrice organisations into unions. (Similarly these daails will be covered

in Part three in Chapter nine).

Social policy like-wise was fought over bdween the offices of the Finance Ministers and the

Prime Minister's Department as well as in the C-abinet and inside the labour Party itselPe.

At the end of 1986, in an attempt to fence off the social ar€as so important to thek party

base, David Lange and Geoffrey Palmer3o announced the setting up of a Royal Commission

on Social Policy. It was to have a reporting date of September 1988. This was designed to

forestall any forays by Treasury into social area3l. Any changes to areas of the social

agenda would have to wait until after the Commission had reported. The Commission was

duly set up and organised by the Prime Minister's Office.3? This was also agains the

wishes of Treasury. Although the Commission was a focus for intellectrnl political

opposition pulling together a great deal of resources and providing support to those opposed

to Rogernomics project, as an immediate political strategy it proved to be nevertheless

irrelevant. even a diversion33.

The Royal Commission on Social Poliry promoted a re'assertion of Welfarist State ideals,

however it showed that ideas in themselves did not change the political or economic

29 Euen the selection of the Commissioners was a matter of political struggle. For details of this see
Jesson, MirmrGlass, 1989, 103ff

30 D"p,rty Prime Minister.
3l Jurson, MimtrGlzrs, 106
32 Matgrt"t Wilson, IaDo ur in Ctovernment, 19&1987 (Wellington: Allen and Unwin, ,l 989), 108
33lhe Commission's report which was issued early in April 1988 in an attempt to head off the Treasury

was a five volume collection of academic reports, promoting alternative notions of choice, communlry
responsibiliry,and individual ernpowerment, while endorsing a return to the ideals of full eryIoyment,
and improved state funded education, housing, health, and other social servicqs.

However in contrast to the slick ad-campaign messsge,s of the corporatisation project, the launch of the
Royal Commission Repnrt was a PR fizzer. The Report nas a huge collection of relatively boring
academic papers and the discornse bad already been set within the economic liberal debate. It uas old style
welfare state versus the new efficient environment dichotomy. The Report was dismissod at the time
by the economic litrerals as showing the inefficient, intellectual woolliness and political ireptitude that
typified the welfare state.

TVI 'E:rewitne.ss NegG: Friday 6-5-88 and TVI Esntline'Sunday 8-5-88
See Wayne Hope, " Selling the Market Economy ", NZ Political Studies Conference, Auckland, 1993.
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structures. This required power, which at this stage was held by Douglas and Prebblda,

their supporters in Cabinet together with the officials of Treasury and the State Senrices

Commission and their various PR strategists and consultants. Added to this was the visible

political threat of capital flight and the international economic rating.35 The eoonomic

liberals and the social liberals presented opposing arguments using common words yd

signifying different things. The importance of what happared was a matter of power over

the political decision-making and who had the control of the public discoursd6 .

Stage two of the project involved an attack on the State itself. Although the resistance put

up by the groups opposed to these changes was not successful in turning back of the
*Friedmanite'37 forces, it nevertheless became a holding action. Various campaigns sought

a lessening of the effects of the economic-liberal agenda creating a vectoring through some

sort of restricted Gramscian war of position inside the bureaucracy.

Stase two: Government Manaeement or State sector restructurine
Prior to the 1987 election the labour Government under great presswe from its party

conferences had promised to look after the social areas and had given a commitment to the

Commission on Social Policy. Regardless, the economic deregulation phase was followed

in 1987 by another set of briefing papers from Treasury called Government Management3s

which set the scene for the second stage. (This also will be considered philosophically

below). Government Management built on the earlier agenda and aimed at restnrcturing the

core or legitimating senrices of the State. This seoond sd of papers restated and developed

the plan. They sei out in more detail both the rationale and requirements for the

transformation of the 'core State 
ryrvices" 

(i.e. those remaining after the corporatisation

project) and the reorganisation of ihe Srate labour market. A feature of the Treasury

documsrts was the second volume, der/oted almost entirely to education3e using many of
the arguments of their political orpponents about the fairness of the system and which s€t out

34Minister of State Owned Enterprises, and supporter of Roger Douglas.
35 Hope, op.cit., describes how over 1986-7 the public domain began to be colonised by economic-spealc

talk of relative dollar valuas and sharemarket indices appeared nightly on TV news along with the weather.
36 For examples of this in the education area see Gerald Crace, *l-abour and Education: the Crisis and

Settlements of Education Policy', in Holland and Boston, Ttre Founh Labour Govemment , pp. 165- I %
37 Tnis phrase is taken from a 1987 memo to the PPTA Strategy Group from the Auckland PPTA field

office, H.X 87/390 lfth October 1987. It suggested, in a rather biblical allusion,
*that the Broad Irft needed to douelop a prop€r strategy rather than inSeaively mumbling Kqnesian

nurntrar in an anempt to ward off the evil Friehnanites".
38 Treasury, Government Mamgement, 1987.
3e For an in depth review see, Hugb l:uder, Sue Middleton, Jonathan Boston, and Cathie Wylie, *The

Third Wave: a critique of the New 7*aland Treasury's Report on Education. R. I'. I{ZIES, 2.?, 1988, l:
l5:32

and Jon. Boston, Brian Haig, and Hugh Lauder, *The Third Wave: a critiq.re of the New 7alail Treasury's
Report trn Education . R.II'" NZIES, 23,1988,2: I 15:143
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a view of education as a market commodity in the market place. The important relationship

in the market is that of consums, and that the State was not the best mechanism for the

provision of educationao. This view followed from their economic logic. Treasury was

setting its sights on the core social areas and in particular education. Alongside the

Commission on Social Policy, lange had earlier set up a rerriew of education also in an

attempt to head off Treasury in this arer'4r. There were deep political differences between

these two sets of views as they were being expounded.

The aganda in Government Managf:ment set the scene for a political conflict beween the

Treasury Ministers Douglas, De Cleenea2 and Prebbld3 and much of Cabinef on one side

and lange and the Labour Party caucus on the other. This conflict deepened over 1988 and

1989 and wentually led to the disintegration of the Labour Governmenta4. By this stage

however the finance sector of the business community had turned to the National Party,

specifically Ruth Richardson who was a supporter of monetarism and economic libe,ralism,

and Max Bradford who had been in the Employers Association. With the election of a

national Government in 1990, the project was allowed to proceed against the unions under

Richardson as Minister of Finance in a National Government.

PART TWO: THE TIIEORETICAL BASE OF THE ECONOMIC.LIBERAL
PROJECT

There were two parts to the Rogernomics economic-liboal project: the politics and the

philosophical logic. Having outlined the political setting I shall next describe the logrcs.

Similarly there were nvo State agencies enpged in this political project oncerned to turn

this logic into practice: Treasury and the State Services Commission, SSC. In each of these

departmants (which they refer to as the control departments), the implemartation of the

logics reflected their diff€ring focus. Where Treasury was concerned about economic policy

and the overall emnomic structure. the SSC was @ncerned about the machinerv of

a0 Geratd Grace, 'l-abour and Education: The Crisis and Settlements of Education Policy in Holland and
Boston 1990,165-191, sets out a detailed analysis of the use of Governrnent Managemmr as a political
weaflon by Treasury.

4l J*t*o, 1989: l4l This review rvas the Picot Review.
For a comprehensive description of the establishment and functioning of the Picot Commi$se see Ken
Wilson, 'The Picot Report and the Legitim,ation of Education Policy'. M.Ed.Admin. Thesis, Massey
University, 1990,

and Peter Ramsay, 'Vision and Reality in New 7*aland Schools, An Insiders View" in Lingard, et. al,
Schooling Reform in Hard Times, Falmer,london" 1993

For the response of PPTA see Chapter eight
42 Trevor De Cleene was Associate Minister of Finance.
43 Prebble was Minister of State Owned Enterprises and was in charge of the privatisation programme.
4Jo*o, 1989, l3lff
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Governmentas. For Treasury the required changes were to bring efficiencies through

allowing the bdter operation of the logic of the markd, while for SSC the efficiencies would

be achieved through the proper operation of the organisation, the logic of the firm.

The theoretical basis of the Rogernomics project from 1984-1987 as I have said is found in

the two sources. The first was the document Economic Managementa6 the briefing papers

from Treasury to the inoming Government in 1984. This s€{ out the blueprint for Stage

one. The second is the two volume Government ManagementaT which formed the briefing

papers in 1987 which set out the blueprint for Stage two. Both documents were based on a

separation of the economic ends from means and expounded the economic philosophy of
monetarism as social theory. +e A particular source of these ideas were the group in

Treasury known as Economics II, who together wrote the second part of the document

Fronomic Management setting out broader policy and organisational objectivesae and

which provided the theorelical rationale for Government Management. This group

contained a mix of views which collectively can be categorised as libertarian-right, neo-

liberal or eoonomic liberal. They reflect a combination of the ideas of the Friedmanite

Chicago School of economics and Hayekian Austrian eonomicssO. The two documents

can be examined as a continuum.

The Treasury team, while not publicly promoting their ideas quite as far as Hayek or

Friedman at the early stage (1984) nevertheless in Eoonomic Management drew a disinction

beiween market activities of the State and its non-market activities. The Statg by causing

interference in the market was di$orting the market's natural tendency to equilibrium, and

reducing flexibility because *the resources are locked into areas with low social returns and

the general lack of flexibility in resource movements undermines the operation of monetary

and fiscal Policy".s t

as Ken Wilson op. cit, l3l, quotes Marijke Robinson the SSC representative on the Picot Taskforce as
saying; "the SSC talks about the machinery of government uAile the Treasury talks about the rqsourcqs'

a6 Treasury, Economic Management 1984,
47 Treazury, Govemment Managenent, Vols, I and 2, 1987.
a6 This section is drawn from a series of works including Jesson, 1987, Easton, 1989, Jesson, 1989,

Collins, 1987.
49Economics II was a think-tank in Treasury consisting of Craham Scott, Bryce Wilkinson, Rod Cameron.

The team leader was Roger Kerr, a close associate and former student of Rod Deane. Deane at that time
Deputy-Directm of the Resenre Bank and was later made Chairman of State Services Commission, and
then becarne a director of Electricorp. Jesson" 1989, 42tr Roger Kerr went onto become the Director of
the Business Roundable and was instnrmental in setting up the Education Forum.

50 Jer*o, 1987,130-132
5l rreasrrry , lg}4, lO7
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Economic Management as a briefing pap€r was written as dispassionate economic analysis,

and was full of economic-liberal assumptions, complelely contrary to the Keynesian

economic orthodoxy which had hitherto held in New Zaland. Although prdending to

proffer neutral advice, Economic Management was a political document containing a plan

for the restructuring of New Zealand in the guise of technical necessity. It expressed the

philosophy or the logic of the commodity form, it foilowed the logic of capital.

The means by which this process of marketisation was to happen, the strategic plan, was set

out somewhat post-factum by Douglas as part of a speech to the Mont Pelerin Society, an

Hayekian association, in November 1989. The implementation strategy, he suggested, was

drawn up to ensure that the restructuring was "radical, rapid, complete and locked in', so

that the changes could not be undone. It was important not to allow "vested interests" time

to gather political support in opposition. This involved a political srategy of putting in key

pople as change agents, developing enorrnous packages for change, linking these

"packages' so that they would not be able to be "unravelled', having short and rigid

deadlines, and then allowing consultation over the detail mther than strudurd2,

Rather than implementing an elected political programme, this plan was an undemocrztic,

even anti-democratic topdown process. Democratic input or consultation was only

allowed, after the fact, over the detail. It was rather like allowing pople the right to re-

iurange the deck chairs on the Titanic.

The conceots

The economic ideas which underpin the project involve particular concepts of the individual,

prop€rty and the State. The eonomic ideas are generally "monetarist', reflwting a mixture

of Friedmanite no-classical economics and Hayekian social theory. The theories share a sd

of understandings and although there are differences of degree the net effect is the same.

Economic-liberalism as a philosophical position embodies the logic of the commodity form

and has only a minimal role for the State, that to do with law and defence.s3 Economics as

law forms the basis of the philosophical positions.

The concept of the human being underlying these theories is that of an individual. Where

the individrul is considerd however it is an abstract independent Lnckean person sripped

of all links to community, oollective, geography, family or prwious history. It is a rational,

utility-maximising, self-interested and informed individual with no normative values. This

52 Rog- Douglas, 'Address to the Mont Pelerin Society' , Sydney, Nov. 1989. Press release.
53punleavy and O'kary Theories of rhe State ,72-135
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is, in effect, a non-social being, the bearer of a role. Thse is no place for the particular.

This is an impersonal person, the abstraction of an individual. Associated with this, of

course, is the denial of the social. There is no such thing as sociery only the aggegations of

the multiplicity of choices of aggregated individuals.

This rational individual has relationships with the world which are concerned with economic

laws, property and the State.

l. The economic laws are those of the natural world, as derived from some universal

testable hypothesis. Such laws form the truth. There is some difference here with the

members of the Austrian school of social th@ry who stress the subjectivism of the

individual and the non-testability of economic theo,ry as truth. For them the only the truth is

of the a prbri axiom that individuals act purposefully to achieve their own ends - rational

self interested indi vidual s5 a.

2. The seoond conce,pt is that relating to property. hivate ownership confers the right to

use and retain the proceeds, the right to exclude others and the right to transfer that right to

others. hoperfy rights theory asserts that private ownership of enterprises will result in

higher profiability and efficisrcy than State ownership. Private ownership therefore is the

source of greater incentive. An underlying assumption which follows from this but which

is usually unstated is that capitalism is the natural state of society. (fhe Annex to

Government Management approvingly quotes Nozick in support of a proposition that as

long as property holdings have been acquired in a just process, the distribution of that

property therefore is fair, no matt€r how different the various properfy sizes are). It is the

means or the procedure that determines procedural fairness not the ends.

3. The third notion is that of the State, which is seen to be the antithesis of freedom.

Working from a belief in property, the individual and the supremacy and naturalness of
capitalism as a social force, economic -liberalism assumes, in its more extreme variety, that

the State exists only to protect property, maintiain law and order and provide defence. Any

encroachment of the State further is a denial of human freedom. Intenrentions by the State

in the economic will end up distorting "the market". *The markd" is a reified notion which

the economic liberals believe establishes the environment most conducive to human

freedom.

Economic Management and Government Management both work from these propositions

when assessing the economy and the State. The State is divided analytically into two areas,

54 ruio., ns
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the markd or trading arms and the non-market, welfare or oore section. The market is the

model against which everything else is measured, designed or judged. Where sections of
the State could be seen to produce commodities these were restructured into a profit-

generating State Owned Enterprises (SOE), and later sold off. Where for political reasons

they could not be sold, they were to be established in a marke-like environment: a simuhted

market. Kery areas of the State were being systematically recommodified back into the

economic sphere to use Offe's terms.

Rolline back the State in theorv
Stage two of this marketisation process, the application of this economic liberal model to the

core of the Welfare State was set out in derail in Government Management. Jonathan

Boston, 5s has extracted the main theoretical notions of this projed as it was applied to the
*non-markd' State. There are a cluster of economically-derived theories deriving from

public choice, principal-agent relations, and transaction-cost analysis. These were melded

togetho with the addition of managerialism to form *new public management' or NPM

which fed in various ways into the project as the prescriptive means of re-oommodifying the

State.

Public choice Theory
The underlying assumption of public choice theory is that rational individuals such as

politicians are dominated by self-intsest. They will seek to maximise their own benefits,

personal power, or in the case of government officials, their own departmental budget.

While this is considered a good thing in the economic sphere, it is considered to have

damaging consequences in the *political markg place'. Politicians will be rationally

oompetitive in the political market, vote-catching by offering competing packages of serrrices

in exchange for voters' support, with detrimental effects on the State and individual

freedom. There will be an ac@mpanying growth of the State so limiting human freedom.

As a result the state will grow beyond that v/rich is necessary to guarantee national security,

maintain law and order. Individual liberty will be curtailed, economic growth disnrpted and

pwerful interest groups will capture a disproportionate share of the national income.56

To oounter this, public choice theory holds politicians strould not be able to run budgd

deficits, and that there needs to be a clearly qpecified separation between the different

functions of State operations, between policy advice to the Minister, policy implementation,

and establishing regulation. Whse senrices are provided or delivered by the State, the

55 Jonathan Boston 'The theoretical underpinnings of the Public Sector Restructuring in New Zealand' in
Boston et. aI., 2-t5

56tuio,l
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funding of these seruices should be separate from the provision of those senrices, to guard

against the dwelopment of budga-maximising or other forms of "rent-seeking' behaviour

on the part of the bureaucrats.

Agency theory
The second theory which forms part of this cluster is that of principal-agent relations or

agency theory. Agency theory is premised on a conEactual view of relationships. Social

and political life can be considered as a series of contract of exchange between two

individuals. The agent agrees to perform various tasks on behalf of the p4ilgipl who

agees to reward the agent in a mutually acceptable way. Because the interests of the two

may conflict, the relationship must therefore be a contractual one. It must be negotiated,

specifying both inputs and required outcomes and ways that the outcomes will be

monitored" The agent can be insidethe State or outside and contracted to provide senrices.

The role of the agent is therefore constrained to serve the requirements of the principal. The

costs to the principal of setting up, establishing this process and monitoring it are known as

agency costs. These may on occasions be considered too high (for example in the case of
contracting out particular serrrices) and so it may be more efficient to establish a separate

State agency to perform the required task or sm,rice.

Transaction costs analysis
The third area which Boston considers has been put together with public choice theory.

This is thetraruaaion costs anntysrs which examines the agenry costs of the various social

relationships of capitalist operations. Transadion costs analyses start from an assumption

of self-interest and of subsequent opportunism in any human relationstrip. In situations in

where there are longternr contracts in an uncertain environment, the barriers to entry are

reasonably high and the possibility of "opportunism" is also high. In order to minimise the

fransaction costs (that is to stop suppliers of the raw material, usually labour, rushing over

to the opposition) it may be necessary to replace a markg relationship with either an

hierarchical authority or bureaucratic controlled relationship: "you now work for me'.57

This analysis has a particular applicability, I would contend, in the case of professionals or

those whose work is a key function of the State. Mechanisms are brought to bear to try and

restrict the natural opportunism occurring through the creation of any monopoly of
competence. Where costs are involved suddenly labour is not allowed to be a pure markd

mechanism.

57lbid, g.
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Producerlprovider capture

A related conce,pt which follows this was that of "capture". This has been examined by

Bertram.ss This concept of capture is derived from public choice theory and agency theory

and gained importance as part of the discourse around the restructuring. 'Capture' as it is
used in the Treasury documents occurs when one or other partno in an eonomic

relationship is able to gain advantage through some form of rmt-sedcing belnviour.

However it was also used to describe the process by which a group usually had gained

something from the State, by implication unfairly against someone else's interest, generally

either the Crown or 'the taxpayer'. The economic neutrality of the term contained a

normatively pejorative meaning. In Government Management concef,n was raised about the

middle-class capture of educational resources against the interests of disadvantaged

groups.5e However the solution to this middle class capture is then advanced in terms of

equal resourcing through a voucher type process.

Managerialism
Boston also describes a set of ideas known as mllectively as rnarugerialimt which were

also influential in the State restructuring. The essence of marngerialisn is that there is

something generic which nanag€rs do called'management'. This management tradition,

deriving from Taylorism gained importance in its association with public choice thory.
This involved applying the organisational descripion of how a Taylorist capitalis firm

ope,rates to the business of government. The resulting *New Public Management' (IIPM)

mmbining both aspects of liberal economic theory and Taylorist managern€nt together has

doreloped c€rtain docfrines of importance in State restructuring. To quote Boston, in NPM

there is

. an emphasis on rnanagement rather than policy, and managenent skills in p,reference to

technical or professional skills

. a shift from input controls and bureaucratic rules to quantifiable outputs and targets.

. the devolution of management controls coupled with the development of new reporting and

accountabi-l ity mechanisms

. the disaggregation of large bureaucratic structures into quasi-autononous agencies, in

particular the separation of commercial from non-commercial functions and policy advice ftom

implementation

. a preference for private owrership, contracting out and conteslability in public seryice

provision

58 F- an extensive survey of the economic concept of capture in the Treasury documents see Creoff Sertram,
'Middle class capture: a brief survey' inThe ApiI Repon, Report of the Royal Commission on Social
Policy , Vol. 3 Part2. Wellington. 1988,

S9covernmstt Managenenr, Vol II, 39
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. the imitation of certai-u private sector management practices such as short-term labour

contracts, the development of corporate plans, performance agreements and mission statements

. the introduction of performance linked rcmuneration systems and the development of new

management information system and a concern forcorporate image

. a general preference frlr monetary incentives rather than non-monetary things such a.s ethics,

ethos, or status

.a suess on cost-cutting, efficiency anrt cutback unnagement.60

These ideas, public choice theory and managerialism, formed the content of the reforms in

the public service. They reflected both the l,ockean individuatist assumptions of human

natureand anti-Statelogic underpinning economic liberalism. They contain within them the

assumption that the rights of capital are held to be supaior to those of labour. As I have

already statod there were two themes to this process: one contains the theory of the firm,

while the other contains the theorv of the market.

PART THREE THE PRACTICE: TIIE TIIEORY OF THE FIRM ANI)
PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
Dnring the 1980s in New Zaland, concerns had also been gathering over the provision of
public senrices in New Zealand's "mixed @onomy". There were three sources of these

concerns.

l. Managerialist ideas had been first promoted during the 1980s through the State Senrices

Coordinating Committeeand the Planning Councilot as a means for increasing the efficiency

New Zealand's public senricg particularly for the Trading Departmants. A concern was to

find ways to meet the increasing demands on the increasingly strained resources of the

State. The cuts to education expenditure carried out during 1982-4 were a response to that

fiscal concern.

2. Simultaneously during the 1980s the gpwing "impersonal' rule-bound bureaucracy was

becoming identified in the public arena both as anti-people and as decreasing efficiency.

3. At the same time there were social demands for more and more of the economy to be de.

commodified, that is it to be placed outside the market economy to become an entitlement.

60 Boston, Theoretical underpinnings' 9-lO
6l Joho.too, Jeanette and Adrienne von Tunzelmaln, The State in Business

no 15, Wellington, 1982, discussed some of these ideas at this early sage.
within the context of a Kevnesian State.

NZ Planning Council, Paper
However that discussion was
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To restate an iugument dready presented in chapter two, general opposition to both

bureaucrary and to the State then was developing politically from both Right and Left in

New Zealand.

The social liberal view was genoally anti-State and opposed to the slowness and impersonal

nature of bureaucratic decision-making. It sought to devolve decision-making to oommunity

control. This call drew on political demands of empowerment, self determination and

identity politics.

The business sector was @ncerned about the efficiency of the bureaucracy and the drain on

their enterprises of taxes. Taxes and the inefficient bureaucrary, they asserted, were a drain

on production and profits. It was crmting inflation. The inefficient bureaucracy needed to

be dispensed with.

The combination of both of these views gave political support to the simplistic and naive

notion of applying the principles of American business management theory to the

organisation of the State s institutions. This sought the complete reonganisation of the

Westminster model of Government.

'New public management" as portrayed in the Treasury documents used this management

discourse. It implied that there was a concrete process of "managing" which efficient firms

had as opposed to the process of 'bureaucracy" which old-fashioned frrms and government

dqartments had This juxtaposed the technical mechanism for the imprecise messy process.

Treasury, in the earlier Economic Management. stressed the need for the public sector to

become "more efficiently managed and accountablen62 and set out the model of management

for the public sector that was to be "market-based". A re.organised public sedor would

parallel the management form which Treasury held existed through the price system for the

private seclor. Whereas capitalist firms were managed in response to the markef,

Govemment Department or agencies needed to be nmanaged" with regard to clear qpecifiable

and measurable objectives (outputs) s€t by the government.63 This Treasury model as

applied to State agencies, can be designated a quasi or simulated nar*ct model.

The legal framework for stablishing this first occuned by establishing the trading

enterprises into a structure which made them subject to the requirements of the Companies

Act, rather than political mntrol. This occurred through the Sate O$med Enterprises Act

62 treasury, 1984, 286-289
63 Trea**y, 1984, 287
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198664. This was followed for the rest of the State, the non-frading area, by State Sector

Ac65 which made the non-market area subject to the requirements of the Public Finance

Act.

The State Sector Ao thus established each agenry as a separate entity under the management

of a Chief Executive who as agent would be under contract or charter to the Minister as the

designated principeloo. The agent was required to develop a management plan to enable it to
m€t the Government's required objectives. The activities of each agent would be regularly

reviewed against these specified objectives and the managemant plan. In keeping with

business organisational thmry, managers of government agencies would have the freedom

to choose how to produce the agreed "outputs" of their charter within the overall financial

and social objectives sd by the government. There would be appropriate incentives to

encourage the management and staff of each uganisation to perform67. (Although

somewhat stating the obvious it seems that increasing the pay wils the p€rformance incentive

for those at the management level while cutting pay was the performance incentive for those

at the wages level.)

Managerialism provided docision-making structures with def,rned lines of "accountability"

(line management), and performance-based appraisal systems, tightly specified for the

subsequent measurement of outcomes. The Ctrief Exrcutive Officer as the Minister's agent

on a highly qpeific performance contract would be responsible for implementing the

contract from government. If she or he did not perform they would be replaced. In order to

achieve this highly specified situation it was necessary to abolish any impediment which

could stand in the way of the free and creative performance of a Chief Executive's

managernent of the gven inputs for the required ac@untability. A Chief Executive could

not be held responsible for things over which they had no oontrol68.

The inputs once gained were to be organised according to "management prerogative".

Inputs are all those things which go into the production process, considered as resources to

be "managed" - such things as funds, labour, materials, physical resources are directly

64 Menryn Probine, in Margaret Clark and Elizabeth Sinclair, Purpose, Petfomwne od Prafit
RedSning the Public Seaor (Wellington, NZIPA, 1986), 105-123

During 1986, Dr. Meryyn Probine as Chairman of State Services was replaced in April 1986 by Dr. Rod.
Deane who, Douglas commented later, rnade the State reorganisation much easier. See Roger Douglas,
1987 Towards Prosperiry (Auckland: Bateman, 1987),233

65 walrh, Pat, 'The State Sector Act' in Boston, et.al, 1991, 52-80
66Pet"r Bushnell and Graham Scott, 'An Economic Perspective" in John Martin and Jim Harper,

Devolution and Accountabiliry, (Wellington: Govt. Printer, 1988), 19-36
67 Tr"""ory, 1984,286
68 Walsh, Pat,'State Sector Act'in Boston et.al, 1991,54
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under the oontrol of management. To use Marxist terminology these would be labour power

and all the means of production. The organisational structures and the administrative

relations were thereby the responsibility of management, not the State. Any interfoences in

the foee organisation of these inputs would theoretically be eliminated Any dernocratic input

to the State agency was thus met through either setting the price of senrices gtven from the

government, or the control of the CEO through the performance oonmct and the charter.

The relations of the State, the economy and civil sociey was dissolved into a parallel of a

capitalist firm with its stress on production and the creation of outputs. The political basis

of the State and the process of democracy was thaeby extinguished.

Chaneine the culture
Under managerialism, the Weberian administrative model of bureaucracy was being

portrayed as the old inefficient pass6 process while constructing a view that the State

efficienry required a "new managerial model" of commerce and human resource

management to develop. This was a political campaign operating at the level of dis@urse,

through the promotion of Business School management models as the new way to
efficiency of a 'New Age'. The Sir Humphreys of the We$minster system committed to

concepts of impartial public senrice were to be replaced by the Young Executive MBAs and

human resource systems.

Administrative model Manaeerial model

Puroose To enact o<llicv To reach obiectives

Method Crrv outprocedures Perfcrm tasks

Orsanisation bv Position Roles

Performance based on: Control Accountabilitv

Kev role Administrattr Manager

Fig.3. l. A comparison of administration and managerialism

After Manh, 19876e

Counterposing management in a duality with bureaucracy as in Fig 3. l. accomplishes a

slide in logic. 'Management' was portrayed as about opposing bureaucracy. The

restructuring of the public service was portrayed as merely applying the technical ideas of

the organisational writers of business schools to the public seflice and Sate organisations.

The democratic underpinnings of the State bureaucracy and democratic input mechanisms

simply disappear or are vested in "accountability" to the Minister as shareholder. "New

69 tgirt. Marsh, 'Th"ory K - Can Culture Chengs?", in Adrienne von Tunzelmann and June Johnston, eds.

Responding to the Revolution, (Wellington: NZIPA, 1987)71
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Public Management" was therefore about "changing the culture" of the public service,

turning public servants into human resources and de-democratising the State towards the

cultureof an American frm.

This notion of changing culturesTo simplistically unites an eclectic set of notions from

Parsonian sociology, early functionalist anthropolory and pop psychology such Maslow's

needs theory with facile assertions of objectives-derived systems of Taylorist scientific

management of the human resources. Managerialism stressed organisation, output and

measurement. The devolution of conbol was linked with new accountability structures and

the separation of policy making from implementation in a general imitation of the American

theory of the firm. These ideas are then extrapolated through public choice theory to be

applied to the entire political prccess The goal is the focus and strategic plans became the

way forward. It seems no accident that the game-plan forms a cnrcial part of this strategic

language. Business is no different to the game of (American) football. Comp€fition is all

about winning.

The State restructuring applied this model to a traditional State buraucrary through

e$ablishing a simulated market as a fiscal control measure. The purpose of the Public

Finance Acf was about setting the price for government senrices, and cutting the direct

links between the roles of Departments as pollcy advisers and the particular providers of
senrices. The cost of government senrices would be oontrolled by the price mechanism

paid on behalf of the Crown through competing or "@ntestable" enterprisesTl. This

process also became bound up with changing the entire nature of the government

bureaucracy itself and reducing the State to a minimalist le'iel and eliminating the democratic

input mechanisms. The creation of a simulated market for government senrices required the

State to abolish many of the prorious structures of State which had been part of its own

functioning and part of its own definition.

What about the workers?

Inherent in the model of the capitalist firm is a separation of management and workers, and

of production from management. The New Business School rnanagement models stressed

better more efficient and effective ways of organising and controlling the division of labour

or the wage relation. In particular these models also advocated labour flexibility in the

T0lhetearecountlessexamplesofthishumanrqsorrcemmlelhowever. One zuch example is found in Paul
McDonald, and Jeffrey Gandz, "Getting Value from Shtred Values' in Organimtiorul Dynamia Winter,
1992,64-77.

7l Cranam Scoft and Paul Gorringe, 'Reform of the Core Public Sector: The New Zealand Experience"
Treasury, Wellinglon, Paper delivered to the Bicentennial Conf. Royal Ausfalian Institule of Public
Administration, 1988.
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development of the firm's pnmary or core labour market - thefunLtionally fletible - and a

efficient use of the peripheral labour markg - the numerically Jluible. Unions, as a
collective of workers, could serve a function in representing the production employees at the

negotiation of their contract, the price of the labour input. Unions therefore by definition

are concerned with industrial issues not management ones. To use Offe's terms their

function was restricted to the monological.

In contrast, both the organisational and the payfixing structures of the bureaucratic State

were based on the particular definitions both of the State itself and the nature of this de-

commodifed work which is funded from revenue not capital. The purpose of a public

service organisation was related to a political legitimation purpose, derived from democratic

claims. The regulations and appeals procedures, the pay-fixing procedures, the stepped pay

structures were based on notions of impartiality, seniority and procedure. The guaranteed

pension and security of employment wereprovided to public servants in return for impartial,
Ioyal and non-political duty as part of the creation of rule-following behaviour. The rule-

following behaviour is part of the function of bureaucracy. The criticisms of Weber's iron

cage of rationality seems to have overlooked its purpose. For legitimation State decision-

making is to be made on grounds of rationality and faimess, not on grounds of personal

benefit or ompetition.

The re-organisation of the Statetherefore required the reorganisation of the State indusrial
structures and culture. Management was to be separated from workers. Pay increases

would occur through performance incentives rather than through the abiliry of the union to
bargain with government. The legal structure for this was accomplished, after a deal of
resistance much of it involving PPTA (as will be shown in Chapter nine) through the

passage of the L^abour Relations Act and the State Sector Act in 198872. This created a set

of State agencies in which meeling legitimation concerns was not their purpose. It was the

delivery of predetermined services.

PART FOI]R: COMMODIFICATION AND EDUCATION
In this next section I explore the logic of oommod$ing education and the possibility of
establishing education as a site of the creation of surplus value. lt is an abstract argument

which follows the logic of the marketisation project. For education to be transformd into a

production system based on exchange value a number of things must occur. A markg for

education has to be created and maintained Creating a market in education or more

correctly to use Offe s concepts, re-commodi$ing education, requires the separate creation

72 W"lth, Pat, "Indusfial and Personnel Policies under the State Sector Act- in Boston et.al. op. cit. l99l
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of a number of aspects of education all of which are needed to form the competing aspects

of a market. It requires a buyer and a seller each free to exchange and free to leave. It

requires the establishment of a mechanism whereby capital as M can be transformed into the

commodity, C, of education. It also requires the establishment of a structure in which

decisions are made according to a market logic, not for political reasons.

However, failing the total achievement of all that for political reasons, the next step back, (a

step for eonomic liberals away from freedom) is the creation of a simulatal ma*et.

In a simulated market State funded vouchers or student-tinked payments and fees serve to

replace the exchange medium. It is this process of the creation of a market, albeit a

simulated markel which I will now explorein relation to education.

First of all it is useful to s€t out the requirements for a commodification of education, that is

the means by which education might be constituted as a commodiry. Many of the illustrative

quotes are taken from the Treasury documents of 1990 which by then had become much

more explicitly ma*et-oriented in relation to compulsory education than in their earlier more

implicit versions. (Although as a result of political struggle only some of the desired ends

fint suggested in 1984 have been implemented) .

In order for the commodification of education to occur, there is an acoompanying

rquirement to create a market which extends both inside and outside of State provision. In

this market both price and the @nsumer become the driving force with the various

institutions compfting to offer education.

This marken for education is in effect a market for educational opportunity. Becausethere is

no real way that educational institutions as production sites can guarantee their output in

terms of a qualification and still maintain a compditive system, what oducational institutions

offer is a range of educational opportunities. They are selling @urses for the enhancement

of natural or achierred entitlements. The combination of the individual's ability with the

offered educational opportunity is what brings the rewards - an increase in the individual's

human capital. The primary function of schooling in this way is therefore a private benefit

although it may still be funded or subsidised by government through some form of targeted

funding or voucher if found to be socially or politically necessary.

Autonomous schools and local management

In order for the school as an enterprise to become responsive to market signals, the

decisions within the schools have to flow from these market signals rather than from

politically determined public gmds. This requires the formation of an organisation which
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sells educational opportunities in competition or contestable with other such educational

exchange sites.

The development of a contestable market for State funding as opposed to provision can only

occur if the private or independent schools receive the same level of State subsidy as the

State schools. The private schools provide the oompetitive factor and the element of
economic choice. This Treasury argued for, politically but dishonestly, as providing better

choice for the poor.

The low73 level of state funding of private schools means that the poor unlike the rich do not

have the ability to choose other than state or integrated school. Creater choice and competition

within the state sector and the development of an independent school srectcr whjch catered fu
students from a wide socio-economic range would improve the opgntunities for those not well

catered for by the present system.74

The operational decisions of the school, both State or independent therefore would have to

be under the confol of a properly established managerial structure to be able to respond to

these market signals from the @nsumetr! parents who are free to move if they are not being

satisfied.

securing more responsive schools... is likely to require both less cetrtralisd control of scbool

management and a much closer link between parents decisions about the placement and the

funding available to each school. A process ufrere the parents could choose fr,eely and ubere

state funding moved autornatically with the child would put greater pressure on schools to

perform 75

Diverse opportunities, schools and groups

In order for enterprises to offer a full range of diverse opportunities as a prop€rly

functioning markd there must also exist a ftlnge of particular schools able to idantiff and

senre particular consumers: providing the opportunity niche markefs. The availability of
different market-niches is constantly changing but specific educational needs can be

identified and so marketed Schools oould be catering qpecifically for the needs of girls or

Maori, music players, a religious goup or any other social group which could be identified

as forming the basis of a particular niche-marker. This also was argud politically in t€rms

of choice.

73 lrl* is a very relative teflrt. Government funding for private schools had ranged over this period from
20% to 50 % of the salaries bill for each private scbools, Ministry of Education source.

74Treasury 1990,136
75 ruio, t35
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lf families were to face a wider choice tlf schools, there would have to be scope for relatively

easy formation of new schools, perhaps at the initiative of parent co-operatives, iwi tnrsts or

**her-managedenterprisas.

Choice and competition are much more valuable in the presence of the other. Choice is of

little interest if all suppliers are similar or if some suppliers are much more exfrensive hecause

they are less subsidised. Competition has little value when providers and consumers cannot

reslnnd to it76

This achievernent would also requiretheabolition of such im@iments to the free choice as

school zoning, geographiallly specific policies and uniform school systems. This would

necessitate a requirement that schools individually determine their own enbry policies, no

matter where they were sited.

A school detemined curriculum
Associated with this diversity of schools is the logic to ctreate a curriculum market from

which schools cirn choose what and as they require, to suit the particular needs of their

perceived markets from within their particular budgef. Curriculum in this framework is

something to be delivered and for which there is only a minimal need for regulationsTT.

Qualifications or curricula matsial therefore could be sold or franchised. Choice by parants

of the appropriate educational insitution for their children would be influenced amongst

other things by the school's offered curriculum. Any interfsence in that choice is an

interference with rights.

A key task confronting the Minisqy is to regulate for appropriate minimum requirements in

curriculum context and standards. There are concerns that the tools of regulation..currently go

beyond this objective and reach into aspects of schooling that should be the domein of parents,

tnntee andpnncipal 78

A free labour market for teachers

A major requirement of the project for a oommodified education sector is the dorelopment of
a free labour market for teachers. This labour market has to be made free, free from the rule

following behaviour of enrployees in a bureaucratised State. Iabou needs also to be

sryarated from any impediments or rigidities to its free exchange, such as professional

constraint or direction. labour is to be freed of any monopoly of competence which may be

76 mio.
77 Stusrt Sexton, 'Our Schools: a Radical Policy', (Lnndon: Institute for Economic Affairs, 1987)
Stuart Sexton, 'New Zealand Schools: an evaluation of recent reforms and future directions'. (Aucklad: NZ

Business Roundtable, l99l)
78 Treasury, 1990,136
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organisationally attached. It is to be made open to the discipline of nn unregulated labour

market. Education labour itself had to becomea aommdity.

Value+nhancing voluntary exchanges must be free from interference by special interest and

Protectionist pressure groups. Value-reducing restrictions must be effectively proecribed,

whether instituted by private or by public agencyTg

This requires the dissolution of any externally prior expectations of salary or conditions and

the complete fragmentation of the internal labour market of education. Freeing up the

rigidity of labour in education requires doing away with the teachers' own internal labour

market, bound up with national conditions, professionalism and established custom iu:td

practice. It means doing away with the monopoly of competence. A labour @ntract is held

to be a freely negotiated document bdween free individuals, it is a voluntary exchange of
labour power in return for monetary reward. It should therefore be entered into freely and

the exchange relationship specified clearly. The cost of each teacher, the skills required and

the appraisal of their performance would be a matter of concern for the individual in a

particular local labour market, to be decided by the management of each school. High
quality teachers would be individually sought after and rewarded. The loyalty of the teacher

to the ideals of the profession would be replaced by a loyalty to the employer through an

exchange mechanism in the'the autonomous school'.

Creation of the Market culture, it's straight forward...
Ove,larching all of this is the need to create a markd culture in education in which p'roduction

and consumption are identified and valued. This value would be not according to any

political notions of us+value such as in the highly developed Welfare State but according to

markd criteria of exchange value. Education therefore beoomes no longer available as a

right outside the eoonomy in a decommodified sphere but exists to be consumed by

individuals as a @mmodity directly embedded within it. It is to be transformed from a
"public good" to a "private benefit".8o It *u, to movd from the normative sphere directly

into the economic.

The marketisation of education project is based on a concept of a minimalist State, one that

only provides a minimal amount of support. It is the concept of the Welfare State as a safey

79 John Buchanan, "Constitutional Imperatives for the l990s: The kgal order for a free rnd Productive
Society" in A. Anderson and D. Bark, Thinking about Ameica: The United States in the 1990s,
(Stanford: Honver lnstitution Press, 1987) 253

80 
CorAA Grace, ' Labour and Education: The Crisis and Settlements of Frlucation Policy ' in Hollard and

Boston, Rogemomics op. cit.l65- l9l
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nd to catch those who have fallen. In Welfare State terms it is a residual form rather than a

universal one.

However the legitimation or normative role of education providing values and enhancing the

beliefs in the capital accumulation process itself identified by Habermas and Offe also

appears weakened under this markgisation project. The State's control of future labour

markg requirements are also weakened. Capitalist enterprises are focused on short term

goals for the achievement of surplus value. The State's longer term role in maintaining both

the legitimary and functioning of the economic qystem itself may thereby be placed under

threat by the short term focus of the competing enterprises. The relationship of education

with any concept of national int€rest in this individualist model has a real possibility of
disappearing. The long-term capital accumulation project may be unds tkeat because of the

long time lag between doreloping and creating opportunities and the impossibility of
individuals or schools assessing and meeting national directions. To counteract these

dangers the State must therefore maintain its role in education, defining its own needs,

funding particular choices and enforcing these through regulation. It is therefore actively

involved in determining the provision of education. All of which leads us back to the

contradictions of the capitalist Welfare State.

The Picot Plan: makine the market model material
Turning this market model for education into material reality in the compulsory seclor of
education is where the difficulties for the project occurred. The existing structures oontained

people with rules, procedures, ways of doing things, behaviours. There was an

historically developed form of culture: the education service. Cabinet power and speed were

used to push through many of the necessary legal changes to enable the project to occur, in

particular the labour Relations Aa and the State Sector Act. Education, as Dale has said,

was to be *mainstreamed'81. It was to be shed of its special character to become like the

other parts of the reformed public sector.

The two different agents of Treasury and the SSC have conflicting aspects. The SSC view

was to see education as no different from the rest of the State, that it needed to be reformed

along managuial lines82. Management was management, and schools were the various

81 So Roger Dale, 'National Reform, Economic Crisis, and 'New Right' theo,ry: a New Zralafr
Perspective" paper presented AERA, Annual meeting, San Francisco, lW\

also see Roger Dale and Joce Jesson, "Mainstreaming Education: the Role of State Services Commission"
I'IZ Annual Raiew of fuucation 2 (Wellington: Victoria University, 1993),7

82 Se" Wilson, 1990: 130-146
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enterprises. SSC maintained that it was not interested in education83 as such, however it

was interested in changing the administrative culture of schools along wilh other aspects of
the Statg into an enterprise one. The SSC was also concerned about the wage costs of
teachers as a cost on the State. Treasury was concerned about both the creation of the

market culture. the establishment of autonomous schools. a reduction in State costs and a

decrease in taxation requirements.

The two pospectives of the SSC and Treasury came together at two different points to

impinge on education. One was the reorganisation of the oore State seclor towards

managerialism which followed from Economic Management and was then elaborated in

Government Management. This plan was materialised in the State Sector Act which

established the SSC as the legal employer for teachers for pay negotiation purposes.

The other point at which they came tog€ther was the model for the reorganisation of
education in the Taskforce on Educational Administration the Picot Report which SSC

helped set up, wrote the Terms of Reference and provided background papers, and to which

Treasury provided the full-time official who had written the Education section of
Government Management.s+ This plan was put into pmctice through Tomorrow's Schools

and legally set in place with the Education Act 1989.

Theplan for implementing many of the $ructurat changes in the State can be sd out in the

following way:

l. Create the crisis

2. Define the underlying problem

3. Produce the plan to correct it
4. Implement the plan rapidly,

and make sure that every one is aware, "There is no Alternative'85.

83Cetal,t Minee, SSC Manager education sector bargaining, Sratement during negotiations, PPTA Award
Negotiations- Report to Field Officers, 1989, Report in Auckland Region Archives, dated, August 1989

AIso see Phillip Capper and Rae Mumo, "hofessionals or Workers? Changing Teachers' Conditions of
Service" in Sue Middleton, John Codd and Alison Jone.s, Mucation Poliq fda)', (Wellington: Allen and
Unwin,l990),159

84 the making of the Picot Report is covered in depth by Ken Wilson, 1990 op. cit.,
Liz, Gordon, and John Codd, eds. Huution Policy and the Changing Role of the State, Delta Studies in

Education, l. Massey University, Palmerston North, 1991, and Hugh Lauder, "The New Right
Revolution and Education in New Tf:ilandn, in Middleton et al, op.cit, 1990, l4l. hcve addressed the

^,nature 
of the Treasury arguments as applied to education.

6)This process nas similar to Thatcherism, Reagonomics and also to the Treasury line in Australia. See
John I sngmore, "Treasuqr and the Hawke Governmentn a review of Greg Whitwell, The Trensury Line ,
Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1986 in Joumal olAustalian Political Econonry No.22 p.69-74
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Somewhere in this process is an X, "eliminate the vested interests'or *trouble with t'union"

as the Keynesian model attempts to re-assert itself. Where the union beromes designatd as

part of the problem it then is effectively eliminated as part of the solution.

Similarly in education the plan proceeded.

' the crisis86 was, to a large extent, created by focusing on credentialing, social

concerns and secondary education, and therefore by implication PPTA;

' The structure of educational administration and the "provider or even portfolio

capture" was designated the cause of the problem;
. Theplan to reorganise educational administration was created; and
. A tightly timed implementation plan was established.

There was to be allowed no alternative.

The crisis

The antecedents of the created crisis can be found in the speeches of Ruth Richardson dating

from 1985 with her discussions of professional capture, parents as customers, education

vouchers and the need for performance contncts for teachers. Concerns were raised about

the quality of teachers in a bi-partisan review conducted by the Science and Education

Committee of ParliamentsT, The Sott Report, of which Richardson was a member. This

review sought to find ways of requiring teacher accountabillty and control and suggested

various apprraisal and employment measures. The reaction of the teacher unions to these

attacks on their "professionalism' and the lack of immediate response by Department of
Education to the Rqortas provided Richardson with ammunition she was later able to use to

political advantage. She appears to provide the first public source of producer capture as a

term in the New Tnaludpolitical arena, drawing on a r€port of the Adam Smith Institute.

'Education has proved easier fcrr the producers, the teachers and the administrators to capture

than other industriqs partly because its shortcomings can be disguised by jargon. The school

with pror examination resule proclaims that lnowledgeable erlucationalists hold schools

professional awaren€ss more important. Although the consumers may demand examination

passes and other measurable achievements from their schools, education lnoducers are able to

argue, lhat they as professionals know better and they are able to substitute completely new

values for those of their unqualified parental customers. (my emphasis)89

86 Cerald Grace,'Crisis and Settlements'in Holland and Boston, 1990, pl62-191, provides the detail of the
construction of an educational crisis.

87 Repon on the Quatiry oJ Tuc*ing. Education and Science Select Committe€, Noel Scott Chairman,
House of Representatives, second session, 4lst Farliament Wellington, 1986

88 Th, Qualiry of Teaching.lbid,
E9 'Ad^* Smith Institute Report" quoted by Ricbardson, NZARE hoceedings of Annual Conference,

1985,
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These speeches and various different supporting views became part of the crisis created

about education which targ€ted the internal contradictions in the system.eo The tension

between traditional and progressive education had become personalised earlier in a battle

over credentials between the Minister of Education and the PFrIA which will be detailed later

in Chapter seven. The tension over UE, as the indicator of education standards, was

conflrmed in the media reaction against the Curriculum Retiiew with its support for Maori

and women.er What was now being portrayed was that the National Farty had lost office

in 1984 duing a fight with the PPTA against the wishes of the parents. The radical

progressivist Minister was now implementing more of these changes, including abolishing

corporal punishment. The @ncerns over education and the 'nanny State' that Richardson

had raised in 1985 were again heralded in the 1987 National Party Manifesto:

The fire-bell in the night keeps ringing - the caring frarents, the true teachers and the thinking

politicians must hee<l the warning before it is too late.

For what is at stake: ...the legitimate wishes of many flarents are in rlanger of being thnarted by

social engineas and theorists who no longer s'ee value in the traditional educational values of

sound scholarship, sporting endeavour and cultural sensitivity. This school of thought believes

that the Statre and its agencies know best. The tangible exlnessions of this are, in part, the

actual or threatened introdrrction of sex education, freace studies, trade union education and the

assault on the external examination structure. Old, tried and e$ablished forms of discipline are

being discrediteO-sz

The mixture of social consenratism and e@nomic liberal idology in the National Party

manifeso linked the State and the social libtral educational agenda to the destruction of

raditional education and the neod to give the educational choice to parents through a voucher

system.

As will be shown in forthcoming chapters, PPTA as the professional body of secondary

teachers in a number of ways and through a number of mechanisms from 1986 and 1987

cilme to embody the responsibility for demise of education. PPTA in seeking to defend and

even dsrelop universalist concepts in education was both the symbol and source of the

constructod crisis. PPTA became designated by the National opposition, by some

conservatives in education and in the mediae3 as the source of social engineering, feminists,

S Grace,'Crisis and Settlements', 162-191
9l du Chateau, Carol, *The l-ost Gene,ration' Maro, April, 1987
9? A Notion at Risk,National Party Manifasto, Education, 1987
93see Si.oo Collins NZ Herald May 1987 and du Chateau, Carol, 1987 Mgno, 'The bst Generation'

April.
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Maori in the English curriculum, the destruction of the exam system, the defence of
incompdent teachers, militant unionism and Ministaial capture. The closeness of the

networks between PPTA, the Education Department and the labour Party was potatially
politically damaging for the l,abour Government and it thus left the State's education policy

process exposed.

Professional capture and the SSC

The structure of educational administration and the "provider capture' of education by the

teachers became increasingly designated by SSC as the cause of problems in education.

This view is supported by MacPhersone4 who worked with the SSC during the

deliberations of the Picot Taskforce. He sees the influence of the control agencies of SSC

and Treasury on the Taskforce as an attempt to inhibit provider capture, which to him meant

curtailing the influence of a *portfolio culture'. This portfolio culture he maintained 'had

begun to flout the norms of the wider political culture' e5. Associated with this the terms of
reference of The Picot Report, also largely written by SSgro, had already signalled the

Government's concerns and intentions to examine the administration of education. The

practices of educational adminisfators were to be radically reformed e7

MacPherson suggests some reasons why the SSC views on administration reform were

influential. One is:

that they cohered with assurytions held by those in Cabiner So called "Machinery of

Government' exercises had already converted a series of Government depqrfinents ,-l agercies

into semi-autonomous agencies called Sate O\r.fixl Enterprises..-.(W)hile no{ne in Lange's

Cabinet wanted to privatise a social service, it was generally accepted that some radical

adminisbative surgery was long overdue in education to raise the rasponsiveness and legitimacy

of the systems

Another reason he &aws attention to was that the disoourse of the public qphere had been

colonised by the eoonomic-liberal and managerial argumentsee. The political struggle for

94RJS MacPherson, "Why Politicians Intervened into the Adminisration of Erlucation',.Unicornl:!2 May,
1989, r07-ll2

95ruS MacPherson, Chatlenging "hovider Capture'with Radical Changas to Education Administration in
New Zealand in Yvonne Martin and RIS MacPherson, Rastructrning Administrative Policies in Public
schooling: Cnnadian and Intematiorwl Penpeaives, (Calgary, Albsta: Detselig, 1993),229-248

96 wilson, 1990, ch. 5.
97MacPhersonl989:lll
98 RIS MacPherson, "The reconstruction of New Zealand Education: a case of high Politics reform?- Paper

pnesented to the IIP Conference April 1990
99 W"yn" Hope, 1992 'Rogernomics and the media, a study in critical theory 'Ph. D Thesis. Auckland
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any alternative ideas MacPherson sees as merely as a problem of "marketing' rather than

the construction of a political debate.

alternatives to MOG perupectives were not well nrarketed... By about February 1988, Picot's

team were asking questions that were articulating the devolutionary administrative policy....

They were consulting in a context where MOG basal metaphors, slogans and pess releases

were informing pubtic Jxrlicy ctiscout se 1 00

The plan

The public indicator that change was occurring in education came with the publicafion of the

Picot Report in May 1988 and followed rapidly by its implementation model Tomorrow's'

Schools later in the year. This radical restructuring plan sought to break up the

administrative structure of education and to create a series of autonomous schools

administered by their own Boards. The model was for a highly devolved education

structure with separated policy and operations functions and autonomous schools linked

through contractual charters to the Qqyernmgnllol. The Picot Report project as Wilsonlo2

has said legitimated the l:bour Government's policy on education with all its oonflicting

internal meanings. Education was to be dwolved to the community, and choice was to be

provided to parents.

Managerialism being implemented through the State also promoted a change in the

relationship of teachers to the State. Within the central education structures managerialism

within a public-choice framework sepaxated decisions about policy formation process from

those over its implementation. Funding decisions were sryarated from those of operations.

The aim was replacement of the professional relationship of teachers with an employment

relationship. At the same time there is implied the separation of managers from workers.

This creates an hierarchy of accountability right up to the Minister.

When applied to education at the school level managerialism implies the separation of
teachers from policy making decisions and their relegation stricfly to operational or

implementation roles. The status relationship of the State required the replacem€nt of

PPTA's professional status with the more limited status of a union. While at the worksite

itself, managerialism required the ryration of senior teaching staff from basic scale

teachers. This held important professional consequences which lead towards the stnrctural

lffi MacPherson, 1990, op.cit.
101 por an analytical discussion on the oafure of these contractual charters and their contestation see John

Codd, and Liz Gordon, 1990, 'school Charters: The Contractualist State and Education Policy' in
Gordon, L., arxl Codd, J. l99l (eds). op. cit.

l021q1roo 1990.159
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proletarianisation of the teachers, their separation from the principals as employer and the

formalisation of a Taylorist hierarchy of line management authority. This agenda was if
necessary to be implemented through the legislative power of the Qsv€xnrn€n1l03.

The second r€ason for restructuring was the fiscal reduction sought by Treasury.

Though education was still technically a decommodifed area being funded from rwenue,

the Treasury model of a quasi or simulated market sought to provide a sd price for

education as opposed to an ever increasing cost to the State. They beliwed a set price

would thereby reduce the political push to gain more resources through fiscally controlling

the increases in direct State per pupil funding. The schools ould gain any total increases

through economies of scale, increasing the number of students, increasing the fees or the

price they charge for senrices, orland they could increase the productivity of the school.

This fiscal reduction was sought by the SSC through an increase in the productivity of
teachers.

Because teaching is a high labour-content process, increases in productivity have both

industrial and professional implications for both teaching and teachers. This logic to
increase productivity and decrease costs is that teachers have to intensify their labour with

particular implications for education. Ways of increasing productivity suggested by the

SSC were:

i) by increasing the ratio of students to staff, i.e. bigger classes, larger groups,

closed circuit or vido classes;

ii) increasing the amount of teaching done per staff member, i.e fewer holidays,

more courses, aftetr school classes;

iii) decreasing the unit oost of the teaching, i.e. using lower paid staff, and more

teaching aids, more clerical staff;

iv) increasing the flexibility of staff, i.e. part time work, different shifts, vacation

courses, after school and night courses;

v) cutting back on the conditions, i.e. time available for preparation, marking and

assessment, related research time, office space, resource provisions;

103 lXir tbreat was made by Iange at the 1988 PPTA Conference although he agreal that negotiation
wouldbepreferable. The threatbecame reality in 1989 with an amendment to the State Sector Act to
remove principals from award coverage, after SSC had friled to get this by negotiation
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vi) using more self-dhected study means, i.e. the students do it in their own time.

Students use computer-aided instruction, and distance education technology

solutions, or more ready-publishsd rn31ex'ial 10+.

The above solutions were promoted by the SSC with no understanding of their educational

implications. They were assumed to be fiscally neutral or constrained solutions. They all

unproblematically assumed the labour cost of teaching was somehow separate from the

other educational requirements and needs. They all assumed savings muld be made from

teachers' salaries to produce corresponding increases in operations. The solutions also

assumed that teaching is a delivery system. These solutions viewed the teacher not as a

professional concerned with the facilitation of learning and the organisation of a multitude of
curriculum decisions but as a technician or operative concerned with the unproblematic

delivery of a curriculum product.

What was being advocated through this managerial model was the compulsory

prolCIarianisation of teaching, struclurally nather than just through the curriculumlos.

Concerns over class sizes or assessment were now no longer to be considered professional

decisions, they were to become management ones, while national @ncerns over curricula

had retreated to become concerns of the markd niche.

The implementation

\{llssnl06 and Harperl0T both describe the process by which the Picot Report was used by

the Government to secure legitimation for this policy. The differing social democratic

interpretations of some of the members of the tasldorce become blurred in an agenda which

had been sef externally.loa The importance of both the preparation and prasentation of the

Report lay in its potential to support the'vision' of Picot and to construct a united

acce,ptance of the'failure' of the existing system. This included identiffing the 'culprits'l0e

and creating an alliance against the opponents of the reforms. The reform rhetoric combined

the discourses of 'radical individualism' and economic liberalism into the simple doctrines

104 55g Nick Kirke-Smith, to Chairman, Association of New T,ealard Polytechnics, ll September 1991.
This list is exhacterl from suggestions in this SSC letter sent to other education sector employers. The
bald statement from SSC containe*l in that letter ignored both the nature of education and the implications
of these zuggestions either industrially, educationally or demorcratically. They were not matters to be
debated. SSC hid its agenda behind the technicist separation of the indusrial from the educational.

105 g.llfirhasl Apple, Teachers and Tms,(New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1988).
106 wilson 1990 Ch. 5.
107 5osxn gu*, 'The Theory and the Reality of the Picot Reprt-, M Ed. Policy and Research, Victoria

University, Wellington, I 99.
1081ryi1*o 1990, Chapters 4 &5.
109 1r"""* , 1987,281
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of market freedom and State minimalism. This was to effect a tighter control of education

spending, to increase controls over teachers and to remove political accountability for future

education failure. The Pioot Reportl l0 as the plan for the reorganisation of educali6nl I I in
under six months was rapidly transformed into Tomorrow's School's.l 12 a new system of
education administration, and cemented into place through the Education Act 1989.

The new system established the following bodies with separate structures and functions:
. the small Ministry of Education (MOE) concemed with poliry dwelopment and

funding,
. the Education Review Office (ERO) concerned with schools' audit,
. the Teacher Regisration Board (TRB) concerned with the professional standards

of teachers, (laterto become voluntary)

'the New Txz.land Qualification Authority (NZQA) oncerned with assessment and

both polytechnic and senior secondary school qualifications

'autonomous primary and secondary schools governed by Boards of Trustees of
elected parents (BOTs) under charter to the Govemment, responsible for the local

management of the school and the ernployment of the teachers.

Undoing the historic compromise
The agenda of Rogernomics sought nothing less than to undo the 'historic ompromise" of
the working class which had established the New Zealand Welfare State. The project was

about was "rolling back the State'l13 and ring-fencingl 14 as a 'mode$ safety net' from the

economic sphere. The economic sphere was to be made dominant and the 'Wage-earners

Welfare State" based on redistribution and need, with universal acc€ss to pensions, health

and education was to be cut back frrom its egalitarian vision to a more residualist core. The

"cradle to the grave'vision of the 1935 labour Government was to be radically pruned to a
*modest sfefy ns['l 15 of residual wslfarisrn.l 16

| 1 o y'^6*1, ;t1ei n g for Excellence -'I\e Picot Repo,rt.
I I I loln Codd, 'Education Policy and the Crisis of the State' in Middleton et. al op.cit., 1990, l9l-205
I 1214i6t1"t of Education Tontorrow's Schooh Government Print, Wellinglon 1988
I r 3 Kelsey, Rolling hck the State, 1993
I 14115 idea is also explored by Dale, Roger, 1993, "The Right and Education: circumscribing the State,

the Market and Making Civil Society less Civil and less Social. Paper pre,sented to Comparative
Education Policy Seminar, Uppsala, Swerlen. Dale uses a t€rm from a different vernacular :
*circumscribed'

l15ytr'LhebbleinGaryHawke, d.A Modest Wety Net? Thefuture of the Wefare Smre, (Wellington:
NZIPS ,1991),4-15.

I 16 Davidson, TWo Modets of Welfare, 1989, 355-59 discusses this idea of Welfarism as opposed to a
Welfare State.
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Rather than a Third WavellT development of the Welfare State, the new model sought a

complae inversion, perhaps almost a re-version. It was the first wave revisited. It was as

if the last 100 years of New Za.land social history had not happened and New Zealand was

being rdurned to the era of extensive accumulation and laissez-faire capitalism.

However the plan to transform the State was not straight forward and depended for its
success on strategies and relations of power and on overcoming various political resistances

at any point in time. The transformation of this commodification thesis into a material

pmctice in education occurred through thepolitical structures. It depended on who was able

to use various forms of political power and who was able to gain access to the legislative

process. The success thus depended on political conditions.

In the application of this prcjed to secondary education, the radical marketisation agenda of
Treasury became the managerialist plan of the SSC. PPTA, as the body of organised

teachers, becameboth theresistant force in the State to the changes in education and at the

same time it was the object to be changed What was occurring in education was a

multile'/el political struggle, over the hegemonic State project as well as over changes

engendered through a changing regime of accumulation.

The $rength, possibilities and the limitations of the various strategies of teachers' resistance

to this education managerialist plan needs to be understood within the history, structure and

functioning of PPTA as part of education. This is the subject of Part two.

The response of the unions and in particular PPIA to the changas in the labour markd needs

to be understood within the history, structure and functioning of PPTA as one of the State

unions. This is the subject of Part three.

llTs€e lauder, et al. "The Third Wave: a critique of the New Zealsnd Treasury's Repnrt on Education'.
op.cit. 1988.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART TWO

There is a large body of literature which has examined these recent changes in New

Zaland education. This has considered the various roles of Government, Treasury, and

particular officials committeesl. That literature has tended to discuss the education

reforms as either a direct response to a fiscal crisis or a Treasury driven ideological

project. The focus has generally bean on the changes to education as a unified structure

reflecting the shared interests of the education partners. Except for the work of Liz

Gordon, ? the role of the teachers and in particular that of their associations, has been

largely neglected or else treated as benign in these changes. Teachers have been

portnayed through that literature as the passive object of an unjust centralising re-

organisation with concerns raised about the effects on individual teachers and on their

professional standing of some aspects of the reforms3, such as performance pay and

teachers' salary bulk fundinga.

Yet teacher unions as both labour organisations and professional associations, that is as

collectives, were seen to be part of the rigidities of a centralised State system in the

various economic-liberal documents which precedd these changes with assertions made

of *provider capture".s Apart from Gordon6 these charges have either been ignored or

dismissed as only anti-teacher propaganda. The role of 'organised tachers' in education

policy formation either before on after the education changes has therefore been largely

ignored.

Part two of this thesis seeks to examine the role of PPTA as an organisation integnlly

related to the dwelopment of New T:raland secondary education. It presorts what is an

insiders' view of PPTA's history focusing on particular campaigns and achiet/em€nts.

This provides a m€ans of siting PPTA as part of the education structures before the

lMiddleton et. al. 1990 op.cit.., Codd er al 1990, op.cit. l:uder aul Wylie, 1990 op.ciL, fuon and
Codd, op.cit. l99l , and Hugo Manson H. New Tzaland Annual Review of Muation 1,2,3,
(Wellinglon: Victoria University, 199I, 1W2,1993) contain a rep'resentative selection of articles grv'ug
access to much of this and related literatue.

2 Liz.Gordon, 'Picot and thediseryowerment of teachers" in Delm 41, (1989,) 23-30
Liz fuon" Tbe bulk funding of teacher's salaries: a case snrdy in education policy' in Hugo Manson ed.

New ?*aland Anrual Review of Hucafio4 1. (Wellington: Victoria University 1991 ) 2 I 8-58
Gordon, Liz., The state, devolution and educatioml reform in New 7nslafr Joumal ol Httutiorcl

Poliq-, l99lb,
3 Particular exarryles are found in Middleton, et.al Macoion Potiq Tday(1990)
+ E.g. Cspper, Phillip, &nd Rae Munno, " Professionals q Worrkers? Changing Conditions of Service' in

Middleton, q. cil l99O ,150'161, and Mumo, Rae, Research into the Penonnel Prcvisions of
Tomorrow's Schoob: TIu Munrc Repon. (Wellinglon, PPTA, Feb'nrary 1989)

5 Treasury, 19t4, 1987, SSC 1987, Scot and Goninge 1988 , op cit
6 Gordon, l9E9 discusses NZEI in this respect.
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changes. This is the arrangement of the administrative systems that I have called the 'old

structures'. The changes resulted in 'new structures' which have produced a different

relationship of PPTA with the State. The resources, both material and ideological, which

PPIA used in its strategies against the forced imposition of aspects of the new stntctures

dweloped out of its own history.

Analysis at the micro- (even micro -micro) level of the'old structures' illustrates asp€cts

of the functioning of education in the decommodified Keynesian Welfare State and the

particular influence of elite networks of power surrounding this. The relationship

between the State (as the Department of Education) the union and the Secondary Schools'

Boards was clearly articulated by all players as the "partnership of education' with PPTA

as the practitioner arm in a shared profession. The networks of power which maintained

this relationship depended on shared ways of seeing their roles, as well as the acceptance

by the State of the importance of involving teachers in policy development. This

position also enabled the teachers' union to pursue what Offez calls more dialogical

action, i,e. that concerned with broader working class interests in the production of use'

value within the State rather than just the directly economic interests of a wage relation.

Part two shows PPTA as an organisation wolving in close relationship with the

Department of Education as the professional organisation but caught with the tensions

inherent in a labour organisation. These tensions which are both internal and external to

PPTA, produce what Offe has designatd "rational opportmism €, the leadership or (the

elite will take advantage of situations or seek political space in order to gatn perceived

benefits for the totality of members or the collective while maintaining the continued

existence of the organisation. Hower/er as a teachers' organisation PPTA is also

simultaneously caught within the other set of logics which Offe identifiod" The dialogical

concerns the broader political relationships and the implications while the monological

concems the more immediate economic relationship.

PPIA is historically foregrounded against the background of the Department of

Education and the political arena which was overed in more detail in Part one. Part two

moves both thematically and historically (atthough not quite chronologi€lly) from the

formation of PPTA in 1952. However the ooncsrtration is on the period between 1978

and 1989. Part nvo ends at Chapter eight with the campaign mounted by PPTA in

resistance to the managerial models pnorposed for recommodi$ing education promoted

7offe, Disorganised Capinlism , 20l-2C6
8Offe, "The Auribution of hrblic Stah$ to Iderest Groups' lbid- ,?28
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through the Picot Report and their materialisation in Tomorrow's Schools brought into

being by the Education Act in 1989.

However, for a more complete understanding of the changing roles of PPTA this "within

education model" also requires the parallel industrial or union perspective on its
activities. This will be provided in Part three. The table at the beginning of this

introduction, (Fig. Pt 2.1) enables that parallel chronology in both education and

industrial policy to be followed.

Chapter four provides the early history of PPTA and sets out the organisational structure

of PPTA as a democratic organisation with its own bureaucracy and ways of doing things.

This stnrcture relates to the functioning of the Department of Education up to 1988

through the framework of three arenas which operated inside the Department of

Education, Pay fixing, Professional conditions and Curriculum, in which PPTA has been

attributed status in different ways as an interest gloup.

There is a fourth arena in which PPTA operates but it is of a different level of analysis.

This is the public arena or public sphere into which PFIA can move as a political body

whe,n necessary. The public sphere requires dweloping more overtly political

relationships and seeking democratic support in order to achieve the required ends

through creating pressure on Parliament through the politicians.

This arenas model then gives four possible sites of opportunity through which PPTA may

be able to achieve its goals.

The Department of Education and PPTA, as I have noted, hisorically evolved a common

set of beliefs about the nature and functioning of education. The relationship providd

PPTA a close involvement in professional decisions about education which formed the

basis of the PPTA "professional project". The dwelopment of PPTA's professional

projec't with its close relationship to the Department of Education is explored in Chapter

five. In this project occupational self-interest is an ingredient in the creation of a belief

in the special nature of being secondary teachss. "Occupational self-intetrest', however,

is not just an economic interest but also includes the educational ideals of an autonomous

profession. It is these ideals of secondary education which provide idoological supPort to

PPTA's more dialogical actions sup,porting univosalism in education and its involvement

in curriculum. The ideological resources which maintained PPTA as an organisation in

the 1990s are largely built on the twin notions of *being professional' and "being union",

its professional project. The increasing militancy of PPTA over the late 1970s and the

1980s, moves of increasing democratisation, together with the structural relationship in
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education, and PPTA's relationship to the labour Party created the conditions of its
success. It was an organisation which can be seen as the *militant professionals"9 or

more accurately as the "militant arm of the profession", providing support for the ideals

of both unionism and social improvement, and also closely related to the educational

hopes of the Department of Education.

The working out of this relationship bgween PPTA and the Department of Education, it

will be argued, are examples of rationnl opportunism with dialogical implications.

This can be seen in:

l) the Secondary Staffing Report in 1983 which is described in Chapter six and

2) the curriculum developments of 1983-92 described in Chapter seven.

There was a very strong linking of PPTA with the labour Party, (as Opposition and as

Government in both personnel and policy formation) associated with both of these

campaigns. The labour Party provided both a focus and venue for PPTA activity in the

public arena.

As will be seen in the discussion of the developments in senior school curriculum

towards the end of Chapter seven, the involvement by the union in orchestrating much of
the direction of the curriculum change to some extent blinded it as to the role of
curriculum itself in control over teachers and to the deeper implications of curriculum

itself as part of changing strategies for capital accumulation.

Chapter eight at the end of Fart two marks the transition of PPTA between one type of
formal relationship, that of a professional association as part of the State, to the more

restricted one of union, but of necessity at the same time becoming more vocill in the

public political arena. This transformation was not of its own choosing. The discussion

here examines the detail of strategies PPTA used to resist the attempted imposition of
managerialism and the commodification of education and the removal of the influence of
the union in educational matters. The Picot Report provided the basis for a managerialist

swing in education administration and the plan to fund all schools as autonomous

business units. The achievement of any policy is subject to contestation and the rcsulting

structures reflect the various contestations which have occurred. Contestation by PPIA

was based on ideas which the union had about itself and its roles, in particular its

concerns for "professionalism', educational access and equity and membership interests.

9 See Andrew Spaull, d., Austmlian Teacherc: Jrom Colonial Schoohmsrcn to Militant Professiomls.
(Melbourne: Macmillan,) I 977.
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The following diagnm ( Fig Pt 2.2) sets out the broad model that is being developed.

With the changes to the State sector and to Education as a Sute institution the

relationship of PPTA to the State in each of the arenas inside education: Fayfixing,

Teachers conditions, and Cuniculum, became structurally different in some way.

Examples of the union campaigns in each of the arenas of curriculum, teaching

conditions and pay fixing before 1988 and in 1992 are compared in a large fold out table

at the end of this introduction (Fig Pt 2.3). This enables a omparison to be made

between the contexts of PPTA's action before 1988, prior to Picot, and that which

occuned in 1992. This table can be used in the following chapters to enable a continuing

comparison of the particular action under discussion.

Insing their voice

Evidence of the close symbiotic relationship between PPTA and the Department of
Education of the old stnrctures up to 1988 is shown by its absence in the new structures.

Because the consensus model was so much part of the way things were done it was only
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formally set out when it was no longer the poliry. PPTA was informed in the middle of

1988 that the method of poliry development had been changedto. This information came

via the Secondary Staffing Review Working Party. Previously the parties to a formal

working party, (in this case PPTA, SSBAII and the Education Department) sought to

reach consensus on the advice they were to present to Government as recommendations.

Arch. Gilchrist, Director of Secondary Schools who had chaired the group since 1981,

explained in a letter to the PPTA members of the Working Party that Government

"required that this be no longer the case"; the mechanism of policy input was being

changed.

The Minister distinguishes betrryeen the propriety of the use of consulation in order to become

better infrrmed and consultation in order to reach consensus. .,....-.

....Opportunities still exist tlprefore for memben of the group to me€t in order to share ideas

and information with a view to advising the Minister on policy iszues subsequently &rough

their own secretariats..... I 2.

Policy input into education was now direaly through the Minister without the prwious

mechanisms of consensus working parties. The administration of ducation was being

changed and with it PPTA's voice as the professional body with special interests was

being removed

Consultation in education policy making had shifted its meaning. It was being

constmcted as an output mechanism rather than an input one. Consultation now meant

"we will tell you what we think and you may respond." This was simultaneously a

political withdrawal of procedural and representative statusl3 fnom PPTA and an

idological position declaring the union "a vested interest". Of special note are the

particular key words of "required' and *the Minister". heviously formal letters had

referred to the Westminster system and Cabinen responsibility as the'Government view'.

This letter marks a change. What was being instituted in this was the principal-agent

relationship of New Public Management - NPM.I4

l0 Thir was tro be the only official information grven to PPTA. A number of informal messages were
received mrer this time, that the Ministry was not able to give out infmmation freely to PPTA as it was a
\ested interest".

llSSBn- Secondary School Boards Association - the representative body of secondary Bmrds of
Governors

t2 His letter was reprinted for the membership 'StafEtrg advice changes style'-. PPTA news ,Y9,8 p8 1988
l3offe, rgg5,z2l
14 Boston,Theoretical underpinnings' in Boslon,et. al Reshaping the Stue, p 15
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There was never any other official withdrawal of PPTA's interest goup status, possibly

because there never had been a formal attribution of it. The relationship had gndually

grown over a number of years and become an attribute of "the profession". The new

education structures in contrast were being created specifically without any mechanisms

for teacher input. The declaration of PPTA as a "vested interest" was of limited effect

inside the Education Department/Jvlinistry at this particular timels. There was unease in

Education circles attached to the notions of "capture" or the portrayal of teachers as an

"interest goup". The Education Department/ Ministry "leaked like a sieve"l6. so PPTA

could find out what it wanted and provide input through the informal networks. The real

purpose was to establish the NPM style and process for the new stnrctures. Nevertheless,

for those in the Minisbry to be openly associated with a *vested interest' was to draw

attention to conceflis of partiality.

The change in status of teachers vH a vr's the policy making in the State structues was not

visible at that time to the PPTA members. Remits from branches during 1988-91 were

concemed about the immediate pay process or related to @ncerns about the existing

PftA poliry such as curriculum or staffuigtT. The membership oontinued to maintain

"That the Executive should (inform, demand.. .).. the DepartmentIvlinistry...ls.

With the input for all educational decision-making now through the Minister this thereby

directly politicised education and increased the necessity for PPTA to move into the

public arena. The restriction of voice for PPTA inside the education stnrctures however

would form a problem later for the organisation. Voice determined its communication

lines and its delivery mechanism in education. If we extrapolate from Jones' study of
NZEIIe considered in Chapter 1, voice prrovided the professional efficacy - part of the

membership benefits. Voice had to be regained for PPTA to maintain this professional

role and so its union function: voice was part of PPTA's rAison d'etre.

POLITICAL FORCES

Over the time paiod that both Parts Two and Three cover, PPTA as a political

organisation was to encounter three different political forces influencing the relationship

15 Uinistry of Education Official: pers.comm. " At that time many people in the Ministry felt really
under stress with the restnrcturing and all that was going on. Noone hw what the lines of
communication were in many arees ad wp were concerned about qhere it was all going. Noone rcally
seemed to be responsible for the broader professional issues. "

16 Poficy Analyst, Ed-rcation, name with held on requesr, pers. comm. llMay 1992
17 ppte Regional Minutes, Aucklad, and South Auckland Region, lgSg-yl.
It PPTA Regional Minutes, Auckland, 14 June 1989
l9Jon"s, G.J. W. 1984 "The Saliense of Selective Benefis as lnducement to Membership in Econmic

Inerest Groups : The NZEI". M.A. Thesis, University of Canterbury.
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between PPTA and education in different and separate ways. These forces can be

personified in particular Ministers of Education and political figures and are represented

at different points of the story. There is the Old Right with its pragmatic support for

traditional meritocratic education and the separation of academic from vocational

education which is personified in the personage of Hon. Menr. Wellington from 1981 -

198a. Opposed to this was the progressive Left position, personified in Labour Ministers

Phil Amos, 1972-75 and Russell Marshall, 1984-87 concerned with expanding

educational access, vocational concerns and dissolving the mental-manual split of
education. A more recent appsrance were the economic-liberals mainly found in

Treasury brying to work through a succession of Labour Government Ministers, Stan

Rodger as Minister of State Services, and Ministers of Education, David lange and Phil

Goff. None of these people were economic-liberals ideologically themselves although

probably Phil Goff during his term as Minister qlme closest to that position politicatly.

l,ockwmd Smith, the present National Government Minister returned to a more

traditionalist New Taland pfilgmatist position supporting meritocratic education but

within a model committed to improving technological education.

As I have noted in Chapter three an important political vehicle for articulating the

moralist discourse of the traditional Right through the solutions of economic-libe,ralism

was Ruth Richardson. A vocal National Party Opposition spokespenon on Education

from 1984 to 1987 and a member of the Parliamentary Select Committee which produced

the Ouality of Teachingzo, she became quite shrill in her caU for vouchers and improved

'excellence'. This helped to create a crisis in the public arena about education prior to

the 1987 election which contributed to the Treasury and State senrices power.

Richardson's influence was extended as Minister of Finance in 1990 through which she

gained public opprobrium for cutting back welfare benefits.

Political chrunoloev

A brief political chronology follows which can be built on $ome of the interpretation

covered in Chapters two and three. The particular events in this can be seen in the

timeline (Frg. R 2.1) which preceded this introduction and will be elabmated in the

following chapters.

The old burcaucratic model pre.t9E4

In the 1970s and early 1980s the conflict of education occurred within an intact and

functioning system. It can be classified as the old traditionalist right in onflict with the

20S"ott Report @atiry of Teaching.,1986
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broad progessive left. This reached a conflict in the mid 1980s over curriculum with

Merv Wellington and the traditionalists on one side and PPTA, educational academics

and much of the Department of Education on the other side. In the various struggles at

this time PIrIA organised politically both overtly and covertly and even at the end broke

with its own tradition and openly supported I-abour's election and so came to dominate

the education political arena. This particular struggle is detailed in Chapter seven.

Temiom and political achievement 19E4-19EE

Under Russell Marshall there appeared a brief p€riod in which the views of the Minister

and those of the PPTA appeared to cohere. This can be classified as the progressive left

phase. This is the period during which a discussion of "capture'2l could have had some

sort of vatidity. It is a period of perhaps 18-24 months. However at the same time the

economic-liberal agenda operating through the Minister of Finance, Treasury and the

State Services Commission was reorganising everything else in the State, particularly at

that stage the State payfixing procedures. The deep threats to education were not

apparent at this stage although PPTA itself was experiencing a heavy managerialist line

in the payfixing arena as Chapter nine in Fart three will later show.

Resistance and accommodstion 19t&f 993

The next phase involved the open attack on education and the teacher unions with the

restructuring of education administration. During this time PPTA lost its voice in the

consensus decision-making of education as the political forces moved into a third phase.

This attack occurred separately in all of the arenas, curriculum, professional conditions

and pay fixing, through different bodies and with differing results. However the

achievement of commodification of education and its accompanying managerialist

project sought the removal of the symbiotic relationship betwear the PPTA and the

Education Department and the reduction of the PPTA's role and hence its power to a

purely union economic or monological one.

The creation of the new and different education structures following the Education Act

1989 is only lightly skefched in this study. As was noted in Chapter three, these were a

Ministry of Education (MOE), New T.aLand Qualification Authority (NZQA), the

Education Review Offrce (ERO), the Teacher Registration Board C[P.3) and Boards of

Trustees (BOTs ). The MOE, NZQA, ERO and TRB reported to the Minister. It is

important to note, howwer, that these structures were created with no formal mechanism

2t Fo, a critical analysis of the economic notion of capture see Geoff. Bertrem 'Middle Class Capttue: a

Brief Review- Repon of Royal Commission on fucial Policl VoL 3 Pan 2 (Wellinglon: RCSP, 1988)

r07-t70.
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for PPTA input although many of their functions implied teacher control. The TRB was

set up as a Crown agency with a Minister-appointed membership of three lay members

and two teaching members. It was charged with the responsibility of determining and

administering policies under which teachers would be registered and issued with a current

practising certificate. The TRB controlled entry. Registration required compleing an

approved process of training and qualification. Oo the unions gratification, State and

integrated schmls were required to appoint only registered teachers. However following

the change of government in 1990 the employment of registered teachers became a matts
of individual BOT policy. Registration was no longo mandatory.)

Individual Boards of Trustees were responsible for school administration, policy

development and for teachers' employment conditions, a situation which reinforced the

existing structure of secondary schools. They were funded for all of this except the major

components of the teachers salaries budg*. (This temporarily continued to be centrally

de;termined as a result of continuous teach€r action against its devolution.)2. There was

no formal mechanism for teachers' policy input to schools exc€pt through staff

representation on individual Boards and the process of what could be seen as

occupational squatters' rights. Thus the Education Act removed the counteruailing

regulatory control on Boards exercised by the Department of Education on which PPTA

had been able to call via shared professionalism There was no dLect input into the

development of education policy at the national lwel either for PPTA or for the School

Boards of Trustees who were required to implement the policy23. This situation later

cteated both a political difficulty and a power vacuum in education which presented an

opportunity to be exploited as the final chapters will show.

A BRIEF REVIEW OF LITERATI,]RE ON TEACIIER I,JMON ACTION AI{D
STTES OF STR,UGGLE: at the barricades, in radical clessrooms, on the picket

line or in Court

The international literatue on teach€r union action and various asp€cts of the teaching

labour process is a relatively recent but growing development.Z4 There are a number of

22 In Decemb€r 1994 this continues to be true.
23 For a detailed discussion of the political constnrction of the School Trustees Association as formal

hterest group in education see Ann Ballantyne, 'Power o Par@rship? An Analysis of the Role and
Political Positioning of the NZSTA 1989-1994." Thesis for M.Ed.(EdPol.) Victoria University of
Wellington,199

24 B. B"saot and Andrew Spaull, Teaclrcrc in ConJlia (Carltoa Melboume University Press 1972),
Jennifer Ozga and Martin l-aurn Teactters, Professionalism and C/ass (Lonrlon: Falmer, l98l)
Les Cupper, A Prortb of White Collar Union fficials, (Melbourne: Labour Sndies hogramme,

Melbourne University, I 983)
Martin l:wn, ed. The Politics of Teacher Unionism: Inrcrnaimal Penpeaives (lnndoa Croom Helm

1985)

Footnote continued...
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historical studies of teach€r unions25 and a comprehensive rwiew of a range of

international teacher unions from an organisational perspective.% Much of the literature

privileges either particular leaders or campaigns as the dynamic of success of teacher

action and so has not been directly useful for the purposes of this study except as support

for the position somewhat akin to that of Olson's, that union success is a matter of

oligarchy. Very little considers the role of teacher unions inside the internal networks of

education. My argument is that the political-administrative structures of the State both

define the limits of teacher union action and also provide an arena of opportunity at

various points of history. The structures define the context within which the various

teacher associations operate and in which the action occurs. The union can test these

structures to determine both its own strenglh, and the nature of the constnints and

opportunities available. However, the evolution of relationships between the teachers

union and various parts of the State is always an unstable situation with the State as the

ultimate controller of status and powerz7.

Much of the radical teacher literature uses the capital-labour or industrial relationship as a

prirnary identity of teachers and shows a corresponding concern ov€r matters of class,

militanry or union democracy. Investigations in education as an extension of this

ap'proach have tended to concentrate on teaching as a labour process rather more than as a

structural component of State education itself.28 Although this has highlighted studies

about classroom and school level der/elopments, or the role of the union at branch or

membership lwel, it has usuatly left unspoken questions about the broader complexity of

social relations involved in the teacher- State relationship.

Andrew Spaull and Kevin Hince, Indusfiat Relations and Smte Mumtion in Australia (Melbourne AE
Press, 1986)

Andrew Spaull, ed. Teacher Unionism in Australasia - Four penpaives (Hawthorne: ACER, 1987)

Charles Kercnner and D. Mitchell, The Changing ldea aJ a Teachen Union. (l*wes: The Falmer hess,
re88)

Brrce Cooper d. Labour Relations in Hucation: An Intemational Perspective, (New York Greenwood
hess, 1992)

25 For Aushalian examples of this qAich relate closely to New Zealand see Spaull, (d.) Austrulian
Teachen, op.cit.

John O'Brien, A Divided Unh' , Politics of NSW Teacher Mililanq since 1945, (Sydney: Allen and

Unwin, 1987)
26 Coofrer (d) Labour Relations in Hucation' op. cit.
37ofta. 19/85:221
28 E. g. Michael Apple, Teachen and Texs, (New York Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1988)
Stan. Aronowitz, and Henry Giroux, Mucaion under Siege. (South Hadley, Massachusetts: Bergin and

Garvey, 1985)
Kevin Harris, Teacherc and Classes, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1982)
Kevin Harris, Teachers Construaing tlrc Furure, (Bristol: Falmer, 1994)
Jennifer Ozga, (Ed) Schoolwo*: Approaches to the Lahour Prccess of Teaching, (Milton Keynes: Open

University, 1988)
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The radical literature on teacher action exposes the problem of this analysis by presenting

various situations as Gramscian sites of struggle. This inclines towards voluntarisnPe at

the level of action. Such literature advocates radical social change through educational

change as some form of resistance either by individual radical teachers in their

classrooms or through the agency of their unions. The stratery as a part of the'class-war'

is in effect a series of 'charges to the barricades' by individual teachers. How this is

subsequently supposed to challenge capitalism is not made clear, yet this is implid from

the language employed. There is a jump in analytical levels both from the field or the

actual level to the abstract or theoretical lwels. Conversely there is a jump from the

abstract theoretical levels straight to the actul or @ncr€te occurrences without any

mediating levels.

Whilst explaining theoretically how teachers as an organisational group, structurally

cannot be in the economic category "working class', because they are paid from revenue

rathq than from surplus valudo, Kevin Harris' answ€r to teachef,s' immediate demand of
the *what shall we do on Monday morning'falls victim to this common class-theoretical

position. His 1982 solution involved the common suggestion of joining and supporting

the teachers' union as the solution of collective action in the "working class struggle'.

Harris' argument leaps from the abstract stnrctural analysis of the capitalist State to the

individual teacher's belraviour in a conflated class-theoretical argument and a confusion

of political interest and economic systems. This gives teacher unionism more power

than it cxrn ever have independently without also taking on some of the power of the

State. However for Harris, the State does not really exist exce,pt as an administrative

capitalist instrument of social control. He therefore becomes caught in the same anti-

State mechanisms as the social liberals.

The Harris 1994 solution to the stnrctural dilemma presented to teachers now involves a

return to their claim on pnofessional knowledge and commitment as some sort of

Crramscian intellectual van$x[d3l. He app€ars to have left the State problem aside, but

has joined the idealist reformers.

This response is symptomatic of a variety of class-theoretical ap,proaches for education

identifying teacheds own personal interests as part of the idealis€d *united working class'

of the economic sector and teacher action as *class- struggle'. It forms much of the

radical rationale for teacher unionism. This approach defines all unions equally as part of

29 e p"rticut"r example is Aronowitz and Giroux, Eds cuiul under Siege.
30 Hatti", Teachers otd Classes,
3l Harris, Teachers Constnraing the Future,
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civil society within a triangulated model of civil society, State and economy and blurs the

structured reality into the abstract analytical framework of *class struggle'3z. Class

struggle then becomes any dispute of whatever substance belween employer and

employed. It does not seem to matter whelher this is in the broader interests of the

working class or not. "Class-struggle'as a concept loses any political analytical power

retaining only a moral and propaganda role as a call to action.

Teacher unionism as the vehicle for social change is then also treated in this reductionist

way. The teachers' union would be the vehicle for educational and/o'r social change if it
wasn't bureaucratic, elitist, undemocmtic, coll.aboratist, bourgeois, gutless, a sell-out

(choose the appropriate epithet). The political nature of trade unionism and the political

opportunities and particular historical conditions under which action occurs are not really

addressed. This restricts any assessment of the nature of teacher union strategies, either

broadly for education or more closely for teachers. Y€* the political nature of teacher

unionism is its very being. As Martin [awn succinctly puts it teachers are 'Servants of
the state'33

There has been an assumption in some of that literature that teacher unionism is in some

ways to be seen in opposition to teacher professionalism. This class-related argument

howerrer also conflates much of the complexity of particular strategic decisions. A set of
literature which challenges this rather reductionist position is that foom Ozga, Lawn otr

Grace.3a These witers have all in different ways dealt with the strategic tensions in the

structural position of teachers as an organised body and with the complexity of the

process of teaching. They have given recognition to the @ntested class-strategic nature

of 'teacher professionalism' and recognised the peculiar relationship of teachers and the

State. Collectively th€y have shown how professionalism for teachers (in England) was

32 Thir position is often seen in the literature of communist or hr left organisations such as the July 1994
Workers Voice (New ZEslAfr) analysis and zupport fs |rf7.F'I campaign for pay pnty with secondary
teachers as class struggle.

33 Martin l-zwn, Semants of the State- The Contested Control of Teaching 19fr -1930 ([.ewes: Falmer,
1987)

34 Uartio [awn, arxl Gerald Grace, eds. Teachen: the Culrure and Politics oJ Work (Lewes: Falmer
Press, 1987)

Martin Lawn" *The Spur and The Bridle: changing the mode of curriculum control'. Jor mal of Cuniailum
Sudies ,1987

lawn, ^Senan* oJthe Srare op cit.
Jennifer Ozgaand Martin IawnTeachers,Professionalismand Class (I-ondon:Falmer l98l)
Jennifer Ozga, *hrt of the Union, School Re,presenativqs and theb Work' in lewn srd Crace op. cil

t987,
Gerald Grace, Teachers ,Idcolop and Contol (lnndon Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978)
S. Walker, and Len Barton, eds., Chotging Policies, Clmnging Tuchen, (Milon Keynes: Open

Univenity)
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embedded in the relationship of primary teachers to the Statds as a *legitimated

professiona6. Concurrently the State was also providing for the development of mass

primary education. The complexity and potential difficulty of the management of the

teachers for the State in England was eased through what lawn and Ozga call *indirect

rule'. In return for gaining some limited autonomy through the notion of *partnership"37

the direct resistance by teachers to the imposition of requirements by the State was

reduced. This merged teaching into the State's structures and using my framework can

also be seen as an example of 'rational oppoftunism' providing 'dialogical possibillty'.

Professionalism for teachers provided what Dale calls 'licensed autonomy' over their

working lives while also providing children with opportunities for individual benefit.

The autonomy of teachers in decision making is granted, but periodically and under

particular political conditions teachers are reminded that there are limits to the matters

over which teacher decision making has influence. 38 Teachers are simultaneously the

professionals and the workers.

The notions of 'professional unionism' and "negotiated policy" p'resant Kerchner and

Mitchell3e with an ideal for organised teachers to strive towards. Their approach

portrays unionism as an ideologicat rather than a material force. It then distils the

discussion of teacher unionism or as they call it, unionisation, down to the pragmatic

definition provided through the recognition of bargaining agent status in the employment

contract ilself. Teacher unionism is therefore defined outside itself by the legal economic

relationship of the employment contract. It is what Offe would onsider a monological

definition focusing directly on the economic relationship.

Kerchner and Mitchell however operate within a very nationally specific pluralist model,

dissolving class considerations completely and at the same time assuming the American

social formation to be the norm' Their'generational app''oach' model relates to the

particular industrial relations envircnments of California and Illinois. They describe the

changing strategies of teachers' unions over time (and across different but almost

unnoticd political conditions). Teacher unionisation thus moves from the'metf and

confer generation" of State servants through a separation into a 'good faith bargaining'

process of labour-management conflict which is maintained legally or disintegrates to a

35 I-at"tr, Semanfi of tlu Swe 1987.
36 Grace, Teachers ,Ideotogy and Contrcl
37 Martin lanm, and Jennifer Ozga, 1986, 'Unequal partners: Teachers under idirect rule' British

Journal Sociology Huurion 7 2. pp 225-238.
3SDtleEZaccr;iolt and the State 1989,37-39
39 K.choer, and Mitcbell The Changing ldca ,ppl0{- 145.
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bitt€r *meet me at the barricades' model. They suggest the hopeful ideal of a new third

stage of 'negotiated policy' and 'professional unionism'.

Unfortunately the driving mechanism of their model appears to be the idea, as such,

rather than any structural considerations related to the nature of either the economic or the

political sphere. Even their definition of teacher unionism is a distillation of a legal

employment contract yet this relationship is also devoid of any political-economic

changes occurring in particular school districts or States. In the end it seems change is

related to individual actors having the right idea and being eith€r stroppy or

accommodating at the right moment in history. They brush over the particular conflicts

which bring about change and concentrate on dweloping their essentialist idea of
'generation'. In the process they lose sight of the material dynamics of power by which

any change may have occuned.

Lurking underneath the various processes they describe is the pressure and the

@nsequences of forcing teachers with a particular model of work which they define as

professional into the constraints of a monological Taylorist relationship. They describe

the various attempts by the State to controlo remove or restrict the teachers' cultural

identity, the claim to educational professionalism. The various responses by the teachers

could also be seen to be more than just differences in strategy if that was the matter for

considenation. They are all different forms of rational opportunism under changtng

political conditions. Yef this claim to educational professionalism is what Kerchner and

Mitcheil then assert will be the new model way forward for teacher unionism. By

asserting the idea it is impliod that it will occur.

However the model of 'meet me at the barricades'{ in Kerchner and Mitchell's

framework acts as a warning of potentiality for New Zealand education. Changes in

teachers' interest goup status followed the changes in the State Sector Act bringing

teachers under the kbour Relations Act of 1988 and then lat€r the Employment

Contracts Act 1991. The latter is similar to labour-economics models developed in

America. A rigid legal contract system for teachers' employment produces the potential

for the *me€t me at the banicades'response in an attempt to gain or even maintain the

monological achievements.

As will be shown in Part three the conhactual nature of the ECA in New Zealand also

produces an accompanying "see you in Court' response. The power of the Court,

€ ruio. ptol
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another part of the State, becomes the weapon of political stnrggle available to those

unions with financial means. However the restriction of the right to strike and the

removal of a requirement for good faith bargaining which occurred in the ECA in New

Zealand in 1990, goes much further in denying pow€r to a union than most other

American labour legislation. It is an indication both of the anti-union anitude of the

1990 National Government and a change in the nature of the State. This also restricts the

union's recourse to the Court to require the *good faith bargaining" of basic contract and

forces the union towards other strategies for its own survival.

Examining the PPTA: the New Zealand Secondary Teachersr Union

In New Zealand there has been very little work done which has examined teacher

unionism let alone the issues touched on above. While there has been a centennial

history of NZEI which proudly portmys the achievement$ of a "professional teachers

association'4l, and a number of dissertations and theses addressing NZEI42, very little

exists specifically on PPTA. This is in spite of the fact that many of the developments in

secondary education such as curriculum, staffrng and organisational planning, are areas in

which PPTA has been deeply involved. PPTA had a presence on almost all of the

national education policy working parties since 1960 and an input into the

implementation procedures of almost all education policies.

It is almost as if PPTA as the body representing organised secondary teachers was so

much part of the taken-for-granted of New Zaland education that it became invisible.

For instance, Cumming and Cumming in their expansive History of State Education in

New Zealanda3 make only one indexed notation of PPTA (regarding an industrial threaQ

although they do discuss NreI shghtly more extensively. Although PPTA was formed

relatively recently in 1952 they discuss all the developments afts that in which PtrIA

played a major role; State aid to private schools, school design, buildings programmes,

cuniculum developments, social ducation, teacher education, teachers' gradings,

examinations, forms of assessment. Both the functioning and direction of secondary

education in the Cummings' version occurs mainly through the benevolent concerns of

the officials and occasionally politicians or local Secondary School Boards. The power

41EJ SimmouJs, TIZEI: /00, (WellingtonNZEI, 1983)
a f.g. Jones, 'Selective Benefits: The N7.FI', 1984 op.cit
Terrence O'Brien, "A Crihcal Analysis of lndustrial Relations fur Prinsry Teachers in New Zealand,"

MPP research paper, Victoria University Wellington, 1990,
Vicki Carpenter, *Winners and Losers: the NZEI anl Bullfirnding,1992 " Dissertatio'n, M. E4 University

ofAuckland, 1993
43 co--ing and Cummin g History of State Hucaion 1978, Index.
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or concerns of the se@ndary teachers' union wetre, it seems, only to be investigated in

the negative or industrial sense via a threat of withdrawal of labour.

PPTA can be investigated directly as the organisation of State seryice employees, as a

union. This involves an investigation of the structure and functioning of the union, and

its srategies and achievements over a particular p€riod of time. This history of PPTA

would parallel that of NZEI focusing directly on achievements and campaigns. This

work has not been completed as a single project although parts of that history do exist.

Flecher,l+ a former PPTA President, described the influence of the PPTA on the

curriculum during the 1960s. He outlines 'professional partnoship' between the

Department of Education and teachers which produced the official curriculum

developmant in the Curriculum Dorelopment Unit. The relationship befween the

Department of Education and the teachers association is not problemati$ed in this work,

neither is the role of the State. PPTA is portrayed as the p'rogressive force in curriculum

pursuing an incremental drive to 'professionalism" for tachers, and equal opportunity

for children. The Department of Education appears as the instrument for resourcing and

ratification. PPIA is the professional expert.

Good45 continued this detailed history into the next p€riod until 1972. He compared

what I describe in Chapter 5 as the'p'rofessional project'of the PPTA with the militancy

of the Victorian Secondary Teachers Association in Australia. He does this without

really going into any ddails of the different relationship that each organisation had to the

State or the political conditions which prorailed at the particular time "By 1970s PPTA

was no longer a pressue goup interested in industrial issues but a professional goup

interested in the broader advancement of education.'6 Good's thesis continues the

hadition in which industrial issues are either extracted from the context of education or

else are ontrasted with teacher prrofessionalism.

Hower,rer a strictly historical aprprroach provides e\ddence in establishing PPTA as an

actor concerned with education, but is of limited value in addressing the more complex

question of the PPTA as both agent and part of the structwe of State education. The

strictly historical approach does not analyse the structual limits or possibilities of any

action. The retationship of PPTA to the broader structures of education, other State

44 Wl Fletchr, 1971, 'The Post Primary Teachers Association and the Secodary School Curriculum',
Dip. Ed. Disse,rta6on, Massey University, Falmerston No'rfr.

45 ni"Utd Good, "A cotrtrast in Militancy: a coryorative strdy of NZFPTA and the Victoria STA. l!bG'
lyl2',M.A. Thesis, University of Otago, 1979

46 nia. sg
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agencies or the political arena is unexamined. In the union history apProach the

effectiveness of action is limited to particular strategic and/or leadership questions. This

assigns organised teachers the voluntarist position and privileges the role of the union

leadership as the factor for educational change along the lines of Olson's oligarchic

model.

The documentation of PPTA history so far undertaken does illustrate the changing

orthodoxy of PPTA at different times. This could reflect the dominant political

perspectives of the then current Executive. The changing orthodoxy howet/er may enable

some comparison of the changing influences and relationships over time in the real

world. These changes can be related to a political-economic reading of that history. So

that rather than the personages of the leadership being daerminant, the dynamic becomes

the differing economic-political impemtives at a number of ler,,els including the State. In

addition to the various leadership responses to those imperatives there is the

membership's response. The choices, ideas, or opportunities for action are available to

the leadership only within limited options which include the nature of the membership,

the available resources of the organisation, both ideologlcal and material, and an

assessment of the prevailing political conditions.

An investigation of the union as a structural component of education thoeby involves an

analysis of both the State and the part that the teachers' union plays as part of the

stnrcture and functioning of education in the State. This is a more political approach.

One such approach was taken by S.J. InE147, who explicitly examined PPTA as a

political interest goup. He sees PPTA however as just one of the interest groups of

education involved in education politics reflecting pluralistic interest group assumptions.

The game theory he used identified the different educational interest groups, the NEI,
PPTA, the Department of Education, the Education Boards and the Secondary School

Boards Association (SSBA) as 'the players' in a pluralistic State structure. Ingle details

the educational political alliances which actively come together to prroduce outcomes in

education. He focuses on the interconnections and strategies of educational policy

making and compares the effectiveness of the different 'players'. However he does not

relate these to the economic or political changes, nor to particular educational questions.

The economy and the fiscal concerns of the time he is dealing with - the 1960s - are

ignored. The State as such is not problematised, but taken for gRnted, it just [1

47 SJ log", 'The Politics of Hucatim'-Ph. D. thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1967,

SJ. Ingle, 'A comparative study of twn educational pres$re groups' Politiml Science 23, (1, Jure'
r97r) 2943,
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The politics of education was also the topic of an article by Bnrce Webstera8, a previous

General-Secretary of PPIA. As well as contributing to the historical project of PPTA

during the 1970s, he provides detail of the interest mediation process. Webster, in

conftast to Ingle, sees this as the 'professionalism' of PPTA and attempts to portray the

interests of teachers as the interests of education. However both Webster and Ingle treat

the union, the schools and the State as equal partners in an essentially rational process of

bureaucratic poticy decision-making. The differences in power of the various players are

reduced to differences in political strategy. The success of the group is a measure of the

correctness of the strategy. The State, which for both Webster and Ingle, is the

Education Department, is portrayed both as an arbiter of the intqest groups and yet at the

same time it is one of assorted government agencies. The relationship of the State to

education in the broadq questions of the functioning of capitalism cannot be addressed

within this framework.

PPIA has also been the sourceae and the subject of some small a-histuic pieces. One

which has gained popularity and derives from PPTA's own myth-making is a piece by

I-auder and Yedo. This addresses PPTA's ability to resist "proletarianisation'through

the 1978 snike for pay increases and the UE campaigr of 1984. This work wrenches

action out of its political-social @ntext and suggests idealistically that there is the

possibility of socialism attainable througlr the action of teachers' unions. However as

following chapters will show (particularly chapters seven and nine) these particular

48 B-"" Webster, "The Politics of the New Znalzfr Post-primary Teachers Association" in M. Clarlq ed.

The Politics of Mucation in NewTzaland, (NZCER, WellingOn, l98l)
a9We need to remember that PPTA itself has played a role in the develcrpmeil ard spread of various

educational ideas and directions. Its own publications, PPTA Joumat @ublishd until 1990) cfr PPTA

Nehls which as well as being an in-house union newsleter also conained in depth features of political,
union or educational ineortarc€. Tbese are received in every staff rmm. They raised issues fof debate

and set out a position. Tb education debete often moved from the PPTA source ido the school

brancbes and into the Academ. The executive and the professional staff have both cootributed to this

development through their writing over the years.
Thee reiatively welfknown recent e^amples-of edrrcation writets cloeely associated wifr PPTA are Rae

Mumo, Phillip Capper, and Helen Pearce.

Mumo as the chair oftne ppTA Curriculum Rwiew Group in the late 1960s and 1970s .ras instnrnental in
gefing PPTA support for creating the development of a vigomus curriculum debete by teachers. Munro
*as atso an iryoitent source of critical iAeas atrout eacber education, asses$nent and evaluetion axl a
ceaseless critic of sham. He was also at the forefront of the debate against performance pey fof teachers

as a result of theltfimrc Repn (Wellingtoa PPTA 1989) which PPTA commissiod in 1988.

Phillip Capper, a P-PTA Advisory and Re6arch Officer has both contibuted and popularised a number of
iOeis ai"ocatiOg change in iuricutum, school organisation ad in both the natrre and function of
education throrgh the vehicle of organised teache,rs.

Helen (Watson) Pearce who as a member of fte PPTA Executive, the PPTA Women's Officer, latterly a

fietd officer is rr,ell -knorrm for her vocal zupport for nomen and gids and her vritings on feminist

themes in both the edrcation and the feminisl apal
50 Hugh l-auder, and Beverley Yee, "Are teachers being prolearianised?' in S. Walker and Barton' L'

(H{) Chorying Policies, Changing Tuchen {Milton Keynes: Open University, 1987,) pp 58-71
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campaigns can only be really understood in their historical political context, not as case

studies of particular sociological concepts.

Only Gordon's and Wilson's brief work on the teacher unions and the potential effect of
the education changes on their functionssl shrts to provide an analysis of PPTA as both

an actor in the development of the education and part of the structure of State education

itself. Both Gordon, and Gordon and Wilson have recognised the complexity of the

teachers' role in the State and the fikelihood that a negative result for teacher unions

would follow the separation of education policy from operation.

Throughout the restructuring process from 1988 ro 1992 the unions were engaged in

contesting the policy and actively seeking to shape it to reveal various political

o'pportunities. It is this complex relationship of contestation and power which is needed

to give us a more rounded understanding of the rec€nt changes in education. We need to

sort out just how and what things are different and the role of organised teachers in that.

From this we may be able to develop a deeper understanding of the complexity of the

changing relationship betrreen the State and its teachers.

5l h, Gordon 'Picot and the Disempowerment of teachers' in Deba 41. (lg8g) pgl3-fi
I iz Gmdon, The bulk funding of teacher's salaries: a case study in education policy lVaw Zealand Annwl

Review of Humtion, /. ( Wellington:Victoria University, l99l), pp 28-58
Liz fuon, 'The state, devolntion and edrrcational reform in New Zsaltfr'. Joumal of Httudon Policy.

(1991)
Liz fuon, and Ken Wilson, 'New Zealand", in Bruce Cmper (d) Labour Rebtions in Humtion: An

Intemational Penpeaive (New Yck, Circenwood Press, 1992)
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CHAPTER FOUR

PPTA, ITS STRUCTURE, ORGANISATION AND ROLES

The struclure of PPTA as an organisation in the 'old structures' reflects the Department of
Education as they were until 1989. In this PPTA can be oompared with NZEI. The

secondary education structure provided various 'arenas of opportunity and political action'

through which PPTA carried out its role as both a professional association and a teachers'

union in the Keynesian State. The arena model which is developed in this chapter provides

the analytical framework through which much of the discussion of the various campaigns

takes place in later chapters.

PART ONE: PPTA, THE PRE- HISTORY
The New Zealand Post Primary Teachers Association, NZPPTA, or PPTA (sometimes

cdled by both its paid staff and the media, the Secondary Teachers Unionl), officially came

into being in 1952. PPTA has always been a voluntary organisation and its antecedents

stretch back to the establishment of New Zaland education.

NZEI (now the primary and early childhood teachers'and workers' union) was originally
formed in 1883 as the national professional teacher associationz reflecting the Scottish roots

of the early provincial educational institutes. The aim was to be a national voice for
education and NZI to a large extent arose as an amalgamation of these various provincial

education institutes following the Education Act 1877. NAI was attributed status as a
professional body by the State through the Public Schml Teachers' Incorporation and Court

of Appeal Amendment Act 1897. This recognition simultaneously established national

procedurs for the discipline and dismissal of State teachers in which TIZEI received formal

recognition as the professional association.3 The original I{ZEI membership was composd
of teachers from both pnmary and secondary schools as well as members of the university

colleges. The inaugural meeting was chaired by a seoondary principal and secondary and

university teachers and Departmental officers were all present in the original membership.

The Department of Education madea financial gnnt towards the expenses of those attending

the first annual conferences.a

I lt" name change is not an official one, merely one reflecting an anti-union position by many of the
newspapers and an assertion of pro-unionism by PPTA
2 Simmonds, MEI 100,(tg8fj,g-Zs
3 Thi. Act was gurded through Cabinet by W.P. Reeves, the architect of the IC& A Act who was also a
Minister of Education This legislation recognised and gave NZEI powers to require the setting up of a
Court of Appeal to consider appeals against teachers dismrssals - this ford the eady protection against the
po$€rs of the Blucation Boards, Extrapolated from Simmonds 1983: 4
4 n.C. Butchers, The Hucation Slstem, (Wellington: 1931) cited in PPTA "The Need for a Separate
Secodary S€nrice" 1978, Annual Conference Paper, from Executive.
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Over the first two decades NAI ooncentrated its enerry on achieving standardised national

salaries (the Colonial Scale). Salaries were to be paid by the Department of Education

according to a scale through the Education Boards rather than continuing the earlier

Provincial practice of a range of wages determined by separate schml committees. NZEI

also pressed for the establishment of Inspectors to be a national-professional responsibility

rather than an individrnl Board responsibility. NZEI was an important pressure for

centralism, seeking alongside the national salary structure, the development of national

policies for teaching, superannuation for teachers, an upgraded professional training and a

voice for teachers at the national level.s These issues became part of the development of the

State education. They were issues of more immediate concern to the rapidly growing

number of State funded primary schools and the technical schmls than the more separate

secondary schools which were funded from endowmerts and fees. That is,I{ZEI had more

of national educational focus and reflected the concerns of the numoically grater primary

teachers rather than the more limited focus on conditions and higha education of the smaller

number of seoondarv school teachers.

I{ZPPTA, formed in 1952, is formally an amalgamation which occurrod between the

Secondary Teachers Association and the New Zealand Technical Schools Teachers'

Association. The formation of separate secondary teachers association dates back to 1888

and the first National Conference of Secondary School Headmasters who formed a new

organisation: the Secondary Schools Association, SSA. Secondary assistant teachers were

at first only observers but gained a vote in 1902, and formed their own Secondary

Assistants Association in 19096. The combination of principals and seoondary assistants

becamethe Secondary-Schml Teachers Association in 1913. The New Z'aland Technical

Schools Teachers' Association was formed in l9l4 rather in opposition to NZEI to cover

the interests of the growing number of teachers in the Technical Schools and manual

departments administqed by the Education Boards. The centnlised salary and stafftng

scales and the systern of gfading of teachers were extended to cover secondary schools in

1920 increasing the centralising pressure on the secondary schools' Boards. The two

teachers' organisations merged their joumals into one in 1932 as a prelude to some form of

mooted amalgamation of seondary teachersT.

5 Simmonds, MEI , 1659
6 The earlier Secondary Schools Association became the Secondary Schools Principals' Association.
'f
' The first issue of the joint journal noted both the economics of a combined organisation and the funtre

development of combined tectnicat and academic education. Joint Newsletter of SSA and NZTSTA' May
1932. This publication became The Secondary Teacher. in 1935
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Although there was oontinu,al pressure from NZEI to establish one joint national teachers'

association8, the fus real move by the teachers in secondary schools towards amalgamation

was to form all secondary (post-primary) teachers into one organisation.e A conflict

benween mental and manual forms of knowledge howerrer was manifest in concerns

expressed betwen the technical school and the "academic' teachers. The technical schml

teachers, who incidentally contained a large number of women teacherslo, opposed the

elitism of the academic teachers. As well they resented the qualification-based seoondary

pay structure which had been established in secondary schmls through the Education

Amendment Act 1920. For a long time the membership of the TSTA resisted any vote to

formally amalgamate to form a secondary teachers'association. However it was generally

agreed by both groups that secondary teaching was different from primary teaching. The

status difference bdwen primary and the secondary teachers can be seen in the final choice

of the name of the proposed organisation, Post-primary Teachers Association.

Following the Labour Government-establishd Thomas Report in 1944, all secondary

schools had been regulated to provide a compulsory oore curriculum. This required that all

"types" of secondary schools teach the specifred firnge of both academic and technical

subjects. This led to the establishment of technical and commercial departments in all 'pos-

primary' schools. The pressure towards an amalgamation of the associations of the

technical teachers and the smndary teachers increased with this dwelopment and finally

happened in 195211. The union coverageof PPTA was in effect d€t€nnined by extemal

8 ematgamation talks between the TSTA and SSTA and NZEI em€rge continually over the years, there is a
reco'rd oldiscussions between 1916- 1919, and the formation of a short lived stnrcture for a NZ Federation

of Teachers in 1930. PPTA Archives, 38/.Educational Organisations.
Cunently the talk is of an Education Sector Union - an ESU either as a federation or amalgamation At this
stage - Dec. 1994 it is very much an onoff relationship, probably moving owards an amalgamation of
PPTA, AUS and ASTE.
9 ppfeJoumal, l.No l.lglzEditorial,p. l.
l0 SeconlaryTudrcr, Vol. 2. 1940- 1952 (files in PPTA Archive) The subjects taught by a majority of
won1gn in technical schools included Fnglish, Arithmetic or Civics, Commscial Practice, Book-keeping,
Needlework, Cooking, Gen€rat Science Women also usually taugbt the academic core subjects in the junior
area in the technical schoots. They were sometimes but not always less qualified thqn the dher teach€f,s of
Latin, Crreek, English, various t'rancnes of Maths, History, Geography and Sciences u/h9_ taugb! in the

uaditionat gfuls secondery schools. (Helen Pearce, PPTA, Hl2ll3l, ASOII/4/ lune 1992 "Reclaiming
our Past" Information to Executive).
ll Secondary TeacherVol,Z 1952,p12 PPTA archives.
Pearce PPTA i{ zJlSl,also comment! that 'an interesting feature of the early organisations were tbat they

{both} rpsreiryed positions for women to ensrme representation of women teachers During the discussions for
emqlgamation it was decided to dispense with thia requirement. The Joint Executives made this statement:

It was considered hy the Joint Exccvfives that the miiimum rcpresmtation laid down in such a atwe tmds m

becottw the maximum.
The hccvtive accoilingty decided at the instance of the womm rvprcsentafives oJ both As-sociations to luve
thismarteropen,retytn"g'onthegoodsenseandjuigmwntofmemben o secune in thefuturc,as they hwe
in the pst, adeqmte wprcsmtation oJ womm in the acantive of the new lssociation
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Department of Education decisionsrz while the growth of PFrIA followed the gowth

secondary schools.l3 The union structure reflected the orgnisation of production that

served.

PPTA and NZEI - similar but different.

The complex administrative structure in New Zalandeducation which had developed to the

1960s was mostly a series of add-ons to the system first set up in the 1870s and described

in chapter two. This had differing effbcts on the politics of I{ZEI and the PPTA and on

secondary and primary educationla. In the primary sy$em the Education Department was

responsible for professional matters and the grading and inspection of teachers for the pay

scale increments. The Regional Education Boards which had wolved from the provincial

boards were responsible for the administration of the schools, i.e. the decisions over

funding and areas affecting teachers' conditions of senrice such as the recruitment and

appointment of teachers. The elected School Committees of the individual primary schools

were responsible for day-to'day managern€nt of the schools. IIZEI formed allianccs with

the schml committees and the Department of Education agains the Education Bmrds (Fig.

4.1). Through the centralised enforcement of agreed proc€dures, both NZEI and the

Department of Education sought more school influence over the Board's funding decisions,

over the $affing structures, the policies affecting teachers' working conditions,ls and the

implementation of the curriculum guidelines.

The secondary system on the other hand was less formally centralised. Reflecting the

idolory of autonomy of the early secondary school Boards of Governorso administration

was more local. Staff ap'pointm€nts, school operations and particular curriculum decisions

were all made at school or local level, while decisions involving staffing, salaries and

buildings, the inspection of both schools and teachers and the examination prescripions

were made at national lwel (Fig. 4.1). PPTA sought alliances with the Secondary Schools

Boards to gain increased funding and alliances with the Education Departmart again* the

Secondarv Schools Boards over matters such as curriculum, examinations and for achioring

m

it

12 Thir process 6f rrnioDs nirrffiing the organisation (or reorganisation) to uAich it related was again

repeated in the late 1960s and tflfi by thJseparation of the Technical Institute Teachers (ATID 8d the

t"a"ne". college lecturers (TCA) into thiir own associations as the tertiary sector expanded and separated out

from the schools secttr.
13 Th"abolitionof theproficiency examination in 1936 by kborn rqsult€drn,oPel ryondary schooling

up to age 19. Secondai school rotts iuryoO from 1942 so that berween 1945 8nd 1975 strte secondary

sinoot Jtudent nrmbers n"O iocto..O Ui :m percent with a cone.spondrng rise in the need fm teachers and

more schools.
Dept.Ed.Srare Secondary Schools in Newzzatand a baseline survq (Wellinglon Dept. Education l98l)

P,l2
14 S. Ingle 'A coqarative study between two pressure groups" , Politimt Scimce 23, l, 1971, p2943
15 Simmonds, I{ZEI pp228 - 278 covers these concerns from an NZEI position
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nationally enforced conditions of employment or in-service training. This requirement for a

changing set of alliances revealing diffaent oppoftunities increased the political character of

PITIA. This political character was to become important in the future.

Fig. 4.1

The Administrative Relationships of PPTA, NZEI & Dept. Ed, pre-19E9

While both NZEI and PPTA saw themselves as commined to both the indu$rial and

professional concerns of teachers, PPTA has been porrayedl6 and sees itself as the more

militant organisation. It claims a record of striking (gene,rally lasting only one day in each

region ) dating back to 1961 to a disputeover School Certificate marking. Howet/er rather

than industrially militant, as such, it would be more correct to say that PPTA has been

somewhat more mncerned with the labour process implications of any project than the

educational questions directly. Also PPTA is more easily able to motivate members for a

political campaign. To an extent this is related to PPTA's history of concern over the

teaching oonditions at the individual school level. This created the rational opportunist

requirement to seek State involvement by regulating to restrict individual Board

interprdations. Following its formation in 1952 PPTA had created the indusEial

organisation to achieve that .

The difference between i{ZEI and PPTA then is both historical, organisational and a

cultural. f\fZEI had develo@ a very close professional relationship with the Department of

Education which dated back to their own shared beginnings. The relationship goes back to

the establishment of a national education system, their shared opposition to the Education

Boards and the notion of teaching as vocation. This culture of NZEI is well dweloped both

16 S* Crordon, and Wilson" 1992, "New Z.p:tlafr' op cit. and Pat. Walsh, 'Conditions of employment in
Tomorrow's Schools: industrial relations and personnel policies in the education sector'. (Wellington
Industrial Relations CenFe, Victoria University of Wellington, Typascript 1990.)
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institutionally and in the membershiplT. The officials and Inspectors in the Depafiment of
Education, had been teachers and just through the sheer differences in numbers most had

been NZEI members. NZEI members as a career choice had chosen to teach and had

dweloped a strongly caring-oriented vocational notion of the profession.l s

Many PPTA members on the other hand had become teachers as a result of a well-paid

studentship to university which required that they teach at least one year in a seondary

school for every paid year of university study on salary. The choice of teaching as a <:ueer

was for many a secondary consideration.le Their commitment to teaching thereby became

bound up in their commitment to the knowledge of their subject and gaining a degree.

Underpinning the different attitude to militancy are differing cultures of education. Primary

schools are more oniented to compulsory schooling and individual children's needs and

secondary schmls iue more oriented to credentials and the social function of schooling.

NZEI members portray this in their own version of a moral chant, *primary teachers teach

children, secondary teachers teach subjects". PPTA members on the other hand see the

position from an equally moralist but somewhat more elitist one that "primary teachers are

concerned with all that holi$ic activity 'stuff when theirjob is to teach children to read and

understand maths for seondary" 20 .

Organisationally therewas also a difference. NZEI had formed from clusters of individual

teachers in different worksites con$ituting geognphically located local institutes or

branches. The I{ZEI formative period was as a professional bo$ closely related to the

Department of Education at the national level seeking to influurce the Education Boards who

operated at a regional level. This sructure moved organisationally towards a moreindusrial

17 Jit Delahunty , Ex. Sec. CSSU, ex. Salaries Research Officer, NZEI, intenriew,SlglL
" NZEI was much rrrore concernod about education issws than the indusrial ones. There was

strong \ocational'concer& seeing teaching ar 
" "aflingr 

which has been used to dampen a nrmber
of industrial differences. AII that Pinder, the Dilector Primary ( in 1970s) had to say was, *If we
give you that{pay rise}, we will not be able to do the reading programme' or u&at ever was
NZEl'spetprojectatthetime, And NZEI hadtogivein- TheDepartmentsuccassfullyplayed
offthe professional agrinst industrial. Howev€tr, finqily h 1970 NZEI atso ttreatered industial
action to gain a salary increase and were zuccessful'.

lSFor e*"mples of the concerns of a group of prinary teachers over the implications for professional
partnership of the rcforms in education see Keith Sullivan, " The Myth of Partnership- in l{Z Anntnl
Review of Mucationr2 (Wellington: Victoria University, l99Z) 15l-167. This article expre*ses nell the
"Snofessional' and service culhre of pimary @cbs.'' A striking number of the branch officers I interviewed for this study (wer 60% ) idicated frat they had
gone to university on a paid snrdentship and then went teaching. A number also indicated that they had not
actually chosen teaching as such , they wanted to go to university. This sample is zuppo,rted by PPTA's
own research. 'The greatest concentation of PPTA members in 1993 is the coho'rt in their forties rvho came
in to teaching via a university studentship dumg the 1960s'. PPTA News July 1993 p. 8
20 Interviews with braffh officers: this is arather less brutal paraphrase of a commonly reported view.
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serviceroleinthe l960sfollowingchangestostatepay-fixingprocedures.2l PPIA on the

other hand had originally been established as a school-based organisation specifically

concerned about conditions of teaching in schools. Its branches were the members'

worksites, and so the basic organising functions occured directly at school level.

Historically PPTA had been ooncerned about the members aonditions and had moved

organisationally to encompass more professional roles and extend these into a union

perspeclive.

Union Coverage

PPIA currently holds "bargaining agent status'22 for a majority of State and intqrated
secondary teachers and principals while I{ZEI holds "bargaining agent status' for State and

integrated primary teachers and principals, early childhood teachers, as well as the Teacher

Advisory, support, para-professional staff and teacher aides.

The original demarcation of membership coverage by PPTA on NZEI historically was

determined by whether the particular teaching service was administered directly through the

Department of Education or via the regional Education Boards. This has led to some

anachronisms and some minor issues of demarcation which still continue Teacher Sup'port

and Development Advisers working via the Colleges of Education are members of NZEI,

since most were originally primary teachers, seconded to the Department of Education.

Manual Training CenEes were originally established as separate bodies under the ontrol of
seoondary education. The manual teachers of workshop craft, (wood or metal) and home

emnomics and clothing teaching in Fl-2 Intermediate schmls which these centres beczme

attached to, are PPTA members in an NZEI environment. The salaries and conditions of
this group continue to be negotiated under the PPTA employment contract as seoondary

teachers. This has meant in some Fl-2 Intermediates, the manual teacher is only qualified to

teach in their speialist area yel earns more than the Deputy Principal who was qualified as a

generalist classroom teacher and who is seen as a professional leader. There has been a

consequential development of some quite bad feeling between these two groups. Although

the 1987 pay negotiations included a disputeover continuation of that ooveragg the manual

teachers, as could beexpected, sought to stay with PPTA and the Government chose not to

deny them reognition or legislate them out as they were able at time.

21 n g6ZState serrrice organisations were given status in state pay-fixing, PPTA Annual reryn. 1962,
p.2.

^ 
FoTNZEI'sresponse tothis see Simmonds,lIZEl lffi pp2l7-228

zz Following the ECA in l99l *unions' as legal entitias disappeared to be replaced by friendly societies
who could hold bargeining egent status on employment matters on behalf of individual members. Audd
coverage now becomes is designated as bargaining &gent $atus.
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The Area Schools, the small rural schools are a more modern development of theold D$dct

High Schools with both primary and secondary departments. They contain both PPTA and

NZEI membetrs, and have a jointly negotiated s@arate collctive employment contract.

The Form l-7 schools are another type which were first set up in 1964. They were

secondary schools with their own elected Boards. Both primary and secondary teachers in

these schools are employed under the higher salaried secondary contract and enjoy the

longer secondary holidays.

Aside from thesg there is not a competing structure of education unions as exists in some

other countries. While ideas of forming a competing union have emerged from time to time

this has usually been in response to a perceived difficulty by a subgroup within the existing

unions. These alternative organisations are only short lived without any a@e$s to

recognition and the achievement of bargaining status. So far this recognition has not been

deliverod exc€pt where it was in the interests of Government 23.

PART TWO PPTA: AN ELECTED ORGANISATIOF4
PPTA is an elected bureaucratic organisation reflecting in many ways the procedures and

processes of the State it was related to. The organisational structure of PPTA has rernained

relatively unchanged since the 1960s25 dthough there was some dqnocratic adjustmant of

the powers and organisational responsibility of the central executive in 1978 and some

increase in funds to the regions in 1988. Centrally there is an elected executive supported

by a number of advisory groups and professional staff, with the Conference being the

policy making authority. PPTA is onstituted into regions with the members there rather

than Conference electing the executiveS6.

23 A group of technical teachen tried to continue as a professional union entiry after 1952 but failing
recognition merged into a curriculum associatioo
In 1970 a grorrp of teachers including a number of technical teachers tried to start NUT with recognition
througb the Arbitration Court. However this attempt wils unsuccessful and so NUT quickly died without
this status role.
In 1989 Cnvernment promotat art provided funding support for SPANZ- a non PPTA Principals

Association - as the legitimate voice of Principals as part of a push for individual contracts, ad legislated
principals out of the award. However the PPTA th-gh its revamped Principal's {nOvisory} Council
zuccessfully helped all principals including those in SPANZ to gain a base contract, and so PPTA regined
itself the voice of principals. The ECA later e.stablished the right of p,rincipals to have whichever br$tning
agent they chose.
24 Much of the material in this section has been gathered from various bandbooks fu PPTA members,

Annual R€ports and Conference proceedings and papers and a very informative reeort p,reparcd in 1990 for the

Association Review Group (*Draft repo,ft to the Association Review Group^ 1990') which examid
stnrctures and processes in PPTA to find ways of reting the challenges of Tomorrow's Schooh'
25 pr"R repo,t to the Association Rwiew Grou6 1990.
26 T\uregional stnrcture was established at the 196l Conference foltowing concems about the pouer of the

Secretary the need for a properly paid full-time official, the unevenness of branch domistion, concsnls over

the rep'resentative mandate of the executive. The Secretary ufio was an elected member, it was believed, was

making too many decisions in collabmation with the Department of Education but without the express

Footnote continued....'.>
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The Conference

The Annual Conference in common with other union organisations is the supreme authority

within the Association. This is the forum in which major policies both educational and

industrial are formulated, debated and set. Conferaces are the official forum for

membership concerns and for campaign plans. In addition Conference also provides the

secondary teaching profession with a major political publicity focus. The Prime Minister,

the Minister of Education and his advisers are invited to address the conference. On

occasions this extends to the Opposition and the trade union leaders. The conference then,

in its public voice, acts as a venue for PPTA's political messages to the public arena.

Conference consists of the members of the Executivg delegates from each region, and

representatives from Te Huarahi - the national Maori body of PPIA chosen on a iwi
geographical basis by Maori members. The National Executive is elected by the mernbers

on a regional basis. (Ihis is in contrast to i{ZEI whose €xecutive is eleced from the full

conference floor) The main responsibilities of the Exautive are
. to implement policies adopted by Conference
. to make decisions beween successive Conferences
. to @nduct and control the business and affairs of the Association.

The Executive

TheNational Executiveof 2I regional represantatives is led by a fulI time president who is

elected annually by dl memb€rs and who has leavd? from her/his school to work at the

National office. The Junior VicePresident is also elected annually by all members although

this is not a full timeposition, while the Pas-President become.s the Senior VicePresident.

The executive also consists of 3 representatives of Te Huarahi lv{aori Motuhake (the Maori

body elected on an iwi basis by the Maori members), a Pacific Island member elcted by

Komiti Pasifika, and theassociation kaumatua and whaea chosen by TeHrurahi to fulfil the

role of elders for the association. This makes an Executive total of 28 people including the

General Secr€tary. The Executive meds at least once a term but has established a panern of

meeting for three days generally 6 times ayezrt with special or urgent meetings as necessary.

Standing committees were established during the 1980s in order to expedite the work of the

executive and these also meef at this timd8.

permission of the executive. Source: 'Draft reput of the Association Review Group, 1990' supported from
interuiew with Colin Percv. 1960 Executive Member.
2Tuntil 1992 this lea.re wL on salary. Hourever the payment of pre.sidential leave rvas withdraum in 1992
requiring the union to find money for the payment of the president.
28 PYfe,Brurdt Aficen handbook,l99l
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Advisory committee$task forces are set up as needed (and disbanded when no long€r

requLed) and are of a variety of types. Some committes are elected while others have

members appointed by Executive. Occasionally when the membership g€is really mncernod

about an issue these committees are established by Conference and so take on Conference's

status. Each Committee has an Executive Member on it as well as a mix of ordinary

members and they make recommendations to the Executive. The establishment of the

committee structure itself reflects the concems of a prticular period.

The 1960 and 1970s PFrIA $ructure reflected the Westminster parliamentaly aprproach.

Executive members were spokespeople for particular issue po(folios and the ommittees sd

up at that time mainly reflected the subject teaching bases of the curriculum. These subject

committees also functioned as advisory committees to the Department of Education for

particular subject areas having been set up to supplement the Department of Education's

Curriculum Development Unit. The chairpersons of these PPTA curriculum advisory

committees! were usually the key personnel in the subject associations reinforcing the

networks of the subject associations and the professional organisation. To reiterate, the

PPTA structure'shadowed' the Department of Education.

The current advisory committees structure reflats the more democratic perspective which

dates from a rorganisation of PPTA in 19782e. The committes although containing an

executive member are advisory to Executive and are serrdced by an official. They have

tended to reflect the particular @ncerns of a socially-aware liberal union within a Keynesian

Welfare State 30. They are functional rather than curricular and reflect the shift from an

explicitly 'professional association' to a more unionist view in 1978.

The Professional staff
PPIA as an elected organisation oper,ates somewhat as a parliamentary structure" The

elected Executive are advised and assisted by a bureaucracy: the professional Advisory

Officials and the formal committee structure. The National Office is managed by the union's

29 1978 Conference paper: "The Internal Stnrcture of PPTA". This paper led to an increase the
democratic control of PPTA by increasing the influence of the membership over the Executive.
30 Th" cornminesr in widence n 1992 Area Schools Advisory Conrmittee, Conditions StrBtegy Group,
Counselling Sernce Advisory Committee, Curricul"m Advisory Commi6ss, {CAC}, Education Sector
Union Working Party, Ethics Committee, Foreign Students Advisory Qsmmi$€e, Health And Safety Tast
Force, Komiti-Pasifika, Mainsreaming Task Fmce, Manual Teachcrs Advixry Committee {MTAC}.
Principals Council (PAC) Secondary Contract Negotiation Group, Senior Positions Task Force, Sex
Equality Advisory Committep, Staffing Policy Commillse, Te Huarahi Maori Motuhake.
The Curriculum Advismy Committep also has rnput to NZQA through a member of the N@A Secondary
Schools Stading Committee. PPTA Annual Repon ,lW2-93
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General Secrerary with two Deputy-General Secretaries, one for memberstrip and the other

industrial. National Office is responsible for the day-to-day running of the Association and

a small management mmmittee of the senior elected peorple togetho with the General

Secrcary maintain the business bgween Executive meetings. Deision making berween

Conferences occurs through the Executive in a Cabinet-like structure based on information

and recommendations prepared by these offrcials.

Every Saturday in the rnril there were these big uA.ite envelopes. lnside wns this mass of

material you had to read and diges on top of all your ordinary marking, ancl preparation and

your life. And then we went down to the Wellington to Exec. retings. You rang around

your group to get a sense ofufrat other people who you respected thought [about an issue] and

to try and work out uhat your line was. lt was an enorrnous iunount of work. Regularly

every Satrudayn those big vihite envelope.s. But one thing I must say is that it gave you I vsry

good overr,'iew of education very quickly3 I .

The Advisory Officers, who include special positions of Women's Officer and Te Apiha

Maori, provide the qpecialised advice and implementation assistance for the Executive.

These officers haveparticular skills and knowledge and ov€r the years have been the source

of many of PPTA's poliry directions as a result of the dwelopment and shaping of
discussion documents, the servicing of ommittees and their particular repres€ntation skills.

Their role is organisationally the PPTA equivalent of the officials in the education

bureaucracy, vis a vis the Cabinet system. They dwelop policy advice and seryice the

committees. However the importance of their decisions and influence is played down

publicly behind the democratic sepanation of policy from advice and elected political roles

from paid ones3z.

Regional Offices
PPIA currently maintains 5 Regional Offices around the country employing 9 professional

Field Offrcers and some support staff to smrice the membership at branch lerrel. The Field

Officers are professional staff with particular educational and industrial relations experience.

Most are ex-teachers and some have advanced indusrial relations qualifications. The field

officers33 are the first point of reference for mernbers and school branc*res prroviding

3l AnneJones, interrriew, 15/3/93
32 lt is possible to follow the i-ufluence of particular PPTA officials on the Education policy process
through following the development of idess ftom the initial drafu in the PPTA archives. That line of
inquiry althougb notod has not been pursued in detail.
33 th" field ofhcers nrere first set up as a result of 1978 psper from Bay of Plenty regiou, "The Intemal
Structure of PPTA" PPTA I97E Conf. Proceedings. This move towads I more union orieqted
organisation signals a change in both focus and tactics. See following chapters
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information and support on policy, personal cases and individual problems3a. They fulfil a

number of roles as industrial officers, trainers of members, mediators and industrial

advocates for members in schools and in the Employment Court. As well they are the first

line public face of PIrIA in the broader union movement35 somewhat like organisers in

private seclor unions. Following the ECA their industrial advice and advocacy role in the

Employment Court has becomeof increased importance.

The Regions

The membership is organised into 24 geographic regions36 with between l-3 Executive

membss who serve it.37 The members in the designated region elecr a regional @mmittee,

which includes the regional executive including the Women's Coordinator and Te Reo a

Rohe (Maori ceordinator) and associated positions38. The regions were designed to

provide a oonstituency to the Executive, a means of formulating and representing policies to

National Conference, a means by which members can @mmunicate with the Executive and

a means of expressing PPTA opinions at the local level. Since the mid 1980s they have also

beoome a means of organising political campaigns, training memb€rs and of dissaninating

more complex information3e.

34 pnl, Branch Aficen Hodbook,1992,p23
35 Oo" education union field officer described the job to Ee as: '...the ultimate post-mdernis compression
of space and time. No matter where you were around the whole country the branches knew that at all tirc
you were only a phone<all or a fa:r away."
36 As at June I lgYz. PPTA Annual Repon |ggl-g2-
37 tzrgeregions tend to be someufiat under-reprasented uihile some of the adjoining smaller regions share an

Executive member. This is a problem associated with the social geography of New Zealand, with a lrge
concentration of people around Auckland and to a lesser extent 3 other cities, $,hile the rest of the country is
made up of large regions vftich are sparsely populated with a great distance between schools. Auckland has

approximately 2O% of the total membership, (2774) in an area l2Ox3O Km but only 3Dl executive
members, while the West Coast region runs the entire length of the South lsland with a total membership of
r55.
38 The Wornen's Co+rdinator is chosen by women of the region while Te Reo a Rohe (Maori Co-
ordinatu; is chosenby Maori members as their rnember of the Regional Qommittee. This means in effect
that these particular group members have more rhen one vote into the association's structures, and this has

been designed as an affirmative action programme to try and cormter any existing bias of the organisation as

a "white male club' Extra positions are appointed by the region mrnagement team zuch as a Sexual

Harassment Facilitator, Counsellors, Redeployment Specialists, a Finance Conmittee, Regional Rhics
Committee.

These people are 'good people, that is people who are known to be in support of PPTA' and are g5trqlly

selected by the regional executive. This exposes the oligarchic threat whereby the democratic ideals

underpinning the organisation are reliant on people being shoulder-tapped into positions as well as their
prepareOnees to take part. It becomes a matter of ufto you hw, with the possibility of oligarchic
zuccession and the creation of a union elite. Those who get to do the work or go to wtings, make the

decisions. This provides evidence for those who want to portray unions as fundaredally udemratic and

oligarchic.
39'A"ro"i",ion 

Review Report Draft' (1990 PPTA archives)
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The Branch

Each separate worksite, including the manual teachers in Intermediate schools, constitutes a

PPTA branch. Branches are of varying membership size, from I to 254.qo There are

15,0004r PPTA members in 570 branches with PPTA claiming coverage of nearly 95Vo of

those eligible to belong42. Included in the membership are principals, senior teachers and

teachers in Integrated Schools. These are the special character, ex-private schools tdally

funded by the State. However, because it originated as a public sector senrice organisationo

and is committed to State education, PPTA does not yef have coverage of teachers in the

private schools or the independent schmls as they call themselves. Although the PPTA

salary rates are used as a base for teachers in these schools43, their conditions are sometimes

quite draoonianaa sometimes featuring some of the more archaic forms of master-s€rvant

relationships.

Internal Tensions

The conflicting tensions in a labour organisation discussed in Offe's model in Chapter One

(Fig. 1.6) are well illustrated in PPTA. The first is that the nature of a democratic

organisation requires the involvement of the membership and the understanding that this is

their organisation, it is the "we-are-union collective' understanding. The exercise of power

is through the collective of the membership.

The school-based branch structureas of PPTA provides both the basic organisational

structure and its base onstituency. The branch officers elected by the meinbership at that

school are responsible for running of PPTA affairs at that worksite. Their influence tends to

reflect the influence allowed it by the members at that school as well as particular passions

of the branch officers. Most branch officers became involved as young teachers46 and in a

number of sites their role is a limited one of pinning notices on the wall, or putting

newsletters in pigeonholes. They call a meeting occasionally during lunchtime in the

staffroom to test opinion before a regional meeting or give out information. This is a sort of

4OAccordingto the PP?-l{ 19Fl2 Annual Repan, there were 254 members u the Corresponfence School,
Wellington . The targest school- basred branch is Burnsicte Higb School in Christchurch at 105.

4l nggO members, lggl-92 Annual Repon:Z3
42 nio, +.
43 Currently the independent schools offer the State rate plus sometimes a special slhool allowance of
between 2.5 - l0 %
44 PPfl. Neps, Vol 15: 3, April lgg4,3
45 Information in this section comes from a number of conversations with branch officers particularly during

AucklandRegionBranchOfficersSeminarsand Training Days, March 20,and Ap,ril 19, 1992, March 25'
April 16 1993. field notes.
6 A f"-itirr stgry in a number of the interviews and conversations with branch offic,€rs, executive members

and ex- teaching field staff, (most of urtom were women) was 'l was I young teacher in l9)O(.' and

became the branch because no-one else wanted to do it'.
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compulsory union meeting with enforced attendance over the sandwiches between being 'on

duty', photocopying, marking and organising the afternoon classes.

However some branches have a very strong and functioning se up with a definite me€ting

time, strudured me€tings and lively debate. In a few schools, where the principal was a

strong member of PPTA, thebranch meeting itself even formed a part of the broader school

decision-making sfucturesaT. Occasionally the energetic branch was indicative of a

particular school's management difficulty in that the branch served to provide an alternative

or enternally linked power base for staff against the Principal. On some occasions the

branch provided support for the principal against the Boardas.

Some branches exist only in name or emerge as a response to a central directive. In these

cases their response is often that of a periphe,ral organisation relating to a oentral

bureaucracy: 'the union should....' or alternatively, *The union says we have to .....'49.

These branches relate to PPTA cenfiifugally as to a central body with the authority and

control of a governing body. While this may be useful, in that it undersates PPTA's lack of
real strength, these branches have the potential to undermine and brak the unity required for

action as they do not exhibit a strong will to participate

The $rength of PPTA rests on the commitment and energy of its activi$s in motivating

members as well as on the material resources provided through the zubscription. The

campaigns play a significant part in this process by providing a focus to what it means to be,

'we are union.'. A tension Offe discusses in this regard is that an increase in material

resources tends towards an increase in bureaucracy,s0 s the requirement for more

bureaucracy requirex an increase in subscription. This increase in bureaucracy may produce

an accompanying poantial for a decrease in democracy and of giving away mernbership

power - 'why don't they in Wellington ....'. This then leads to a coresponding decrease in

the ability to motivate membership for any action. "Being union" in this frame is 'them'

somewhere else.

47 S"e Roberta Hill, 'Managing Tdays Schoob: rhe case for shard decisiontnaking' (with Phillip
Capper) (Wellinglon: NZ Institute for Social Resoarch and flevelopment for PPTA 1992)
48 Io one branch I had access to, the principal entered the bulk funding trial agaimt the wishes of the

branch. In another school the principal with the staff &nd PPTA support, stood agrins a Board decision to
rcquire examinations as the assessment proc€ss at all levels of the school.
nanotner school the conduct of the Board led the PPTA bmnch to reqrrcst a full Education Rwiew Office
investigation of the Board.
49 This diffenence in brranch respons becam mrked during l9{2 as the political environment surrounding
PPTA became mue tens€. Field notes
sosee chapter one.
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The tensions between a branch-based structure and a central bureaucratic administration s€ts

up contradictory impulses which mirror to a large extent similar impulses in the broader

education structures. The tension is over ways to enable each school branch to be flexible in

its mghod of operation and philosophy, to encourage membership input with ils diversity of

interests, and to match this input within the broader oollective framework of the association

and its future direction. These questions about organis:rtion and functioning are also

common to other dqnocratic organisations such as a political parties. They are questions

about the centre versus p€npher'' and the nature of democratic systems and they tend to

reflect the differential power relations of the structure itself. Howwer in PPTA the threat to

internal democracy of a strongly centred organisation taking power away from the

mernbership is relatively low as the struc'tures exist for the democratic membership input.

The membership is reasonably articulate, the membership is very small and the worksite of

the school is the branch.

In Offe's model as set out in Chapter ong the material resources provide the potential of
power. PPTA in oomparison to many other unions is financially srong. It has the highest

fees of any union of around $8 a week reflecting its dual role as a professional bodysl 316

union and it also has a reasonable level of capital assets52. This also makes it more able to

contribute financially to CTU campaigns as well as fund spcial purpose conferences and

research (See Fig. 4.2).

This level of fees of a union within what is an anti-union environment increases the pressure

on the central stnrctwe to deliver the benefits and to maintain the membership interest and

involvement. At any point a teacher can gain an effective $8 a week pay increase simply by

withdrawing from PPTA and becoming a freeloader. The benefits of membership therefore

neod to be continually reinforced. The union is thus under pressure to provide the selective

benefits. This increases the pressure towards a monological position of bread and butter'

issues rather than a more dialogical one of a political labour organisation concerned with

social issues to continue Offe s analysis.

5l Th"costof beingamemberof thelawSocietyiscurrently$900annually ($34.61 fortnigbtly) This is
an increase of $400 a year after l9V2 due to the number of misappropriation and malpractice cases tbe l:w
Society had to cover in recent times.
52 $4580,000 of assets, PPTAAnnual repon I99l .
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Union

Finse,c (banks, insurance )

PSA

Service Workeru Fed.

National Distribution Union

Engineers Union

Communication & Energy WU

Nurses Organisations

NZEI

ASTE

PPTA

Fortnightly $ max. rate.

6.50

7.68

7.80

8.00

8.60

8.50

8.20 private 9.52 public

13.28

r5.85

15.98

Fig. 4.2 A Comparison of Union fees53

There is a tension between the industrial and the politicaU professional roles of PPTA which

also affects the structure. This tension is a pull between the bureaucracy and democracy,

bdween the professional staff (the officials - the "union bureaucrats') and the elected

executive. The professional staff have a broader understanding of industriaVpolitical matters

and very often a stronger @mmitment to unionism and PPTA. Their role is advisory. The

elecred political members have an elected mandate from the membership and @ncerns about

professional and membership matters. They see the staff and the union as there to serve

those needs. The elected members makepolicy.

This division is related to a separation of power and reqponsibilitysa. However the

differences have become more pronounced over r@ent years as the Executive has become

younger, and those on Executive now serye for a shorter poiod and have les background

in PPTA affairsss. They havea shorter history in PPIA than many of the staff whose own

union history is a personal one of progression from teaching through the ranks as a branch

officer, regional delegate, regional officer, Executive member and then to the paid staff.

For these people PPIA is a 'large hunk of their life'.

53 Figutes collected from Head Office of the various organisations during December 1993.
54 lhir conc€rn over the power differentials formt a key part of the Association Review, 1990 as the field
office tended to become swam@ with taslcs following the changas to the State Sector Act and the
communication and accountability lines had b<rcome overloaded. See PPTA Association Review Group
draft report 1990
55 to loglo' srudy PPTA the executive served for an average of 8-10 years, the current average is 3-5
years, taken ;ls6annual reports, 1989- 1993
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There is a clear difference here which separates the New Txrrland education unions from a

number of other unions: the senior paid staff are employed not elected56. Paid staff are

s(pected to have an in-depth understanding of their portfolios, to provide an advisory role

and draw up discussion papers and develop policy ideas. However they do not have a

public profile, nor do they make policy. That is the role of the elected political people.

This creates the tension in that policy is researched, backgrounded, suggested and supported

but not made by the paid officials, while it is made, passed and publicly promoted by the

elected office holders 57.

Tensions also exis between the centre and the branches over what are considered to be

important issues. The branches, more oriented to conditions in schools, want the union to

respond to their needs as a bureaucratic organisation. The centre is more oriented to the

political environment and in dweloping the memb€rs 'motivation to action" to achieve this

when necessary. This develops tensions between the regions and national office and

between the ganeral membership and the Executive over aprpropriate priorities, and between

the individual mernbers' @ncetrns and ollective matters.

In practical terms these tensions are between the active membenhip and those who join for

the'selec{ive benefits'. These 'selective benefits' goup are the members who see their

mernbership in PPTA as an insurance against onditions depreciation, and are concerned

about salary and working conditions. Theirs is the monological aproach of "we pay our

subs, why don't you act'. This reinforce the tension towards Olson's logic of oligarchy.

The more active memberstrip see PPTA as a political organisation advancing the ollective

concerns of teachers: professional, indu$rial and social and sometimes also those of the

labour movement. This is the mone dialogical apprroach in Offe s model of 'we are union,

we do things togeth€r for all'.

To deliver benefits for the frst group would not necessarily require an increase in

membership or fees. However it would require the creation of a totally bureauqatic

organisation to serve the enormous input of demands but without the necessary political or

industrial action to achierr'e that goal. In this framework a union is merely an "aggregation

56 gloteO paid positions is common in many private sector unions especially for positions such as the

General S€cr€tary and senisr officials. Some Austalian teacher unions have a najority of elected officials.
57 This rlemocratic separation appe€rs to be gurrded srenuously by the elected people ufro dislifte officials
being seen !o be mrking policy wen ufien it is clear thar the poliry has been develo@ in that way. This
topic was one uAich often produced a prickly response during my interrriews and conversations. It dso
meant that sometimes I could not source policy directly to the paid officials, unless they had published
personally. This mrintenance of a democratic myth in a union is a matter for frrrther investigation
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of individrnls's8 with no political means to deliver the required selective benefits. The

potential of power is provided by the increase in resources but the exercise of power as

Offe notes is related to the motivational resources - the membership adion. Establishing the

organisation as primarily to deliver the benefits would be a negation of what the nature of

being union means, a sense and understanding of collectivity, members doing things for and

with othq members for the collective benefit. This is the pressure that the economic sphae

forces unions into, pressure to deliver the gmds but not the politics, a pressure towards the

monological rather than the dialogical. (See Fig. 1.6 Chapter one)

The tensions between individual and collective interests.

A recent example of this tension between an organisation of *aggegated individuals', and a

mllective organisation is outlined below. During the period of intense activity of the State

restructuring in 1988 two different responses arose to an issue from within the same PIrIA

region. They were both reported in the same PPTAnews in November 1988 se.

As part of moves to decrease Sate spending and remove any State intenrention in the

housing market, the governmurt implemented a market-based rental policy for teachers

houses. State rentals in theserural areas for teachers, public health nurses or other speial

purpose State workers had been previously ser at a low lwel at about 507o lower than other

houses. The new rents potentially would have delivered a 45% increase in some house

rentals. Housing was always seen as an issue of continuing importance for rural schools.

School houses were part of the incentives used to attract teachers to hard-to-staff rural

schools. They also were part of the informal security system of the schools by putting

teachers' homes on school sites. Housing was therefore seen as a stafEng matter for the

school as well as part of the incentives which formed prt of the defacto employment

contract of individual members.

58I 
"- grateful to Roger Dale for the zuggestion of this term-

59 PPTAnent 1988 V9 no13
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The first response is a lgter which attacks PPIA for the lack of action and support for

teachers in this fight to maintain the low rents.
l-etter to the Editor

School houses
I am thoroughly disillusioned with PPTA's adoption of the Covernment's approach to ignonng
issues south of the Bombays and north of Molesworth Street60.

We have had no support from PPTA regarding rental hikes in rural areas and the pnqosed sll-
offof schml housing in these areas. The advice we have harJ is 'to fight it yourselves ad let
us know how you get on so we can tell others". This attitude is pathetic and alienating the
rural membership of PPTA .

We nod a Rnral Action Committee to coordinste the impact of rent rises End house ssles on
our rural schools, communities, staffand studenB. If PPTA does not take a more active role
and higher profile to help almost half its membership, the nral membership may as well
withdraw their subscriptions from PPTA rnd put this momy towards the new ircreased rents.

John McCarthy
Ruapehu College
fiust south of the Bombays and e linle north of Molesworth Street;. 6l

This letter portrays PPTA as a labour insunance eoperative and at the same time ttneatens

the individu,al rernoval of resources. Its main mesage is that 'you, the union should...'.

This reveals a lack of understanding that the actual power of PPTA is related to membeship

action, both real or threatened, not the words of the officials or a '@rdinating @mmittee'.

A lack of action by the c€ntre to an issuelikethis is not a threat to the organisation while the

o'pposition occurs only at an isolated level. The real threat happens when this message is

occuring in a number of places simultanously and the threat of the removal of resources

bcomes an avalanche.

The same issue of PPTAnews62 carried an accolnt of a successful achievernent of the union

aprproach of collectivity, althouglr the lesson for the membership was implied rather than

directly spelled out A PPTA member in the same region and following the same advice had

taken hisown €seto theTurancy Tribunal for a judicial rer/iew of the rent rise. His case,

was prepared with PPTA's support, within the limits of the resources available at the time

(that is assisting in the typing and pnordding the legal information required). He argud

successfully that teachers' houses were part of their conditions of senrice with the

Department of Education. This led to a group of teachers politically using the Tenancy Act

to require maintenance work be done in school houses and to push for a rent rwiew. The

60 tl" Bombays are a small range of hills about 25 miles South of AucHand. They are a geographical
feature dividing Aucklqnd from the rest of the country. Moleswo,rth Stre€t in Wellington runs beside
Parliarent. . The allusion is that only Aucklad and Parliarcnt in Wellington mstter io PPTA not the rest

of the country.
6l PPTtl,n"nt 1988 v9 no13, p ?
62 ruio. p I
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decision over the Tenancy Act became a political issue in 1989 in the public arena requiring

the Minister's (Phil Goffl intervention.

Diversity of interests

One of the oonflicting relationships outlined in Chapter one which Offe identifies is the

diversity of interests within the membership. The range of views held by teachers

underpins the conflicting internal interests in the organisation. As well those who see PPTA

as collectivity and those who see it as an "aggregation of individuals", thetre are those who

see PPTA primarily as a union and those who see it as a professional association. PPTA

also contains the range of different views that se@ndary teachers hold about secondary

education from an elitis meritocratic form at one pole towards a more democratic inclusive

form at the other.

All of these differing interests underpin the onflict of two logics inside the organisation

itself, a logic towards bureaucracy and the logic towards demooary, that Offe identified0s.

kessure by the membership towards providing more senrices increases the logic towards

increased bureaucracy and increased fees while pressure for responsive organisation and a

democratic structure increases the pressure on the voluntary activists and the strength of the

branches.

The implications of this diversity have been higruighted following the 1990 Employment

Contracts Act as Chapta ten will show. The organisation needs to be big enough to

dwelop strength and to provideaccess to effective information and skills to sadsry all these

interests. If, however, it is tm large then the membership will no longer see it as their

organisation, one in which they are the participants and mernbers. This decreases the

motivational resources. They will sart seeing it as the service organisation which they fund

but which they do not have any other responsibilify for. This is potentially dangerous

because in this situation any organisation which "delivers the goods' so to speak is in
potentid competition. Y€t unless the funding base, i.e the mernbership, is large enough

then the organisation will not be able to afford to deliver the goods, whether these be

portrayed as industrial, welfare or professional, without an enormous drain on the personal

resources of the electd members. This is the resource implication of an organisation

staying small and this in itself creates pressure for amalgamation. Although being srnall

increases the poential for democracy of the organisation it has the potential to burn out its

members and officials and decrease its effectiveness.

I

63 Offe, "The two logics of collective action-, Disorganisd Cqimtism l7O-221
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Increasing branch involvement.

Following pressure from the regions to do something about getting the membership really

involved, supported in particular by the field senrice, the association ran a special "Role of

the Branch Conference" in 19886a. Occuning coincidentally with the Government's launch

of Picot Report this sought to increase the awareness of branch members of the structure of

the organisation as a union and danelop the potential of the branch strength. Following the

Role of the Branch Conference the national conference also reommended an increase of

funding to the regions65. 5Vo of the annual subscription per member is provided to the

regions for senrices and to fund various campaigns that the members in that region

determined. Many of the roles of the organisation have also been gndually devolved to the

periphsy. This has increased the tensions betwen the cenfie and the penphery. This

tension is espwially strong in an urban region with a large membership which is easier to

organise and so can be more radical in comparison with a large gognphical region of few

members which has correspondingly fewer resources either of finance or of personnel.

In unions thetension tletween a national and a regional stnrcfure often reflects the nature of

the contract. Where there is a national contract, or where that is the goal being pursued,

there is a rationale for a national structure. Once that national contract has fragmented the

tensions start to build to fragment the union. Unions in this way tend to reflect the

organisational strudures to which they relate 66. The union organisation is 'a mirror of
produdion'in that the structures of unionism map onto those established by employment.

A national system tends to generate national structures, while a regional system will tend to

gaerate smaller units. In the PPTA's czlse as I have noted aboveo this created an

organisation which shadowed the Department of Education.

There are resource implications for unions in this. A national contracl can be senriced at the

c€ntre more e@nomically than a series of separate agreern€nts. There is a well defined

pattsn for input and a sructured means of ad&essing concerns. Action if it is needod is

national. In oontra$ a number of separate site agreements is highly demanding on the

resource base as the unions in the private sector have found- Action is restricted to each

site. Each separate comp€ting enterpise has its own form of input and each $e,parate

64 tnir Confprence follourcd e pryer presented at tbe 1986 Annual Conference on the Role of tbe Branch' It
recommended a conference in 1987 to look at keearng and developitrg s6ong and involved braEh
membership. Because of pressrue of political sction, this confererce was postponed until 1988 but came

right in the middle of all tbe other industriat activity so deflecting its triginal puryose somenfret.
65 tggg Annual Conference Decisions. Sutus report , 19& NatorcI C-onfemte Procedings
66 pu. Walsh, 'Report on Conditions of Eryloyment in Tomomou/s Schools: industrial relations and

personnel policias in Oe eCucation sector'. 6Wbthngton Indusfial Relations Centre Victoria University of
Wellington, 1990),
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enterprise prduces a logic of ad-hoc interpretation undercutting the broader oolledivq

There has to be a sense of the broader collective other than ju$ that of the ente,rprise to

maintain both the unity and oollectivity of the union organisation under this degree of

fragmentation. This is the importance of development of an idological commitment to the

notion of "being union' or in this particular case, being "professional" and 'being PPTA".

These are the important motivational resources.

PART THREE. THE FI.INCTION AND ROLES OF PPTA

PPTA's role as set out constitutionally is to represent members' intere$s and to further the

interests of education generally. The objects of association of PPTA as they were

established in 1952 reflect this concern with both the industrial and the educationay

professional:

i) to advance the cause of educatiou generally and all phases of secodary and technical education

inparticular;

ii) to uphold and maintain thejust claims of members individually and collectively.6T

During 1987 with increasing demands from Maori mernbers that PPTA publicly enfurse and

support their particular interess in education, the objects of association were addended to

includea third part:

iii) to affirm snd advance Te Tiriti o V/aitangi (the Treaty o; 1ry{trngi a.s embodied in the first

schedule of its rules of Association).

The first object s€ts out a general education poticy role and specificaly secondary education

focus together, the objects PPTA sees are its professional role, while the second provides

thejustification for the explicitly union role. The third object passed in 198868 reognises

PPTA's commitment to social change, in this case the advancement of Maori self-

determination through the Treaty of Waitangi.

In 'the old structuresr of the bureaucrscv.

hior to 1988 PPTA as a professional association provided secondary teachers with a formal

input into education policy making. PPTA was a vehicle taking members' oncerns and

ideas for policy development to the Government. This process was often on belnlf of the

schml so that the education interest became the teachers' interests. Concerns could be a

matter of funding, curriculum, staffing, schmls, buildings or teachers' conditions. The

67pptn Constitution, 1952, PPTA Joumal Vol l. No l, 2.
68 This third object of association was ulded in 1988 following a 1987 Conference lnstnrction: Tlnt this

National PPTA Conference makes eqlicit its comminwr n the principlcs af the Truary oJ Waitugi as

centml rc the Constitution of the PP2'4,-Proceeding of Annual Conf. 1988.
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formal path of poticy making was from branch level to the region, if necessary to

Conference and then on to Executive for action.6e

In reality this usually meant an official and a member of the Executive would approach the

Department of Education and in some cases the Secondary Schools Boards Association for

interpretative discussion or to propose that a working party be s€t up. The remit process

was a somewhat mysterious one to most members, but one which the mernbership accepted

was the role of PPTA. Bureaucratic procedure was how things were done. The education

structure was fiddled with rather than changed. Bureaucratic process provided a record of
input to education administration, policy and decision making and a m€ans of executing or

following up action. Remits usually read "That the Executive (inform, persuade, request,

demand of .........) the Department that..........".

This process generated demands on the educational bureaucracy. These demands were

slowly met within theallocation of resources and the prccess was incremental. The PPTA

membership created demands, which the Executive took to the DepartmentTo. PPTA was

part of the particular policy process which op€rated in the Education Department e$ablistted

by BeebyTl which became known as 'consensus decision making". The @nsensus-

reaching model was based on a number of shared assumptions by which discussion would

occur:

1. The terms of referenoe set the limits but not the substance or the out@me of the

debate

2. An agreement was possible, even if difficult or time-consuming,

3. The interests of teachers, the int€rests of the Department, the interests of schools

and the interests of children were the essentially the same or at ary mte not

contradictory,

4. The general educational aims were shared between all the parties: they were all

members of the same profession.

69 "A.."*, to PPIA s€,rrrices', Leaflet, develo@ by Sbaron Ellis, for 1985 PPIA Women's'Conference.
70 H"luo Pearce , Ex. Women's Officer, Auckland Field Officer , interview 30 March 1993....

'On the Sex Equality Advisory Committoe, we used to meet three times e yesr and make our
recommendations.. They would be taken by the executive membtr (who were men) to the
management committep of the Executive. None of us worIlen knew anything about the processes

above us. We would just meet, make our recommendations and then in the fullness of time ure

would get a response from management conmittee tbat either said "This has been noted', 'This hrs
been aunpted', "This has been rejected".
We didn't know rrfrat to do if something u,e wanted got rejected.....
Lat€r ufren I became the Exec. member I fairly rapidly learnt tbat ......you could go over the top of
the management committ€e directly to the Executive.-

7l W. Renwick,'Portrait of a Reforming Director' Beeby Fascic/zs (Wellingon: Te Aro Press, IgyZ) 3-29
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The working pafiies consisted of representatives of the atfibuted interest groups with the

agenda established through the terms of reference. Establishing the terms of reference itself

obviously involved debate and political struggle but that struggle was generally carried on

inside the working party process itself. This was about g€tting and maintaining voice, The

process meant that decision-making in education was somewhat slow and incremental.

Fqrmal decisions and advice to government were taken after all of the parties had reached

some sort of agreed consensus. To use an analogy, the education steering occuned with

many hands on the wheel, all seeking to influence the direction.

As wetl as PPTA providing input to this policy proce$s, on occasions consultation with

PPTA was a means by which the Department of Education could head off any possible

opposition or sabotage. The Department went through the process of consulting with the

organisations oncerned, setting up wo'rking parties and trying to reach a @ns€nsus with the

various parties towards implementation.T2 This process of policy formation and

implementation with PPTA involvement as part of the bureaucratic policy-making process of

the State operated up until 1988.

The attribution of status and arcnas of sction and opportunity .

The ability for PPTA to act as the voice of organised teachers either as a union or a

professional body is to an extent dependent on being attributed status as an intere$ group 73

by the State. There are three main functions of PPTA that status is required for. These have

developed hi*orically and are related to the different arenas of decision-making established

in the Departmant of Education They embody the omplexlty of PPTA as a union and as a

professional teachers association. Each arena has its own assumptions and roles and they

provide different arenas of opportuniry. (See Fig.4.3 below)

Arena 1. Payfixing
The first arena required organisational reoognition for the purely union or senrice role

concerned with issues of pay fixing, allowances and leave, These decisions occurred

within the stnrctures established for State payfixing. In this PPTA is anployee and the

Education Services Committee holds the designatd role as the employer party. The

72 n p"rti"utar example was the Working Party on the lntegration of Private Schmls. This was set uP in
193 iollowing a Labour Party electoral-promise to establish a proc€ss by rvhich private chrnch schools

could integrate into the Stste system. This gave them Sate fuding while maintaining their "spocial

character". The eacher unions' position moved from total orpposition to State fundiag of private schools to
finding a wty !o require pnvate schools to be accountable to the State. S€e Maureen Wilson, "St8te Aid to
hivste Schools 1969-1975' M.A thesis, University of Aucklaod, Auckland 1975.

For an oppositional view of the private school integration issue from PPTA, ten years late,r, see John

Murdock "Association in change" , PPTAJatmal Term l, 1983, pp 14-16
73 Off", Disorgutisd Cqimlinn ,221-259
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particular structures of the State Senrices Conditions of Employment Ad were implemented

in 1977, modelled on the 1973 Industrial Relations Act, they remained almost unchanged

until 1987. The legal framework reflected a compromise between a civil senrice with

politically dderrnined wages and the private s€ctor with its wage setting system first

established under the 1894 IC and A Act. The pay stmctures allowed State servants to

establistr an Arbitration Court-like system as an app€al process for state wage determinations

or disputes as a sort of distorted mirror to private sector bargaining.

This State model went some way towards reflecting the arbitrated model of capital-labou

relations of the p'nvate sector. Following an unacce,Fable wage determination or dispute

resolution, appeal procedtnes allowed access to an Arbitration Court model within the

stnrctures of the State: the Education Senrices Tribunal. Decisions here were based on legal

argument in accordance the State Senrices C-onditions of Employme,nt Act. The main criteria

for gaining pay claims for state s€ryants were retention and recnritment. There was always

the pCential of an 'illegal" indusrial threat when needed to take the issue into the pftlic
sphere and so to the potitical arena to crezrte a political campaign apins the Mini$q.

Howerrer the State always had the ability to lqislate its outcomes if it chose, a threat whictt

the State unions were always conscious of.

Arena 2. Teachers' conditions.

The second arena is a more bluned area between professional and union which o'perated

through the administrative functions of the education system itself. This is the area

concerned with teachers' conditions of senricg training and qualifications, teachers

disciplineand ompcency and mattersrelatingto school staffing, class size, teaching days,

responsibility and performance, These wef,e matters to do with the op€rations of schools.

This gave recognition to PPTA as a pofessional organisation. The conditions of senrice for

teachers both indusnial and professional (o do with teaching) were administered by the

Departmart of Education and laid down in a variey of places: acts, regulations,

deprtmeatal circulas, adminisrative mernos, exchanges of leters and informal

understandings. These were implemented by the Secondary Schml Board of Governors

usually through the principal. These conditions of wort - the Education Deputmat

interpreations of the Education Act 1964 were sd out in the educational adminismation

manual, or Green Manuals as thsy were called. There was a co'py in et/ery school, and as

well a cryy in wery branch of PPTA. NegCiation on these matters occurred through

discussion, working party formats and sometimes direct political pressure. It was part of

the established administration of educationTa. Politics established the parameters of these

74 Renwick, 'Portrait of a reformiqg director'op. cit. .2L-22
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areas while procedure, precedent and interprdation established the d€tail. The process was

also subjea to possible judicial review from the union where there was a unsolvable

di fference of i nt erpretat ion.

Arena 3. Curriculum.
The third arena, the curriculum, was generally considered by Government, teachers and the

oommunity to be a legitimate area of teachers' professional concernsTs. Affording
recognition to PPTA as the practitioner arm in socondary education in both developmant

and implementation gave reoognition to PPIA as the authority in curriculum. This
recognition concerned what to teach as well as how to teach it. It related both to the official
and the unofficial curriculum as well as to matters of pedagogy. Recognition reflected a

shared professional perspective between the Education Department and PPTA. The
professional concern m€ant that the scope and purpose of education was a rnatter of concsn
to PPTAz6. Decisions in this arena came through the represantative working parties,, the
official endorsement of various trials in the field, as well as teachers' own interpraations in
schools.

The differrent arenas operated according to different rules and procedures and PPTA juggled

the different aspects of being at the same time a professional association of teachers and the
teachers' union. On most occasions PPTA sought to move issues towards the arena in
which they believed provided the best opportunity at the time. They constantly sought to
find or make political space"

Below is a Figure (Fig. a3 ) setting out these arenas of oppornrnity which at the same time
forms somewhat of a functional model. It sets out briefly the different functions of PPTA in
these bureaucratic arenas for decision making as they existed in 1986. This creates arenas

of opportunrty and political adion. These are then placed in relation to a fourth arena, the
public sphere into which PPTA is able ro move as a political body.

The separation between a professional and a tnade union role is a rclatively arbitrary one

refleaing particular campaigns at the time. However 'union' tended to mean it was to do

with pay while 'professional' tended to be mean all the other things more directly
educational such as curriculum, class sizes and conditions of work. PPTA by changing

roles or moving arenas is able to move issues from the bureaucratic arena into the public

sphere with a political campalgl if necessary.

ll *t recognition how€ver was temporarily withdrawn by Hon Mew. Wellington in 1983 soe Chapter 7.
/o NZPPTA, Huution in Change: Repon of the Cuniczlum Review Group, chaired by Rae Muro,
(Auckland:Longman Fsul, I 969)
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of Education

Curriculum
content, examinations, equity ,

E.Ed.O, scope and purpose of

educanorl in-service

Arena: Curriculum

committees

Method of action

staffing ratios, incentives, housing,

discipline procedures, training,

EEO, teacher registration

Arena: Education vorfting

parties, creating prcccdures

salary, increments, allowances,

leave, payment by qualifications

Arena:Education Senices

Committee and Tribunal

a claim. {& thr€at of action

Fig.43. Arenas of opportunity and action for ppTAr Fr l9EEl9

Arena 4, The public sphere and the politicat body

The move into the public sphere provides PPTA a diff€rent mode of action and a diffwnt
role. In this PPTA is a political organisation. The political €mpaign was variously titled
an educational proglamme or industrial action77. The purpose was to direct political hed
onto the issue in such as way as to gd potitical support from thosepoliticians who may have

concern about the issues. Moving into the public arena required direaly addressing the
political implications of the issue and so forced the issue under the public gaze. lt was a bid
for alliances, usually the parents or a political group, through some claim to represent the
*ommunity 

interests" and against a daision of Government. Sometimes this move was

oonstitnted as a threat - rather like the th€at to strike, The threat to create a political issue

and embarrass the Minister is held as a potential weapon.

The different arenas within the Education Department required the anribution of different
forms of status which provide different opportunities. This status attributed by the State

tends to increase the tendency towards what could be seen as a 'corporatist' tripartite

77 m th" pttticular culture of PPTA an advertising campaign or s press campaign usually direct€d st pereds
is an *educational programme", witbdfawal of either dir€ct labour or support is tndustrial action' urhile a
political canpaign may involves all of these and ircludes the key com.porent of lobbying Mh as nrcll as
other potentid allies.
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relationshipza although at a lower level. Albeit without a formal structure it is rather an ad-

hoc relationship depending on the continuing will of Government and the balance of political

forces. A close relationship developed between the Department of Education as a

buraucratic organisation of the State, the Secondary Schools Boards Association as the

organisation concerned with the governance of schools and the PPIA as the relevant

professional teachers association. This established the "old stnrcture' of New Zaland
seoondary education. ln common with NZEI, it had drawn PPTA right into the bureaucratic

structures of the state in what was a 'symbiotic relationshiprye. PPTA related both at the

State decision making level and at the school level forming a triangle of responses bdween

teach€rs, secondary school boards and the Fducation Department. The political conditions

which enabled this were rooted in the der,'elopment of universalist education by the fint
labour Government. The 1936 Education Act abolished the proficiency exam and provided

free secondary education to all pupils until the end of their lgth year. Also important was

the structured establishment of the Department of Education under Beeby setting up
*professional roles'as more important than administrative ones as the following chapter will
elaborate.

The operation of the education srructu€ thseby attributed status to PPTA in a way which

ensmpasses all four of Offe's categories.

PFIA was granted:

l. procedural status as a professional body for matters relating to the orperations of
the schools including the conditions of teachers

2. representative status as a professional body for matters of curriculum

3. organisational $atus, as an employee organisation for matters relating to payfixing

4. resource status through the payment of presidantial or representative leave and the

collection of membership subscriptions.

The blurring of the distinction between trade-union and profession, the political and the

organisational strategies resulted from the complexity of roles which PPTA playd. This, to
a large o(tent, contributed to PPTA's power. PPTA was more than a union and actively

dweloped the professional aspects of its role. Conversely the union role meant it was more

than a professional organisation. It had a workplace branch union structure which enabled it

to use industrial threats on occasions. The union function gave it access to different

strategies and the multi-arena prccess also meant that PPTA would try and move issues into

]f ome, Disorganisd Cqimlism, 22t-254
/:' RJS MacPherson, "Why Politicians intervened in the Administration of New Trrrlsnd Education'.
Unicon Vol. 15, No 2 (May, 1989),107-l l2
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arenas over which it perceived there would be greater oontrol. This provided the means by

which PPTA could pursue the more dialogical concerns, concerns about the mandate of

education.

To a large extent then the trade union/ profession distinction in teacher unions is a false

dichotomy. The relationship is formed as part of the administration of education itself.

Different arenas determined different behaviours and provided different opportunities with

the union/profession focus of particular import at different times in the history. Over

arching all of this was the ability of PPTA to act overtly outside this bueaucratic strucfire as

a political interest group in the political arena. When nec€ssary PPTA conld either go

directly to Ministers or through its branches in oruy electoratg lobby MPs, and seek

political solutions through creating a political climate to benefit either a secondary or a

general educational role. PPTA thrcugh this hadthepolitical ability tobe not only the voice

ofsecondary teachers but to extend this to be the voiceofsecondary education.

This strongly political role of PPTA was expressed in at least three ways.

' The first is through the bureaucratic machinery as pafi of the input to educational

policy making.

'The second occuru in an overtly lobbying role in relation to Mnisters, political

parties and electorate MPs as a non-partisan approach.

. Thirdly, although PPTA was not dirctly affiliated to the Labou hfiy, active

PFrfA people were often ssrior Labour Party members. They openated as an

unofficial power bloc within the l-abour Party or the CTU gaining direct input fo
secondary education oncen$ into I-abour Pany policy proc€ss. At the same time

PPTA provided networks of supporters for the labour Party electoral machine.

This complex "symbiotic" relationship betwen the teacher unions, the Education

Department and the politicians enabled charges of "provider ca$ure" - rutt-seeking

behaviour (or as MacPhersonso later labels it "portfolio capture") to be lerrelled at PPTA as

the economic liberals sought to break apafi the structures of education and reduce the role of
the organised teachers to a monological one of union. 'Provider capture" was a convenient

bad-label from public-choicethory with which to describe the way things were, Howwer

the close relationship also became a means of resistance for the teactrers. The union in

resistance to the education changes became the defender of the structures, the defender of

80 RfS MacPherson, 'Challengiqg 'Provider Capture' with Radical Changes to Education {dmids6215is1
in New Zealand' in Yvonne Martin snd RJS MacPherson, Restnrcturing Afuninistrative Policies in htblic
schmhng: MianandlntenaionalPenpeaiva, ( Calgary, Alberta: Detselig, 1993)229
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theprofessional interests and with it the defender of State education as the universalist core

of theWelfare State.

The following chapters consider the unfolding of the changing relationships of the State as it

was worked out in different ways in each of these arsras: curriculum, conditions and pay

fixing. This unfolding occurs through considering particular campaigns. It is important

however not to lose sight of two things.

l. The attack on education from the economic liberals was an ongoing almo$ relentless

process to reduce PPTA's role from that of a professional organisation with a high level of

input into education policy to a residual union one with no input to policy.

2. That process was never entirely successful. History is made only within the

circumstances available to the participnts.

The power of PPTA as the voice of organised teachers expressed through its various

strategies and roles, tog€ther with the complexity of the teaching process itself, meant that as

long as PPTA maintained its membership strpport, and some means of effective action, its

influence oould not be entirely eradicated Teachers themselve$ were indispensable to the

ontinuity of the stnrctures and yet at the same time their collecfivity and ceoperation was

essential for the development of future ones.

This chapter after establishing some early prehistory and the organisational structure of
PPTA has set out the framework of arenas of decision-making and political action through

which PPTA carried out its drnl role as both a professional association and a teachers union.

This presents the model of 'arenas of opportunity' through which the various forms of

action took place. This model forms an organising framorork for the following chapters.

An important ingredient in the development of the culture of being PPTA was the notion of

'professional' which derrelo@ historically and which will be exploned in the following

chapter.

Offd I suggests that there are thrce ler,'els of analysis which need to be done simultaneously

in order to better understand an interest organisation. These are i) the level of will or

collective consciousness of the members of the goup; ii) the level of the socieoconomic

opportunity structure within which an organisation emerges and acts; and iii) the institutional

forms and practices which are provided by the political system and which onfer a particular

status on the organisation's op€ration. This chapter has provided thethird of these; we also

need to examine the other two.

8r Disorganisd Cqinlism, 272
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CHAPTER FIVE.
ESTABLISHING THE PROFESSIONAL CULTTJRE OF PPTA

The previous chapter has drawn out the dual relationships of PPTA, the 'old structures'

organisationally providing opportunities for both a professional association and the union

role. These derived from 'the institutional forms and practices which were provided by the

political system' and confer a particular status on the PPTA's modes of ope,rationl. There

are two other levels to be considered, these are the level of will, or collective consciousness,

of the members of the group, and the level of the socio-economic opportunity $ructure

within which an organisation emerges and acts. It is these to which we here turn.

The'lerrel of will' of an interest organisation is the sense of collective identity and values,

the collective consciousness of the members of the group. It is this, Offe says, which

provides the motivational resources, and it is this which I will call the "culture of PPTA".

The socio-eoonomic opportunity structure relates to the position of PPTA in the overall class

structure and forms a key base in what I call the PPTA "professional project". This is an

attempt to maintain control over key areas of their work, to develop a monopoly of
compet€nce, in effect to resist the logic of prolearianisation. The historical evolution of the

'professional project' and the associated culture of PPTA is bound up in two trajectories.

One is that of 'becoming a profession' which gathered strength and derrelo@ a network

relationship in the 1960s following the Currie Report. The other is the notion of being

union' which gathered strength over the late 1970s and 1980s. The professional project

provides PPTA with the opportunity for both monological and dialogical action which was

extended through the establishment of a more democratic structure and union tactics in

1978.

The chronology presented here faces the dwelopment of this 'professional project' through

various examples of rational opportunism from its mnscious beginnings in the 1960s

through to a declaration of a strategic position in 1983, "\Mhen the decisions are made in

secondary education PPTA will be there". This established PPTA in a position which can

be styled the 'militant professionals'. The chronology here ends in 1983 with the PPTA

National Conference at which the ground was set for three simultanmus political campaigns

in the arenas affecfing teachers work: curriculum, conditions and pay. The

professionaUunion ombination contributed both the motivational and material resources for

political achievements for education and teachers within the Keynesian State and also laid

the basis for the later resi$ance to the managerialist project. It is the p,rofessional culture

I Offe, DsorganLtd Capinlism, 222ff
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which moves PPTA towards what Offe calls the more dialogical concerns, the political

scope and mandate of education, while it was the union structure which provided both the

material and motivational resources of the organisation.

PART ONE: PPTA'S USES OF THE CONCEPT OF PROFESSION.

I will first ddour slightly to the reasonably large body of litffiture on the professions. It is

not my purpose to discuss that literature specifically, but there were certain ideas which have

become part of the abstract form 'professions' that PPTA used as part of its own

professional project. Much of that literature is related to either definitions and classifications

of professions as lists of attributesz or attempts to draw a distinction between professions

and different forms of unionism and power3. Much of the concept 'profession' as used by

PPIA is drawn from the attribute literature.

It is also not my purpose to establish whether teachers are able to be a profession. I wish to

establish the thinking behind the PPTA project and uncover the opportunities that this

project provided politically for increasing PPTA influence in educational de'velopm€nts.

Acoording to Friedson "'Professional projects'..,establish the concrete historically bounded

character of the professions as an empirical entity about which there is little ground for

generalising".4 This means that the historical process establishes the success or otherwise

of each particular project, and the struggle to achieve both the honorific status and the

associated Staterecognition helps to form that profession's own particular culture. Both the

professional project and the terminology itself is continuously politically contested. Given

the historical and honorific nature of professions, there was a logic bdrind teachers defining

themselves as a profession. It enabled them to gain and maintain control over their work

and to use the honorific status to gain recognition in pay rates and in economic standing.

Being a profession established a position in the socio-economic opportunity stntcture, to use

Offe s words.

2 Som" examples are: D. Klegon, "The Sociotogy of Professions an emerging perspective' Sociology of
Wo*and Occupations 5,3, (Sage August, 1978,) pp ?59-283
Anne Witz, "Patriarchy and the frofessions: the gendered Jnlitics of occupational closure'. Sociology ,2M,

(1990), pp675{90
E Frieds6n, 1988 "Profe,ssionalism as model ancl ideology' Paper to Annual Meeting of Am€rican

Association of law Schools, 1988
A very extensive rwiew of this area is found in K. McDonald, and H Ritzer, The Sociology of the

Professions, Dead or Alive', Wo*and Octapation,15, 3 (August 1988), pp El-272
3 According to Mc Donald and Ritzer, ibid., the profession/union literatrue relates srongly to national
debates, the-American literature is concerned with classification of occupations and less interested in the

relationship to or about the State, urhile the British literature is more concerned with polrer, the relations of
production and the incorporation ofthe profession into the power ofthe State.
4Friedson, E. "The Theory of Professionsn, in R. Dingwall, and P trwis, eds, The Sociology of the

ProJessions, (l,ondon Macmillan, 1983) p.33
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The typical profession

The attributes of an abstract profession found in the literature can be pulled together to

provide the general form or ideal of a profession. It is from these attributes that the elements

of the PPTA project are derived: registered entry to the profession through training and

qualifications, control over the nature of the work (the curriculum and the conditions of

teaching), control over the discipline of the members and a recognition of these elements in

an appropriate level of pay and status. Following this slight theoretical diversion I will then

detail the particular development of the PPTA project historically.

A profession as it is typified in attribute theory is both a way of organising work and a

largely unexamined status relationship. Typically a profession contains the members of a

specialised occupation, a oollective of people who oome togetho and share a common

interest in the application and derrelopment of the body of knowledge that underpins that

work. Associated with the concept are issues of control by people over their own work and

that of their colleagues. Each profession as pafi of its own dwelopment or project is

separated off or classified in some ways from other occupations as it struggles to form its

own identity.

This separation occurs in relation to:
. the profession versus the doing of the thing in manual or technical labour

. the profession versus hisarchically-ontrolled rule following procedures

. the profession versus the sale of commodities in a market environment

This struggle provides each professional project with its own history. This is to a large

extent an arbirary history with certain occupations, based typically on a partnership of
practitioners, claiming and gaining professional status. Absolute control of the professional

work presupposes controlling all the aspects of that work, its knowledge, conditions, terms

of sale, and the policies governing it. This requires that the State be involved at some stage

in the project to givethe profession official recognition or status.

The attributes of this ab$ract profession are as follows: the first is a basis in systematic

theory - typically univasity and professional training which act as a barrier to enhry and a

signifier of social standing. This is sustained by a professional corporate body in which to

discuss and develop that body of knowledge as well as represent the profe,ssion collectively.

The professional body therefore is the recognised or licensed authority and the behaviour of

the individual praeitioners in it is constrained within an ghical code. This code regulates

relations with both clients and mlleagues in terms of values and public benefit. There are

procedures to restrict direct competition between practitioners and the entire package is
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related to prestige (and income), with the status linked to support and recognition by the

communitys.

From the perspective of the practitioners, these elements in the professional body are

proteclive of the public, to set and monitor the appropriate standards within the profession to

provide safeguards against untrained people or 'quacks' undermining these professional

standards. The professional body is thus able to provide an independent or expert voice in

policy making. This protection is seen by the profession as necessary for two reasons.

Firstly, because of the nature of applying specialised knowledge, the seruice is not able to

be inspected before sale. Secondly, professionals take upon themselves an independent

'professional' role in terms of the public good. The granting of the honorific status is

dependent upon an acceptance of the profession's claims to pursue the public good.

From an economic liberal analysis such elements form the mythical clothing of self-interest

and rent-seeking betraviour. These are elements which p,roduce rigidity in the economic

markets, in particular the labour market. From the oprposite perspective Marxist or neo-

marxist theorists can lwel charges of bourgeois individualism at such groups. As larson6

puts it 'the creation of the monopoly of oompetence...incorporated the individualist nature

of bourgeois ideology...and provided the means for social confol'. Both JohnsonT and

I-arsons link the profession historically to the role of the State through credentialling, and

describe in it a form of social control. They note that as the occupation becomes

incorporated into the State, the professional association becomes "transformed into an

occupational pressure goup'e and the profession gains the means for dweloping the
*monopoly of compeence'lo and enforcing occupational closure

For PPTA it is just this'monopoly of comp€{ence'and occupational closure which provides

opportunity through which to address both the monological requirements of occupational

interests and the broader dialogical concerns for education. As has been said, achiwing "the

professional projee' is a ontested process set within the possibilities allowed by the

Stater l. Yet the political nature of the professional project can never be fully acknowledged

or really investigated by the participants because to be successful it has to be seen both by

5 F ied.oo, *Professionalism as model and ideology' op. cit.
6 M. t rton, "Monopolies of Conrpetence and Bourgeois ldeology' 1977, in R. Dale, et. al (eds).
Mucation and the Starc Vol. II, (kwes: Open University hesy The Falmer Press, l98l ) pp.323-349
7 TJ. Johnson, The Prufessions and Power (L,ondon:Macmillian, 1972)
8l-arsuo,'Monopolies of Competence' op.cit. p326
9 Joh*oo , Professions utd Power, p 80
lo lrr*o, op.cit. p 340
ll Mtttin lawn, Servantsof rhesmte,TheContestedControlof Teaching,(rv,es: Falmer, 198?)
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the members and the population at large as something natural, or given. The project loses

its power when its political nature is exposed, rendering the group vulnerable to the claims

of 'vested interests', 'self-interest' or 'elitism'. When the State acts to include PPTA in any

part of the policy-making process it thereby legitimates and attributes status to PPTA as the

professional body, the acknowledged authority in some aspect of State policy-makingl2.

This procedural status provides opportunity for the development of some measure of
teachss' control over the conditions of their work as well as the direcrion of education.

Teachers are professionals, the material beginnings.
"Teachers are professionals" formed a large part of the discourse surrounding both teacher

associations in New Zez.land over the post- War II period over the 1960s. This disoourse

was part of what can be seen as the evolution of oducational consensus or "partnership."

On one lerrel the dwelopment of consensus is related to the legal separation which existd in
the State sector between pay-fixing and conditions of senrice. At the same time it is related

to a conscious concern about maintaining or even increasing teachers' control over their

working life - the areas PPTA saw as its legitimate concern: schools, curriculum,

assessment and staff,rng.t: This is the oontext of that which I have designated PPTA's

"professional proj ect'.

During this period, sbatifi€tion arguments were particularly strong in New Zealand as a

sociey in which there were no definite class identifissla. The hierarchy of occupation and

income and the division of labour correspondd with socio-economic status indicators. In a

reflection of the earlier liberalism the divisions of sociey were perceived to be both naturally

developed and as a result of education. Being a profession was a status relationship and

social mobility through education therefore made it an achierrable individual and

occupational goal.

Given the rapidly expanding eoonomy of post-World War 2 New T,aland (see chapto two)

this commonsense analysis seemed self-evidentls. There is of course a tautological

argument built into this reasoning, and the sociological research which it spawned, which

gave education privilege. It is an argument removed from the particularity of the national

12 Go"" Teachers ard the State in Britain', in Lawn and Crrace Teachen: the Cubure and Politics of Worl<
op.cit.
l3 Fl"tcher, 'The PPTA and the Secondary Schqrl Curricuh,m', l97l op. cit.
14 N** Zealand, it was popularly believa! did mt have any classes cn gender differences, only SES
indictors or ettrnic divisiors. A specific influential New Zealand example from this time is Cora
Vellakoop, nSocial Srata in New Zealanrl" in John Forster, aJ. Social Process in New Zealand, (Aucklan&

f4tngman Paul, 1969)pp 233-272.
I ) E.W. Braithwaite, 'Teaching as a Profession' in PDK Ramsay , The Family and the School in New
Taknd Socieryi (Wellington: Pitman, 1975) pp 212--232.
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base. Higher educational levels correlated to occuption which correlated generally to

higho income which correlated to residential districts which conelated to political interest

and intelligence test scores and back again to education. The indicators of class came to be

seen as the determinants of status. The relationship beween the occupation and power,

ideology and the nature of the economic system, except through obvious monetary rewards,

was thaeby made invisiblel6. The theorgical acceptance of the SES debate formed part of

the culture and rationale of the PPTA at the timelT. Also invisible was the Statg in

particular its influence on income. The Arbitration Court with its highly structured relativity

mechanisms provided the means for increase in wages for all union members. This had

produced both a general flattening of all wage differentials and State defined structures as to

who were workers and how they related in income terms. Those working in the State had

$e,parate payfixing processes, and being professionals or graduates in the State pnovided the

added ingredient of social status. They were the white collar middle-class.l8

In the State the wage determination process or payfixing was separated from adminisration

or personnel management. Adminisration was decided within the department while pay

was through government determination. In education, the administration was also separated

from teaching, as will be elaborated below. The content and the @ntext of teachers' work

was subsumed in the first of the PPTA objects of association. This defined their

professional reqponsibility and legitimated their interests.

i) to advance the cause of education genenlly and all phases of secondary and technical

education in particular I 9

The early concerns of PPTA at a national level during the 1950s were about building

inadequacies, teacher shortages and salary deficiencies and their tactics echoed the tensions

in a professional association. Thetactics were mainly restricted to a barrage of leter writing

to raise complaints, exhorting changes from the Department of Education. PIrIA at this

stage was attributed status as a senrice organisation rather than a professional organisation.

Pay scales were stepped and wse s€{ at the political lwel by deerminations relatd to

qualifications. PPTA had a very limited role concerned with members'indusrial matters.

PPTA's demands on the Department of Education were in effect exhortations from outside.

Theresponses from the Department of Education thanked them fortheir concern and pottely

16 Disorganised Capitalinn, p222
17 Th" Elley and Irving scale of SES levels contains all of these difficulties. Concepts of 'cultural capital'
or the *new sociology" had not appea.red in the general New Zealand educational discourse at this time.
l SPat Walsh,'Has the Evil been Remedied? the development of Public sect<n unionism in New Zealand' in
Pioneering New ?zatand Inbour History Essays in honour of Berr Roth Pat Walsh, (Palmerston North,
Dunmore I 994)pp 102-127
l9PPTa Constitution. 1990 Branch Handbook
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ageed that there were problems of funding, staffing and with the educational structure 20.

PPTA was in effect a pressure group for secondary teachers but with no attributed sktus in

education decision-making or in the development of regulations.

Various concerns about the future direction, structure and status of education fed into an

inquiry into education which was set up by the l:bour Government in 1960. The

Commission on Education (Ihe Currie Commission), 2l became the focus for teacher action

and later a source of PPTA strategy. PPTA and NZEI both as formal bodies and through

thet individual members provided a large number of submissions and intenriews2z. Currie

gives acknowledgement to PPTA and NZEI "who made submissions on all aspects'?3. The

PtrIA submissions to the various questions addressed by Cunie were all based on the

assertion of the need for professionalism and an increase in salary commensurate with that

professionalism. They sought an increasd centralism with reqpect to control of Boards of
Governors and more variay in curriculum with more teacher involvement in educational

directions. PPTA submissions included the formal registration of teachers, a gradute

profession, the development and active involvement of PPTA as the body representing both

teachers and schools in the direction and organisation of educationza. This strategy also

coincided with a structural reorganisation of PPTA in 1961, an increase in subscription and

the appomtment of Peter Boag as the full+ime General-Secretary.2s

Currid6 produced an enormous tome of 850 pages with 328 recommendations2T,

increasing the push towards centralism for secondary schools, the strengthening of the role

of the Department of Education in detomining educational direction and seeJ<ing the

improvement in the quality of teachers. Currie belierred that the areas requiring urgent

attention were teacher haining, the structure of semndary education, the curriculum, Maori

oducation and the administration of education.2s This report with its large emphasis on

20 O"t"itr of the campaigns and the rep,orted responses from the Departrnent of Education are found in
Newsletter of Secondary Teachers A^ssociation, Term2. 1949-51, and various issues of PPTA Journal Vol.
r-2 t952- 1955
2l Report of tlrc Comnrission on H.ucation h Nav Zeataild {Currie Report} (Wellington 1962 Govt.
Printer).
22 Submissions to 'Commission on Education', PPTA files, 196l.6114l
?3 Currie Repon ,p,2.
24 Submissions torcommission on Education'. PPTA files, 196l.6114l
25 Peter Boag later became Director of Ser.ondary Education in 1973. According to Colin Percy, a PPTA
executive member at the time, the appointment of Peter Boag full-time enabled PPTA to take a greater part
in discussions with the Department and to set up and take part in various working parties.
26 tAu Research Officer for the Commission was W. Renwick - later to become Directm General Education
in 1974.
27 C,r--iag and Cumming 1978, pp 337-338
28 One recommendation was the establishment of a three-tiered administration system of elected regional
councils which would combine all of the schools secondary and primary into a local council of education

continued ....>
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reshaping secondary education provided the catalyst for PPTA's "professional project' in

the developing secondary education structures.

Good administration is dependent on an active teaching body. Not only will an active teaching

body be watchful for abuse of power and anorulies of administration, it will also be a very

useful ally to the administration in helping devise procedures to which it may itself be

subject... The Commission believes that the teaching profession by virtue of the responsible

nature of its task has a sper.ial claim of its own to a high professional status. 29

The report of the Cunie Commission endorsed the notion of "shared professionalism", it

validated the educational direction esablished by Beeby and it viewed adminisration as

separate from the work in the classroom. It was therefore the signifier of the particular view

of education - 'partnership and professional autonomy'. Administration was to s€rve

teaching. The materialisation of this view later came to be called the "symbiotic stnrctures"

or even "portfolio capture'.

Administration normally stops short at the classroom doo'r. It cannot of itself transfcrm or

alter, except in a limited way, educatiooal processes which depend on basic ideas of uAat should

be taught to chiklren arul how instruction shoukl be given. 30

Many of the recommendations becameprt of the 1964 Education Act, including the regi*er

of teachers. From here on there was a means for the development of procedures in joint

working parties. Hower,rer the formal recognition of PPTA as a chartered autonomou$

professional body with power was not granted Recognition was granted for the formal

involvement of teachers' organisations in the discipline of teachers3 l, a point which will be

expanded below. The legal structures of the political-administrative system provided the

mechanisms within which PPTA acted.

The PPTA rorofessional oroiect': buildins on the Currie Reoort.
The PPTA 'professional project' goals were again outlin€d in a 1969 Conference Paper

'PPTA as a Professional Body"ez. This paper again set out the need for PPTA to be

reoognised as the professional body re,presenting secondary teachers through addressing

issues of membership, antry, teacher training, the discipline of teachers, conditions of
service for teaching as well as the nature and direction of education. The paper was the re

which was to be funded centrally. This LEA type model was strongly opposed by both the Secondary
Schools Boards and PPTA. This idea was still being canvassed along with the devolved Regional
Government h 1986.
29 Crnt" Rqon p 57o
3o mia , og
3 | 1%4 fulystion Ar:.: Sections 158 -165
32 'PPTA as a Professional Body', t969 PFrIA National conference paper,COl6g
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assertion of much earlier policy.33. The centralist direction of these @ncerns and much of
the content matched that found earlier in the Currie Report.

For PPTA the "professional project' seemed to be the process of acting to achieve the

indicators of professions and simultaneously increasing their influence in secondary

education. *Only by full professionalism can secondary teachers satisfactorily advance the

cause of secondary education"3a asserted Bruce Webster the General Secretary of PPTA

later in 1981. The goal for PFrfA was, "as a self-governing, self disciplining professional

body setting and controlling its own standards of entry and professional conduct"35.

Braithwaitd6o an educational researcher at that time and Murdoch, a PPTA hesident, have

a relatively shared functional definition of "profession' which they both use to discuss New

Zaland teacher professionalism. For Braithwaite it is a normative model &awn from

attribute theory, in order to rank teachers against other professions. For Murdoch as a
participant in the proc€ss in PPTA, professionalism was the goal, it provided the vision for
attainment. Braithwaite's definition encompasses knowledge and qualifications, @ntrol

over entry, restrictions on the right to practice, a code of ehics and membership of a

professional association. Murdoch's definition above is the assertion of the 'professional

project'.sz Achieving the indicators was the goal.

The project had to be established as pafi of the State and it is here that the various

contestations occurred as political struggles over its various aspds. The elements of the

project form various campaigns fought over time and which contribute to the dorelopment

of the cultureand the motivation resourceof PPTA.

These are:

. entry to the profession through training and qu,alifications,

. the curriculum,

. the discipline of members,

. the conditions of teaching in schools,

. increased salary.

33 llh" Conference proceedings from 1957-1972 all called for increased professionalism, a code of
gthics, and the recognition of teachers' professional standing.
34 Bruce Webster, in Margaret Clarke, The Potitics of Mucarian in New Tzatand (Weltingtou. NZCER,
1981)
35 loho Mwdoch, *Association in change' PPTA Journal, Term l. l983pt2-15.
36 Eric Braithwaite, 'Teaching as a Pnrfession" in Ramsay, The Family and the School in New futod
S^gcieA, op.cit. provides a useful nnalysis of the debate which is indicative of the time.
J/ Murdoch, 'Association ia ghange" op, cit. p 14
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Entry to the profession: qualifications and training.
As secondary schools developed to serve the universities the undalying theory of teaching

that became dominant was that secondary education was the transmission of knowledge.

Teaching in this framework was based on the effective transfer of that knowledge. Both the

Secondary Assistants Association and the Technical Teachers Association as the precursors

of PPTA had been concerned about the proper transmission of knowledge. The Currie

Report saw the main purpose of schools as intelledual dwelopment of the pot€ntial of each

individual pupil and also highlighted the problems of recruitment, training and working

conditions of teachers: "the quality of the teaching smsice can be no better than the quality

of its teache.rs'.38

When these two ideas come together for PPTA the result was as follows. To be a

secondary teacher required a strong base in the appropriate discipline in order to inform the

potential in each child and professional raining in teaching to provide the teaching skills to

develop this potential. The conflation of qualifications with credentials reinfonced the

standing of teachers. It was assumed that the best quality education required the highest

qualification in its teachers, wheher these qualifications were academic or technical. There

is also an economic interest which was somewhat less visible, teachers' salaries were based

by qualifications and a graduate scale provided the means for more pay. The credentialling

of the State and the pay systems therefore becomes part of the structures and the beliefs of
teachers themselves.

The issue of professional training for PPTA was a measure of the profession's own ability

to s€t and oontrol its own standards of entry. After a number of attempts in earlier years

which was resisted by those without degrees, PPTA passed policy in l97l that the

profession of secondary teaching should be fully trained and qualified3e. For secondary

teachers the university qualification itself was the important thing, that was the source of
their professional knowledge. Secondary teachers mostly entered teaching via a

'studentship'to university. The State paid students a low salary to attend universiry and

then required a year's teacher training for a Dploma in Teaching and year-for-year teaching

in return. NZEI in omparison held that thetraining as a teacher for a Diploma in Teaching

was both the qualification and the professional training for pnmary teachers. The Irl"ZEI aim

was three years training with an accompanying degree status recognition. Although PPTA

at the policy level eqpoused the idea of the trained and qualified teaching senrice, the

38 Cuni" Rqrorr:4D.
39 pftfa Annual Conference hoceedings, l97l
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important material delineation was that secondary teachers were those with degrees. The

degree was their qualification.

......it was a group of people trying to professionalise themselves. They saw themselves as

different from primary, not necessarily better, but different. How are they different? They're

diffurent because they've got more in depth subject knowledge. To this very day, primary does

not understand what qualification means in secondary. They beliwe qualification meens te{rcher

training.4o

The benchmarks of qrnlification were to become a point of tension bgween the unions over

a number of years. Dsagreements brokeout between PPTA and NIZEI and the Department

of Education as well as between different groups of members themselves as PPTA sought to

get these policies made a legal part of the appointments process of secondary teaching itself.

Over the years a number of working parties were set up involving PPTA to try and resolve

various issues over entry, qualifications and the number of teachers trained. The 1972

Annual Report lists PPTA as

taking its professional role in working parties of the Department of Education looking at :

i) three yer secondary training course certification,

ii) the role ofsecondary schools in training teachers,

as well there was a ncurriculum review goup' research publication on teacher training.4l

Curriculum.
A second important focus of PPTA's concern was the curriculum; both its content and

teacher control of its direction. This was the teachers' work.

During the late llbOs and 1970s the Association's contribution to the secondary school

curriculum vras extensive. This aspect of the professional role of the Association was given

priority both in re,sources ancl in the time of the executive members and professional of6cersa2.

Discussion on t€achers and curriculum often raises the question of who controls the

curriculum. Is it the State or the teachers? At this stage during the 1960-1970s there was

no real distinction between these. The subject advisory groups of PPTA which were set up

in 1963 were also advisory to the Department of Education. To this end PPTA sought to

establish a framework which would allow both space and op,portunity for teacher decision-

40 PPTA, 1982 Executive member, interview, 1993, name and date withheld on request.
4l PPtn Annual Repnrt 1971.
This report became, Teachen in Change, Repon of the Curriailum Review Group, Chair Rae Muffo,
(Auckland: l,ongmanPaul, 1974 )
42 Murdoch, op. cit p 13
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making within a national curriculum framework model for schools. PPTA's concern was

the direction of the curriculum and the *objectives of secondary education" a3

The PPTA direct involvement in determining curriculum direction had begun in the 1960s

through its Curriculum Re'/iew Group and their report: Education in Change aa. This report

which was organised and chairod by Rae Munro, at the time a member of the PPTA national

executivg arose out of concerns expressed at Annual Conferences, 'debating the perennial

motions about the School Certificate" examinationos'. It was resolved that the "PPIA
executive give priority to establishing the objectives of the New Zealand secondary school

system before designing a perfeo system for the examination [i.e. the assessmentJ of that

slstery1"46

Education in Change was written by a group of selectedaz pmplea8 generally "liberal-1eft" in

politics. It establishd PFIA in the public arena as a professional organisation concemed

with a wider notion of education than "tnaining",4e oriented towards the dwelopment of a

conc€pt of "self-motivated learning". Education in Change reflected the ideas found in the

earlier Thomas Report and reiterated by the Currie Commission: specifically that teachers

avoid providing nilrow subject specialisation especially in the early years of post-primary

education. Associated with this was an implication that teachers should reach beyond the

technicalities of their specific subjects and assist sfudents to see interelationships between

subjects in the "whole complex of knowledgen.So

43 pPTA, Hucation in Aange, Repon of the Cuniculum Review Group,Chair Rae Munro, (Auckland,
l,ongman Paul, l1X9) Preface, xi.
44 Hucailon in Change , EIC
o5 

R^" Munru lnterview.
o9 C. g. |rfswsnhem, President PPTA l!]69, pretace to Hucation in Ctuarye ii
47 T'ht srelection procqss of a committee or group is irnportant in determining its outcome. Those who are
in charge of the question-setting process genordly uy to be in control of the selection of people for a
committee. The selection for this committee was made by Munro ftom suggestions made by Bruce Webster,
PPTA General Secretary. lt also involved those who were seen by these people to be able to work together
and who had something to say about curriculum. (Rae Mumo interview.l
a8 lt was a maifly male group There was only one women, Helen Ryburn, who became president of PPTA
in 1972. However Phoebe Meikle, an important member of the Social Studies subject community, had a
great deal of influence in the editing process. {Rae Munro interview}.
49Eic, on
5o lbi.t *n
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Drawing on many of the assumptions5l and the secondary curriculum focus 52 found in

Currie, Education in Chanse53 was pushed by PPTA as the model for secondary

curriculum.sa The report promoted the PPTA ideals for education: the urge to enquire;

concern for others: the desire for self respecl" with an evangelical passion.

Within a few montbs *concern for others". *desire for self-respect' ard 'the urge to erquire"

bt*ame catch cries in secontlarv education circles55.

The function of Education in Change was to engender both teacher and public debate.

PPTA in the public arena was to be seen as an intelligent and thoughtful organisation.

Education in Change was used to publicly promote discussion of other purposes and ways

of organising secondary schools than just according to external examinations. Curriculum

continued from here to be a major concern for PPTA in the education structures and in the

wider political atena.56

I-atq PPTA curriculum policy built on the ideals set out in Education in Change and

declared:

. that there be a wide general core curriculum at thejunior secondary level expressed in generally

in modal rather than subject lenns, e.g. creative rnd expressive skills, cultural awareness,

functional skills, followed by later specialisation.

. that each school establish its own procedures for the continuing evaluation of the school's

curriculum and fon the co<ndination of change.

. that schrxrl develop appropriate internal a.ssessrcnt po,cedures.s?

The Curriculum Development Unit, a recommendation of the Currie Report, had been

established in 1963. The PPTA Subject Advisory mmmittees were formally established at

the same time, many combining what had previously been local subject groupings. These

5l Th"r" aszumptions vrere'Education was non-political, State educarion was essentially democratic, a
belief in equality of opportunity, and a belief in progressive education.
Jz Fur a recent exemination of the Curie report sec G. McCulloch, "From Cunie to Picot": history,
ideology and policy in New Zeuladeducation" Jccess Z (1988) ppl-15
53 A fore*ord by SirJohn Newsom povided a legitimating public statement.
54FavourablecommentsonEiC a1's ferrndinacollectionof reviewsinthePPTAarchives 1968and li)69
and in most of the material relating to the curriculum from PPTA tbat fbllowed it.
55 M-doch, op. cic 14
56 PPTA, 1979, "Curiculum and Assessment in Secondary Schcxlls', Annual Conference Paper,

Wellington.
PPTA, 1982, 'A Curriculnm Future,n Amual Conference Paper, Wellington
PPTA, 1985.. "Curriculum Issues 2', Reissued 1982 paper, Wellinglon
PPTA, 1990, n Curriculum policy for the l99os' 1990 Annual Conference paper.
57 ppre 1982'A curriculum Furure'.
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doubled as formal advisory committees to the CDU providing PPTA input to subject

discussions and contributing to the development of curriculum networks.

The Association was able to resp,ond quickly and with authority to specific subjects iszues and

many of the committees initiated new ideas for prescription overhaul. In addition our lnnel

leaders n'ere able to process questionnaires on ideas for srbiect changes ard we had a group of

experts available to represent us on national subject committeess8.

The curriculum networks tended to create an allianc€ between PPTA and the Department of
Education against the Secondary Schools Boards and as was later to transpire, the

politicians. This was to a large extent an alliance of the "professionals'at the centre, against

the lay pople locally. The Boards, claiming to represent the parents, w€re concerned to
make sure that students were able to get access to either the university or a job. Education

in their view was directly instrumental and vocational. The Department of Education and to

a large degree the PPTA leadership promoted a largely progressive model of schooling: with
generalism up to Form 4 (or the school leaving age) to be followed by later specialisation.

Education in this view was more oriented towards citizenship or personal @ncerns.

Although curriculum was a continuing topic at conferences, and of continual representation

to the Department of Education and subject committees, implemanting major changes in the

nature and structure of curriculum had to occur through the political administrative

structures.

The development of School Certificate and the move to make University Entrance internally

accredited had been earlier achierred by Beeby as the benevolent dictator of the Education

De,partment with the support of Pger Fraser as Minister during the War. Beeby had left the

helm in January 1960 with the Currie Commission s€t up. The result of the CDU was that

adjustments to curriculum occurred through the pluralist process of particular official
curriculum committees, such as the work of the National English Syllabus Committede.
Apart from the developmant of more reports and ideas, the achievement of significant

structural changein curriculum had to wait until 1985. The key limiting factor to change in

secondary education was the continued political status of the external examinations.

Discipline and control: employees or autonomous professionals?

The structure of education administration reflerted in the Currie Report &ew a distinction

between adminisfration and professional concems, central and local and lay and professional

participants. Professional was held to do with teaching while administration was to allow

58 Murdcrch op. cit.
59 NESC, ttris was also known by its detractors as the New English Syllabus Committee.
Prominent PPTA members of the l.tESC and PPTA included Charmaine Pountnev
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that to happen. As the Currie Commission asserted "administration stops at the classroom

door'60. Although secondary schools were administered by their own lay Boards of

Governors, the Department of Education provided advice. guidance and the regulatory

context which determined their functioning as well as their funding. There was a defacto

separation between local administration demands and a national educational direction. The

decisions over the areas that were designated professional (to do with teaching) were made

cortrally in the education bureaucracy and were found in the Green Manuals. Secondary

schools were autonomous in form but centralised in function. PPIA positioned both at the

school or branch level and at the centre sought to have the central or professional role

strengthened and made the subject of regulation, so weakening the employer role of the

various Boards. In this they sought to create alliances with the Department of Education

against the Secondary Schools Boards.

TheEducation Act 1964 setting in place many of the recommendations of Currie, operated

as a catalyst to PttTA as an aspirant profession body. The 1964 Education Acr provided

State control over secondary teachers but at a devolved level through the Secondary School

Boards. However, the issue of discipline for teachers remained an area of concern for

PPTA. Section 158 (1) of the Education Act 1964 s€t out the nature of the legal relationship

in regard to the discipline of teachers and what was to become of greater importance: the

procedures for dismissal. The Education Department through its regulatory functions in

1969 laid down procodures for all Education Boards including the Secondary Boards to

follow. 6l These procedures however did provide formal recognition of the role of the

PPTA as the professional body. The disciplinary procedures were broad in coverage

relating only to serious misconduct, gross inefficiency or incompetence. The administration

of these disciplinary procedures was to become a matter of continuing ooncern to PPTA.

Their conc€rn was not the fact of disciplining teachers for serious misconduct or gross

impropriety but was over who should do it and how they should do it. It was a question of

both purpose and procedure. Was it the responsibility of the State, the Board or the

profession? Was it a matter of employment or a matter of professional competency?

For PPTA it was the indication of their professional standing that they should be responsible

for the discipline of teachers. They used the Currie Report as their support. For the Boards

as both the education administration arm of secondary education and autonomous bodies,

the discipline of teachers was a matter of employer function. As well as being able to make

decisions over hiring they strould have the same control over firing.

6o cunte nepon p.67
6l Mucotion Regulations 1969, Tachers in Secondary Schoolsand Technical Institutes
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The procedures for dismissal beame a point of ongoing tension between PFTA and the

Boards, because on numerous occasions PPTA believed the procedures as sefi down were

not followed fairly and PFIA successfully sought to appeal against them.

The PPTA "professional project'posited education as based on teachers and as somehow

sepaxate from the State. There was a theoretical gap which rendered the relationship

befween the State and education invisible. In the common sense of teachers, which was

being reinforced by the *professional project' itsell teachers were not considered part of the

State, except that they were paid by the State coffers. The State, if it was anything was

either faceless bureaucrats who were agents of social control or the instrument of capital or

both. The Department of Education on the other hand was something else. It was peopled

by *professional colleagues"62. Education contradidorily was viewed as autonomous:

autonomous from both the State and capital. The contradictions in this discourse at the same

time also were linked with a developing anti-State discourse. The efforts to impose

disciplinary legal controls by the State and the Boards on teachers were thereby resisted

though the conscious strategy of 'professionalism', linking an ideal of the autonomy of
education with professional conhol and the separation from rule-following behaviour .

The big code of ethics debate comes out of the tirre ufren wp were trying to get teachers seen as

professionals - not as civil servants. I remember the first PPTA regional meeting I attended, it

was in the early 70s63 uihen I was a first year teacher, the discussion was about the nee<l to get

the code of ethics update<t and accepted as the statement of orr proftssion 64

There was a naive assumption which underpinned both the professional projecf of education

and the professionalisation ideal of the Currie Report that the professional organisation of

teachers could be established as separate from and yet equal to that of the State. The

partnership of education between teachers, State and parents, is how it was proclaimed.

The partnership of education was bound up with the opposition to the discipline systern and

questions of oontrol over teachers' performance.

62w"hrtur, 1981, op. cit.
63 Dub"t" over the Code of Ethics occurred regulady at Annual Conferences in
-75, 79, 83 -86, 89, 90 hoceedings Annual Conferences
64 wom n branch member. Interview 2-5-gz

l96l{5, and then agwn72
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PART TWO: BEING PROFESSIONALS, A CODE OF ETHICS, TIIE
ABOLITION OF BUREAUCRATIC GRADING AND A PROFESSIONAL

JOURNAL.

PPTA's policies following the Currie Report are marked by the assertion of this

professional projea, somewhat de facto although not de jure. The aspects of this process

which concern us here are: the establishment of a code of ethics. the elimination of
inspectorial grading for promotion and pay, the establishment of a register of classified

secondary teachers and control over conditions ofteaching.

The oode of ehics was an important part of the professional project in a curious twist of
logic. All professions have a code of ethics: a oode of ethics makes you a profession.

PPTA's notion of a code of ethics was based largely on the earlier one of NZEI. However

this code had to be updated to provide a base for the self-disciplining profession. It had to

be moved from a general persuasive framework of desirable behaviour to a framework of
authority and control.

The 1972-73 Annual Report sds this out clearly:

Professional Standards {Committee report}

7. In anticipation of the demise of Grading, this Committee has begun work on rewriting the

Association's Code of Ethics.

[.......] With the replacement of Grading try a registration scheme, and hence a move towards

full professional status, professional standanls within tho membership must be enhanced65.

The mde of ehics selting out the teachers' association's rights to discipline its own

members of course cut across the role of the State as both anployer and provido of
education. The rewriting of the code of ehics through the democratic process of the

association raised a number of concerns from the membership as to wh€ther PPTA was an

association or a union which then also surfaced in the political arena.66 A feature of the

debate was the recommendation for compulsory membership for all seoondary teachen in

order to allow PPTA to be able to enforce the standards and discipline members. That remit

65 Annual Report, 1972-73:1.
66 nlthough the changas were passed over a number of years, the debate moved from within PPTA into the
public sphere. Morc conservative members resisted the imposition of the code of ethics. It was seen as a
document for enforcing conformity to a social liheral ideal. In a interesting example of linking the
messenger with the message, R. W. Lockstone a member of Auckland Region PPTA attacked the code of
ethics as both restricting the freedom of teachers and also as promoting *playway education'. (Lrtter to NZ
Herald, n.d. in l97l Auckland region files) This was possibly because the Auckland Executive member
promoting the code of ethics, Charmaine Pountney, was also a member of the NESC, s€en at the time as

undemrining traditional literaare education.
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was defeated6T and PPTA remained a voluntary grouping with a ode of ethics able to be

enforced by withdrawing PPTA membership.

Towards professional autonomy.

The first step to autonomy that PtrIA achieved was the abolition of the system of annual

grading by the Department of Education Inspectors for pay and promotion. In a most

visible step of awarding professional recognition the Department and the Ministetss agreod

to the abolition of grading for secondary teachers to be implemented from 1974.

Inspectorial reports were replaced by a system of professional classification and the

inspectorial role changed to that of inspection of the schools and of advice and guidance to

the individual teacher. The regular inspeclion role of the Department th€reby became limited

to an audit of the school or the curriculum as a whole. Inspectorial gnding was no longer a

requirement for individual promotion: promotion was on merit.

The classification system was a comp,romise half way between professional autonomy and

bureaucratic State control. Beginning teachers were selected for entry to the profession

through their studentships. After gaining a degre, they then oompleted their teacher

training. On gaining a full time position in a school they were placed probationally on a

register - List A. Following the appropriate *professional peer guidance and supenrision'

by their colleagues (generally the Head of Department ) for a period of up to three years they

were assessed as professionally competent, validated by the Inspectorate and classified on

List B as a Registered Teacher with their position confirmed as p€rmanent. (This List which

was held by the D€partment was in effect a register of teachers for State schools as there

beingnorequirementenforceableontheownersof privateschools.) The "peer support and

guidance' formed part of the PPTA's version of professional culture for 'a self-governing,

self-disciplining, professional body setting and confolling its own standards". This

provided the entry provisions to the profession in terms of 'professional practice'. Entry

was regulated by the State.

PmA sought to havethe classification process extended to cover those who were appointed

to positions of responsibility. It also wanted it to include legal means by which those

teachers who were judged incompetent by their peers could also be de-classifie4 the

Classification Review. The plan incorporated both a peer review and professional

assistance ending in the possibility of deregistration6e and the "removal of teachers fr,om

67 ppf| Annual Conference Proceedings I 975
68 pnit Amos. Minister of Education in 3rd l-abour Government, l97l' 1974
69 Ho*"no the deregistration process was very rarely used. What tended to happen was that complaints
were loudly expressed at Board level about incompetent teachers but with the continuing staff shortages,

continued ....>
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the profession'. Removal was to be under the control of the profession. However the legal

strictures of the 1964 Act on teacher discipline remained while a Classification Review was

finally gained in 1987 as part of changing industrial structures.

The abolition of the bureaucratic grading basis in this new system was achieved through an

opportuneallianceof theSecondary Schml Boards with PPTA and a Labour Government.

Because the secondary teachers were employed by separate school boards, these Boards

could appoint and promote their own staff so the Boards had always resisted having the

Department of Education determine who were appropriate teachers for their schools. The

accepted purpose of teacher gading was for job-comparability purposes across schools

under the same employing authority and maintained by NZEI. This was irrelervant with the

individual seondary boards who were separate employing authorities.

It was the combination of political oprportunity for PPTA, the structure of seondary

education and an economic reason which had enabled the abolition of bureaucratic grading

for secondary teachers. The economic requirement was the need for more teachers at the

higher levels. The chronic secondary teacher shortage coupled with the grading system for

promotion based on years of senrice rather than merit had led to a severe strortage of eligible

senior teachers. The new system opened up the promotion system favouring the younger

more re@ntly gnduated teachers who were vocal in support of the abolition of grading.

And these pople formed the basis of the active PPTA memberstrip in mo$ of the new

schools of the 1970s.

Inwitably that achievement, even with the support of the Secondary School Boards

Association, was not without political tensions. The incoming National government in 1975

responding to public concems about teaching standards and compefency associated with the

demiseof grading estabtished a review "The Committee on the Registration and Discipline

of Teachers": theMarshall Report.

This Committee established under the Chairmanship of Sir John Marshall, a briefly former

hime Minister, had the following terms of reference:

To review the present arangements for the certification, registration (including de-registration)

and discipline of teachers, to inform itself of the statutory arrangements for the other

professions in this country and to make recommendations.To

principals r Boards rarely seemed prepared to start the procardings.
in those days, a poor teacher seemed betts than rxl one"
70 The Repon of the Committee on the Registration and
Rep<nt,(Wellington 197 7 ).

As a field officer has since remarked "

Discipline of Teachen, Mushall
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As far as PFTTA was concemed what was at issue was their notion of "the profession'.

While the Marshall Committee's report validated the PPTA belief that teaching fitted the

criteria of a profession, the report also set out to explain how teachers and by extrapolation,

teachers' associations, in particular PPTA, were different from otha professions. The

recommendations of the Comminee concentrated largely on discipline (57 recommendations)

while seeking to make teaching "open to all" through the removal of any criteria for

registration. The central issue was the continuing one of control over teachers and the

ability of a profession to restrict entry. The Marshall Report was seen as a direct attack on

the PPTA ideal of teaching as a *trained and qualified profession under the disciplinary

control of the profession'.

The primary function of any system of professional registration is the maintenance of standards

of entry, qualifications and perfornnnce. The 'open to all' policy recommended by the

Committee may have advantages to (staffing) certain type.s of schools, but is it really in the

interests of the profession? ........

The criterion implicit in the concept of professionalism - that the prafession should set and

meintain sffective standards of conduct. is largely negate6. 7 I

PPIA responded to the publication of the Report by pubticly attacking the C-ommittee for

self-interest, political bias and for providing a rationale for undercutting the notion of

'professional autonomy'

The Comrnittee itself comprised 13 memtrers of ufrom only four were practising teachers, and

of these only two were nominees of teacher orgrnisations. One of the teachers was a principd

of a private school. Of the remainder, 5 represented the employers in state and private schools

and two can best be described as administrators in education, with the chairman having no

functional connection with education at the pres€nt time. 72

The resulting war of words (mainly led by TIZEI defending the grading system and need for

training before entry to teaching), tog€ther with the upmming election, pretiented the

recommendations on teacher discipline being adopted After the election in l98l more

important concerns occupied the public sphere and the education agenda. The classification

process became the new status quo for seondary schools, to emerge later as a political issue

in 1986 through the Scott Report on Teacher Quality.T3

7l B Webrter,'General Secretary NOTES" PPTA Journal, (June l97S) p'9.
72 ruio.
T3Education And Science Select Committee, 1986, Repon on the Inquiry into
(Wellington: Government hint, 1986) Scott Report pp75-78

The Quality oJ Teachirtg.
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The Professional Journal
During the 1960s the PPTA Journal was elevated in status from an organisational

newslettertotheroleof the professional organ underpinning this "professional project". It

provided teachers with access to current educational ideas and to the "professional" debates.

Over the 1970s the Journal was formalised into an issues-directed publication with particular

campaigns addressed from a variety of selected viewpoints. Although reflecting particular

concerns of the Association at the time, the issues selected were not direaly addressed as

political stratery to the Department of Education or the Government. They were presented

as signed opinion or as academic discussion as input to teachers' debate. Through this

however, the Journal was creating a climate of opinion, establishing the limits and direction

of debate about a particular education issue. This creation of view point was one which

reflected the diversity of views found in the current executive. However increasingly

towards the 1980s, as PPTA became more union oriented, this publication came to present a

more defined srategic view in relation to particular issues.

Control over stafling and school organisation: professional conditions

Changes to school organisation were oontinually exhorted by the membership.

Suggestions surfaced on occasions for flat management structures, colledive decision-

making processes! the abolition of form-level structures, vertical grouping and portable or

removable senior positions. The control of schools was formally in the hands of the Boards

which generally reflected the wishes of the principals and the staff. That alliance resisted

any centralisations from Government which were against their combined interests.

Differences between schools were a matt€r of degree rather than substance. Innovations

were encouraged but not resourced.

The Department of Education constantly sought the re-organisation of educational

administration and the devolution of greater control to theregional level. Since Currie, their

plans sought to dispense with the individual secondary school boards and to bring about an

amalgamation of thepnmary and secondary sectors at a regional lwel.

However both the Secondary School Boards and the PPTA had an interest in maintaining

the separate fragmented identities of secondary school boards. PFIA argued that the

s€parate School Boards afforded a shonger focus in school affairs than would a single

conglomerated authoriryTa, while the Boards sought to maintain their local influence. The

differing concerns over schools bdween PP|A and the Boards were hanslated into the

74 W"brtet'Notes, PPTA lournal, (June 1978)p.12 See alsn Wehster, l98l where this argument is again

repeated.
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common interest for more staffing, higho staffing natios, a political alliance for more

funding and a shared aim in autonomous schools. It can be summed up in a remit from

Auckland region in 1974

That the Department povide the staffing so that we can organise our schools professionally in

order to meet all of the different needs at each school. 75

It continued the familiar New Zealand pattern of seeking local oontrol and yet cenfal

funding. (see Chapter two)

Pay Action: professional recognition through salary

The campaign over the salary rates in 1969 built on these dweloping bases of the

importance of proper qualifications, recognition for the profession and the shortage of staff.

The Currie Commission responding to the situation in which teachers' wages were

determined directly by regulation had recommended a salary structure which would take

account of the qreers of all the 'professionals' oncerned with teaching, those in the

Department as well as the various classroom practitioners. "For this is one service and one

profession."T6 The salary scale Currie suggested "would be established by a standing

ommittee of all interested parties in Education sef up to invesfigte the rernhntion of the

professional level"77. This was a call for the establishment of a separate pay re.search unit

for education.

This suggestion was not taken up politically, howerrer an Education Seryices Committee

was set up with arbitration rights to a Government Senrices Tribunal. The State Sernices

Ac't of 1962 introduced occupational gading and an occupational class claim based on

recruitment and relativity with the private sector. This sef up the pay structures but the

hoped for research unit did not eventuate.

Over the 1960s pressure grew in PPTA for a salary increase for their 'professional

recognition'. In 1970 a hatf day stop-work, designated a "rq)ort' meeting, was called and

gained stong support from the membershipTs. The improved negotiating procedures of the

State Services Conditions of Employment Acf 1971 required that there had to be a

recruitment difficulty in order to gain a pay increase. Through this PPTA was able to g€t the

Government to formally establish the degree as the bench mark of the secondary pay scale.

75 n"mit, Auckland Region minutes, 6 March 194.
76 cuni, Repon :p 576.
77Ibid.
78 Thir was the first real rnass stoppage of teachers in New Zealand. 80OO teachers attended these meaing
througb out the country, this was about a 70% turnout. Auckland Region Minutes, July 1970.
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It seemed that becoming militant produced results. The new pay structures establish a

secondary scale separate from that for primary teachers and resulted in pay increases for

secondary teachers of up to 38%. Relativity bench marks were later established for primary

teachers on a lower scale. The separation of a teaching service into primary and secondary

had again been established in the pay system. The mechanisms of establishing relativiry

under the SSCE began a ratcheting of pay claims between primary and secondary which

was to continue.

Different arenas, different opportunities, different tactics.
In the industrial arena the State Senrices payfixing procedures established after the

Government Services Tribunal Act 1948 limited the range bf ttrings State employees ould
bargain about. Pay increases were argued in terms of relativity and recnritmsrt within the

appropriate payfixing Act. Although there were public sector-wide advances for such things

as equal pay, maternity leave or sick l@ve, teachers could not generally bargain indusrially

over conditions. These areas designated professional were onsidered part of the

administrative responsibilities of the Department of Education and the schools. PPTA's

involvement at both levels was necessary to achieve benefits for the membsship. Once an

issue was accepted as legitimate, discussion could then take place. The outcome of that

discussion, not generally recognised at a public level as negotiations, if successful, would

form part of the regulations goveming education itself via the Department of Education

circular of procedural process.

PPIA officials in their negotiations with the t)€paftment became very skilled at using

argument, interpreting regulations, establishing precedents. The arena of particular

negotiation became the signifier of the professionaUunion dis,tinction. The often unspoken

threat was to take the issue into the public arena as a public campaign and so cause political

embarrassment to the Minister.

Gains could be achierred through negotiation case by case. Cases relating to members in

one part of New T-ra'land could be used to implement improved conditions in other parts.

Or on a particular issue an argument mounted with the Department was supported by a

political campaign from members seeking political resolution. On occasions a sector-wide

campaign would have an effect. A gain by one goup of teachers would be used as

precedent by another group. This process obviously required a well functioning union

bureaucracy in order to allow the union officials access to the detail of previous decision-

making and for creating the opportunities.
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The professional projed therefore depended on both ideological and material resources for

success. To an extent PPTA as an organisation positioned between capital and labourTe

brought two somewhat contradictory sets of behaviours, attitudes and histories from which

to identifu opportunities and select the appropriate srategies. I do not want to pursue here

the intricacies of Marxist theories of class, but to put forward the irnportance of particular

histories as a determinant in the resources available for both srategies and tactics.

Professional tactics were @nsidered to be somewhat restrained and reasonable, they

stressed rational argument and appealed to a broader strategJ such as "the national interest',

'the good of society" or in this case specifically 'the needs of education". They portrayed a

more ac'tive encompassing of interest on behalf of others. Professional alliances tended to

occur away from the public sphere inside the bureaucracy, through networks of influence

and a shared culture.

Union tactics on the other hand carry the threat of with&awal of labour and are part of a

somewhat more overt political strategy of eiths protection or fighting for gains. Because of
the more openly democratic nature of unions, these tactics are generally linked more to the

public sphere and to political action. Union alliances are formed to supplement the strategy

in other arenas and also to provide support for other groups.

Professional strategies are legitimately accepted to be preactive, union strategies are

genoally limited to the more reactive ones. In the anti-union climate of the 1950s following

the waterfront lock-out of 1951, in which PPTA emerged, overt self-interest was union,

while a concern for the wider interest was professional. Manual work was union; mental

work professional. The class concerns were deeply buried in the languagg history and the

tactics of the organisation.

The Association up until 1978 can be described as tending more towards a professional

association with major @ncerns about the curriculum, professional control over teachers

and school staffing. The administrative structures of education and the behaviours thry

produced together formed the particular culture of PPTA during that time. As Richard

Good reflected the views of General-Secrerary Webster, 'by 1970s PPTA was no longer a

pressure goup interested in industrial issues but a professional goup interested in the

broaderadvancementof education.'80 PPTA was part of educational poliry making, they

were professionals. The emphasis in PPTA, howevetr, started to shift over the late 1970s,

as it moved towards more union concerns over workload, pay and social equity with a

79 Wrig[t, Erik, Olin, 'lntellechrals and the class structure of capitalist society' in Walker, P d. kween
C,qiral and Labonr, (Boston: South End Press, 1979) ppl9l-213
80 Good, *A contrast in Militancy: a comparative study of NZPPTA and the Victcnia STA'" op. cit.p. 58
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corresponding cultural and organisational shift. As the democratisation of the organisation

occurred, PPTA moved towards a more militant position.

PART THREE: TENSIONS. STAFFING DIFFICULTIES AND BECOMING
UNION.
The l97l salary rise for secondary teachers had not really mef the problem of the secondary

teacher shortage in New 7,ealand. The restructuring of salaries in l97l with the degree as

the bench mark of the professional gave rise to a numbs of problems of translation for

those already in the system, especially the technical teachers, those in non-graduate subject

areas or remedial education.

Therewasa big salary fight in l97l and there was a lot of bitterness teft in the union about

that because it had shifted all the classification gradings and anyone who didn't have a degree got

crapped on. A sub-agenda rigbt through the Bay of Plenty region was tbat there was a bunch

of our members doing the same job who were teft out in the cold81.

The staffing issue had became somewhat of a qpiral. The conditions for teaching during this
period meant large classes, more children and a need for more relerrant curriculum.

Particular difficulties were experienced in the 'hard-to-staff schools, many of which were

recently built, in therapidly growing small country towns that dweloped with the post-war

industrialisation prognammes of the 1960s, or senring the new housing projects on the

outskirts of the cities and the growing Maori and Facific Island populations. Counury

service salary incentives and extra housing was provided to try and get secondary teachers

into such schools. Secondary teachers were also imported from Britain on various assisted

immigration schemes.sz Many of these immigrant teachers had qualifications in education

or in the technical areas that were different from those on the newly established salary scale.

These qualifications were not recognised as equivalent in the pay system.

These difficulties over pay structwes had to be argued simultanously both in the pay-fixing

system and through the administration section of the Department. Having garned acceptance

of the degree as the standard for secondary teachers, through the pay-fixing system, the

interests of the membership then required that the Executive set about establishing

equivalencies and so undermining their own position as a degreed profession. The process

of dweloping and getting accepted degree equivalencies, r*establishing new scales and

8l John Grant, interview,4 March 1993,
82 They were known as'f l0 poms'. Over the l!)60s immigration replaced training and skills development
in education. It was cheaper to import skilled labour than train them. tn l97l according to the NZ
Yearbook. (Wellington Govt. Printer, l97l) 24601identified as Bdtish-born ufiile 201479 identified as
Maori. There vrere more people of British birth in New Zealand than there were Maori. This reinfuced the
culnue of New Zealand schools as British and New Zealanders as the unskilled.
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-
steps with implications for other scales or steps, reduced this policy making from one of

rational principles to that of the bweaucratic method of just *muddling through'. The

"professional project'was thereby undercut by the interests of its own membership, while

the focus of qualifications on content rather than education narrowed the vision.

The mandatory requirement that all semndary teachers be trained and qualified had to wait

until 1983 with the final achievement date set as 1987.

[there was] a concern with what could be termed as upskilling - the push u/hich started back in

the 70s to develop secondary teaching a^s a trained and qualified service. Ttr some extent this

was a debate within the ass<riation which trxlk about 4 or five years to work througb. It was a

debate between those with degrees and those witb other qualifications. There werc the metallies

and the chippies, and the teachers from the U.K vfio had concurrent vocational and teacher

training. And people like the Homecraft people, the typing ones, and some p,rimary trained

pmple who were being bought into schools for their particular skills in remedial and home-

room situations- That all came to fruition about 1983 u&en the Govemment of the day r.mder

Merv. Wellington agreed to adopt a fully trained and fully qualified service and we would move

to that over a number of years with 1987 being the target year.83

Qualifications and their subjec't base as the mark of the separation from primary teachers

however, had became firmly established as part of the culture of PPTA.

Conflicts over unionlorofession
The notion of a professional culture sustained by the professional association as outlined in

the PPTA 1969 position paper raised ongoing and continual debate within the PFIA

membership. Was PPTA a union or a professional association? This tension surfaced on a

number of occasions often in extremely oontradictory positions. Those favouring the more

union position sometimes argued that PPTA was doing the Department's work on members'

money8a. This was used on many occasions as an argument for deskilling and against

taking part in the policy making process.

A question was raisetl over the use of members' money to develop nuterial about teaching.

This was s€en as the Department's role. ....1n view of the fact that some members had not had a

wage rise for a long time, money spent on matters like exam marking, q/hich w€re the concern

of the Department, was a misuse of members' funds85.

83 Kevin Bunker, Gen. Sec. PPTA, interview 5 August 1993
84 Auckland Region PPTA Minuies, November 16 1978.
85 South Auckland Region PPTA l9?7.
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The memb€rs'perception of the effectiveness of the association in delivering barefits for its

members changed when the union tactics were involved. The issue of the Payment for

Schml Certificate marking had been somewhat of an early catalyst for the

union/professional tensions in PPTA at the 196l Conference. The Conference passed a

remit from the flmr and against Executive calling upon teachers to refuse to mark 1962

Schml Certificate until there was a substantial increase in payment for the markersE6. The

issue produced a coalition between those opposed to the examination for a variety of

reasons87 and those opposed to the low payrate of the markers. This upwelling of anger

prompted concem from some in the Executive at the possibility that such radical action

would undermine "the professional project".

PPTA is a p,rofessional organisation not an'actitln group' PPTA- HO 6ll56/x

The public debate which followed was resolved through an independent inquiry resulting in

a 20To increase in pay for those teachers doing the marking. However in the process the

dispute re'yealed the power of the structural relationship of teachers. By refusing to mark

exams, and arguing in its submissions that the marking required their particular professional

skills which should be rewarded accordinglyss, the teachers were drawing simultaneously

on two different histories. One was the union struggle for pay increases through the

withdrawal of labour and a move into the public arena while the other was the profession as

an elite organisation seeking the protection of its special knowledge' to presert/e 'a

monopoly of competence".

These twin uaditions are the interests within a teachers' association which have to be

constantly balanced. The role of the association was for some a union directly fighting for

members' welfare. The professional project advocated PPTA as the voice of secondary

teachers having the key input in the policy process. The division between union/profession

was underpinned in 1970s by the following assumpfiion articulated by Bnrce Webster the

General-Seoetary of the time:

..the health of the secondary education and its ability to cope with the rapid rate of chenge in

modern New Zealand society is very dependent on the a@uacy of the teaching My'
...The test of the so-called trade union policies is that they are admissible only if they serve a

professional end.89

86 prrn llbl Conference Notes. PPTA ftle.s.
87 The allies included those who were opposed to examinations in any form, those opposed to the 50%

pass/fail nature of it and those u/ho beliwed that School Certiftcate had undermined traditional edrcation

John Kelly / Rae Munro interriiews.
88 Submission to the Commisslon on School Certificate Marking, PPTA, 1962.
89 webster in Clarke 1981, op. cit.
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This position unfortunately limited the organisation's effectiveness in working direaly for

members. The key issues were always professional conditions and staffing but they were

being fought for inside the bureaucracy. Taking part in the central decision-making over the

organisation of schools howe'yer carried a certain degree of risk for PPTA as a democratic

organisation.

The rigftt to receive privilegal information and to be a party to the discussions on financial

p'rovision, administative regulation and curriculum reform...[seemed to] carry the price of

public and ptitical silence $

Changing the culture of PPTA

As the 1970s moved on, the incumbent Executive was opposed by a growing number of the

more radical members who advocated both increased industrial action and more democratic

stnrctures. This push towards a more militant posture gathered momentum towards the

1980s.

The PPTA Executive at that time functioned on the mushroom theory - it kept its members in

the dark. Basically the Executive's attitude was everything we discuss is confidential unless ue

are forced to tell you about it.

The membership involvement in setting policy nas also reasonably low.

ln 1977 a PSA rep. shot us up a document which showed that the Government of the day was

about to get market rents for teacher hous:es. PPTA lnew about it but hadn't told us. I rang

Head Office and said is this true? They said "You have no right to know about that'.

We said, 'If this goes ahead, this region will wildcat". You can imagine, teachers didn't

strike, let alone wildcat9l.

The conflicts over a professional approach versus a union approach €me to a head towards

the end of the 1970s with the election of a number of members to Executive who favoured

this more union approach. The end of the 1970s form a watershed in many ways. The

changing character of PPTA was towards a more militant profile. Issues emerged over

salary, the democratisation of the Association, social equity oncerns of access to education

as well as concerns over the role of women.

The frst major @ncern of 1977 was howev€r still that of salary.

There was a special conference ovm staffing. And the executive put up one of those usuel sort

of remits listing the tactics for action "that action begin by... ". lt was all sort of wishy

washy, write letters, lobby, you know..

S Roth Butterworth, in Bates, Prospeas in NmTaland Edumtion 1970, p. 55
9l Joho Grant, interview 4 March 1993.
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The salary thing was under crisis and we were giving the Executive hell... So we moved an

amendment that they *Delete all *ords after begin-

The motion now read *That action begin.'

It was overwhelmingly passed and what it did ... We dropped the Executive into it. They had

no freedom to negotiate... That issue was a crisis point in the union... Several stoppy people

.ioined at that time, the issues were staffing and conditions, ... and salaries ftom the point that

we all believed we were prxlrly paid. I meirn every union got a pay-rise e,rery yearg2.

The salary battle of 1978 revolved around a one day stoppage. It established again

secondary teachers as having a higha pay scale for the equivalent qualifications than

primary teachers and incorporated a number of degree equivalencies into the scale. The

Lauder and Yeee3 perspective on this campaign as I mentioned in the Infioduction to krt
two, saw this battle as teachers opposing proldarianisation following the "day of protest' (a

euphemism for 1 day strike). However they neglect to relate it to the other @ntexts either of
PPTA establishing professional status or the broader education context of state payfixing,

staffing difficulties and educational organisation. The 1978 pay claim involved using union

tactics for what PPTA could call *professional purposes', the staffing of secondry schools.

This campaign e$ablished a hierarchy of teaching with its middle ilurnagement or PR

positions perrnanently embedded in the pay scales but atablished on merit and qualifications

rather than on bureaucratic grading. The new pay scale saw the integration of non-degree

qualifications into structural steps and a pay differential for secondary teachers that l.lZEI

was unable to really successfully challenge9a.

UnionlProfessional, or becoming political
The professional project for PPTA meant that education policy was developed in

"partnership' with the Department. This invariably linked to a continuing discussion over

the merits of amalgamation of the teaching ss\rice and/or the teachers' associations as

combined professional groups. The off-again on-again amalgamation debates between

NIZEI and PPTA date from the earliest history of teaching in New T,raland. In 1974 the

Fducational Development Conference which was set up under I-abour by Hon. Phil Amos,

(previously a pnmary teacher) continued the theme from earlier times and reommended a

more unified teaching senricees.

92 C*ot, intenriew
93 huder and Yee, 'Are teachers being proletrienised?" in Ctnnging Policies, Changing Teachers op.cit.
94 Thir pay diffoential was finally challenged by NZEI in July 1994 with a srike and a clain for pay
-panty. In December 1994 it remains umesolvrxl.
95gnC Improving Lurning and Tuching, Report of the Working Party on Impruving trarmng ad
Teaching, Educgtional Development Conference, Wellington, I 974
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For PPTA howe'ver both their economic and cultural interests lay in the development of a
strong sepilrate secondary seryice covering all schmling from Form l-7 as s€t out in the

Currie Report and as endorsed by the Annual Conference of 1978. In an example of
rational opportunism this policy occurred parallel to the concurrent staffing and pay claim.

The Salary claim was based on recruitment and retention needs, the merit-created

management structures, a separate salary scale for secondary teachers and a legal recognition

of the necessity for secondary teachers to be trained and qualified. The need for a separate

seryice was an opportunity provided by the Secondary School Boards' concern over

Department plans for board amalgamations and increased centralisation. PPTA poliey

stressed the distinctiveness of the secondary senyice mmpared to the primary senrice and

linked the secondary school relationship to tertiary education.

3.6.1. Since the majority of secondary teachers teach part of their tire in the senior part of the

school, they require a high level of qualification to enable them to tmch successfully.

Honever desirable a group III qualification (i.e. university degree cr equivalent) might be in a

pnmary or intermediate school, the necessity for most if not all secondary teachers o hold such

a qualification to this level cannot be gainsai696.

"Rational opportunismn and the professional project sd the interests of secondary education

as different from those of primary. Because the structures of education operated in a

bureaucracy creating fair procedures, the various decisions set up the process of educational

steering by "muddling through'. Decisions were madg adjustments resulted, these s€t up

other tensions and produced a political response which produced more demands.

The changing executive, towards the militant professionals

The executive members of the 1960s and early 1970s can be chalacterised as brroadly lib€ral

at both theregional and the national level. Their focus was as 'professionals'. There was

a strong goup of womeneT who played an influential role in the developmant of policy

particularly in this professional or curriculum direction. In 1973 the Executive consisted of
5 women out of 16. They were very supportive of PPTA's role in the prrofessional input

into educatione8 The association's role in education was as a 'ginger goup" of the

profession - to work within the Education Department and as well to put pressure on the

Government to implement the recommendations of the 1962 Currie Report, particularly

those items relating to curriculum. The Currie Report was their legitimating source.

96pgte Annual Conftrence Paper 1978, "The Need for a Separate Secondary Service' from Executive.
97H"l"o Pearce, interview. 30 March 1993
98 Prg"" i5i6.
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The chamcter of the Executive changed from the end of the 1970s as the younger more

radical and union oriented group, who came to be known as the "Young Turks', moved in.

The issues and concerns that this group brought with them moved the concerns towards a

more social liberal perspective stressing the achievement of ideals of social democ'racy and

teachers as change agents. These ideals were premised on an expansive State project of
universalism in education accompanied by increased decommodification. The three major

influences that were to become important in national education politics were feminism,

socialism and educational progressivism. Over the 1980s these increasingly involved Maori

concerns. These influences can also be described as moving towards what Offe calls the

more dialogical concems over the political scope and mandate of education. PPTA was

becoming both publicly involved in the direction of secondary education, more @ncerned

about social matters and more militant in its actions.

The tensions between the liberal and traditional ooncepts of education came to a head in a

public clash between teachers and the Minister of Education in the 1983 over curriculum

which was to have an influence on the politics and the political standing of PPTA. This will

be develorped in greater depth in Chapter seven. However the three strands which were to

have influence were the staffing of schools, pay and curriculum.

[During Ore | 980s1 there ,r,€re three debates running concurrently really:

. the economic situation of teachers based on the ability to recruit and train enough teachers and

the athaction ofjobs in the private s€ctor especially with higher p8y and better conditions! so

that staffing and pay becare important,

. there was the n€€d to up-skill or to move to a new minimum standard of skill and

qualifications,

. also emerging during that same time was lhe concern that the external examinations, and

University Entrance at Form 6 in particular were cramping the development of the curriculum

and with it the ability of the curriculum to meet the needs of students beyod form five as well

as others.

All of those things were happening but whetber Merv Wellington was the individual wtttr

catalysed things I don't know, he certainly became a focus of action, so that in the mid eighties

penod we had the principals leading the charge to abolish UE.99

A more union structure for PPTA had been established in 1978 with field officers and

industrial officials. This provided both the material and motivational resources of the

organisation while the professional concems were increasingly focusd on the mandate of

99 Bunker interview.
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education through the Department of [6]uca1isn100. In a similar fashion to Australia

somewhat earlier, by 1983 PPIA had become an organisation of 'militant professiomlsr 101

whose militancy was linked to its structural position in the State.

PART FOUR: 1983 CONFERENCE: SETTING UP FOR CONFRONTATION
The Annual Conference in 1983 became the focus of a number of these issues particulady

relating to the involvement of PPTA in the mandate ef sduca1isnlo2. Three in particular

were to have important ongoing consequences as they involved dl three of what I have

called the "arenas for decision-making' and they will be taken up and developed in detail in

following chapters. The issues were:
. the staffing of schools, specifically the implementation of the Smndaqy Staffing

Review
. the payment of teach€rs, specifically the proposed changes by the State Senrices

Commission to the payfixing procedures for State servants

. curriculum, and in particular, the removal of UE from Form six - the Form Six

Action C:mpaign.

1. The Secondary Staffing Report

The 1983 Conference was the place in which Minister of Education Merv Wellington.

acc€pted and endorsed a report over the allocation of staffing resources to seondary

schools: the Secondary Staffing Report (SSR). This was a report in which PPTA had

played a major develorpmental role as part of the Seoondary StafFrng Working Party.

The Minister's acceptance of this report marked the firs stage in the implementation of the

SSR. The National Government accepted the formulae of staffing secondary schools

according to need rather than according to pupil numbers. This marked the achievement of

the PPTA's aim "84 for'84u, getting 84 teacher's equivalents for 1984. This section of the

conference was signalld by na number of quiet smiles" as PPTA successfully began its

campaign to have secondary school $affing allocations determined by educational "need

not numbersr.l03 The dwelopment of that report is elaborated in the following Chapter six.

100 5* 
" 

discussion of the scope of education in relation to the exaryle of TEVI see Dale, 1989:65-74
l0l 4 Spaull, d. Attstralian Tbachen: lrom Colonial Schmbtwsten to Miltan fresslonals,
(Melbourne: 1&smillan 1977)
102 nrl" 1989, StateandHuurion
103 PPTI News 4,13, (Sept. 1983)
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2. The SSC proposes changing state pay-fixing.

The 1983 conferencealso coincided with the introduction into Parliament of a bill proposing

amend.ments to the State Servants Conditions of Employment Act. The proposed Bill

sought to do away with the requirement for recruitment and retention arguments as grounds

for State wage claims. The proposal suggested that State employees could be better served

by a system which promoted concepts of merit rather than of smrice as the basis for pay and

rewarded performance rather than service. The Combined State Unions CSU had been

unable to get any agreement from the Government to allow them consultation on this billlo4.

Delegates to PPTA conference were told of the dramatic effect that the changes to the SSCE

would have on their ability to negotiate wage claims and the dire consequences for teaching

if they had to wait until after a recruitment problern had occurred before getting a wage rise.

Once briefed the conference delegates then marched to Parliament. After the speeches on

the steps of Parliament, and motions passed opposing the Bill and in support of the CSU's

desire for consultation, the delegates "then diqpersed into Parliament to convince [their own]

various MPs why theamendments were wrong.los

Iater, back at the Conference there were calls for strikes and the '...delegates indicated a

willingness for direct act if the Bill was passed".lo6 The next prt of that particular story is

dweloped in Chaper nine.

3. Pulling the plug on UE: Form Sixth Action Campaign.
In July of 1983, just before the September Conference, the organisers of the PPTA

Principals' Conference, taking an op'portunity in which a number of principals were away

socialising,loT had passed a resolution dclaring that this would be the laS year in which

their sixth form students would sit University Entrance. The principals' statement became

headlines and started a public debate. PPTA via the principals was pulling the plug on UE

in Form Six and directly becoming involved in a political battle with the Minister of

Education over the curriculum. This declaration followed a series of earlier resolutions

calling for the removal of UE and the extension of Sixth Form Certifisaiglos. The

declaration by the principals was followed up at the Conference by an Executive

recommendation:

lH Interview Jim Delahunty ex Ass. Sec. CSSU. and IO NZEI 5 September 1992
105 PP71 News 4,13, (Sept. 1983) pl2
lffi nrio
107 p"rr6*1 Communication, Tony Steele, 1984 President, May 1991
108 Stro* Hearn, chair of Cunicul ,m Advisory Committee, interview, 6 March 1993
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That the association instructs members to assess the sixth form pupils in 1984 only by sixth

frrm certificate; and that they further be instructed not to participate in 16s xdminis'tration

procedures of the 1984 University Entrance examinationl09.

PPTA was publicly withdrawing support for the UE exam and openly setting itself up for

political confrontation. This section of the PPIA story is dealt with in Chaper seven.

THE IMPLICATIONS OF TIIE 'PROFESSIONAL PROJECT'

PPTA's'professional project' is made up of two components, the collective consciousness

of the members of the goup and the socioeconomic opportunity structure within which an

organisation emerges md sgtsll0. The professional project was to maintain a separate

secondary service which has a number of characteristics, some of which can be said to

constitute the culture of New Zaland secondary teaching and thus the 'professional culture'

for PPTA.
. Secondary teachers are professionals.

. Semndary teachers are trained and qualifid through a degree and teacher training.

' Secondary teachers are the authority in secondary curriculum.

' Secondary teachers are the authority on secondary schooling.

. Secondary teachers are reognised for their expertise by the pay structures.

. Secondary education @vers from Fcrm l-7 based on a general ducation until the

school leaving age followd by qpecialisation for further education.

. Secondary education is an entitlement of all children.

By 1983 'professional" had come to mean that if it happened in secondary schools or to

semndary school students it was a matter of concern for PPTA. The "professional project"

was about creating and constructing the collective view of secondary education and having

the ability through professional oontrol to enforce this at the school letiel. This constituted

the 'collective consciousness' of PPTA. As the PFIA 1984 slogan put it, 'When decisions

are made about secondary education, PPTA will be [191s'.1 I I

A number of unresolved tensions continued in this conc€pt of 'professional'.

First, there was the strong link between secondary education and tertiary education. As the

eoonomy changed and unemployment became entrenche4 the aim of secondary education

was extended from "the notion of university or shop" of the 1978 conference towards a

109 tggg Annusl Conference. c83/30
ll0 P|ton^isd Cqitalism 1985, p222
lll py14 slogan, 1983-84 Annual Report.
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notion of "university or technical institute". This left secondary education still focused

vocationally on qualifications. As both the technical institutes and unemployment grew, this

created a tendorcy for technical education to became a repository for the "non-achievingn.

Courses were being established in the Technical Institutes to serve both "early school

leave,rs", that is those without formal school qualifications (remedial education, short pre-

apprenticeship courses, unemployment courses) as well as providing apprenticeship courses

and full technical education. This tension was opposed by those seeking to expand and

elevate technical education. The development of the tertiary s€clor of coune had

implications for secondary teaching as to what were the boundaries of the service and what

was the mandate of secondary education. To maintain its identity or professional culture,

the secondary teaching service had to separate itself both from the primary senrice and from

the burgeoning technical education sector.

A second consideration was the lack of any real critical understanding of the process of
pedagory among the general PFIA membership. Although PPTA policy stressed the need

for teachers to be trained and qualified, there was a continuing and shared belief by many

secondaqy teachers in the importance of the qualification rather more than teacher education.

Knowledge was to be transmitted. Assessment was their pedagogical skill. The need for

the development of further@agogical skills did not form a part of thepolicy or the practice

of PPTA. Individually secondary teachss related back to the field of thek own discipline

and reflected the knowledge they gained at university or technical institute. The training

they received as a teacher was less than one year of which a great bulk is spent apprentice'

like in schools. This training tended to stress a basic minimum of expertise: the practical

techniques for transmitting knowl.dg", assessing answers and managing classrooms rather

than developing and facititating children's learning or examining broader educational

questions.

A third area which was to be a continuing influence in the future was the unresolved

tensions between lay and professional influence, administration or professional decisions,

and central or local control. This was to come tog€ther later in 1986 in the issue of the

discipline and ompeancy of teachers in the Scott Report and school accountability in the

Picot Re,pprt. There was a continual concern from Secondary School Boards as employers

and from politicians seeking increased conhol of teachers and the need to find incentives for

improvements in teaching quality. The issue was one of control. Who would deerrnine

the standards of teaching? How could high levels of competency be rewarded? Or more

specifically how could poor teachers be removed?

The ideological component of the concept 'profession' was the PPTA's motivational

resources. This was to have positive implications for the union in the forttrcoming



managerialist projrct. The loyalty of the individual teachers was not to the 'otterprise' or

the particular school or even to 'the principal'. The loyalty of the teachers was to the

profession's beliefs. In a twist of the newspeak of managerial enterprise cilncerns

'Education' itself became 'the enterprise'.I 1l While the ideology of professionalism can be

viewed as a construct that both obscures the reality of one's work and secures the

internalisation of the means of motivation and disciplinel13, it does not engender loyalty to

the enterprise as a 'firm' as of itself. In this case the evolution of the PPTA 'professional

project' had created the professional loyalty of PPTA to the continuation of State education,

to the importance of transmitted knowledge and assessment and to the concepts of equality

of opportunity. These were the markers of the secondary profession.

The second area that Offe alerts us to is the socio-economic opportunity structure within

which an organisation ernerges and acts. This relates both to the positioning of PPTA in the

State and to PITTA itself sited as an organisation betwen capital and labour. The

professionaUunion/State interface was part of the very being, the raison d'0tre, of PPTA.

The creation of the professional culture of PPTA was in part a stntegy for occupational

security and a means of teachers increasing or maintaining their influence over their work.

It enabled teachers to be involved at the bureaucratic level in the decision-making of

education. Being'professional' provided PPTA with its weapons of ideological defence,

both for the members and for those for whom they take responsibitity. The use of union

tactics meant that the organisation was able to dwelop a political campaign and to quickly

take particular issues into the public arena to gain support for political resolution. The sense

of collective identity and values, the 'culture of PPTA' provided the collective

consciousness or the motivational resources of a labour organisation. The professional

linkages in the bureaucracy provided the means of involving teachers in the mandate of

education and as well in the more dialogical @ncerns of broaderpolitical action.

I 12 6 ssa6al attackduring the 1992 wage rormd from the SSC seeking to break apart the national contract

was that the contract snodd be flexible to allow enterprise differences gnd msnagerial prerogatives. To
whrch the reply from the teacher unions was 'klucation is the enterprise'.
I 13 C Derber , Professionals as Wo*en, Mental Labour in Adtwrced Capitatism. (Boston MA: GK Hall'
1982)
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CHAPTER SIX

TIIE SECONDARY STAFFING REVIEW: A CASE STUDY OF A

BUREAUCRATIC MECHANISM

The previous chapters have shown the development of the professionaUState/union

relationship in the'old structures'. The opportunities available to PPIA derive from the

institutional forms and practices, the level of will or the collective consciousness of the

members of the goup, the PPTA culturen and the professional claims from which PPTA

acts. This chapter examines the campaign over the Secondary Staffing Report (SSR), as a

case study of the professional/union/State relationship in the 'working party mode'. PPTA

developed this relationship most effectively for a brief period during the 1980s. The SSR

was a means of effecting change in teachers' conditions through seeking political

opportunity at a time in which there was an imposed freeze on all wages. It is argued that

the SSR campign was an example of Offe's concept of "rutionalopportunism"l the su@ess

of which was made possible because of the combination of interest, opportunity and

institutional status.

This chapter illustrates both the functioning of the bureaucracy within a demand-led

Keynesian State and the way that PPTA was able to operate simultaneously in that

bureaucratic structure and as a political body. While PPTA was able make political space

for the members'advantage, it also became the agent of the ducation bureaucrary, 'selling"

the jointly developed policy ideas to its membership. This campaign about teachers'

conditions is also s€t out in the fold out arena table (Fig. Pt 2.3) in the Introduction to Part

two. The SSR campaign is one in which PPTA could reasonably be said to have benefited

from "provider capture." The knowledge gained in one arena, the administrative one, was

utilised later to advantage in another arena - the payfixing one - which operated according to

different rules and assumptions. An increase in staffing and resources was the objert of a

parallel political campaign. later in a different political campalgn and under different

political conditions the knowledge of how the secondary school system was costed was

utilised again in the campaign over the funding of Tomorrow's Schools. This knowledge

was used to slow down the changes to the funding of schools, as will be seen in Chapter 8.

To quote Offe *The concrete shape and content of organised interest representation is always

the result of interest plus opportunity p/ru institutional status... interest representation is

determined by ideological, economic and political parameters"2.

] Offa Disorgan Lr ed C-ap italism p228
z Ibidp222
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The SSR is useful therefore for two reasons. It illustrates the operation of the mechanisms

of policy input in the Keynesian Welfare State which had guided and developed New

Zaland education since 1935. As well it shows the particular role of the PPTA as a

symbiotic part of that process, making space and taking opportunities as they occur. In the

event this involved both shaping political input and politicising education under the guise of
providing and selling a technical solution.

There are always a multiplicity of demands and expectations for schools to meet. Euery

social requirement is popularly thought able to be solved through education. The central

problem of policy making in education is to frnd ways to make these achievable within the

resources available. As I outlined in Chapter two, at this particular time - the period of crisis

- we can say that the demand mechanisms on education were being overloaded.

THE BEGII{NINGS OF TIIE SSR

The SecondarJr Staffing Report (SSR) has its origins in the 1970s and the push for PPTA to
gain a voice in teachers' oonditions of work, the area excluded from pay-fixing negotiations.

The most visible and influential matter affecting conditions of work for tachers was the

staffing of schools. An increase in the staffing component of secondary schools had been a

recommendation of the Currie Commission and Education Dwelopmant C.onference in

1974. Staffing matters for PPTA involvod not only the level of class student-teacher ratios

and provisions to meet all the desired educational needs but also making time available for
the school's adminisEative duties and decreasing the direct teacher class contact time to
allow for teacher associated duties such as preparation, marking and pastoral care. The

beginning of this particular project began in 1976 with a conference paper suggesting the

need to step up the pressure for increased staffing in secondary schools.3

The Association wishes to restore the momentum to the prognmme of staffing improvements

in secondary schools. The hesident and the General Secretary accordingly met with the

Minisler of Education in early May and asked that he re-establish a joint PPTA -Department

Staffing Working Party....The Minister...directed that the matter be further explored in

preliminary procedural talks betwe€n the officers in the Bfucation Department and the

Association. Such talks were to identifu areas of need in secondary schools and draw up terms

of reference for a Working Parq4.

The Secondary Staffing Working Party was set up in 1977 by the Minister of Education

(l,es Gandar) as a joint PPTA, SSBA and Department group to makerecommendations on a

very wide brief. It was to report on all the factors which would affect staffing in secondary

3 pffn Conference Paper 1976, 'The Staffing of Secondary Schools' CO7611l
ePPTAJournal, April 1977 pl0
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schools, including size, organisation and role and the nature of the school population. In

this bureaucratic structure PPTA was being represented at the highest level by its elected

President. The working party operated according to what later became known as the

"@nsensus" model of the Education Departments, serviced by the education officials and

detreloping papers and reports as recommendations to the Minister. As a forward-looking

group the Working Party aimed to r@ommend a system for staffing secondary schools

which would enable schools to meet the needs of students in the coming 1980s6.

Inside the education bureaucracy
An interim report was issued by the Staffing Working Party in 1978 which suggested that a

survey of teachers' actual workloads and the tasks the teachers were required to do be

undertaken. On the basis of this research a new model of staffing secondary schools

should beprepared. However in the short term the Working party recommended providing

time allowances for beginning teachers, allowances for senior teachers for the guidance of
beginning teachers, more staffing for remedial teaching, time allowance,s for internal

assessment, ancillary staffing, professional library staffing and teacher non-contacl time

allowances for all basic scale teachers in addition to the existing staffing rations. These

were incremental ad-hoc solutions. This draft was circulated out to schools for comment

over 1979 and then was submitted to C-abinet for approval.

Following agreement from C-abinet, the working party then established the research project,

and then sought new ways to look at teachers' workloads and subsequently up-dated and

changed the report over 1980 and 1981. The final report was presented to the Minister in

November 1982. This was issued as the Official Report of the Secondary School Staffing

Working Party. 19831 and widely distributed to schools.

The survey of teacher workloads was carried out in a number of sample schools using

PPTA resources as well as those of the Department of Education. The new model was

being porfayed as a technical-rational solution to the problem of staffing and it provided an

objective mathematical formula which could be universally ap,plied to schools to provide

staffing according to need in such a way as to give 'flexibility' to meet the increasing

demands for'diversity'. The central allocative mechanisms were to be replaced by more

technocratic procedures incorporating the needs of the schools. This was a technicist project

designed to give some support to the original question-setting process. The discourse was

5 Se" Picrr Repon:1988, Sec. 3.2.8. p.25.
6 Rrpon of the Secondary Stffing Wo*ing Parry (WellLngton: Department of Education, 1983) Terms of
Reference, p. 8.
/ Ibid.
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to make the system fairer in a way in which all schools could feel they had some notion of

control.

The previous system

The previous staffing system in secondary schools had been established following the

Thomas Report in 1946 and was based on a concept of weekly teaching half days (W'mD)

and pupil numbers. This generated staffing based on the number of pupils, with different

staffing ratios for the different teaching levels (3-5,6,7). To the basic sel of formulae

were added extra entitlements for staffing for adminisffation, career guidance and a number

of other allowances. The individual secondary school Boards of Governors had the power

to utilise this staffing as they saw fit for the management of their particular schmlss. The

control over the distribution of the staffing resources was in theory held at the local let/el

from the pool provided from the centre. In addition there was a range of other allowances

held and distributed according to the impartial bureaucratic discretion of the D$rict

Secondary Inspector of Schools.

Political campaigns could generate some extra money through C^abinet for particular staffing

causes such as vocational guidance progmmmes, trials in new forms of assessment, extra

reading progammes, teacher pre,paration time. Staffing in secondary schools as a

consequence was all rather ad-hoc and add-on. As needs were identified and campaigns

successfully mounted then some extra staffing ratios were built on or staffing for extra

teachers allocated. Using Offe s categories which were outlined in Chaptetr one, this was

an allocative mechanism within a conjuncturyl logrc. It sought to make the demands

achievable within the resources available. The staffing resource allocation process however

had became very political. Extra staffing was disbursed according to an argument rather

than any technocratic formula while the limits of spending on Vote:Education were

obviously political limits de,pendent on Cabinet decisions. Staffing was thus subject to the

demands of the politicat marketplace. To the economic-liberals this process of Saffing

schools exhibited all of theproblerns of public choice.

The staffing report initial draft which reported back in 1978 presented the usual brueaucratic

logic responding to the concerns from both Boards, teachers and the Employos Federation

for better education. It suggested an incremental process which reorganised and tidied up

the existing way of allocating staff in weekly half days (WTffDs) and then added in some

more allowances.

8 nio p.e.
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Changing the agenda

Howeverthefinal report of the SSR advocated a completely new system. It suggested the

entire basis of allocating staffing resources be changed to incorporate educational needs as

the basis of staffing schools. Educational needs were to be md through applying these

technically developed loadings. The process by which this change occurred, of moving

from an incremental allocative input focused system to what appeared to be a more

productive, output focused qystem, will be described in detail below.

The final report drew on and actively cited as its rationale, the earlier progressive Thomas

Report, the Currie Report, and the Educational Dwelopment Conference,1973-1974e. It

also incorporated key phrases from the National Pany policy documents as well as concerns

from both the Employers Federation and the Chambers of Commerce about the need for

improving basic skills in reading and mathsl0. The report was clearly a political document.

Education was about providing equality of opportunity for the develo,pment of potential of
all childrsr in order to bdt€r meet the needs of employment. All of the various needs in

education that had been suggested in the previous reports would be achievable given exfra

staffing. The report took all the incoming demands and sought to make them achievable as

an out@me, that is it sought to establish a system which would move from an input

mechanism to a focus on output.

In a radical departure the report suggested allocating staffing according to the number of
courses and subjects that needed to be taught. This would enable the 'diversity of schools

to meet the diversity of demands'l l. This was a complete shift in the process of allocating

teaching resour€s, firom the pupil as the unit of staffing to the teacher as the unit of staffing.

This meant that staffing was now to be allocated according to the number of ordinary

classroom teachers needed. The classroom teacher was the basis of staffing. The basic unit

was now "the normal teacher", not "the normal pupil'. The smaller schools would thus be

able to offer the same opportunities and subjects as larger schools while also allowing all

schools the same opportunities for pastoral care. The SSR also provided a series of extra

entitlements for these staff to use for non-contact or preparation and professional

development time.

This model was a staffing-firsr model as opposed to a pupiffinf model. It was based on

an assumption of creating a staffing profile for the courses required to be taught. First

establish a need for a course, determine the minimum level of student suprport, and then

generate staffing in teacher equivalents. After a certain class size a new teacher quivalent

9 ssn u4 n. l.
lo nio p. l19.
I llbid.
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would be generated. Also generated according to the various faclors was staffing for

professional guidance, preparation time, extra remedial learning, library staffing and

internal assessment. As a theoretically needs-based rather than roll-based system this

formalised all the existing discrdionary allocations and dgermined the number of course

equivalents within a maximum real class size number. The formula then generated all other

aspects of staffing such as the number of senior or management staff and support people

(including a tea-making person) as a relationship to the number of full+ime teacher

equivalents which then related back to the roll-numbers. It was a curriculum-led model of

staffing and funding schools which privileged the option subjects.

Included in the formula were maximum class sizes, special needs allowances including

factors for particular maths and reading development, preparation-time for all teachers,

internal assessment time, supenrision time, student guidance time, teacher training time, and

time forboth middle numagement and senior managementl2. Also included were factors for

teacher douelopment for both beginning teachers as well as more experienced teachers,

provision for office staff and executive officers, ancillary staffing, library and support staff

time as well as for a "tea p€rson'13. The staffing of schools would be according to need,

making useof the "availability of resources through falling rolls'.

Moving into the public arena

As the prospect of diminishing jobs for secondary teaching appeare4 together with the

immediate pressure of the wage freeze, the SSR itself was both enthusiastically and publicly

supported and politically managed by PPTA. Building on many of the policy options

developed earlier by PPTA and set out in an earlier 1976 conference paperla, as well as

work done behind the scenes by the PPTA Executive and their officials, SSR was promoted

as "the only real answer to the problem facing secondary schools - falling rolls' (PPTA

News Special Election, June 1984). The new system was the means to provide staffing in

such a way 'that would maintain the system of national education across the country

providing options and availability to all students not just those in the larger schools'. It

offered the real "chance of providing educational resources for all" 1 5 .

The SSR had taken all the old ad-hoc staffing allowances and produced a technical solution,

one which would meet the requirements for diversity. Yet on closer analysis the solution

was only achievable politically. What was being portrayed as an impartial objective solution

12 The adjustment of the formula for the future was also possible by adding in other factors such as those
for Maori language, special education, what ever. It could of course also be altered by subtracting or
changing these very same factors as PPTA was to discover in l99l see following chapters.
13 ssR ro+-62
l4 pgt.A staffing policy, PPTA Jounat lg77 April p. 9-10.
15 'Th" SSR' PPTA Branch information kit. 1983. 1984
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oriented to outcomes. was a heavily political one requiring both greatly increased resources

and so thepolitical support for increased Vote: Education funding.

Branch offrcer seminars were held to explain and disseminate the report to both members

and Boards. The strategy it was argued was to meet "the needs of children"..."to maintain

an appropriate range of subject options", it would provide a way of "uniquely staffing

schools if there is to be real equality of opportunity"t o. Of particular importance was the

problem of smaller schmls who lacked the resources to provide the same opportunities in

curriculum at the senior level as the large schools. The smaller schools, which were

generally the rural schools or the integrated schools, would now be the more advantaged.

The new system, PPTA maintained, rather than needing more teachers in total across the

whole country, would utilise those resources made available through falling rolls, to fill the

areas of ned. It would be a way of transferring resources in a "flexibly unique system".

SSR opposed the base assumption of education funding that counting pupils as the unit of
measure dissolves in the "differences between pupils so not allowing for the differences

they brought to the school and their different needs"l 7.

This was an educational perspective rather than an economic one. Taking the number of
classes required as the unit of measure moves the deerminant of use value or *neod' to the
*professional oonsideration'of the school. The control over State resources in the new

model was being to be given to teachers.

Public and political concern at this time was over the ned for more senior classes and the

restrictions being forced on senior options. Senior pupils in rural schools were being

denied the advantages of their city cousins, the staffing reps were toldl8. The accepted

cause of strains on the education structures was the changing pattern of secondary schooling

from the older triangle with a large junior base to a more vertical rectangle or €xren inverted

trianglete. SSR was promoted as the way forward. The changing demographics would

enable a more effective use of resources in order to qualitatively improve teaching2o .

If the current staffing formula was retained, the schools, in onder to respotrd to these changes hd

the following options:

a) increase class sizes; and /or

b) reduce the number of curriculum options available to students and lot

c) reduce the level of teacher rnn-contact time.

16'The SSR and you' PPTA Branch information kit
l7 tutd.
18 "SSR and rural schoolsn, PPTA Branch information kit.
19 ssR , gg
20 PPfa Annual Repon, l98l-1982:3
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The Working Party rejects these options as educationally undesirabl# l.

All of these categories in the climate of the time might possibly be taken as politically

unacceptable. What is useful to note is the way that in the final SSR report they are linked

together to be declared as educationally unacceptableS2.

Category b) can be shown to have some direct effect on students'learningz:, particularly for

those in small rural schools.

To a lesser extent so too can category a) although here the linkage is rather more indirect and

somewhat of a matter of faith as to what is the optimum class size for any lwel.

Category c) can be linked to students'learning only by extrapolation. There is only a weak

inference that increasing teacher non-oontad time leads to an increase in learning quality.

However both categories a) and c) relate directly to the intensity of teachers' labour, the

school management structures and economic cost. They reflect teachers'interests.

So we have three different qualities being merged: children's learning, school organisation

and the intensity of teachers' labotn. The differences between these qualities is what was

dissolved into the staffing formula. The interests of teachss is taken as the interests of
education, while their conditions of service are the requiremant for the achievement of

equalify of orpportunity. Politically of course the smaller schools were the concern of the

farmer-based National Government and arguments about the need to provide more resources

for senior exam students particularly in rural ar€as are harder to resist within the meritocratic

system supported by the Minister of Education, Wellington. The subjecf expertise was a

factor that could be used to maintain the monopoly of competence of teachers. The Minister

was supportive of the whole concept in 1981 but was concerned about the costs, given that

he was required to reduce Vote:Educationby 3%.

Provider capture, or a successful 'professional project'?

Following much lobbying by PPTA both directly and indirectly through the Secondary

Schools Boards and the Department of Education, the Minister announced at the 1983 PPTA

conference that 84 teachers would be in place for 1984. These were applied using the new

21 ssRt 97
22fh"same arguments appear in the /98J OECD New Zealand .

23ssnt 98
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model, first to the smaller mainly rural schools where the staffing could be spread further,

the PFrIA slogan being "84 for'84."

I remember one conference I was hardly on the conference floor because I had the computer

running back at the office running permutation after permutation. [t was the year that Merv

Wellington gave us 84 new teachers and we had to get in 84 exactly. And he wanted to know

exactly where they were going. I was sitting back in the office running permutation after

permutation to get exactly 84 in and then to tell him where they wenr24,

Afteroutlining the history of the report, the Minister remarked "that although he could not

recommend the full implementation of the report, he had got Cabinet to agree to implement

an increased staffrng allocation of the 84 teachers from February I 1984'.zs He also gave

the Government's commitment to "introducing the framework of classroom teaching time

allowances in such a way that a new staffing mechanism is put in place without adversely

affecting the present staffing entitlements of any school" 26.

The Minister later agreed that during 1984 an additional 25 teachers would be funded as part

of the plan for 105 teachers to be in place for 1985.

The PPTA planned sffategy of the 1984 election was to nwin the commitment" of the major

political parties to the full implementation of the SSR at the 1984 election (PPTA News June

1984). If this strategy wa$ successful, teachers through their association would be starting

to control the total amount of resources they received. Teachers were determining the

funding decisions of education.

In 1984 the PPTA succeeded when the labour Party spoke$person on education Russell

Marshall committed his party to the full implementation of the SSR on becoming

government. Coupled with thel-abour Party commitment to a new curriculum review and

the abolition of University Entrance from Form Six, the PPTA actively supported the

Iabour Party for election in 1984. With the labour victory, they seemed to have won their

24lohn Grant interview 4 March 1993 This was verified by the PPTA AOs The majority of the material
quoted in this chapter is from John Grant who was the Executive member responsible for the StsfEng
Commrnee. and the Strategy committee. However he was not the only person interyiewed about this
rnatter. The content of the interview rnaterial was checked with the other people, some of uftom were on
the Executive, or members of the SSR Wcrking Party or in PPTA's SSR Group at the time.
I have kept the story in its vernacular as much as possible because unions rely on the mythology of history
and the nature of story telling for use in stnrggles. And John Grant is a wonderful story teller. However
the effect of this is to tend to stress Grant's role rather mnre than the other members of the SSR Working
Party or the PPTA SSR Group. It particularly renders invisible the work of Karen Roper who was the
PPTA Official servicing the Group and who wrote most of the PPTA reports. She developed much of the
membership material in the SSR kits sent out to branches and to the staffing reps in each region who then
pgovided the political supporr for the project.
2J PPTI News 4,13, Sept. 1983
26 pffR Conference. Proceedings 1983 p7.
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battles and welcomed a Minister who supported their view of Education. Even the 1984

Treasury statement could be read as being supportive of the campaign for a new system of

staffing.

If educational outcomes are to be improved, some re-amangement of existing staffing provisions

to permit both greatcr flexibility and more effective trgeting of teaching resources appears

necessary. This would improve the efficiency of current expenditure by better allocating a

given level of staffing to areas of highest need. (my emphasis)27

The main structure of the report was adopted by Government and the Department of
Education although what remained at issue was the timing of its achietiement. The equity

goals that PPIA and the Department of Education sought were now incorporated into the

staffing formula and reduced to mathematical factors. These factors were first set to

maintain staffing at the existing levels but with targ€ted increases in the funding levels to be

achieved later. The staffing required for each school was sef out as a read-off table of
timetable hours according to class levels from Forms 3-7 rather than requiring schools to do

the maths themselves.

The SSR can also be seen as a vehicle for possible improvement in education and for

improvement in teachers' conditions drning the wage freeee, and as evidence for the

economic libsals of the classic case of "provider capture". However that would be rather

simplistic as well as ahistoric. The discourse in education during the 1980s (until 1987)

was thoroughly imbued with a belief in the benefits of State education as the 1983 OECD

report showed. The expanded resources of State education would benefit the teachers of
course and it is true that the particular needs of education had been dweloped with no

account of the wido political and economic situation, however State education was accepted

as a public good. This in itself provided the space in which those working in education

benefited from any extension in education. The labour interests of the teachers were bound

up in the economic interests of education.

Alied with that was a structural possibility which presented PPTA a stategic opportunity.

There was no way that a cn$e could be mounted for a wage increase during the wage frer,ze

imposed in 1981. This had created a large amount of frusnation for the membership and

had encounaged the development of more radicat ideas in PPTA. The participation in the

Working Party as a professional association as part of the structures of decision-making

provided the oprportunity for PPTA to meet members' frustrations by improving the

conditions of teachers through addressing their oncerns over staffing as a professional

matter. The frustration over salary could be lessened somervhat by attention to wuking

27 Tr"as,rry Economic Management 1984 p 269
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conditions. The corollary of labour cost is labour intensity. Teachers through their

professional association were given the opportunity for input into decision making and for

the development of particular policy. The successful strategy for the SSR, that of
improving the working conditions of teachers, developed out of that combination of political

opportunity and structural possibility. To again quote Offe, "The concrete strape and

content of organised interest representation is always the result of interest p/ns opportunity

plas institutional status..."28.

The resulting report was an example of how the attribution of status to PF|TA to take part in

the policy making as the professional body, provided the opportunity to incoqporate their

interests in the mandate of education itself. Increasing the intensity of teachers' work had

beome offi cially *ed ucationally u ndesirabl e'.

TIIE STRATEGY
In this next section I shall examine the details of the PPIA strategy over the SSR. This

occurred in the period of crisis' in which Muldoon as both Prime Minister and Minister of
Finance was attempting to hold the costs of wages and prices through a heavily regulated

fiscal policy. The minutes of the Association and the published material containing details

of the SSR report dwelopment is all rather sanitised. What is lost is the ontext of the

strategic decisions. The Staffing Report was being constructed inside the Education

Department as a technical solution, free of interests and yet was a political campaign by

PPTA. The following account, which relies heavily on interview material2e relates to the

period in which the character of PPTA executive could be described broadly as "radical

social libsal'in comparison with the somewhat more staid group which had formed its

character earlier. This new goup had mainly been elected following the reorganisation of
PIrIA into more a democratic and regional structure in 1978. It was described at the time as

'PPTA at the cross roads, union or professional association"3o. The educational interests

the new Executive expounded were the interests of the non-dominant groups, women,

Maori, those with special needs; it was oriented towards an inclusive education system.

The economic interests they represented howev€r were those of the complexity of teachers

as a collective, and particularly the gathering concerns over teachers' working conditions.

This new executive goup saw themselves as members of a union rather more than of a

professional association.

28 offu l98l:124 quotedinDale Swe andfuucailonpoliq
29 &mtinterview
30 Blitorirl PPTA Journal Term 3 1983

1989 pl l2
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The question that arises with hindsight is how did the SSR come to be a teachers' document

at a time of fiscal crisis? It operated clearly in the interests of teachers, would be expensive

in real terms if implernented in full and ya it occurred at a time in which there was an

imposition of a3% cut on State spending with the gathering fiscal crisis.

The programme was promoted as a no-national-oost-model with an implication that tcfial

national staffing salary costs would remain the same. Implementing more staffing was a

process of moving staffing units around nationally as teachers were redeployed.

Contradictorily, SSR also established a staffing formula for secondary schools in which the

only possible way for the Government to limit the expansion costs establishe{ (once the

wage freeze lifted or the school population gew) would be to continually keep cutting the

real wages of those working in education or to start charging fees. The only possible fiscal

steering open to Government for secondary schools would be through cutting teacher's

salaries and overhed costs. This would be an unheard of result for a union to advocate. It
was possible because the costs of the decision were removed from the agenda, and because

the union was operating opportunistically: for its members' short term interests. The costs

in education were met through increasing taxes and controUed through Cabind. The issue

therefore required a simultaneous political campaign. The fiscal crisis had not yet beome a
political crisis.

The limits to the growth in semndary school staffing numbers using this new formula

would be the limits of the number of curriculum courses that could be taught as a subset of
the school population. This was the key to this staffing-first model. Use value itself would

become what ddermined the resources. The deerrninant of use values was in fact a mafter

of a student's choice of courses. Choosing a course of study determined the resources

needed. The shared interests of the teachss and the Board of Governors thoeby bmme
the dominant interests in education within the shared assumptions of equ,ality of orpportunity

and continued State funding. With no mechanism of economic exchange this would be a

totally non-mmmodified relationship. The provision for education would be determined by

student need: the State would provideaccording to what each student needed.

The PPTA strategy as will be outtned here appears that of a planned campaign. While it is
possible to say this with hindsight, a more accurate description is one of a pattern emerging

through the history. The decisions taken at the time are both strategic and tactical ones

which may or may not have been either successful or useful. The possibility for success

was provided by the structure of the Department of Education, the knowledge of the

participants and the professional orpportunities available. Howwer the stratery also

illustrates the conflict within any union between o-openation to gain influence and

opposition and resi$ancg bdween the danger of co.option and the pnoclamation of potitical
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purity on the side-line. This is a common pole of disagreement within unions. The

outcome of action is that of ratiornl oppomtnism. The reasoned response to a potential

situation of impasse is seeing and grasping the opportunities.

There was a fight in the Executive between me and {. guy} who thought the (first) report was

rubbish and should be opp<lsed. I said to him- "l-rxrk unless we control this agenda we are not

going to get there. This is the one thing we shoultl do as a Union.3 I

One explanation for PPTA's ability in exploiting this particular opportunity was that of

technological mastery. PP|A members, as teachers of mathematics and computing, wetre at

this time at the forefront of the emerging technological developments. They held access to a

set of privileged knowledge PPTA was able to call upon technological skills and

knowledgeprovided voluntarily by its membership. Computing in l98l-4 was an area of

both growth and mystique. The Department of Education as it was set up at that time

however was limited in its own resources and it was also suffering under the 3% cuts in

capital funding. The Department was still working in the old systems of files and paper

acoording to rulefollowing procedures. PPTA provided the opportunity for both a shift in

technological methodolory and a change in the nature of the rules.

Tecbnological mastery' that was the key32.

The Department had really no corryuters, *Bill'33 the guy in charge of saffing would stay up

at night with a hand-calculator calculating it all.

The third tirne we produced these coryuter programnes, 'Dicks' sat there and watched. He

took the print out off me and once sat up alt night with a big piece of graph paper ard a

calculator and checked our figures. That was about 1982 or 83. Even as late as 85 they still

had it on a big graph. It wasn't until 85 or 86 that they started to put the staffing on

computers.35

A second explanation was the PPTA strategic plan: "when the decisions are made in

education PPTA will be there"36. This becomes part of the union strategy of rutiorul

oppoftmism - seizing the opportunity and taking charge of either the agenda - the question

setting process - or the implementation process, or both. In this case it became the role of

PPTA to get the commitment of the schools and the teachers to the new model, to iron out

any kinks in the model and to dwelop the non-partisan political support. PPTA was

3l Gtaot interview
34uio.
33 D.,purtm"nt of Education Officer, name wittrhekl by request
34 Department of Education Officer, name withheld
35 cr"ot interview
36 PPTln"nt Vol.5. No 2. 1983
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dweloping and marketing the model which in itself brought ownership and commitment to

the project. This is very demanding on the organisation's resources, both posonal and

material. A union is based on a voluntary assemblage of people.

We built the computer moclel of the staffing report and then said to ourselves, *Well how are \r'e

going to persuade the Government to take up the Staffing Working Party Report?"

The Minister was saying, "That's lovely, take your time*, so we neoded to engineer the pace.

To ftrrce the pace we got the Minister to agre to a combined consultative group to look at and

study the report and see how we could put it into place.

By this time, we had achieved objective number one, the Department did nothing in education

without someone from PPTA being at the meetings. This was a major achievement.

Mind you the work-load was bloody awful. The Exec was travelling in and out of Wellington

once a fortnight, sometimes once a week. This eventually cost me my position on the

Executive because I got made an offer -- who were you msnied to? That was the question.3T

The campaign was successful in gaining official accsgance of this $affing model, so that

curriculum, through the option system, became the basis of future staffing for secondary

schools. This was later too difficult to completely undo and r€turn to a pupil driven

model.38. So once in place staffing linked resources to curriculum needs.

This is the schedule that the Minisfy now us€s and it assigns hours to every form level based

on that roll number, rlhich is u/bat the Staffing Report said.

This is what actually stimulated us because the Department bad said 'we can't do this, it's too

complicated'.

I thoughtabout it and worked out with Tory Steeld9 how to do it.

We said we better koep the Departmnt Staffing Working Group together on this, so I rang

Dck10 and I said, 'Come up to Toke.4l for a day. I have solved the problem of allocating

hours !o schools for you, OK? Steele and I have worked out how to do it'

So we sat down and on the blackboard in the senior science lab at Tokoroa High School we

v/rote that schedule. What we did was this: we said, right take a third form" sixteen hours on

core, eight houm on options, every thirty students you need a sudden increase in the chunk of

sixteen hours, right? But you don't need it for options, because you've got to ke€p them as

options, so we created things for that.

37Gr"ot iderview
38 So Ministry of Education, September 1994 'Qhanges to operational and supplementary fundin$.
t994t25
39 Tony Steele PPTA , Executive member then Presiclent, 1984-86
ahfi*stry of Education official, name withheld
4l Short vqnacular form of Tokoroa, a paper industrial town in the centre of the North Island.
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*How many options is it reasonable to give sixty kids..?"

*About five" they said.

"OK, we'll create enough hours to give five". [f you've got sixty kids, you need thirty-two

hours to nrn the core, plus five times four, plus twenty... right, sixty kids in sixty-four hours.

And we ran that logic for every level, from third form to fifth form, and wrote algebraic formula

to generate hours for every roll number. I wrote the maths, dropped it into the computer

progranme I had, and of course, the moment we dropped it in, we could jus push a button and

we could staff everv sch<xrl in the countrv with it.

We raced it back to Wellington and we got that implemented within a year.

It became the way you staff schools for this classrtxrm curriculum component, and gradually we

hauled all the {other} comlnnents of staffing into the same model.

Howdid we do it? Hours of computer work We would sit there and say, there can be no

more staffing put to this neeil, let's find the arithmetic factor to put it right. So we would.

Just trial factors until we got to the point where senior manager time factor was generated, etc.

You know all the,s€ srange multipliers that are in the staffing formula? They all come out of

the bloody PPTA corputer.

.0o753 x the number of PR unis, will give you the same amount of middle mnnqgement time

as was currently developed in the old way, right?

The notion of winner and loser schools, and staffing-first or pupils-first models which later

becameimportant potitically in the bulk funding argument, grew out of this process. The

national comparative model was a means of seeing that overall there were no net-gains by

one school at the expense of others. However at the individual school level in the

dwelopment process there were differences belween the staffing allocated to schools in the

two models.

Then we got the factors, and then we'd do our wirulerylosers analysis. If it was a loser, then

we'd say, *What do ur do about this?'

A couple of times we'd solve the problem by going to another factor in the Staffing Working

Party Reprt, dorng the answer to that and proving that they cancelled each other out. So we

cruld infcduce factors of the Staffing Working Farty Report from no-net national cost by

simply saying to schools - look, its just pluses and minuses, you could lose a bit ftom this

factor, but gain a bit from that factor, there's no net cba4ge.4z

42 Crrant. interview
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Where there were factors which did not meet this 'no net gain' model, that is they required

more teaching hours, this then required political input and so a political campaign. Money

for more teachers came via Vote:Education and so were decisions of Cabine and the

supplementary estimates to the budget.

Now a couple of times we couldn't do it. and so we would say, 'How much do we need to

intoduce this factor into the country, and have no losing schools?

The answer once was eighty-four. You remember 84 teachers for 1984?

The year after it wits one hundred and five, and we got that many teachers... for two-tbree years

we rnanaged to do this. The first year we only needed fifteen, but the next year n'e neded

eighty-four, the next year one hundred and five, arul that busted it...it was 198643.

The SSR itself gained acceptance by teachers because it was developed in conjunction with

PPIA branches and was in a way marketedby the PPTA members of the Staffing Working

Party. The PPTA members of the SSR group worked with other members and officials to

dwelo,p an education kit on the issue for members and special staffing re,ps were briefed in

each branchaa. In this development PPTA was acting politically both as union and as part

of the educational administrative system. PPTA had a stake in ironing out any difhculties or

hiccups in development so to a large ext€nt the non-material, ideologr€l costs were largely

PPTA's. Rational opportunism is based on a belief and the hope that the results would be

for the benefrt of members.

Then we took the computer out into the countryside. I took it around the schools in the Bay

of Plenty, and said,

"Do you want to know what the Staffrng Working Party Repo,rt rneans for you...look at this...

flash!!.45

The trial and error and adjustments required occurred at individual school sites, using the

real school's staffing plans to trial it on.

Forestview High School looked at it and said,'Sh.., this is a bloody crazy job"

I was very defensive about it of course, this was mine, -
*What do you mean, it's crary, What's your problem?"

And they said, 'We've got 25 more students next year and we lose 52 hours of staffing

I said. "Oh f.... off.

No, they said, "Do it on your computer,

Asl I did, and they rr,ere right.

And it was *Oh no !! '.

43lUiC In 1986 PPTA became embroiled in a campaign to gain a pay rise to recompense teachers for the

WageFreeze. This was a different arena.

'14'SSR and schools Branch information kit 1983 PPTA archives.
45 crr"nt, interview
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It hadn't heen quite introduced at this stage, we were still testing it. We were still trying to

convince the Department, that we, PPTA, had actually solved the problem that was going to

take them years to solve.

What had happen"d uas that our logic was quite good but we'd forgotten to do something.

What we'd forgotten was the old staffing structure looks like big steps. Every time you go up

a class size maxima, you basically get a big step. They wure slightly pulled for smell schools

because protecting an option range gave them the edge to get them more staffing. It's actually

biased torvards smaller schools.

What happrened of course was the roll had gone up for Forestview High in three levels and not

taken enough over a step, and in one level it had gone down and dropped them down a step.

The net result is: we said, We can't have steps, we'll have to smooth all the steps up, scatlop

them.

The Department said, ' S€e, now you're going to have to do it all by hand. See we told you it

was a long job.

At this time, we'd found a guy who nias a really clear thinker, Ross Parsonage46, a

mathematician teaching at Matamsta High. Chris &tmondsaT had found him. Chris thought

he was a good guy, end he was really into the union and politics and that sort of stuff... So I

invited him down and we showed him the programme, so he took over the computer aspect of

that problem" how to tum steps into scallops. He kept talking about parabolas. In the end he

wrote the prograrnme, and then that spewed the numbers out, and gave us a formula we could

plug it straight into the national testing programme4S.

The PPTA computer programme was developed from data base of each school's staffing

which was obtained through each branch. This gave PPTA access to as much information

as the Department had on the technical defails of school staffing. Opening up access to

information thus moved the locus of expertise from the De,partment to the union. .

The next year we went to Ross49 and said, "Listen Ross, we reckon we can chisel fifty

teachers out of 105 we need out of the Department. What happens if we give it to small

schools?"

ln the Working Party we had concluded that the Minister rr,ould probably bear an extra hunfted

or so teachers if we could show him that we could get them easily. So we decided that the be.*

view was to target the scbools under the greatest pr€s$lre.- the smell schools.

ff Ror. Farsonage, PPTA member of the SSR,
47 fielO Officer, for Waikato and Bay of Plenty Region, 1978-86
48 Joho Grant. interview
49 Rort Parsonage see note 46 above. V€rified by Parsonage.
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So we went to Ross and said do it. We spent hours and hours on this. It really cost people in

terms of their lives. That's how we did the Staffing Report. Right up until 1986, they

couldn't do anything, the seondary section of the Department, without coming to us and asking

us to run our computers over it50.

The SSR as a political campaign at a time of fiscal resfraint and falling rolls in the secondary

area delivered an increase in secondary staffing resources of over a hun&ed extra tach€r

equivalents. Though teachers did not have a wage rise they mllectively gained the benefits

of a decrease in class sizes and some increase in non-contact time or professional

development time. These'professional {selective} benefits' gained by direct involvement

of the union. The union leadership had delivered.

The limits to the professional project, shifting to another arena

The PPTA strategy of "when the decisions iue made in education PPTA will be there'51 had

blurred the division between PPTA as union and profession. PPTA's concern was the

interests of its membership and the organisation. PPTA galned much information from the

Working Party as a professional body developing a formula for the financial allocation.

Following the lifting of the wage freeze in 1985 the knowledge was able to be used to their

advantage in the capital-labour conflict of thepay arena during 1986

So what we had was this computer progranme, we had the technological mastery over Oe

departrent.

Once we learned the lesson of saf6ng, we applied it to salaries very, very quickly too. The

Department of Education laey aerhing really about the relationship between salarie's and

staffing. We lnew it all. We had the coryuter programme.... We put the stafhng ratio up

to this amount... This is the amount of teachers who get pay rises.... This is the total

national sss1... This is the number that staffing shortages uas reduced by... And we bad it

lockql in.

We just kept winning, and the bastards got angrier and angrier.s2

The relationship between staffing and salaries was used by PPTA in 1986 to dispute the

arguments of cost raised in thepay fixing arefla by the Education Senrices Committee. This

indusrial matter then became a politicat dispute at Cabiner level which was finally resolved

by arbitration in the Government Services Tribunal. This resolution was to the benefit of

PPTA with wagerises up to357o. These consequences will be explored further in Chapta

nine.

50 crrant. interview
5l PPTLn"nt Vol.5. No 2. 1983
52 Crant, interview, I December 1993
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE SSR FOR THE FUTURE

The key Tomorrow's Schools decision therefore to affect PPTA was the requirement that

the payment of salaries for staffing was to be dispersed to schools as a bulk fund on a per

pupil basis and distributed solely according to decisions of the Boards of Trustees.

Secondary staffing by this time was no longer on a fully pupil roll-based formula. Staffing

was according to the new formula implemented through the SS& resources being stafftng-

based rather than pupll-based. Primary school staffing however was still in the old more

complicated system of base funding on pupil numbers plus add-on discretionary

allowances. The Prime Minister (Lange) Eave a political commitment in 1988 that in the

implementationprocessof Tomorrow's Schools no school would be worse off. Funding

was to be disbursed for the school's operations, and the disbursement of the staffing

funding was to be established according to a centralised roll base formula and yet take into

account all the discretionary allowances.

L3.2 The Teaching Salaries grant that the institution receives will have been calculated by the

ministry as follows: a notional staff roll ftrr each school...is decided according to a nationally

d€t€rmined formulq weightings are calculated to take account of an individual school's special

neexls, and this is combined with nationally negotiated pay scales to give a salaries grant for a

particular institution.S 3

Achiwing the Tomorrow's Schools recommendations about funding without either some

schools being worse off, or without increasing total funding was a mathematically complex

task and difficult to achieve without having some degree of teacher oompliance. The

disbursal of the operations funding creatd great diffrculties lasting till 1990. The funding

of teachers' salaries oontinued to be a matter of political contention as following chaptas

will show.

The longer term consequences of this particular Tomonow's Schools recommendation

meant control of theteaching saffing formula was to become a major public deerminant in

conbolling education costs. The relationship of class- size, teacher numbers and teachers'

salaries had come directly together. The Tomorrow's Schools' recommendation to devolve

staffing costs for secondary schools used the PPTA-derived model of secondary staffing to

determine the resource allocation. In the short term this meant that secondary schools'

staffing allocation would be reasonably the same, however the decisions would now be

directly those of the schools. (It also meant that PPTA's understanding of the formula oould

be used for strategic advantage during the Tomorrow's Schools implementation.)

53 Tonnrrow's Schools,1988 p 12
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The key variable for fiscal control following the implementation of this clause however

would now be the costs of teachers rather than the needs of children. Following the

development of the SSR formula, bulk funded grants for salaries in secondary schools

could be calculated according to a formula more easily mmpared then with the previous

complexity. Equity could be met through funding.

In summary then the SSR campaign sought opportunities in both input and implementation.

The involvement of PPTA was at the dorelopment level as a full and creative member of the

working party. PPTA helped create the input and the solution. This was followed by a

political campaign to gain both teachers'and politicians' acceptance for implementation of a

new technical solution for *affing secondary schools. PPTA now campaigned for the full

implementation of the system. Their new model had changed the financial assumptions of
education. Where the prerrious systern had allocated teachers on the basis of a per pupil

ratio, assuming that the unit of equivalence was a pupil the SSR model by creating a

mathematical model shiftd the equivalence to that of a taught course, within a maximum

and minimum class size. The unit of ms$ure was now a teacher and the needs of her class,

a @urse. The focus had shifted from an input-based model more towards to an out@mes-

oriented one in which politics directly decided the particular outcomel

The SSR is an example of mtiorwl oppotttnism. The possibility of success in delivering

monological benefits for the members and a dialogical result for broader political purposes

was the result of interest p/ns opportunity p/as institutional status. PPTA organisationally

was simultaneously the profession operating within the State and the union o/perating in the

public sphere, both roles working for the intere.sts of its members and for an educational

purpose.

The limits of rational opportunism

This SSR campaign grew out of a strategy which had PPTA involved in all aqpects of

secondary schooling at the same time as there was a wage trerze imposed on all unions.

This involvement, while delivering benefits for the membership, in the form of lows class

sizes and professional development time, held a number of dangers for PPTA as a union.

On one hand there was danger of co-option with a consoquential danga later to the interests

of their members. On the other it held the danger that if the interests of teachers were too

obvious they would be considered to have over stepped their position of "licensed

autonomy" by moving too deeply into that area which is the role of the State agencies. The

State had to be seen to operate according to concepts of fairness. In terms of a State model,

teachers belonged in the realm of policy implementation not that of policy formation. In the
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contestations4 over this poliry between 1983-86, PPTA had become successfully involved

in the process of rulemaking at all levels.

. They hadbecomeinvolvedoverthecreation of thenatureof therulesthemselves.

. They had become involved in deciding the application and appropriateness of these

rules
. They had become involved in the decisions over their implementation and

interpreation.

From a managerialist perspective, the division belween rule-making and implementation had

been well and truly breached. The poliry process of education can be reasonably said to

have been "captured", with consequences for the impartial nature of official advice - a

contention by the SSC that was to emerge lato.

Because of the extent of union/professional capture that exiss in the education sector we doubt

that the Minister can expect advice (from the Department/ Ministry ) that is objective and

balarced.s5

One of the principal and obvious accusations against PIrIA as a union is that of 'self
interest, implying they had breached oonc€pts of fairness. Self-interest implies that they

werebenefiting at the expenseof some mythical others. Thereforewithin the conflict model

of the Skte as the materialisation of forces we have to analyse these other interess. Any

criticism of the power balance which would p,roduce a pro-union or preteacher benefit also

has to explain the other factors in that pow€r relationship that enabled such a settlement to

occur. If the result was in the interests of teachers, what was operating in the interests of

the other players of the Education Department, the schools, the government? They too must

have benefited in some way in order to allow this to happen.

The establishment of the staffing formula was in effect a compromise between various ideas

of fairness and some shared assumptions of equity. However the compromise was one

which favoured both the projected interest relationship of teachers as well as the political

demands of equity, a reduction in class size and a protection of an option subject range for

small schools. Other aspeds also have to be taken into account notably political ones, such

as a means of gaining the compliance of teachers in an election year which the Mini$er

sought to do explicitly with the 84 teachers for '84 and the political importance of the small

rural schools and secondary school Boards of Governors.

54 So Dale State and Mucation Policy rtO
55 SSC Bri$ng rc the Government (Wellington 1990),8
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Any powa balance only holds for as long as no other relationships change. This is an

important corollary. Rational opportunism as a union strategy is in effect an unstable result,

it depends on maintaining a set of relationships through collective power. It also assumes a

continuation of existing power relations. The possibility of success required interest,

oprportunity and institutional status. Any change in institutional status would then change

the opportunities as the future was to show. The SSR was therefore an unstable solution.

Reducing the complex relationships of classes and equity considerations to numbers thereby

dissolved the decisions and assumptions by which the original numbers had emerged, it

moved the discreionary allowances for equity into a formula. What may have been a

compromise by the union towards a short term victory may equally well be undermining

broaderpolitical interests or establishing the seeds of the union's own demise by increasing

the stress on the longer term interests of either the union's position, the State functions or

the capital accumulation process.

Through the separation of pay-fixing and administration, PPTA as a 'professional

organisation' was involved with creating the productive policies which underpinned a

structural change. The SSR had created the technical means for managing the inputs into

education in such a way as to restructure these inputs in order to change the outputs. Yet in

spite of a fiscal crisis SSR was not a means of controlling these inputs. It was only a m€zrn$

of redistributing resources within a given lwel of revenue. The aim was to achieve an

outcome of equity through providing the means for producing more teachers and more

classes. This would later become a difficulty as the fiscal basis of this policy was predicated

on expanding revenue. As the teachers' salaries were a significant pro'portion of education

@sts, a restriction on the resources available would increase pressure for a different

structural shift and new sfrategies of opportunism.
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CHAPTER SEVEN.

EDUCATION AND CHANGE: FROM AMOS' VISION TO SMITH'S
DREAMI

This chapter examines PPTA in its role as the professional body and specifically its

changing influence in curriculum decision-making from the 1960s to 1992. As Chapter

five showed, PtrIA in the 'old bureaucratic structures' had gained recognition as the

professional practitioners, particularly based on curriculum. This provided opportunity to

use both the bureaucratic and the political arenas to effect change in both the scope and

mandate of education. The particular arena of struggle however shifted with changing

political opportunity and conditions. Both the focus and content of the secondary

curriculum itself also moved from the discipline-based model of the 1960s to include more

social concerns over the 1980s at which time PPTA can be stylised as the 'militant

professionals'. The campaigns over the 1980s, and the election of labour in 1984 resulted

in a Ministerial Curriculum Review and plans for a national curriculum. From 1990,

largely outside theadministrative changes occurring at the same time, a national curriculum

was developed and promoted by both the Minister of Education and the Ministry of
Education. This advocated broadly gene,ralist skills or 'comp€tencies', and context-based

knowledge. Alongsidethis, in a new strudure, the New Zaland Qualifications Authority
(I{ZQA), was developing a competencebased standards model of assessment for the senior

secondary and post compulsory area. These new national curiculum frameworks required

teachers to have an increased pedagogical understanding and greater skills.

The divisions of this chapter are derived from the periodisations established in Chapter two.

1. The *historic oompromise' of social production, consotdating the intensive accumulation

regime, developing protected industries, and the consequential post-War boom up to 1974 .

2. The dweloping crisis of the Welfare State, 1974-198y'', sometimes referred to as 'the end

of the long boom' foreshadowing a possible transition to new forms of accumulation and

the State.

3. A new form of accumulation sressing flexibility and technical dwelopments.

Part one explains the network functioning of the Department of Education and PPTA over

curriculum which formed the 'old structures'. In this PPTA is both a professional

I S^ith't Dream is a pun on the current Minister of Etlucation, and rvas one of Sam Neil's first New
Tealand films based on a ll}64 book by C.K Stead. It told of a Orwellian situation in 1984. New
7'ealand is ruled by a militarist right wing government with a highly regulated infra- structure. The
opposition is lead by a small group of radicals trying to preserve freedom of thought and individual
fuedorn
Amos was Minister of Education in 3rd Labour Goyernment. His political philosophy at that time was a
gentle Maoism, 'from the people', which he sought to put in practise in education.
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organisation attributed representative and procedural status and a political interest group able

to move into the public arena. The publication of PPTA's Education in Change and the

setting up of Amos' Education Dwelopment Confsence (EDC) illustrate this particular

'symbiosis'. These developments relate to the periodisation of the historic compromise

wen though many of the actual occurrerces which arose from the EDC were put in place

during the following period of crisis.

Part two focuses on the conflict bdween a more traditionalist National Minister of Education

and the PF[A, which occurred during the period of crisis and at the same time as the SSR

discussed in the previous chapter. This conflict centred around PPTA's concerns over a

restriction of resources, the need for the derrelopment of a broader curriculum and reducing

the examination focus of secondary education. This oonflict culminated in the PPTA

campaign in the public arena for the removal of UE to form seven. In this action PP|A

was the political voice of the 'education profession" representing the views of its members,

the wider community of education and the community. It was an organisation of 'militant

professionals'.

Part thee which occurs also during this same period of crisis focuses on the r€turn to the

shared consensus position between PFIA, the Department of Education and the new labour

Party Minister of Education. This is illustrated in the Curriculum Review and Learning and

Achieving which came out of the Ministerial Reviews of Curriculum and Assessment.

PPTA was successful in establistring a Secondary Schmls Board of Studies to co-ordinate

both curriculum and assessment in secondary schools. The consensus over curriculum and

assessment, however, continued through the education reforms associated with

Tomorrow's Schools.

Attempts by Treasury and the State Senrices Commission to radically change the structures

of the State and increase the effect of "market forces", meant eradicating the influence of the

teachers' associations from these curriculum structures. The logic of these changes was a

change in the role of teachers. Teachers were being structurally moved from autonomous

"professionals'with an input in curriculum development influencing the soope of education

to "technicians', the skiiled deliverer of a required curriculum. The logic was to shift

teachers from a professional role to an ideologically proletarianised ong decreasing their

control over the direction or objectives of their own work but increasing the need for greats

pedagogical skills by which to do this. 2

2notet"riatrlsation theorists generally derive from Harry Braverman in Labor and Monoln$ &pitalLrm
(Monthly Review, 1974) and stress the fnocess of deskilting the working class. Proletarianisation as a

concept ilso spawned a literature relating the cla^ss position of those betn'een capitaf and latour, see Pat

Walker, futweatlaborandc-apbal (Bosion: South bnd hess, 1979). Charles Derb€r on the other hand
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Parts four and five leap somewhat over the detail of the Tomorrow's Schools Project (which

was largely administrative), and follow the development of what Capper identifies as the

PPTA's "search and rescue mission' for the curriculum 3. tt is here that the content of

what oould be meant by a new form of flexibility starts to take shape in education. As is

explained in Part four this involved the promotion of a National Curriculum providing a

generalist education up to Form Five. The changes however s€t up the structures for

dweloping a wider vocationally-oriented but internalty-assessed model for senior

curriculum, in the NZQA. This is explored in Part five. The "search and rescue missionn

was to find a means for reasserting teachers', (i.e. PPTA's) voice into curriculum decisions.

Opportunity was presented for PPIA endorsement of the notion of the 'seamless

curriculum' and the new internally-assessed National Curriculum Framework. The

National Curiculum with its provisions seeking a variety of experiences for children's

learning meant that the selection of the actual content of the curriculum and the specificity of

various assessment tasks re.sided with the teachers. This was a matter for their professional

knowledge and responsibility.

Although curriculum was not an explicit part of the 1989 reforms, curriculum nevertheless

became part of the language of equity through which opposition to the managerialist agenda

emergeda. The ddails of much of that opposition will appear in Chapter 8. Sufftce it to

say here, the combined teacher unions' strategy sought to maintain professional rather than

managerial oontrol in education. This was a matter of finding and creating opportunity for

political space in which to maintain their vision for the educational mandate. In the words

of a key participant :

The attempt that has been rnade all along by the new right, has been to push people like us into

being seen as reactionaries.

So we had ,o ron5rantly continue to reassert we were standing for change, as long as it was

good change. Change in itself is neubal, it can be good or bad. By oppsing bad changes in

education, we were not saying that all change was bad.

distinguishes between two forms of proletarianisation: technical, losing control of the skills, and ideological
- losing control of the decisions over the direction of work. The process of curriculum dqscrib€d in this

chapter below appears to fit the second form but not the first. See Charles Derber, Prufessionals a
Worlen, Mmtal l-abour in Advanced Capitalism. (Boston GK Hall, 1982.)
For an example of a Braverman-type analysis in education see Michael Apple, Ideology utd Cuniculam

@oston: RKP, 1979)
3 fnitip Capper, 'Curriculum policy in New Zealand: a search and rescue ex€f,cise", J. Cun. StudZ3, (3

1991) pp 275-28r.
4 'PffA submissions on Picot Report' 1988, in Auckland Region Files.
The same points were repeated in the PPTA's Tomorrow's Schoolr submissions
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So I think that we had that constant task as the executive, how ever much they tr;r to push us

into a purely defensive mode, you must maintain a forward position. We must be looking at

change, we must show ourselves to be open to the grxxl aspects of any changes ^

It is this seeking 'a forward position' that underlies PPTA's rational opportunism in

curriculum as in other arenas. They were constantly seeking to provide a hegemonic

position within the changing contradictions of State smondary education.

PART ONE: THE "OLD STRUCTURES', A SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP.

To return to an historical theme of education as presented in Chapter two, the tensions in

secondary school curriculum politics tended to fall between two poles. One is the brmd

generalist ideals of mass-schooling and universalism, the perspective of the Department of
Education, primary teachers and the PPIA leadership. The other is the meritocratic

secondary school oriented towards university and credentialling, the perspective of the

Secondary School Boards and many ofthe senior secondary teachers.

New Zealand claimed *national curriculum guidelines which allowed local adaptation'6 in all

subjectsT. The content of the official curriculum was det€rmined through the formal

structure of curriculum consultative committees. In secondary education, these onsultative

committees consisted of the representatives of the De,partment of Education, the Secondary

School Boards, PPTA and the appropriate subject associations. Togeher these oommitts
as bureaucratic entities established what was officially to be school knowledge. The

national guidelines they produced were to be interpreted locally at each schools, shaped

heavily at the upper end by assessment through national examination prescriptions for each

of the final three years of secondary school. These prescriptions were ddermined by

separate Examination Boards. The conflict between assessment and curriculum raised

perennial ooncern from both PPIA and the lnspectorate of the *assessm€nt tail wagging the

curriculum dog'l of the entire seondary school.

The procedures in the committees made invisible the political implications of the process and

blurred most questions of selection. Political differences disappeared through a process of

5 Shona Hearn, taped intewiew, 6 March 1993 (Hearn was a member of CAC, 1979- 1,9m, Exec 1983-
1993, President, l99O-91, SVP, 1992)
6 &lucationDevefopmentConference, Improving,LcorningandTeaching (Wellington: EDC, 1974)pl4l
7 Udit" England religion was not taught in State schools during school hours, schools were secular.
8 Thir belief in local inrerpretation, a Beebyan inheriiance, constrained the development of tight cenralised
prescriptions for primary schools.
9 'Arr"ssm"nt Kit'for Assessment Lraders, PPTA 1985.
The views of the Inspectorate form part of the Annual Report of Education to Parliameil: Appendices

JNZHR: Muanion
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consultation and consensuslo. The committee as the organising body of any new

development decided the issues and procedures to be addressed with various selected

subgroups developing materials for comment and rsyiew. The local adaptation of the new

developments was dependent on limited in-service funding, particular teachers and specific

enthusiasms.

This process determined the scope of New Zealand curriculum. lt was cumbersome and

slow with the result that official changes hap'pened long after various trials had been

operating in the schools. Sometimes the trials became inoorporated into the existing

syllabus as add-onsl l. There was as such no formal evaluation process. Official

information was developed through the Inspectorate's anecdotal store of "professional

opinion"l2. Curriculum development was therefore a rather ad-hoc wolutionary process.

Teachers as the educational professionals were thus involved in curriculum development at

both the macro level and the school level. Nrel and PPTA as their professional bodies had

direct influence on developments through representing the interests of the membership in the

classroom - the 'professional practitioners'. The unions as the 'professional body' were

attributed representative and procedural status as an interest group. They were able to act as

a pressure gfoup demanding change and as part of any development process through

providing representatives for the committees at both subject and examination board level and

by suggesting 'good people' to be part of associated groups. They were then able to act as

an implementation lobby seelcing political commitment to the changes they sought in the

form of resources. Curriculum ideas were spread through the combined media of the

Department of Education and that of the union as the'professional body'.

This interelationship between the teacher associations and the Department of Education in

curriculum produced criticism of a curriculum-generating elite, a curriculum community

resembling a pluralist policy community, consisting of networks of powerful bureaucrats in

both the union and the Department of Education, who between them decided the directions

for educationl3 .

Evolutionary change or muddling through.

l0 S"" J. Jesson , 'Science Aotearoa: the lnlitics of curriculum' M.A Thesis, Univeruity of Auckland,
( I 990) for a description of the process by which radical Maori demends for a Maori Science Curriculum
became subsumed into an acceptable and acbievable curriculum document. This illustrates the process by
which selection and collaboration affects the curriculum Jnoduct.
I I ln rom subject areas the official gazettslcurriculum was an exam prescription which dated back to the
developments of l!)68 following the establishment of the CDU after the Currie Report.
12 D"p.tt-nt of Education lnspector ancl Ministry of Education official - natne withheld
13 lr,roo Massey, 'An Analysis of Curriculum Change', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Auckland (1980)
pp78- 107
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Through this bureaucratic process influence could be brought to bear politically at various

points both by those in the system and those outside it. Those with special interests could

influence the process at the school or branch level, through the various subject associations

or through the influence of various officials. tobbying in the public sphere was targeted at

the politicians. (Seeking to influence officials was not seen as lobbying, this was raising a

professional concern.) Different political conditions provided different groups with

different opportunities in a variety of these differ@t arenas.

An example outlined by Snookl4 shows how the Concerned Parents' Association and the

Employers'Federation were able to have an influence during the late 1970s through actively

lobbying the Minister. According to an ex-official, the concerns about drug and alcohol

education and life skills which such groups raised were an important spur to the extension

of theHealth syllabus fortheofficials in theDepartment.l5 Helen Pearcel6 has documented

how Feminist Teachers, established in 1979, worked hard to get feminist voices heard on as

many of the decision-making committees as possible, including those of PPTA and NZEI

and the various advisory bodies to the Department of Education.

We spent a lot of energy on that because PPTA was always invited to have people on those

courses and committees...and we wanted women chosen instead of all those men. We wanted

women to get their fair share, so that we would call fcn that...Otherwise the Departmnt chose

them, the Inspectors selected them - and so that's why we wanted prffsure put on the

Department, that they had to choose more women.l T

Using Offe's policy making modell8 outlined in Chapter one, if the role of the bureaucrats

was to channel the conflicting demands into some sort of allocative process to enable

various priorities to be met, therole of PPTA was three fold:
. to keep the curriculum demands coming,

' to be part of the implementation and development process

. to increase the political pressure for implementation by moving into the public arena

when necessary.

PPTA was therefore a major conduit of ideas about secondary education both into and out of

the Department and, as will be shown later in this chapter, it also functioned as the shock

troops, the'militant professionals'on occasions when it was politically necessary.

14 Iuan Snrxrk, "Contesting the Curriculum: The Politics of Basics and Frills' in J. Codd, et al., Politiml
Lssuer in New fuatand Mucuion, htd Ed., (Palmerston Nth: Dunmore Press, 1990) pp 303-319
15 Department officer , name withheld on request.
16 H"l"n Watson (Pearce) 'The Women's Movement antl Schools' in Women arul Edttulion in Aotarm,
(Allen and Unwin/PNP, Wellington, 1988), pp 102
t THelen Pearce interview 30-3-93
| 8 Off", Contradiaions of We$are Srare ( 1984): 265 ff
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PPTA and the Department: building the shared progressivism'

As was previously discussed in Chapter four, curriculum formed an important part of the

development of PPTA's *professional project' dating back to the submissions to the Currie

Report. During the late 1960s PPTA's Curriculum Review Group through their report

Education in Changele sought to engendo a wider education debate towards liberalising

both curriculum and schools. Their curriculum aims, "the urge to enquire; concern for

othe,rs, the desire for self respect"2o, became part of what I call the "PPTA culture', to be

repeated mantralike in speeches throughout the future years. This PPTA culture bluned

curriculum into the mandate of education and the work of teaching. 2l

Education in Change, emerging at the end of the 1960s, reflects a number of the curriculum

initiatives which were also occurring internationally at the time in English, science, art and

social studies. As well as the importance of the 'discipline' and 'inquiry' also important to

note was the strong opposition to an external examination system of assessment. In this

document education is portrayed as an instrument for social change with teachers as the

social change agents. Social change would occur through children derreloping critical

understanding togeiher with the ability to question. Reflecting the e@nomic and human

capital influenceof W. B. Sutch,22 who wasa memberof the goup, education would also

be a means of increasing the eoonomic efficiency of New Tnaland by provrding flexible

"inquiring minds" to meef the challenges of a newly emerging manufacturing society. In

response to the then current public concerns about delinquency, education would also

provide social coherence required in the emerging "urban housing projects" thrcugh the

dwelopment of "concern for others"23. Although Education in Change asserted that the

purpose of education was social change, at the same time the curiculum it promoted was a

discipline-based concern with a vocational orientation. The pedagogic and assessment

requirements for this process were amplified in a second re,port Teachers in Change2a which

was frnally published in 1974. Change was promoted as a good thing with teachers (i.e.

PPTA) as the vanguard of the change.

Both these publications illustrate PPTA's naiVe yet contradidory optimism about New

Zealand's form of secondary progressive education as it develo@ over the 1970s and

which formed the content of PPTA's curriculum project. Education in Change

19 NzPPTn, Mucation in Change, op.cit.
20 Moation in Change,. pl.
2 t All of the later curriculum papers develo@ by PPTA were to contain a reference to these aims.
22 WS Sutch, a member of the PPTA Httcuion in Change, group was a socialist economist and historian-

He hact been the ex Secretary of the new Industries and Commerce Department of the first Labour

Government unril the l96Os when he was coryulsorily retired by a National Government.
Z3Mumrion inChange,pS
24 NZPPIA, Teacheis ii Change, Repon oJ the Curriculum Review Group, Chair Rae Munro, (Aucklantt

l,ongman Paul, 1974)
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foreshadowed a series of attempts to formulate changed aims for secondary schools,

including an education review in every secondary school throughout 1974-5. A Department

of Education survey set up in 1975 and also assisted by PFrfAzs characterised the secondary

system of the 1970s as young evangelical teachers working in overcrowded unstreamed

classes within rerently built schools, trying out a number of innovative ideas drawn from

the real world within a nationally-examined traditional subject-centred system in order to

providea balanced education for them all and to change society at the same time.26

This PPTA curriculum project was a strongly reformist one. All the educational

requirements of a society could be md by changing the political decisions and increasing

resources. The fiscal constraints on education at the time were used in mitigation of the

failure of the idealist frameworks. *There were not enough teachers'. "There were not

enough classrooms'. *Teachers needed more/better training/retrainin g'zr.

The educational solutions for PPIA were pragmatic 'professional' ones: more resources to

enable more and/or better traind teachers, a reduction in the class sizes, more in-senrice

time and bener teaching resources. At the political level this required getting more funding,

while for the various secondary subject areas the solution involved gaining teacher ontrol

of the assessment system28. Both of these required changed political onditions. The

PPTA leadership's role in this was to create a vanguard, seeking to move the membership

ideologically to provide the motivational resources for an educational campaign.

The Labour Party and Education - the 1970s expansion.

These educational developments were related politically to the labour Party. The l^abour

Party had been returned to power in 1972. Philip Amos, a primary teacher who became

Minister of Educationzc had been the Opposition spokesperson for nine ysrs. He was

personally supported by a number of the executive of both PPIA and NZEI3o. The

Department of Education following Beeby'sretkemflt in 1960 was incteasingly regardd as

impregnable. "Good ideas disappeared into there and nothing happened'rt. There was a

25 Dep"ttm"nt of Educati on , State Secondary Schook in New, Tzaland A baseline survey, (. Wellington
Dept iid l98l), This survey was set up in 1975 by the Department of Education, with considerahle

professional input from PFIA, in particular from Executive memtrers J Murdoch, DE HrxxC, WJ Fletcher

*O fn Rae and a number of other-secondary principals. Hood is currently CEO of the NZQA , Rae is a
senior policy analyst in the MOE, wtrile Murdoch and Fletcher have both retired after senior positions in
education.
26 Thir paragraph is a rather raw condensing of the conclusions from kseline suftey pp ?57 -262
27 Th"t" quotes are taken from various remits to conferences, 1968-1978
28 lo.ootr"rt for NZEI at the time it was about gaining control over teaching resources' NZEI became

an owner in the school publishing company, Price Milburn.
29 pnit. Amos (ex Minister of Education) various interr,riews, 1990- 1993.
30 Arnnr, interview April4 1993..
31 John Brown, Education (Christchurch Journalist) , Politics column PPTA JournalFeb. 1976 :21
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strained beginning to the Amos regime, dwing which a number of the "old brigade in the

Department were somewhat resistant32" to the "Ministerials" flowing from Parliament over

the road. At Amos' urging the Department of Fducation s€t up an Education De\ielo'pment

Conference (EDC) to report in 1974 using a number of specially selected key people.

*Bill Renwick hxanp the Assistant Director General and Peter Boag, who had been General

Secretary at PPTA, became the Director of Secondary. They brought a new enthusiasm. Bill

Renwick and I had been at Training College together and we sharetl lots of the same ideas about

e<lucation. Bill Renwick was really the driving force of the EDC' 33

The EDC would enable all the pople with concerns or an interest in education to have their

say. It would be a process from which the Government would set its priorities.

According to Amos, policy development would be *from the people....and to the

PsPlg"34.

The EDC proper was preceded by three working parties who prepared r€ports on the future

directions of education.

' TheEducational Aims and Objectives (EAO)

' Organisation and Administnation of Education (O&A)
. Improving Learning and Teaching (LlcT)3s

These working parties contained a number of people closely involved in PPTA or NZEI and

also either in or close to the labour Party.r0 Sometimes these people were official

representatives of PPTA, sometimes of other organisations. Howwer rather than being

important in themselves, these people were part of what can be called the 'network of

education" of a very small country in which most people in a sector knew each other or

someone who knew them. The division between the teachers' associations and the offrcials

of the Department was at this stage extremely blurred. The Director of Secondary Education

had been the General Secretary of PPTA. The officials in charge of the process chose

people whose ideas were close to their own.37.

32 A-nr interview April 4 1993.
33 46ss interview Apnl 1993
34 Amos interview April 4lgg3
35 f-earning ancl Teaching'as an expression was part of the orthodoxy of the Department of Rlucation view.
It was somewhat of an icon for child*entred learning sEessing the child and learning first and that teaching

followe<l that. Anecdotally, rnany of my seconclary informants talked about the importance of the report
'teaching and leaming' in ihat order. I am not sure if that phrasing can be argued for as an indicator of
difference betneen the cultures of secondary and primary teaching or not. It is a matter for further
investigation.
36 Atrtor interview, May 4 1993. 'It wasn't'that they were labour Party as such , but they thought along
similar lines'. Those with PPTA links inclutled RG Muuo, TC klmonds, DE Hood, L. G' llkey.
37 Amos intenriew, May 1993
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The function of the EDC like the earlier Currie Report was to establish the future directions

for education. The provision of education would be "universal".38 Changes were needed

to eirable differences to dwelop at the school level and to end to the discontinuity of
schooling which existed between primary and semndary. The aim thus was both

continuity and diversity. Social differences, @onomic decisions and historic reality became

dissolved in the unspecified blur of extending the notion of educational oprportunity to what

was to be a new official concept for New Zaland education: that of equityre.

Beyond the level of distribution of opportunity there is another principle - that of equity - that

is, a distribution which takes account of the particular situation of each individual. .....

Equiry as a principal of educational provision is appropriate for the last quart€r of the century

just as the provision of equality of opprtunity has guided education since the last quarter of the

nineteenth century. 40

The reports like the Currie Report promoted an expansionist liberal ideal of education.

Dfficulties in learning or teaching were related to a b€tter provision for outcomes. State

education required increased staffing and resources. The State's role was to provide nas far

as possiblg oonditions within which the individual learner can der/elop most effectively" 4t

The EDC reoommended that secondary education receive more staffing to promote "more

effi cient professional activities"42 through:

' a substantial redudion in class- contact time, for both senior staff and other

teaching staffand reduced staffing ratios in particular for senior classes.

' the establishment of guidance networks and vocational education in every school

'the flenibleorganisation of curriculum within national guidelines
. allowing new curriculum ideas to be encouraged

' providing more staffing for curriculum development and assessment

'establishing oommunity-school facilities such as libraries, sports facilities,
. fostering variations in school type.s and

'providing increases in resources including support staff a3

This was much of a PPTA wish list requiring a political campaign for the required

resources.

38 LeamingandTtmc*ing, p 19
39 'I'hir concept of equity whicb Renwick develo@ and promoted, linked the achievement of individual's
social and prsonal gcrals to educational lnovision.
4O kaming, and Tudting pl8
4lmia. pzs
4?rcid pzoo
43nia pzaz
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The documents of the EDC, formed a blue print expanding State education into more and

more areas of civil socioy while at the same time deepening it. The EDC promoted an

expansion of the Welfare State to extend universalist education provisions to early childhood

education as well as the tertiary area. In effect the recommendations sought an increase in

the non-commodified sector of the sociay requiring more and more taxation. "Listening to

the people" had become transformed into increased State provision and the validation of the

Department of Education's policy direction. The professional interests and concerns of both

the education officials and PIrIA were being validated along with the new Director-

General's44 newly-floated concept of equity.

However official validation of these concerns did not equate with the political provision of

the required resources for implementation. This in a way was PPTA's role in the structures,

they were the vanguard, creating the political campaign required to produce political

commitment for implementation in the form of resources. In this they were the 'militant

professionals', fighting for a better education system for all people.

PART TWO: CLJRRICULUM CONFLICT
As this was occurring in the education system however, the economic sphere was

experiencing the effects of OPEC oil crisis of 1973: runaway inflation, an expanding

overseils deficit and increasing unemployment. There was a change of Government from

labour in 1975 and under the National Government New Zaland entered the period which

later became characterised as Muldoonism: a heavily regulatory State committed to

preserving Keynesianism, eonomic intervention and the 'traditional New Zea'land way of

life"45.

As unemployment for the "early leav€trs' a6 increased, *The lack of any progress on the

curriculum"47 was again raised as an issue by the executive of PPTA. (Progress in this

context meant getting changes in the forms of assessment and increasing the range of

subjects taught in secondary schools in line with the recommendations in the EDC. Their

immediate focus was the credentialling function of the senior school and the role of

examinations particularly that of School Certificate and University Entrance. These

provided restrictions, both real and imagined, on teachss' ability to broaden the core

curriculum requirements to include what was then being called social or relevant education.

This curriculum push promotedan agenda established under the Thomas Report, the Cunie

44 Renwick became Director Generat of Education in 1974 following the retirement of E. Dobbs.
45 r9IS National Party Manifesto.
6Th"schrxrl leavingageof 15, was historically tied to the entry point forentering apprenticeships, i.e.
before the national exauls. The final leaving age ftrr schrnl was | 9.
47 PPre Annual repon, lg74 -5
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Report and the EDC. less emphasis on elitist forms of secondary education, a secondary

education for all.

"Equity" and a ttBroad National Curriculum".
At the same time the ideas of autonomous schools and diversity had also begun to grow.

The debate in Britaina8 over the core curriculum stimulated the New Zaland debate.

Gradual innovations in the secondary system were occurring. There were moves towards

integrated subjects, to more flexible curriculum and there was increased political pressure to

include more health, social and citizenship matters in school curriculum.

Inside PPTA itself the subject panels were removed from direct PPTA servicing and set

apart to become autonomous subject associations. This reorganisation had been spuned by

costs and moves toward a more democratic union-oriented structure in 1978. The reasons

cited were costs4e, concerns about the non-elected nature of the "eliten50 and the need for

subject associations to have their own roles.Sl These panels were replaced by a Curriculum

Adviso'ry C-ommittee to Executives2 (CAC) bringing together key teachers fiom the subjects

arsrs prior to taking these ideas to the Department of Education. The CAC itself thus

contained a number of PPTA activists who were also part of the'curriculum elite'.

The PPTA Curricullm Advisory Committee was set up in 199 arxl I rememtrer Chrmaine

Pountneys3 presented the paper which set up the CAC. It was a more holistic concept of

curriculum than the old zubject committees. I suppose it was a very critical part for PPTA,

coming to the recognition that all the old boundaries were breaking down. The CAC was set

up with people from a wide variety of curriculum areas and specialities. I was on that

Commillse from the beginningsa.

The newly e$abtshed CAC recommended:

that each school establish its own procedure for continuing evaluation of the school's

curriculum and for cclordination of change, with the rephrasing of core requirements in a way

that witl allow greater variety of organisationss

48 "in Britain at rhe time there was a debate about core or national curriculum. That was not a real debate
for New Zealand. We had pretty sbongly developal idea of a national core which really meant compulsrry
and covering everything. ' Shona Hearn, interview 6 March 1993.
49 'We couldn't afford to service all these heaps of panels around the counfiry, some of these nue very
active and very go<rd but some had half pie atrophial n Hearn interview.
50 [r** Massey, 'Analysis of Cumculum Qhange' Pb.D Thesis, University of Auckland.
5l 'Th" lnternal Structure of PPTA' , 1978 PPIA Conference paper.
52loho. Munloch, l98l "AssociationinChange", PPTAJournal Ternr l. 1983
53 Charmaine Pountney, Member of PPTA executive t!)68-1979, hinciSnl of Auckland Girls Grammrr
School, then Principal and Dean, Waikato School of Education.
54 H""-,interview, 6March 1993.
55 pf'fn The Nature of the School Curriculum' PPIA Conference paper 1979
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The recommendations also contained a Principals' Conferencd6 resolution suggesting the

removal of UE from Form Sixs7. The document recommended the establishment of an

autonomous Secondary Schools Board of Studies to put together all of the senior

assessment bodies in one place in order to sort out the various conflicts which arose because

curriculum and assessment came from different sources. This was a suggestion which

would come to fruition in a different form in 1986 and formed a fore-runner of the body

which became NZQA.

PPTA believed that the provision of both internal assessment and an integrated and

autonomous Board of Studies would enable schools to rephrase the various requirements

and allow greater variey of curriculum organisation so *allowing schools to provide

appropriate learning experiences for all people'. Education was a 'life long €xperiense"S8.

"Students should leave school with the knowledge that learning is a life-long process, the

desire to continue leaming and the capacity to do so."5e

The PPTA 1979 document generated a tremendous debate within the membership

particularly between traditional and liberal ends of the education spectrum. Howevs this

debate also cross-cut the growing internal tensions in PPTA between the professional and

the trade-union emphasis which was focused on pay and conditions.

In 1981 the Director-General addressed the July PPTA Principal's Conference with a speech

entitled Reconstituting the Core Curriculum.eo The wide publication of this address in the

public arena meant that the New Zealand debate over curriculum offrcially began The New

Tnaland curriculum debatehad prwiously been largely a debate within the bureaucracy and

schools involving mostly teachers and officials who shared a large number of similar

assumptions about education.

Secondary conflict, curriculum and assessment

Curriculum at a societal or state lerrel addresses many functions. Two are important to the

discussion here. One is for general literacy: this function receives more importance in

primary schools and is associated with universalism and compulsory education. The other

fundion: credentialling, the selection of students for tertiary or post-school vocational

56churm^ine Pountney interview 6.May 19V2,
57 rcla Annual Report
58 'The Nahrre of the School Curriculum'op.cit.
59 iuia.
60 Renwick, W. l98l 'Reconstituting the Core Curriculum'speech to PPTA Principals'Conference.

Publishe<l as a discussion document Reconstntcting the Core Cuniculun, (Wellington: Departmeil of
Edrcation,1982)
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activity, assumes more importance in secondary schools. The tensions between these two

positions infuse the politics of secondary curriculum. The push to extend general education

and expand the universalist provision runs hard up against pressure from the selection

mechanisms, the credentialling function of labour market reproduction.

As was noted in Chapter two the Minister of Education who €me to power at the end of
1978, Hon. M. Wellington,6l was much more a traditionalist in both education and social

matters. He became a focus what for what Snook labelled the "basics and frills' debate.6z

The "basics and frills'debate was an indication of political concem over the direcfion of
education from a number of sources promoted by the discussions over the aims of
education. There were @ncerns raised against education for social and personal

development and over sex education. There were concerns raised over the extension of
internal assessment and the demise of examinations. There was a push for higher level

technical and vocational education from the Employers' Federation and the Manufacturetrs'

Association. There were also more libe,ral calls for non-sexist education, Maori education

and the development of better forms of internal assessment. All these demands focused

attention on the curriculum and on the PPTA as the political expression of changing views.

Wellington, as Ministetr, was concerned to try and hold the expanding pressure on the

education @sts, to preserye "the family values' and also to maintain what he considered to

be the "slandards" of education in its meritocratic base63. This was made explicit by his

refusal to change the examination system to a more internally assessed form or to move the

University Entrance UE examination from the sixth form to form seven.

Educationalists saw et/idence of his educational and social conservatism in the

implementation of the 3% cutsto education in 1982, part of the Government strategy to try

and limit the expanding State and to reduce the gathering hscal crisis. Wellington was one

of the few Ministers to implement these cuts. The result was achieved through a variey of
means: reducing student allowances, removing the teacher training studentships,

amalgamation of some facilities, the closure of some of the smaller schools, reducing in-

service and relief time, putting schools' building maintenance on hold and rejigging the

budgets.o+ This achier/ement however made him the focus of the fury of both the teachers

and university students ("Education Cuts Don't Heal") and undernrined the support of his

education officials.

6l Hon. Mervyn Wellington, Minister from l98l - 1984.
62 lu"n Snook, 'Contesting the Curriculum: The Politics of Basics and Frills" in John .Codd, Politiut
Issuer in NewTmlandHuution, 2nd fu|,, (Palmerston Nt: .Dunmore Press, 1990), p 303
63 Me."yo Wellingto4 New7zaland Mucation m Cniis. (Auckland: Endeavour Prass 1985) p. 86
64 D"prrtr"nt of Education officer, name withhelcl.
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In 1982, the PPTA Conference was presented with another paper from the CAC advocating

a joint PP[A/Department of Education Working Party to develop deailed proposals for the

reconstitution of the core curriculum. This paper, building on earlier ideas, paralleled the

views expressed by the Director General. Giving voice to views held by many inside the

Department of Education, it was highly critical of the existing examination system. "The

examination systern held negative implications for the reonstitution of the secondary

curriculum"65. In particular the PPTA concems focused on the placement of the UE

examinations.

UE was a national examination set to a niurow range of highly qpecified academic

prescriptions written by the University Entrance Board (UEB) under the dhect control of the

University Grants Committee. The subject advisory committees to the UEB drew on the

university requirements. Historically UE was generally sat in Form 6, the year after School

Certificate, although by 1980 most students went to university from form 7. During 1944

Beeby had successfully implemented a system of accrediting for UE so that schools could

internally accredit a suitably pre,pared proportion of their students with a pass without

having to sit the external exam. Those not accredited were able to sit the exam at the end of

the year. 'Passing by sitting' acted as a form of moderation on the schools, while

accrediting lowered the costs.

UE cast its shadow across both the secondary schools and the Technical Institutes. There

was no place for the range of technical subjects in its prescriptions. A Sixth Form

Certificate qualification had been esablished by the Education Department following the

Cnrrie Report back in 1962 to try and ger rid of the influence of the university so directly on

schools. However through social pressure UE continued as the defacto syllabus for both

courses.

The PPTA Curriculum Advisory Committee dweloped models and planned strategies for a

political campaign to gain these necessary changes to the curriculum.

In'81 we wrote our first paper on curriculum. We had a two day meeting in uihich we debated

these issues. Phil Cappets6 had been bombarding us with material mainly from Britain $Aich

were about core or non-core. There were arguments both ways and freedom and choice

arguments of a very early variety floating around. I remember that I respnded to tbat material

with a strong sense, I zuppose it's that New Zealand national thing...that all kids have a rigbt

to certain knowledge. From a feminist perspective we were in the situation with maths and

65 'A Curri"ulum Future'PPTA paper 1982. COSztll
66 pnitllp Capper had been an executive member and then ioined PPTA as Advisory Officer. As AO he
was responsible for developing much of the PPTA curriculum material from l98l tbrough to 1993.
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science with krts of girls dropping out early. We supglrted the idea of some type of

compulsion so that all girls had the opportunity.

I supJxlse it is the view: we will make you do it for your own guxl. I have always been a

centralist in terms of curriculum. As I see it the choice comes within the core and the core is

most of the curriculum.

Anyhow we put ourselves into mixed subject groups and set ourselves the task of looking at

what do kirts need to learn and exp<rience at schools: 'Wtrat do they need to know?-67

The resulting pap€rs recommended that the PPTA and the Department of Education sel up a

joint working $oup to reconstitute the core curriculum. It also advocated flexible

qualifications, theabolition of the external examination system, internal criterion-referenced

assessment and a modularly-structured core curiculum covering 6 key areas which were

Iater to form the base of the National Ctnriculum Framework.

. creative and expressive arts,

. cultural awareness

. functional skills

. logical and symbolic relationships

r personal ard social skills

. scientific skills and environmental awareness6S.

Schools could meet these core requirements in a variefy of ways as fitted the needs of their

community. The core would function as a compulsory national framework through which

teachers could allow for the development of the skills and attitudes of the individual

students.

There were a number of lessons that we hadn't learnt like the use of jargon. We dreamed up

new names instead of letting people feel safe and sticking with the old ones. In effect it

recommended a mrdular curriculum, which the members couldn't cope with. Executive made

sure most of it stayed on the table rather than putting it to the vote. But it was a marvellous

piece ofthinking69.

Reflecting both aspects of scholarship on the hidden curriculum current at the time and the

way in which PPTA defined ev€rything which happened in schools as of their professional

concern, a very wide definition of curriculum was used. This extensive definition of

curriculum was submitted tothe members for debate.

Curriculum is everything that a schurl does and is, stated or unstated, planned and urplanned

that influences the learning and behaviour of its students.

67 Shona Hearn interview 6 March 1993.
68'A Corri"ulum Future' op cit
69 H""- interview
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The components of the curriculum are:

a) formal classroom activities

b) school organised activities for pupils outside the classrurm

c) the way the school is administered and staffed

d) the system of guidance that exists

e) the system of rules aml discipline that exists7o.

This was both a political and professional definition of curriculum. It intertwined both the

industrial and professional concerns of teachers and linked school management,

organisation and staffing with curriculum and learning both inside and outside the

classroom. Whelher it was intentionally a political definition is not important, that was its

effect. The blurring of logic defines the teachers' work, Curriculum was the teachers'

work. If curriculum was werything which happened in schools and curriculum was the

techers' professional responsibility then the conditions of that cuniculum were the

conditions of ser'/ice of teachers. Conversely if the conditions of service were the

conditions of education then professional issues were determinants of education. Techers'

interests were therefore the children's' interests, and the professionals' interests were

education's interests. Curriculum was a professional matter in the mandate of education.

Thepaper also outlined PPTA policy on assessment.

. an internally assessod School Certificate should prodde fcn national moderation of sarrlsds

betu,een schcnls

. the School Certificate Examination Board must continue to investigate different types of

asssssment procedure and grading systems for diffierent school certiftcate zubjects

. the Sixth Form Certificate [internally assessed] should be the only award at Fcvrm 6 level

. entry to University should be from Form 7

. the Education llepaxtment must continue to work towards improved moderation of Sixth Form

Certificate.

. improved staffing, time allowances, resources and finance are pre-requisites for any change in

assessrnent procedureT I

The report sugge$ed sfategically that the falling rolls could provide opportunity for

increasing resources. An increase in resources oould be achieved for no net extra cost to

the total system. Much of the content of this 1982 paper like the earlier 1979 papu, raised

issues with the meinbers and was left on the table to be resubmitted to the next Conference"

The recommendation for the establishment of a joint working party with the Departmerit and

A Curriculum Future op cit.
Ibid.

7A

7l
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forthestrategic useof fallingrolls was endorsedT?. By late 1982 the hartment officers

and the PPIA were working together in a formal working party to develop a curriculum

discussion document on secondary education.

NZEI becamepart of a similar working party in the Department of Fducation concqned with

the primary curriculum. The two committees combined in 1983 and produced a se{ of
proposals for a national core curriculum for discussion with the education community. The

teacher unions' view and those of the Department officials shared a consensus. There were

the same concerns for the achisrement of equity and for the removal of UE. The Director

Generalof Education posonally promoted taha Maori as a key component of the proposed

Core Curriculum. The central theme of curriculum had moved from concerns over equality

of opportunity and the struc'ture of the disciplines to social concerns over educational

outcome.

The strared approach of the teacher unions and the Department of Education is also echoed

in the OECD report of 1983. This refers to "the education family" and endorses PPTA's

criticisms of New Zaland secondary education as having some outdated ideas such as UE

in the sixth form, and allowing schools to still use corporal punishment. The cuts in

funding also came in for comment. "There was not a great deal of fat in the system that

might be trimmed in response to economy cuts without affecting the quality"T3 the report

concluded, again to the vindication of PPTA. It was a report which satisfied both the

Education Department officials and the PPTA and became part of the weaponry PPTA and

the labour Party used against the Minister.

Feminist Influences.

At the same time as the teaching profession was arguing for changes to the curriculum,

teaching itself was becoming increasingly influenced by the ideas of the feminist movement.

Feminist ideas had spread rapidly through the teaching community in the 1970s 74. Within

theliberal framework of education the Women's Movement's7s demands for equality were

72 ntthough the establishment of the joint Working Party appeared to follow the suggqstions of PPTA, it
was a shared idea tretween the Department and PPTA PPTA by calling for its establishment during
Conference gained both their members sLpf,ort and increased the public pressure.
73 OECD, Reviews of Nailonal Policiesftir Mucation : Newkaland (Paris: OECD 1983),
74 H. (Pearce) Watson, 'The Women's Movement and Schrxrls' in Sue Mitldleton, d. Women aut
&bcatiott in Aotearoa ( Wellington Allen and Uuwin /Port Nicholson hess, 1988)
Helen Pearce (Wason) was one of the originat members of Feminist Teachers. She had helped prepare the

1976 Auckland regionpaper of the equality of the sexes which Iead to the establish.ment of the Associations
Sex Equality Advisory Committee. She became a member of PPTA Executive in 1978 and as the Chair of
that Committee she became spokesperson on equality. Following the PPTA conference on Women in 1985

Helen became one of the first woman's officer appinted by a union in New Tcaland.
75 Th" term the nWomen's Movementn coveni a broad area of activity that developed in the late 1960s

around the broad notion of equality for women. It was reasonably closely netv,orked and it included radical
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seen as "fair" and "commonsense". Women were suffering from some structured

disadvantage that equal access to educntional opportunity had not over@me. Liberal

feminists wanted to change the stereotypes ancl attitudes that maintained women as passivq

quiet, submissive, gentle and dependentT6 . Education (or more particularly socialisation in

education) was seen as the cause of the problem, therefore education would provide the

solution. The solutions portrayed were seen as curriculum ones. They included providing

role models, having women in positions of responsibility, changing textbooks, changing

the attitudes of employers, parents, teachers and students, teaching assertive behaviour,

stressing that "Girls Can Do Anything"Tr. It involved developing such things as an

integrated curriculum which bluned the divisions of knowlodge (or following NZEI

influence, what came to called an "holistic curriculum"), one which dweloped *individual

self-worth" in children. 78

At one level, feminism at this time was concerned with what MiddlaonTe has called the

liberal demands: equality of access for women to the positions of power, wheher they be

higher status jobs or a greater say in the decision making process. At another level, radical

feminist writers were criticising the socialisation function of the education system and

drawing attention to the role of cuniculum. Following the 1979 Women's Convention,

feminist education groups dweloped containing both women teachers and education

officials. These groups were a base for support and a venue for sharing knowldge,

organisational and political experience. Feminist groups were a source of ideas and

pressure for change. Members of groups such as 'Auckland Feminist Teachers"8o became

involved in PPTA, both locally and nationally.sr

So we decided that u€ needed another group, outside of the teacher unions and that it would be

for all wtrmen teachers, not just secondary. So that's how we started the Auckland Feminist

Teacher's...But I was absolutely sure, that at the same time, to bring about change for women,

or girls, women had to get into PPTA, and they had to start asserting themselves through

PPTA. 8?

feminists, srrialists, and lesbian separatists, as well as a larger number of uomen concerned with liberal
concenm and iszues.
76 Sne Middleton, ed. Womm and Fdtution in Aotearm (Wellington Allen and Unwin /Port Nicholson
Press, 1988) p30-36
77 R *"ll-fundul campaign run through the Vcrational Guidance stxtion of the l-abour Department sarted in
t975.
78 'A Currisulum Future" op. cit.
79 Mi,Lil"too , Wonrcn antl Muutiut in Aoteann, p. 35
80 psminist Teachers was set up following the 1979 Women's Convention. Other groups include WISE,
Non-Sexist Re.source Group, Women in Education, Womnet
8l ln Auckland, some of these teachers helped develop subject groups zuch as 'Equals = Science'maths' fu
do,'eloping "girl friendly" Maths and Science curricula.
82 H"l"n Pearce interyiew, 30 March 1993
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Feminist teachers targeted positions, nominated their members for committees, lobbied for

them and actively supported them. One of the earliest tasks of these feminist teachers'

groups was to raise at every possible educational forum the need for the recognition and

inclusion of "the special strengths of women" and their demand for a "non-sexist

curriculum'.

We kept continuously suggesting grxd women for every committee that the Department set up

and kept asking about the women's view point at every occasion.83

The networks of personal relationships that developed in these groups w€re the support

mechanisms of a movement which shared an ideological discourse. Within this disoourse,

certain ideas became taken for granted: the "old boys network" needs to be replaced, girls do

better in single sex schools, corporal punishment is male violance, certain subjects

(especially science and maths) are "male" and must be opened up to allow girls access. It

was a statement for visibility: "women in education had been invisible for too long."8a

The feminist discourse became very influential in the curriculum arena, as femini$s gained

importance as key members of PPTA, in the educational bureaucracy and in the structures of
the labour ParU.

Community Perspectives in the Curriculum.
Because NZEI and PPTA were a catalyst for the development of curriculum ideas, other

groups had access to curriculum development. Peace groups, anti-nuclear groups,

environmental education groups, human relationship groups, communication skills,

promoted their ideas as meeting different "ommunity neods'. As the 1980s progressed

PPIA became a vehicle for a variety of libenal social issues: education would solve all the

social problems. This situation meant PITA was targded by political issues som€times at

the expense of dweloping a strong united strategic team.

PPTA became a safe place fcrr single iszue people. I mean we allowed thern space. This is

what I mean by the A team and the B team on Exec. The B team had their issues whereas the

A team u,ere committed to the broader iszues of education in general 85.

I had to present the paper on 'peace studies'. Now, I couldn't care less about pea.ce studies as

such but it had come from our region and so there was rne, arguing for peace studies and the

need for PPTA to get the Department to support a conference on p€ace studies. E6

t3 Pearce interview.
84 A collation of quotes taken from various Feminist Teachers' Newslefters, l98l- 85. Archived Auckland
College of Edrrcation tjbrary.
85 John Grant, interview, 4 Mnch 1993
86 rco" Orum, interview,5 March 1993
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However, although such issues raised concerns from conservatives in the public arena they

were seldom part of an orchestrated PPTA campaign which involved getting full
membership involvement. These issues were sent on to the Department of Education as

input demands with a request to resource the particular initiatives from available resources.

ln other words, the ball was passed on.

The l9E3 Conference, no more UE, and Form Six Action, not SFA

1983 became the focus for the curriculum debate with the report back of the Joint Working

Party on the core curriculum and an orchestrated PPIA campaign in the public arena. This

aimed to remove UE from Form six in order to allow Sixth Form Certificate to be the onlv

qualification at that level.

In July of 1983 just before the September National Conference, the organisers of the PPTA

Principals' Conference, taking an opportunity in which a number of principals were away

socialising,sT passed a resolution declaring that this would be the last year in which their

sixth form students would sit University Entrance. The principals' statement became

headlines and created a public debate.

There had been an earlier hincipals' Conference resolution opposing UE. The suggestion

could have come from the Executive, I don't remember, anyhow lthe 1983 hincipals'

Conference] became a catalyst. 88

This declaration followed the earlier resolutions at the 1979 Principals Conference calling

for the removal of UE and the extension of Sixth Form Certificatde. The declaration by the

principals was followd up at the C-onferenceby an Executiverecommendation:

Thattheassociationinstructsmembe$ to assess the sixth form pupils in 1984 only by sixth

form certificate; and Orat they further be instmcted not to participate in tbe administration

procedures of the 1984 Universiry Entrance examination 9o

PPTA was publicly withdrawing support for the UE exam and openly setting itself up for

political confrontation.

At the National Conference 1983 in August there were a lot of objections from regional

delegates. Many had been sent to Conference with instructions that it was somewhat too

soon for such extensive action. The debate lasted most of the day. Finally it was agreed

that it was "time to pull the plug on UE". However, the agreement of the delegates was

87 Personat Comrmrnication, Tony Steele, May 1990, hesident 1983-84
88 Hearn interview
89 Pountney , interview, 6. May lgg2, (Chair of 1979 Cuniculum Atlvisory Committee)
S tg8: Amual Conf. Report, C83/30 1983
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conditional. Their conditions in effect meant that for many teachers the changes were more

cosmetic than radical. el

An action committee from within the Curriculum Advisory Committee was s€t up during

Term 3 to develop publicity material to explain the decision both to the public and to

memberse2.

We calle<I it the Form Six Action committee rather than the Sixth Form Action because we

worked out that otherwise we might entl up with the acronym for Sweet F.A.93

Leaflets were sent to thebranches to send home to parents explaining the need for the shift

in theexamination structures. Seminar prognammes were established and Form Six Action

leaders appointed in all the branches. They were assisted through seminars to become

experts (propagandists) on the issue to help move both the other mernbers and a sizeable

number of parents.

There wa-s a whole set of pamphlets that were produced for a campaign about it ufiich we

developed. We spent long hours on that committee dreaming up lhe pamphlet. Basically

what we were doing was working to get the community onto our side, to understand thst what

we were doing uas bocause UE. was inappropriate fm most kids, etc, etc. And I remember

going around and talking at countless parent evenings at school s and community groups 94.

During the 1983 conference Prime Minister Muldoon had suggested that their campaign to

shift UE was a minority one. He maintained it was opposed by a number of groups:

..."the Erployers do not want it, nor does the Federation of labour, the University Teachers

Association nor the University Students Association.'

He suggested that "PPTA continue with LJE. and try to convert the pow€rful associations

oppos€d to it."95

The hime Minister's words also provided opportunity. They became the rationale for the

political campaign. Approaches were madeby the Form Six Action group to all the groups

who had been publicly expressing reservations about shifting uE. The aim was to try to

educate and oonvert those expressing concetrns, leaving isolated those groups really

opposed. It was about creatingallies in a political struggle in a overt way to win over the

opposed forces.

9l PPre Nens Vol. 4.,13, Sept. 1983
9 PPfe, Naws Vol 4,14. Ocbber 1983
93 Hearn interview
94He"to intsview
95 tsgl Annual Conf. hoceedings 1983:5
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The opposition [to the FSA campaignl was from "Meryn and bodies like the Aucklard

Grammar School Board, (they get regularly used to play this role). Initially we had to do a lot

of work on 558A96, we never thought parents v,,ere ultimately opposition as a force, but

some of the university groups and the UE Board were opgrsed. However it was primarily the

Government.

In alt of the situations when you are lrnking for educational change, initially there will be quite

widespread supFrrt in the comrnunify fcn the conservative view but vre are quite experienced at

working through that and working away and getting therc.

We worked quite hard at that. Every time a school had a PTA meeting or s€nt home the letters

the message was getting there, UE was no longer suitable in form six. e7

The strength of the FSA campaign relied ultimately on the membership action in

withdrawing support for UE. Or more accurately using Offe, it relied on the "threat of

action". The membership held the motivational resources. In the event, after a lot of

organisation, PPTA did not actually have to expose their organisation to danga by using the

threat. Over March 1984 the Association of University Teachers (AUD acted as a brokeres

and co-ordinated a proposal to convert the opponents.

We were saved by the AUT consensus from uftat could have been a stuff up. We were at the

stage in which the forms (registering the school and the students fcr UE at that end of the year)

were to be posted back blank. It could have really shown us up. Some of t6s committed

schools had already posted theirs back blank. But there was aluays the danger u,e could be

und€rmined.

hincipals and Sixth Fcrrm Deans werethe weak links, we always knew tbat. We know why

principals are but Sixth Form deans feel really srongly about their responsibilities and their

students and are not really prepared to put them at risk. We had worked out a strategy which

involved using the Boards but [in the schools] we were just at the stage of posting the forms

back to the UEB . At that moment all the',r,ork we had done paid off. It all came together

with the AUT consensus - they pulled together all the groups in opposition.gg

AUT oonvened meetings on the issue with representatives of the op'posing groups. At the

end of March a signed agreement, known as the AUT Consensus, was reached with most

of key representative interest groups including the Association of Heads of Integrated and

Independent Schools, the Parent Teachers Association, the Employers Federation the

Federation of labour, the New Zaland University Students Association, as well as the

S SeconOary Schools Boards Association
97 ttearo interview
98 tte"rn, interview
99 uearn, interview
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AUT, the SSBA and the PP|A. This agreement endorsed in principle the PPTA goal of

University Entrance in Form sevenl00.

It was a wonderful coup. lt was done in secret and then anmrunced. To have AUT supprrt

was very good trecause various lecturers had been used against us.

There were various pnrvisos hung around the agreement obviously but the guts was you had a

Minister over there saying UE. must stay and you had all the recognised bodies saying it should

go. At that Jnint the'84 (snap) election intervened. Before we had to conryrlete the 1lrocess

of carrying out our action , I-abour came in with the stated aim of UE going to form seven.

So we coukl say this will definitety be tIE's last year now that we have some p,rocess of

transition because the new Minister was in the process of setting up the commillsel ol

The AUT Consensus endorsed a position whereby entrance to university would be via the

UEB's Bursary and Scholarship exams in Form seven. This removed the stated purpose of

UE and so politically undennined the Minister's stand.

Senior Curriculum assessment : ABA and Modules.

In place of UE, PPTA proposed broadening the oristing Sixth Form Certificate progamme

to a criterion-referenced interndly assessed system which could operate within a modular

approach to a wider curriculum. This they said could enable secondary schooling to

become much more oriented towards technical and vocational education as well as

continuing its support for the academic. The internal assessment system advocated by

PPTA was to become calld in New Zaland, ABA, "achievement fused assessment".

Gavin Muckle and I thought up the name Achievement Based-Assessment. It usetl to be calle<I

grade-related criterion-referenced... We wanted to focus on vAat the point of assessment

should be - achievement. lt's interesting now to remember back to that as it is nowaccepted in

NZQA. We now accept it as a normal term but ABA is a PPTA invention.l02

The debate over curriculum politicised education publicly. By taking such a firm stand

against moving UE, Wellington had been put in the position that *education was to be

directly determined by the Minister" against all of the interest groups. PPTA arguments

over curriculum policy always held the interests of students as synonymous with the

interests of teachers: that is that curriculum was not political. The perspective of both the

Dqartment of Education and the PPTA was mainly psychological. It perceived education

as developmental, individual, possibly personally vocational and inclusive of all chil&en.

The view from the Minister of Education was an argument for the maintenance of the status

LN PPfl Nerv.r Vol. 5 April 1984
lol g*to, interview
l o2 Hearn interview
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quo. by edict if necessary. The political gossip around Wellington City over 1983-4 was

that the Minister had lost his Department as officials worked behind the scenes to blunt

many of his edictslo3. It was a Department which seemed to have confused roles or as

MacPherson described it later "the portfolio culture had begun to flout the norms of the

wider political ssl[6'ss"l0a. The climate established ammunition to be used later against

Education as a State institution.

The Minister as a traditionalist in education and ooncerned to stop any undermining of the
*standards of education" had firmly resisted any moves towards a curriculum that was to be

schools/teacher-dgermined. "While I am Minister, what is taught and what is examined will
not be determined by teachersrr he thunderedl05 .

The political debate in education was thereby set up as a debate over who should control the

curriculum: the professionals, i.e. the teachss (through their professional association, the

PIrIA, and the subject curriculum advisory committees working with the Department of
Education) or the Government, that is the direct personage of theMinists. In the media this

becameportrayed as a fight between PPTA and theMinister. Wellington made no secrd of
his concern to protect Christian values. Supporting the Minister were the C-oncerned

Parents Association, some of the older conssrrative school boards such as the Auckland

Grammar School Board and members ofthe moral right. PPTA by default stood for all the

threats to the traditional education; feminismo pe:tce studies, the abolition of examinations,

progressive education and militant teacher unionismt06.

The relationship between the Department of Education and PPTA over curriculum was a

relationship in which PPIA were the activists of the profession. PPTA through its political

voice was able to push at the scoping boundaries of education politically in a way that the

Education Department officials could not. The Department officials were caught by rules of
public service behaviour and of impersonal proper public procedure. As W. Renwick the

Director of Education had reminded earlier critics of the Department, 'behind them in

Wellington lurk their political t13s1g1's"l07. PPTA were thus the 'militant professionals'.

103 51-oo Collinspolitical reporter l,tZHemld. Pers. Comrn
104 ruS Macpherson, 'Challenging 'Provider- Caphrre' with radical changes to educational administration
in New T,ealand in RJS Macpherson and YM Martin &s. Restruduring Adninistrative Poliqt in school
Mumtion : Canadian and International Penpeaive.s. (Calgary , Alberta: Deseli, 1993 ) pp 229-248
105 14. wellington, ltlZHerald 7-5-84.
106 See Auckland Star, March 25 1984. Minister supports schools standards
r0? W. Renwick quotal in J. Marshall. Positivisnr or Pragmatisnt (Wellingtou, NZARE, 1984)
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The structural role of UE and the implications of its abolition

In a broader view, the abolition of UE in form six was an important developmort. It had

distorted the senior school curriculum as the OECD report had pointed out. The narrowly

focused examination had been developed to restrict entry to the university. The ability to

enter for the exam was restricted to those who the year before had passed School Certificate,

also a 50% norm referenced examination. UE was immediately relevant only to those

goingto university fiom Form Six - in effect 4% of all Form Six studentslos. Nash has

argued that the system changed because in the credential inflation of the labour market too

many middle class students were failingtoe. However the function of UE was also a fiscal

one for the State in education. While it restricted the development of other forms of post-

compulsory education, and kept down the general education level of the population, UE also

held down the costs of the fully-funded State tertiary education. Apprenticeships, the other

major form of post-school education were funded jointly with employers.

As a narrowly-focused presoiptive examination with a small numbs of raditional

university subjects sat by most students in Form Six, UE had also come to function as a

general school leaving qualification with a narrowing effec on curriculum and a re*ricting

effect on tertiary developments. UE's role as an examination in Form Six therefore had

becomea barris within the wider needs of capital accumulation. There was no means to

expand or change the skills base of thepopulation at the tertiary level given the focus of the

IJE prescriptions and the power of the UE Board. UE in Form Six with its restricted

subject and pass rate ran straight up against the requirements of increasing skills in human

capital and the general economic requirements for up-skilling and technological

dwelopment.

The Core Curriculum Debate - towards a national curriculum.

While this UE debate was occurring the combined t{'ZEI-PFIA-Department of Education

working parties'proposal on the core curriculum reported to theMinister at the end of 1983.

Their proposals reflected many of the innovations already existing in schools, and a number

of the ideas found earlier in the 1979 PPTA Curriculum paper. These recommendations

were not welcomed by the Minister. He required a prescriptive document with specification

in basic subjects. He resubmitted the report to a hand-picked goup biased towards a

more traditional view who acted as his special Ministerial Advisory Soup. In this group

were a number of principals, eight departmental officers, a university chancellor and a

polytechnic principal.

108 '5i*11t Form Action' - PPTA campaign kit,
109 pot Nash, *From School to Work Effects of Differential Achievement * in Codd, J , Harker, R and

Nash R ds Potitiul Issues in NewZeatand ilucation.2ndH ( Falmerston North: Dunmore Press, l99O)-
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The original discussion document advocated broad guidelines and modules; this was turned

into a prescriptive statement. Once more there were traditional school subjects and

traditional values, with specified hours spent on each subject and a concentration on social

responsibility such as workman(sic)-like habits and national prids.t to However this

Ministerial document recognised Maori views with the inclusion of taha Maoril I I as part of
the compulsory core and an official espousal of the notion of "multiculturalism through bi-

cultualism.ill l2

Getting taha Maori in the core curriculum
The Maori perspeclive had gained increasing importance in PPTA as the Maori teachers used

their voice in the PPTA and in the Department of Education to pursue their demands for a

consciously Maori education, one which represented their own culture, knowledge and

traditions. Their demands had became more publicly insistent after the 1981 Springbok

Rugby 1su1tl3. At a Maori hui on education qponsored by the NZ Maori Council the

increasing @ncern at the state of Maori education was highlighted: the subversion of taha

Maori by teachen, the hierarchy of grades in the School Certificate examinations, the

valuing of certain subjects over others and the gatekeeping practices of credentialling.

As members became involved in the assessment seminars, rnany became scandalised about the

political reality of means analysis and the political consequences of the zubject hierarchy. I

mean Woodunrk or Home Ec. teachers and teachers of Maori nere able to see the reality of

what they already suspected. Yet they couldn't stop feeling somewhat guilty for having their

f.i4* 6"i1.1 1a

PFIA funded a Maori Education hui at Waatri, building on theearlierone called by the New

ZealandMaori Council. A range of the elite in education were invited to come and hear the

Maori concerns and then to discuss appropriate action over the failure of the education

system to meet Maori needs.

The Education Subcommittee of the Maori Council had called a hui first at Turangawaewae.

That was in'83. And our one followed in'84... That was where the DG alked at pmple for

an hour and a half, about what they had done and then Sir James Henare and the other Maori

I l0 p"n"6otent of Educati on, Revlew of the Core Cunicutum for Schools (Wellington: t 984)
I I I ft6 Maori refers to a comlxlnent from the Maori life-wodd used as exanqtles within a school
subject.
ll2 B. Tauroa, member of the Minister's advisory group, pers. comm.
ll3 This event oppostxl by the majority of liberal New Zealanrl caustd a series of ideological splits
through the country and through many families. The Springbok Tour crystallised the issue of race. Maori
berame angry that the country could mobilise for blacks in South Africa but not seem to care about its own
indigenous people, who wereover l27o of the population
I 14 Hearn interview
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leaclers talked to us... Bill Renwick surtd at quarter to ten, and justified for an hour and a

6n11.1 l5

It was at this education hui that the just-released report of the Minister's Advisory

Committee on the Core Curriculum with its prescriptive statements and its inclusion of raha

Maori became availableto the PPIA activists.

While some Maori were calling for an extension of taha Maori into all areas of sghool-lifsl to

theradical Maori view was for something much stronger. They wanted equality between

Maori ways of knowing and what was termed Pakeha knowledge - a demand that education

for a bi-cultural society would address different ways of knowing equally. It was a

demand for the legitimacy of Maori epistemoloEy.tt'7 Notwithstanding, Maori issues had

becamean official priority for the curriculum, and linked the concerns of Maori parents and

'the communiry"l t8 with the concerns of teachers as seen by PPTA. The liberal discoune

already well dweloped in PPTA had extended the PPIA curriculum project for women and

girls to includethe Maori demands.

TheMinister, while supportiveof taha Maori,lle was opposed to the increasing feminist

and social influences occurring in sducalislt 20. As he saw it "social @ncerns were

undermining both traditional education and family valuesnl2l At their Annual Conference

in 1983, PPIA had openly declared that they were going to make education an eletion issue

in the following year.

..."The next election will be won by the children of the country,' the pnesident Des Hinch said.

He outlined a range of responses that PPTA could make during 1984 as an election year in order

to achieve their aims, citing the OECD report as supportive of PPTA's 5636.122

PPIA was in open conflict with the Minister over the reconstitution of the core curriculum,

over the funding cuts and over feminist influences in education. As well they were

organising politically against him over UE with the support of both academics and oths

education bodies. The personal conflict between the Minister and PPTA leadoship reachd

I 15 6*- Intenriew.
I 16 T",ro" , member of the Ministerial group, at Waahi hui.
117 Graham Smith, "Taha Maori: A Pakeha Privilege?" NZARE Conference paper 1985.
ll8 PP76 lgsu)s 1984, No.5:7
I 19 We[ington had btpn a sacondary teacher in one of the traditional Maori Colleges, St Stephens, uAere

he is remembered for hls exemination teaching success in history and his ability in caning. St Stephens'

old boys. Pers. Comm.
120U. Wettingto4 Nw",Zealand &lucation in Crisis. ( Auckland: Endeavour Press, 1985)
IzI tbid. pt05
r22 PP71 News, september r 1983.
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a point in 1984 at which the Minister finally lost his temper threw his brief case across his

office at the PfrIA Prssidenl I 23.

The conflict ended at the declaration of the snap electisn in l!$dt2+. PFrIA hoped the

outcome of the election would determine the direction for education and the course of the

debate over the curriculum. Although not an issue of major public debate, oducation policy

was indicative of the close ties between labour and PPTA. The labour Party education

policy was almost PPTA's. The labour Party promised to implement the Secondary

Staffing Report, to abolish UE, to reopen the debate about curriculum and assessment and

to remove the wage and price freeze which was restricting workers' including teachers'

wages. The election campaign involved rnany of PPTA's activists campaigning openly

both for the l.abour Party and the PPTA education policyr zs.

PART THREE: LABOIJR VICTORY, A I{EW MII{ISTER, A I{EW AGE?

Immediately after L^abour won the 1984 eleaion, Russell Marshall moved rapidly to

implement his promises. He brought in lqislation to remove UE from Form Six,

established a Ministerial Ret/iew group to look at assessment in the senior school and

followed this with a review of the full cuniculum: The Ministerial Review of the Curriculum

and Assessment. His notion of curriculum was one shared with PPTA and ITIZEI. It

included both overt and covert notions of curriculum - all those things that happen in

schools. Marshall then set up a Secondary Schools Board of Studies to co'ordinate all

the senior school qualifications, established a group to explore the effective dorelopment of

computers in education, structured a review of the integnted schools and set about finding

ways to implement the Secondary Staffrng Report to which he had personally committed the

Government.

In all these areas PPTA as the voice of secondary teachers became an integnl part of the

education bureaucracy. Everything that they had worked for seemed to be coming through.

As the General Secretary of the PFrIA has since remarked, 'It was as if all our birthdays had

come 3t gngerl26.

L23 pp7tr nsw" May 1984 5:7 This incident was spread through the networks as evidence that the

Minister was not really in control.
124 Madlyn Waring, a feminist in the National Government harl threatensl to cross the floor in opposition
to nuclear ship visits. Prime Minister Muldoon had only a one vote majority and used this to call an

early election in 1984.
125 pp74 news Y.5 No 9 June 1984, Election special.
l266uoio Bunker Sec. Gen intewiew, 5 August 1992
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PP[A, a mainly voluntary organisation was flat out 'keeping up with the new Minister as

the brakes came off education development and we got underway again'l ?7 . ln a newsletter

to members, Tony Steele, President at the time. gave one day as an example of the breadth

of work PPTA was engaged in following the election.

Tuesclay, October 30 (....)9.00-11.30: a meeting wittr tbe Government Caucus klucation

Committee on transition programmes.

| 1.30-1.00: a meeting with other leaders of our kindred education groups on matters of common

interest;

1.00-2.00: a meting with the Minister on new developments.

3.00-5.00: a meeting with the Director-General of Education and seven of his directors and

secretaries on Assessment.

And downstairs all day, a meeting of the Staffing Review Group planning the implementation

of the Secon<Iary Staffing Repor1.l28

The Curriculum Review and Learning and Achieving ,

The Ministerial Review on Curriculum and Assessment occurred through two committees of

inquiry: one focusing on curriculum and assessment in the senior secondary school - now

being called 'post-compulsory schooling' - and the other focusing on the general or

' compulsory' school curriculum.

The first committeeproduced areport on theremoval of uE in May 1985, and followed this

with a report on school assessment called L,earning and AchiEringl2e in June 1986. The

second produced a broader document Ctrriculum Reviewl30. The senricing secreJariat for

these Committees was sef up outside the Cuniculum Dwelopment Unit. The C-ommittee

were members of the education intsest gloups including strong representation from PPTA

and Nnll31.
We were meeting at Futuna House. There were 2 committees, Circus (Committee to Review

the Curriculum) the b'roader one and Cirsaq (senior ass€ssment and qualifications) whose role

was first to look at the removal of UE and then to look at learning and assessment. I thoughl

of the title I-earning and Achieving. We used to have sessions with t oth committees together

and then go off on our own. PPTA was the group with the most coherent position and we

dominated reatly. We were the group with the most prepared stuff on assessment. I mean

l271not Steele, PPTA News, 1984, Nrw. Vol.5,l8p :2,
l281nnt Steele, hesident'sStatement PPTA News 1984, Nov. Vol.S,l8:p2,
129 Committee oJ Inquiry into Curricalum, Assessment and Qrcfirtcailons, ln Forms 5-Z (Wellington"
Department of Education First report, 1985, Second Reprt, 1986 ).
130n*rrL"ntof Education,The Curriculun Review, Ministerial Committee to Review the Curriculum
for Scbools, (Wellington: Department of Education 1987,)
l3l Vr" Curriculum Review, Draft, 19Mp136. NZEI axl PPTA provided two reps while other groups

provided one.. In addition some of PPTA's activists were there representing otber groups .
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NZEI had rpver had to deal in great depth with the assessment end. Initially we had to do a

whole lot of wurk with them because we had all that holistic 1411 32. I mean there is not a lot

of chance of holistic physics ancl holistic Englisft I 33

You have to redo that discussion with every new primary teacher you ever talk to atxlut it.

We agree that the holistic stuff is fine for when they are little. But as knowledge becornes

more specialiserl somewhere along the line there is Jnint where you have to divide out. There

is detrate about when. But the realitv is there's not a lot of chance of holistic seventh form

teaching.l 34

The Committee and their secrefariat wrote discussion she€ts for wider consultation in the

community: The Curriculum Review. The pattern for this mnsultation had been established

through the earlier EDC. Working paflies derermined the questions and then sd up public

discussion as consultation. Seven discussion papers were sent out through the schools and

into the community. Metings of parents and interested parties w€re called. The responses

were collated to reflect the range and strength of opinions, and these were also sent out for

further public debate, This all occurred with the active support of the PPTA regions and

branches

The legal removal of UE from Form Six in 1986, necessitated a rapid education progmmme

for schools and teachers on internal assessment, particularly on what PPTA now called

Achievement-Based-Assessment (ABA). This programme was organised and nrn

throughout the country largely by PPTA. The PPTA-selected assessment leaders were

funded by the Department of Education providing leavg relief teachers and venues where

necessaq/. Procedural status in policy dwelopment had been attributed to PPTA by the

Minister to perform these required in-senrice tasks. Seminar leaders were trained for every

region using the material developed after the PPTA 1983 conference. School assessment

leaders then were used to provide this information to their schools. The assessment leaders

were often nominated through the hincipals and were usually senior teachers or Sixth

Forms deans. Although they werepublicly identified as PPTA members, they were not the

usual activists.

132 4 s6mmon term in pimary education at the time was the "holistic curricutum' generally meaning

teaching subject content and language througb a common themes or topic appoach. This is possible
because in primary schools the structures of the setting assume teachers to be generalists, one teacher in
one class, whereas secondry settings assumed timetabled subjecs and barriers between zubjects.
133 g""to 1o1"*1"*
134 g""ro interview
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The as.sessrent seminar leaders were different members of PPTA than the usual activists.

They were people chosen because of their understanding or interest in assessment. I supJnse

you coultJ say they were like a kind of professional leaders tl1 pIrI4 I 35

I-earning and Achieving recommended that the senior school curriculum contain a broader

number of subjects. These would be evaluated through school-based internal assessment

that could also be nationally msdem1ed.130 The central co-ordination would be through the

Secondary Schools Board of Studies, incorporating the functions of the UE board and the

School Certificate Examinations Board, and able to make recommendations on matt€rs

relating to secondary education, curriculum development in secondary schools and policies

relating to assessment and awards. This body as a co{poratist structure included formal

recognition of PPTA nominations of teachers' and principals' representatives. The

centralised but flexible structure of stand-alone subjects in the senior school suggested in the

report built on the earlier PFTA discussion papersl3T.

We'd been pushing for that Board of Studies. What we wanted was one body with the

responsibility for both curriculum and assessment in the secondary school in$ead of the

perennial fights between you had with the School Cert Exam Bcrard run by the Department, the

UE board run by the University Crrants Committee and curriculum being determined in the

Department. The heart of this debate was really getting the Board of Studies. For yeas,

PPTA and UEB had one view of what a Board of Studies would have to do and Government had

another. Our view had been, along with the UEB , tbat it should be fully autonomous of

Government.

We kept having the,se tatks about what the Board of Studies was for, wtrat it would do, and u&at

it would be like. On that committee, as we looked at the balance of power, we kept coming

up against that block. Gavin Muckle and I (the PPTA reps) went away and went off and we

hacl a dinner with Tony Steele and Graham Gillespiel38, and agonised about - you know how

these things are in the middle of the night - agonised about whether we could do it and so on

and so forth... In the end we decided that this was it. In New Txz;land do urc want a Board of

Studies or don't we? What in the end is more important? Is it more important to have a

body that achrally does co-ordinate both functiors, curriculum and assessnent or do rr€ stard

out with the purist's view and never get one...? So we re-assessed and supported it being

advisorrr to the Minister.

135 H"sm interview
136 4 su6isst model that was already doing this was Art, which had successfully integrated an internal
a^ssessment system within a national examinaiion framework by the teachers working closely with each other

and combining both sample and peer moderation. The implementation taslcs required to tre undertaken

immediately are set out in Learning and Achieving, pp 96-97
t 37rbid, ro3.
138 1X"." were PPTA President and the PPTA Gen. Secretary at that time
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The Board was set up as an advisory body o the Minister. The idea of the integration of

curriculum and internal assessment was also later carried into the rest of the post-

compulsory area through network links PPTA had to the Hawke Committee on Post

compulsory education which was meeting at the same time. They helped to form the basis

of the NZQA as an autonomous stand-alone body linking secondary and te,rtiary education.

The second committee focusing the compulsory area of school produced the report, The

Curriculum Reviewtss (CR). This report was a statement of educational progressivism.

Picking up ideas which had held currency in primary schools and promoted by I.IZEI, CR

fitted into the liberal framework with an emphasis on individual rights, fairness and

opportunity. Expressed in the document, which purports to give voice to the views of the

'community',140 is a commitment to development of a curriculum that is "common to all

schools", "accessible", "non-racist", "non-sexist", "designed for successn, "enabling and

holistic". Apart from a commitment to honouring the promises of the Treaty of Waitangi

this was an endorsement of policy direction rather than ooncrete proposals, yet the

implementation of this direction would require considerable resources.

The signifiqnce of the CR for PPTA was thre-fold, two positive and one negative:

First, it marked a strengthening of the official policy on the curriculum towards the

paradigm of liberal progressivism. In the words of Renwick, then Director-General of

Education, the discourse of education had moved from concerns of equality of opportunity

to those of equity of outcomes (my emphasis). lal

Second, the curriculum guidelines allowed space in which teachers in secondary schools

muld determine their own interpreration of the national curriculum. This potentially

loosened control of the centre.

Third the negative one, the document provided the ammunition to attack those they saw as

responsible for any changes in education; the Labour Government and in particular PPTA.

The attack on this model of curriculum was to form part of the construction of the crisis of

sducalisnla2.

L39 Department of Education, The Curriculum Revietv , Ministerial Committee to Review the

Curriculum for Schools, (Wellinglon, 1987)
140 gor-uoity is a reified term that clissolves withrn it any distinction as to differences of interest, social
group, etc. lnterestingly the C.R. documents show the way a particular view, the discourse of the liberal
progressivism, is selected from the diverse views of the ncommunityn. This view (a selected amalgam of
opinions) then becomes one part of the political struggle - that of the educationalists.
l4l rgy. Renwick Moving Targeu ( Wellington: NZCER 1986)
142 6o"14 Grace, nThe New Zealand Treasury ancl the Commodification of Etlucation" in Middleron et. al.

EducailonPoliqfoday, op. cit. p.40
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During 1988 the CR documents became modified inside the bureaucracy into a draft

National Curriculum Statementla3. The separate subject areas were dissolved into broad

descriptive areas of learning speciffing the various knowledges, skills and values which the

school's curriculum would p'rovide for all its students. Reflecting the child-centred

framework and the geater curriculum skills of primary education, this document was

greered less enthusiastically in secondary schools with their greater @ncern for

credentiall ing and transmitted knowl edge.

Following theremoval of UE secondary teachers were more interested in gnppling with the

techniques of assessment. The curriculum changes to them only meant getting rid of

external examsl44. Their focus was credentials. Yet the Draft National Curiculum with

its broad approach to learning areas was in many ways reminiscent of the 1982 A

Curriculum Future document which had started PPTA's political campaign in curriculum.

The involvement of PPTA in these curriculum developments was dependent on the State

allowing the PPTA a role and accepting its position as the voice of secondary teachers. The

union as such had been attributed "public status' as experts. PIrIA expended a great deal

of time and resour@s on this involvement in curriculum, building the "professional'

responsibility of teachers as a way of gaining control over their area of work. Moreover

PPTA worked increasingly with other groups such as individual Boards, the Parent Teacher

Association, the Secondary School Boards Association and the University Entrance Board

developing a network with common perspectives on educational matters. The professional

role of PFrfA, concerned with learning and teaching, was strengthened by the political

campaigns and their close relationship with the hierarchy of the tabour Party. This built

PPTA's understanding of assessment into the dominant one in educational circles. Their

views together with those of the Department of Education had established the hegemonic

educational view.

However strictly speaking they had established a sectorist view or as Macpherson calls it a
*portfolio sgllgls'l4s. It was one which represented the views of the active participants in

the sertor. This assumed both an expanding fiscal supply and that education as personal

development and achievement-based assessment was in the broader interests of the sociay.

The traditionalist views mncerned about individural rights and the importance of credentials

which had been the basis of Wellington's support, was still present in the community and

143 p"Orlto"nt of Education, Nailonal Currianlum Starement: A Dscussion docament, (Wellington:
Dept.Ed. 1988)
144'PPTA branch submissions on Draft National Curriculum Statement' Auckland Region, 1988
145 RJS Macpherson'Challenging "Provider- Capture" (1993) op. cit.
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emerged again following the publication of Curriculum Review. Once again concerns were

heard about 'basics and frills' in the context of curriculum content, about the need for

standards, about peace studies, feminists and Maori and militant unions. The demise of the

meritocratic English public school model became championed in a debate over the bilingual

aspects of a proposed Form Six and Seven English slllabusl +6. These concerns bmme

linked with issues of accountability and quality of teachers in the Scott R@ort and were

capitalised on by Treasury and Ruth Richardson in the lead up to the 1987 election in the

construction of a crisis about educationl4T (as was discussed in Chapter two).

Conf'licting Political Directions.
As has been described in Part one, after 1984 l-abour was following two contradictory

paths. One path was the old style labour Welfarism and social @rporatist model

personified by Russell Marshall as Minister of Education. This was the social liberal

programme. The other path was the Roger Douglas plan of market forces and a restructured

bureaucracy emanating out of Treasury and the SSC.

Simultanmusly as the social-liberal strand in education was being formally e$ablished the

financial structureof theNew Zealand economy was also being systematically deregulated

and restructured. By the end of 1987 New T.ealand had moved from a highly regulated

welfare economy to one of the most de- regulated in the world. Treasury used the

relationship between the teacher associations and the Department of Education and the

excuse of the Curriculum Review as an argument for the separation of policy-making from

implementation.l48 Treasury had already issued a critical review of the Curriculum Rerriew

which they had sent to the Minister of Finance on May 29th l987rae before the election.

Although recognising that the Curriculum Review ould increase "the community

involvement in schools" and increase "the flexibility of the curriculum", Treasury

maintained that it was inadequateas a blue pnnt for sducatisnl50. As has been laid out in

Chapter three, the plan which was sef out in Government Management advocated a

"devolved' minimalist State in which greater contestability in education would provide the

means to lower the efficiencv costs of State intervention. lsl

16 Carol De Chateau * The L-ost Generation' Metro Magazine 1989
lQ Gr^"",'Commodification' op cit. f4lto* 

J Codd, -Education Policy and the Crisis of the New ZE landstate- in S Middleton, et al New ?ntaild
Mucotion Poliq To&q-, (V/ellington: Allen and Unwin l9%) p.194
149 lbid.
l501t r** letter to Minister, cited in Codrl, ibirl. p. 190.

According to Susan Harper, in "The Theory and the Reality of the Picot Report", MEd.Policy Thesis,

Victoria University, Wellington., (1992) p. 23, the letter was signul by Michael lrwin whct also wrote
Treasury Govemment Management Vol 2, 1987
l5l1r*r"* Govemment Management V.tp 138
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Picot: setting up the new structures

Following the 1987 eleOion and in response to the public @ncerns over education promoted

strongly by the National Party and in particular by Richardson, David lange as hime

Minister took the Education portfolio for himself and off Russell Marshall.

I think that it was a sad irony for teachers that we had the Minister that had hst understood

education, but who turned out at the end not to be ahle to be an effective Minister for teachers

because he was seen as being too closely allied with us.l52

The Picot Committee had been set up in July as one of 17 taskforces established by the

Labour Cabinet's Social Equiry Committee as a way of maintaining the l-abour Party

commitment to social concerns. Its brief was to examine the administration of education

including the work of the various institutions with a view to increasing their powos and

responsibilities, and examine the Department's role in relation to other education

servicesr 53. The Picot Committeel54 reported in April 1988 just before the May holidays,

and suggested a highly derrolved model of education, the establishment of separate bodies

and the separation of poliry and implementation. Policy would be produced by a small

Ministry and implementation undertaken by the schools in reqponse to various markd

needs.

On the launch of the Report PPTA sent out an urgent request for responses to all its
branchesl5s. The action plan presented required the branches to send in their views, but the

plan outline itself was to be the framework for branch discussion and answers The

response request provided a series of statements derived from the Report with a number of

follow up questions to be addressed for the branch discussion. This was in effect a

constructed discussion. Examples of the questions discussed under the section entitled

Curriculum Framework appear below.

Curriculum Framework

The starting point for consideration ofany aspect of a public education system must be the

needs of learners and the curriculum through which these needs are met. The development of

the curriculum is itself a major adminismdve challenge.

. Drlqs the Picot Report adequately address these issues?

. Will its progtsals assist in producing better education better delivered?

. How mucb central curriculum is desirable?

. Do Picot's proposals protect aId enhance rights ofcurriculum access?

l52g"a6 interview.
153 Pirnl Repon. P. ix.
154 4 sonsl6erslion of other PPTA responses to the Picot Committee and Tomorrow's Schoctls is found

in the next chapter.
l55nx 88/50'Branch Action - Reslnnding to Picot.'
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. How should the development of new ryllabi prorceed and how will resources to supPort

syllabus changes be procluced? I 56.

The answers available in the Picot Report to most of these questions were either nil or

negative. Because these questions form part of the 'professional culture of PPTA' the

negative response providd some ideological motivation for a general campaign in the public

arena. The generation of these submissions against the Picot Report formed the beginning

of this particular call to action. This campaign, mounted in alliance with NZEI and a

numbs of academics of education, tsz Eied to create the link befween curriculum as a sign

of real, or potential equity ls8 and the danger Picot posed for any equity.

For me, the minute that I read Picot in April, I thought there goes curriculum, because you

could instantly see that the national structures for curriculum development were stuffed. At the

first public meeting against Picot, I slnke about curriculum development, how it had worked

and how it was now about to be demolishetll 59.

In the discourse of the PPTA "professional project", as I have noted in Chapter four,

curriculum was education.

In spite of the education sector political campaign, the details of which will be givm in

Chapter eight. the Piot Report was transformed rapidly into Tomorrow's Schools and

legally implemented on October I 1989. The PPTA submissions were followed up in

1989 by a full PPTA campaign called "Making Tomorrow's Schools \rys1ftn160 This

campaign continued to raise the concems about equity and the curriculum in order to

maintain some voice in education. Suffice it to say here the hopes for curriculum provided

the motivational resources to try to maintain the idological basis of the professional project.

PART FOUR: CIJRRICULIJM IN TOMORROW'S SCHOOLS

During all of this and yet removed from it, a Draft National Curriculum had been prepared

by the Depaftment of Education from the earlier CR documents during 1988. However,

from Octobs I 1989, as a result of the recommendations of Tomorrow's Schools and a

156 nr" full set of key areas or headings that the action plan required responses on were: The Relationship
between l-ocal and Cenfral Powers, Cuniculum Framework, Staffing, Choice and Efficiency, Maintenance of
Teaching Standards, Znnng, Review and Audit Agency, Boards of Trustees, Appointments, Conditions of
Service.
157 16" number and the extent of the responses to the Picot Report surprised the Government according to
S. Harper, 'The theory and the realiry of the Picot Report", MEd. Policy Thesis, Victoria University,
Wellingtou, l9V2 p 95.
158 5o Middleton et. al 1990 op cit. for a set of these responses from academia and Carol Hamillsp 6n4

Lise Bird, 1992 'lmpact of l99l Policy Initiatives for Girls and Women in education: Fibre and

Fishhooks ' in Manson M Annual Review of Hucation 2 for a continuation of the same responses.
t59 Hssm i-nterview
I60 p"*6 of the 1988 Amual Conference Decisioos, - Starus report, PPTA t989 Conference
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parallel review of post-compulsory education l-rarning for Life, the administration of

curriculum had changed.

The Secondary Schools Board of Studies, with the oversight of senior school curriculum

and assessment that PPTA had proposed and the Minister had set up, was dissolved aftq 18

months operation. In its place was established the NEQA, or }IZQA l6l , amalgamating the

functions of both Secondary Schools' Board of Studies, the UE Board, the Authority for

Advanced Vocational Awards, and the various other assessment bodies, with concerns for
*post-compulsory education'. This body set about closing the 'Jagged edge' between

compulsory and post-compulsory education which I will elaborate below. Secondary

curriculum was now to be more closely aligned with the post-oompulsory credentials but in

a broader technical and vocational way. There would be a framework for all awards and

qualifications. However PPTA was only one member of its standing advisory committee on

secondary education, not a member of a corporatist body as in the Secondary Schools Board

of Studies.

The Curriculum Dwelopment Dvision part of the old Education Department was disbanded.

The 4l Education Officers of the Department with particular interest and expotise in

curiculum were either made redundant or transferred The traditional working parties

which established the framework for curriculum were gone. And the Teachers' Advisory

section was shifted to become a contracting arm of the Colleges of Education in an

autonomous tertiary sector.

Beyond the "Jagged Edgen: A new initiative or a search and rescue mission?

As a proclamation of a new campaign to put curriculum back onto the central core of

education agenda, the president Ruth Chapman suggested at the 1989 Annual Conference

that, "between the cracks of Tomorrow's schools and Learning For Life has slipped the

curriculumx.l62 Involvement in curriculum was what teachers really cared about, she

maintained. lt was believed that this was what would enable PFIA to regain voice in

education in the public arena .

This curriculum campaign built on the earlier PPTA policy was developed mainly by Phillip

Capper during 1983-1986. ln 1986 following the Ministerial Report lrarning and

Achievinel63, perceiving what the trends seemed to be showing, Capper had written a pap€r

16l Nsw z€aland Qualifications Authority
1621939 PPTA Annual Reprr
163 psnxtltlgnt of Education, Larning and Achising Rqrorts of Ministerial Committee of Inquiry into
Curriculum, Assessment and Qualifications in Form 5-7. (Wellington: Department of Education | 986,)
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for the PPTA Executive called The Jagged Edse.r6a That paper highlightd the blurring

beginning to emerge between compulsory education and further oducation and indicated a

threat to secondary schools of maintaining support for the old structues. The Jagged Edge

advocated a strategic plan to integrate all areas of post-compulsory education in a co-

ordinated national policy for the education and training of youth.r65 The 1987 PPTA

Conference policy document "Towards a Policy for Youth" was developed from this and the

ideas were fed into the Hawke Report and into karning for Life. Capper had been sub-

contracted to providea report on this idea of integrated secondary and tertiary curriculum to

the Hawke Committee on Post-compulsory Education and Training (which became L,earning

for Life) and they found their form in the NZQA.

With the formal adoption of this policy of an integrated education structure for the post-

compulsory sectors the core of PPTA's future policy direction was formed. An integrated

education system would provide a fnamework for all education, rather than ad hoc responses

to separate sectoral requirements. A pro-active campaign was needed to achieve this,

sffessing the dwelopment of the broadly vocational curriculum skills of the post-

compulsory era rather than a status quo position defarding the secondary schools'

traditional academic concerns. This concern with the broader implications of curriculum

was to become part of the mechanism for reasserting PPTA's voice into education policy.

In the words of Philip Capper, "At the start of the 1990s the curriculum in New Zealand

schools is like a village buried by a volcanic eruptions. It is under there somervherg but

most of its infrastructure may well be destroyed. The village practitioners are wandering in

a state of shock looking fs1 i1.il166 What was needed he suggested was a "search and

rescue g16x'giggrr I 67.

To launch this campaign into the public arena PPTA executive decided a curriculum

conference would be held in the May holidays 1991. All those people interesed in

curriculum would be invited along. This would be a conference at which a number of

selected overseas experts with supportive view points were to be used to rmreate the

hegemonic process of curriculum development and to establish a new orthodoxy more

favourable to teachers. PPIA was once again acting as the curriculum vanguard and trying

to create the counter hegemony.

164 pnittip Capper, TheJagged Edge. PPIA HXV86 1986,
165 5"" PPTA Journal Term 2 Ig87 The Jagged Btge'pp2-5
166 Capper, Philip 'Cuniculum policy in New Zealand: a search rnd re.scue exercise", J. C\n. Srzd. Vol
23,3 ( l99l)pp275-281.
167 rbirr p 225.
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A New Minister and a New Direction ?
1990 ended with an election at which Labour was swept out of office and a new National

Party Minister of Education was sworn in. At the beginning of 1991 the Ministry of

Education gazetted a statement on the National Curriculum.l6s After some guarded words

relating to the importance of curriculum development to leaming that is *relevant to a

changing world'...."for a good education' and the importance of avoiding quick-fix

solutions, there are the following statements.

(Now)TheMinistryof Educationhasadifferentrole. The Ministry is responsible in the first

inslance for identifoing curriculum needs and taking appropriate lnlicy initiatives. The

Ministry's curriculum policies are co-ordinated by the t earning and Assqssuent Group within

the Policy Division. This group is also responsible ftrr the development of national

curiculum objectives and provides policy advice on a range of curriculum rnatters. When the

decision has been taken to adopt a new policy, the Ministry's Cuniculum Functions Division

is responsible for letting conmcts, arul for regularty reviewing progress. 169

This statement €n be seen on one level as a managerialist model with a s€paration between

policy and implementation. New curriculumn resources and teacher dwelopment would

occur through contracts dgermined by the Ministry ac@rding to established polisy

direction. This thereby increased the power of those in the Ministry responsible for the

curriculum oontract-letting with a increasing centratising of control and an increase in the

importance of nefwork. The statement then went on to say that money was available within

the bulk operations grants so that schools could choose where to obtain their curriculum

advice and support. Schools would be entitled to choose curriculum advice if and where

they wanted it.

Following the change of government there was a new Minister of Education with his own

agurda and an agenda about curriculum. Insertd towards the end of this same statement is

the following short note expressing political aims somewhat in conflid with the rest of the

statement.

The key role of the ministry is to p,rovide policy advice to government. The recent shange of

government has meant that new policies will be put into effect. These policies include an

Achievement Initiative which links closely curriculum, ass€ssment, teacher and resor.rce

developrnnt. This initiative focuses particulady on English, rnathernatics, science and

technology.l To

168 66u*rion Crszette, Feb. l,(1991 )
l6e 6;6. p.2.
l70 6i4.
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This statement, almost directly from the new Minister lnckwood Smith and the National

Party election policylTl, brought into curriculum once again the overt importance of party

politics. However now teachers were not directly involved. On the surface the Gazette

statement appeared to be setting up the framework for the *devolved' structure in line with

the administrative reforms. The Ministry was at the centre and the schools form the

autonomous units around the periphery able to choose curriculum advice and support from

the various providers in a competitive markg of curriculum advice. Howetver the statement

also included aspects which did not fit the more-market ideolory of decreasing regulation.

Rather they seemed to fit bdter into the older conserr/ative framework concerned about

standards and cenhal regulation which had been the position occupied by Wellington in the

last National Govsnment.

The notice was intended to establish the framework for a devolved system but the political

nature of the statement created a number of questions. Who set the principles on which the

Curriculum Objectives wse to be established? Were they the same policy as the Draft

Curriculum Statement established from the Cuniculum Review? How would these be

assessed? Where would the impetus for direction mme fnom: the markel, the politicians or

the teachers?

It was the Minister's requirement for speed that provided some space for political

opportunity. The February curriculum statement was followed in April by the official

announcement of the Achievement InitiativelT2 Its aim was to establish "clear standards for

compulsory schooling, first of all in English, mathematics and science and technology.

The Achig/ement lnitiative was also intended "to establish national assessment procedures at

key stages of schooling so as to monitor student progress and it would also be used to

allocate resources'.

It is planned to have the first draft of the National Curriculum Objectives for rnathematics and

science completed as soon as possible this year to enable comprehensive consultation and

planned introduction into school prcgrammes in1gy2.l73

The Achieriement Initiative statement then indicated:

The National Crmiculum Ob-iectives would be dareloped in consultation witb teachers, other

educatiomlists, patrents, researchers and the wider community.l 74

l7l pu6noul Party Education Folicy (1990)
l72p4u61ion Gazare,Ap,ril 16. (l9gl) l-2
173 6i6.
174 6i4
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This statement was elaborated on by the Minister at the Principals' Conference on April 26th

where he specified the need for these attainment targets, the requirement for School

Certificate to be examination based and the decree that all students would leave school with

eualificationsl 75.

This was education being constructed in the National interest (pun intended). Y€l the much

vaunted chnice for schools or communities to decide for themselves seemed to have bet
withdrawn. [t was all somewhat contradictory. Schools and teachers were now being told:

"theMinister will decide the curriculum', *this is what you are getting", but the structures

for curriculum dwelopment were a contract process and the ideology being promoted was

one of choice.

This initially caused a lot of @ncern among teachers who saw in this a repeat of the

experience of England. Contracts had been already been drawn up for the appropriately

chosen units to implement the new curriculum development. Schools were being required

to use their bulk funding to 'purchase' the required staff development (retraining). The

curriculum had become politicised, and the schools were being required to pay for

retraining their own staff out of the school's operations grant.

There were major contradictions within this model even as it was being established. As the

structures of education were movd to reduce regulation and implement a 'more-markef'

approach of choice then the authority of the centre was also being undercut. A centnlly-

determined curriculum was being set up which relied on market-mechanisms to deliver it.

The important linkage in the earlier models had been the officials mncerned with cunriculum

policy and the teachers'associafions in both the development and implementation phase.

These links were now broken. Following the Education Act 1989 there was also no

legislated requirement on schools to implement the National Culriculuml T6.

As I have said the Minister's plans for the Achierrement Initiative however, allowed some

political space to appear. What the Minister wanted established was a new curriculum with

the specification of standards and he wanted it rapidly. The hegemonic view in education

was now the new orthodoxy that PPTA had a hand in developing and in which PPTA

members had become well schooled during the assessment seminars which accompanied

Form Six Action and the removal of UE "Assessment was for better learning' the ABLE

committee was to tell those concerned about assessment r77.

175 Por. comm. from participant.
176 ntis legislative requirement did not occur until the middle of 1993 .

177 Tio ooow'sStarzdards: AssessmmtforBaterLearnrzg Ministryof Rlucation (1990)
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The Curriculum Conference: reclaiming the ground?

Following the 1990 election there seemed to be thee opposing and different demands on

curriculum. One was the economic liberal framework linking educational achiwements

provided by schools with individualist parental choice. This was promoted by the Minister

of Finance, Ruth Richardson, and groups like the Business Roundtable and their Sexton

Reportl Te. In this approach curriculum was not part of the central education provision; it

was merely a commodity for schools to deliver in order to mark out their particular market

niche. As such there should not be a central statutory or regulatory body responsible for

curriculum development. The market would decide. l7e

The second demand on curriculum was to develop a more technocratically literate population

and increase skills for working life. This idea was promoted by a parallel Government

sponsored report set up by labour at the beginning of 1990: the Porter Projectlso for
*upgrading New Zealand's Human Resourcss'.I8l This was a much more State

intenrentionist approach, promoting both a centralised and an economic approach to

education. It reflected the premises underpinning the establishment of I{ZQA. It was a

view which in its support for technolory and education can be identified as 'no-
Schumpeterinn'.l82 The same notion stressing education for a modern economy, as a

strategy for a 'high skills economy' was promoted by the National Government, the

Engineers' Union, in the NZCTU, and through PPTA's earlier Jagged Edge poliry.

And the third demand was the universalist concerns of equity, access, variey and co-

operation in the'compulsory sector'. This followed the earlier ideas dervelo'ped through the

Curriculum Review and a continuation of earlier models of consensus education decision-

This committee had been set up following Lcarning and Achieving and the Curriculant Review' in 1989
It's brief was to examine the complex area of assessment at all levels. It also was influenced thrrugh the
networks by a pro- PPTA position. It also recommended in-school assassment and criterion referenced
models. The work of this committee is clutside my argument for this purpos€.
178 S. Sexton , Neu,TzaLand Sdtoob and Current rcJorms (Wellingon, BRT, 1990) p. 9l-93 .

179 go*"rner they were to undercut their lnsition someu&at with a profnsal to set up competing self
funding examinations boards: in a small country of under 3 m people it seerned so silly , it was ignored.
180 6o6- Crocombe, M. Enright. and M. Porter , I)pgrading Nav Tzaland's Cunpaitivu Advanrage.
(Auckland: Oxford University Press l99l) , also known as the Pcrter Report.
l8l 6;6 O169
182 6 p";1ron, 'Towards a flexible future - Tbeories and politics ' in B. Jessop, H., Kastendick, K.,
Niefson, and O., Pederson, d. The Politics of Flexibiliry ( Aldenhot Edward Elgar, l99l) , pp3-33
Mark Elam and Martin B<irieson, 'Workplace Reform and the Stabilisation of Flexible Production in Sureden'

, ibid, pp314-336
N. Rosenberg, 'schumpeter and Marx: how common a ground' in R Macbod(ed) Technology and Human

Prcspea, ( london: .Frances Pinter, 1986)
Roger Dale, Towards a New Settlement in Education: Neo-liberal and neo-Schuryeterian Tendencies'.
Papr presented at NZARE Regional Conference Rlucation and Democracy, (Auckland: August. 1994 )
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making. It was the combination of the second and third views which could be made closest

to that which the Minister supported.

While qualifications don't make jobs, they do make them for those in the qualification

industry such as teachers. PPIA straddles the post-compulsory sector focused on

qualifications, and the compulsory primary sector committed to a general education for all.

The competing interests of its members and its own history have favoured a centralised

system but one which allowed both for teacher interprdation and intoconnecting

qualifications.

The contradictions underpinning curriculum itself became part of the resistance to the

administrative changes. It was part of a debate to show how only 'professionals understood

education'.

The differences in educational outcomss are largely social differences. They are the result of

factors like poverty, gender, ethnicity and various educational needs. They can not be met by

individual achievement targets across the whole country or by targeting the performance of

teachers through pay or exam 1ssu115. I 83

The PPTA Curriculum Conference in May 1991 coincidentally provided the venue in which

the new Minister was able to launch the new National Curriculum. The l99l Draft

National Cuniculum Of New Zsland was a sombre looking document compared to the

liberal lavender and pink Draft National Curriculum Statement which had emerged from the

Curriculum Review . Where the earlier document had specified broad areas of learning

now these were more politically safely specified in subjec't terms as language, Mathematics,

Science and Environment, Technolory, Social Sciences, The Arts, and Physical and

Personal Developmentlsa. This document was designed to accompany the recently

dweloped Designing the Framework from the I{ZQA on which I will comment below.

[.ots of concern and heat went into public discussions about this Draft National Curriculum,

particularly about what Technology was. Teachers were s@rnful about a Minister who

knew nothing about education and wanted to sfress technology and objective standardsl85.

The content of the National Curriculum draft however itself showed its parentage. There

were broadly set out essential learning areas and essential skills. The intemelationship and

content of these would be interpreted by teachers. The social aqpects the document

contained were greeted with pleased surprise.

183 '1n*orrnw's schools and curriculum'- notes in Auckland Region file, Branch officers seminar l99l
184 ya116n61 Curriculum Statement draft l99l
185 pg14 Aucklanrl Region meeting, 14 September 1991, Field Notes.
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It was only the assessment section of the document which was a worry for teachers. The

policy makers had included two pages of the English attainment targets as examples of what

might occur. These w€re statements of tightly constrained objectives. The teachers'

concern was that once again that the'assessment tail' they did not control was wagging the

'curriculum dog'. There was also the political presence of the National Party policy with

standards and levels biased against working class achievement. Concem blaze,d through

the subject communities, but the Minister's advisers in the bureaucrary seemed to have it in
hand the PPTA curriculum conference was assured. 186.

During the conference, in a somewhat naive and yet blatant display of their own Sir

Humphreyist form of power, the Minister's key advisers explained to a gathering of
concerned PPTA people, other educationalists and interested parties including Roger Kerr of
the Business Roundtable:

"This is where he was lindicating a position we can call A I
this is where is he is now I hdimting a second posiilon B I
and this is where you will need to get him tolindicating a third position, C) 187

The advisers then qpecified how to increase the pressure, "let the Minister know your

feelings" through various means such as making submissions and letter writing. This was

in reality an open call to teachers to move into the public arena as the troops of the united

education sector. The close networks between the PPTA elite and the educational

bureaucracy were in widence at this conference. The relationship with the Miniser and the

PPTA broader membership on the other hand was somewhat more su'ainedl88.

False hopes and fragmentation.
The reality of the situation was somewhat different frcm the appearance. Following the

administrative changes the well-defined structures of curriculum dwelopment in which

PPIA had played such a part w€re no longer there. Curriculum had become directly

politicised and the importance of credentials increased. PPTA's r@resentative status had

been removed with the changes of the 1989 Education Act. Formal PPIA input into

curriculum was now via the Minister along with any other group, not through representative

committees. Curriculum influence was now dependent on the backroom networks of
influence to powerful advisers.

186 Education Policy analyst Pers, comm.
187 Recorded at the time in field notes.
f 88 p5111;n Capper, "Curriculum l99l' in Hugo Manson d. M Annual Review of Hucation,
(Wellington:. Victoria University I 992)
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The new curriculum structures were sited in three autonomous bodies, all separate agents of

the Minister:

The Ministry of Education was responsible for the oompulsory sector of schooling, the

National Curriculum Framework and developing the assessment policies including those in

secondary schools.

NZQA was responsible for the qualifications in the post-compulsory section of education

including those of the senior area of secondary schools.

The curriculum delivery by teachos in schools was subject to review and audit through the

Education Review Offrce.

There was as such no central co-ordination bodv for secondarv curriculum.

Establishing the National Curriculum at subject level.

The Achievement lnitiative developed subjects for both the compulsory and post-

compulsory school sector within what became later called the National Curriculum

Framework. The subjects were written within an outline established for the Minister by

advisers in accordance with the "contestable model of policy development". The subjects

or *essential learning areas" were interwoven with "essential skills' and were to be

established into eight broad levels with specified "achievement objectives" which strgched

from Junior primary to Form 7.

The Ministry of Education advertised for expressions of interst from *consultants' and

seleted specific people to develop and lead the Initiative. Those selected were people

whose ideas "reflected best current pftlclics"l as. They had credibility with their appropriate

subject community but were not too publicly identified as curriculum radicals or with

PPTA1e0. The Cuniculum Initiatives as they appeared echoed the ideas which had fed into

the earlier Curriculum Review.lel The cuniculum oommunity of New Zealand is

maintained through a series of posonal ties between officials and teachers which are not

able to be directly dismantled. Many of those involved as both officials and writers had

been earlier involved in the PPTA assessment taskforces as curriculum leaders.

What ernerged in various subject Initiatives of the National Curriculum Frameworkle2 qr65

an activity-based learning programme of broad progressivist outoomes extending fum
Junior himary right through to Form Seven. The detail was to be derreloped individually in

189 1trir was the requirements in the original contract a<tvertisements.
l9o 41"o Burton, ex. Ma 'ger , Ministry of Education, pers. comm.l9l Mavis Haigh, "Science in our Schools by the year 2000", paper to NZ Sci Con Science Teachers
conference 1992. (Haigh was the Convenol of the Science Curriculum Writing panel.)
192 po4o*1 C\tnicularn Framework,(Wellington Ministry of Erlucation I 993)
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schools by the teachers. The outcomes were to be evaluatedle3 against the general

statements of common objectivesle4. In comparison to the traditional seoondary subject

prescriptions of the 1960s, defended by National Minister Merv Wellington, Dr. Iockwood

Smith's Curriculum Achievement Initiative looked very like the social radical one of Hon.

Russell Marshall's Curriculum Review and PPTA's earlier vision for a curriculum

fu1u'gle5. Within the pre-set outcomes framework the particular knowledge content of the

curriculum was to be decided at school level. The actual curriculum content decisions in

effect resided in the teachers' heads thus increasing the requirements in pedagogical skills or

professional understandin g.

PART FIVE: DESIGNING THE FRAMEWORK FOR SECONDARY

scHools.
The NZQA proposal establishing the paftern for the post-compulsory credentials, Designing

The Framework was developing parallel to the National Curriculum. Borrowing and

extending the Scotvecle6 model, it set up a tochnical structure which aimed to integrate all

forms of post-compulsory credentials. All qualifications (excluding those from Univosity

for a time as a result of University political power) were to become internally assessed
*standards-based", (achievemmt fosed or criterion-refermced) units of learning (modules).

The unit standards were to be designed to fit into a lerrels-related Framework of national

credentialling across an enormous range of subjects and skills. The pattern suggested that

all young people will be able to develop common core skills or comp€tencies which would

in turn blur the distinctions between mental and manual skills and between academic and

vocational sclucalisn I e7.

Educational achievements were to be formally "part of lifelong learning'. Short term

courses would have a pulpose beyond the immediate acquisition of a particular slcill.

Unemployment courses and Marae-based education would become *bricks on which to

build future learning'. The Framework was to be a flexible structure in which the design of

the curriculum was undertaken by a *partnership" of those involved in the field; those

providing the education and training and those who are seen as the users of the qualification,

193 1ry1t11" assessment and the fnospect of national monitoring was a real concern to NZEI, the PPTA brarrh
members concerns seemed to be limited to concerrrs about time and procedures rather rhan philosophy
(field rnEs)
194 Nuiorwl Curricalum Framework, 1993:24
195 p6i111p Capper, 'Curriculum 1991' in Hugo Manson ed. M Annwt Review oJ Mttcailon,
(Wellington:. Victoria University I 992)
l96SconishVcationalEducationCouncildevelopala plan for the 16+ Action. Tom McCool , CEO of
SCOTVEC was brought to NZ on a speaking tour during 1987 to talk with Government and employer and
hade union groups on this.
197 g2qA Designing the Framework (Wellington: .NZQA, l99l)
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generally depicted as industry. The gathering of these learning units would take place in a

variety of settings, on the job, in institutions, on the marae and in the community.

The framework linked skill levels to labour market differentiation. It created the structured

ladder which bluned the distinction between professional and technical occupations,

academic and vocational tracks, private and state provision and so middleclass and

working-class classifications. Social class was a matter of gathering credentials. It offered

education once again the promise of social mobility, providing a technicist skills based

model to achieve it and a growing army of education consultants to produce the "objective

units."

Designing The Framework had a number of the contradiclory erien conflicting elements.

These are both in its internal coherence and its external consistency.

l. It linked to the schools through the existing assessment structures. School Certificate at

Form Five (Level 3. NZQA) and Univssity Bursary at Form seven (Lwel 5 NZQA) were

norm-referenced examination systems of achievement. Thry depended on lining up

students against each other, and assessing them in competition. Sixth Form Certificate

although now internally assessed at each school, was moderated against the school's cohort

of School Certificate gmdesle8. This linked norm referencing into the very structure of the

qualifi cation framework.

2. The discussion about *enabling education and the need for integrated and flexible

qualifications" onducted throughout the Designing the Framework document appeared

somewhat at odds with objective measurable standards which the units of the Framework

were to provide. These were to be based on existing awards, with the senior school

courses becoming modules of a National Certificate. Yet they were also to become skills

based with the development of these objective standards to be undertaken by the industry

user.

The Framework was resisted by the universities, but supported by the Polytechnics and the

CTU particularly the Engineers' Unionlee. The developmort process of the unit standards

required extensive community consultation of the 'reference groups' by the numerous

writers of the diplomas and modules. This consultation was over the detail rather than the

structure in contrast to the earlier consensus model. However this was nevertheless

portrayed as the normal democratic input process for educational policy-makingzoo.

198 1n poiol of fact, a school's cohort of sixth fcrm students rather than competing at school work against
each other for this fixed pool of grades would be more logical spnding the entire year working on what they
wanted to learn as long as they could all do it collectively. They would still receive the same grades for
their rchonl to be disfibuted in ranking order and they rnay have also had an enjoyable and educational time.
199 p"* Jones, Engineers' Union, pers. comm.
?00 p2q4 Designing rhe Franwwork ( WellingtoaNZQA l99l) call for consultation :p 4.. .
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Following the State changes to output-oriented processes and the separation of policy and

implementation under the other policies garerated by Tomorrow's Schools and karning for

Life2ol, even this form seemed the only input mechanism left for teachers. PIrIA

maintained some small measure of voice as one member in the NZQA's standing Committee

on Secondary Education. It was however a voice now represented by a paid PFrIA official

decided by the Executive rather than a politically selected member.

Throughout the NZQA documents are a number of keywords with a multiplicity of

meanings for different groups. Words like skills, standards, quality assurance, flexibility

and accessible all hold a range of embedded meanings depending on particular political

standard pointszou . Y€t throughout the process of on-going consultation in schools none

of these words were being publicly debated nor closely defined. Emphasis was being

placed on pragmatic responses to how it worked, with the need for technical up-skilling of

teachers in the methods of criterion-referenced assessment and the writing of unit standards

by the consultant current teachers.

User pays: exploring the potential contradictions between provision and

market.

For PPTA as a labour organisation in a dialogical mode a central @ncern was citizenship

entitlements and access. This concem could not be addressed via the consultation and

implementation of the NZQA documents. The structures of post-school education had been

changed, access to education had now become more directly related to wealth not

credentials. The l-abour Govemment during 1990 had heavily increased the fees required

for all forms of tertiary education. Tertiary education was increasingly becoming *user

1nys" -

The meaning of the term user addresses both the student as the @nsumer of a qualification

and as in the Framework document, industry. This revealed a central political oonflict.

Industry was to benefit from the qualifications so the assumption was therefore that the

qualifications must meet the needs of industry 203 and that industry would pay. However

as a result of administrative changes there were also a number of other political shifts of

2o1nt. consultation process followed an eadier familiar pattern in contrast to the Picot procqss.. A
knklet set out a discussion structrue, and then questions were framed to answer. It has all the n€cessary

hallmarks to enable this process to be called democratic. lt was hoped that there would be numbers of
replies. There was a relatively long period of time for reply. People from a broad range of groups were

asked to provide their views. And various interest grcups were specially targeted.
The difficulty for democracy of course was that those in charge of the question-setting process are able to

define the limis of the debate.
202 5se NZQA Intrducing The Fmmewort (Wellington: NZQA 1993)
203 p2g4 Designing the Fmmework , Section 7.
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meaning. The student as rser, pays the fees to gain entry to a course for which the user of
the qualifications (industry) had daermined the content.

These shifts had oriented tstiary education and with it secondary education more directly to

vocational credential provision, while at the same time setting up a commodified relationship

between @nsumer and provider, and structuring in a separation in the labour market

between the skilled and unskilled. The social divisions of class in a two-nation project were

being structured in to the education system through The Framework of 'enabling

education". The NZQA Framework system sd up a ladder of credentials theoretically open

to all, within a social system increasing being structured by wealth. The myth of
meritocratic education was being replaced by the reality of wealth. Education was being

turned from an entitlement of citizenship to a matter of markg access. As Dale has remarked

"civil society was being rendered less civil in two senses of that word - it was being made

harsher and less concerned with citizenship"2o+

On contradictions.
The new structures increased the need for dialogical action in support of an accessible, more

democratic education system. Howe\ier they decreased the direct influence of PPTA as a

re.presentative organisation in either the Ministry of Education or through NZQA. Yet the

increasing need for credentials served the monological interests of the union. As I have

said above qualifications may not make the jobs, but they do for those in the qualifications

industry. Yet the requirement of fees for credentials undermined the principle of equality of
op'portunity which had hitherto underpinned education in the Keynesian Welfare State and

provided impetus to PPTA's dialogical action.

The confusions over the role of national examinations in the credentialling structures

continued in the secondary schools. Schml Certificate a norm-referenced examination,

was to function as the marker of the end of an inclusive generalist compulsory schooling.

It would be in NZQA' s description an indicator of generic skills205. At the same time it

was the comp€titive selection mechanism for entry to post-compulsory or senior school

specialisation. The confusion over assessment also provided opportunity for those seeking

to change the assessment systems. As a new Minister in 1990206, Smith advocated

examinations as the guarantee of objective standards. At the same time he portrayed School

Certificate as a critsion-referenced external exa6ip1ien2o7. During the middle of 1992 he

204 Roger Dale, 'THE RIGHT AND EDUCATION: circumscribing the State, the Market and Making
Civil Society less Civil and less Social". Paper presented to First Conrparative Policy Seminar, "New
Policy Contexts for Education: Sweden and the United Kingdom" Uppsala: Sweden, April. 1993.
2osksigning rhe Framework p28
246 117P.. 1990 December 5 Minister supltorts examinations
207 ppTn Joumal, Term 3 1989 l-ockwod Smith. n National's Achievement Initiative" .
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publicly announced the abolition of the School Certificate scaling, freeing all the subjects

from inter-subject ms6tslia1isn208. The movement in assessment seemed to be occurring

under the influence of different adviserszOe. But it was occurring inside the bureaucratic

arena from which PPTA had been excluded.

Conflicting Curriculum Decision-making.

The new structures of ducation meant that decision-making over curriculum now occulTed

in three separate sites; the Ministry of Education, NZQA and the schools, while schools

audit occurred through the Education Review Office. Each of these had their own particular

educational focus.

l. The Ministry was responsible for the development of the National Curriculum

Framework. The Curriculum follows a developmental psychological model within an

objectives framework.

2. NZQA was responsible for the post-compulsory area including examinations and

credentials. While they administered the old examination system their model was for the

dorelopment of internal assessment to pre-established unit standards within the

Qualifi cations Framework.

3. The schools, through the teachers, were responsible for developing a curriculum for their

school in accordancewith the charter and in oonsultation with their community.

4. The delivery of curriculum in schmls was subject to audit by another body, the

Fducational Revierv Office, ERO, which had its owl statutory requirements to me€t and

required only to prepare a report for presentation to the Minister.

The implementation.

The National Curriculum implementation phase was planned for 1992. The existing Sixth

Form Certificate and Seventh Form courses and assessments were to be changed into

National Certificatemodules to fit onto the NZQA Framework. This would start to create

an ideal of integration or 'seamlessness' as supported by PPTA in the original Jagged Edge

policy of 1987.

...the concept of a totally integrated - or'seamless" education of poot+oryulsory education and

training is a highly attractive onp vfiich hss interested the Associatisa for msny years 210.

At the same time the Ministry planned to provide the implementation and teacher

development necessary for these subjec't Initiatives at the school level.

zoE 257 yxt 1992 Schml Certificate scaling chaneed.
2o9ln December 1994 he announced that School Certificate would be a National Examination in the fourth
Forum. This brought a sfiong negative response from both sides of the exam. debate.
210 pp74 News t4,4 Ls {t2p I
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1992 was to become the year in which all of the battles which first opened togdho in 1983

were once again on the PPTA agenda:

'curriculum,
. the staffing of schools,

. an industrial dispute over pay and conditions.

These various concerns form part of a campaign which is described in detail in Chapter ten.

In the curriculum arena PPTA's power now was the negative union one of withdrawal: a

withdrawal of support for the Achisyement Initiative and the National Certificates at the

school level. Withdrawal of teachers' support became a union tactic in what transpired to

be a long-running industrial dispute over the teachers' conditions of employment and the

funding and staffing of schools. The tactic appealed to the inertia of membership and

maintained the status quo. Yet PPTA at the elite level were reasonably happy with the

content of the curiculum changes. The direction they had supported in cuniculum was

going to happen.

The Achievement Initiative, the National Certificates and the National Curriculum is really

PPTA's [visionl so we were in the arnazing position of putting a ban on our own stuff. But

that is why we lnew when and how to ss12l I.

The implications of the changes for PPTA.

The closeness of the personalities of the union and the bureaucrary appear to have created a

false sense of achievement for PPTA. Structurally PPTA had no longer any real

organisational role in curriculum decision-making except that the members' work was about

curriculum. That job, and the complexity of teaching including assessment, was being

constructed as delivery mechanism. The teachers' pressure and their political campaign to

both protect and develop the curriculum structures had provided opportunity for those in

bureaucracy and for various education consultants. Status in curriculum for PPTA in both

prucedural and representuriye forms as the professional voice of the collective of teachers

had been withdrawn. Voice in curriculum could only be developed within the managerial

prerogative allowed in the Tomorrow's Schools' structures - the local interprdation at

classroom level. The individual curriculum decisions were to be made through the

professional skills of the teachers. Curriculum was now the individual oncern of teachers

and schmls, not the collective concern of a representative professional teachers' body.

And in the senior school the curriculum content oontinued to be determined by the

assessment. Internal assessment was to be undertaken to an externally dgennined unit

standard.

2l I 56o* Hearn intenriew.
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The last page of the New Zealand National Curriculum Framework issued in March 1993

begins with the following statement:

The Picot Review of education administration led to wrde-ranging refoms wtrich changed the

balance between central and local decision-making in education. Boards of Trustees were given

wide Jxrwers including management of teacher development and curriculum implementation in

their schools. The Ministry of Education was given responsibility for the development of

policy documents and the provision of basic resources2 12,

There was no mention of the role of organised teachers, subject associations or broader

professional responsibility in this discussion of curriculum. According to this statement

Picot had determined that curriculum was now a management responsibility for the

individual Boards of Trustees. The necessary curriculum dwelopment was to occur

through the dwelopment of the individual teachers.

A CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

This chapter has outlined a history of the structures of curriculum development through

which PPTA had influence on the mandate of education. It has also illustrated how the

institutional status provided PPTA with opportunities at various times and under changing

political conditions to extend the mandate of education in dialogical ways. In the 'old

structures'key people in the Education Department and PPTA had a shared understanding

of curriculum establishing networks of professional power within a curriculum community.

They came together in joint r€presentative curriculum committees to dwelop nerr curricula

and plan the in service requirements. These subjec't committees followed a Beebyan child-

centred model which for seoondary education was largely derived from the Thomas Report.

The model was howerrer constrained at the upper end of secondary schools by nationally set

and moderated examinations. The shared discourse of the education profession became that

of modern progressivism: progressivist education with the addition of specifrc identiry

concerns about gender and ethnicity.2l3

Thepush for a reconstruction of the seondary curriculum came jointly from PFrIA and the

Department of Education. Both were concerned that the secondary curriculum was

constrained by university requirements. Both saw the need to broaden the ctrriculum focus

for those not seeking university and to strengthen and dwelop technical education. Both

were supportive of internal assessment and locally developed curricula within national

guidelines. Various initiatives to achierrethat involved PPTA as the 'militant professionals'

moving into the political arena and seeking political support. With the election of the 1984

212 l1.og, I 993, New Tnaland National Curriculum Framework Well ington.
213 6o1in Lankshear, 'ln whose interests', Sires, / Z Spnng (1988) pp3-21.
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labour Government UE was removed from Form Six and a genenl wide-ranging

curricul um review established.

The re-organisation of education of Tomorrow's Schools had held up the curriculum

development for a while. The new system had set up two different but more centralised

structures concerned with curriculum: one targeted at oompulsory schooling: MOE and the

other concerned with credentials: NZQA. The officials in both these structures and PPTA

shared a discourse promoting teacher professionalism through providing for bater learning.

However the change in Government provided a catalyst. By 1991 the programme for

curriculum seemed reasonably on track. The plans were made to develop the National

Curriculum and the National Certificates in schools. These were supposedly

complementary. The Miniser of Education had a concept for this: *The 
Seamless

Curriculum".

'Seamlessness' blurred the divisions between academic and vocational education, bdween

secondary, tertlary and primary seclors and be[ween private and public provision. What

was being created was the illusion of a ladder of meritocratic credentials o(tending from pre-

school to tertiary education. 'Seamlessness' as a concept was supported by PPTA in

support of an integrated system in which internal assessment, as part of the NZQA

frameworh defermined the curriculum rather than external examinations.

Yet formal PPTA input into curriculum at the central level, acloss all school levels, had been

restricted institutionally, so restricting PPTA's political opportunities. Apart from a

democratic voice in thepublic arena, PPTA input was now through the Minister directly, as

one member in the NZQA's standing Committee on Secondary Education or through

behind closed doors'ndwork politicking. PPTA's formal ability to influence curriculum

centrally had been transformod into a limited union one. At the school level teachers as

union members could support particular directions or they could withdraw their labour.

They could collectively refuse to implemant decisions or they muld individually sabotage.

The professional concerns of teachers in educational direction had been transformed by the

State into union ones.

The professional concerns allowed teachers were now individual ones to do with pedagogy

- how the curriculum was delivered or assessed. This brought issues of teacher education,

staff development and in service training increasingly together with teaching competency

onto the political agenda. Professional concerns were now to be about the *classroom

teaching in a Seamless curriculum'.
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Charles Derber in considering the professionals as workers2l4 makes a distinction between

two forms of proletarianisation: technical, losing control of the skills, or de-skilling, and

ideological - losing control of the decisions over the direction of work. Derber implies a

direct capitalJabour relationship. However the situation of the State makes this somewhat

more difficult to determine for teachers. In the curriculum arena it is possible to argue that

teachers were being ideologically proletarianised by the State. In spiteof PPTA efforts they

seemed to be losing control over the directional decisions of their work. They had lost

PPTA as the professional body responsible for curriculum but at the same time there was

dweloping an increased demand on teachers' bdter pedagogical skills.

This produced pressure for the union to respond to the less obvious ideological demands by

emphasising theirprofessional skills. This created union demands to dwelop beter or more

highly skilled teachers, to find more effective ways to meet the required curriculum

outcomes. They were being ideologically proletarianised by 'professionalism', technically

responding to the imperatives to increase their professional skills. Howev€r whether that

applied to other areas of the teachers' work situation is yet to be established.

214 p"r1*r, C. Professionals ar Worl<en, Mental Lahour in Advanced Capinlism. (Boston MA:GK Hall,
r982)
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CHAPTER EIGHT
PICOT AND TOMORROW'S SCHOOLS: STRATEGY AND POLITICAL
ACTION

This chapter addresses the detail of the Tomorrow's Schools project which shifted education

from the 'old' bureaucratic structures to a different model of education provision. The

particular focus is the PPTA responses to the educational implications of the project. These

responses as it will be shown form part of a strategy of rational opportunism as PPTA

sought to find ways to counttr the more extreme proposals. (The industrial aspects of the

changes will be addressed further in Part three.)

PART ONE. FROM PICOT TO TOMORROW'S SCHOOLS

I will first provide an overyiew of the repoft of the Taskforce on Education Adminisration

(Picot Report), and the implementation plan which followed it, Tomorrow's Schools.

However I will concentrate on particular elements which had potential consequences for

PPTA, which will be elaborated in greater detail below. These reports have been briefly

discussed in earlier chaptas especially Chapters three and seven. These reports and the

legislative changes which they foreshadowod provided the vehicle fo'r the transformation of
education from theold btneaucratic structures into a new managerialist system. This new

managerialist system of schooling has become known as the Tomorrow's Schools p'roject

and forms the nerv structures of education. Many aspects of these reports had a
consequence for teachers and for the function and role of PPTA. It is these aspects that I
will be concentrating on.

Establishing the planl
In an attempt to head off Treasury's designs for education during 1987, Russell Marshall as

Minister of Education and David lange as Prime Minister announced the formation of a

Taskforce on 2l July 1987 to consids education. This was before the August election in

1987. Both Treasury and the State Senrices C-ommission however were of the view that

Russell Marshall had been 'captured' by the teacher unions 2. As outlined in Chapter three,

Volume 2 of the Treasury Briefing to the Incoming Government, Govsnment Management

was derroted to putting forward the Treasury's e@nomic liberal view on education.

I Much of the detail of the Picot Taskforce and the implementation process draws on two theses:
Susan Harper. "The theory and the reality of the Picot Report', MEd. Policy, thesis, Victoria University of

Wellington (lgVZ)
Ken Wilson, "The Picot Repot and the bgitimation of Education gnlicy". M. Ed Admin thesis, Massey

University, (1990)
2 RJS MacPherson, 'Why Politicians Intervened into the Administration of New Z,ealmd Education'.

Unpublished paper. University of New England: New South Wales. (1988), tt6.
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Treasury and the SSC pushed to extend their influence through expanding the Cabina

reporting process to include their Ministers and broadening the Terms of Reference.

The Terms of Reference which the Picot Taskforce was to examine were:

' the administrative functions of the Department of Education, including the work of the

various education institutions,

'the Department's role in relation to other ducational senriceso changes in the territorial

organisation of public education with reference to the future roles of education boards, other

education authorities and the regional offices of the Department of Education and any other

aspects that warranted review3-

The Taskforce was required to report on the re-organisation of educational adminisration to

the Ministers of Education, Finance and State Senrices by mid- 1988.+

The Taskforce'ss Chief Executivg Maurice Gianotti, had a considerable background in

Education. Gianotti, it was being suggested around the Education networks was making a

name for himself like Renwick had done earlier with the Cunie Report.6 However two

other non-Education officials contributed significantly to the Taskforce's work werr though

they were not formally attached:7 Simon Smelt, a recently arrived young English eoonomist

who was attached to Treasury and Marijke Robinson, a Sanior Officer, Management

Systems in the State Services Commission.8 Both these people betiwed that the culture of
education needed changing towards one of efficienrye.

The first meeting of the Taskforce was held on [9 July 1987 (ust before the public

announcement on 2l July). The Taskforce members travelled around New Zealand

gathering views and hearing submissions. The final report, which was largely written by

the officials, in particular Gianotti, was presented to Ministers of Education, Finance, State

Senrices and the Cabinet. The Picot Report was made public on May 9 1988.

3 Report of the Taskforce to Review Eclucation Adminisnation, Administering for Excellmce (Wellington
Government Print, 1987) (chaired by B. Picot, also known as Picot Report), pii

4 Wilson, " Picot anct the legitimation.. " op.cit (1990) p 10.
5 The taskforce were:
Brian Picot, Chairperson, Company Director and Auckland University Council
Wheturnararna Werata Social Researcher, Department of Maori Affairs.
Margret Rosemergy Senior Lecturer, Wellington College of Education.
Colin Wise Company Director, Dunedin
Peter Ramsay Associate Professor of Education, Waikato University Picot, 1988:x
6 Alan Burton, interview.
7 Wilson, 'Picot and the legitimelion Chapter three.
8 Ibid, p 84ff
9 Harper'The theory and the reality of the Picot'op. cit p 37
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The Report recommended a considerably reduced educational system and removed an entire

layer of administration. The Regional Education Boards were to be disbanded. These had

been responsible for much of the local administration of primary education including

decisions over primary teachers'appointments and conditions of work, payroll senrices, as

well as much of the primary schools' operations funding decisions. The individual local

primary schools togdher with the secondary schools, which had always been locally

administered, wetre now to be the basic units of education administration. Schools, so the

report said, were to be run as a "partnership bdween the professionals and the

community"lo. through elected parental Boards of Trustees under charter to the

Government. They were to be funded on a per-pupil basis for all school operations,

maintenance and teachers' salaries.

The Department of Education was to be cut back to a poliry Ministry providing policy

implementation advice. The support and advisory services of the Department were to be

established as self supporting unitso and, as I discussed in Chapter seven, the Cuniculum

Dwelopment Unit and the Inqpectorate were to be disbanded.

The individual schools would beaccountablethrough a Review and Audit Agenry (later to

become the ERO) which would monitor education standards and performance. A Parents

Advocary Council reporting to hrliament was also recommended as a sort of education

Ombudsman. This would provide a means to represent and promote the interests of
parents. There would also be a Poliry Council to evaluate, debate and recommend policy to

the Minister. A Teachers' Registration Board (TRB) had been fo'reshadowed by Marshall

with theEducation Amendment Act (no 4) 1987 but had not been fully implemented. This

proposal for a TRB was now endorsed by the Taskforce. Howerrer rather than a centrally

funded body it was suggested that the TRB would now to be funded from payment for a

practising certificate (rather like the law Society). Eligibility to work as a teacher in a State

funded institution would require full State registration .l I

At the public release in May the Prime Minister, langq who by that stage was also the

Minister of Education, invited the public to respond to the proposed structure for the

administration of education in the six-wek p€riod available for consultation. As part of this

release a 30 minute T.V special was broadczlst on I I May 1988 at the beginning of the May

school holidays and then repeated later in the week This targeted both parents and teachers

with a special call from the L:nge as hime Minister to *Write to Me'. The vido, presented

I o Picot Report, pxi
I t ruicrrg
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as documentary, set out to create a social-democratic image of a parent-led and organised

schooling system with the central message: if 'you can run a family you can run a school'.12

Following the Picot Report release, an Inter-department Officials Committee was set up by

the Cabine to examine the r@ort, oonsider the submissions and make recommendations for

implementation. Harper notes that the Officials Committee for Tomorrow's Schools

included both Smelt and Robinson, the Treasury and State Senrices officials who had been

attached to the Taskforce, in addition to Anne Meade and Annete Dixon of the Prime

Minister's Department and various officials of the Education Departmentl3. The Officials'

role was to divide the Picot Report into various areas and see how they could be

implunentedla. Their report was known as Tomorrow's Schools.

The Cabind Social Equity Committee to which the Officials made their reoommendations

had decided that the new education reforms and the legislation sefting it in place were all to

becompleedby I October 1989. This was to guard against "vested interests...stalling the

Process"l5, and was in line with theradical change strategy outlined by Douglasl6 which I
described in Chapter three. These dates thus established a rigid timeline through which to

drive the process. The implementation plans and the milestones of the prroject were thus

drawn up to ensure that restructuring was "radical, rapid, complee and locked in" to use

Douglas' words. The aim was that the changes could not be easily undone.

Tomorrow's Schmls was launched publicly thre months later at the start of the August

school holidays. heparation of the final document therefore was well under way before the

public consultation process had even expired. Harpsrtz notes that the public responses to

the Picot Report were never analysed as such although weekly summaries of various points

and their sources were sent through to the Officials' Committee. These submissions later

became part of an edited ollection: Twenty Thousand 18 which was released after the

Tomorrow's Schools launch.

12 Video copy Administering fcn Excellence t l-5-88 VA 895, Video Reference Library, Dept Political
Srudies, University of Auckland.

13 Dixon's role was to drive the Committee through to the deadline date for the next report. There were
also rqnesentatives from the Ministry of Maori Affairs, Pacific tsland Affairs, Women's Affairs, with

- .different people present at different times. See Harper, 'The theo,ry and the reality of the Picot', pp 6346.
l4 tbid p 66
lstui<t p 67.
l6 Roger Douglas address to Mont Pelerin Society, 1987 discussed in Chapter 3.
t / Harper, p.67
18 New TealandGovemment, TWenty Tltousand; (Wellington: Government Print, l9E8)
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The implementation details

Tomorrow's Schoolsle as a report was now a statement of the Government's poliry

intentions. In English parliamentary terms, although coloured bright yellow, it was the
*white paper'. The Officials Comminees view was that as the policy document,

Tomorrow's Schools already reflected the public's responses20 to the Picot Report and was

not to be changed. lt was to be implemented according to the plan with the lqgislative

changes necessary to be in place by October I 1989.

As Harper shows2l however, Tomorrow's Schools was not the direct implementation of the

Picot R@ort. It reflected the influence of the diffaing interests of the officials rather more

than those of the interested parties making submissions. The democratic submissions were

used to adjust the detail of the process rather than change the basic questions. There does

not appear to be much evidence that the public submissions in fact had much influence on

the Tomorrow's Schools except perhaps in the matter of the funding of special ducation

and the advisory seryices 22. Rather than cost recovery units as Picot had suggested, it was

recommended that both of these areas be funded but only forthe first two years.

The proposal for a Policy Council, a small goup representing parents, teachers and the

Ministry able to 'make policy' recommendations directly to the Minister,z3 was not

proceeded with. Ramsay, a member of the Taskforce, suggests that this was because it

could be seen as a threat to the key departments of Education and the SSC. He maintains

that the Policy Council @nc€,pt had been opposed by the officials dtring the earlier work of
the Taskforce.2a Following the passage of the State Sector Act (SSA) in April of that year

(1988), the concept of policy development by parents and teachers did not fit in with a
principal-agency managerial model for the State that was being developed across the State

generally. (Ihe SSA and the l,abour Relations Act ( LRA) which was part of that will be

discussed in more d€tail in Chapter nine.)

It pxes consideratle difficultie,s for the relationship between the Chief Executive and the

Minister, in the envinrnment of the State Sector lct.25

lgMinisterof Education Tomorrow's Schools (Wellington: Government Print, 1988)
2o Harper op.cit. pp 60ff
2l lbid p6B
22 tttid p.72
23 Picot,Tast{orcep58
24 Peter Ramsay, *Vision and Reality in New Zraland Schools, An lnsiders View' in Bob Lingard, et. al,

Sc*ooling ReJorm in Hard Times, (L,ondon: Falrer, 1993)
25 'Report of the Officials' Committep on the Reforms in Education Administration 1988', Sec. 5.3

Education Policy Council
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The proposals for teacher registration, a maffer of significance for the PPIA 'professional

project' were sent sideways to the Officials'Working Group on Occupational Regulation.

Simon Smelt, the Treasury official attached to the Picot Taskforce, and part of the writing

group for Tomorrow's Schools also chaired this grouf6. Their reommendation was that

teacher registration not be made compulsory. The definition of compdenry was a rnatter

for each Board. This of course follows the logic of the economicliberal model. The case

for compulsory registration for teachers (as for doctors, or plumbers, veterinary surgeons or

any other credentialled goup) can be argued a priori from economic-libenal principles to be

op'portunist, rent-seeking behaviour - an interference in the free market.

The projected removal of the requirement for registration and the abolition of national

standards of teacher compdency however presented the State with a potential of at last 2I2
different definitions of a mmpetent secondary teacher. There could be a different definition

for every State secondary school, and over 5000 different forms of teacher compeency if all

the primary schools were included. Hower/er input from PPTA or NZEI into these

Officials' decisions could only occur through direct political lobbying as part of the

legislative prccess or at Cabinet lerrel. In the matter of teacher regisration I{ZEI and PPTA

were successful in gaining langes support for rdaining compulsory national registration in

the Tomorrow's Schools document2T or as l-arson calls it for maintaining their monopoly of
comp€fence (See Chapter 5) 28.

The Change Agent

There had been a vaqmcy at the top of the Dryrtment of Education with Renwick's

relirement in 1987, and the Department of Education was operating through an Acting

Director. The Government interupted the normal process of appointment for the Director-

Genenal of Education2e and appointed Dr. Russell Ballard as an interim Chief Executive.

Ballard was given an l8 month fixed term appointment specif,rcally to be the 'change agent'

in chargeof theimplementation process. Ballard was not an educationalist, but a scientist

who saw that his role was as the 'manager'.3o He had been part of the earlier

26 Ken Wilson, pers. cornm. 12 September 1994. Wilson comments 'More tnrthfully it should have
been called'The Working Group on Occupational - De Regulation.'

27 lange had consistently maintained a commitment to national standards of teacher competency and
compulsory registration. Following the Education Act 1989, the State Sector Act 1989 and the semndry
teachers award specified all new aplnintments to secondary teachers positions had to be from people with
current practising certificatas from the Teacher Registration Board. These effectively maintained
conrpulsory registration and the monopoly of competenry via the secondary teachers' employment
auard.

28 l-arson, 'Monopnlies of competence' in Dale et al. op. cit. pp349-359
29 The lnsition was advertised during 1987 and applicants sought and then the process was put on hold.

(pers. comm with an applicant)
30 Harper, p59



corporatisation and preparation for sale of much of the New Zealand Forestry Department

and had then become the Secretary of the newly established Ministry of Forestry.

Ballard's conffact and his performance bonus depended on his meeting both the objectives

and the deadline of October I 1989.3 t

The broad framework in Tomorrow's Schools was to be used as the reference guide during

the implementation phasd?. Ballard with the Officiats Implementation Commiftee

developed a clear plan to work to. A number of working groups were contracted in this to

develop the defail of the implementation plan. Each of these working groups had specific

termsof referenceand tight guidelines33 within a critical path which was developed by the

Offi cials' Implemartation Committee (se Appendix I )3 
a.

The Working Groups

The various Implementation Working Groups wef,e to dwelop and implement the detail.

This detail was then sent to an Educational Evaluators Group for comment. The Working

Groups were made up of officials of the Treasury, the State Senrices Commission,

Department of Education, other State agencies where required, various pople from the

Secondary Schools'Boards Association and School Committees Federation3s. In an

attempt to resist "capture', the SSC tried to ensurethat no teachers or ex-teachers could take

part in the reform implementation and qpecifically that the teacher unions were not to be

involved36 By this time, as Wilson says. "consultation was off'37

Setting up these goups however proved to be a problem. Initially Ballard had stated that

individuals will not be appointed as representatives of any goup"38. This was interpreted

as being specifically against the teachers' unions because representatives of othef, groups

such as the SSBA and various De,partments were already present. However political

pressure from the teachers, which I will elaborate below, enabled various nominees from

the teachers to these working groups. The educationalists also managed to suggest other

3l nrio.p 58
32 n irt.p go
33 tuio.
34 Appenclix I of this thesis is the copy of a version of the implementation plan (version 7) signed by

Ballar<f 2OtlOI88. It was part of the PPTA files but the project was continually undergoing changes so

can in no way be taken as the final plan. Irreverently known in the PPTA head office as the lJndon
undergrouncl rncxlel, it indicates the-complexity of what was being attenqrted and the ldenrial for
*unravelling' if the project became 'slowed down' or'captured'. The difficulty for critisal path pojects is

that they assume authority relationships for implementation not democratic ones.
35 Tomorrowb SclrooLr, pl
36 State Services Qemmission, Bri$ng Papers for the Minister of State Sertices, State Senices

Commission, Wellington: Part C:15 (1987)
37wilson, 1990 p 58
38 Ballard letter to Education groups 26 August 1988 ( copy in PPTA files, Hl 881214)
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functions which they believed needed to be considered as part of the implementation process

such as curriculum.

Most of the working Foups and the Evaluators finished their tasks as required under severe

time and task constraints, although Ballard had to remind a number of the groups of their

specific Terms of Reference9e. However as will be elaborated below the working goup

dweloping a formula funding for schools operations ran into political difficulties. And the

Charters group had to be recalled to rewrite their document to include more qpecifically

educational rather than social goals as the charter aims. This also raised political @ncerns.

As the result of these political difficulties the new Chief Executive of Education, Dr. Maris

O'Rourke, refused to take over the implementation process until the associated funding

formula concerns were compl€ted4o. This meant that Ballard's contract and much of the

final detail on funding had to be extended past the deadline.

The Aims and the Consequences of the Restructuring
As has been outlined in Chapter three, the model for the marketisation of education had two

prongs. One sought the restructuring of the funding of education in a way which derives

from the theory of the market. The other sought a management administration model in

which to carry through that which derives from thetheory of the capitalist firm. The source

of the first, the thory of the market, was the Treasury; while the source of the seond, the

thory of the firm was State Seruices Commission. Togetherthesetwo formed what we see

as the Tomorrow's Schools project. The legal support for the changes in State funding

which also accompanied this project was the Public Finance Act which required that State

funding was according to output, while the legal basis for the whole reorganisation of the

State was the State Sector Act.

The Treasury model proposed the establishment of schools as a series of enterprisell units

funded contractually from Government by price. Funding to the schools for both

operations and teachq's salaries, would be delivered either dtectly to parents or as $X per

individual pupil in urterprise funding. This would be in effect a voucher type system for the

State funding but not necessarily the provision of compulsory education.

39 Harper, p 9o
40 Marir O'Rourke, Flrs. comm. rtruing 1989
4l Pat Walsh, "The Role of the State Services Commission in Wage Bargaining in the klucation Sectorn

Review Refxnt to the Ministry of Education: (1992) [obtained through Official Information Act]
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The SSC on the other hand in a reflection of the managerial model of an efficient ftrm, saw

schools as governed by a Board of Trustees, and the resources managed by a

PrincipaUCEO. That person, in line with managerialist thsry would be on contract to the

BOT in a separation of principal and agent and of governance and management. The

staffing matters or 'human resource management' of these separate enterprises, was to be

undertaken in line with management theory and the State Swtor Act in accordance with the

Labour Relations Actaz. This thereby insituted an employment relationstrip for teachers, as

for all State workers, the same as that which was being established in the private sector.

There was to be a separation between managers and workers. These changes in education

were structurally creating teachers as workers. The creation of a labour marke linked the

managerialist culture being pursued for the rest of the State with issues of performance pay

and teachers' competenry and discipline.

ln the short term, in order for the State to maintain fiscal connol, it was suggested that the

salary scales would be need to be negotiated, i.e. limited, cenfially.a3 The amount required

for payment would be then dispersed to the schools in a process known as salaries bulk

funding. This provided an ongoing oontrol role for the State Services Commission. They

would be the employer party for these negotiation purposes rather than the Minisqy of
Education, which was the body responsible for education funding. So in spite of the

rhgoric that the State was establishing devolved autonomous bodies able to make their own

decisions over inputs like wages, education was being brought closer to the cenFe and being

"shorn of its special character. "44

This SSC position was because of the "capture' it beliwed had been evident in the

Department of Educationas and because the SSC did not trust the BOTs and their notion of
partnership not to support the teachers.a6 This employer position increased the influence of
the SSC over education and the Tomorrow's Schools project moved from a marketisation

proposal to a predominantly managerialist plan for State education provision.

4? The details of this relationship will be developed in Part tbree.
43 In the Primary teachers' negotiations of 1990 the removal of principals from that award revealed the

potential fora fiscal blow-out as the decisions to decide on the salary level went to the Boards who did not
have any controlled funding responsibility. This potential fiscal slip-up was stalled by a communication
ftom Education that schools would be responsible for finding alternative souroes of fundrng if thery

excreded the agreed range. Educafion used this to show that the SSC rras committed to the rnanagerid
model for ideological reasons primarily and not because of fiscal conce,nls.

See Terry, O'Brien. 'A Critical Analysis of tndustrial Relations fo'r Primary Teachers in New Znaland
MPP research paper, Victoria University of Wellington, (1990) p. 7a

44 R. Dale and J. Jesson, *Mainstreaming Education: the Role of State Seflrices Commission" NZ Annual

.Review ol Hucation 2 (Wellington: Victmia University, 19931
45 MacPherson, op. cit (1988) p 5
46 Dale and Jesson, op. cit.
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Political power in support of this economic-liberal agenda was firmly held at this time by

Douglas and Prebble through the Cabinet structure. There was also strong line-up of the

various Ministers in support of the various Machinery of Government changes4T. The

Treasury and the SSC thus had political support for their recommendations. The

educational groups were being relegated to the role of 'vested interests'. They were only

able to influence Cabing through trying direct lobbying of their Ministers backed by political

campaigns in the public arena.

The education restructuring presented the Government with some potential legitimation

difficulties. Organised action by teachers targets the parents at each school level as the

Board of Trustees. They are targeted as parents concemed with education. This offers a

potential to politicise education by creating an alliance (or as it is seen in teacher circles, a

partnership) of parents and teachers against the Government. The increase in political

activity by schools over a matter of shared education concern thereby increases the electoral

pressure on the Government. Education forms an important legitimising function for the

State however this also limits what a Govsnment can do in education without electoral

support.

The Consequences of the Changes for PPTA
The logic of this restructuring plan reduced the arenas in which PPIA as the body of
organised teachers were attributed status. This therefore swerely reduced the means by

which PPTA as the body of organised teachers was able to seek opportunities. The model

of the 'old structures of opportunity and action' which was set out in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.3),

advanced three arenas within the Department of Education in which PPTA was attributed

procedural, resource and representative status. This was part of the input mechanisms,

policy making and operations of education respectively exemplified as Fayfixing,

Conditions and Curriculum.

As I mentioned in Chapter serr'en, in the new managerialist model, curriculum was being

seen as a mafter of delivery. Teachers muld be involved in the individual delivery, or

dwelopment of a subject, as members of the subject associations or as individual experts.

However PPTA as a collective body no longer had repres€ntative professional status in

curriculum dwelopment. Its only mode of influence was through amalgamating these

various implementation roles into an educational or political campaign. Teachers as a

colleaive voice therefore no longer had any ready-made possibility exce,pt through a

potential "threat of action" in the public arena.

47 BruceJesson, Fragnentsof Labour, op. cit. plGf.
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What I have called the'conditions arena'in the'old structures' was possible because PPIA

had been attributed status in the Department of Education working parties establishing

procedures for the adminisfiation of teachers' conditions. The consequence of this can be

seen in the SSR exemplified in Chapter 6. The third arena: pay fixing was one in which

PPTA's role was as union seeking to deliver the selective benefits for the members. [n this

they were reliant on oeating a case for recruitment and rdention arguments according to the

limits of the legislation.

The plan to bulk fund all schools for both school operations and for teachers' salaries, as I

have said linked both these arenas, pay fixing and conditions into an arena of Human

Resources Management sited at each school. The conditions of senrice for teachers would

be managed by Boards of Trustees in accordance with each schml's individual personnel

policy. The power to hirg fire and discipline a teacher would rest with the individual

Board. The pay decisions would occur through the management of the employment relation

at each worksite. Through the Principal as the CEO, each separate BOT was ableto reward

each teacher as it saw fit and provide appropriate incentives or discipline as it chose.

Increases in pay would thereby come from the recognition of individual's performance with

all the inherent social differences involved in that, rather than as a result of any colledive

aclion.

This can be seen in Fig.8. I which sets out the arenas model as it could be seen from this

managerialist perspective of the State Serryices Commission. In this model PPTA would be

limited to a strictly monological union role. It might be involved in the negotiation of the

award or contract. This was howevs also a strongly centralised model for education with

the power held by the central State bureaucracy while the elecfed Boards carrid out the

State's implementation requirements.
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Fig. 8.1 The SSC's managerialist view of teaching.

To reiterate then, the managerialist model saw teachers as human resources and restricted

PPTA's role to the bread and butter or monological issues at individual school sites. PPTA

as 'union' had no position or means of influence in the range of areas previously designated
*professional"; the issues of teacher training, registration, ctnriculum content, schools

staffing or class sizes. Once a teacher's appointment had been made, that teacher's pay

increases would be on performance and in competition with other calls on funding like

teaching resources or plumbing rather than being gained through the collective union action.

This rendered the union superfluous, except for gaining the salary structure and as industrial

insurance in employment griorance procedures. It replaced the professional relationship

bdween teachers with a oompetitive one of competing individuals, in competing individual

schools.

PPTA's earlier history had created a'professional culture' of secondary teachers committed

to national education. The more recent PPTA hislory had added to t\at culture the ideal of a

'militant union' committed to social democracy and accessible State education. Now in the

restructuring of education PPTA, as the body of organised teachers, was both the resistant
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force to the changes and at the same time the object to be changed. While what was

occurring at the more abstract level was a political struggle over the content of a State

proJect, at a much lower level both the funding proposals and the managerial model for

school organisation had direct implication for PPTA's role as the body of organised

teachers. The success of the restructuring project would have considerable effed on

PPTA's structure and operations.

PPTA through the process of State restructuring was being changed structurally by the State

from a professional association to that of a union with the consequential change of both

status and role. The 'links of PPTA's professional project' and the national education

system had been pre,riously embedded in the procedures of the bureaucratic State. The

administrative separation between issues of salary and those of taching conditions or

professional @ncerns hitherto occurring in the education bureaucracy was to be removed

and the decisions transferred to the schools. Bureaucratic process was to be replaced by a

negotiated employment award. PPTA's struggle was one in defence of its 'professional

projed' and occurred simultaneously in the payfixing arena as an industrial diqpute and in

the public arena as a political battle over education.

PART TWO: STRATEGIC POSSIBILITY OR CREATING OPPORTUNITY

From PPTA's perspective the education reforms had two main possibilities. These

represent the two political possibilities intertwining throughout this thesis. One was to

increase the educational access, improve curiculum, the onditions of teachers and the

learning in school classrooms. This was the educational agenda underlying "the

professional project". This educational agenda presented PPTA as a 'professional body'

with the more dialogical possibilities and becameportrayed in equity terrns.

The second was the creation of a freed up or *flenible labour market'and the erosion of any

claim to special competence as was also occurring for otha workers in the State. PFrIA

was being constructed as union. This second possibility in its application to education was

the State's industrial agenda which PPTA opposed, As a union PPTA had to fight to protect

theconditions of its membership.

For PPTA the consequences of this second industrial agenda was seen as an attack on the

first, on the national provision of education and on the 'professionalism' of teachers. The

changes being sought industrially could not be justified educationally. The creation of a

flexibte labour marke in education would not contribute to better learning in classrooms or

to more accessible education.

PPTA's immediate tactical aims were
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. to maintain the membership coverage, that is stop the separation of principals from

teachers,

. to maintain a credentialled incremental structured national pay system

. to maintain the newly established 'existing means' of staffing of secondary schools

(of the SSR), i.e. to resist bulk funding salaries to schools on a per-head basis

. to maintain State education as a national svstem.

The particular tactics involved in the induslrial arena at this time fit into a strategy of

defending national education because that was the place in which particular employmant

relationships of teachers for Tomorrow's Schools being established. However as these

industrial disputes are also part of the broader reorganisation by the State of the labour

market itself they are overed separately in Part three following.

This prticular chapter concenmtes on the political strategies and tactics used to defend

teachers'oonditions and education as a national system. This occurred mainly in the public

arena through the promotion of education as a 'partnership of parants and teachers' and was

supported by behind the scenes political manoeuwing. The defence of the 'professional

projecl' occurred under changed circumstances. Some of the tactics involved already

established ne{works while others relied on creating a campaign of political action. The

various tactics detailed below form part of a de\ieloping *rategic plan as particular

derrelopments occur and various opportunities become either cut off or opened. The plan

evolved chronologically and shows the influence and effectiveness of PPTA at various

times between 1987 and l99O as the leadership Fppled with the difficulties and

complexities of realpohtik.

PPTA's Tactical Strateg5r #b rational opposition in alliance with the

academics.

The initial PPIA leadership's assessment of the setting up of the Piot Taskforce was

somewhat sceptical given the direction simultanously being pursued in State Sector as a

wholeand in particular in payfixing.as The Picot Taskforce however was accompanied by

the hopein the education community, particularly foom within NZEI, of the possibility for

the extension of the ideals of educational opportunity and equiry4e - a 'shared school-

community partnership'. so

4E Correspondence and HIs in the PPTA files over 1987 indicates the Picot Taskforce was s€en by PPTA as

a Treasury plan, and as a prelude to privatisation. There had been a hardening of attitude in PPTA at the

Executive ind Officials level against the l:bour Government during 1986-87 as a result of Government

actions in the payfixing srena. See Chapter 9.
49 Rourou, NZEI , July (1987)
50 Pfm MovingForward-newdirectionsforsecondarydumtion, (Wellington: PPIA 1987)'
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Just as hopes were held for the Royal Commission on Social Policy, the Picot Taskforce

was seen to offer a possibility of strurgthening the social-liberal agenda of the Labour

Government, creating a more accessible education and delivering community control of

education. This was the hope that NZEI and both Marshall and lange had shared in its

initial establishment and to which PFTA addressed its original submissions.

Administration of e<lucation must be oriented towards the needs of the student with school

communities, especially parents having a major say in the education of their children..

The Association believes educational administration in New Z,ealanrJ should seek to achieve

participaticln by and access for Maori, women, all socioeconomic groups and all minority

groups...

....Boards should be given greater autonomy to make real decisions with the assurance that the

Department of &lucation wtluld provide the nsrssary services to translate those into practices I

The l"abour Government was returned at the 1987 election. PPTA had put togefher a

booklet for the 1987 election promoting a 'new direction' for secondary education. This

was their response to the gene,rated crisis, the release of the Scott Report and talk of
education vouchers promoted by Ruth Richardson and various journalists in the medias2.

The direction promoted was based on this idea of a shared school-community partnership

and was called Moving Fonrards3. It was an attempt to provide an alternative view for

teachers and their allies to argue for. It was an attempt to promote an altemative hegemonic

view.

The release of the Treasury documents Government Management Vols I and Il and the

passage of the State Sstor Act in April 1988 however confirmed many of PPTA's

suspicionssa. The fear was that through the Picot Tasldorce Treasury would deliver an

education system based on vouchers with the potential for privatisation and a deepening of

social difference rather than the desired achievement of equity of the labour Party.ss

The release of the Picot Report at the beginning of the May vacation restricted PPTA's

available time for submissionss6. Although pleased that there was no orplicit mention of

vouchers, PIrIA had a number of other fears confirmed. The perspective of a 'shared

5l "submissions on klucation Administration' PP?l Naws, Vol 8, 14 Nov. 1987,
5? Over 1987, Metro magazine became paniculady anti PPTA and litreral education. See du Chateau,

Carol, 1987 Maro, 'The Inst Generation'April
53 Motting Fonvard, PYIA
54 "Review and Precis of 1987 Treasury Documents for PPTA Executive'. Keith Thorsen, 1987 PPTA

files HI 87116l
55 Noter of field offrcers ' meeting, September, 1987 Auckland PPTA files,
56 pftl branch circular, H.O 88/50 33llll8,3l May 1988.
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school-community pafinership' s@med to be subsumed under an agenda of enterprise

dwelopment and managerialism. It was just as a number of education academics had

warned during the

seemed to PPTA that what was being played out in education was a response to the problem

of a fiscal crisisss rather than the stated concerns about e4uity. This was the Treasury

agenda of privatisation and State cost- cuttingse.

PPTA's first strategy was to signal their concerns to Government at a numberof levels in an

attempt to influence any potential legislative changes in the areas that concerned them.

Politicians were lobbied. Networks mechanisms were established. PPTA along with

tiZEI then stepped into the role of education interest goup producing a numbs of
submissions highlighting their particular concerns. In this they were supported by a number

of academics. The executives of both I{ZEI and PPTA organised a campaign seeking to

influence the policy-making proce$s through lobbying and activating the various

constituencies of membership to voice their concerns over the Report.

Coincidentally a Conference on the Role of the Branch had been organised by the Executive

to look at ways of involving and strengthening PPTA's memboship. Postponed from the

previous year, it was held during the 1988 May holidays just as the Picot Report was

launched This focused activist attention on the implications that a worst case scenario

would bring, and thepotentid changes in the organisational structure of PPTA would need

to counter this. This involved devolving the resources and power from the centre out to the

regions. The Picot Report provided a direct focus for action by involving the membership

in the regions and establishing the worst case scenario to organise against.60

At the start of term 2 all branches were notified for immediate action6l. The mail-out was

backed up by phone-tree instructions. Branch officers were advised to start discussions

immediately to oollect responses for PPTA's submission. In addition to the Association's

formal response, submissions were required from members and branches and from any

other organisations on the basis of their 'informed response' by late June. The action plan

was for branches to send in a response based around a series of $atements derived from the

57 A number of those papers urere prblished in Hugh [-auder, ard Cathie Wylie, Tovards Succe.ssfuI

Schooling (Basingstoke: Falmer, 1990 )
58 J. Codd, L, Gordon and R. Harker,'Education and the Role of the State' in lauder and Wylie, op. cit.

ppl5-33
59 PPTAnews, Vol. 8 no. 3 1987.
6oRole of the Branch - Repn'rt to 1988 PPTA National Conference. This conference alm lead to the

Association Review which attempted to flrnd a new model of union cnganisation to meet the coming
threats.

6l Ho 88/50 3l May 1988
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rqort. These statements were followed by a number of follow up questions. This would

provide the'informed response'.

Thekey areas PPTA identified for the membership to respond to wqe:

1. The Approach of the Taskforce

2. Analysis of the existing system

3. Achieving reform

4. The structure at local level

5. The structure at the centre

6. Specific issues.6?

This lobby exercise was simultaneously a membershiptargeted education programme and a

campaign involving a broader constituency than the teachers. If the members understood

the PPTA view of issues then they would befter be able to be participants in any later

political campaign. The Chairperson of the Principals' Advisory Committee and the PPTA

hesident jointly sent a lgter to the Principals asking that school time be given to discussing

the Picot Report63. The separate PPTA regions became the organising bodies for

mobilising branch responses and submissions as well as establishing joint opposition with

other groups such as parents and the education academics. For example PPTA Auckland

Region organised a series of public meetings in opposition to the Report in association with

theEducation Department of Auckland University6a. This was to draw attention to theissue

and generate a number of submissions of opposition to a privatised, commodified education

system.

In some schools it was decided that in addition to the more formal branch and school

submissions, a meeting should be called for parents to get them involved. In reply to

lange's call on television to "Write to me,' some branches suggested that each member

would also write an individual l€tter to Lange. 65

I remember we cnganised the branch into a letter writing campaign over Picot. I ange had said,

'\prite to me'and so we did. He was also our MP and we \rere in the middle of the problems

with the Board. We <nganised a 'teacher only aftern<xrn'and a community meeting which also

got some of the parents involved. We had a speaker in and did the education thing and then we

divided up the Report an<t each group wrote atxrut something they felt strtlngly about- I

H. O 88/50
According to an executive member (Mary Ann Baxter ) this happened in a large number of schools.

The Picot Pikau advertising flyer, Auckland PPTA files. No other written rectrrd.

I-ena Orum, interview 5 March 1993

62
63
64
65
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supfruse looking back we were rather naive, we thought our concerns wuuld be listened to.

Some panple even wtote a new letter about each issue....l remember, I did66.

The PPTA Submission

PPTA formally presented a27 page submission. Much of it echoed the views pres€nted

earlier in Moving Forward. and it was to be the basis of continued arguments in the future.

While the submission was written to present the interests of PPTA members, as is to be

expected, in a number of ways it also presented views which expressed the interests of
parents (particularly those of non-dominant. groups, Maori or tagata Pasifika67), the interests

of women @oth as teachers and female students) and the ideals of divosity and choice. The

role of PPTA in this way was assumed to re,present wider democratic interests than just the

'selective benefits' of its members. It presented what we can call the more dialogical view

in support of a rather vague notion of equity, one which rwognised that children w€re not

individually all the same but required different needs and differsrt resourcing.

The response submission began by supporting local control:

...we concur with the inplicit proposition that educational administration should be

characterised by the maximum level of local connol pssible within a ftamework of national

obj ectives and standants.6 8

The submission then identified the economic-liberal me.ssages being promoted and

illustrated the way in which key phrases echoed oommodification ideas also found in the

1987 Treasury document Government Management. A number of concerns were raised

about the level of decentralisation portrayed and the potential for greater let/els of

centralisation in the long term.

The existing model of secondary administration was to be "the building block' of the new

system: s€,parate schools governd by elected Boards of Trustees. This, PPTA said, it

supported. Some modifications to this Board structure however were needed to increase its

democratic nature namely:

. a requirement of co-option to produce equitably representative Bmrds

' sEong legal and financial incentives for Board attendance

. the right to paid special parental leave and child care e,xp€nses for this purpose

66 AnneJones, interview. 15 March 1993
67 This term covers Facific Island people from Srmoa, Tonga, Cook Islands, Niue, and indigenous Fijians

though not Fiji lndians.
68 'PPTA zubmission on the Report of Taskforce on Education Administration'.
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PFrfA also sought the addition of clear and detailed guidelines from the centre to govern the

conducl of these Boards.

Concerns were raised about the Principals being transformed into business managers rather

than professional leaders. This was seen to be in contradiction to the views espoused

elsewhere in the Report in support of more co-operative management systems6e.

The privatisation of such services as the payrolt provided to schools through the Education

Boards was opposed, while the notion of a Policy Council was welcomed "if it was

strongly grounded in a professional base'. This C-ouncil would generate vigorous debate

and "oontribute to a well tested and balancdd consensus"7O.

The PPTA submission then went on to advocate stronger links between the proposed

Review and Audit Agenry and the proposed Ministry, suggesting that this could occur by

making that agency an arm of theMinistry.

Curriculum and assessment were identified as the significant lack in the Report, both in its

adminigration and for any on-going curriculum doretopment. Curriculum appeared to have

disappeared. Concern was raised about the loss of the curriculum specialists, and of any

appropriate centralised mechanism for the implementation of in-service training. In a

prescient way support was given to the idea express€d in a small note in the Report, that the

administrative bodies of the tertiary awards and the Board of Studies be absorbed into one

independent PCET7I certifing authority. The submission also suggested that the

Qualifications and Examinations directorates of the Departments could becomethe s€ogariat

of that PCET independent certiffing Authority. (The implications and results of such

suggestions we have seen in Chapto seven in the formation of the NZQA).

As could be expectd the area receiving the most opposition from PPTA was the various

implications that the Picot Report had for staffing, appointments, salaries and issues of
teachers'conditions. Alarm was raised about the per-pupil bas€d method of funding for

both school operations funding and the funding for staffing. PPTA, with a history of
dealing with decisions made by individual Boards, saw this as a dangerous suggestion.

"The lack of any centrally defined staffing formula carried a danger that Boards of Trustees

could trade staffing off against the operations grant". Without any nationally set criteria

there would be "leakage" from one source of funding to the other. "That such a model was

69 mio. Section 3.8
70 tbid Section 6.3
71 Post<ompulsory education and training
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advocated without any nationally established criteria brought into question the whole basis

of the teaching grant itself".72 The problem of "leakage", of frrnding between the operations

and staffing funding for schools was to become the major point of opposition to the funding

suggestions by both PPTA and NZEI.

Opposition was also expressed to the idea of variable starting pay rates, or to including such

items as removal expenses and leave as part of such a flexible funding regime PPTA had

already strongly opposed such changes in State sector payfxingT3. Such matters were

entitlements under the teachers' award. Research experiance overseas, the submission

warned, had showed that wh€re such funding regimes operated in other countries the

consequence is that teachers become more active industrially at the local lervel.Ta This would

put at risk the "education partnership" of New Zealand schools between 'the oommunity and

its teachers'.

PPTA opposed the proposals that Principals be on contracted employment, that there be

recognition of teacher msit through performance pay systems, the blurring of teacher

discipline with that of competency and any changes to the current teachers' appointment

process for secondary schools.

PPTA, the submission stated, nevertheless supported the equity focus of the Picot Report

and so opposed any dwelopments which could have any implications for equrty. For

example, the removal of school zonrng had implications for equity. Of prticular
significance for PPTA was the fact that unless special action was taken in the proposed

reorganisation there would be no gains for women and girls.

Woren were pocnly represented in decision-mrking in education, in promotion for teaching,

and there is little offrcial commitment to making education non-sexist. A requirement needs to

be found to transfer the entitlements gained nationally so that Boards would be rcquircd to

honour them75.

The Maori education proposals raised scepticism. The thrust of the Picot Report and its

decision making process was seen as an inherently European model. It was se€n as paying

lip-service to the Treafy rather than providing the means to develop an appropriate system of

72 Tbid section l l
73see Chapter nine below.
7a pPfn Picot response submission Section I l.t I
75 fbio Secrion 15.
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Maori representation and participation to allow for Maori self determination. 'It was this

concept of self determination that was needed' PPTA submittedT6.

This submission along with the numerous school, bnanch and associated submissions and

lgters in response to lange's televised call to "Write to me'77 formed part of the democratic

response to the Picot Report. However the oompleted Tomorrow's Schools plan ap'peared

at the end of that school term. It seemed that verv little notice had been taken of these

submissions.

Education academic opposition continued, with each new development of education reform

being ge€{ed by further oppositional papers78. However the academic debate occurred at a

philosophical lerrel and so was limitd as a source of immediate political power. It
contributed to the dwelopment of a oitique for the longer term but the more immediate

concerns were ones of agency and State power which were having to be worked out on the

ground, in renlpolitik

PPTA's Tactical Strategy #2: From opposition to critical support in alliance

with the parents

The period from October 1988 to I October 1989 is referred to as the implementation phase.

Howeve,r, as had been seen in Chapter 4, by 1988 consultation by the officials with PPTA

was off. hocedural status had been withdrawn. Macpherson who was researching with

the SSC at the time' supports this contention that 'Consultation was off, the power phrases

being 'provider capture, responsiveness and client satisfaction'7e. According to Wilson,

who is also a PPTA official, "as the SSC saw it the interest groups (i.e. the teacher unions)

wse to have their *privileged position' in education policy formation ended'.8o The

withdrawal of procedural status was intendod to structurally remove the teacher unions from

any official role in policy input and cast them into an oppositional space as "vested

interests'.

76 lbid Section 16.
A Macni persFrective on the 6rssibility for real change can be found in Smith, in l-auder and Wylie,

Towards successful schcnling, op. cit. (1990)pp73-89
?7 Adminisering for Excellence ll-5-88 VA 895 Video Refurence Ub'rary, Dept Political Studies,

Auckland Universitv.
z8 E.g. laucler an<t Wytie, Tonanh successfuI schwling, op. cit.
Sue Middleton, John Codd and Alison Jones eds. New Zeahnd Mumtion Policy^ Tday (Wellington:

Allenand Unwin, 1990)
Gordon, Liz, and Codd, J., edis. Mucailon Policy and the Changing Role of the State. Delta Studies in

Education, l. (Palmerston North: Massey University, l99l)
TgMacphervrn, op cit. p6
8o wilson, op. cit. pp75ff
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At the political level Lange, as Prime Minister and now also Minister of Education, had ovo

1987 and 1988 become increasingly anti-PPTA. Following the removal of the wage freeze

in 1986, PFrIA had gained a huge pay rise against a recommendation of Cabinet by going to

the Public Sector Tribunal. Through Ruth Richardson, with the release of the Scott Report

and the Curriculum Review, Russell Marshall and PPTA had also become the symbol of the

crisis of education. Yet during the 1987 election the PPTA regions had organised a

campaign which became largely an anti-Lange one.

This PPTA campaign had been simultaneously against any major changes to the State soctor

payfixing and against any possibitity of education vouchers. PPTA organised its teachers to

mee{ lange where ever he went. They noisily sought assurances that education would not

be made subject to labour market flexibility or performance pay 8l and that the labour Party

continue to support education. NZEI on the other hand was being seen by l:nge as more

reasonableE?.

The 1988 PPIA National Conference occurred in the August vacation just as the

Tomorrow's Schools report was launched. Traditionally the Minister of Education attends

this C-onference. PPTA used the occasion to publicly tell Lange what they thought of his

proposals for education. Ruth Chapman, the President, speaking for the Executive, began

with a stinging attack on the'New Right's economic imperialism', its attack on "working

pople and the resulting social destruction" 83. The responsibility for these she laid at the

feet of the Labour Government and lange as Prime Ministen. She then criticised

Tomorrow's Schools in the same vein, for its attacks on the notion of national awards and

the nationally equiuble system of teacher remunerafion and for suggesting that Boards to be

given the power to increase workload or decrease salary outside the award negotiations.

"The Report", she said, "cut across all the legal provisions in the existing teachers'

awards...PPTA would challenge the ideas of competition and individualism which

underpinned the Report itselfl', she declaimed. "They were not in the interests of

education" and the removal of PPTA's professional voice was extremely alarming.

Furthermore the new Chief Executive had said that he had no wish to trave dealings with th€

teacheru' unions {in the implementation} because, (he says) 'Such matters as curriculum, and

s,chool administration were not our con<xrn'84.

81 PPTA Neu," Vol.8 No. gJuly lg8lElectionspecia!
82 H. Mc Queen, The Eighth Floor, (Penguin, Auckland l99l) pl09
83 Spot"b notes to conference, Ruth Chaprnan, copy in Auckland PPTA Archives'
8a PYTa ive|"s Vol 9 l0 Se,pt 1988
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Chapman's speech had already been read by l-ange before the Conference as there had been

on-going unofficial contact between lange's office and PPTA Head Officds. There had

also been quite an attempt within the labour Party network to gd PPTA support for l-ange

against huglasae. Consequently lange was prepared for what was an open declaration of
war from potential allies.87

lange's response to this criticism however was an eloquent plea directly to the regional

delegates that perhaps PPTA had got it wrongn and that he was totally committed to

education change for equity reasons. He believed in parents being a part of education and

saw this as the chance to do something real in education. He also quialy reminded the

Conference of the reality of State power - the Government would legislate if necessary.

However he also maintained that his vision and that of PPTA, as expressed in their booklet

Moving Forward. were essentially the same. He then suggested to the delegates that

although he had the power to legislatg he preferred the path of negotiation8s .

The campaign strategy

The Exeutive had planned that the Conference endorse an orchestrated campaign of
opposition to Tomorrow's Schools together with a sef of alternative educational principles

to work to: Beyond the Eighties. This longer term strategy was again an attempt to provide

an alternative hegemony for education and also strengthen PPTA's motivational resources,

the membership's involvement and commitment. The plan oombined PPTA's ducational

objectives with what it promoted as its organisational objeaives.

Education

- to advance equiry in education

- to promote full state provision and funding

- to promote national standards in curriculum and assessmed

- to promote national standards in teacher haining, qualifications and performance

- to advance teachen' conditions of seryice

Association

- to strengthen membership prticipation and effectiveness at branch and regional levels

- to advance assocration unity

-to defend the union's ability to repres€nt its members effectively8g

E5 Mc Queen, The Eighth Floor, plll
86 Memo in PPTA files, signed P. Capper.
87 Mc Queen, The Eighth Ftoor, p lll
88 PPfe News VoI 9 l0 Sept 1988
89 bitt.



The stratery pulled together the education and industrial strands in a 'oommunity

partnership'through Action Committees in all the regions and the branches.

There was to be:

'L a public education programme,

.2. a memboship campaign establishing and activating various nelworks of teachers,

.3. the preparation of background materials,

.4. an associated publicity campaign,

.5. full branch membership consultation about Tomorrow's Schools, about the

Association Strategy and about the award round (actions occurring parallel through

the industrial arena),

.6. political activity beginning immediately and continuing until the goals were

mdeo.

Resistance at delegate level

The regional delegates at Conference howwer rather than accepting the Executive plan of

outright opposition to Tomorrow's Schools were somewhat wary. The lange speech had

been very effective. A number of delegates expressed concern that maybe the teachers were

just closing ranks for their own interestsel and resisted giving the leadership whole hearted

support for its tactic of open opposition. Pahaps there needed to be a more r€asoned way

of seeing the possibilities.

It's known as the conference of the rainbow papers. We got a whole lot of different coloured

papers which were about how we were going to attack Tomorrow's Schools and get rid of it.

Various ones of us nalked around and said. 'This was blcxrdy srupid, we can't attack

Tomorrow's Schools. what's the point of that?

The parents were saying, 'Ooh how lovely'...and hatf the pmple in the conference clearly

thouglrt it was all right. So u&ile Executive people were presenting this stuff, I moved a

motion that the camlnign be called Making Tomorrow's Schools Work.

Well, certain people were in tears, with anger. Because, as they said, what I was doing was

turning the direction of it instead of supporting their plan of going hard at it and standing up

against Tomorrow's Schools. Couldn't we soe ClSlqArrqw's-$choots) was a terrible thing'

couldn't we see all the terrible things behind it?

But I believed wbat ne were going to have to do was, take it, and turn it into something that

we could make work...

ln terms of the association's approach from that time on , that's what it had to be about9z.

90 tgag Annual Conference Campaign Strategll, Delegates Conference Pack.
9L PPfl Nslvs Vol 9 l0 Sept 1988
9? Lena Orum, Inteniew 2513193



Under pressure from the wary regional delegates, the PPIA strategy for Tomorrow's

Schools shifted. Rather than the PPTA membership being set up to provide the strength of

an all-out stand against the education restructuring, the strategy was now a more openly

compromising one It was a matter of seeking opportunities to make the resFuduring work

in teachers' favour. There had to be opportunities to exploit for the achievement of equity

and national standards. This was a strategy of rational opportunism. (Ihis strategy was

similar to that being developed by NZEI who were more openly supportive of Tomorrow's

Schools. seeing in it the chance to remove the disliked Education Boards, and turning their

"lnrtners" the School Committees into Boardse3.)

The campaign now had both a new title (Making Tomonow's Schools Work) and a new

objective *To devolve real decision-making to an effective partnership of parents and

professionals (PPTA emphasis)".ea This was still the attempt to provide an alternative

hegemonic view as planned but the tactics had changed.

The modified campaignss placed more effort on creating networks, working with parents,

Boards and all oth€r interested groups concerned about education. The campaign thus

moved into the public sphere as a political campaign building alliances with these groups

and with other unions and ommunity groups. Supportive parents and teacher parents

were qmvassed to stand for election to the new Boards of Trustees. The network of

support was being built for a more community oriented system - the'partnership model of

education' as against the'competitive market model'. The message stressed a team work

approach to education. Staff representatives were elected onto the Boards and training sel

up for them. (Staff and parent elections formed a large part of the early campaign by N'ZEI

although this was not a new development for the secondary area).

The PPTA branches were instructed to collaborate in the Charter writing: 'making the

Charter work' and provided with a plan to help develorp policy for their schoole6. As the

parallel induSrial campaign developed heat, advertisements from the hesident were placed

in newspapers each week carrying a message to parents. The message supported the greater

partnoship between parents and schools of Tomorrow's Schools but expressing concern

93 Helen Duncan, NZEI, pers. comm.
94 't988 Conference Decisions Status Report' 1989 Conference.
95 Making Tomorrow's Schools Work branch campaign kit. September 1988
96 Tomorrow's Schools - Responsibilities of Branches, 1988 Regional Officers seminar, notes PPTA files,

Aucklad
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that the industrial changes the Government currently promoted would destroy the team work

essential for the school to operateeT.

The 'Branch Partnership' campaign aimed to keep branches and the schools' parent

community continually updated with developments towards this objective of Makine

Tomorrow's Schools Work. Each branch was represented at a training seminar run by the

field officers. The representatives then went back to share this information at meetings in

the school and to keep all the associated networks including the parents up to date. As

developmants occurred more information was required. The field offices were operating

under great pressure as political co-ordinating centres.

The major concern was to promote the teachers' unions profile in the public arena as

fighting for national education while at the same time keeping the membership continuously

informed and actively involved The campaign thus required a high lerrel of resources:

financial, bureaucratic and motivational to sustain it. In addition to the PPIA high level of
subscription, the regional organisation which was workplace based, provided the

organisational model from which to initiate local action. To use Offe's terms there was both

a high level of material resourc€s as well as a high leryel of motivational resources.

Whywerewesuccessful? Thestrenglhofthe membership and persistence. That means that

the Government is not prepared to alienate us too much lt's the strength of the membership,

meaning both tbe power to sway public opinion, and that they may go on strike, although that

does alienate people. There rvas I rnessage to parents wery week in the paper. Thal's how

n tthns got to b€ an nnswer on the Young Farmers quiz show. They asked, 'Who's the

president of the PPTA" or something like that.

They would never have known if it hadnt been the message.s to parents. It was a full PR

campaign, skilful stuff.99

The campaign at the political level was based on the sfnategies and tactics developed

throughout the social issue movements which had also been usod to provide support for

Labour during the early 1980s. This campaign strategy stressed simple messages, sought

allies and produced a high level of public visibilify. The public campaign for education was

reliant on motivating the membership of the union itself and interrueaving the aims of the

PPTA with thoseof a national education system.

97 nraft of ads for 1988 - in Auckland PPTA files.
nt 

Ruth chapman, hesident of PprA in 1988
99 Cay Simpkin, interview, 24May 1992
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Seizing opportunity
The issues that were emerging in the industrial arena also became part of this public arena

campaign. Rae Munro, the Director of Secondary Education at the Auckland College of

Education, who had earlier been responsible for EiC, was commissioned by PPTA to

produce a research report on the personnel implications of the Tomorrow's Schools. Ire
Munro Reportl00 drew on the mainly American research into the educational effects of what

was being proposed. This report had formed part of the counter-claim against the SSC in

the award talks in the industrial arena. There it was dismissed by the SSC as being done by

educationalists and therefore it was *not objective'. They also considered it to be irrelevant

as the negotiations were industial.l0l

The Munro Rgpalt howerrer was written in a relatively accessible form and became part of

the PPTA propaganda campaign for Making Tomorrow's Schools Work. SSC's refusal to

debate the report and education was usd as evidence against them. The managerial agenda

of the SSC was thus shown to be anti-education. The Munro Report with a qpecially

written exercutive summary was released to the media in February 1989. A copy was sent

to all Boards of Trustees, with an explanatory letter about the SSC's response and how the

SSC's ideas would undermine any team approach to education. Copres of The Munro

Beqrt were also sent to a broad rangeof supportive organisations such as the trade unions,

church groups, universities and parent groups.loz This was all part of an attempt to create

an alternative hegemonic view of oducation to the managerialist one in the public arena and

to maintain PPTA's presence in the creation of that view.

PPTA's Tactical Strategy #3: Seeking opportunities in the implementation

process

An important aim was to get the voice of the education professionals heard again in the

education decision-making during the implementation phase. As explained above the

Tomorrow's Schools plan involved the implementation groups developing the detail. After

much lobbying especially from Nffi,I, lange agreed that the drafts frrom the implementation

groups would be assessed educationally by a t€am of Educational Evaluatorsl03. As the

SSC was aware, each one of the stages of implementation (see Appendix l) therefme

presented opportunity for the educational or 'old structures" view to be put forward. In

lo0 p"" Munro, Research inrc the Penonnel Implication.s of Tomorrow's Schools: The Munro Repon.
(PPTA, Wellington, 1989)

I ol Minee, quoted in Walsh, , op cit.( 1992) p. 8
102 pprp4 61"r.
l o3Harper, p95
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order to deliver the managerialist project on time and intact it had to guard the process, hence

their concerns about 'capture' and 'vested interests'. I o4

Ballard's exclusion of the teacher groups from the implementation process had angered

PPTA (and NZEI). This resulted in a series of high level representations from the tmcher's

groups especially Roz Noonan of NZEII05 to Ballard as CEO, to lange and Goffl06 and

all the officials in the Prime Minister's Office seeking to achieve some involvement.

Caucus support was sought and teacher I-abour Party members were advised to seek l:bour

Party branch support. The lobbying of l-abour Party MPs over the matter of teacher

representation on the implementation Working Groups continued at the 1988 L:bour Party

Conference in Dunedin. The issue of teacher representation itself became bound up the

internal tabour Party divisions between Douglas, Lange and Anderton and the leadership

challenge by the Women's citucus. A motion from the labour Party Cnnference floor

seeking teacher union representation on the Implementation Working Groups was passed

even though it was sbongly challenged and spoken against by lange.ro7 Teacher

involvement in the education reform had become a high lwel political issue.

Although the implementation process was Ballard's contractual responsibility, I:nge did

persuade Ballard to agree to include teacher-union people as nominees on the working

groupslos. Ballard then sent the unions a letter asking for the names of individuals who

would be selected for their knowledge, skill, wisdom and vision, with the proviso that

"individuals would not be appointed as representatives of any goup".loe Names were

advanced of people who had particular skills in these areasl 10. Agreements were made on

the confidentiality of the Working Parties which both enabled the union leadership to be kept

informed and Ballard to be satisfied of the nominees' contributionl I r. PPTA also suggested

that additional groups were needed to study curriculum, teacher supply, staffing and Maori

f,alucallqnl l?

I 04 Harper, pp 80ff
105 Harper, p 88. N<xrnan who had been Secretary of the Kindergarten Teachers' Ass<riation was one of

the Commissioners on the Royal Commission on Social Policy. Following the eady reprrting of the

Commission in April t988 she had trecome employed as the General - Secretary of NZEI.
I06 Associate Minister Edusation.
107 5o Gordon, L-rz The bulk funding of teacher's salaries: a case stucly in education policy lVcar Tsland

Annual R*iew of Mucation, l. (Wellington: Victoria University, l99l) pp28-58
The contention is also suplxrted by Chris Trotter and Francesca Holloway who were delegates to that

labour Party Conference, personal comm.
lo814q Queen Tlrc Ninth Floor. p,lo}
109 9"1"t 1 letter to Education Croups 26 August 1988, PPTA files.
I l0 16" PPTA nominee on the Funding Working Party was se{ronded into the new Ministry in 1990 to

resolve the funding problems which reurained at the end of the implementation phase.
lll Harper, p85
I 12 311"r to Regional Officers PFIA HR88/35 8 September
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On a number of the working parties, the PFrfA nominee with a clear understanding of what

they sought, became the scribe, taking on the task of setting out the framework or writing

the particular clauses to be debatedl13. This was the role that the SSC had undertaken

earlier in the Picot Taskforce. It is a matttr of trying to establish the structural framework

through which an issue is defined which then uses the power of the State for its
enforcement. Whether it was unconscious or not, writing the initial draft is a means of
establishing the question against which other arguments have to respond. In Althusserian

terms it is part of establishing the'problematique'l 14.

A particular concern of the PPTA's was over the schools' charters and the requirement to

pursue both the agenda of equity and safeguard teachers' working conditions. The Charter

was to be the document linking the school's Board of Trustees to the State. The function of
the group was to set out the overall national guidelines for education, the purposes of the

institution and the intended outcomes fff g1uden1glls. The ddail would be provided by

consultation with each particular community. This particular group showed the influence of
a strongly held position on equity.

In the restructuring the SSC worked to keep us {fPtR and NZEI} out of all the working

parties until we fought our way in.

I ended up in the Charters grorryr where the chairperson was DeanHalford of SSBA. The other

people included an NZEI pers{rn, a Maori chap, now in the Minisry, a wornan from Wonren's

Affairs, a primary inspector from Hamilton, and a Tongan wotrurn lawyer from the Justice

Department.

When we came to writing the cbarter and we came to the various bits of it, I got in first and

said 'Right, I'll write the equity provisions'

They didn't want me to do it, but I went away and did it anyway. Then they picked at the

words. When we got to curriculum they said, "Well, what are ,,rre going to say here?"

So I said 'Well we've got to say that the curriculum is going to be non-sexist and non-racist.

You don't have any option!", ard so I wrote that.

The stuff in the Charter about sexual harassment is there because PPTA put it in, and said,

*We've got to have this".

I wrotethe words and then had to keep arguing to keep them there. The only clause in that

section that I didn't write is a stupid one, which is about role-models. The Ministry of

Women's Affairs put that in. I cannot see how you could monitor it or even insist on it.

I 13 ' We found that when we alked about the process later at PPTA we w€re very often the ones doing
most of the work", Helen Pearce intewiew. 3--3-93

I l4416tu.r"r, For Marx p32
ll5Tomonow's Schools sec. 1.1.4



But those equify provisitrns I wrote, and I arn quite confident that if PPTA had not btxn there'

there would not have been such strong equity statements. There wouldn't have been any

reforences to geuler.l I 6

The above quote illustrates the importance of sdting out the initial draft. Future discussion

either has to completely reverse what has been provided or else is forced to respond to it.

However taking a strong minority position, as the teachers' nominees werg is extremely

demanding and requires a good deal of stamina. It becomes a question of how much

opposition and how much compromise.

I had to put up with ridicule from members of the grouP, with a lack of supprrt.

I also had to fight hard over issues to do with personnel.

Oneof the clauses in there atxrut personnel - a goal akrut appraisal, Dean Halftrrd put that in

after the group had made its reptrt.

We had to tle called back later because there wef,en't enough educational objectives and I raised

tbe issue.

I said'This isunacceptable,you have put that clause in after the gfoup has met and you have

no right to do that". Not one member of tbat group supported me. I wanted it recorded in the

minutes that PPTA objected. But nohody supported me, not even the NZEI person!

It r.ras a really difficult experience being in that Charters' Working Group. I hated it.

But it seemed to me that if we could get that statement in there about women and gids and

equity, we could actually use them in schools.

It gave people in schools something that they could hold onto.

They could go rourd and say, "L,oolq it says in the Cbarter that our curriculum has got to be

non-sexist. We have got to look at all our resources. What are we going to do ahout it?'

A lot of the feminist group has now gone into ERO but in '88 we w€re ba.sically fighting rear-

guard actiorul l7.

The first draft revealed a Charter between schools and the Govemment which would be

80% non-discretionary and was primarily concernod with Treaty of Waitangi issues and

equity provisions. The learning needs of children formed somewhat of an afterthought.

This prompted an outraged public respons€ about using State education for the enforcement

of social agendas rather than educational ones. This was to the political delight of the

Opposition and the embiurassment of the Governmentl 18. When lange spoke to a meeting

of Secondary Principals' Association, SPANZ, a gloup developing as the alternative to

I 16 iffsn isu/ 3--3-93
I 1 TPearce, interview
I l8 p.y an broader analysis of the Charter prcrcess See John Codd and Liz Gordon, 'school charters: the

Contractualist State and Education Policy. in Liz Gorclon, and J., Codd, Eds. Muution Poliq- and the

Changing Role of the Stare. Deltastudies in Fiucation, l. (Falmerston North Massey University' l99l)
pp2r-33.
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PPTA's Principals' group, the political fallout there revealed it was also potentially

electorally damaging. Changes were immediately made to the Charter requiremetrts to

inclucle specifications on the curriculum.l le However more significant changes to the

Charter concept by Government occurred in 1990 when it became clear that the original

Charters may have had the legal potential to actually require Government provision of

adequate funding for schoolsl 30.

Bulk Funding the Enterprise schools

Another significant area of concem for both PPTA and NZEI involved the Work of the

Funding Working Group. The individuals suggested by the teacher unions for this $ouP,

Roger Ledingham (PPTA) and Neville lambert (MED were both very knowledgeable

about the detail of school operations and funding. There was a general agreement within the

Implemenktion Groups that developing the funding formulae would be difficultl?1. Both

NAI and PPTA indicated strong opposition to the funding of staffing being devolved on a

per-pupil basis at this stage. They had favoured a 'staffing-first model' along the lines of

the model developed by the SSR which would allocate a staffing profrle to each school that

could oontinue to be funded centrally. Extreme differences inside the funding group over

this aspec't finally prompted a response from langethat the salaries component would not be

devolved until 1991. In the meantime schools would be given a test funding allocation to

see whether funds allocated for school operations were sufficisn1.l22 As concerns over the

operations budgets begun to emerge in 1989 this then strengthened concerns over the

prospect of teachers' salaries bulk funding.t23

Farewell to the working class, it's a matter of funding

The division between teachers' salaries funding and school operations funding effectively

split apart the potential of a 'working class' coalition between teachers and other in-school

workers. Salaries for teachers were to be funded separately from school operations. Yet

school openations included the wages of ancillary staff, the teacher aides, the cleaners and

caretakers. The campaign to keep teachers' salaries separate from operations was structured

on the premise that the teachers were professionals not workers, that they constituted the

functionally flexible core workforce in education. It therefore privileged teachers over the

numerically flexible periphenal workers, the ancillary staff, caretakers and cleaners.

I le 6;6. n.25
r20 616. p.26-28
121 Harper, p 106
t22PP76 Nehl.s Voll0 Julv 1989
123 Harper, ploT
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The funding of the schools' operations was to be delivered to each school on a per pupil

basis. It was to include all aspects of operations including administration, the wages for

non-teachers and the non-salary aspects of teaching including some relief for sickness and

staff development costs. Decisions over the division of this funding were to be the

responsibility of the BOT. Wages for non-teaching staff were therefore immediately placed

in a direct economic relationship with other resources, chalk, books, maintenance, teaching

materials.

As the work of the funding group progressed it became obvious that not all of the money

allocated under the previous system for the specific operational functions had followed those

functions to the schools in the new system. The trial budgets for operations started to rerveal

difficulties. Consultants engaged to prepare a series of trial budgets for schools had

revealed a figure of 3l% underfunding across the entire system with one school budge

having a potential shortfall of nearly half a million.

The difficulties associated with the project rapidly progressed into political difficulties for

the Government. hincipals and the newly elected Boards of Trustees were en@uraged by

PPTA and NZEI in their suspicions that the new system they were require to preside over

was one which would not have sufficient resources. In effect parents were being asked to

take responsibility for the cuts in funding to their own children's educalisnl2a. The issue

becamehighly controversial. During the PPTA's Principal's Conference in July questions

were asked of the Associate Minister Goff over the defails of the funding. He gave an

assurance that Tomorrow's Schools was not a cost-cutting exercisel:s. However the

hincipals left the oonference with a prepared check list from PIrfA to compare the funding

of their trial budget with their prwious funding.

Strategy # 4 Political challenges in the public sphere

In September 1989 just as the Education Bill was to be brought into the House, the

consultants' report (the Ernst and Young Report) on the school budgets was leaked to the

media. This report suggested that the allocation to me€t projected needs was inadequate by

39%r?6. The funding issue then erupted publicly in a slanging match on prime time TV

news on the Holmes Showl2l . On one side were Dr Ballard and Phil Goff now, following

lange's withdrawal, the Miniser of Education. On the other side were John Grant from

I 2a Harper p I 08
r25pp7tr news Vol.lO no. 9 August 1989
l26grto"r nlgg
I ?7 4 *6o*l nightly TV programme, part of TVlnews.
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PPTA and Neville tambst of NE,l r 28. Although much of the ddail rsvealed was complex

and confusing to the public, what the programme portrayed was that teachers had a greater

$asp of the intricacies of the funding issue than did either the Minister or the CEO. The

teachers used a model that portmyed Tomorrow's Schools as merely changing the

administration of education functions from the bureaucracy to the parents. They were able

to identif a number of areas in which the transference of a function had not been followed

with theappropriate funding for the schools'operations budgets.tze C-ontrary to the claims

of Picot, the implementation process had not provided the savings available to the schools.

The parents were being asked to administer schools on less money.

PPIA followed up this opportunity with a prepared information kit to their branches which

was to be shared at meetings with the principals and Boards of Trustees. These showed that

the new secondary structure was being set up potentially short of $42 million dollars.

Two problems in funding the schools' operation were occurring simultaneously, both with

broader political imptications which PPTA was ableto exploit. These were: l. new items to

be funded for equity purposes; and2. the distribution of Vote: Education for the purpose of

establishing the new system.

l. New items to be funded: The funding lmplementation Working Group had acceped the

claim of the Picot Report that in the new system there would be savings, and that equity was

tobethebasis of the new slsterpl3o. Accordingly from these predicted savings, they had

set aside for secondary schools $12 million for special needs or equity purposes, $5 million

as a contingenry fund and $8 million as a Maori language factor and Maori language grant.

These amounts formed the basis of their proposed funding model - the new

requiremenlsl3 l.

2. The Vote:Education distribution: The decisions over the dividing up the total of

Vote:Fducation to fund the new system had been made at the c€ntre by the original Officials

Committee. In May and June of 1989 the funding goup voiced its objections to the

Implementation Unit and to Dr. Ballard personally seeking explanations of the process.

128 ryI Holmes Show 15 September 1989.
129'I was getting faxes with all this funding information from the Wellington Squash Club, so leaks

could not be traced'. John Grant interview
l3clhe Picot Report had claime<t that significant sums of money could be saved ftom the reduction of

central stmchres aud the devolution of education administration and that money would be available to all
schools (Picot, pp 89-97). Wilson who has srudiecl the development of Picot Regrt could find no

evidence of any in depth formal cost/benefit analysis of the proposals. Wilson, pp.36-37
131 " lonorrow's Schools Operations Bulk funtl " lnformation and action l(l't. Making Tomarrow Schools

Wo* PPTA September 1989.
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The group was eventurlly told that these decisions were none of its business and to get on

with their required job of finding an appropriate formula.

When the funding Working Group was advised of the final total it had to share out it was

apparent that no actual savings had been made. The commitment to equity in effeo meant

that all schools were worse off. The cake was roughly the same size as previously, it just

had to be cut up into smaller pieces. This made a mockery of the Government's talk of
equrty which had been used to gain both public and teacher support for the projectt:2. In

effect equity was to be funded out of the original funding distribution. This provided

teachers with another w€apon against the restructuring and against the labour Government.

PPIA had the advantage that the work that had been done earlier in the SSR (see Chapter 6)

provided a pool of knowledge and a set of compute,r programmes about the budgets and

staffing in secondary education on which they were able to draw. PPTA also had the

advantage of being able to identify easily any areas of shortfall in operations funding

because much of the proposed system was in partial operation already. It was largely the

secondary school administrative structure with the addition of some greater responsibilities

and more paper work.

The suspicion generated in various secondary schools Boards and fed by PPTA was that the

upheavals schools were experiencing were for nothing. The language of the funding

models increasingly reflected that of the earlier PPIA SSR campaign with "winners and

loser schools" and *funding short-falls" €ntering the public language of education.

On I October 1989 the Education Act gave effecr to the Tomorrow's Schools reforms.

Howerrer rather than a celebration it seemed to be the beginning of a disaster. Few schools

accepted that they had ever ben advantaged (a winner) and the notion that their school

should have reducd funding so as to balance out the overall funding was strongly rejected

Instead the frustration over funding grew. On top of the unsatisfactory funding formula

there was also the growing number of central State education authorities. One bureaucracy

appeared to have been replaced by five. This was the very 'problem' identified by the Picot

Report rhetoric as being solved by devolution and increased efficiency. These concerns did

not help the dwelop the legitimation required for the implementing the policy with schools.

The senior staff like me were working flat out, we had to have a list of the buildings and all the

equipment counted for the asset register, the staff were coping with the teaching effects of the

huge increase in unemployment, counting desls, books and doing all that stuff over the Board

L

132 6;4.
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elrctions, having me€tings, writing charters and teaching. When we did the budg* fm our

schcxrl we came out a loser. Here we were a schcxrl with obviously huge special needs,

suplxlsed to be a winner, yet when they separated out the Maori language funding, we were a

real krser in terms of the allocate<l funding, and tbe Business Round Table still wants salaries

61t 1r*1og.133

It became clear that despite the rhe*oric there was not going to be more money for schools.

Deferred maintenance stood at a possible $500 millionl34. This increased the frustration of
the new Boards of Trustees at the level of work expected of them as voluntary people. The
political anger turned upon the central agencies, the bureaucrats and the politicians. The
climate over the funding, and the charters with the parallel industrial concerns had created

doubts in the public sphere about the Govemment's direc'tion in education. These doubts

together with similar pnoblems in the health sectoro wer-increasing unemployment and

internal leadership difficulties was adding to the legitimacy q)ncerns for the labour
Government.

Ballard's contract was extended to find a resolution to the operations funding difficulties.
And, in a curious twist, the experts on school funding seconded to the new Ministry to help
in the implementation of theoperations funding were the PPTA and the Nre,I nominees on

the working party. They had completed the process in November and then toured the
country with the Minister Goff explaining to hincipals and Boards how the funding system

for school operations was to workl35.

Strategy #5t Consolidating Alliances against Teachers' Salaries Bulk
funding
I noted above that l:nge delayed the devolution of the salaries component of the schools

funding until 1991 pending the dwelopment of an appropriate formula. The teachers'

unions now worked closely together to consolidate the opposition to the devolution to
schools of the teachers' salaries funding. They developed kits to educate all their own

members and the Boards of Trustees about the educational implications of the policy of bulk
funding teachers'salaries. All of their membership became involved in helping qpread the

message that bulkfunding of teachers' salaries was educationally inappropriate. The
interests of the teachers again became the interests of education. Opposition to bulk funding
gathaed strength over 1990 and became the political issue in education.

133 AnneJones, Interuiew 8/3/93
134 wilson, 1990p.37
135 ppTnnews iot 10. ll November 1989
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Gordon has commented that if Picot was a stalemate between the managerialist view and that

of the educationalists, the implementation process seemed a clear victory to the

educationali$s|36. The teacher unions' common 'professional' concern for the future of
State education appeared to have succeeded in maintaining the equity agenda and community

as a broad concept and giving them some opportunities to influence the dfusctienl37.

PART THREE: LOUGH . RELITIGATING THE PLAN
However the Treasury and the SSC were concerned that the original managerialist model of
mainstreaming education appeared to have been weakened Schools appeared to be

maintaining their special character.l38 During the funding row in September 1989, the

Treasury and SSC wrote to the Government to suggest the holding of a six month rwiew of
the education reform implementation process. In their view essential elements of reform in
Tomorrow's Schools had not survivd the implementation working partiesl3e. Their view
was that the Tomorrow's Schools policy was to supply schools with funding so as to allow
them to secure services (including labour) from the cheapest supplier. In this way use of the

State's funds would be made contestable and providers would be placed under the discipline

of the market. In other words, having lost the debate both politically and democratically,

Treasury and the SSC were uling again. The intention was to bring back the concerns of
Treasury and especially the SSC to the centre of the education reforms, and to (re)embed

them more deeply in the new structures. This would so bring an end to the 'backsliding'
that had occurred during the implementation process influenced by the professionals - the

Providersl 40.

So six months after Tomorrow's Schools was launched it was reviewed. A review team

of mainly Treasury people with the addition of the recently appointed Education CEO was

established lal 1e 
*Carry out a wide ranging review of the process and outcomes of the

136 6nt6,tn,Liz. -The Bulk-funding of Teachers' Salaries' in H. Manson, d. I,IZ Annual Review oJ

, Pawion, (Wellington:Victoria University l99l) pp 28-59 .
I r / For the details of the combined teachers' unions campaign against the salaries bulk funding in | 991 see

Vicki Carpenter, Winners and lnsers, The New Zralancl Educational Institute and Bulk funding l99l'
M. Ed. Dissertation University of Auckland ( I 993)

l38 P4" and Jesson, op. cit. p. 14
l39wilson, p. 35.
1 4oP"1u and Jess'on, p l9
l4l yt. Noet Lough Former Secretary of the Treasury;
Mr. Donald Cowie an economist with the Southpac Corporation;
Mr Paul Carpinter State Sewices Commission and formerly the Treasury;
Mr David Crieg Treasury;
Dr. Maris O'Rourke The new CEO of the Ministrv of Education
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reform of education administration to date and to recommend any necessary improvements

in the process or the s[1gs1g1ss" 1 42 
.

The Report of this committee, known as the lnugh Report. reasserted as Government

policy that ompulsory education was a 'partnership between the professionals and the

community...with...the Board of Trustees as the mechanism of that p?rtnership".l4:

Making use of public concern over education fundingl44 occurring at the timg Inugh

remmmended a cut back in the staffing in the Review Offrce and the Teachers' Support

Service. (fhis would reduce the potential for professional rather than managerial

acountability). Again it was suggested that gains would come when the teachers' salaries

budgets were devolved to schools. The diffrculties over the devolution of funding to

schools $76rs ns1ecll45 as was also a need to introduce pay flexibility to education. As

Wilson sees it:

tnugh made visible what Picot's 'vision' had obscured...lt returned the reform agenda and the

commodification language to the forefront of the Government's thinkingl46

The report welcomed the delay in deriolving to Boards of Trustees the full responsibility for

teachers' salaries for 12 months because of *a lack of skills currently in the schools to

manage the task".la7 Lough however was happy with funding to support the School

Trustees Association as *an effective representative for the employ€,rso was an important

part of the structure of education administration for schools.l48 In this way lough was

recommending the attribution of resource status to an employers' group. The perceived

power of the teachers was to be balanced by a State supported school employers' goup.

The State's attribution of procedural and representational status to PPTA as a professional

association which provided it input into education had been removed during 1988. PPTA

following the State Sector Act was now formally a union. Y€t STA, as the employers'body

was being attributed both representative and resource status. State support and funding for

the establishment of STA as an "employers'association" was to be provided as a markd

balance to PPTA: a membership funded organisationrae. The inequality of employer and

worker organisations was being structured into the establishment of the new State education

t+? pough Commigtsel Todals Schools : A Review oJ the fulucwion Refonn Implemmtation Process
Chaired by N. tough (Wellington: Governrnent Print 1990)p2 (The l-ough ReJrcrt )

t4316i4.62
144 Harper, p. I 18
145 Lougb, p:2.
146 wilson, p 37.
tallnaghp?2
148616.029
lae6i4.
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system, with the employers having a State supported and funded association as a balance

against a voluntary union which the members funded from their own wages.

In a review of these issues, Gordonl50 has noted the relitigation of the funding of teachers'

salaries policy,through first the lough Report and then in the SSC Briefing to the Incoming

Government in 1990. However at this time the struggle over education reform was being

set up to take place more directly as a struggle in the industrial arena. The funding of
teachers'salaries was in this view not an education issue it was an industrial one.

In focusing attention beyond the next election to 1992, The lough Report allowed time for
the new educational structures to become establistred and the operations funding to become

accepted. It reshaped the issuq focusing attention directly on the indusrial arena and the

devolution of salaries of teachers as the last part of the restructuring model to occur. The

teachers' unions were more able to be portrayed as resistant if they could be separated from
their allies, and if the issue could be presented as an industrial one.

The Lough Repon arrived during the period in which the labour Government was sliding
towards electoral defeat. The internal battles bgween those who supported the economic-

liberal agenda and the social-democratic wing had split the Party into almost warring

factions. A large group of labour activists left to form the Newlabour P*y, the Right of
the party around Douglas was arguing against economic backsliding, while the more

pragmatic central social liberal goup was trying to find a way of winning back its support
through an accommodation with the unions and another change of l€ad€rlsl. ln the

meantime the business forces which had supported kbour in the eonomic-liberal projec't

turned their attention to Ruth Richardson and the National Party to be thepolitical vehicle of
their supprorlls2.

PART FOUR: NOVEMBER 1990. A NEW GOVERNMENT AND MORE
OPPOSITION TO PPTA
labour lost the election at the end of 1990 in a massive slide against it as the people

overwhelmingly voted against the Rogemomics project. The refonm of the education project

however was still seen by the economic-liberal sup'porters both in Treasury and in
associated groups as incomplete. The major task left to complete, as the hugh Report had

noted, was the devolution of teachers' salaries to the administration of the Boards of
Trustees. This became the issue of *bulk funding" for the new Government.

150 Gordon, 1991, 'Bulk funding'op.cit.
I 5 1 ptn- 1989 - 1990 l:bour had three leaders and Prime Ministers, t Rnge, Palmer, and Moore.
l5zJesson, Fmgmcnts of Labour p 100.
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The new Minister Dr. I-ockwood Smith immediately asked the Ministry to undertake a

report on bulk funding. Their report153 which was released in January l99l discussed the

following options: a staffing first model (or course/teacher based as in the SSR;Is+ and a

pupil based model as in the earliest funding to schools before the colonial salary scales of

1902155. The staffrng costs could be determined on either the actual or the average salaries

and the funding could be delivered to schools directly or indirectly. This presented a

number of choices: staffing first or pupil based, actual or average salaries, and indirect or

direct payment. The Ministry's report set out the issues but did not directly favour any

particular form. PPTA in both its earlier submissions to Picot and in the Funding Working

Party t so had argued that only a staffing first or teacher based model of actual salaries along

the lines of the SSR could effectively maintain the national system. This was what they

called a staffing profile model and it thus became the basis of the combined teacher union

campaigns.

Dr. Smith, early in 1991, informed PPTA that he intended to proceed with the final step in

school's self management - the devolution of the teachers' salary gant.ls7 This marked the

deepening of the combined education unions campaign against the devolution of teachers'

salaries to schools. They organised support among the Bmrds of Trustees against this

salary devolution on the grounds that it would create a compeitive environment in schools,

lead to an increase in class sizes, force those schools with limited community ability to meet

school fees to undermine equity by employing cheaper younger teachers. All this would

create a hostile indusfial environment at the local level.l58

The Budget of l99l announced that Education was to be a winnero that there was a new

Achievement Initiative in curriculum (see Chapter seven) and that the Government would

proceed with a trial of salaries'bulk fundingfor 1992 in a number of schools on a voluntary

basis.l5e The legitimation difficulties over this issue of bulk funding of teachers' salaries

were being solved through the use of a pilot trial. The teachers' unions campaign then

focused on two fronts, developing a membership support in strongly opposing the bulk

funding of teachers' salaries, and targaing any Boards who choseto volunteer for the trial.

153 tr4ioir1ry of Education, "Bulk funding of Teachers Salaries' Mucvtion C'azarc Supptenvnt January
15. r991.

154 chapter 6 of this thesis.
155 chapter 2. of this thesis.
156 'p"Or1 of the Funding Working Party', Tomorrow's' Schools lmplemenution Unit.
157 tr4ioir1er' of Education, letter to PPTA. Febnrary 1991.
l583,t1L furuling kit for branches PPTA
l59yio;r1"r of Education Investing h People - Our greatest Asset, Wellingfon: Government Print 1991,
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Who speaks for Education? Competing voices in the public x1snsl60

l99l became a year in which competing groups sought to represent the education voice.

The teacher unions were national organisations. PPTA was in evtry State seoondary school

in the countr!, and was situationally better able to influence parents, Boards of Trustees and

backbench politicians in even small rural oommunities on their particular perspective of
education. The PPTA ideology of the professional obligation was bound up in the

opportunities of interest representation and in the strategies for maintaining membership

protection.

Who else cares ahrut sec<lndary education? It's only the parents and the teachers. Other

panple doD't 'caren, not in the caring sense. Everyone went to secondary school and can tell

you what's wrong with it or uAat they remember about their secondary school. Employers

want things so they can tell you that. Community group$ want things, sn that's what they

soe' But its only the Parents of the children who are there mtw and their teacbers who really

care about wbat happens in the secondary schorolcl6l.

However the interest representation and the claimed professional status which produced

PPTA's power was dependent fust on the State and socond on the general public arena.

Their pow€r source - 'professionalism' - was therefore susceptible to political contestation

through undermining teachers' legitimacy in speaking for education.

Following the 1990 election, as I have said, PPTA became the object of a campaigl to
remove its claims to the education voice.

One possible contender for the education voice was the Government-e$ablished School

Trustees Association, STA. STA was formed from the previous lay-orpcratist networks

of the Secondary Schools Boards Association, Education Boards Association, School
Committees Federation. Claiming to be representative of the Boards of Trustees, and to
represent the parent voice in a partnership of education, STA was also trying to create a role
for itself in industrial negotiations as the employer party.l62 Howwer its representative

status was always somewhat in dispute as there wef,e no tangible benefits for membership,

only political ones.

An altemative contender for the education voice appeared in January 1991. On the l2th
January l99l (a traditionally dead period for news), the Business Roundtable (BRT; see

160 11i5 section draws on J. Jesson, 'The Marketisation of &tucation", Paper for NZARE conference
1991.

I 611r* Orum, Interview.
162 Ann Ballantyne, 'Power or Fartnership', op. cit. pp. 3843 & 93-96
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below), an economic-liberal think-tank, released to the media "a critical and thought-

provoking" review of education which they had commissioned This study was written by

Stuart Sexton of the *Education Unit" of the British Institute of Economic Affairsl63. It

followed very closely an earlier report that Sexton had produced in Britainl64. Trading on

the official sounding name of the Institute, this report - known as "The Sexton Reprort' -

was given oedibility in the New Zealand media.l65 There was to be a public challenge to

the intellectual hegemony of the teachers' unions as speaking for education.

Key aspects of the report which the BRT noted in the press release accompanying the report

were:

- . . . an unwarranted conplacency about New Zealand's educational performance.

"Parcnt$ may well delegate formal education to others more capable of teaching. This

delegation does not remove their ultimate resJnnsibility for the education of their children.

The thrust towards decentralisation which ran through the Picot repot has been

undermined with the rasult that a much larger central buneaucracy has been created.

{ The need for central curriculum aims} 'including the three Rs, . . . literacy and numeracy . .

two more Rs, rigbt and wrong, in other words, moral values and an understanding o/ the

history and culture of New Zealand including the nations and peoples fiom which New Zealand

basdevelo@.

'. . . critical of reluctance of some educationalists to suppo'rt messurement of attainment . . .

well-meaning but false concepts of "fairress, equity and lack of failure dominating the debate"

(BRT Press Release 12 Jaruary 1991.)

The BRT through the Sexton Report was attempting to re-establish the grounds of the

education debate as parental choice, basics in education and attainment standards.

Among the mncrete changes to the education reforms which the BRT, via Sexton,

advocated were:

Decision making to be placed firrnly in the hands of the Boards of Trustees.

School charters should be simryrle legal documents . . . [not the] lengfhy ptitical document

imposed by the Government . . . all zrrning should be eliminated.

a blockgrant system foreach pupil based on pupil numbers . . . this would include teachers'

salarie,s. The boards should be free to hire staff including the principal and negotiate their

terms of employment.

163 16r was one of the think tanks promoting Hayekian views as an intellectual source of Thatcherism
164 5. 5"*1on, Our Schook: a Rdical Poliq, (hndon: Institute fcn Economic Affairs, 1987)
165 5. Sexton, New Tzatand Schools: an evahntion oJ recmt rcfoms and future direoims. (Auck{and: NZ

Business Roundtable, l99l )
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The removal of compulsory registration .

registered with the 1P3. 166

schurls to be alklwed to aplnint f,ersons not

The last paragraph of the press rel€se was the significant one.

The Business Roundtable plans to give a higfr priority to suppffting efforts to improve New

Zealand's education perfomunce in the period ahead.(BRT hess Release 12 January 1991.)

The Sexton Report was greeted with scorn and derision from many educationalists. It was

considered to be superficial, not reflecting the reality of the New Zealand educational

situation andpoorly researched. It was dismissed as just propaganda.l6T However what

was missed was that the last paragraph of the press release was the significant one. The

BRT was setting its sights on education and the complaion of the economic-liberal agenda

for education.. Sexton was just the media vehicle. Behind the Picot Report lay the

separation of education policy from implementation, and of funding from provision. These

concerns were again brought to the fore front of education debate in the public arena- The

Sexton Report marked the renewal of the economic{iberalist stratery after the *stop for a
cup of tea'l68 enforced by the furore of the funding rows and the political fallout from the

disintegrating Labour Party. The process initiated by economic-liberals with the Pioot

Report had been slowed down by the contestation of Tomorrow's Schools.

The Business Roundtable
The Business Roundable BRT had been originally set up as a business lobby containing the

heads of a number of large business concerns. In 1986, Roger Kerr a senior member of
Treasury, and one of the authors of the 1984 Treasury briefing papers, Economic

Managementl6e ths blueprint of Rogernomics, became its executive director and &iving
force. Under Kerr, the BRT became a vigorous and effective organisation 170 promoting

Friedmanite economics, rational-choice philosophy and a Hayekian minimalist State"

Immediately after the November 1990 election, education was their target. More qpecifically

thetarge was the devolution of most of the staffing funding out to the individual schools,

166 3p1 Press Release, 12 January 1991.
167 5se a number of letters appearing in the press in particular the Dominion Sunday Times during January

and February l99l Also see J. Marshall, J. Peters M, and Smith, G. 'The Business Round table and
the Privatisation of Education: Individualism and the attack on the Maori." in Gordon L and Codd, J.
l99l op. cit. pp 8l-99.

168 13ags's suggestion in 1988 was that the Labour Government stop and assess ufrere it was going.
"Perhaps we should stop for a cup of tea' This brought reneu,ed calls from the business men supporting
economic{iberal directions for contiruationn nto hold on to the gains and stop the'back sliding'.

169 96o members of Economics II were Bryce Wilkinson, now of C.S. First Boston, Crraeme Scott,
Secretary of Treasury, and Rod Cameron, now of Fay Richwhite Marchant Bank

l70Jesson, B., Spoonley, P, &nl Ryan, A. The Revival of the Right,( Au,ckland: Hslasminn lgSS) p48
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including extending this to include the private schools. The goal was the complete

separation of funding and provision in education through the creation of 'education

enterprises' and the establishment of a flexible labour market for teachers. It was this which

was behind the production and launching of the Sexton Report.

The campaign against the teacher unions continues

On 17th March 1991 the Dominion Sunday Times printed a long article by "an American

education researcher" called Richard Raisive on the "sabotaging' of education. Raisives

argument repeated that advanced in the U.S.A. and was used effectively against education

by Ruth Richardson during 1987. "The Nation is at Risk" he too asserted. Children were

not learning the right skills, and as a consequence the USA had dropped b*tind in the

industrial race. An 'unholy alliance between the teachers' unions and the educational

bureaucrary' had grasped all the resources, both material and ideological, for their own

interests. The solution was vouchers. Provision could be separated from funding. The

State would provide a voucher to the users of education, who would purchase their needs

from various educational providers. Raisive was advancing this agenda for New Zealand as

if it were new.

Who was Richard Raisive? The media merely announced him as an American educationdis

writing a book about New Zealand educationlTr. Tlu'ough the media Raisive oontributed to

the view again being constructed of an education system failing through 'capture'. Once

again, as in 1984 and 1987, it was the fault of the teacher unions.

Also in March 1991, a number of educationalists were invited by Roger Kerr of the BRT to

join TheEducation Forum a group concemed about "the quality'of New Zealand education.

Those invited represented a particular range of those concerned about education. They can

be categorised as being concerned with maintaining the traditional meritocratic education of
a political grouping of the "old Right'. At that meeting a report was tabled from the BRT on

the importance of bulk funding of teachers satrariesl72.

This meeting was not made public. On 2 May, Roger Kerr sent a letter to the Minister of
Education Dr. L,ockwssd $rni1h.t7r Kerr's letter was accompanied by an analysis of the

options on funding teachers' salaries issued by the Ministry of Education. The response

171 pnquiries arourul Wellington proved inconclusive, the general consensus was he was a post-graduate
student.

172126s1from Roger Kerr to ttrkwood Smith 2-5-91
173 6 good lobbying form, copies were also sent to a number of other MPs including PM Bolger,

McKinnon, Birch, Richardson, East, Burdon, and Upton. ibid.
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favoured by the BRT was to give all control and resources to the Boards of Trustees. The

Kerr letter to Dr. Smith, included the comment:

"An outline of these conclusions was presente<l to participants in the Erlucation Forum at its
inaugural meeting on 22 March. There was unanimous support for the principle of bulk

funding, subject to suitable transitional arrangements tning rlevise4l74.

The people who had been invited to be part of the group found it difficutt to separate

themselves from their elected roles. For example Graye Shattky, President of the STA and

Br. Pat Lynch, President of the Seoondary Principals Association suggested that they were
invited to be part of the group as individuals rather than as the office holders of their
organisations.lTs This reflected either their own political naivetd or the elitis anti-
representative nature of their organisations. However whether they liked it or not, these
pople were becoming players in a political battle over education that was being played out
between the Government, the teachers' unions and the BRT.

Subsequently it has been revealedlT6 that the BRT report in support of bulk funding of
teachers' salaries had merely been tabled as information during the meeting rather than being
fully discussed. Kerr's assertion of 'unanimous support for the pninciple of bulk funding"
in his letter to the Minister of Education was unfounded-

Those, such as the unions, who were opposed to the 'enterprise' model of education which
the BRT supported were held to oppose excellence in education. It was a model which was

anti-democratic in its nature. Kerr spelt this out clearly talking to the Wetlington North
Rotary in OctoberlTT. In a talk entitled "Joining the Unreal World' he again related the
argument that education had been captured by the'unholy alliance of the bureaucracy and

the union', and then linked this to the clash between @nsumer and provider interests.

Education was in this view a commodity to be purchased not an entitlement of citizenship.
The customer, not the democratic citizen formed the basis of society, while the interests of
capital directly were what formed the national interest. To re-use the quote that Roger Kerr
used to support his argument, in rhetoric almost approaching that of 'class war' he

proclaimed:

Bulk funding was...resisted as a way to prevent the organised teachers movenent from losing

any of the considerable powers they wield over the schools that employ them. No business or

174 61,1.
175- Dominion Sundq' Times_luly 7rh l99l
I /o Pers. Comm. H. Tauroa
177 p got, Speech to Rotary Club of Wellingfon Norrh, 24- Oct. l99l
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other outside fundd crganisation woukl allow a tracle-union to dicute how they should be nrn'

Schools are no different. t78

The education unions, who at this stage seemed almost alone in their public concern for the

preservation of a national education system. were now being constituted 'the enemy' in the

public arena. Their professional concern for education had been declarod "provider

intetrests". The message being promoted by the political right was that PPTA and NZEI

were no longer to be accepted as a 'professional organisation', they were unions, with all

the pejorative associations of the term. So from the logic of both capital and of the capitalist

firm, they could be now declared of limited power and consequence.

A CLOSING DISCUSSION

The PPTA campalgr against the education changes of the Picot Report and Tomorrow's

Schools moved from originally being that of opposition to tentative support and then became

a matter of political and technical opportunism. Opportunities were sought to insert their

educational view of the need for equity into the implementation process and to either resist

or attempt to change the threats to teachers' conditions. Alliances with other unions and

with various parents' groups provided some political means of either obstnrcting the process

in order to hold the ground for a better political time or for seeking new opportunities. A

particular example was that over funding. The strategy became successful through the

creation of alliances and the use of the public arena. It depended on PPTA being seen as a

professional body concerned about educational mandate questions - Making Tomorrow's

Schools Work. Being'professional' gave PPTA public legitimary to speak on educational

matters but this also restricted its range of tactics.

Previous chapters have drawn out the dual relationship in PPTA in the 'old structures'

which gave it power, both as professional association and in the union role. Together these

consisted of PPTA's professional project. The power of that project was derived fuom the

following slsn€xr1s' I 7e

'the position in the bureaucracy which conferred a particular slatus on the PPTA's

openation

' the collective consciousness of the members of the goup which provided the motivational

resources

. theattempt to mntrol key areas of thek work - to maintain their monopoly of competence -

in effect to resist the logic of prolearianisation.

178 NBR editorial (Oct l99l) cited by Roger Kerr. ibid.
179 S€e Offe, Dsorguisd Capimlinn,1985,222ff
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PPIA acted to maintain this professional project through a set of circumstances which could

have pulled both the organisation and the professional project apart. inde€d were designed

to. The various tactics and strategies which provided that resistance for PPTA were

however not part of an explicit conscious strategic plan. Rather the tactics were derived

more from the sd of assumptions which then provided a number of different implicit

ideological and tactical responses as part of that professional project. The multilevel

campaigns over 1987-1991 reflected the leadership's assessment of the competing issues

within what was a changing political context, yet all the while having to be aware of their

membership's possible responses. This involved assessing the members' strength - the

organisation's motivational resources - as well as the organisation's material resources - its

own bureaucracy. There was also an underlying drive to find tactics which enabled the

organisation to survive in order to continue to deliver future membership benefits in both the

tangible and intangible form. It is this which contributed to an opportunis response. PPTA

saw itself professionally as well as a union as having to resist the bulk funding of teachers'

salaries to schools and to oppose performance pay to teachers through having a social

obligation to defend their vision of education. Action was a matter of continuing to be bth
union and profession with both of these creating their own monological and dialogical

imperatives and tensions.

The interests of those seeking to change the sffuctures of education (SSC, Treasury and the

BRT), were better served by decreasing PPTA's professional claim and emphasising

PPTA's union role. This resulted in an attempt to move the context of the issues from

educational ones to industrial ones. PPTA was to be allowed a limited role as union in an

employment relationship. As will be seen in Part three following, this reconstruction of
PPTA was being implemented parallel to the Tomorrow's Schools project in the payfixing

arena through the vehicle of the State Sedor Act and the restructuring of the State's labour

market policy. The State Sector Act created PPTA as a union organisation under the

covenge of the labour Relations Act. The industrial struggle over the implementation of

that process however srabled most of PPTA's teaching conditions to be codified into a

legally enforceable award. The Education Act 1989 had vested the management of teachers'

conditions in the Boards of Trustees but the negotiation of the salaries were under the

control of the SSC. The funding row had maintained the funding of teachers' salaries at the

centre until the conclusion of a bulk funding trial which the Minister declared would occur in

1992. Stnrcturally PPTA was still involved at the centre. This parallel industrial story is

dweloped in Part Three following.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART THREE

Part three is concerned both with the State's changing industrial relafions and incomes

policy and with PPTA as the objea of those changes. These policy changes involved

employment relationships beween capital and labour in the private sector and in relation to

the State's own employees.

Incomes policy is a corner stone of the Welfare State. The "historic compromise' which

underpinned Nerv Zealand's *wage earn€trs'Welfare State", directly inserted the State into

the relationship between employed and employer. Citizenship rights to income were

mediated by the Statethrough the mechanisms of the Arbitration C-ourt and the unions. A
key object of the eoonomic-libe,ral project was to remove the State from the capitalJabour

relationship in the name of freedom. The aim was to deregulate the labour market and to

allow labour to exchange as a commodity in the markd in the same way as any other

commodity. labour was to be made into a free market. In the process this was also

establishing the necessary conditions for the dwelopment of a residual form of State,

removing the State from any intenrention in the natural functioning of a market e@nomy.

If we use Offe's systems model of theWelfare State discussed in Chapter One, it is possible

to see that through this process the States' incomes policy was being shifted from being

sited within the administrative political, and normative structures of the State to a position

more firmly fxed within the economic sphere (Fig. Pt 3.1). It was in effect being re
commodified and made subject to therules of an economic market.

Fig. Pt 3.f. Changing position of incomes policy within the systems of the

State.
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Undoing the historic compromise
As I have described in Chaptertwo, union activity in New Zealand began in the 1850s and

was incorporated into the State with the passage of the ICA Act in 1894. This established

the State's concern with citizens' income setting up a Court process whereby the conciliation

and arbitration of diqputes was to take the place of direct action.

The'historic compromise' of labour in 1935 strengthened the principles of this relationship

bgween the State and labour through the addition of compulsory unionism and a series of
social and economic provisions, including education, health, economic regulation and

protectionism. The *wage earners' Welfare State" established the means to achieve the

immediate aims of the working class, jobs and income, as well as access to secondary

education as a citizenship right. The "wage earners'Welfare State" provided a voice for
organised labour within national affairs through the unions' affiliation with the l-abour
Party.

The central feature of this Welfare State was the legal provision of national awards setting

out minimum wages and onditions for the members of particular occupational unions.

Compulsory unionism and the Arbitration Court Award struchrre thus removed labour-
power as a @mmodity from the direct clash of a market relationship. Citizenship,
unionism and income were thus structured through the State. The State was responsible for
the negotiation of awards and the resolution of disputes through in a complex system of
relativities, arbitnation and conciliation. The l:bour Department was responsible for the
enforcement of the Courts' various out@mes. From an economicliberal view - the
perspeclive of capital - the oommodity form, labour pow6, was e@nomically deformed.

While from the perspective of the strronger unions, arbitration and conciliation restricted their

ability to use industrial muscle to gain their 'Just rewards".

The economic-liberal Rogernomics project begun in 1984 had three targets: the economy,

the State structues and the labour market. We have seen the influence of the first two aims
in the frst two parts of this thesis. The first was in the freeing up of the finance markds:
the deregulation of the finance industry and the removal of all economic regulation or
subsidy. The second is in the orporatisation and privatisation of State trading departm€nts

and the reorganisation of the remaining State structures into a reflection of the model of a

capitalist firm. The project also required the mmplete de-regulation or freeing up of the
labour market which was accompanied by breakin g apart of any power of the unions, and

the removal of arbitntion. This process began under tabour in 1985 and was almost

totally compleed six years later by the National Government in l99l with the Employmant
Contracts Act, the ECA.
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The labour market changes begun in 1985 were prior to the changes in education. The

tabour Government sought to both rationalise and modernise unionism and the occuption-

based Awards structure on which it was based and as well to reduce the direct role of the

State in wage bargaining. The passage of the labour Relations Act providod for the

removal of compulsory arbitration and establishment of structures for large industry-based

union organisations and as well for collective bargaining at both an industry or enterprise

level. However unionism was still structured within the State through allowing unions

re@urse to l,abour Court through grievances procedures. In that process PPTA as a State

union was somewhat of a sympathetic spect"ator. PPTA can be seen as part of the broader

union movement, as a member of the Combined State Unions, subsequently however with

the amalgamation of State and private unions in 1987 PfrIA became part of a C.ouncil of
Trade Unions.

The State labour market although having a different history from that of the private sector,

howsyer was made subject to this economic-liberal aganda through the State Senrices

Commission and the attempt to replace the bureaucratic pay fxing structures with a more

performance based flexible system. This also began soon after Labour came to pows.

This agenda was put in place through Cabine strength despite the combined opposition of

both the State unions and the Labour qtucus. The aim was to reorganise the State into a

more effective and accountable manageralist form and to remove the impediments to flexible

pay systems which had been structured in under the old bureaucratic system. Under the

"old structures'governed by the State Seruices Conditions of Employment Act, State pay

was sef through Government determination but which also provided an elernent of fairness

through an adaptation of the Arbitration system. The d€tailed py scales and appeal

systems provided seryice stability and reduced both political interference and ompetition

within the public seclor. The conditions of work of the State's employees however were

tied to the interpretations of the nrle govemed bureaucratic structures.

PPTA's story I which is a subset of the above explanation is traced through until early 1993

when the thesis ends. Part three is therefore largely an 'outside education perspective' but

one which focuses on PPTA as an industrial organisation in the education sector. PIrtA

was subject to the emnomic liberal agenda from two directions, the educational and the

industrial. Figrne 2.1 in the tntroduction to Part two provides a timeline of these parallel

I Much of the verbatim material provicted in Part three is from the PPTA officials and memberc of the
negotiating tearns; in particular Kevin Bunker, General Secretary, Gay Simpkin who was for much of this
pnod Deprty General Secretary (Industrial), Ken Wilson, Advisory officer, HO and lrm Orum, a mernber
of the executive and in the negotiating team in 1992. Their stories were supJxrted by documents in the
PPTA ftles, the negotiating minutes and notes for various membership and field officer briefings, as well
aspaperswrittenby Walsh, (1989, 1990, l99l), op. cit., and two parallel research projects focusing on
NZEI, Terry . J. O'Brien, (1990) op. cit and Vicki Carpenter (1992).
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developments. Much of the content of the disputes discussed in Part three relate to the

continuing attempts by the State through the State Services Commission to cut back

teachers' national entitlements and to remove from teachers any claims of special character.

These attempts sought to tum teachers from professionals to individual labour resources

subject to managerial control at the local level.

PPTA's own organisational role during the period under discussion starts in Chapter 9 as a

State sewice organisation concerned both with the remuneration and the conditions of work

of its members. It operated relatively successfully under the State Services Conditions of
Employment. The State Sector Act which was finally passed in 1988 after the 1987

election gave such ssvice organisations official recognition as unions under the labour

Relations Act. Through this process PPTA like the other State unions was moved legally

from a senrice organisation in the State to becoming a proper union. Subsequently the

bureaucratic procedures under which teachers worked were codified into a legally binding

industrial Award of the Labour Court. As a union PPIA was thus made part of the public

sphere. PFIA was being 'mainstreamed" from the special relationship of professional

association in the State to a more restricled status as union.

Following the State Sector Act in 1988, PPTA's industrial disputes were also about

maintaining the claim to an educational voice and so to their professional project. The

interrelationship between the industrial and the political and between being professional and

worker was thus intentionally blurred. The strategic decisions taken to fight this were

depardent on both the leadership and the membership's interpretations of the effectiveness

of those tactics at any one time. Some of these strategies have already been described in

Chapter 8 in relation to the challenges to the professional project raised by Tomorrow's

Schools. This it has to be remembered also started occurring at the same time. PPTA was

thus engaged in a simultanous battle in defence of its professional project and in defence of
teachers' conditions of employment .

The second part of the story which follows in Chapter l0 focuses first on a victory for the

economic-liberal forces in the Employment Contracts Act which removed State recognition

from all unions as legal entities. Capital and labour was thus being made free of most State

restrictions to engage in a market exchange relationship. There only remained a minimal

level of protection for labour available through legislation. By this process PPTA was

legally moved from being a union to a role as a "bargaining agent' in employment

negotiation on behalf of its various individual teacher members.

The PPTA action in the payfixing arena which is of particular focus in Chapter l0 is that

which occurred in 1992. The major focus of that dispute was the Government's attempt to
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break apart PFrfA and to bring about the conditions necessary for instituting a full

managerialiS regime in schools - to bring about the bulk funding of teachers' salaries.

PPTA's action was also suppofted by other political strategies in the public arena as well as

via various networks surrounding both Government and the State structures. It relied on

the support which both PPTA and NZEI had built in the community against the bulk-

funding of teachers' salaries which the Government had decided was to occur in 1992.

The particular strategic op'poftunities used by PPTA to achiwe the 1992 settlement in March

1993 enabled it to hold the ground so to speak, but they also marked the beginning of the

way back for PPTA to some voice in education policy decisions, including funding and the

staffing in schools and curriculum concerns. This came with the establishment of the

Schools Consultative Group which was to be an advisory body to the Minister, somewhat

in the way Picot envisaged for the proposed Policy Council. The particular context of that

dispute was thus also somewhat of a test of the State Senyices Commission's striatery of
managerialism as it applied to education.

Of leadership, oligarchy or democracy .

The effectiveness or othenvise of union strategy increases the importance of what can be

seen as the'subjective interpretations of leadership', i.e the strategic decisions are made by

a small number of people. The tactics of a union are thus very dependent on what the

union "feels", through its leadership is occuning in the various sites in which it has been

attributd status. This unfairly raises the leadership questions to a privileged position. The

choice is often a balancing of a threat of mernbership action with the dangers that holds of
stepping outside the capitalist qystem and of internal division with a decision to "find a way

through'. It is this decision to find a way through which produces any unions' oligarchic

nature. The members'pay and conditions are the central rationale for union existence, and

so the employer-employee relationship is thus the key focus. However the srategies and

tactics chosen by the leaderstrip at any particular time can only occw within a range

allowable within the opportunities and resources available. These include not only the

institutional and memberstrip onsiderations but also the particular political conditions

pertaining at the time. The structural, political and economic conditions thereby set the

limits as to what is possible and/or achierrable at particular times.

Throughout this process it is the democracy of the organisation which provides the

motivational resources. The memberstrip must be involved and prepared to support the call

to action. The danger however is that not that the leadership will collaborate and find a

opportunist solution. The danger is firstly that it invokes a call to action which exposes the

organisation to the danger of internally qplitting apart, that it will call the "strike to which

nobody came". Secondly there is a danga that the threat of action becomes an all out
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battle. It wouldprecipitatethefull forceof the State on the union itself and the removal of

any attribution of status and membership protection. PPTA's strategies between 198G89

were a continual mixture of such opportunism and brinkmanship.

The peculiarity of State unions.

State unions can be seen to have a structural advantage over private sector unions in that the

senvices of the State are also part of the legitimating provisions of the population in the

normative sphere. The members' work is thus part of the services that the State provides to

its citizens. This gives the role of State agent an importance which may be enhanced

through increasing any natural monopoly that exists for the occupational group. In the case

under consideration teachers are simultaneously in a commonweal relationship as well as an

employment relationship. It is this structural position which provides the teacher unions

with the dialogical possibility which may be gained from any monological action. It is to

this relationship that action in the public sphere draws on.

The negative corollary to this however is the State is funded from the economic sphere

through revenue as taxation. This produces a fiscal relationship. hessure to reduce State

costs and/or reduce taxation is thus experienced by State workers as a downward pressure

on their conditions of work and/or rates of pay. This pressure comes not only from the

business seclor but also from other workers whose own takehome pay is reduced to

provide the revenue for the State. Sometimes this downward pressure is allied with

increased external demands to maintain the dialogical gains or State legitimation provisions

through increases in efficiency and 'productivity'. This pushes the State organisation back

towards a monological position. After all theobject of the union is to further the economic

interests of its own members who seek these benefits through collectivity.

And thirdly the State in relation to State unions is simultaneously employer and legislator.

As well as the power of employer it also has the ability to pass laws when it fails to achierre

its goal by negotiation. PPIA experienced this directly during 1989. Principals were

legislated out of the PPTA award by an amendment to the State Sector Act. This State

threat is a constant one which the State unions can only avoid through strategic decision

making and tactical actions which rely on support in the public arena. ( See Fig.3.2)
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Fig. Pt 3.2 The unstable relations of State pay fixing
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CHAPTER NINE.
THE REAL CHANGES: FROM PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION TO
UNION.

Parallel and some what prior with the changes occurring in education which have been

discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, PPTA as body of 'organised teachers' was being

'mainstreamed'through the State's industrial arena. The events documented below show
an ronomic-liberal logic restricting the State's role in the labour markgs for both private

and state workers. At the same time that logic sought to remove any special claim that a
group could colleaively claim through a monopoly of competence. The relationship

between capital and labour was being constructed into a more pure mechanism of markel

exchange. ln this process the New Z,aLand Welfare State was being transformed from a

wagsearners Welfare State towards some form of minimali$ residual form with the Sate
system turned toward a managerialist form. PPTA through this was being shed of its
special character as both a professional teachers'association and as a State sector service
organisation and being re @nstructed by the State into a union like any other private sector

union.

PART Oh[E: THE REGULATED LABOIJR MARKET AND I.JNIONISM.
The economic liberal project sought the complete deregulation of the labour market breaking
thepower of the unions. Union organisation and power had been stnrcfired into the State

through the occupational based awards delivered through the Arbitration Court. Fairness
was related to a complex set of burqucratic bench marks. Wage-fixing was a frrnction of
the State rather than a 'free' labour market function. This underlined a basic contradiction
of the Welfare State in the problematising the commodity form - labour power - within a

State structure.

The logic of the compeitive environment for firms requires a competitively structured labour

market to ensure'real' competition in that the main ost of producing increases with the

value of labour. This was taken to necessitate the removal of atl'rigidities' caused by State

intenrentions in the labour market. The 1984 Treasury briefing papers, Eoonomic

Management sought the cause of unemployment and inflation in the rigidities of the laborn
market.

Increased job oppornrnities would follow from policies vAich...{prornoted} flexibility and

adjustment in the labour market...l

I The Trearury , Economic Managmrmt , (Wellington I 984), p I I 8
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...Wage adjustments, however, to the extent that they go beyond what employers would have

freely negotiatal, jeopardise international competitiveness, the balance of payments ad

employment growth: on the other hand, to the extent that they are frrlly reflected in process,

wage ircreases imply renewed inflation2.

The Treasury argued that because wages were the price of labour, it was a matter of
economic necessity that the State be taken out of the labour market: for New Zaland, to
become flexible, the labour markd had to be deregulated3. This formed a centnal argument

in EconomicManagement and was theposition of Treasury, the State Senrices Commission

and then the Business Roundtable in the debate that followed. In fact it was argued during

1988 that the reform process had occurred the wrong way round. Labour as a market

should have been deregulated before finance. The fact that it wasn't was held to be a ciluse

of much of thechaosof financial reform.4

Registration through the Atitration Court attributed representative status to a union and

with it rights of represantation and compulsory membenhip ov€r the workers covered in

that occupation. The process was designed to stop the recourse to direct action5 and was

based on maintaining the 'fictive' equality of capitalism befween workers and employers

$dth the State as both an arbits and a guardian. The Arbitration C-ourt Tribunal was

representative of all three parties. C-ollective bargaining occuned as a "s@ond tier' on top

of this system for those unions with particular strength due to their position in the emnomic

structure. Having firs gained the increases through the Court detsmination - the award-

they could seek to do beter through a threat of direct action. The Arbihation system itself

howerrer was only oncerned with wages and allowances. Other conditions of employment

wef,e not part of this system. They were matters for either individual firms, or for political

regulation.

2mia. p.zss
3lt io. p.z+o
4 Th"st arguments can be found in a number of sources arguing for full labour market de-regulation over
1988-89. Two influential views can be found in Simon Walker eA., Rogernomics, Reshaping New
Taland's Fronany, (Wellington:NzCls-Govt Books, 1989). They are Simon Upton" ("The Opposition
Assessment"pp3049) and Perelope Brook ("Reform of the l-abour Market' pp 183-208).
Upton was one of the economic- liberal theorists of the National Party ad subsequently Minister of Science
and Minister of Health. He argued that the regulated labour market was the souroe of rigldity in economic
markets.
Brook was the Executive Assistant of the BRT at the time and p,rovided mrrch of the labour market theo'ry fur
their project. Her analysis was that although fansfrrming the award system would have suited the
economic logic, that would have been politically damaging to attempt too early on.
) Much of this section draws on Pat. Walsh, "A frmily fight? laborn relations under the Fourth Laborn
Governrent'in Brian Easton, d., The Making of Rogernomics, (AucHand:Aucklsnd University Press,
1989) ppl49-l7l
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The inflation over the 1970s fed into the wage claims before the Court building in an

expectation of future inflation. This became seen as the "wage-price spiral'. ln 1979 the
FOLapplied to the Arbitration Court for the establishment of a reasonable minimum wage.

In response the Government removed the Court's powers and implemented dtect State

payfixing for the whole country through general wage orders6. The unions' response was

the declaration of a one day General Strike and a call for the removal of the State interference

in wage bargaining and for a return to the rights of collective bargaining benween employos

and unionsT. There was a great deal of political concern over this wage-freeze while prices

and interest rates and inflation were still rising so in 1982 Muldmn imposed a rigid "wage

and price freeze" across the whole of the economy.

State employment
Employment in the State sector was a problem in its own right. Public servants' pay

including that of teachers was set by political determination through a complex set of rules

and procedures, as part of the centralised bureaucracy. Public sert/ants were considered to
bepolitically impartial. Although often less-well paid in relation to the private sector they

had, in return for impartial "good and faithful service", gained pensionq an incremental

career ladder, transfer rights and a highly structured occupational class system of pay fixing
and administration of conditions of service, i.e. their labour process. The conditions of the

bureaucracy were the labour process of the State. Much of the costs of the State were in the

labour cost of the bureaucraw.

The State was in effect a nation-wide internal labour market with its own rules and

benchmarks set up to insulate the career structure from political pressrues, as well to

maintain some fair relativity to that of the privaie sector. State payfixing was *perennially

oontroversial'8. The system had been oontinuously rwiewed since 1948 and oonstituted a
*contract periodically renewed between the State and its employees'e. With each revision

new rules or procedures were established to s€t up the fair and equitable procedures of the

"fictive" equal bargaining relationstrips bdween the State and its employees in the

contradictory situation of an employer who was at the sametimethe law maker.

6 Pat Walsh, "Crisis and confrontati on' Industrial Relarions Raiew,f , 5, Jan-Feb (1980) ppl6-24
7 taro.pzz
8 P"t W"lrh, *The State Secror Act 1988' in Boston et al. op. cit.( l99l) p.54
9 tbio pp.Ss-so
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The major mechanism by which State sector workers received pay inoeasesro was the

Annual General Adjustment, AGA. The wage rates were adjusted annually to stay roughly

in line with comparable rates in the private sector, to take into account the cost of living and

also to maintain the vertical benchmarks of the particular service or occupational class. As

inflation increased so too did the cost of the State wage bill and the cost of the State.

The other mechanism for a pay increase was an occupational-class claim to address

particular reiention and recruitment difficulties as defined in the legislation. The legislation

applying through the 1980s was the State Sen'ices Conditions of Employment Ac'. 1977.

As some sort of counter to the Government's power as employer to impose a determination

which was enforceable its own law when deadlocked, the statute on State payfixing also

gave the occupational service grcups appeal rights to various Public Senrice tribunals for
diqputes resolution and to seek binding arbitration.

Dialogical possibilities.
The State pay fixing structure allowed particular social demands to be addressed as a group

action across the State. This proved to be of increasing importance for achierying gains for
identified disadvantaged groups. C-ompared with the more limited and fragmented political

power of the individual private sector unions. such things as equal pay, maternity leavg
child-care leavg job-sharing, p€rrnanent part-time status, tangrhanga leave were able to be

addressed as political campaigns through the combined organising abilrty of all of the State

sector organisations. These gains would be for the benefit of the State workers and also to

act as an example of good employment practice for the private secttr. Broader issues, such

as equal pay, which had financial implication fon private sector employers, could then be

pursued in the private sector through a wider political campaign resulting in legislative

changes. This of course gave added support to the argument that Statepayfixing was

undermining the private sector eqpecially in those areas which recognised differing access to

equal employment opportunity ".

The successful campaigns through either a combined State pay claim or legislation (usually

associated with the labour Pafiy) enabled the State unions to work towards these more

dialogical ends, rather than confine their aclivity to the narrowly monological. In effect the

State unions' monological action promoted broader political or dialogical ends.

l0 Hon. Stan Rodger, Minister of State Services, Pay Fixing in the State Sector (Wellington: 1986) (also
calldThe BuffRepon / p. 15.
I lOpporitioo to this recognition of employment difference for women is found in Penelope Brook,
Employment Equiry,Issues of Comperirion and Regulation (Wellington: NZBRT, 1988)
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One important difference between State and private sector workers relates to the circuit of

capital. State workers produce use-values which are deiermined politically rather than

producing use-values for exchange and the creation of strplus value delermined in a market.

Private sector workers are paid wages which decreases any surplus value while State

workers are paid out of the State's revenue: taxation. Increases in productivity in the

private sector may come from technical developments which increase the rate of surplus

value or increase the valorisation process so increasing the rate of exploitation. Wage

increases in the private sector therefore can be related to productivity increases or profit.

Increases in productivity in the State sector in contrast can only come through increasing the

tax revenue to deliver some increased technical developments, increasing the amount of
work done by State labour or through cutting back on the work done by the State. Ye the

State operates according to a logic of fairness and impartial rules. Wage increases in the

State were generally acmmpanied by a political campaign, through the means described

above to provide a sense of fairness in relationship to the private sector, or a move to

separatearbiration. The commodity form of State labour power is thus problematised by

the State's structure and function. This had consequences for any plan to make the State

sector labour market like the private sector, because although profit may be a dynamic in the

private sector, making money the dynamic of the State, potentially removes the rules which

provide the State with the impartiality necessary for a legitimation role It potentially opens

the Stateto political mrruption.

THE LOGIC OF CAPITAL IS TO PI.JRSUE TIIE COMMODITY FORM
The economic {iberal project required two things to achierre labour markd de-regulation:

' the abolition of the award system and the implementation of a deregulated labour

markd

' the conversion of the State sector Iabour market to the same basis as the private

sector - the removal of any special quality for State workers.

To quote Pat Walsh, who has studied this area in depth, "although both the private and State

sectors ended at the same destination, the State sector travelled much further to get there".l2

The transformation from a State regulated system to a 'free' labour market occurred in two

stages:

1. The first was the drive towards industrial and enterprise bargaining under the Labour

Relations Act (LRA) that finally occurred in 1987. The award system was undermined at

this stage with the implementation of collective bargaining while the small trade and craft

based unions were forced to amalgamate towards indusfiry wide groupings. The State

12 w"lrh, ,'A Family Fight?" in Making of Rogernomics, op. cit.(I989) p. l5l
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unions were brought into this sector system in 1988 by dissolving the SSCE and

establishing the State Sector Act .

2. Behind thepolitical manoeuwing which produced this objectivg lies the shadow of the

second stage. The logic of capital was to turn all into commodities, which was almost

finally achieved for labour in the Employment Contracts Act of 1991. What was being

pursued was an exchange system where the State's role in the labour markg would be non-

existent. I-abour power would be available freely as a @mmodity for contractual exchange.

At the same time this would reduce the fiscal costs of the State. This second stage is the

subjectofChapter 10.

The Forces At Work.
A number of different agencies sited in and around the State were involved in the stnrggles

over these outcomes. The positions can be seen as a struggle over collectivist versus

individualist models. While they can be discussed generally, the particular and changing

importance of these forces is illuminated below through the detail of PPTA's own struggles

between 1984 and 1990. This completed the fnst stage. In this PPTA's responses to the

changing situation can be s€en as seeking various means to protect the membership and their
professional project, a collectivist model within a rapidly changing indusrial and political
situation

The unions
The private sector unions who formed the Federation of I-abour (FOL) had grown up and

developed through theaward system. Wage fixing and unions had come to d€p€nd on the

complex set of relativities establistring and maintaining differences between groups. Pay

increases were achieved through particular trendsetting documqrts. These set an annual

pattern forthe wage claim and created a flow on effect for the rest of the wage gructure in
theprivateand state s@tors. Award management was enforced by the labour Department

while compulsory unionism guaranteed the unions @verage, membership and resources.

Most of the unions were resistant to any changes to the system they had managed to make

work for some degree of benefit. The Arbitration system was their mison d'dre. A few
more far-sighted unionists such as Rob. Campbell and Alf. Ki*I3 had seen the inevitability

of change and argued within the FOL for the dwelopment of a formal corporatist model of
wage fixing along West German lines. Their model would require the establistrment of
large indusrial unions, the dwelopment of skills-based model of award incentives, local

collective bargaining, and the abolition of compulsory arbitration.

13 noU. Campbell, and Atf. Kirk, Afrer the Freezc (Wellington: Port Nicholson Press, 1983)
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The state sector unions in the Combined State Unions (CSU) were generally larger

groupings which related to particular industries or sectors within the State. Their @verage,

unlike that of the private sector was voluntary, but included most employees in the sector

including senior staff and State managers. The majority of white collar workers were

found in these State organisations, particularly in the various sections of the PSA. The

level of direct memberstrip involvement reflected the cenralised and complex nature of pay

fixing under the State Senvices Conditions of Employment Act which occurred "down {or
up) thoe in Wellingon'. The PSA membership generally left such matt€rs to the

leadership. However the unions in the CSU including PPTA were generally reasonably

happy with this Act which usually could be worked to their favour through compulsory

arbitration, or a political campaign.

The State Officials
a) The labour De,partment Officials

The Officials in the Labour Department were to become vay influential in the labour

relations reform. The labour Department had a policy advice role in relation to

employment matters. It, particularly the industrial relations section, had been concerned

with administering the Arbitration Court since its incepion. As a Department the ofEcials

were strongly committed to both the Arbitration Court's underlying ollectiviS principles

and its oontinued ope,ration in incomes policy. Its poliry advice role rcflected this position.

Howwer, they were concerned to modernise the process and to achieve some othsr form of
collective bargaining based system rather than one based on the Arbitration award based

structurel4.

b) The Treasury Officials

Opposed to this position was Treasury who argued as in Economic Manaeement for

wholesale deregulation of the labour market, the abolition of the award system and its

replacement by contract law. Wages were as th€y saw it the price of labour and as such

should be individuallv flexible.

c) The State Senrices Commission Officials

The State Senrices Commission officials, like those in the labour Department had a policy

advice role in relation to the State labour marke but in contrast to the Labour Depattment

they also had an employers' advocate role on behalf of the State. With the change in the

State Senrices Commission leadership, it was this advocate role which was to dominatels.

lawalsh,'A Family Figbt'op. cit. pl55
15 tn t986 Dr. Mervyn hobine was replaced as Chairman of the State Service.s Commission by Dr. Rod
Deane who had been Deputy Director of the Resenre Bank and an economic monetrist.
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The SSC was also simultanmusly involved in the restructuring of the State Owned

Enterprises and argued a managerialist enterprise perspective for the whole Statg mirroring

that which it held existed in the private sector. The role of a CEO was to be responsible for

all resources, including that of labour. Yet the employer negotiating role as the State

advocate for the mre State sector departments was to continue to be held by the SSC for
rslsons of 'fiscal control'. The devolution of responsibility to these CEOs was therefore to
be a more limited agenry role.

The Business Forces

a) The Business Roundtable

In common with Treasury, the Business Roundtable (the economic think-tank and business

organisation, which I have described in Chapter 8) argued the economic-liberal case

advocating labour relations as a contracl{aw based relationship. The BRT campaign

publicly stressed the necessity of "modernising" the employment relationships and gcting
rid of the occupationally dominated bargaining structures. In their view, unrealistic,

relativity-driven wage settlem€nts were undermining business compditiveness and creating

unemploymentt6. Their underlying framework was opposition to any interference by the

State in the employment relationshiprT. In their view the employment relationship was

merely oneof contract and common law. In order to restore digmty and individual rights,

employment needed to be removed from the regulatory State and the cunent adversarial

system. Labour strould be freeto engage with capital.

Penny Brook, a policy analyst working for the BRT at the time, basing much of her

argument on Buchanan and Olsonl E, 
became their intellectual spokesperson:

If individuals tre to pursue the ends that sre valuable to them, and cooperate with one another

in the pursuit of mutual benefit, they must be free...The case for refonn in New Zeeland's

labour market af,rangements..Jests on a recognition tbat humcn digmty snd furrmen happinass

depend on the championing of freedom and individual responsibilityl9

'u N"* 7:alafrBusiness Roundtable, Review oJ the Opemtion of the labour Relations Aa in the 19fB/E9
Wage Rourtd. (Wellington:NzBRT, 1989)
tt 

So, Penekrpe Brmk,Emptoyment Equiry,op cit. (1988)
Penelope Bro<rk, 'Reform of the labour Market " in Walker, S, op cit.(1989), ppl83-207

fgnelope Bnxrk, Freedom at Wo*, (Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1990)
l8 

J. M.B,r.b anan, The Limits of Libery: benpeen Anarchy and lzviathon, (Chicago:University of Chicago
hess, 1975), J.M.,Buchanan, Libery^, Market and Snte: Political Economy in the 1980s, (Brighton
Wheatsheaf Books, 1986) and M. Olson The lngic of Colleaive Aaion, (Cambridge, Mass. Haryard U.P.
1965) cited in Brook, ibid.
| 9 Brook Frcedom at Wo* op.cit p. 165
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b) The Emplovers' Federation

TheEmployers'Federation2o, who originally had supported a *corporatist" model of wage-

fixing, also promoted the American concept of one workplace/ one agreement /one uniont'.

However under the influence of the BRT it moved to a more radical position advocating

both individual contracts and enterprise agreements which would allow each employer to

d€terminetheir own bargaining arrangements. It was a position which was not necessarily

in line with its small business members' interests where there were strong unions to del
with. This change in the Employers'Federation position seemed to follow a change in the

leadership of the Federation22 fror Jim Rowe to Steve Marshall23 who was publicly

promoted as a member of the BRT24. While Rowe had represented the Employer's

Fede,ration through the earlier Muldoon period of restricted price/income policies and Sate

ad-hoc 'oorporatism', Marshall espoused the much more economic -liberal view point which

becamepolitically more important over 1990.

c) Federated Farmers.

The Federated Farmers Executive who were made up from various regional farmer groups

also supported the conc€pt of full labour market de-regulation. Farm workers were one

goup who had already made exempt from ompulsory unionism, dating back to 1935.

Farmers had consistently and successfully opposed any schemes seeking to extend

compulsory unionism to their workers. Farmers as a group are strongly individualist and

have been generally anti-union.

Partly however this public espousal of labour market de- regulation was due to the close and

effective political network that was being established within the BRT after 1986 bewe€n

Jennings, the Fed€rated Farmers' hesident, Marshall of the Employers' Federation and

Roger Kerr, the Executive Director of the BRT. This current later built the constituency for

the Employment Contracts Acr which the next National Government brought in following

Iabour's defeat in 1990.

20 The Employers'Federation was formed in 1902 to co-ordinate the policias and activities of district
Employers' Associations especially in regard to representations to Parliament and to the Arbitration Court.
See R.Rudman. "Employer Organisations, their Development and Role in tndustrial relationsn in J. M.
Howells, NS Woods, and F.Young, d. Labour and Industrial Relaions in New Tzaland, ( Auckland:
Pitrnan, 1974 ) pp 53-77

" Employers Federation, Submission to the l.abour Select Committee on the Labour Relations Bill,
(Wellington NZEF, I 986)
--Peter Boxall, "Management Shategy and the Employrent Contract Act 1991" in Raymod Harbridge, ed.
Fsnploymmt Contmct NewTzaland Eryeriences (Wellington:Victoria University Press, 1993) pp 148-165
23 ftio.pts6.
24 Urtuh"tl't speeches were reprinted and distributed through the publications of the BRT.
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The focus of these forces: #1. The Labour Relations Act.

The battle over the tabour Relations Act LRA was the focus of these forces. Lobbying by

the unions had started in 19862s. The LRA became the site of a political baftld0 which

involved the Cabinet, the I-abour Caucus and the bureaucracy. Treasury and the Finance

Ministers of the sixth floor27 were on one side, while the I:bour Departmat and Labour

Minister Stan Rodger, the Prime Minigefs Off,rce and the preunion section of the Iabour

Govemment caucus formed an opposing side. The I-abour Department officials much to

the concern of Treasury grasped early oontrol of the administrative nnnagement of the

labour Relations Bill and created the framework within which it was to be argued In

Althusserian terms they had determined its problematique. These officials set out the Green

Paper on industrial relationszs which established the debate within a oollectivist position.

With Rodger as Minister of [abour and the assistance of a number of hbour MPs and the

hesident of the labour Farty Margaret Wilsonze the Bill was steered through the Cabine

process with the assistance of a specially established Ad- hoc C-abinet Committee on

Industrial Wage fixingl o.

The Bill itself was dmfted by Doug Martin, Director of lndustrial Relations in the labour

Department, and Alf Kirlq an economist for the FOL, who was at the time working in

I-ange's PrimeMinisters'Department. The Treasury was unable to be dircctly involved in

the early form of the debateand was forced to argue its case via submissions or through the

BRT in the public arena The entrance of the BRT into the public debate however polarised

positions and activated the union movement which strengthened the work of the Labou

Departmart officials in manoeuwing the legislation through3l.

25 to tggl the CSU the representive body of the combined state ,nions formlly joined with the Federation
of lahour, FOL, representing private sector unions to fmm the Combined Trades Unions (CTII).
From1980 there had been a joint rmking group the CSSU/FOL urhich consisted of the leadership of both
organisations.
26 g. g,Jesson, Fmgments of Labour (Auckland: Fenguin, 1 989) p. 86tr
27 fte sixth floor of the Beehive was the offrce of the Finance Ministers and their staff. Douglas vas
Finance Minister, De Cleene was Under secretary of Finance and hebble was Minister of State oumd
Enterprisas - See Harvey McQueen, The Ninth Floor, (Auckland: Penguin,l99l)
28 Miniuter of [-abour, Industrial Relations : A Framewo* for Review- Volume I and Volame 2
(Wellington : Departrent of Labour, 1985)
29Inavery tantalising few words, Walsh (1989) op. cit.p. 160, has noted that Margaret Wilson, President
of the labour Party, was part of the Ad-hoc Committee on Industrial Relations. How Margaret Wilson,
ufio was not an elected MP, came to be part of this committee is not explained. However it idicates some
degree of constitutional flexibiliry in the limits of State law making, and the role of the party: a question for
the future?
30 See Walsh, "A family figbt?'.(1989) op cit, for the details of this process.
31mio.p. tot
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The labour Relations Act (LRA) which was hnally passed in 1988 was a qualified success

for the private sector unions. While the LRA sought to break the dependence of the unions

on the State. and to force the small unions towards industrial groupings its effect was to

increase their importance in the economic sphere.

Under the LRA there was no restriction on the scope of negotiations - anything could be a

matter of negotiation, FFQ, child care, safery, Faining. The LRA made the agreements

between the unions and the employers binding contractually which then reduced the scope

for variation during the term of the agreemert. This required unions and employers to

enforce their own awards and agreements. The LRA also provided a formal legal

procedure for handling disputes. A dispute was the legal fiction for any differenoe in
interpretation or a requirement for amendment to the contractual agreement. A dispute of
interests occurred with any desire to change or modi$ the agreement. A dispute of rights
occurred in matters concerning interpreation, application or operation of the agreement.

The basis of the new system was collective bargaining benween unions and employers

within an adversarial structure. Only registered parties muld bring a case for a dispute

settlement to the l^abour Court.

The LRA re-established compulsory unionism32 if the membership of a union wanted it and

set out requirements for the constitution and organisation of the various parties to industrial
relations. It set the size of registered unions at a minimum of 1000, so speeding up the
process of amalgamation towards industrial unions which theFOUCSU were also currently

engaged in. Legal protection for workers was set out through the deailed procedures for
the settling of diqputes of rights including those for personal griwances. These provided a

legal balancing of power to the workers. It established that there was a legal "right to
strike" which although limited, had been technically illegal under the ICA Aa 1894, which
had underpinned the beginnings of New Zealand's "wage earners' welfare state". (At that

time the "right to strike" had been replaced by a right to an income.)

Compulsory arbitration was replaced by a choice between voluntary final offer arbitration or

the right to strike.33 This was designed to break the compromise model of the old

conciliation and arbitration system. This would become important for PPTA later as will be

detailed below. Final offer arbitration provides a win-lose which depends on matters of

32 Uniooi.m had been made voluntary in 1983 by Muldoon vfto had thereby eern€d the ire of the unions.
33F- an assessment of this iszue see AJ.Geare, , "Final Offer Arbitration: a critical examination of the
theory.' J. Ind. Rel. Australia. V. 20, (4, 1978,) pp 373-385.
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law, and legal argument, rather than the win-win compromises promoted through

conciliation.

The LRA replaced the Arbitration Court with its associated conciliation processes and

assessors with three tiered structure. There was a Mediation Senrice for disputes of interest

and to chair award talks. Above this was an Arbitration Commission of three

Commissioners and two panel members, to take over many of the Arbitration Court

funclions and to arbirate if finally necessary. Over this the LRA established a special

purpose l-abour Court with it own set of Judges for the hearing of unresolved disputes or

matters of compliance.

The achievement of LRA itself was seen as a defeat of the Treasury agenda3a for de
regulation of the labour market and a victory to the alliance between the unions, the l:bour
caucus and the tabour Department. The central purpose of the Act was the development of
a procedure for the ooordination of the collective bargaining system and its institutions. It

sought to discourage what was called second-tier bargaining, whereby workers in an

enterprise could negotiate for benefits on top of their award. Enterprise bargaining was

now possible but only as an alternative to an award.

The focus of these forces: #2. The State Sector Act.

The other part of the eonomic-liberal plan related to the State labou market and sought the

removal of what Treasury called "the public sector insulation from underlying markc

conditions".3s The battle over replacing the SSCE with the State Sector Aci (SSA) was

one in which the State unions did not have the support of either the senior officials or the

Cabinet, It was a fight which they waged mostly on their own against the SSC, Treasury

and the Cabina. It was a fight in which PPTA (alongside the Nurses' Association and the

PSA) became very involved in creating a public campaign as will be dffailed below.

The SSA removed the structured state payfixing and sought to make personnel decisions

into the management ones of the enterprise. The detail and politics of this transformation

will be discussed below through describing PPTA's story up until 1990. Duing 1987 and

under the effects of the State Ovmed Enterprise Act which was diminishing much of the

PSA membership, the CSU accepted a qpecial wage rise of 7Vo and agreed to modify their

opposition. The SSA was brought in immediately after the 1987 election and rapidly

passed through all stages of Parliament coming into being in 1988. With the SSA, PPIA

Aw"lrh,'A 
family fight?' ( I 989) pp. 163-165

35 Ecornmic Matngen ent p. 2U
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was made subject to the requirements of the LRA as a regist€red union as will also be

described below.

The final stage in the transformation of labour power Ooth in the State and private sector)

into a commodity was the Employment Confacts Act (ECA) This was enacted by the

National Government immediately following their election in 1990. The ECA was in many

ways theachiet/ement that Treasury and the BRT had been unsuccessful in gaining with the

LRA. However the ECA and its effect on the union movement is the subject of Chapter 10

following.

PART TWO: THE PAYFIXING ARENA, FROM THE OLD TO I{EW

INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT.
The following sections explain PPTA's industrial history from the'old' bureaucratic system

through to its transformation into the *new envkonment' as a "proper union" under the

Labour Relations Act with the passing of the State Sector Act in 1988. The changes which

produced the new environment hap'pened extrernely rapidly with each legal change having

consequences both for PPTA's future and on its current functions. The story which I

present here is a union one marked by a series of industrial negotiations and disputes which

act as the illustrative milestones to the changing legal structures and shifting political

opportunities. This transformation was also occurring through the parallel dwelopments

occurring around Tomorrow's Schools which were put into place through the 1989

Education Act, described in Chapter 8. PPTA as I have already commented was under

anack through the changing adminisfation of education and through the changing stnlctures

of state pay structures. Fig.Pt.2.l in the Introduction to Part 2 presents as a timeline the

different occurences through which this occurred.

The various industrial milestones which mark the transition from the 'old' to the 'new'

environment were:

l. the 1985/6 negotiations under the SSCE with its highly specified criteria limiting

what was possible to negotiate over,

2. a transitional position in 1987/88 during the passing of the State Sector Act,

3. the 1988/89 negotiations which were the first to occur fully under the labour

Relations Act and through which SSC sought to bring in the reforms necessary for

Tomorrow's Schools.

4. the negotiations of the Secondary Teachers Award in 1990

Over 1988 and 1989 at the same time as the activity over Tomorrow's Schools was

occurring as a result of the LRA the bureaucratic conditions of teachers' service were being

translated into an industrial document, the Award, a process was known as codification.
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PPTA under the traditional bureaucratic system.

The State pay-fixing system was a complex and somewhat mystifying process to many

outside as well as inside the State sector. The consequences of this for PPTA was that to

gain betto conditions for their members they neoded to have a grlp on the intricacies of
bueaucratic procedure. This understanding related both to the complexity of the pay-fixing

system and the bureaucratic mystique and procedures of the De,partment of Education.

There was a structural separation baween pay-fxing and teachers' oonditions; pay was

fixed through a ddermination, while conditions were a matter of administration.

Secondary teachers' conditions of senrice were administered by their employing Boards of
Governors in accordance with bureaucratic regulations, procedural 631rrals, Head Office

Circulars from the Department of Education. In ontrast to primary schools, seondary

teachers were appointed to their particular positions in a school by the Board of Governors

on the advice of the principal. As I descriM in Chapter 5, after 1974 secondary teachers'

appointment and promotion was on merit as established by the school rather than by

Inspectorial gading. Theallocation of total staffing to the schml was cenfially determined

but how it was used and the aprpointment process itselfiryas strictly local, in contrast to
primary teaching. Secondary teachers were paid by their own Boards through a centralised

funding system, according to a national salary deennination established under the State

Senrices Conditions of Employment Act, 1977 (SSCE).

Because the State was bch employer and law maker, various means operated through the

SSCE to provide a separation of powers and to maintain the 'fictive' relationstrip of fre
labour. The Department of Education through a payfixing guise as the Education Senrices

Comminee had the legal power to s€t these determinations of pay. Access to arbitration

over matters of diqpute or as an appeal was available through a qpecially formulated

Education Senrices Tribunal for issues solely relating to education (or to a Public Seton

Tribunal for matters considered of "an inter-seryice nature"). These Tribunals were the

State secto/s equivalent of the Arbitration Court. Arbitration then committed the State to

whatever had been decidd. Any increase in expenditure could be over-budget. There

were no requirements for market factors, productivity or content in the criteria for these

arbitral powers. Striking was illegal for State s€ryants. However PPTA was able to use

its "industrial muscle" on a few occasions, mainly through calling its members to "report-

back meetings', "days of aclion or stop-work meetings' for which they lost pay. The most

notable of these proriously was in 1978 - the day of action - which resulted in a new salary

scale and a pay differential for secondary teachers over primary.

Very few people realise that our whole pay scale is stmchred because of the rained ad qtnlified

policy. It is not structured because of automatic increments. If you take away the

qualifications ard training policy, you take away the ufrole reason for ou particutar pay scale.
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I mean it's an incredibly complicated pay scale trecause you've got different emry points and

clifferent ceilings depending on uihat {qualification} you have when you go in36-

Mostly, to quote Offe, the "threat of action" was sufficient as part of a political campaign.

It was a move into the public arena. The powa of the teacher union to create a public issue

is well-known and the strike is a delicate weapon, but it was somewhat easier to use in the

secondary sector than for the primary sedor. Secondary teachers on strike meant kids out

of school, while shoplifting increses to the concern of the police and the local business

associations, the issue of in loco prmtis and care for dependents is less important than for

primary children. There is a potential backlash to teachers' strikes from parents as well as

from the members themselves that ne€ds to be balanced. However the target of the strike is

the Minister - its objertive is political embarrassment. A strike increases the pressure on the

political structures. Teachers' actions are in the public arena so the foci of any issue are the

professional issues relating directly to education and to a shared public concern. In the

idological disoourse surrounding education, teachers go on strike for educational reasons

not @onomic ones. This means that indu*rial action forms only one part of a broader

political campaign or education programme taking the issues to the people" The educational

programme is aimed directly at parents as allies for their children's education again* the

unreasonable power of the State, i.e the Government. (Refer back to Fig.4.l in Chapter 4)

Under the SSCE a pattern of payfixing emerged in the education sector. On top of the

AGA awarded to all State employees relating pay rises to costs of living, one of the teacher

unions, usually PPTA who came up first, would preserit a salary claim as an occupational

claim. This would beresisted by the Education SenriceCommitteeas being too expensive.

PFIA members would get publicly angry and the campaip would move into the public

arcna. The Education Senrice Committe would then go to Government for approval to

offer more. PFrIA would lobby Government and broaden the public campaign. The issue

would then generatly lead to compulsory arbiration via the Tribunal.3? The compromise

outcome of the Tribunal would require the hartm€nt of Education to r€turn to Cabinet for

a supplementary budget. Needless to say as a fiscal control mechanism Treasury hated it,

and therelativities of the SSCE favoured PPIA over NZEI.

The State Services Conditions of Employment Act was in operation all thtt time (from 1977).

This limited the number of rhings you could bargain about. A cleim ftr I pay increase had to

be arguerl strictly in terms of relativity within the Act. There was no way you could bargain

industrially ov€r condirions. I think that mskes NZ unique in a way. It's something

tu*, sirykin, interrriew 24-5-Yz
3? See Pat Walsh, Changes in State Sector Wage Finng 1984- 1987, Education Department document
mimeo, (Wellington: 1987)
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people ignore when they look at the past and they romaaticise about it. The legislation

limited what we could do through the wage-fixing system.38.

The complex structuring of the system in relation to regulations, procedures, qualifications

and relations to the other occupational goups formed a key component in the State

bureaucrary itself.

Administering the staffing system in schools

Recalling matters described earlier in Chapter 4, the teachers' career structure, with its

qualifications, steps, increments, allowances, and procedures to be followed formed part of

a large 3 volume manual of bureaucratic procedures governing teachers' conditions of work

- the Green Manuals. The manuals were interpreted by the appropriate secondary school

Boards of Governors as the legal governing authority of secondary schools and the

employer. Because of these complexities, things could go wrong and so required

intervention by the teachers' association. In indusrial relations parlance pay negotiation

occurred through one body, the ESC, the contractual procedures were decided through

working parties, while the confiact management occurred at another level through the

secondary schools' Board of Governors.

The organised and rule bound process also required the teacher associations (as they were

always called in those days) to be concerned politically about "educational" or "professional

mattetrs". This was the means of establishing fair and proper procedures. Professional or

educational matters were addressed through the administrative wing of the t)@artm€nt in

either "working parties' or as direct political campaigns.

The Secondary Staffing Report caryaign was creat€d to achieve a political outcome. Whereas

in other countries in the world staffing improvements could come via industrial strategies, in

New Zealarxl, pay fixing limited what you could do. The legislation underlay what happenal.

It wasn't just the PPTA taklng a professional line versus ar industrial line, the legislation

forced us to do that...We bad tde.

Bringing in the union
The resolution of a particular teacher's dispute was also a function of the PPTA officials.

For this they relied on an enormous background of prwedent and interpretation. Some

disputes oould be solved by making the Board as the employing authority aware of the

precedent and their possible wrong interprdation. On other occasions the dispute would be

resolved by taking individual situations and combining argument with research and

38simpkin interview
3ebia.
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precedent to present a cnse to the Dqafiment of Education or the Public Senrice Tribunal.

Or if finally necessirry PPTA could seek a judicial review. If the PPTA case were

successful at any of these points the Department of Education would then noti$ the salary

servicing section of the appropriate education board, and the relevant secondary school

board. Successful argument by the PPTA officials on "professional matters" that is non-

payfixing matters, also esrablished a set of precedents to help other members and brought a

change in the Green Manuals.

The distinction between 'industrial'and'professional'as I have explained in Chapter 4. was

a matter of legislated arena. It was a response to the institutional divisions within the State.

Industrial negotiation occurred through the pay claim through the ESC or through solving

an individual member's dispute. The arena for docision-making over the conditions of

senrice (designated professional or educational matters) was the working party creating the

proper procedures. To reiterate, 'professional' were those matters to do with teaching

which were administered by schools in accordance with procedures set by the Education

Department while 'industrial' were matters to do with pay-fxing or an individual's

contxactof employment. As the PPTA's *professional project'developed over the 1970s

professional came to mean that if it happened in schools it was PPTA's conc€rn and so

should be subject to proper procedures. Working parties op€rated through consensus to

produce agreed procedures while the negotiations were adversarial. The monological adion

became converted into dialogical concerns through the medium of the Working Party.

New developments in education had to be achieved through the Department of Education

and ultimately through an increase in Vote: Education. This required political lobbying both

at the Department lenel and the Parliamentary lwel. The success of PPTA lay in its ability

to be simultaneously a professional and a political organisation Politically PPTA as a

professional body was legitimately able to raise an issue in the public arena to which the

officials would be forced to respond for the Minister. PPTA could thereby become an input

mechanism in education both via the officials and the Working party $ructure as well as via

the public arena. It was a matter of seeking opportunities in which to make the appropriate

political space.

This 'symbiotic structure' could provide evidence for what the SSC described as

professionaUunion capture, in education matters. This view naturally was diqputed both by

PPTA and the Education officials. It described the normal functioning of an education

administrative system focused on schools and ignord the very real differences in position

or power.

All this sort of talk of provider capture with PPTA and the Department working together, to a

largedegreethatisbullshit. What it hid was the fact that you were constantly downar the
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department negotiating. People talk as though they were soft times, but they werent soft

times, you did actually have to negotiate very hard antl (as well) you had to act much more

gllitically in order to achieve yo* oot"o."roo.

PART THREE: TRANSFORMING THE STATE SYSTEM: FROM SSCE TO

STATE SECTOR ACT

The 'wage and price frerczd regulations in 1982 also suspended the 1977 SSCE Ad

implementing a freeze for state sector workers as for private sector workers. However

State pay-fxing in itself was seen as a problem. Both the SSC and Treasury had been

trying to change the way that the State pay was fixed. The rule bound structure of pay-

fxing had a number of limitations from both Treasury and the SSC perspectives. There

was no way to control the costs of wage increases, short of an imposed wage fterze. The

system was built on quite rigid relativity systems and occupational classes which reduced

the flexibility of local management interpreation. In addition State pay fixing proc€sses

were ontinually caught up in the political agenda and in particular the relationship with

fiscal policy.

The approach of the Govt to pay fixing are part of the process by which the Government

determire.s its fiscal outcomss. lt is a process of control. I guess it was part of the broad

understanding that people in the State, snd teachers were a part of that, had about fairness to the

taxpayers. There was this notion that payfixing was basically fair yet it was also the way the

State contolled its resources. So it was a chief mechanism of their fiscal shalegy.

Even though we had this theory of State wage fixing that every one ag€ed with, Muldoon

particularly, they couldn't stop interfering in the process. The regulatory approaches to pay

continually cut across it....So that throughout the last twenty years the number of years in

which the Govemment of the day allowed the {State payfixing process} to operate as it was

supposed to is very smell. It was an ecoromic tool, yet the Government of the day was rever

satisfied with it. They kept continually interfering in the procassa I

From Treasury's p€rspective, the State wage rounds had been severely influenced by the

inflation of the late 1970s following the oil shocks while the wage frer,ze of 1982 had

distorted the markei. For economic reasons 'the ler/el of real wages needed to falln42. The

State sector was a large part of the New T*x.land e@nomy, State expenditure comprising

4frVo of GDP since about 1973. State pay-fixing therefore had the capacity !o influence the

private sector by "sending the wron! $ignals"43. This gave an impression of Strt}pay

oorbio.

4lKwin Bunker lnterview, 14-5-92
4ZEconomic Management, p. I 18
a3mio, p t to
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leadaship++ of the capitalist economy rather than maintaining the fiction that the State

payfixing followed the movement of wages in the private sector in order to make things

fair.

The Treasury also had particular fiscal concerns about the continual increase in Vote:

Education. The assumptiveview in education was the Keynesian one in which investment

in education was an investment for the society's future. The State was under stress,

unemployment growing, but for PmA as for most people in New Zaland, education was

seen as pafi of the solution. The demand for more education to create jobs, created mue
jobs in the education sector, and this increased the demands on Vote: Education.

The SSC likewise held that the payfixing system and the occupational classes produced

quite rigid relativities which thus reduced the flexibility for local or regional nunagement

interpretation, as they said in the Buff Report.+s Since 1983 SSC had been trying to
change the system towards a more flexible one which would allow for regional difference,

ranges of rates and performance pay. Relativities oould be used to push up pay rates or

conditions with an associated creation of *wage drift". This created a process called

ratchetting. NZEI and PPTA for example were both tied to wage differentials and

benchmarks. The separate salary scales structured PFIA and secondary teachers into an

occupational relationship classified between primary teachers at the lower lerrel and Judges

and university professors at the higher level. The relationship between NAI and PPTA

was therefore simultaneously antagonistic y€t hneficial, as they were both continually

working for and against each other in establistring these internal wage differentials and

benchmarks

An associated issue of concern to both Treasury and the SSC was that fiscal constraint was

not a factor in the relativity criteria. The SSCE Act required that for a salary claim to be

successful it had to satisfy the recruitment and retention clause as well as a relativity one.

PPTA had to establish recruitment needs for more teachers through vacant positions and

also maintain relativity to some outside profession or occupation. Often chemists,

accountants or private sector managers were chosen. The claim also had to relate to other

areas such as a vertical relativity, (i.e. the adequacy of margins for skill and responsibility

between the secondary teachers salary scale at the lower lerrel and those on the pay scales

decided by the Higho Salaries Commission) and internal relativity (such as the benchmarks

established in 1982 between primary and secondary teachers).

44Minister of State Services, Pay Fixing in the Starc Sector , (Wellington: 1986) also called the &rf
Repon.
4smXRepon rbia.
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It wasn't that we were any smarter than anyone else, it was just that the legislation was going

our way. NZEI milked it too because they skilfully used the benchmarks to keep ratchetting

uP'46

PFIA as a member of the Combined State Unions (CSU) had been at the forefront of the

opposition to changing the SSCE since 1983. They publicly raised concerns about the

"professional/educational' implications of ranges of rates and performance pay systems.

PPIA had campaigned against any amendments to the SSCE using its political lobbying

ability at both the central and electoral level, notably using the occasion of the 1983 National

Conference as has been detailed h Chapter 5.

After the Freeze

With the election of the l^abour Government in 1984 the wage freze imposed by Muldoon
was to be lifted. Through the FOI*/ CSU leadership the unions (including PPTA) had

suggested a managed fransition4T in return for a more formal 'corporatist' iurangement

between the unions, the Government and the Employers'Federation. The Cabinef howevs
chose in the State sector to follow the Roger DouglaVTreasury approach of Government

Expenditure Reform and markefisation.

We were part of the CSU effort to negotiate a breakout vfiich could be controlled. About late

84-85, within the CSU, we had analysed there was a pem-up demand for some sort of
compensation {of wages against inflation}. We saw that if it wasn't contolled it could burst

the bubble. Within the CSU rl/e put together a proposal for a managed approach to the

restcnationof normality. That was p,resented to Lange and Douglas et. al. The upshot was

from Douglas, 'Forget it'. That was immediately lnst- the Economic Summit C-onference.

Within the CSU then the feeling was if that is the case, it witl now be *catch as catch can'.

We (PPTA), along with other groups like nurses and police, had a severe recnritrnent ancl

retention problem. We went for wage increases and saw that part of the strategy was to teach

teachers to recognise that an offer of 15- ZOVo was in effect a nil wage offer. It was just

inflationary catch upa8.

With the wage freeze lifted in 1985, the PPTA began their campaign preparing the

membership for a salary increase within the terms of the SSCE Act 1977. Their claim

focused specifically on shortages of teach€rs and the need for retentionae. This case was

not hard to establish grven that State wages had fallen behind inflation about 20%. There

46 impkin interview.
47 For the source of this plan see Campbell, and Kirk, After the Freeze, op cit.
aSgunker Lntenriew,
49PPTANews Vol6 No 15 :3
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had not been a wage rise for 4 years and the external graduate labour market, which

secondary teachers, particularly many male teachers, can be related to, was offering very

high salaries for those with computer, science or business qualifications. Shortages were

evident across a number of subject arqls.

The claim relatd to the following sertion of the SSCE 1977 which stated:

Recruitment and retention, being the need to attract, and to hold at all levels of that

occupational class, enough employees of sufficient comp€tence to enable the employing

authority to provide efficiently, and without endangenng the health or safety of those employe<l

in that trccupational class, the services that are requirut to be providal by that authority,so

Gaining a settlement to this wage claim required a gezrt deal of action both in the public and

the political arena. A proposed settlement between PITA and the ESC on the specific

issues of retention appeared to have been reached in December 1985. The criteria wse
clearly based on the Act itself. But on January 29, 1986 at the end of the teachers'

Christmas holidays, PPIA received word via the networks that the C-abinef Officials

Committeef t looking at the settlement proposals agreed between PPTA and the ESC, would

not bereoommending them to C:bine on the grounds of cost. Teachers had to be content

with the same offer as other public ssvants:21%.

The PPTA response to this refusal was immediate. An emergency executive meeting was

called, and a plan set up to take the issue into the public arena. The position put to the

members was that this 21 Vo was in effect a nil increase. All it addressed was the cost of
living and inflations2 but not the necessary recruitment or retention issues fm the special

needs of secondary schools. After extensive lobbying by PIrIA of caucus and Cabiner

memberso Cabiner agreod to defer the decision. Negotiations then occurred directly with

Russell Marshall as Minister of Education and David Caygill as Associate Minister of
Finance. Outside the payfixing system agreement was again reached this time between

PPTA, Marshall and C:ygill. This decision became known in PPTA circles as the 'Caygll-

We went through the negotiations. We had a negotiated deal with the Departrnent, the

Officials Committee turned that down.

We then took the settlement on and negotiated again with Caygrll and Marshall 53

50 SSCE Act 1977, section 10, (e)
5l Tbis was an Officials Commi6s€ set up along the lines suggested in Economic Management p. 291
staffql mainly by Treasury and the State Services Commission and charged with examining government
experuliture in terms of financial and policy implications.
szPPTl. news Feb. 1986, Vol.7. No 2.
53 Bunker Interyiew
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Yd on February 17, 1986 the Marshall-Caygill deal itself was overturned in Cabinet,

despite more intensive PPTA lobbying.sa The Cabinet's response was if PPTA didn't like

it they could go to arbitration.

Thenext day secondary teachers began a series of industrial actions and very public angry

demonstrations accusing the Government of betrayal. The campaign involved a series of
stop-work mee*ings (designated 'rolling strikes') occurring on different days around the

country calculated to provide media attention. At these stop-works the members agreed to a

mandate threatening the withdrawal of teaching from the new third forms. The impending

shortage of teachers was highlighted by a threatened campaign not to cover for classes

where there was no teacher and to roster those students to stay home.55 After threats,

lobbying and some limited stop work action and lots of behind the doors 'politicking"o the

Executiveaccepted the Government's position (or as the PPTAnews put it more politically

for members' sake 'PP[A called the Government's bluff';se. The dispute then went to

arbitration.

A special Public Sector Tribunal was set up to address the issue. Here the knowledge that

PPTA had gained about the inter-relationship of staffing and salaries costs by working on

the SSR Working Party (ses Chapter 6) was used to support their case and attack the other

side's.

The Tribunal accepting the merits of the PFIA case about the need for rctention and

recruitment awarded seoondary teachers increases upto 37%. Throughout the arbitration,

the SSC from the employers' side, had trialed its manageriali$ arguments suggesting a

range of rates, performance pay, the separation of principals fiom teachers.

They threw the combined might of the State against us, a Queen's Counsel, the Head of State

Services, all night sessions, the full legal bil.

Wbat happened there was what later emerged in the Buff Paper. They bad wanted merit pay,

removal of principals (from our award) , hours of work, but in the end we wnn.

However, I don't think the SSC ever really forgave us57.

In Walsh's view58 this particular outcome to the secondary teachers' dispute following also

large pay rises to the nuses and the pnlice, increased the 'belief among certain labour

S4PPTAnews Feb. 1986, Vol.7. No 2.
55ppfe circular HO 86/10 1985 Staff Shortases.
56PPfl news March 1986, Vol 7 No 3
57 Bunkerlnterview
58Pat Walsh, "The State Sector Act 1988' in Bosron et al. (t991) op cit. p.59
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politicians that corrective surgery was needed in State payfixing'. As well it confirmed the

SSC's belief that there was "professional capture" between the Education De,partment and

teachers, strengthened by the knowledge the two pay systems were linked through

relativity.

The Buff Report: restructuring State unions.

The approach which had been taken by the SSC during the Tribunal was set out later that

year in the document Pay-fixing in the State Sector,5e, commonly called the 'Buff Re,port'.

This was a prescriptive document to review State pay-fixing and to change the State

Seruices Conditions of Employment Act into a new managerial form promoting efficiurcy

and accountability. The managerialist agenda was premised on the separation of
management from workers, on promoting enterprise productivity agreements and on the

abolition of annual increments. These were to be replaced with ranges of pay rates with

placement to be decided by the management on merit.

The Buff REort also related closely to the Treasury briefing papers Economic Management

which had stressed the need for public sector to become "more efficiently managed, and

accountable".

In any organisation the management should have goals established by the owners...These

should irrlude renards for good perftrrrance ard pnalties for poor performance. This requires

that mnnagers are ascountable for the decisions that they make60.

The Buff Re,port provided the model for what came to be called *New Public

Managerialism'throughout the State sectotst. This moved theaccountability for the State's

fundions from thepolitical $ystem to the Chief Executive of an enterprise. The changes to

the State pay fixing were also oonsidered to be parallel with changes for labour market

flexibility that was being oonsidered for theprivate se€tor unions. The changes in the State

system would create an open labour market in which all wage adjustments and personnel

relations would beby enterprisenegotiation. The existing system was seen as "too highly

centralisod, rigld and unresponsive"62. These rigidities were:

"limiting {ttre State} rnanagers' autonomy in a number of ways, including:
. specifoing d€tailed criteria forpay fixing
. requiring national pay rates

. providing for automatic adjustments

59BuX nqort op cit.
6oEconomic Management p287 .
6lBoston in Boston et. al, (1991) op cit. p20
6?trugnepon p24
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. requiring all employing authorities to consult

.requiring salaries above a certain level to be set by the Higher Salaries

Commission"63.

The Buff Report also noted unfavourably the distindions between private and state sector

union organisation in such matters as union coverage, arbitration, and deregistration. In

covenge the State system was voluntary, applied up to and included management whereas

the coverage in the private sector was generally compulsory but stopped at a lower level.

For example the salary level for exclusion from the clerical award in 1986 was set at

$ 18,05364. (Ihis was at the time one of the bottom steps of the secondary teachers' scale).

Skte unions wereableto forcearbitration although they were not able to strike. However

there was no legislative provision for the removal of registration of any senrice organisation

once it had been granted. That is, once status had been attributedto an organisation it could

not be withdrawn unlike pnvate sector unions who faced a constant state threat of
regi$ration of they over ste,pped Government lines65.

A significant mafter for the SSC was the relationship of the qualifications to the benchmark

structures of the scales and the linking of occupational groups through relativities.

These linkages were often established without regard for the relevance of those relativitias to the

"market price" of an occupation...

...in practice concentrating on relativitie,s between classas, has tended to react inflexibly to pay

changes occurring in any part of the system, Either there is pressure for increases fcn one

group to flow onto others (if not in the same wage round, then within the next) or departments

are hced with pay scales wtrich do not ftt organisational needs. Such a rigid system cannot be

responsive to altering supply anddemand66.

Theproposal was that the pay fixing criteria be rerroked in their entirety and replaced with

the statement:

Conditions of employment prescribed under this Act shall enable employers to compete

effectively for the staffthey need in order to achieve their objectives'

In pursuing this aim eryloyen will have regard to:

- the costs of providing employment

63 tbid.
64 ruia.
65Thir concern ignoral the history of State unionism and was a shortsighted pragmatic response to an
Electricity Depaftment dispute eadier during which the Government found it could not dis:iplirrc the union
(PSA) by Oreatening de-regulation.
66nu5 nepon p29
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- the need to be tair to employees

- the nee<l to reflect difference in market corxlitions, individual perforrrance, skill and experience

and organisational reguirements6T.

This indicated a replacement of the qualifications and credentials of the structured

bureaucratic system with the management model held to exist in a private sector firm.

The Buff Report and the implications for PPTA.

For PPTA this was interpreted as an attack on thek *professionalism" with its relationship to

credentials and occupational closure. It signalled dircct control by the Boards of Governors

of secondary schools with all their varied different interpretations, competition for staff

bdween schools and im individualist rather than a collectivist view of employment.6s The

proposals were held to undermine the notion of being "professional'. The loyalty of the

profession was not a matt€f, of income which produced loyalty to the "enterprise" or the

particular school or the Principal. It was loyalty to the professional beliefs in "quality

education".6e Quality education was thus an ideological matter rather than a management

one.

The report signalled further implications for secondary teachers in performance pay, ranges

of rates, the removal of senior staff from union coverage and enterprise bargaining. Under

theseproposals, the tight criteria of the SSCE which PPTA had learned to exploit through

their position as a graduate profession would be gone. In PPTA's view the national system

of pay and staffing for teachers across the country which underpinned the uniformlty of
secondary education would be in jopardy. Also in jeopardy would be PPTA's standing as

the voice of the secondary teaching profession with its ability through collectivity to

represent the weakest as well as the strongest member, to speak as the collective voice of

teachers in what it saw as professional educational issues.

The Buff Renort produced opposition from the State unions, particularly from those

claiming professional status, teachers, nurses and the police. A PPTA political campaign in

support of the CSU was launched in 1986. Regional and branch meetings were held and

the field offices organised mass lobbying of MPs in alliance with a number of other public

sector unions.

67nic psg
6SPPTAr"rt vol 7, no.17 December 1986.
6ebil.
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PPTA- being "rubber hosed by the CSU'
The Government firnally got agreement from the Combined State Unions (CSU) to desist

from their opposition to any changes to the SSCE. In April 1987 a Heads of Agreements

was signed. The CSU unions gained a 7% AGA increase in return for withdrawing their

specific goup claims across the sector and stopping thek opposition to the Buff Re,port on

thereorganisation of the State Sector. This agreement was indicative of the way in which

the majority of state unions through rational oppofiunism had become compromised in their

opposition to the Rogernomics' State restructuring programme. The rational opportunist

logic is to deliver the tangible and immediate benefits for their members.

The PPTA Executivq standing apart from the CSU somewhat, had consistently opposed

this decision for a number of reasons, not the least the importance of PPTA's 'professional

project'.

The reasons for opposition are set out in a research pper by Kevin Bunker.7o

l) PPTA had been in the forefront of the campaign against the restructuring of the state pay

frxing mechanisms since 1983. The issues of performance pay and ranges of pay rates had

been foreshadowed and opposod consistently on professional and educational grounds.

2) "The pay deal PPTA negotiated earliq with Govemment Ministtrs late in 1985 was

rejected by Cabinet forcing them to take the case to the Tribunal"Tl PPIA doubtd the

Government's sincerity and saw themselves as holding the line.

3) "The experience at the Tribunal where a Crown law barrister was engaged to lead the

employers'case, and where senior officials from Treasury and SSC gave et/idence as to a

new basis upon which the Tribunal should make its judgement"72. These foreshadowed a

demand for the removal of senior staff from PIrIA @veragq the establishment of schmls

as sqarate enterprises and the breaking down of the national stnrcture of education.

PPTA Executive had judged that there was little honour on the Government side and that there

was no benefit to PPTA, especially in terms of membership cralibility, in being seen to

conspire in onets own demise' (my emphasis;73.

This ideal of the *refusal to conspire in one's own demise' formed a central part of the

thinking of the more union-oriented PPTA executive at this time. If the union was to be

attacked by the State, then they, PPIA, would not be a party to it. PPTA would not

70 Kevin Bunker "Industrial Relations in the State
research dissertation, Victoria University, (Wellington:
7 t 

tui.t.
72 

mia.
73B,rnko 

interview.

Sector 1983-90". Diploma of lndustrial Relatiotts
1990) (PmA,Hll 901212:13)
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compromise. The PPTA Executive refused to give their support to such ideas for State

restructuring.

A series of meetings between Rodger (Minister of l,abour and State Services) and the CSU,

failed to resolve the deadlock. It became bound up with the forthcoming AGA in which

7.5% was offered in return for withdrawing CSU opposition to the key ideas the SSC

sought.

A three day and night meeting occurred in April 1987 between Ministers Rodgo, hebble,

theirofficials and the Combined State Unions. The PPTA Executive's stated prior position

was to oppose, or at least consult the members. There was a strong belief in the PPTA

Executive that what was being proposed in the Buff Report was a certain way of delivering

performance pay to the education system74. At that meeting however the PPTA was

"rubber-hosed" 7s into agreement. PtrfA could not leave the mecing about the Heads of
Agreement, stand aside or consult their members. The agreement was all or nothing, the

7.5 % AGA applied to all the State unions or to none.76.

The membership had said cleady to the Executive, we won't have a bar of perforrnance pay or

ranges of rates as in the BuffReport. The Executive instructions were nThat's vfiat we tell the

CSU". The General Secretary ,,vas sient in specifically to lcxrk after the PPTA's point of view

at a negotiating meeting with the Ministers. He came back after three solid days and nights

ard relxrrted that we'd been fcnced to agres to ranges of rates and performance pay in return for

tbe77 in r""*77.

CIher CSU leaders accused PPTA of being a "middle-class union {who} selfishly were

endangering the wages of much poorer-paid comrades through some self-indulgat

obsession with democracy" by not supporting the "7% dal'78. PPIA's democratic

credibility, which relied on a mythology of always consulting its members before any

agreement in the industrial arena, was atkcked and their opposition to the State re$ructuring

undenyalued as self-interest. The more oligarchic State unions had ageed under protest

to 
M- A Baxter. interview, 164-92

75 e t-. used by the Executive to rlecribe the process.
76Memo from PPTA Gen. Sec. Heads of Agreement l0 th April 1987 (PPTA HX 87/120)
*Attached are two dtruments which represent the outcome of 3 days and nights of across the table
negotiations with Government offrcials and nearly four hours of bargaining with Government Ministers last

g8ht. TUe settlement was concluded at 12.4)qm last night'.
"Simpkin, 24-5-92
78 Thir paraphrasing was reported to me by a PSA Officiat. Mary Ann Baxter, 1987 PPTA Exective
member conftrmed this was the story the Executive understood. The implication was if there was not
agreement by all the unions then there would be nothing. It was a take it or nothing deal.
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with delivering their membership the immediate selective benefits and acc€pted the

Ministers'assuftrnce that further consultation over the Buff Report would occur.

Consultation always depends on what you say as well as when you say it. For PPTA it

was a matter of democratic oonsultation. Consultation occurred before a decision not after

il. The implications of this CSU decision for PPTA was not that the general membership of

PPIA really cared directly about the intricacies of an immediateT.5 % pay rise versus a

future possibility of performance pay. It was that the CSU leadership had required that a

policy decision of the PPIA be over-ridden with no real redress. The educational

consequences of the changes had been found wanting by PPTA through comparison

overseas. The membership had opposed it and so this CSU decision held implications for

PPIA in relation to its own democratic ideals. Dd the membership control PPTA decisions

or had this been delegated to the oligarchic and non-elected CSU? It was this conllict

between democracy and oligarchy which really upsd the PPTA leadership.

The end of the old order
The 1987 amendments to the SSCE Act which immediately followed this "7% deal" marked

the end of the old order for state pay fixing. The AGA was abolished, the colleclive

umbrella hitherto p'rovided by the combined bargaining strength of the CSU was negated,

and the State unions found they had to go it alone"7e. The relativities beween occupational

classes were no longer relevant. The bureaucratic order which had framed the earlier State

personnel structures was being changed.

Following the 1987 election a completely new Bill was introduced into Parliament and

rapidly passed to becomethe State Sector Act 1988 to apply from April 1, 1988. Drafted

by the SSC, this bill had bean quiely introduced into hrliament in December 1987 behind

the backs of the CSU. This was conuary to the 1987 labour election manifesto which had

promised "full and proper negotiations with the state sector unions". This Act transformed

the structure of State employment, and with it the teaching service.

The State Sector Act was tabled just before we went on holiday at the end of 87. With

hindsight, we completely over-reacted. The day that the state sector Act was passal we sent

teachers from around Wellington into Parliarnent wearing black, declared a wake, and things like

that. I mean we expected to lose everything that we were really good at. The State Sector Act

swept away everything that we had learned to exploit to the hitt8o.

79B,rok", 
'Industrial Relations in the State Sector" op. cit.

80 
simpkio lnterview
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The SSC as the core of the policy community behind the SSA saw itself as employer's

advocate. This was in contrast to the labour Departmurt who as the core of the policy

community behind the LRA were more sympathetic to unions.

Walsh has commented that

..the Commission hex always hacl two industrial relatinns roles - one as prlicy advis,er and the

other as industrial advocate. The latter resJxrnsibility has colourerl its role as grlicy adviser'

Thus in the consultative committee {for state pay reform} the Commission puceived

advantages fbr itself as industrial advocate from significant de-regulation of pay fixingP1.

The SSC was strongly commined to labour market deregulation while the Cabinet's position

was that the basis of the State Sector legislation itself was not negotiable, only perhaps some

minor detail. However through extensive political lobbying, the political campaign over the

LRA was extended to include the State unions. It would enable then! get similar protections

through the SSA when it was enacted for April 1. 1988.

The original State Sector Bill, brought in the punitive aspects of the l-abour Relations Act but

took away any protections. And we needed the protections of the l:bour Relations Act. The

implementation of the l:bour Relations Act as a whole for the State Sector was due to the

ptitical and industrial activity of the public sector unions, of nurses, and teachers and other

public srrvants. We would never have had arything without a whole lot of activity. I think

we were silly because we didn't sort of broadcast that amongst members and to this day

rnembers acnrally think we failed over the State Sector Act. But by the time the State Sector

Act was fully implemented we got the full Labour Relations Act including thu prototio* 82

Through the SSA, State employe€s were placed alongside pnvate sector workers under the

provisions of the LRA. They were under an award which detailed their remuneration and

their conditions of work and provided the legal means for enforcement and for dispute

resolution. There was, in theory, now no longer a separate labour market for State

employees. The employ€r party for negotiation with teachers howerrer was the no longer

the Department of Education through the ESC, it became the SSC. The SSA e.stablished

industrial relations within an ethos of managerialism rather than of the public s€ryice.

PART FOIJR: THE LABOIJR RELATIONS ACT, MAKING PPTA A
IIPROPERII UIIION
The LRA estabtished one set of rules for the conduct of industrial relations, regardless of
whgher workers were ernployed by the State or the private sector. It set up a much more

El walsh,'A FAmily fight?" (1989), pl66
82 

simpkio Interuiew
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adversarial system than under the old SSEC Act which teachers had previously worked to.

It attributed status directly to the unions through legislation, who then undertook bargaining

on behalf of the workers in an industrial sector and were then able to enrol workss based

on blanket coverage clauses ifthey chose83.

The LRA was based on the capital-labour premise that

a) there is a fundamental conflicl of interest between workers and their employers

b) that both workers represented by their union and employers have equal powers of
negotiation8a.

The State's role was to be a proteclor of the process and arbitrator only if absolutely

necessary. Compulsory arbitration was removed and replaced with either a right to strike

or final offer arbitration.

The LRA eliminated the AGA as a means of relating public sector wages to private sector

ones. It also removed the such relativities as befween primary and seondary teachers.

The market would now decide such matters. It was this linking of the State workers to the

possibilities available under the labour Relations Act which allowed some political space to

emerge later on. Putting state workers under the provisions of the LRA also established

PPIA legally as a union rather than a seruice organisation or a professional association.

One big union movement: NZCTU
In the midst of the confusion and change at the end of the first term of the Fourth labour
Government, the wider union leadership of the CTU and the FOL had came together in
1987 to form an oligarchic structure, the Council of Trade Unions, NZCTU or CTU. This

created a structure which could then enter into a *corporatist relationship" with Government.

The CTU brought together the majority of the former FOL private sedor union affiliates, the

various State unions and some previously non-affiliated unions. A number of blue mllar
and trades-dominated unions stayed outside this structure distrustful of the size and

influence of the state and senricesector unions and their non-militant traditions8s. "A
middleclassCouncil forthemiddleclass unions" was the way one Railways union official
described itso.

83 This right to become a compulsory union was resisted by the PPTA membership in contrast to NZEI.
PPTA stayed as a voluntary union. Compulsory unionism was later witlrdrawn under the Employnrent
Contracts Act
84 pptO 'The labour Relations Act,' taining kit for Regional arul Branch Officers ( 1988)
85 O*en Haney, 'The Rise and Fall of the Compact" in J. Deeks, and N. Perry, eds. Controlling Inrcresrs.
(Auckland: Auckland Univeristy Press, 1992) pp59-78
86 Cuo O'I-eary, National Union of Railway -workers, Peru. Comm.
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PPIA had taken a central role in this amalgamation process. It was proud of its part in

getting women and Maori caucuses accepted as part of the governing structures of the new

organisationti. In many centres PPIA delegates formed the core of the regional CTU

bodies.

At the CTU meetings apart ftom the middle class unions like PPTA and a few other like

minded purple, tbe working class was nowhere to be seen. 88

I suppose it was inevitable that teachers became a major force in the CTU to an extent. CTU

campaigns were more easily promoted through big unions like the PPTA, PSA or the

Engineers than through the more divers€ and diffrcult ones like the Shoppies. There's also the

issue of money. Teachers had accqss to mtrre money than sclme of the other unions whose

members were paid very little.8g

However while the LRA and the NZCTU were about providing greater protection for

unions, a deeper threat to thek existence was the burgooning unemployment following the

sharemarket crash in October 1987 and the economic restnrcturing of the labour

Government. Unemployment put unionism itself at risk; thousands of people were no

longer in jobs to have the protection of eiths a negotiated award wage or of a corponatist

structure.

19E7 PPTA claim- in transition to a "orooer" union

During 1987 in an atmosphere of economic deregulation, Slate restructuring and the

sharemarket boomn the PPTA 1987 wage claim was presented to the SSCC (State Servicss

Co-ordination Committee) on 8th October. The claim was made before the SSA, but under

the terms of the recently amended SSCE. It addressed questions of recruitment and the

need to make teaching attractive an attractive career. This claim was backed by a strategy

which PPTA had labelled the "Conditions Initiative" with a public focus on the "quality of
education" in response the Scott Re,porteo. Supporting arguments were for a l3Vo salary

increase, and improvements in both study leave and expenses.

As Gay Simpkin, PPTA's Deputy General Secretary (lndustrial) and advocateel for that

round remembers it:

By August '87 we'd had an election and the laborn Goverilnent had been reconfinnerl. The

plans (by the labour Govt) for the State Sectcr Act to put all the States Se,rvices under the

81 ppfe Journal, "PPTA as a union" (lgST,Term 3. Issue)
88 Mnira Mc Guiness PPTA Field Officer. pers. cornm.
8gorg*i."t, National Distribution Union
oo--PPTA H.R. 87/15 1987 Conditions Initiative
9lthe ppte Advocates between 1987 ancl lg92wercGay Simpkin, Patricia O'Neal and Ken Wilson.
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l-akur Relations Act were prohably fully uruler way. Any flexibility prssitrle in the area of

education had hardened bv that time. At the end of 87. I tff)k over the award ,nuod92'

However from the beginning this round marked a difference. No longer were the teachers

negotiations just with the Education Department in one of its various guises, but the State

Senyice Commission itself was to play the key role. This however occurred before the

enactment of either the State Sector Act in 1988 or Tomorrow's Schools in 1989.

We walke<l in, I remember it was October 8. 1987. I remember it, both because it was so

significant for PPTA and because it the first time I'd done any bargaining in that srrt of forum.

Anyhow, we walked into the room and the Education Sewices Committee was jointly chaired

by Terry O'Brien93 anrt the States Services Commission person, Alison Timms s as the

State Services Co-ordinating Committee. Now that was new. Under the States Services

Conditions of Employment Act, which was by then at least l0 years old, the SSC had only

ever had an observer role. Then they sat at the end of the team and they never said anything.

But here they were,jointly chairing.

We presented our claim which wa"s based in the traditional recruitment and rete,ntion terms and

then they made the counterclaim. That's when they trialed the Picot Agenda. It's very

interesting that they trialed that then which is a full 9-10 months ahead of the report from the

Picot Committee. The Picot Committee hadnt really been set up officially then, but they

fnoposed to us the most extreme f<rrm of the devolved education environment. Principals in

charge of 1ny scales, performarre pay, totat ranges of ratqs, basically principals with complete

conhol ovor where they placut teachers on the pay ,calens.

The SSCC howe'yer made it plain in their counter claim that for this pay-round they were

looking at the new approach as outlined in the Buff Re,port e0. The SSCC included in this

" Si-pkio Interview
93 Frlucation Services Comminee
94 6he wife of Tony Timms, Secretary General of the hbour Party)
o( '
- "Simpkin. lnterview
fflrtt"r to PPTA from SSCC (SSCCl5/36/ZCA8?-2lOctober 19871
This letter stated that "problems identified for the 3l% py increase in 1986 had not solved the retention
prcblem for schools'. A funclamenal reform was roquiral.
The problerns of pay fixing which the SSCC had identifisl were

"a. automatic progression through pay structure
b. no incentives for maintaining or improving performance
c. refuced discretion and individual rasponsibility"

.....More flexible meth<xls of payfixing were needed to improve quatity"

....'As you know the Government is encouraging, in the state s€ctor as a whole, a shift in emphasis frtrm
contraints on inputs to assessments of outputs and the achievments of desired results....The Committee
believes that these are also desireable for education.
Some proposals are :

continued .......
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new approilch concessional bargainingeT in particular over ranges of rates, performance

pay, contract employment for principalse8.

The PPTA claim was taken by the SSCC to stand alone, that is any negotiations and

agreements would negate any annual general adjustment, and the result could not be related

to any other group. This cut therelativity ties to the primary senrice and removed many of

the arguments for recruitment.

PPTA's political response was to set up their campaign of "membership education". The

PFIA leadership saw its real strength in the power of an informed membership, (the

motivational resources) and set out to make sure that the membership understood what was

happening. Training was provided for regional officers, branch chairs and branch "salaries

experts'. That training was followed by a series of stop-work branch meaings at all

worksites where the individual branches were briefed on the SSCC app,roach. Special

emphasis was placed on the implications that these notions of "range of ratesn,

"performance pay" and "the removal of principals from covetrage", had for the quality of

education in New Zealand's secondary schools, and teachers' conditions of service. Inbby

gloups were established in each school in an attempt to indicate to parents, politicians and

community organisations that such proposals took the matter beyond just a salary claim, into

the nature of education itself e.

The negotiations themselves in this round were long and detailed. They mntinued right

through Christmas into the middle of 1988. The membership campaign focused on

performance pay and ranges of rates and the implications of the Buff Report for
*professionalism'.

So all of that agenda was trialed before the Picot Report came out. They knew damn uell they

wouldn't win it. I think they just basically wanted to present it to have a go and spe how we

. ranges of rates for senior teacher, placement of individual teachers within the range by the principal
taking into account relevant factors,
. increased rasporuibility for principals
. principals on contract
. Each school to have an annual salary budget to be determinal by a staffing formula. The budga
to be reviewed annually
. Senior staff on fixed salary rate with provision frn performance bonuses
. Principals to have an enhanced salary on contract
This is not a formal offer but an outline of possibilities.

sgnd TJ O"Brien for SSCC
o7-' 

Concessional bargaining means that for every gain that each side wants something has to be has to
conceded. lt is known in union circles as a clawback.
OR'- PPIA Salary Round. Conditions Initiative. (1987), (H.R. 87/36)
n'PPTAnrn, 

November, 1987, V.8 no. l4.pl-2.
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reacted. So we immediately went about informing our members. I think that's something the

PPTA has done better than other unions. Despite incre<lible boredom and apathy often, they've

gone and continually presented the thecnetical models to the members.

ln that thircl term of 87 was when Philliptnn ,lir.l his workl tour. His trip dirl PPTA a greal deal

of grxld because he's a goul writer tur. He came back anl fnepared good membership material

on all he had found out. So by the end of that round,...{when} we took the case to arbitration

in 1988....our members had very good working krnwledge of what perforuunce pay meant,

what ranges of rates msant, what devolution would mean, and all of the stuff that presently

came to pass. Our members knew all those arguments by the beginning of '88 (before the

Picot Report launch) rather than being on the back foot about itl0l.

The SSC pulled out of these negotiations as they became deadlocked so PPTA agaln

decided to go to arbitration. This time the arbitration was under the newly formed

Arbitration Commission of the LRA. As I have said, the form of arbitration established

under the LRA is sometimes known as final-offer arbitrationtot rather than the compromise

model of the old arbitration system. This refers to a situation in which in a dispute the

adjudicator, the Commissioner in this qlse, comes down on one side or the other. The

centml issue is the strength of legal argument and the decision of the adjudicator. This

tends to mean that it is a win/lose situation either for the unions or for the employers rather

than oneof compromise somewhere in the middle as was the system of the old Arbitration

Tribunal of the ICA Act. Because it is a matter of win/lose, frnal offer arbitration is

supposed to enoourage negotiation and mediation.

However what did happen in this instance was a double gain for PFIA. ln addition to

achieving a wage claim of 7%, with the limitations of the SSCE removed, the claim for

various parts of 'Conditions lnitiatives' w€f,e now also able to be met. They included

professional dwelopment timq University study lelve, discipline and comp€tence

procedures and extra ancillary staffing. Many of these had derived from the earlier SSR

campaign. These all became part of the determination for secondary teachers. These were

all issues which related to the PPTA *professional project'.

We used the Conditions Initiative when I went to arbitration at the begiruring of '88. Even

though we went to arbitration under the State Services Conditions of Employment Act, at that

penod of time, anything new was actually argued underthe l-abour Relations Act.

to0 
Rt,itlip Capper, Advisory officer, PPTA.

lol sirpkin Interview
102G""r", 

A.J.'Final Offer Arbitration: a critical examination of the theory.' J. Ind. Rel. Australia. Vol. 20,
4, (t978), 373-385.
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At the end of arbitration the Commissioner called troth advocates in anl said,

"lnok I could rule, which is the normal thing to do under the LRA, but neither of you are

going to be happy. Or you could {both} come back and negotiate with me as a facilitator,

because what I heard loud and clear from PPTA was the one thing they wanted was staffing".

Stl Ruthl0l arul I went in for a day's negotiation {with the Commissioner as facilitator). None

of the Department (of Education) u,ere thsre ancl for the first time in hisbry we won some

staffing. And we won a classification review over teachers' competency, hcause tftere weren't

any departmental arlvisers telling them what that meant. And we won all sorts of things that

hadn't traditionally been regarded as bargaining.

...We also won ancillary staffing, which is a very strange thing for a union t() get. Obviously

it helped our members indirectly but we actually won extra work for another union 
l0a.

Included in the employment document was a process of "classification review' - procedures

to follow where schools considered they had competency concerns about a teacherr0s. This

maintained PPTA's commitment to a national system of education as part of the
'professional project'. Teachers as a national professional group would be the judge of
teaching standards and there would be proper procedures for teaching concerns. The

national standards set for tachers as part of teacher classification maintained a national

system of education.

PPTA also belier'red this politically addressed the concerns over discipline and competency

of teachers raised by the Scott Report and the public campaign of Ruth Richardson prior to
the 1987 election. These negotiations anticipated the ongoing struggle to maintain PPTA's
right to a voice as a union over what had been the "professional issues' of entry and exit and

which until this time wereoutsidethe industrial agenda.

The SSC had argued that secondary teachers should not receive more than a 3.5% pay

increase unless they were prepared to make significant concessions towards

restructuringl06. They sought to restrict the document to just salary, allowances and leavg

to remove Principals and senior staff from the contract and to put all matters conc€rning

teachers'working conditions and teaching standards back into the hands of Boards. These

lo3Ruth 
Chapman, hesident ppTA, 1988-89.

l04 
Sirrpkin Interview

totPPTAI"*, 
May t988. Vot, 9.No. 5.

l06Miout", 
of PPTA 1988 award negotiations, ppTA news May 1988. Vol, 9.No. 5.
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would be matters for *managerial prerogative" - a term which was to became somewhat of a

mantra with the SSC.

The Arbitration Commission ruling frustrated this goal. PPTA had had a successful

outcome both in terms of a wage increase Io 7% and in getting working conditions

recognised as part of an award through the brinkmanship tactic of taking the issue to

arbitr:ation. Ye through the Picot TasKorce occurring simultaneously the education

decisions and poticy results were being moved from education to the SSC via the industrial

relations arena.

The SSC knows nothing about education, cares less and are actually quite maniacal. You

never get such totally urreas<rnable bargaining in the private soctorl07.

As the previous chapters have shown this managerialist agenda of SSC's continued through

the deliberations of the Picot Taskforce and into the implementation of Tomorrow's

Schools.

Codifying the award: from bureaucratic procedure to legal entitlement
Following the passage of the State Sector Act in 1988, the Deprtment Manuals,

determinations, Departmental circulars and precedents which had established the

employment relationships in education previously now had to be trcodifiednlo8. The

conditions of senrice of a bureauoatic $tructure and the salary determination became the

Award. The constitution and rules of the organisation had to be rewritten to allow PPTA to

become registered under the LRA. In doing so the PPIA as a teachers' association thereby

became registered officially as a union of workers. The continuing argument within PPTA

of whether teachers were workers or professionals had now been decided by legislation.

What the State Sector Act did was make everyone a union, which promptly removed all that

silly talk of, 'Are we a Union 61 ss1." 109

The codification process however rather then being the straight forward process PPTA had

been led to believe became one of oontinuing struggle. First the procedure required finding

and codi$ing everything which had been used previously in any way as part of the

conditions of employment of teachers. These then had to be argued into a document with

SSC. SSC's plan however was that much of these were to become part of the personnel

policies of the individual schools decided through 'management prerogative', but trhePico[

I oTsimpkin, interview.
l0E1t" 

"o6;6cation 
procss was lead by Patricia O' Neal as advncate.

l o9simpkin interview
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Report which also contained this suggestion from the SSC had only just been launched at

this stage. It had not become law.

ln this process of codification however some of the conditions prevailing earlier became

lost. Some of these were lost because the enormity of the task of finding and remembering

every thing that had been used before. Some were lost because the SSC refusod to accept

them. The SSC suggested that they negotiate many of these mnditions as part of the next

award round, a position with which PPTA would not agree.

When this issue too became deadlocked in August 1988, PPTA invoked the disputes

procedure of the new LRA in a dispute of interest to force a s€ttlement of many of these

conditions. The dispute was specifically about including in the award such things as hours

of work, leave, travelling allowances, reimbursements, maternity/paternity leavg saffing
matters, appointment and comp€tency matters and union leave.

So what was happening for PPTA in 1988 was at the same time as I was tahng the case to

arbitration, we then had to codiff everything into a document. The choice for any union was

how much you let currently existing conditions go and how much you prepared for what was to

corne. PPTA in all its radiating gtory decided to do everything at once. So the result is that

we've got the best award of anyone.

Once again PPTA was successful in the arbitnation and gained legal reoognition for the

inclusion of conditions of senrice matters a$ part of an employment document. The

codification had preserved many of the elements of the professional project in the

employment document.

So we just went on and on and on- It took us 12 months to get that documeDt senled. NZEI

had settled by June or July I think. Other unions judged that they couldn't put the resorrces

into it, PPTA did it but it was at a cost. 1988 to 89 inflicted a terrible cost on the (paid) staff.

That was theyear the field officers and head office staffjust about came to blows.

They argual we should be prepring for the new environment and what was heading our way

under Picot. All we could say was 'Yes, Yes, you are right". And then they kept

bludgeoning the central office to do it and we did not have any more resouces 1 10.

This industrial battle between SSC and PPTA was occuring as Tomorrow's Schools was

being launched and the membership was being asked to support the campaign for opposition

to Tomorrow's Schools at the 1988 National Conference and then to provide the

motivational resources to Making Tomorrows Schools Work. This was the time in which

t to6i6
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PFIA oould have fallen apart through the enormity of what they were opposing and the

multifronted battle which was occurring.

The 19E8189 round: comoleting the transition to a 'prooerr union

The 1988/89 wage round was the first one totally conducted under the LRA and included in

it were the negotiations arising from Tomorrow's Schools and the potential changes to the

Education Act. The membership education plan formed part of an dternative campaign for

secondary education Moving Forward and opposition to Tomorrow's Schools. The events

in the industrial arena were supposed to be supported by a parallel oppositional campaigr

being mounted in the public arena. As I have described in Chapter 8 this campaign was

somewhat transformed at National Conference into Making Tomorrow's Schools Work.

The SSC was firmly committed to achieving its managerial agenda of separation of senior

staff, performance pay and ranges of pay rates to be decided at school let/el. However

I-ange had required that these issues be negotiated (see Chapto 8). This was again setting

up for confrontation between the SSC and the PP[A.

I had to prepare for the 88/89 round and ftom the start we lnew that it was going to be

tough because that was the rouncl in which they implemented Tomorrow's Schoolsl 1 1.

The concession bargaining framework which underpinned the LRA meant that any gain the

union made was to be in enchange for a concession. In other words, what was PPTA

prepared to give away? With the benefit of the experience of the last rounds this required a

great deal of strategising and at the same time a great deal of persistence on the part of
individuals in the negotiation team. The PPTA strategy was based on strengthening the

underlying ideolory of 'professionalism' rather than that of managerialism with its
accompanying sryaration of management and workers. hofessionalism in industrial terms

meant maintaining a unitod profession as part of the one organisation covering all secondary

teachers from principals, maintaining a national system of classification or registration for

teachers and having pay increments determined on nationally s€* criteria rather than on the

personal decision of a principal or Board.

The award round started offrcially in October 1988 with a claim lodged from PPTA for 77o

salary and allowance increase, a guaxantee of in-senrice time, more non-contact time, bgter

time allowanc€s for school administration, leave elements for EEO, time allowance for

union officers and a clause relating to industrial democracyl tz.

ll l6i6
I1216s Secodary Teachers Auard Tatks, Backgrounder Report to Boards. PPTA 1989 files.
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The SSC however indicated that it was not ready to proceed but report meetings to members

went ahead to outline what would be expected. These too became part of the membership

education of the "Making Tomorrows Schools Work'campaign. The SSC's oounter claim

was a nil-offer on exfa time allowan@s and a counter claim putting forward the

requirements they sought for Tomorrow's Schools. Once again the SSC claim sought to:

. remove principals, and senior staff from the award to an individual mnract

. abolish senrice requirements for appointments to PR or senior positions

. remove the priority rights scheme covering surplus staff

. deletethe classification scheme on teachers' competency

. delete al I reference to disciplinary provisions

. remove entitlements to relief teachers for absentees

' replace salary scales with two range of rates, and let the Boards decide where

teachers would be placed. Each teacher would be assessed each year with each

Board deciding wherethey would beplaced

' remove qualifrcations, experience ssvice credits and other current increment

entitlements from salary decisions

' remove any qrnlifications and training requirements for being a teacher

. remove allowances for secondment or higher duties

. remove manual teachers from the seoondary senrice

. remove all leave for family business, sports or cultural reasons

. delete provisions for leave without pay

and as well remove any provisions referring to particular Acts, regulations or statutory

dissretisnsl l3.

The SSC claim in effect sought to remove most of the areas which had previously formed

part of the old bureaucratic arena of teachers' oonditions and which PPTA had won through

the codification process. These were the matters which were part of the "professional

prqect". Issues such as staffing, discipline and competence criteria and procedures had

derived from the provisions of the 1964 Education Act . These were to be revoked by the

1989 Education Act sdting up Tomorrow's Schools and given to BOTS. PPTA had been

concerned over this since the Picot Report was launched and it was this defence of the

professional project which had underpinned Ruth Chapman's challenges to lange at the

1988 Conference.

l l3 55g. The Secondary Teachers 1989 counter claim (1989) - copy in Auckland PPTA files
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However since the LRA and codification these conditions now formed part of a legal

entitlement in an award. The SSC however still sought to replace that award with a

minimalist document with a minimum and maximum salary. The rest of the teachers'

conditions were to be decided by managerial prerogative via a personnel policy at school

Ievel.

We stafied the main round at the beginning of '89. The State Sector Act and the l-abour

Relations Act actually did something that we had wanted. lt gave us the ability to bargain

about anything. We could bargain about staffing and we could call anything staffing. We

could thus call anything that was to do with the profession a bargainisg matter.

The big issues for us were retaining principals, not implementing a ranges of rates, not

implementing performance pay, plus retaining the competence procedures and the disciplinry

procedures.

Discipline arrl competency was one area where it wasn't anything to do with protecting

teachers. The disciplinary procedures were to ensure tbat pmple got kicked out of the whole

profession, but fairly, and there is an independent body able to do it. We didn't believe

individual Boards of Trustees could or were capable of distinguishing the objectivity required for

that or for deciding competence either. Despite all the accusations we get about protecting

teachers, we have always wanted to get rid of incompetent teachers. (We made the competence

procedures a bit long possibly, but the neason it failed in all the previous years they keep

quoting at us, is that the principals were too scared to use the p'rocedures. Thst was not

through any fault ofours).

Basically then the negotiations were in two phases. One was to stop them bringing in

conmcts for principals and stop ranges of rates. rrly'e got rid of the contracls for principals.

Well any how, they took that notion off the table and said they would leave it up to

Governrnent. They aluays said that we knew it hadn't gone away. So it wasn't part of the

negotiations any more and so \ile went on.

At that stage you could say 'Well everything was plan sailing now. We will negotiate about

conditions, not let them get many clawbacks, defeat the rangex; of rates and we're home and

hosed.

Shonal 
to *go*t that com;retence arxl discipline was about maintaining a national service.

Unless you retained all of the discipline procedures where there nas a national set of criteria for

I l4sho* 
Hearn, PPTA President, 1990-91. Member of long Term Sfttegy group
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teachers and nationally set criteria detrmining comfretence, you could not say there was a

national system.

So we went back to the members and had stop-works around the country, sayingl This is what

we have achieved, but this is what they are trying to do.

{The SSC wants to} completely remove competence and discipline from the award anrl leave it

over to the individtul Boards to determine what they meant by disciplinary measures and

competence matters.

Anyway the members said 'Yes, Yes, we undersund and we will undertake to go on strike for

these things".

Over Queens Birthday in June 1989 we spent the whole weekend with Gerald Minneert5 end ure

trgued urord by word, clause by clause, the present disciplinary protrdures that are now in the

award and then agreed them. When he went back to check with his lawyer and so on, they said

this is not devolution. They were much more bloody minded after that.

Wbat had hapfprpd w&s we had retained a national system of education within the disciplinary

procedures because ue had argued the national criteria in. We thought competence would be a

pushover after that but I think he'd been advised that he had given away far too much. So it

wasn t until a month after that we settled on everything. We actually pard for the competence

clauses with a pay increase.

In negotiations it came down to, "Well wtrich do you want - pay increase or competence?"

That stop work that I'm talking about where negotiations u,ere describql as competence and

discipline. lt was all professional, it was saying "Look we can take uAat we have gained now

and we can go home but if we do that this is what is going to happen to our profession.

Members said, 'Yes, Yes, no question" and gave us the power

We spent day after day, night after night. We came out at the end without the contracts for

Principals, without performance pay, with some competence and with some discipliury

{pnredures} still in the contract. Then they promptty legislatut the Priruipals su1l 16.

The maintenance of a national education system was the key plank in the PPTA's opposition

to the education reforms in 1989 in both the industrial and the public arena. This provided

the means of resistance. The requirement for a national system underpinned their

I l56srx16 Minee, Manager SSC, Education. SSC Advocate
I l65i6p1s1n interview. The hincipals were legislated out through State Sector Act amendrnent, No. 67
1989, Part VIIb elatrorated below.
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opposition to the education reforms. By defending what they saw as the "professional

interests" of secondary teachers at the industrial level, PPTA was defending the provision of
a uniformly funded national education system. However the cost was at the expense of any

increase in their pay. The more tangible interests were sacrificed for what was seen as the
longer term interests, the professional ones of the maintenance of a national system of State

education and staffing for teachers. The monological interests were being resisted in favour
of more dialogical concerns. Professionalism was the issue now not a limited eoonomically
oriented unionism, and yet the strategies were heavily union - it was a confrontation of two
opposing forces.

While PmA was educationally opposed to theproposed changes, the oducational arguments

which were integral to theh professional arguments were compldely disregarded by the
SSC. What the SSC was addressing was an employment relationship not a professional
one. From the SSC's managerial perspective it was about replacing a professional

relationship with an industrial or enterprise relationship. Decisions about teachers'

conditions, competency and discipline to be the responsibility of the individual enterprise as

mattss of 'managerial prerogative' over the human resource. This occasioned PPTA to
produce the Munro Report as both an industrial and political strategy.

The Erlucation Department was at the table. How much influence they had is anyone's guess.

The educational arguments were nil basically. The Munro Reportt 
t t *", part of our strategy

so we tabled that befcne Christmas. They ignored it. They never responded to the Munro

R€port across the table. We tried to make a big deal of it in the media, but the SSC always

flatly refi.lsed to debate thi4gs on educational grounds.

Take discipline, I think that is the one place vfrere nobody in their right mind could surely

opfrose the notion of a Teachers' Disciplinary Court so incompetent teachers can be removed

completely from the service. Kevin Bunker spent countless hours trying to convince Gerald

(Minee) of this, t() n0 avail118.

The negotiation process.

The negotiators in this environment require highly developed industrial skills, an

understanding of the broader educational issues as well as enornous stamina. The arena of
industrial negotiation in this concessional bargaining environment was conducted within a

t 
lt* Munro, Tlte Munro Repttn: Resurch into tlte Penonnel Provisiuts of Totnorrow's Schools-

(Wellington: New Zealand Post Prirnary Teachers' Association, 1989) This Report was commissioned by
PPTA. It examined the international arguments on porformance pay and effectiv-e teaching ad shouied that
performance pay systems or objectives basat teaching systems had very little to Oo witn the effective
development of higher concept learning in children. ( See Chapter 8)
I I oSimpkin interview
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them and us framework of clarifying different or similar interests. Skills are required for

listening to the other side and checking out what is being said at every stage of the process.

Then more skills were required in rephrasing and reshaping the claims into acceptable

positions or even in some cases acceptable words.

It's finding in a non-up-front way where the weaknesses are in the other perxrn's position.

Sometimes you do hold to a prsition when you know you're going to give rvay on it

eventually, but you usually give some sort of hints in that direction.

Basically the day before we settled we got Geraldl 19 to summarise uzhere we were at and when

we took an adjournment after that I said to the otheru, nwe've got a settlement here'.

They said nYou've got to he joking,n and I said "If we go away and we work on it and we come

back, we've got a settlement" and we did.

"lt'sjust...it's having tested each other enough.

In this process the relationship is balanced between what Offe t€rms the material resources

and the motivational resources. The material resources provide the potential for power and

funds the organisation's expertise, while the motivational resources provide the exercise of
power through the 'threat of strike' at the lwel of the membership.

So that what happens in the negotiations is that not just the people in the room are involved

but PPTA's entire history is in that room. In that room lras the knowledge that ufren PPTA

said, The members have said we are not to do thisi, - that that's what the members really had

said.

They also knew from their spies that tbe stopworks in 1988 had said there will be no settlement

without discipline and competerrce procedures. So that's the key.

Ifyou'reaUnionlike the PPTA, what is in that room is not the individuals, it is the PPTA

union ethos, and that's a problem where the other unions don't have that ethos. So whatever

happens in the negotiations every single PPTA member is in that room, but in some other

unions you can't actually say that can you?

The "threat of strike" in a State union howerrer also involves a potential political threat in the

public arena. The public campaign accompanying this particular indusFial one was reliant

on motivating the membership of PPTA itself. This was a task for the regional

organisation. The power of the executive to deliver in negotiations was dependent on being

seen as the genuine collective voice of this involved and active membership. The power of
the membership was to provide erridence of that $upport during the difficult process of

negotiations.

I lgcerald Minee SSC Manager Industial Relations, Education. SSC Advocate
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Basically in negotiations the first.iob was to convince the other side that we meant what we say

and that no matter how long we sat there, - no matter what they offered, principals were not in

the contract, so we were not going to be able to negotiate any mclre.

It ttxlk about three months to convince them of that. I supp,ose in any negotiation process you

have to s€e Progress in things. lf you stay parallel with what the other unions were doing at

the same time, they were getting the feel for the compmmise they were going to have to reach

at the end of the day. I was never given that power bocause PPTA wasn't into compromise, so

apart from finally giving away priority rightsl20, my job was to hold the line.

It is testing each other out so that when we kept saying, 'We had nowhere to move", we

genuinely had nowhere to move. Ancl that's what negotialien is xboull ?t

In the end the PPIA resistance to the 1989 Tomorrow's School's industrial agenda was at
the union level due to its ability to motivate its membership for a simultaneous public,
political and industrial campaign. It was not about debate or re son, it was about power
and political leverage. This is a dangerous strategy with the union leadership exposing the
membership to a constant threat of having to flex industrial muscle as politicat power. At
the same time it faced the possibility that the memb€rship might not respond, the public
campaign would turn against them or that the Government would legislate. This was a
headon oonfrontational threat to'med meat thebarricades'to usetheterm which Kerchner
and Mitchelll22 u5g. The process was generated by the change in the legislative structures
which the Government had instigated yd the strategy being pursued was that of maintaining
the indicators of *professionalism'.

Legislating Principals out of the award coverage
At the end of 1989 subsequent amendments to the SSA ap'plied the managerialist personnel
alrangements which SSC wanted to the education service, specifically by removing
secondary principals and up to four of the senior positions from union oovemge by
legislation'23. As PPTA saw it the legislation to achier/e this was a direct result of the
SSC's failure during the previous rounds. The union had determinedly resisted this
particular managerialist agenda as a 'professional position'. It was not in the "interest of
the profession" to have principals outside the organisation. But the State through the SSC
required them out.

120'p666iy 
lghts' were accorded teachers rvho had been declaed surplus in one school, they had priority in

appointment for any similarjob they applied for in another school.
r/rSimpkin interview.
l22Kqchnsl and Mitchell, The changing ldea of a Tbachen union.l ggg, op cit.
123soru 

Sector Act amendment, No. 67 19g9. parr VIIb
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The next s{4uence of events was legislating principals out of the award. What did ue do then?

We went to principals and said are we going to stand together or not? And they stood together

and won a gnd basically core contract, so we won that nrund trxr. Each round we were

winning, we were winning each battte bul we were never winning the warl 24

(emphasis on tape).

The principals were still part of the organisation and were able to gain a separate individual

contract which contained most of the conditions of the collective award.

However the State as both the employer and as legislator had used legislative power to force

compliance of their industrial agenda. PPTA's starus as the professional body with
professional concerns was being replaced compulsorily with that of a union managing

various awards.

Unlerlying the'89 round were professional issues. Well from our lnint of view that's what

they all were. From their point of view, it was cost cutting. But if you look at contacts for

lnincipals, the arguments are about dividing the profession. Perfonnance pay, there are no

professional arguments for that. Ranges of rates and the 6twer of either Boards or principals to

place people u&ere they like, thnt's all about professional 6aj1ffsl 25.

Theseamendments tothe State Sector Act legislating the principals out of the award, were

only possible because the State is simultaneously the employer and the legislator. Contrary

to theview that theLRA applied {ually to all unions, and madethem all the same, the State

as employer also has the extra power to directly legislate their will. This rendered the

central premise of the LRA that unions and employers are equal partn€rs in a negotiating

relationship rather a sham. Not only does the State have all the rights of ernployer, but it
also has the added power of legislation and the force of the State power. However the form

of the State with its struclures of democratic procedure and legitimating function may be at

odds with this use of power.

If too often used this contradiction exposes the Government at the constitutional level. It is
seen publicly to be an elected dictatorstrip, and at the same time it risks politicising the public

service and undermining their role as impartial. Using State power to interyene in such

employment mafters also has legitimation implications which may increase the pressure for

electoral shifts depending on how this power is seen by the polity. Using the power of the

State too obviously for the benefit of one Soup, puts at risk the central legitimation ideal of

124 5hoL;n interview.
1256i6.
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the state: the State s role is to govern in the interests of all of the people. This particular

show of State power was only possible because the group to which this was occurring,

PFrIA principals, was relatively tiny and politically relatively isolated. It was also being

legitimised by the SSC as an industrial matt€r not an educational one. SSC was merely

doing to schools what had been done elsewhere in the State restructuring, it was only a

Machinery of Governmsnt rn3ttq'l 26.

PART FIVE: THE T99O NEGOTIATIONS, THE BEGINNINGS OF A LONG

TERM STRATEGY

The 1990 negotiations were in comparison to the earlier negotiations relatively brief.

Following a five week round, in settlernent of what was now technically a dispute of
interest, the Secondary Teachers Award was settled for a 12 month term. Teachers gained

a 4.25% increase in salary scales, some clauses were deleted relating to union leavg and an

agreement to set up a Working hrty including representation from the Ministry of
Education and the School Trustees Association to mnsider:

. remuneration structures.

. teacher job rquiremants and workload

. school decision-making structures.

However in this round the membership was not directly involved and even the proposed

settlement was not taken back to members. The Executive belierred that without the option

of arbitration it was better not to havethe parties backed into public positions and risk losing

thepackagsl2T.

Executive believed it was the be'st deal we could achieve so il would have bnen irresponsible to

pretend to members that they had a choice not to accept the package. It would have been a

questionable use of paid union leave and foolish, to ask members to accept a packagel 28.

Setting-up a Working Party established a formal arena involving the Ministry of Eduction

and the STA through which teachers'conditions could be debated and discussed outside of

the nqgotiations arena and outside the control of the SSC.

The model of pay restructuring which PPIA sought for the Working Party was a "third

way" between the rate for the person, the managerial approach and the rate for the position,

the old bureaucratic model. PPTA suggested a skills-based model, similar to the Vicloria

1265"" Fat Walsh *Report to Education Department on Conditions of employment in Tornorrow's Schools:
industrial relations and personnel policies in the education sectcn". (Wellington: Industrial Relations Centre,
Victoria University of Wellington,l990) p.3
lZ7 ppT{rews Vol 1l No g Jlne 1990.
128 5tro* Hearn, hesident, PPTA News Secondary Award Special PPTA news Vol I I No 8 June 1990
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(Australia) model which linked improved qualifications with pay in an award re-

sfructuringl2e. This same model was to later become important as pafi of a sffategy of
'modernisation'. Through this model PPIA linked the development of the National

Curriculum and the skills based system of education occurring with the NZQA Framework.

Teacher workload was to be examined through a survey of what teachers actually did.

While the third area 'school decision-making' structures sought to establish a consensus

decision making process for schools along the lines of new management modelsl3o and

workplace reform. PPTA called it "shared decision making".

The tension in a union organisation which Offe identifies, that between bureaucracy and

democracy, was moving towards the bureaucracy in this situation, to increasing the power

of the Executive and the negotiators. PFrIA was moving toward the more oligarchic

monological position in which the role of the union is to deliver the seleCIive goods, and to

do this without having to call too directly on the motivational resources of the membership.

This moveaway from the membership tends to decrease the power the union requires as a

motivational resource and increase the importance of the material resources and of the elite.

However in PPTA's case this move precipitated an amount of membership grumbling and

oonc€tn I 31. This erupted at the National Conference in August that year as I will elaborate

shortly.

This working party process established PPIA in the 'new environment of the LRA' as an

organisation focusd at the school level concerned with members interests and conditions,

concerned about teaching more than education policy, seeking opportunities which would

improve these at a national level. This however depended on the ability of the working

party to actually have any power. The Long Term Strategy Group set up by PPTA

Executive linkd these Working Party suggestions for pay restructuring to the 1987 Policy

for Youth, to the plans for an integrated curriculum and to new ideas about workplace

consensus decision-making gaining importance as 'the third way' in the NZCTU. This

then widened the workplace focus to include issues of educational mandate and operation.

Under changed circumstances PPTA was developing new meilns for identifying "when the

decisions are made in secondary education, PFIA will be there". The Long Term Strategy

moved the monological concerns of teachers towards the dialogical ones of education once

again.

l29pp7Sn"*t Vol ll No. 14 November 1990
l306ot Term Strategy , PPTAnews Vol.t 1 mr l0 August 1990.
l3l; qps- Pers. comm.
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The Third Way

The strategy of 'the third way' of the l.lZCTU proposed a new way forward between the old

Keynesian model and the economic liberal model of the BRT and Treasury. The NZCTU

offered to enter into discussions with the Labour Government over a tripartite 'corporatism'

alongthelineof theAustralianAccord. Thisbecameknownas the Compact. The unions

would offer wage restraint and produaivity gains in rdurn for a forward thinking
programme of jobs and economic restructuring. The *third way' involved a NZCTU
strategy for a high-skills high-wage @onomy, education for skills and for award

restructuring to recognise that skill132. Increases in pay would come from increases in

skills. The Labour Govemment offered support but predicably the employers refused to

take part in the negotiations. And in spite of a NZCTU proipaganda campaign most of the

workers also remained highly sceptical.

The third-way sfatery linked the "education industry" into a broader national plan and

focused the scope of education on the labour markel and skills. Education became once

again portrayd as the key to future prosperity and to improving the saleability of labour
power: *human capital'.t:r While, as has been said, education not does make jobs, this

strategy created opportunities for those in the education indusbry. The *third way strategy"
promoted the interests of the skilld labour markg and those in higher le\iels of education

such as teacher unions, particularly PPTA, It sought incentives to increase skills or provide

credentials for the skilled workforce and work for those doing the credentialling.

At PPTA National conferencethat year some of the more leftleaning delegates were wary of
ides like the'third way', *workplace reform', and uneasy about the closeness of PPTA to
the "Rogernomics labour Government and the sellout Cf'(Jtr134. Others were somewhat

ooncerned about the direction being pursued by Executive of not consulting them over

policy particularly over the Awardl35. The Conference passed a motion instructing that

Executive should also explore alternative strategies for members to considerl36. After quite

a vocal debate, this was merely a slap on the wrist of Executive to remind them they needed

membership support and that PPTA was a democratic organisation.

13216t strategy derived from the ACTU, Austmlia Remnstruaed (Cantrerra: Australian Council of Tradae
Unions, 1985)
133 Haw"y, O, *The unions and the Government: the rise and fall of the Compact', in John Deeks and Nick
Perry Controlling Interests , (Auckland:.Auckland University Press, 1992)
l34ltaRichards Conlbrence Delegate Auckland region. pers. comm.llf n*. two Auckland Conference Delegates.
|36PPTA nslysVol ll no ll
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SOME CONCLUSIONS

THE LRA . IMPLICATIONS #T

One of the consequences of the State Sector Act was to change the labour relations of
teachers and with it, PP|A. Under the LRA, PPTA had become a union, legally able to

strike, but without the option of compulsory conciliation and arbitnation. Under the LRA
the fixed relativities between primary and secondary teachers were now removed. The pay

difference would now be a matter for 'the market'. As a union PFrIA could be denied a

formal input into general education policy making - their customary professional arena.

Their @ncerns for education were now restricted inside the State to the industrial,

communicating their ideas via the SSC or the Boards of Trustees or to voicing political

concelns in the public arena. The voice of teachers through their representative association

was thereby denied formal recognition in the mandate of education without some sort of
corporatist structure, yet that voice had beome more political in the public arena.

The LRA - implications #2

The LRA gave PPTA as a union the power to bargain about almost everything. If it could
be shown to about teachers' conditions of work in a school it oould be negotiated into in a
document. Issues like appointments, class sizes, staffing ratios, contact hours, school

management structures even ctnriculum mntent could thus form part of the award. PPTA

had in effect lost a professional voice but gained union power. The contents of the
*professiond project", secondary teachers concerns over appointment procedures, national

discipline structures and teachers oomp€tency had been preserved into a legal document to

be implemented at school level. The SSC's managerialist agenda in education which it
sought through the Picot Report and Tomorrow's Schools had been somewhat thwarted by

the PPTA "professional project". The bureaucratic procedures for rule-following behaviour

were replaced by entitlernents in a legally binding award. Consequently if it was in the

document it could be legally enforced through a compliancr order as long as PPTA was a

Iegal party to that award.

Howerrer as I have discussed in Chapter 5, an important part of the motivation resources are

ideological. The loyalty of the teachers was to the 'profession's ideology'. While the

ideology of professionalism can be viewed as a construct which secures the internalisation

of the means of motivation and discipline, it does not engender loyalty to the individual

'firm'. As the'professional project' evolved, the culture - the professional loyalty - of
PPIA, was to the oontinuation of State education, to the importance of transmitted

knowledge and to the educational ooncepts of equality of opportunity. These were the

markers of this profession.
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As a union PPIA had a voice in the public arena through which it could address these

professional concems. At the same time the political opportunities for professional

concerns and teachers'conditions were being opened up at the worksite lwel through the

notion of "workplacereform'via a national award. Different opportunities were becoming

available through which to implement the 'professional project'. The mechanism of a
monological relationship, the award, was being used to pursue and maintain the dialogical

possibilities bound up in PPTA's professional project.
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CHAPTER TEN.

THE ECA: FROM IJNION TO BARGAINING AGENT

A LONG INTRODUCTION: SETTING TIIE SCENE

Following the election of the National Government at the end of 1990, the context of

PPTA's struggle was formed by:
. the Government's industrial agenda - full labour markd de-regulation
. the Government's the economic agenda - reduce the cost of the State

. the Government's plans to complete the devolution of teachers' salaries funding to

schools
. the Government's plans for the development of a National Curriculum.

In 1991, alongside the rest of the union movement, PFTA was transformed from a union

into a bargaining agent for secondary teachers through the Employment Contracl Act. This

overlapped with the ongoing struggle against the dwolution of teachers' salary bulk-

funding, which for PPTA was simultaneously a union matter and a matter of professional

concern. The campaign to maintain teachers' employment conditions is also interwoven

with the implementation of the National Curriculum Initiatives. Over arching all of this is

the role of the State as both employer and law maker. It is a complex industrial and political

story, with PPIA seeking to build and maintain its alliances with parents and BOTs against

thebulk-funding issue and with the education bureaucracy over curriculum direction while

also trying to protect the professional ideology of a national secondary education system and

itself as a member of the'modern union' movement.

The story will be told in three parts. Part one lmks at the Employment Contracts Act as it

was imposed on the country and at PPTA's response to that Act. Part two looks briefly at

the bulk-funding campaign, and the Curriculum Initiatives. Part three describes PPTA's

1.992 industrial campaign oonducted under the ECA which was finally settled in March 1993

with the beginnings of some moves to a resolution of the difficulties.

However before starting that, in a long introduction, I shall set the scene and pnovide a brief

political sketch of the important political players.

The State Sector Act, and the labour Relations Act had designated PPTA a union. The

Education Act seting in place the ducation restructuring in 1989 excluded PPTA from

offrcial policy-making. The PPTA however oontinued to maintain their "professional

project" through the industrial and public arenas. Their goals were

' to have teachers' voices heard in education policy making

' to reclaim their professional status as well as their union role
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. to resist the imposition of bulk-funding for teachers salaries

. to hold on to their employment conditions.

This involved finding appropriate space and opportunity under different political conditions.

Thesegoals form the story of PPTA during the period from late l99G'1993. During this

time the newly elected National Government imposed an anti-union and anti-oolledive

industrial bargaining environment on the counby's labour market. This resulted in an

immediate de-unionisation of much of the workforce. Yet within this environment various

manoeuvres towards the PPTA contract settlement in March 1993 resulted in the

Govemment's agreement to grant PPTA voice in the "modernisation'of education through a

newly creilted body the "Schools Consultative Group".

In the lead up to the 1990 election there were three different debates of importance to PPTA

and to education. One was the debate about labow market structures led by the Business

Roundtable and Employers' Federation, the second was a debate about the sope and

mandate of education focusing on curriculum and the third was the ongoing debate about the

funding of schools. The political manoeuwes by PPTA over the dwelopment of a National

Curriculum was described in Chapter 7 and the earlier strategies of resistane over salaies

bulk funding were described in Chapters 8 and 9. This chapter focuses again on the labour

market arena and on industrial relations matters bdween 1990-1993 as PPTA along with

other unions was being functionally changed by the State. This time PITA was being

transformed through theEmployment Contracts Act. from being a union to a more tenuous

role as a bargaining agent.

The Political Situation
The unions had in general had resisted the economicliberal attempts to deregulate the

labour market and had achieved some m€ztsure of protection under the LRA. The State

unions however through the State Sector Act had become mainstreamed as unions, losing

their special identity as service organisations. Any protections the unions achieved had

been possible because of links with various factions in the labour Government. The union

movement attempted to use these links politically against the Rogernomics economic-liberal

agenda also being pursued the labour Government. Howsrer over 1988-1990 the labour
Government hadbecome paralysed both at a personality level and a political level.

At a personality level, there had been deep conflict between Lange as hime Minists and

Douglas as Minister of Finance, which ended in lange walking away from the leadership

and ensuing leadership oonfusion.l At the deeper level the Iabour Government was also

I B.E Jesson, Fragments of Labour,op. cit. Chp l0
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paralysed politically. The economicliberal agenda to de-regulate the labour markd and the

plans to corporatise health and education had been blocked by resistance organised and run

by the unions involved. As the earlier chapters have shown the moves towards what

Jessop calls a 'two nation project', were slowed by those who supported a 'one nation

project' of Keynesian social democracy. The resistance however was based mainly on

fairly vague ideological notions of social democracy and preserving the way things were.

This ideology related back to the Welfare State 1935 of equality of opportunity and fairness.

In the lad up to the 1990 election the leadership of the union movement sought a 'third

way', to establish through Government some form of formal corporatism. This was rejected

both by the employers and many of the unions2.

The electorate disillusioned by the unemployment, social dislocation and the fragmentation

of the I-abour Government voted decisively against l-abour, and against Rogernomics, in

the 1990 elec{ions, returning National once again to the Treasury benches.

The business leaders seeking a continuation of the marketisation project and qpecifically

labour market deregulation during 1989-90 had switched their allegiance from labour to

the National Party, and in particular to Ruth Richardson as the spokesperson on Finance.

This created a different constellation of interests and political forces. The National Party

had the basic anti-union voting constituency of its traditional farmer base. This linked the

anti-union messages being promoted in business circles with calls to cut back the State even

further. The combination of the two provided even more political support to the economic-

liberal agenda of a minimalist State.

National won the elction in 1990. However in spite of the mesage from the electorate,

economic-liberalism continued. Changes to the labour market and cuts to penssions and

welfare benefits3 began before Christmas 1990. These and user-pay health reforms,

undercut much of the Welfare State infrastructure so encouragtng a major ransformation of
the New T.ealandWelfare State.

The 1991 Richardson Budget, which was announced as "mother of all budgets" with

"education a winner" and 'community cards' for the poor, marked the official separation of
the population into rich and poor. The State really was being moved from a wage-earners'

? Owen Hawey, "The unions and the Government: the rise and fall of the Compact', in John Dtpks and Nick
Perry Controlling Interests (Auckland: Auckland University he.ss, 1992) pp59-78

3 These cuts, which wef,e announced just before Christrnas reduced welfare benefits, already cut under Labour,
in snme cases by nearly l0%. This cutback in the State was linked to concerns about fiscal
respnsibillity, inflation and overseas debt and wa.s somewhat cruelly entitled The Emnomic and Social
Initiative .
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rights-based approach - the old New T,aland model based on full-employment and

compulsory arbitration towards a more residual sfety net type4. It was moving towards an

American economic liberal model of individual responsibility and targeted income supports.

Mark Prebbleo of Treasury in addressing this question, agreed that New Zealand was

moving from what he called a "belong and participate" model of the State with universalism

in health and education, towards one that provided a "model sfety nd"7. [n a confusion of

ends and means, however, he denied this was a shift conc€ptually in the nature of State;

rather he portrayed it as a technical problem of efficiency.

There is a shift, there is a greater empbasis on self reliance. There is a rcduction in levels of

supF)rt and an increase in targeting. But this is not a conceptual shift, rather it is a shift in

means. The debate, therefore, should be about the efficiency of those means and the

implications of different approachesS.

This shift in the nature of the State was a result of political battle won by the political Right

rather than just an administrative or technical shift as it was portrayed. The shift had been

begun by Treasury back in 1984, had been driven politically by Labour with bureaucratic

support and continued under National.

Modernisation and flexibility
Various diffqent meanings of theterms "modernisation'and "flexibility" formed the context

within which the education policy was being formed and which PPTA's strategy addressed

from early in 1990. The strands of this policy came fiom different political groupings and

fractions of capital and they provide the possibilities of various alliances or oppositions. A

point that Althusser has made in For Marxe which I keep coming back to is that the

questions asked form the limits of the debatg or the problernatique. The political struggle

in education for PPTA was both a struggle over control over this question setting process

and a means of seeking opportunities to shift the debate towards some acc€ptable altemative

possibilities. It is this requirement to find these opportunities which provides the basis of
'rational opportunism'and enabled PPTA to survive as a union.

4 Mark hebble in G. Hawke, ed. A Modesr fiery Na? The furure of the Wetfare State. (Wellington:
NZIPS, Victoria University, l99l) pp 4-10

5 G6sta Esping -Anderson, The Three Worlds of Welfare Capitatism (Cambridge: Camtnidge Polity Press,
1990),p 26

6 Manager: Treasury Change Team on Social Assistance.
7 Prebble l99l:4.
8 ruio.
9 Althusser, For Mam, op.cit. p 253
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The debate over educittion from 1984 through to 1989 had been framed in terms of
"community" and "equity " largely under control of the socialliberal wing of the Labout

Party and the educationalists. Their focus was an 'inclusive curriculum' and increased

access to schooling. This emphasised education as a universal entitlement of citizenship.

Now as Treasury and the Business Roundtable gained a dominant position in the question

setting process over 1990, *community' had started to become re-defined as individual

parental choicelo tending to focus on school choice and selective mechanisms. This

focused the debate on education as a commodity: as a private good in both an e@nomic and

social sense.

Meanwhile the debate over the mandate of education and specifically secondary education,

from 1990 onwards became framed within terms of the notions of "modernisation," "skills"

and "flexibility". This stressed credentials and education for the labour market, specifically

an 'education for the technological age'. As the various strands of this debate coalesced at

the 1990 election, *modernisation and flexibility" became the popular political terms for a

new form of society, their meanings contested between various interest groups, and

focusing on different issues. This can be seen as a struggle over the content of the

appropriate project of a new "flexible regime of accumulation".

The political players.

The various players in this process and their concerns are outlined below. Much of the

explanation and discussion builds on the shifting positions of the various political players

described in earlier chapters (particularly Chaptos 7,8,9). Their particular role in the push

to full labour market commodification will also be elaborated further as part of the unfolding

story.

Business Roundtable. The BRT, as I explained in chapter 10, was a group of
business leaders with Roger Kerr as the CEO. The various publications of the BRT

provide the voice of the finance capial and the multinational companies. Here was a

meaning for modernisation which stressed the "modern, flexible' free labour market, the

modern global markds and State de-regulation. 'Modernisation' for the BRT meant the

application of economic-liberalism and public choice theory in an anti-unionist Hayekian

minimal State. It is a view of a model of capital accumulation which we can categorise

using the Elam trilogy presented in Chapto one as a no-Smithian one. It reflected the

economic approach of Adam Smith.

l0 Liz Gordon, *Education Reform in New Zealand: contesting the role of the teacher.' in Intenatiotnl
Studies in the Sociology of Mucation Vol2: l, Ugn, pp23- 42
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For the BRT education was a matter of parental choice in an autonomous enterprisel l. The

BRT, as I described in Chapter 8, began campaigning on education directly after the 1990

election. This debate occurred in the public arena through the Sexton Report, released at

the beginning of 1991, and the BRT's front organisation The Education Forum.r2. This

was followed in 1992 by another report Better Teachers For Bgter Leamingt: specifically

targding the teachers' contract negotiations.

Employersr Federation. A similar message seeking modernisation (meaning de-

regulation) of the labour market was also coming from the I{ZEF. Under the influence of
Marshall, the NZEF stressed the development of a competitively-priced export oriented

commodity markg (which also meant a low-wage structure) and "flexible" enterpriselerrel

bargaining with strong employer confol, 'management prerogative. In their view education

was primarily for employment in industry.

The Manufacturing Sector. An associated strand but representing a different faction

of capital can be found coming from the manufacturing indusbry both at the employer lwel
and supported in the Engineers Union. This view supported collective bargaining,

stressed the dwelorpment of 'modernised workplace structures and practices and the

dwelopment of worker-management consultative partnerships. This strand building on

ideas like TQM, Quality Circles, the "Nissan Way" or Japanese organisation of industry

became part of the movement for workplace reform and the redefinition of union-

management structures. This grouping also provided a groundswell for the dwelopment of

thePorterhoject'sideaof competitiveadvantagela. New Zealand should actively choose

ways to exploit and develop its various competitive advantages. The education needed was

for a general increase in technical skills which could be built togetho to beoome

qualifications. It was a view of a social formation which can be described as a variey of

flexible accumulation stressing technological innovation (Se Chapter l) or a 'no-
Schumpeterian' view I 5.

I I List of Business Roundtable publications in BRT, The OId New Tzaland and The Na*', (Wellington:
Business Rourdtable March, 1994)

12The Education Forum is a BRT crsted body of selected people including the CEO of the BRT, CEO of
the Employers'Federation, President of the Manufacturers' Federation, President of Federated Farmers and

5 school principals of which only 3 are in state schools. (See Chapter 8)
l3 EducationForum, ktterTachersandBenerl-arning (Auchand: EducationForum,lgg2)
14 G. Crocombe et al. Upgrading New Zealand's Compaiilve Advantage (Aucklard Oxford University

Pre.ss, l99l)
15 See Roger Dale, 'Towards a New Settlement in Education: Neo-liberal and neo-Scumpeterian Terdencies'.

Paper presented at NZARE Regional Conference Education and Democracy, (Auckland, August. 1994)
N. Rosenberg, Schumpeter and Marx: how comrnon a vision? in R. Macl,eod (d) Tecitnology and Hunnn

Pmspea (l,ondon: Frances Pinter, 1986)
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The Unions. The unions' view which politically emerged in the I{ZC|U leadership after

1989 and the socialliberal wing of the l-abour Party also stressed the modernisation of the

New Zealand economy through modern worLplace structures and skill dwelopment. There

had been a number of terms used to describe what was in essence a new *corporatist

programme" (Accord, the Compact, strategic unionism). The NZCTU leadership attonpted

to move their affiliated unions' concerns from distributional ones of wages to include the

broader dialogical concerns of economic direction and a new social visionl6. The NZCTU

leadership argued for a *third way" between the interventionism of the Muldoonisl

Keynesian State and free market economic-liberal prrognmme of a minimalist State. This

suggested the development of a high skills - high wage economy with firms using new

technology and new work methods of workplace consultation rather than the Taylorist

models of the old system. Like those in the manufacturing sector it was a plan which

provided for the development of the workplace through technology and education i.e. skills-

based development. It also suggested a ladder of pay incentives tied to increases in skills.

This too was a model which can be described as a 'neo- Schumpeerian' or post-Fordist

view.

The State Officials
SSC A contradictory view to this was the continuing Taylorist managerialist view

advocated for the State by the SSC. The SSC promoted the modenrisation of the

bureaucratic culture through the imposition of hierarchical Taylorist managerial structures.

This sought to make State organisations more efficient and cost effective in an abstract

model of a private s@tor firm, an enterprise. As I described in Chapter 8, following the

contestation of Tomorrow's Schools. the SSC agenda for education, of devolution of

teacher's salaries and managerialism, was reasserted in the lnugh Reporltz and again in the

SSC Briefing papers to the lncoming Government for 1990. For the SSC this was about

allowing labour flexibility and producing the structures for accountability. The role of the

SSC was that of the State's Human Resource manager and employers'advocate.

Treasury shared a similar perspective to the Business Roundtable and the Employers

Federation about both labour markets and education. For Treasury "modernisation"

occurred through removing the rigidity of the various forms of markg and relating the

function of education to labour markets. Their underlying economic position was the

l6 Hartey, *The unions and the Government: the rise and fall of the Compact', op. cit .

l7mugn, Tdots SchooLr op. cit.
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monetarist one; reduce inflation by "decreasing the cost of the State" and for the separate

educational provision from funding.

Education The restructuring in education had constructed a number of compeing

bureaucracies. Each of the new organisations, MOE, NZQA, ERO, TRB was developing

its own particular and differing educational views arising from their own particular focus:

policy creation, qualifications, review measures, teacher standards. As I noted in Chapter

3. through the Public Finance Act accountability in education was being moved from

concepts of effectiveness towards concepts of efficiency. However there was still some

general agreement among the various agencies on concepts of equity for Maori and women,

and some continued acceptance of the Beebyan inheritance of equality of opportunity for the

compul sory ducation sector.

The National Party's Education views

The National Party had a different approach to education in general than tabour Party which

largely contained similar views to the PPIA leadership. The National Party oontained a

blend of what can be called both Old and New Right view points. There were concerns

about traditions, standards and measurement and an opposition to the social-liberal agenda.

This position echoed the views expressed in Metro magazine during 198718 and related back

to Wellington, the Minister from 1978- 1984. There was also the addition of the

perspective stressing choice, individualism and enterprise funding and the

'commodification'project of Richardson. However who the particular Minister was is of

some import. Whereas in 1987 the National Education spokesperson Ruth Richardson

supported the economic-liberal agorda and vouchers, Dr. l-ockwood Smith, the National

Party spokesperson in 1990 and then Minister of Education was concerned about both

standards and increasing qualifications. His perspective can be categorised as a

traditionalist paspective but it was swept along with the growing economic agenda of a

*new modern economy'.

There's growing recognition that our curriculum must face up to the realities of the modern

economy and the standards of learning and the skills required by the modern internationally

competitive economy...What we have to do is centrally set lhe goals of the curriculum, set the

targets that form the curriculum and let the professionals decide how best to m€et theml 9.

This then provides the background against which the moves to laborr market de-regulation

and the ensuring battles for PPTA occurred.

l8Carole Du Chateau, "The [-ost Generation" MenCI Aytnl ( 1987)
19l-crckwcnd Smith, in Thoughts of the Educahon Mimster' PPTAnews,Vol.l no 2. Febnrary l99l p 8
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PART ONE: Capital v. Labour: "modernising" the employment relation.

Some scholars?o have suggested that before the election the Labour Govemment should

have taken a more radical - "while sympathetic to the unions"- approach to the problems of

the employers. However the run up to the 1990 election at a deeper level was a collusion of
interests in the cutting back and restructuring of the State. The'historic compromise' of the

"wage earnetrs' welfare state" dating back to the 1894 ICA Act was still the object of the

economic liberal project. . One of ideas promoted publicly by the NZEF , the BRT and the

Treasury was that the ICA Act and all that flowed from it had created a backward

economy'2l. Having lost the debatepolitically in round one with the LRA so to speak, the

argument was again being relitigated.

With thepassageof the LRA in 1988 the campaign from business groups against the LRA

itself intensified. lnbbyists,led mainly by the BRT and the NZEF, still anempted to move

labour markg policy towards what they called "labour market flexibility". They actively

opposed the LRA as an example of the labour Government implemanting the unions'

agenda. lt was "essentially anti-employu"22. The LRA had made arbitration itself

voluntary, required the re-organisation of unions towards larger units and established the

possibility of industrial unions and of enterprise bargaining. However it had also

institutionalised cotlectivebargaining with the unions as the key players in this. The LRA

therefore allowed for the oontinuation of wage relativity in awards, while also allowing

unions blanket coverage of all workers under that award.

For the BRT and the NZEF this was a distortion in the ideal of a free marketz3. The

economy needed to become competitive through allowing oompetitive flexible wage setting

processes which unions tended to 'distort through opportunism and collective action'24.

As some sort of equal rationaleto cover unions' interests they advanced that 'unions needed

to be competitive in their drive for members'as well.2s The BRT and the NZEF both

'ur.g P. Boxall,"Towards the Wagner framework: change in New Zealard's industriat relations. J.Ind. Rel.
32, 4 (1990),pp 523-543

John Deeks, "New Tracks, old maps: continuity and change in New Znland industrial relations", NA hd.
Rel. 15, 2 pp 99-l 16

Peter.Boxall, nManagement Strategy and the Employment Contract Act 1991" in Raymond Harbridge,
Enplo;-ment Contract New Tzattnd Experiences (Wellington:Victoria Universiry Press, 1993 ) ppl48-
165

]l lane Kelsey, Rolling back the Stare ( Briget Williems Bcnks Wellington, 1993)
"Boxall, nManagement Strategy and the Employment Contract Act l99l' op.cit.
23NZ Business Roundtable, Review oJ the Operation of ktbour Relations Aa in the 1988/89 wage round.

(Wellington: Wellington, I 989)
24miop+
2s mia
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argued that rather than the award-based occupational bargaining of the LRA, the

"modemised economy' needed contract bargaining and to allow the possibility of small

contracts?6. 'Modernising" the employment relationships meant g€tting rid of the

occupationally dominated bargaining structures. In their view unrealistic, relativity-driven

wage settlements were undermining business ompetitiveness and creating

unemployment?7.

The campaign to daegulate the labour markd pursued by the BRT and the NZEF became a

c€ntral part of the 1990 National Party Election manifesto. he election the BRT widely

issued a glossy-page marketing brochure, Choice in the Market-place. advocating the

freedom of the labour market through the reform of the labour laws28. Their case focussed

on the coercive natureof the LRA, on the freedom of workers and ernployers alike and the

interuentionism of State involvement:

All thi$ is shored up by government intervention to speci$ some aspects of employment

relations directly, for example through minimum wage law, protection of the forty-hour week,

safety and health regulations and statutory leave provisions29.

The National Party had a ready-prepared plan to present to officials as a policy draft on

becoming government in 1990. This incorporated the framework dweloped by the BRT
and the NZEF with the drafting instructions had been written by Paul Bell of the Wellington

Employers'Association, under contract to the National Putty'o. The major purpose of this
National Party employment plan was:

to remove existing restraints and bring democracy to the workplace with a wide range of
choices. Employers and employees will be free to decide for themselves how they wish to

negotiate wages, conditions of employment and resolve disputes.

The key changes to promote the greater flexibility will iwolve:

l. Voluntary unionism

2. Flexible bargaining3 1.

26 luicl p 5
-'rbid
2SNZBRT Choice in the Marlet-ph.ce: A bener fianework for Labour lau,, (WellingtoaNew Txzrlard

Business Roundtable, I 990)
3emio.
30Pat walsh, and Rose Ryan, "The making of the Employment Contract Act', in R. Harbridge, ed.

^ -Enploymmt Contmct NewZealand @eimces (Wellingtoa Victoria University Press, 1993) ppt3-31.
3l BiU. Birch, in PPTA news V. ll,ll, Sepr.t990
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The National Government and Reform of the Labour market

According to Walsh and Ryan32, five days after the 1990 election, Birch as the new

Minister of I-abour presented his senior officials with the drafting instructions of Paul Bell's

and required a complete revision of the LRA into a totally contract based employment

system. Immdiately there was again a fierce political struggle within the bureaucracy

involving the competing arenas of a policy process. On one side were the senior policy

officials of the Labour Department supported by the CTU, the 'policy community"33 which

had developed the earlier LRA, together with those from Justice and the State Ssrrices

Commission. The l-abour Department togdher with the State Services Commission, while

agreeing with the provision of individual contracts, argued also for the continued provision

of specialist industrial relations institutions within the State, to provide pnotection to all

workers regardless of cost and to give the Government, as the agent of public interest, the

ability to act where necesary3a. It was an argument for the retention of some State

involvement in wage fixing.

On the other side were the officials of Treasury supported by the I.IZEF and the BRT.

Treasury recommended "the establishmqrt of an efficient labour market based on principles

of freedom of oontract"3s and advocated no specialist jurisdiction for employment @ntracts.

In their view labour law should be embedded in the gene,ral contracl or common law.

labour was no different from any other commodity.

The draft Employment Contracts Bill, abolishing the LRA contained an emphasis on

individual contracts which can be seen (as it was seen) to compleely reverse any protections

that organised workers had so far gained and to change the union relationship to the State.

The stated purpose of the Bill was:

to promote an efficient labour market and in particular

a) To provide for freedom ofassociation

b) To allow employees to determine ufto should represent their interests in relation to

employment issues36.

This Bill, the Economic and Social Initiative' of pensions and benefit cuts taken

immediately after the election and the reduction in State qpending was promoted by

Richardson, the Miniger of Finance as the centre piece of Government's economic strategy.

32Wabh and Ryan, " The making of the Employment Contract Act", op cit. p-17
33rbio. pt sff
3anrro.p zo
ss Treasury palrr quoted in Walsh and Ryan, ibid.
36Employment Contracts Act, l99l Sec.l.
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It revealed that in spite of the will of the people in the election, the Government's broader

perspective was still monetarism and fiscal reduction3T.

The Employment Contracls Bill as predicted attracted an enormous amount of opposition

from the broader trade union movement3s. The NZCTU saw the Bill's purpose was :

l. to assert the authority of management over the rights of workers and the prlrnasy

of profit over security of employment

2. de-unionise the work force and the individualise the relationships

3. the breaking down of negotiation to enterprise lwel and the erosion of an

altemative political voicd e.

There wse calls from a number of groups for a general strikeao. The NZCTU leadership

ndworking within the bureaucracy and attempting to get changes in the legislation through

lobbying did not support this. They were concerned about exposing the weakness of the

union movemsft already threatened by unemployment and called instead for a "week of
acfion" around the country al. The PPTA Executive however dhected its memben to strike
on April 542. They were then supported in this by other education unions and a number of
other unions and community organisations.

The "Education Day of Action" quickly became the defado New Zealand gene,ral strike day

around the country. With the schools closed" other unions and their members joined the

teachers and other education workers. The first time that the major media had given any

coverage to the issue of the forthcoming Employment C-ontracts Bill was through reporting

these large marches of united groups around the muntry+3. Two weeks later on April 30

under pressure from its affiliates, the NZCTU called a 'day of action'44, in which again

PIrIA and the other education unions played a leading role through organising various

regional marches.

When teachers are not at school, a number of workers have iryrmediate child care difficulties.

That causes bad public relations. However if every-one is going to a huge march, it becomes a

37 ftZH December 22lgg}
38Bill nndersen, President Auckland CTU. interview
39Ken Douglas, 'Organising Workers: the effects of the Act on the Council of Trade Unions and its
. membership' in Harbridge ed. op. cit. pp 197-210
40 gi[ Andersen , interview
alAngela Foulkes, NZCTU, pers. comm.
4ZPPT{, news Y.l2March l99l p.l
43Jane Scott, 'The Employment iontracrc Act in the Media' (M A. Thesis in progress), Political Studies,

University of Auckland., pers. comm.
+4PPTA Amual report, Section l.13 p.3.
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sharing in solidarity for the family ratber than a difficuhy. I suggest that we make childnen

part ofour nurchas.

The ECA. anti -union and anti-collective

The effect of the Act was to "smash unionism,"a6 to make collective bargaining other than

with a single employer almost impossible, and to remove the right to strike exce,pt within

tightly controlled limits. The focus of the Act was a contract between the individu,al

employee and employer. The attribution of status for unions by the State which had been

gained under the ICA Act of 1894, formalised by the 1935 labour Government and

adjusted under the LRA was thereby removed. Unions as such were not mentioned in the

ECA, they had merely became a 'bargaining agent' with no legislated rights. The register

of unions was abolished and unions were required to be registered as "friendly societies".

Their ability to operate as contract enforcement agents was dependent both on the choice of
the employee and on the agleement of the employer to accept them as a party to the contract.

It was an individualised rather than a collective arangement, creating a union as an
*aggregation of individuals' who share a common employment contract. Unions now

related to the State through the disputes process of the Employment Court and the register of
Friendly Societies.

Still not quite total labour market freedom

Howerrer due to the political battles in the bureaucracy, the personal griwance procedures of
the LRA and its accompanying specialist jurisdiction were retained in the Act, albeit in a

somewhat changed form in the Employment Court.

The resulting Act was therefore a hybrid. Part one and two is contracf law, a minimalist 5

page framework setting out the law to be decided as a @ntract betwen employer and

worker. The decisions made are enforced in prt three and four by the much more defailed

institutional dispute structures relating to personal griwance deriving from earlier

onployment law and the LRA The difference between oontract and employment law is that

confract law precedents assume the exchange relationship baween two equal parties with

recourse to law on breach, whereas employment €se law precedents derive from domestic

law and master and servant relationships with expectations of proper behaviours and

approrpriate roles. The resulting muddle allowed some space for union opportunity for

those with the material resources to invoke the legal power for compliance. The

enforcement was through the State's legal structures.

4SNZpt member, Auckland, at an organising meeting, field notes.
46cordon Littlefair, PPTA , AO, PPTA news Yol.l2 no. 5 p8
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The individualist contractualist framework that Treasury, the BRT and NZEF wanted for the

labour market had still some way to go to achieve a total hegemony. The freedom of a

contractual relationship between employer and employe€ as "fTee, equal partners in a freely

negotiated relationship" was constrained by the precedent interprdations of employment law

from the past requiring proper procedure for the resolution of disputes. Steve Marshall, the

Chief Executive of the NZEF, eighteen months after the Acl's passing was still concerned

that decisions of the Employment Court constrained slightly the employer rights. He

continued to advocate the total abolition of all labour @ntracts legislation and the

Employment Court.

Maybe 1[s f,mployment Contracts Act is not an end in itself, but a process, a link between the

prescriptive labour legislation of the past and a future where labour contracts ue zubject to the

same legal principles as other contracts47.

Examining the capital-labour relation
At this point I would like to jump thoretical leryels briefly to note the deeply class-based

natureof this debate. T\e a-prion assumption of the BRT and NIZEF was that a contract

for labour is the same as a contract for supply of any other commodity. It reflcts the

economic-liberal framework underlying the push for the ECA itself. Economic-liberalist

concepts of labour are based on the notion of an independent l,ockean person stripped of all

links to oommunity, collectivq family or prwious history. The contradiction of capital-

labour becomes invisible as the theoretical ooncepts are vested onto the real world.

That labour is a true commodify is a fiction as bth Marx4t and Polanyiae have shown. The

notion of free labour according to Marx is only an abstrad theoretical one, it is about

individuals who must be freed of everything except their "labour power" @olpnyi's term).

It is about property-less, unskilld, un-encumbered individuals, free to work or starve, as

Man says: free to be wage slavesso. The theoretical relationship of capital-labour is not an

equal one either in social terms or even in real economic terrns. labour power is sold in

return for part-payment or wages which contribute toward the reproduction of workers,

while the unpaid part is manifest in profit or surplus value and become transformed into

more capital. The prccess is both technically and commonly known as exploitation.

Exploitation as a mncept and the social relations which maintain this are made invisible

4Tsteve Marshall,'A vision for the future' The Employer. May l9V2,plO
48 Karl Marx, Wage Lalnurand &pital (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1847,1970 reprint)
ae Karl.Polanyi, The Grcat Transfomtafion. (Boston:hogess, l9zl4) p 68
50 Marx, Wagel,abourotdCqital , op. cit. p7
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through the nature of employment contract. Human interests are thereby reduced to

economic categories.

For the NZCTU and most of the working population, the ECA was dfectly about the

political power of the capital-labour relation. It was an all out attack on workers particularly

the most vulnerable. The ECA was about the primary of profit (surplus value) over the

security of employment. Forthe NZgfU promoting their strategy of the "Third Way', the

ECA was also about the enforcement of Taylorist principles of work organisation rather than

any "modern" notion of shared interests.sr.

However none of these aspects formed part of the public debate in the medias2. The anti-

union debate in the public arena was being conducted in the terms of 'freedom', the 'global

economy'and'labour market flexibility'as set by the BRT and the NZEF.

A shift in the social formation was being generated by the State itself moving the central core

of the State more directly towards the needs of capital rather than of labour. Using the

"freedom of the labour markd'ideas promoted by the election propaganda sunrrunding the

ECA, employers knew that they, rather than the unions, were in control. That is the State

was no longer the determiner of employment relations by attributing some status or

protection to unions. The State had allowed capital to reign.

The ECA in operation
With the passing of the Act a number of employers were able to g€rt employment contracts

signed to their direct benefit. They used fear of unemployment and the lock-out procedures

available under the Act as their main weapons. Following the earlier State corporatisation

and privatisation, some regions had upto 25% unemployments3 so providing an enoffnous

reserye army of skilled and unskilled labour. The tactics used ranged from a total lock{ut
of conditions, "Sign or resign ", through to partial locks outs where only some of the

conditions were locked out, that is, workers continued to work but certain conditions or

payments such as overtime, penal rates or allowances were unilaterally removed. In some

cases the workers signed a company-designd individual contract, containing total variation

clauses at the employers' discrdion. This contract howerrer was identical to that for all

other employers, thereby negating any collective bargaining {union} arrangements available

sI Ken Douglas, "Organising Workerc:.."op. cit. pp. 197-21O.
52 Jane Scott, 'The Employment Contracts Act in the Media' op cit.
53 Nzstatistics Dept. 1992. Household survey.
These figures exclude other non-working palple: those on other state benefits, sickness or domestic

purposes, the women rlto are living with an uneryloyed persrn, students, children still dependent, those
under 25, and those on pensions. 20% anenploymeot means all 'UB- eligible people out of work.
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under the ECA. In other situations the workers were signing a minimal document which

only specified the legal minimum mnditions which the Government had also reducedsa.

Given that the basis of the ECA was contract law, this still did not stop some employers

seeing it as their right to unilaterally change the terms and conditions of previously entered

employment contracts as it suitod, To them this was an assertion of managerial prerogative,

their "right to manage"55. This however undermined the conc€pt of equal contract and so

was a matter in which the Courts expressed their concern.

One of the sqprising features of the jurisprudence to emerge since the passage of the Act hes

been the Courts repeatal statements that employers may not unilaterally vary employment

conEacts. ...The most fundamental featue of contract law is that if the rrangement emered into

meets the requirements for a valid contract then it is binding and enforceable and may not be

varied except by consent... It is unlikely that there is a business person who would assert that

the right to manage gave them the lxrwer to unilaterally reduce their rent to the landlord, or

reduce the price of supply contracts, yet for some reason they persist in maintaining the rigtt to

unilaterally vary employment contractss 6.

Many of the cases which came to Court involved State enterprises which had prwiously

operated under the bureaucratic process in relation to employees and had not come to grips

with the fact that they were now dealing in a contract situation. They were used to
*manufacturing 

consent 'ov€.r conditions through a working party.

In the PSA v. Elecfricorp, the Court observed:

But the various observations about the employer's right to rnanage are not available as a general

pretext for avoiding legal obligations voluniarily entered into but wtrich it is now no longer

convenient to fuIfiI. So pernicious a doctrine would undermine the enforceability of collective

cortrractsS7.

In the case NLGOU v Auckland City, ACC argued justification for "commercially

compelling reasons" in making changes to the workers' conditions. This argument the

Court r{ected stating:

By and large, the time for the exercise of prenlgative is when entering into employment

conmcts not at the time of their perfonnance...It is quite fallacious to regard some obligations

under an employment contact (for exaqrle to pay wages) as being important and others as

5 a Boxall,'Manegement Strategies' pp I 54ff and regional CTU reports.
Partial lockouts have recently been declared illegal through I 994 case-law.
55P Kieley , and A. Caisley, "The legal staus of Aargaining under the Employment Contracts act l99l: a

reviewof recent cases" in Hrbridge, Employment Contmas op. cit.pp53-70
s6 mia. p.54
57 lJgl2 ERNZ 365 at 379, cited in Kieley and Caisley, ibid. p54
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being in some way subsidiary raluiring to be complied with only if the party on whom the

obligation rests sees fit58.

More and more unions, both State and private sector, were finding that the protections that

they had previously taken for granted now were to be continually re-fought for. The

message from the employer groups was that in the renegotiation of contracts rnany of the

protections such as penal rates were "old fashioned". They were no longer required in the

'modern flexible labour marketse. Weekend work was the same as any otha day and

ovstime was just more work done at ordinary time rates. Pay equity was an artificial

intervention. Such interventions, in the view of the BRT, stifled 'flexibility'00.

Fighting to maintain every allowance or pnevious protection gained a new name. Officially

named concessional furgaining, it became known as clawback - a term which was first

used in taxation terrns. Every ontract was presumed to start from scratch or a blank page.

Any rights or entitlements the workers had were now liable to be clawed back. If the

workers wanted to gain something new that depended on what they were going to give up.

The only challenges to these practices were from those sectors where the unity of the union

membership enabled them to actively resist and where there were resources large enough to

provide continuous legal challenge for compliance, such as those in ducation. Union

protection was becoming a matter of wealth.

Within six months of the ECA, the time taken to get a hearing in the Court had lengthened to

nearly eighteen months with sometimes six months before getting a judgement 61. On a

few occasions the resistance resulted in strikes, allowable once the current collective had

expired, with picket lines being forcibly broken by police as new employees were brought

in62. However in a signfficant number of cases the union concerned judged that they were

not able to help, grven the individual enterprise nature of the ECA, the lack of membership

strength at that site and the probability that their resources could not med the legal msts.

Such workers became effectively de-unionised. This was especially so where the union

contained significant number of women63. A particular example of this was the collapse of

58 tggZ ERNZ I109 cited in Kieley and Caisley, p55
59 gill Andersen, Auckland CTU interview.
6oDoug. Meyers, Chairman of Lion Breweries, Chairman of the BRT. l,IZHemld, Feh. l, 199
6l t aila Harre, lrgal Officer Northern Distribution Union, pers. comm.
Much of this bottleneck was added to by non-employment lawyers taking cases for the managers who now

founl they could take a case for constructiveness dismissal after getting the sack. heviously they could
only do this through a 'nion. The Employment Court this became a struchre for the middle class.

6? Bi[ Andersen. CTU. interview.
63 l-aila Harre, pers. comm.
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the Clerical Workers Union. The effectiveness of the CWIJ in protecting women workers

and successfully building the campaign for full pay equity over 1985-89 was based on

compulsory unionism and its ensuing blanket cov€rage. With compulsory unionism gone,

this union lost its representative status and the women lost their protection.

By the end of 1992 overall membership in unions had almost been halved. It had moved

from 610,000 unionised members in March 1991 before the ECA, down to 350,00064 The

projeaed0s collapse of bargaining occurred in some sectors, particularly those on low

wages. those on casual or temporary work, or those in industries recently d+regulated and

exposed to international pnessure such as clothing manufacturers. The ECA ooupled with

rising unemployment hit the work force as predicted with its major effects on the manual

working class, women and Maori and Pacific Island groups. The construction of what

Jessop calls a "two nation project" was proceeding.

Changing PPTA's role vis a vis the State and School Boards

By 1989 under the State Sector Act, PPTA had become a legally registered union operating

under the legal framework of the LRA. As a union, PPTA was able to continue influence

over industrial areas of schooling. However the input of their professional concerns into

education were much more difficult. Under the Tomorrow's Schools project the co-

ordination of the various aspects of education state policy making had been moved directly

to the Minister. There was no established structure for teacher communication on education

policy except via the Minister or through the various Boards of Trustees (See Chapters 7, 8

and 9)

The Boards of Trustees on the other hand had been established by the Education Act to have

a more clearly defined employer role under the LRA and now the ECA. This employer

power already existed in the theoretically autonomous Boards of Governors which ran

secondary schools until 1989. However that power had been somewhat mediated through

Stateregulatory mechanisms and central funding. The regulatory mechanisms, advice and

information of the bureaucracy had tended to centralise secondary education through the

Manuals so that discussions between the SSBA and PPTA usually took place via the

Department of Education (see Chapter 4). Nerrer+he.less the idolory of autonomy was

strong in secondary school Boards of Governors and via their cenralised representative

association, Secondary School Boards Association. Over the years they had resisted

atternpts to reduce that autonomy, particularly the various Government attempts at

64 Raymond Harbridge, "The Eqrloyment Contracts Act: an assessment of the impact of the legislation on
bargining arrangements" Proceeding of AIRAANZ Conf. University of Auckland, January, 1993

65Auckland, CTU pamphlet, 'Fight Employment Contracts Bill", Feb. l99l
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amalgamation between schools and any attempts to reduce funding96. There had been

some ad-hoc mechanisms for getting PP|A input into varjous Board decision-making

processes, but there was no formal relationship except the "ad-hoc-corporatist" one of

bureaucratic structure. With the establishment of 5TA67 as the employers' body, that

relationship needed to be differently oriented 68. The employment relationship between the

teachers and the individual Boards was legally structured through the employment contract

and their ldters of appointment.

The union had also been resourced through the State with the funding of presidential leave

(the continuation of pay for the year or two the president had as her/his term of office), and

the State collection of subscriptions. This is what Offe has called the resource status - the

extent to which in a 'corporatist-type arrangement' the resources of an interest organisation

are provided by the State. This carries with it a danger that the State would remove its own

resources and render the union immediately vulnerable by withholding the gathering of

subscriptions. This paid leave was removed 1n 1992 but the threat of subscription

withholding was countered to some extent by PPTA's own emergency fund. This would

allow the association to continue to function for up to six months while restructuring its

incomebase. However under the new market arrangements for education payrolls PPTA

had to pay for the collection of subscriptions.

PPTA under the Employment Contracts Act, still trying to be union .
The ECA came into effect in May 1991. The SSC had agreed with the Education Sector

Unions to hold an early renewal of the award before that date. Sdtlement was reached on

April 28 for a one year roll-over of the Award document into a Collective Employment

Contract until June 30. 1992. This rolled-over @ntract was also extended to new

appointees so there Was not a gfoup of workers on different conditions as a source of

friction in the schools. However there were be no changes to exiSing salary lerrels, terrns

or oonditions. The bureaucratic manuals, codified into an award through the LRA,

protected by resistance over 1989 and 1990, now formed the Secondary Teachers Collective

Employment Contract. Under the new terms of the ECA a bargaining agent recognition

clause was included recognising PPTA;
. as the bargaining agent for State secondary teachers who were members of PPTA

. as a parfy to the document.

66 See Chapters 4 &5
67 See Ballantyne, "Power or Partnership' op. cit.
68Th" 1989 National Conference canied a remit:

School Trustees Association that is committed
C89/30 Auckland Region 1989)

That PPTA nurture the development of a democratic

to prsitive education outconre for students. (PPTA
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This document became the colledive employment contract (CEC) providing conditions for

secondary teachers, including those who had other bargaining agents as well as those who

were not members, "the free riders".

With the demise of the Depfiment of Education, the monitoring of the contract at the

individual school level was now a matter for the individual member and the branch.

Enforcement however could be established legally. In finding a matter of non-oompliance

with the @ntract, a teacher could invoke the personal grievance procedures which would

then give them access to some legal remursebeginning at the lwel of a formal letter. Then

if necessary this could be followed by raourse to the Employment Court for adjudication.

The union's role was to be as instructed by the individual member unless it took action as a

party to the document on behalf of all it held bargaining agent status for. Industrial muscle

was now theorgically to be replaced by the definod and rational individual processes of the

Court, establishing case law, developing and interpreing legal precedent.

The legal natureof theEmployment Contracts Act required that PPTA's role at the regional

field office was rapidly transformed into industrial legal assistancerequiring a knowledge of

employment case law, providing interpretations of the conmct for individual members in

dispute. The branches themselves become the main arena of that onflict in the

interpretation of the contract.

Members will now ring up and say, "They want me to go on camp, tr/hat does the contract say

about this?' Or they say, "I have to teach such and such a class next year...Can they do this'

Or they want to know, 'What does the contract say are my entitlements and allowances

for...what ever?"

These are things that they never would have cared about before.

We are finding that people are going into dispute eadietsg.

Disputes erupted between the Boards of Trustees as employers, principals and individual

teachers. With the legalistic nature of the ECA difficulties often escalated rapidly to full

dispute procedures in some individual schools. Some of these entered due legal process

because the school management had failed to follow the discipline or competency

procedures established in the contract from 1988. Each case at this lwel required up to 40

days of field officer support and pages of legal documentationTo. Then if the case went

through theTribunal and was taken to the Employment Court this involved more expense.

Branch chairs in schools required a knowledge and understanding of the detail of the

69 Helen Fearce, Auckland Field offrcer. interview 30 March 1993
7o PPTI, Nelvs Vot. 13,8.
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contract and a hot-line to the field office. The consequences of this increased legalism led

to an increased drain on PPTA resources and also increased the financial remedies being

sought by PPTA from Boards of Trustees in redressTr.

...whereas in | 990 a dispute might have been resolved easily by a field offircer and the Board ard

compensationof less than $1000 paitl, in l99l-Z penalties sought by the Association against

Boards of Trustees included clairns for over $100, 000, and in one case, a threat by a Judge to

seize schtxlt property for failure to obey a Court order72.

The field office became the source of "contested advice" for both branches and Boards of
Trustees over appropriate procedures. Although there was advice being produced for

Boards of Trustees by the SSC and the NZEF, and later STA, this advice did not always

recognise the nature of schools or the complexity of teaching. Manuals and pamphlels were

quickly developed by PPTA as guidelines on most aspects of the employment relationship

such as: appointments, interviewing, FF.Q, discipline and competency procedures or

appraisal systemsT3. The PPTA branch manual and information sheets became somewhat

of a replacement for the bureaucratic Green Manuals. This increased the need for more

material resources increasing the tensions inside the organisation.

Some Boards of Trustees, with limited understanding of employment law and usually no

agreed employment policiesT+, aided in some cases by some poorly thought out Employers'

Association suggestionsTs, interpreted the ECA and the Education Act as meaning that it

was in their now power to "persuade unwanted teachers to resign".

Teachers do face arbitrary, punitive and personal attacks and in enough cases to be concerning,

an aggressive determination to be judge, jury and executioner in 24 hours by some

eryloyers76.

Persuading teachers to resign constituted a legal claim for constructive dismissal whereby an

employee resigns under "such circumstances as to feel Vtre has been left with no

alternative". The labour Court under the LRA had previously esablished rulings which

were used as precedent by the Employment Court. For the C.ourt the "concept of

constructive dismissal was well understood":

It is the wolf of dismissal in the sheep's clothing of resignation..

71 Atttrual Report, PPTA, l99l-92: 12
72 mio. t t
73 PPTI Information Bulletins on Employment Matters
74 'B.O.Ts Criticised" Evening Posr, 5 March,l99 p3
7-5 Matt Robson, Emplrryment Court Bamster, interrriew, March 1992.
/o Annrr4l RePort, l99l-2.-ll
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It takes two forms. The first consists of crxrcion by threats to act or promises to refrain and

includes a resignatic,n given as an alternative to being dismissed. The second consists of a

breach of cluty by the employer leacling a worker to resign77.

This concept of constructive or unfair dismissal did not appear well understood in the public

arena with some newly elected Boards of Trustees78, The belief was that with

unemployment rife workers including teachers could get the sack for any difficulties. The

contract would be wiped. The discipline of the market, it was called. The employers'

viewpoint was the commonsense view. Or to put it into more Marxist terms the logic of
capital con st ituted the hegem oni c consciousness.

It required increased resour@s from PPTA, both material and motivational, to counter this

situation.

Opportunity for the Professional union, maintaining the national voice.

For PPTA having been constitutd union, through the LRA but now designated 'bargaining

agent' thrcugh the ECA the situation was about survival. The opportunities for suwival lay

in the joint appeal to both the professional and union basis of their association. PPTA had

professional lerrel fees, with highly efficient professional staff, and its branch structures

were r@sonably sized workplaces containing articulate members. The mntract ontinued

their conditions and could be enforced. Opportunities could be both sought and created.

Gven the changes wrought through the restructuring of education, with the MOE speaking

for the Minister, ERO and NZQA speaking to the Minister and STA not sure whom it was

speaking for or to7e, the teacher unions were the only voices speaking for national

education.

PFIA and NZEI had no difficulty in quickly asserting that theh role was "the professionals"

in education. This provided them a position throughout l99l without the addd

complication of an industrial dispute to build their branches' motivational resources against

the bulk funding of teachers' salaries. Their messages stressed that the Government was

responsible for education, and the bulk-funding teacher's salaries was an abrogation of that

elected responsibility in order to cost-cut. The aim of any funding system is that it should

77 IW Woollen Worlcen IUOW v. Distinoive Kniwear bd (1990) CI,C 50/90 C95l9O
78 pf'fn Field officers (Auckland) and PPTA Annual Report 1991. NZEI annual Report l99l.
See also the following cases Bell v. BOT Auckland Ncrrmal Interdiate School, 1993. ERNZ
HoMay v. BOT Timaru Girls High School, 1994 ERNZ
In these two cases the Court found in favour of the teachers concerned. This acted as a break someu&at on

more extreme cases of BOTs threatening their power.
795se Am Ballantyne, 'Power or PartnerJhip' op. cit.
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be educationally sound, promoted good quality education, provided a fair deal for teachers

and was administratively efficient80. (l will elaborate below)

It was important for PPTA to maintain the national focus for a number of reasons. On a

material lsrel economies of scale meant that creating PPTA as a series of fully resourced

regional organisations rather than a cenml one would stretch PPTA resources rather too

thinly. This could also potentially undermine its national voice. The large regions such as

Auckland, Wellington and Canterbury had an infra-structure based on the regional structures

and the Field Offices were equipped to reasonably quickly to operate in this devolved

environment. However the PPTA's motivation resource was that it was the national voice

of secondary teachers in more than just industrial matters. This included what was the

'professional project', matters concerned with the scope and mandate of education. *When

the decisions are made about secondary education, PPIA will be there" as the 1984 strategy

had declaredsl.

Any involvement in the mandate of education required the national voice. Following the

Tomorrows Schmls reforms the teach€rs' unions were the only national structures

remaining relatively unchanged. PPTA had within it activists who had a very good

understanding of the funding and resource allocation of secondary education, knowledge

and concerns about curriculum as well as a commitment to equity in a national education.

The leadership of a union is caught in the oontradictions of *rational opportunism'. They

have to deliver to their members. What they can deliver though is limited to what is
achievable within the political structures available without either a) forcing a political

reaction which may render them powerless, or b) losing their membership support and

thereby their claim to either effectiveness or representation. As Offe puts it, to maintain

union power;

unions are forced to maintain a precarious balance berween the mobilisation of material

resourcqi and the mobilisation of activity, between size and collective identity and between

bureaucracy (which allows them to accumulate power) and intenul democracy (wtrich allows

them to exercise it)E2 .

The motivation power of PPTA was the membership's idmlogical ommitment to the

collective identity as the profession of secondary teaching. This was inherently a

national entiry and secondary education, not individual schools, was the enterprise to which

Sottre Bulk-funding of Teachers'Salaries - ESU Branch information kit, Feb. l99l
E I lg84 PIITA Straregy slogan- see Chapter 5.
82offe Disorgonised-&pinlim pl 87
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they gave their loyahyal

possibility.

It was this professional claim which provided the strategic

PART TWO: BULK.FUNDING. THE CURRICULUM AND ALLIANCES
a)Bulk fundins
1991, the year of the Employment Contracts Act, brought increasing unemployment as well
an ever-growing sense of insecurity for all employees, including those in education. Rights

and entitlements established over many years through the opoation of the State bargaining

systems now seemed to have been rendered disposable by legislative fiat. There wse
growing divisions between the rich and the poor as well as growing social unrest.

The bulk-funding of teachers' salaries was seen both by the SSC, Treasury, and the

Ministry of Education as the final step in changing the structure of State education. This
aspect of Tomorrow's Schools had been consistently contested both by the teachers and

most of the Boards of Trustees. It was the complaion of this project by Treasury and the

SSC which underpinned the current industrial context and the climate of education. Under
Iabour, equity and local control had been part of the associated educational message. Now
under the National Government the concern was more openly both the establishment of
educational enterprises and budgetary restriction. A series of amendments to the Education

Act over l99l moved the education model n€arer to the Treasury goal of autonomous

educational enterprises by legislative fiat.

'School enrolment schemes, (zones) was made the decision of the school's Trustees

in an amendment to theEducation Act in June 199184. This abolistred the notion of
the neighbourhood school and restricted the citizenship right of access

'Teacher registration was made voluntary in the l99l Budget, which removed any

requirement (except that legally in the teachers' contractor or in Board policy) to

employ properly trained and qualified teachss.

'School Boards of Trustees were given theright to raise loans, and at the same time

the State funding of private schools was increased. This incrased the separation

between funding and provision.

'The restrictions on Boards' behaviour was loosened8s. No longer was equity and

theTreaty of Waitangi a matter of requirement. It was now a matter for individual

Board decision.

83Hot,e*'er the collective identity of secondary education also mitigated agains any rapid amalBamation of
PPTA with NZEI in an Education Sector union as the members were later to show at National
Conference, l9V2 and 1993.

S4Amendments to the Education Act, 1991, t,2.
Amendment no 3.
S5Amendment no. 4 to Education Act l99l
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For Treasury the bulk funding of teachers' salaries had now become the final component to

complete the enterprise model and the cost-cutting of education. This was the shift from the

formula-based system for funding education which incorporated needs and materialised

concerns, (an inputs related allocative system related to educational needs), to a funding

system based on a Government set price per child and specified outputs: a market

mechanism.

The performance of the scbool system is not helpal by the weaknesses in funding arrangements.

Operational frmding has been adjusted towanls a cost- plus basis...Funding for teachers' salaries

is controlled centrally. Funds cannot be moved between operational expenditure and teacher

salariesS6.

It is not until there is a free financial interchange at each school between salaries and

operations that the management of such a price mechanism at local lerrel could occur. With

the linking of performance to remuneration (which is what SSC wanted to occur) then the

p€rceived benefits of replicating the private sector firm would occur at the same time.

Individual Boards of Trustees would be free to determine their own needs, desires and

financial consequences. It would be total local management of all schools. The successful

will flourish, while the less successful will go the wall.

Or to put it less polemically but somewhat confusedly as Treasury does,

The result would, in principle, be that the more responsive sr:hools would face pressure (as a

result ofdeclining rolls) to change. Those that did not change might eventually be taken over

by better personnel moving from the successful schoolsST.

The SSC oontinued to advocate the implementation of the managoialist culture which

underpinned the SSA for schools. The effrcimcies of the private sector would be created in

schools through the abolition of the professional culture and its replacement with a

commercial one. Under the LRA and now the ECA they were the employa body for the

State and aiming to implement their agenda through industrial negotiations.

The designation8s of SSC as the State's employer sets up a contradiction over Ministsial
responsibility. The resources of Vote:Education are not under the oontrol of SSC yet they

were negotiating over teachers' salaries and allowances and the structures of schooling.

!$reasrry Briefing to the Incoming Government, (Wellington: 1990) pl35
87ftia.
88This section draws on R. Dale and J. Jesson, 'Mainstreaming Education: the role of the State Senvices

Commi5i6n'in H Manson d.ItfZ Antual Review of Huution 2:192. (Wellington VUW Wellington)
pp7-34
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The outcomes of Vote:Education howevq were more than fiscal, they were also

educational. This was debated in the Review of the Role of the SSC in Wage Bargaining

in the Education Sector (one of the 17 reviews of the education sector the incoming

Government called for in December 1990).

M INISTERIAL RESPONSIBILITY

29. The Wage bargaining conducted by the Commission determines the baseline conditions

under which the major input into the institutions from Vote:Education will be applied. If

settlernents agreed by the Commission require trade offs to be found elswhere in the Vote then

the Minister of Eduration cannot be held fully accountable fcn educational outcomes from the

management of Vote:Education. Similady, savings achieved in wage bargaining must be

devoted to purposes determined by the Minister of Education in terms of his or her Education

policy for accountabilities to be maintained. Ministerial respnsibility may be readily

maintained in minimal structures of wage bargaining restricted to remuneration leave. and

allowarrces. It becomes bluned very quickly if negotiation on conditions moves to such issues

as class-sizes, or in-service training linked to teachers' hours ofwork, each with capacity for

signifi cant impact on Vote: Education. ( my underlining)8 e.

It can be seen ftom this that the SSC sought to restrict the contract to a national minimalist

document and remove any entitlements which either restricted managerial accountability or

could have had a flow on effect into operations. The contract of employment for teachers

should be cut back to just issues of pay, in the manner of the old bureaucratic State wage

dgermination. The entitlements to conditions presently in the contract could become

guidelines which might go into appropriatein-housepersonnel policy documents if a Board

of Trustees agreed.

Yet changing the decision-making structures of schools and changing the employment

@ntracts of teachers were oonsidered by the SSC to be no-cost items. The enforceability of

these entitlements would be on the Boards or if necessary via the Employment Courts.

They would not be a component in the funding formulas for schools. The performance

incentives for teachers would come out of thetotal school operating grant. They would be

costs against the schools' outputs rather than contributing as part of the funding inputs.

Without an increase in funding, the transaction costs of employment relations would

decrease the schools' operating grant. The total employment costs wse s€t up so as to

bring about a reduction in the overall education wage bill, so establishing the mechanisms

SgMinistry of Rlucation, Review of the Role of the SSC in Wage furgaining in the Hucation Seaorl,
(Wellington, 1990)
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for funding education on price not need. Performance pay for some staff would be at the

expense of other staff or other needs so increasing competition and undermining team

development. This point had been made earlier in the Munro Report and rejected by the

SSC during the 1988/89 negotiations (See Chapto 9)

Education a Winner

The Budga of l99l had an accompanying education policym which announced education

as a winner. It abolished State set tertiary fees and required the tertiary institutions to set

their own fees. It also reduced the State funding (or subsidies) to tertiary institutions and

implemented a student loans scheme. The Budger announced an Achievement Initiative in

Cuniculum which would provide a framework for learning and would also link secondary

schools to the tertiary sector through National Certificates. The Budgef statement also

promoted the'self-managing'schools and announced that schools would be free to choose

"bulk-funding for teachers' salaries' for 1992.

The funding for relief teachers was transferred directly to the schools' operations grants but

with a reduced amount of money to pay for cover for sick leave. The Budget also reduced

the staffing formula (GMSF) for schools dweloped from the SSR and signalled the

reduction of teachers' non-@n[act timee I .

Recognising that STA, the body required to implement the bulk-funding however was not

totally in favour of it e2, the trial of schools infull self-managemmt (full bulk-funding) was

to be voluntary. Schools opting in would be provided with extra money so that they would

not be'losers'. This money was assumed by PFTA to be from the staffing cuts for relief
teachers and non-contact time. As the Minister explained later this would be a research trial

of schools as an svaluation of the policy in practice in order "to slww the benfits."e3. This

was a research project with a guaxanteed outcome - it was to be a propaganda exercise.

Anticipating this Budget dwision imposing bulk funding, the teachers' unions at the

beginning of February 1991 had formed as the Education Sector Union(s) for campaign

purposes (and somewhat as a prelude to a planned amalgamation). Using the kit developed

by PPTA the ESU(s) increased their efforts against the final completion of the Treasury's

"education as enterprise" project: Teachers Salaries Bulk-Funding. Their various strategies

9Osmith, Minister of Education, 'Education Policy Statement', Investing in People, our greatest asset'.
(Wellington: l99l)

9lpptR took a case to the Employment Court arguing that the non-contact time part of the staffing formrla
was a condition of service. Th"y won this case but lost again on a Ministry of Education appeal.

92 Smrth, Education Policy. (1991) op. cit
e3NzH.24-tz- gl
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repeated many that PPTA had used earlier. Again they souglrt to create a political

campaign in the public arena and find allies in the "partnership of education'e4. lligh level

continuous lobbying was undertaken and the issue became a matter of continuing public

discussion. (The fall back position the gSU(s) supported for bulk-funding was that of a

indirect, cashless, staffing first model. It would be provide schools with the actual cost of
salaries not the average cost)es.

As the Education Standing Committee of the NZCTU the ESU(s) commissioned a report

from a high standing academic, The Lauder Reporte6 which was widely distributed. They

produced analyses of the Treasury model through the CTU. They dweloped material for

BOTs and set up training days. Branches were urged to pass resolutions against 'bulk-

funding' in their school. Regular circulars to schools and parents were sent out.

Conferences were organised, teams lobbied other parent and community groups, and the

ESU(s) mounted an ongoing media campaign .

After the Budge in l99l and over the next year, they oontinued building these alliances with

parents in opposing the trials. All BOTs were surveye{ sent material and offered

information. They continued the campaign into the polilical arena, lobbying the Minister of
Education and various MPs in all parties. In a direct copy of the tadics of the BRT they

supported the development of a submission on the forthcoming 1992 Budge from the

l.lZCTU entitled Education and Economic PerformanceeT which was sent round all CTU

affiliates, to the BOTs and to the MPs in the various caucuses. Branches of both I.IZEI

and PPTA arranged meetings, targeted talk backs, wrote letters and ran an intensive

'educational campaign'.

The campaign sought to be an opat reminder to the Parliament that the legitimacy of the

State rested on the people's acceptancg that it was to r€present all people. The devolution

of teachers' salaries to BOT control became re-defined in the community as "bulk-funding'

and generally opposed. Action sheets were developed for branches against 'the trial'.e8

Union branches voted against "bulk-funding'at their schml and threatened industrial action

if it occurred.

94For the detail of the NZEI campaign over l99l see V. Carpenter, *Winners and [.osers: The New 7sa]end
Education Institute and Bulk funding" M.Ed Dissertation, (Auckland: University of Auckland.l992) esp.
pp 156-167

eSppre, HX l99l/lo, Bulk tunding
96H. I-auder, Tonwrrow's Mucation, Tomorrow's Economy (Wellingilon: Victoria University, for NZCTU,

t99l )
97NZCTU, 'Education and Economic Performarce' A submission prepred for ynesentaion to the Gvernment.

For Consideration in Drawing up the 199 Budget, (Wellington: NZCTU, 1992)
98 Bulk- funding kit for branchs PPIA l99l.
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The voluntary bulk-funding trial itself thus became a difficult legitimacy exercise for the

Governmentee. Under pressure from the teacher unions, schools resisted volunteering and

had to be persuaded to enter the trial by the use of additional payments. By the beginning of
the 1992 only 6 secondary schools in the whole country had opted into the bialloo. The

Government deadline had to be extended and more incentives offered. The bulk-funding

trials in schools were becoming seen as propaganda by the public as well as the NZEI and

PPTA membership. Bulk-funding teachers' salaries had became a blatantly political

imposition, which continued to be opposed by teachers throughout the rest of 1992.

b)The Achievement Initiative
As I described in Chapter seven the National Curriculum Achievement Initiatives was also

announced in the l99l Budget. This however was supported by PPTA. The Minister's

aim of a standardised national curriculum provided a conmst to the variable conditions

being proposed by the SSC in the industrial arena. The planned implementation phase in

1992 provided PPIA with the additional weapons of the "professional project" -curriculum-

as will be shown below. Although they could no longer influence curriculum development

directly er(cept at the individual classroom teacher level, PPTA could resist the introduction

of any new developments. PPTA support was therefore important for the successful

compleion of the curriculum implementation. So that although they supported the

curriculum initiatives particularly the der,relopm€nts of the NZQA framework, nwer-the-less

the curriculum offsed PPIA a strategic possibility. This was the negative, union response

in a withdrawal of support.

c)Alliances
Over l99l-92 in order to solidify the shared interests for schools PPIA sought to formalise

the networks into alliances between the teacher unions. the NZCTU and STA.

I havealready mentioned theEducation Sector Union(s) which came together in opposition

to the bulk funding and for sharing campaign costs. The NZCTU alliance was based on a

common acceptance of the ned for a new curriculum direction towards a more 'modsrn

ideal'. This was an endorsement of the'IIZCTU Third Way' and the strategies for a high-

skilled high -wage economy.

99 Carpenter, "Winners and Losers:
looPPTl news l9V2,Februarv Vol

The New Tcaland Edur:ation Instirute and Bulk funding' op. cit.
l3.nol
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The relationship beween PPTA and STA became linked to their common opposition to the

bulk-funding of teachers' salaries under the "current funding regimes". STA as an

organisation was not formally committed to the policy of bulk-funding feeling that this also

was going to be set up with insufficient funding. Common concerns had already surfaced

over the culrent level of the operations funding for schoolslol. STA picked up a

suggestion from PPTA that a team of those involved in education, the 'stakeholders',

prepare a policy paper on what they all wanted fff educa1iqnro2. This poliry paper then

was circulated to the individual boards and various representative organisations to be

discussed and developed. At the beginning of 1993 this paper was to beoome prt of the
proposal from STA for an Education Accord for building the ideals of an universalist

education and suggesting that future ideas be developed within a working party framework.

At the same time the Government had been oommitted to a referendum on electoral reform

and proportional representation. This referendum occurring as it did in the middle of 1992

against the background of superannuation clawbacks, benefit cuts, the ECA, burgeoning

unemployment, bocame in effect a de-facto second election. Against an enorrnous

unlimited business-funded advertising campaign to maintain the existing FPP system, the

peoplevoted for an MMP system. This vote was mainly a measure of the dissatisfuction

with the continuation of the eonomic-liberal policies. The legitimacy of the Government

itself was being threatened.

These developments formed the background context of the third part, the induslrial debate

between SSC and the PPTA which occurred throughout most of 1992.

PART TIIR-EE: THE 1992 NEGOTIATIONS. A YEAR OF nt{Efl)-
BANGING"r03
The full application of the Employment Contracts Act and the imposition of the SSC's

managerialist fumework on teachers was to occur through the indu$rial negotiations of
1992. The collective employmeil @nmct renewal process began in March 1992. The

industrial arena became once again the site of the education struggle itself which was to

continue for PPTA until l8 March 193.

As the education contract round was beginning in March, the Ministers of State Senrices and

Education a summoned a gathering of education sector employers.

l0l I es Maxwell, President of STA. PPTAnews Vol 14 March 1993.
l o2 5lott, Hearn, Pers. comm.
l0314ar1in Cooney, interview with Sharon Crosbie, National Radio, RNZ l8/3/ 1993.
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*Since 1982 our education budget has increased by 27%,but are we gefting 27% more or

bgter education? We are not.,' the Minister of Education informed them.

Bill Birch, Minister of State Senyices (number three in the Cabine) then told them:

"ln the Education Senrice, this means using industrial change to promote educational

1gf96p'104.

The responsibility for the education mandate seemed to have been taken over by the SSC.

Beeinnins tosether: Education Sector Union(s)

NZEI, PPIA and CECU4tos planned a joint approach to the negotiating table in which

although they were negotiating separate documents they would work and campaign in unity.

Because of the individualist anti-union nature of the Employment Contracts Act, signd

authorisations had to be obtained from every member to provide authority for PPTA to

represent them as the bargaining agent in the negotiationslo6. These individual signed

authorisations then had to be available to be sighted by the SSC as employe on betralf of the

Boards of Trustees if and when required. This right at the beginning constituted a legal

hurdle to the union. Preliminary discussions between the ESU(s) and the SSC began in

March lD2 with an agreement that talks would end by June 15 to allow time for the

members to ratiry the agreement by July l, when the contract expiredloT. ln the event the

negotiations with PPIA continued for a 12 month period.

In March 1992, the BRT once more entered the debate with its report Better Teachers and

Better I-earningtor, ITBL, through its guise as the Education Forum. This Report was

largely a repetition of the Sexton Reporttor, the BRT had commissioned earlier together

with selected comments from the Son Report on Qrnlity, the Picot Report and

Friedmannl10. It was a rassertion of the economic-liberal vierv of schools as economic

enterprises. BTBL revealed a quite astonishing disregard for either the principles ofjudicial

procedure which underpinned the ECA, the functioning of schools or the human concerns

of teachers. It was a litany of prejudice against unionised teachers advocating among other

things:

. employment negotiations should takeplace at school level with individual contracts

becoming the norm

l@Domioron Sunclay Times, April, I lth, 1992.
105go-6166 Early Childhood Unions of Aotearoa, 1a smelgamation of the Kindergarten Teachers

Association and the Childcare Workers Union- now part of NZEI.
lo6PPTn news Y.13, 2, March, l9g2
Lo? PPTA news Y. 13, 8, August, lgg2
r08 Education Fonrm, ktter Tachers and Better Lmming ( Auckland: Education Forum,l992)
roe Sexton, New Tzaland Sc'ftnoA' ( l99l ) op cit.
rr0 Friedmen, Milton and Rose, Free rc Choose-NewYrn k Macmillan, 1980)
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. collective contracts cut back to statements of principles only

. formal teacher assessment on performance before contract renewal

. greater flexibility in teacher contracts and less automatic progress and promotion

. salary differentials between subject areas and gographic areas

. Boards of Tnrstees to have total fle.nibility in appointments

. therernoval of teacher union involvement in teacher employment matters

. teacher registration made voluntary and competitive.

The report was highlighted in the NZ Herald in a report elegant in its simplicity:

Teacher Work Reforms Urged

An inlluential lobby group wants all teachers put on individual contracts, an end to their

automatic pay rises and easier ways to sack them I I I

BTBL drew an angry response from both teachers' unions as interfering and malicious and

was followed by refuting reports from both PPTA and NZEI. The highly political nature of
the BRT report directed at both teachers and Boards of Trustees however senred to support

rather than undermine the teachersl t2 in the broad public ar€nal 13.

The negotiations.

The oontract renewal process $arted with extensive consultation of members beginning in

March. The first round of union meetings confirmed the message that the objectives for

PPTA in the negotiations were:

' maintenance of national collective overage for all their mernbers

. maintenance of "key oonditions" oontained within the existing contracts for all

teachers

. refinement of existing onhact terminology to ensure relevance n 1g92

. maintenance of membership confidence in and support in the association.

The SSC @unter claim to all the education unions was a minimalist 5 page document

containing a sef of salary bands and a series of broad guidelines the detail of which could be

interpreted by the Boards of Trustees. It was clear the agenda of SSC was bcth about

extending the "flexibility of a free labour market" to include schools and State cost cutting.

rtt1177p 9 t3t9T
1121ryi16 the ECA, the benefit cuts, and the State cut backs, this Government had become labelled as

Ruthanqsis, after Ruth Richardson, Minister of Finance. It was widely held on alk back radio that she
was the front person for the BRT. This was all contributing to a gathering legitimation crisis ard a vote
for MMP.

1134 nsnsslipt of phone calls to Pam Corkery, Radio Pacific found in the PPTA Auckland files dated 6
April 1992 shows a consistent argument linking the BRT with benefit cuts, the ECA and that now they
were starting on schools. lt is probable these were PPTA sourced phone calls, but this was not
confirmed
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The SSC sought the first through the sqaration of labour between "management and

workers" by reducing the coverage of the document to exclude any staff designated

"management", eliminating incremental salary steps and implementing performance pay.

The cost of teachers would only include the total salaries cost. The second would come

through implementing the agenda of bulk-funding salaries to schools. This would at the

same time reduce the State's employment obligations to its teachers by removing or reducing

the various allowances and entitlements in the current document making them the subject of
local management and control. The monetarist ideology was in control and it was about

reducing the cost of the State. Rducing the State would oontain inflation.

April 14, the first of the negotiating days, was accompanied by a public advertising

campaign developd by a joint committee on behalf of the ESU(s). The ads portrayed a se
of children's alphabet play-blocks signifing "our worldleading" national New Zaland
education system. This education system was in danger, the ad implid, from dicey local

agreements for teachers' salaries. "Don't dice with education" the ad murmured. Beyond

the touch of nationalism, the message hoped to speak to parents as allies in the struggle over

school funding. It was a sad and rather ineffective message and for some PPTA members

this forecast a rather sad and possibly ineffective €mpaignl la.

However this was more than just a salary campaign, it also marked a public change in the

politics of education. The tripartite 'almost meso-corporatist' arrangement between the

State, parents and the teachers on which the "partnership of education" restd had been

structurally changed through Tomorrow's Schools. Part of the resolution of that change

however required the State through its structures to somdrow to se,parate the p€rceived

interests of parents from the interests of teachers and yet to maintain the loyalty of teachers

to the State. At the same time another arm of the State also sought to move the industrial

bargaining down to the individual school level to the parents and at the same time achiwe

the separation of individual teachers from the collective @ncern of union. This was a

dangerous task putting at risk the State's own legitimacy which is based on democratic

concepts not market ones.

The struggle for parents.

1 I 4 Ho$s1 Kelly , Auckland Regional Chair,8l3lg3, and Field rotes Branch meeting. 5 May 1992
The members were not really aware of the limitations on strikes or its effect on their union. They had an

image of PPTA as a 'stroppy union' and were zuspicious thtt PPTA was going to be a *soppy union'
like NZEL The ad was seen as talking to primary teachers.

Regional meeting 28 Apnl 1992, Branch meeting May 5th field notes.
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At the opening of the STA Conference in May 1992 the Minister of Education, Dr.

l.ockwood Smith made a bid for the parents as the State's allies. He prraised their

commitment and theL work as the schools' governing bodies. And then drawing on their

individual concerns as parents and echoing the BRT, the Minister labelled the teachers'

unions as "unprofessional" for opposing performance-based pay.

"They are quite happy to accept more pay for more work, but reject completely more pay for

bstler'\1011'1 15.

Contributing to the political climate sunounding pay-fixing and the renegotiation of the

oollective contract, this becamepart of the political campaign by the Government thnrugh the

media to separate the teachers into different camps with opposing interests to those of
parents. There was a hail of press releases from various Government Ministers which

echoed the BRT message that the union in opposing performance pay was opposing the

better quality education that parents \ryian1edl 16. There was also a continual message from

the Government sources porfiaying the interests of teachers as different from their 'union
$essssnl I7. Following the NZEI settlement of their contract in June, PPTA brcame

labelled the "destrustive" union compared to the more "responsible' affitude of NffiIt l8 and

linked with the anti-unionist discourse of the ECA.

The Minister presented this particular message about the "irresponsible" unionist PPTA to
the (NZEI based) Primary Principals' Association Conference.

Dr. Smith said rational debate and negotiation were no longer part of PPTA tactics. New

Zealand needed to move on from "cloth-cappal unionism ad institutionalised conflict promotul

by union bosses for their o*o 
"n6sn 

I 19.

This brought forth loud raucous booing from the Primary principals that he could have been

quite so crass as to attempt to badmouth their colleagues and so ignorant of the culture of
leachsr'sl ?0.

ttsy7616-5-y2
1l6e jounatist in the Parliamentary hess gallery remarked to me that on one day in June there bad been

fourteen different press releases relating to the teachss. Private source
trTttz-n. vgtgz
1 I &Ihe two Sunday papers of 2lSlg2,frortrayed thase differing stances which to some extetrt reflect a diffence

betweentheculturesofWellingtonandAuckland. TheWellington, Dominion Sunclq Times, Rlucation
Section headlhed, 'Teachers contracts seuled". While the Auckland the Sunday Srar, ad the lVew
TalandHeruA of U8lT2 repeated Birch's calls against the "destnrctive PPTA".

rrep7116t7ry2.
l2hjpals. lss JEX! t{ZH 6n PTand Participant report
While there is some quite intersectoral ill-feeling between NZEI members and PPTA members, as members

ofa shared profession they all react equally to uhat they see as 'teacher bashing '.
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In the industrial arena NIZEI, following the expiry of their contract had continued negotiating

with SSC. They "reserved their threat of strike action", and continued to maintain both

their stated opposition to "bulk-funding" and the espoused *partnership between the teachers

and the schoolsnl?l. The NZEI strategy was to settle the contrad first, then move on to
continue the opposition to the bulk-funding. Their negotiating team reached "an

understanding"l22 with the SSC, which extended their existing collective contract and they

finally settled on July 24th.

I{ZEI achieved a two-tiered agreement for a national collective employment oontract for the

teachers in the schools that were not bulk-funded. The document produced was back to

back symbolically as well as in ral terms. One section of the document was a collective

contract containing the salary, conditions and allowances and an appraisal process for the

teachers designated as management; principals, deputy and associate principals.
Reversing the document was a separate contract for the basic scale teachers oontaining many

of the same conditions and allowances but with the annual inoements available via
attestation on performance by the principal. The sdtlement was at the expense of the
removal of some of the redeployment provisionsl23.

nlndividual on paper, collective in our heartsil.
For PPTA their position was clear, "any attempt to separate out senior staff and heads of
departments we interpret as an attack on the snisn,l24. The minimalist counter claims by
the SSC were interpreted as an attack on their conditions and so on the nature and provision
of education. This was their'professional project'. PPTA portrayed the negotiations as

intricately tied up again with the continuing issues of performance-pay, the bulk-funding of
salaries to schools and issues of access to general education for all children. These were

issues which PPTA had been resisting since 1986. Unlike NZEI they refused to separate

industrial matt€rs from either the professional or political ones, and marked the occasion of
the expiration of their existing ontract (CEC)tzs on July I defiantly with a series of one day

stoppages around the country. This action did not generate much political support for them

either directly at Government Iwel or in the public arena at the dme126. However it did

f ]]Sancty Aitkin'Still at the centre', Paper for ANZARE conf.Deakin University, Geelong, Nov. 1992.
t??nn Domin ion Sundal, Times, klucarion Section, Zl Blyz
123 p2p1, 19v2, Rourou, vol. 3 ,5 p I
I 244u6kland Region Chair, interv iew. 4-7 -V2.
I 25qgg Collective Employment Contract
12614rr1io Cooney, Lnterview with Sharon Crosby, National Radio, RNZ, July l, lgg}.
Crosby accused Cooney and the PPTA ofbeing selfindulgent and using other people's children as a political

weapon, thus risking those children's education.
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motivate the members and formed an outlet for the PPTA activist's frusfration. Moreover it

did serve to focus public attention on the Government's education policies.

At the beginning of the contract round the membership meetings had agred to the smtegy

to "modernise the document". This meant they could acr;ql some cut in conditions (yet

maintain those declared key conditions) but PPTA was not prepared to accept performance

pay. The members though ballots agreed that they were willing to stop work for meefings

or even strike for a few days if required.

The PPTA Contract Strategy Team developed a more streamlined document, rewriting the

existing award with its bureaucratic languagg a continuation from the codification process,

into more modern up-to-date language. The CEC negotiations themselves became a
protracted struggle between SSC and PPTA. From PPTA's view it was the maintenance of
a national education structure, a national contract, national salaries, the preservation of
teachers' existing conditions, opposition to bulk-funding of teachers' salaries. The strategy

was one of sheer resistance through holding the ground in negotiation and seeking

alternative political opport unities in other arena s.

Contradictions in the employment relationship.
The SSC found itself caught by the faa that under the ECA negotiation was to be baween

two equal parties. The 'fictive' relationship had very real ideological consequences. The
contract was a freely negotiated contract between 'free' individuals. The existing contract

although expired as a collectivg under the interpretations of ECA contained the various

membss' individual employment conditions. These conditions were derived from all of
the deail of the old bureaucratic manuals that PFIA had fought hard to keep through

mdification and the prwious award rounds: sick leave, maternity leave, education leave,

appointment and reploymort procedures, discipline and comp€tency procedrnes and a very

long list of allowances and special leave benefits. The PPTA members were now legally on

open-anded individual contracts but they remained committed to a ollective as part of the

union. The question was how long they could stay a collective.

Because of the nature of the ECA any changes to the contnact by either side had to be

negotiated or accepted through leverage at the point of contract negotiation. The oontract

relationship between capital and labour was direct. Because the ECA is based on the pow€r

of the individual employees rather than that of unions, this ironically strengthened the PPTA

negotiators'hands. When the collective oontract expired, then the individual membership

continued on their existing conditions, they seemed to have lost nothing.
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As a union we are a collective. Individual we nny be now, on paper but it is only on paper.

Remember we are still collective in our hearts and heads and we will stay as a collective...l27.

The PPTA negotiators knew that the memb€rship would not vote to ratiry an agreement

which drasticatly cut theh individual conditions unless they could be posuaded of a gain, or

else individually picked off. Yet the'professional project' of the importance of teachers

work underpinning the campaign was also a belief that teachers have in their own status.

How dare the SSC think that we are just like other State workers. Teaching is very different

from being a civil servant or factory work. Teachers are professionals who care about the

people they teach. We work long hours, and spend years in study which we give to our

students. I work at night and weekends, planning and marking. I really care about my work.

It is not some factory job or a clerical thing I 'm a piofessional and I wish the SSC treated

us sol ?8.

For SSC their aim continued to be the implementation of the managerialist culture into

schools as well as achieving the Govemment's fiscal policy. As Bill Birch, Minister of
labour and State Services had told the education employers at the beginning of the round,

they sought to catalyse the education culture into a commercial culture.l2e

The SSC had two aims as I have said. The first ong fiscal reduction, was to cut back the

education wage bilk produce a specification of workload a redudion of pay rates, a
reduction of holidays, a reduction in sick leave, elimination of a wide range of leave

entitlementsandthereductionof theredundancy agreements. This was a purely industrial

fight over the economic cake. It is about reducing the cost of labour inputs, increasing the

rate of exploitation and giving managerial conrol over the specific implementation decisions

to the Boards of Trustees. This we can describe using Offes tominology as the

monological approach.

However the second push from the SSC was more important for PPTA as an education

union trying to maintain a professional voice, This was the requirernent for separation of
the senior staff out of this contract and alongside this the implernentation of performance-

based pay increments determined by schoolsl3o. This linked back to the Machinery of
Government changes implemented through the State Sector Act, 1988. Performance

review, a range of rates, senior staff out of the agreements and on individual puformance

117_PPTA Auckland, Branch Secretarli, field notes taken at a school branch meeting, 7.luly,lW2
l283oo*1t meeting, field notes. Over this frenod I cotlected a number of similar claims to professionalism.
12ep7119 ngz
1305." PPTA News V.13. 4. tggz.
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contracts were the key parts of the SSC managerialist agenda for the fiscal control of

enterprises. lt was about changing the culture of schools.

They did not have ary idea of educational questions. We asked them to explain how teachers

would be evaluated. What would the criteria for evaluation be? How could these be the same

from s;hool to school? Who would be deciding? They did not have any idea. They saw

them as questions that could be workal out later. They were asking us to act on faith 131.

As earlier chapters have shown this framework had been placed in front of PPTA since

1986. So far they had been successful in resisting. SSC was pursuing this as the primary

target during this contract round and specifically tightening up its approach for education.

Education was being *mainstreamed'. Teachers rather than as 'professionals' able to

decide the management of their own institution, the apprcxach PPIA was advocating with its
Shared Decision-making Project, were in the view of the SSC to conform to the pattern

imposed earlier on other State sector workersl32. Basic gade teachers were to be regarded

as workers s€,parate from the senior or "management" staff, while their professional

association had been designated union, de jure since the LRA and the ECA. As such a

union could only have an input into education via the contract as a bargaining agent for

teachers. Thus for the SSC PPTA was not a professional association with concerns about

the future of education. It was a union. This was in effect a process of compulsorily

proletarianising teachers through the State.

The Education Amendment Bill, "changing the ground underneath us"
ln June 1992 the contract negotiations were moving through delicate steps. A pnematwe

leak from within the bureaucnacy forced an urgent Government press conference on the 7th

July. The Minister of State $sctor'I33 and the Miniser of Education jointly xnnsunc€dl3a

that the salaries of those teachers, primary and secondary, who were designated "senior

management" wetre, from the beginning of 1993 to be funded to the individual Boards of
Trustees via the Salaries Grant for Management (SGM). This was the separation of senior

management and the imposition of bulk-funding by legal fiat.

r3rl€na Orum. PPIA l9E2 negotiation team, interview El3l93
l3boJune 23 PPTA tabled a paper outlining how to achieve a flexible mamgemnt stmctures in schools.

_Although receiving interest from the Government, the SSC r,rns opposed.
13317711 ll/7192 referred to this smnge siruation in which the "nominal' Minister of Education spoke

second. The lines of division and responsibility between Education and Sate Services had become
extremely bluned.

1346o" of the more bizarre situations to observe was that of the Minister of Education at the press
conference announcing the MSG Bulk funding. He said that he had to speak out because, "ftis teachers
were in negotiation and Mr Birch's State Servicss Commissisn knew about the Senior Management Grant
so he had to make sure that "his rcachers lorettn. T.V. 3 News, l0-30pm. 8th July.
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The Government promptly brought in anothq Bill to redesign the Education Act, Education

Amendment Bill (no. 5). This legislated the required changes to the salary structures and

coverage that SSC supposedly still had under negotiation. The public position of the

Govemment vis-a-vis the ECA was that thry had instituted a freemark€t system of labour

relations and would not interfere in wage -bargaining. However this had now been

changed for teachers. The State's commitment to non-intervention in the labour marke had

now become "unless expedient". The message now was clearly "negotiate freely but if
your employo is the Govemment you will face legislation if they don't win". PPTA faced

the full power of the State, for winning in the employment ar€na. The equal partnastrip of
employers and workers in the ECA had been shown clearly to be a matter of leverage or
power.

This Amendment Bill (No. 5) it was subsequently revealed during submissions to the Setect

Committeel3s, was drafted by the SSC not the Ministry of Education as would have been

expected for a Bill changing the administration of education. The SSC in negotiations with
the teachers' unions as the employer party under the State Sector Act, was able to use its

legislative power to impose its will on the out@mes. In spite of assurances to the contrary

by the Chair of the Select Committeq Tony Steel, and in spite of 901 submissions opposing

the Bill, and I in favour (from the BRT), the Bill was re,ported back to the House on

November l0 unchanged. It became inorporated into the Education Act in Docember to
take effect from 25th Mav 1993.

The amendment was to set up the structure of bulk-funded teachers' salaries to schools as

the norm, with the cartrally funded ones, tetrmed a 'payrolled school", as the exception.

The amendments made it plain that the Government's intention through the SSC was to have

managers in schools, identified and paid from the bulk-fund. This was to establish the

conditions for the "flexible" use of staffing as required by these managers, and to establish

performance pay as the producer of rewards rather than the collective voice of organised

teachers. The notion of the unified profession of educators was to be replaced by the

division of labour, managers and teachers. The professional culture with its oommitment to

the ideals of a profession was to be replaced by the oommercial commitment to the

enterprise. Wheres PPTA had the withdrawal of labour at the a(prry of the contract in the

right to strike as its weapon, the State as employer had both the power to lock out and the

power to legislate required outcomes.

In the words of the PPTA General Seraary:

t3s61711 23l9lyL Commission Hand in Funding Bilt by Andrew Srone
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While the new era broadend the scope for bargaining by removing the restrictions of the 1977

Act, the rules of the past have also gone. lnstearl a new simpler rule has been introduced -

hard-nosetl direct brgaining u&ere bargarning outcomes dependal on the balance of povxr (u
tenor) of the partiesl36.

The Government's campaign though was not without its contradictions. While

compulsorily attempting to cut t€achers out of the professional areas through the

employment bargaining arena, the Government also held that strike tactics were at the same

time not appropriate for professionals. On discovering in August that their schools' Boards

of Trustees had opted into the extension of the bulk-funding trial without a full community

consultation, PPTA branches at C-ambridge and Melville High Schools 'refused to

lgssfirl 37. Luxton as Acting Minister of Education accused them of 'old- style unionism'.

The Acting Education Minister John Luxton said he was shocked by the union s tactics.

"The local school communities had made their decisions through their representatives. Because

that did not fit in with the union philosophy, the PPTA had used an old-style union approach to

deal with the situation", llxton s64138.

Unfortunately for the Government, the timing of the SSC-dweloped Education Amendment

Bill no. 5, provd to be a public relations disaster. It was announced without prior

onsultation with either teacher unions or the School Trustees Association. The

announcement came while schools were on mid-term break and before the results of the

elections to Boards of Trustees (which had been held under the old system) had beoome

known.

The teachers' unions were not consulted which given that they had been designated "an

interest group'was to be expected. TIZEI however who had called off their $rike a week

earlier and agreed to the SSC settlement w€re fu-isusl3e. STA who were going to have to

implement these decisions by law however were also not consulted and they became very

angry. The Canterbury School frus1eesr40 voted for civil disobedience and Wellinglon

Secondary School Boards sent direct rryresentation to the Prime ffinfu1grlal. The STA

l36Kevin Bunker lnterview, l4-5-Ez
l37py14 mythology around Auckland held that the Melville staff sat in the staff room and just refused to

teach. The BOT chairman then tried unsucessfully to get the students to go to their classes. He eded up
with a riot from the fourth formers, and the school had to ring the hqsident. However on checking with
the Hamilton FO I was told this was not the story. The staffwere having a continuing neetlng over the
iszue and the FO had called the National he,sident up. It was not a refusal to teach.

r38pg7i gtStgz
1 39N7FI, Executive source.
t aolUeeting Farticipant- source.
lal Ppr14 source.
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submission to the select committee stated that the Bill's "introduction had seriouslv eroded

BOT's oonfidence and respect in government assurances".

The eftbct...is Boards of Trustees will end up being responsible for de,cisions into which they

have had no input. The clause nullifies the whole concept of self-menagement, imposes

control, restricts forwrd planning by hnrds and disables opportunities for choice s'rt

initiative.'.funding will be depedent on the Government's fimncial lnsition ratber than the

educational needs of students( my emphasis)"1 42.

The campaign against the SMG created the climate which strengthened the building of
alliances between the teachers' unions and the STA. The shared political opposition to the
SSC, and SMG and the perceived changes had enhanced that process. The strong
opposition of the teaching staff in seoondary schools contemplating bulk-funding with
teachss withdrawing from teaching duties also acted as an example of what all other Boards
potentially faced. These consequenc€s were not through the Boards' own decisions but as

a result of Government decree. The hard decisions over funding were being moved away
fiom the elected politicians and being compulsorily placed on the voluntary Boards.

Stopping tpork to show the Government oThey're Wrong[
With the introduction of theseamendments to the Education Act for the SGM in July, in a
symbolic relinking of the professional and the industrial, PPTA used the occasion to
publicly withdraw their support for the Curriculum Initiatives.l43 They called a further
series of stoppages around the country under the slogan "They're wrongnlaa. The
campaign message using stylised teacher ticks and crosses spread across the country. The
message was that the Government was right ( /; in wanting a new national curriculum but
wrong (x) in wanting performance ply, bulk-funding, individual confracts, or cutting costs

for education.

Secondary school teachers...{fmced} the cancellation of cnrcial thrce{ay rreetings needed to

complete trial learning units for a rew national curriculum for atl secondary schmls...The

association president said-..'his members rvere serious about their opposition to the

Governrent decision to bulk-fund senior teaching salaries...-tvleanwhile rolling strikes are due

to start in South lsland secondary schools before spreading to Aucklasl arrl No'rthlad on

Wednaday. Central North Island schmls will be hit by strikes on Thursrdayl45.

1425.tr*1 Trustees Association submissions, to Science And Rlucation Select e6mmi116p,
1431a" Achiwement lnitiatives in curriculum - a National Curriculum end the NZeA National Cenificues

framework became knoum joiutly in schools as the curriculum Initiatives
r++PP71Nehrs VI3. 8:8
ras117g 27t7tyz.
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These stoppages staggered daily around the counbry were planned as part of a campaign for
maximum media attention. This was action in the public arena. A one day national

stoppage gets a coverage in the national media on one day, or more importantly one night on

the T.V. national news. Staging these stoppages in different parts of the country

throughout the whole week spreads the media effeo across the national news for a much

longer time. This also means five days of stoppages aimed at politicians. It also means

each different region only has a one day strike reducing the threat on the members'

motivation.

Signs announcing the Government was wrong were distributed and pasted on sites with
high visibilityl4o. A list of MPs'fax and phone numbers were sent out to all branches and

instructions on regional action was planned and organised for public effea.

Talkback radio, local networks and all the local MPs were targ€ted with each branch given a
range of ideas and points to raise. Important in this campaign was the app€ffance of and

the creation of the allies. As a result of the SGM these allies became the Boards of Trustees

in particular and the parents in general. Focusing on common fears that parents had,

particularly those recently elected to Boards of Trustees, the Government was made to look
as if it either was incompetent or else it was cold-blmdedly moving all the hard decisions

down to the volunte€rs at school level. It was making parents on Boards of Trustees

responsiblefor the carrying out Government derrees.

The Covernment was making Boards of Trustees responsible for decisions uAich would be

cutting funding to their own children. How could any psrent sgre with reducing funding to

15si1 sum ghil62l 47

The broader political campaign targeted both parents, community organisations and

politicians at the local level and politicians at the national lerrel. It linked parental @ncerns

over education with reduced funding, unemployment and the benefit cuts with the

inwitabiliry of unequal educational outcomes and the need for higher taxes. The campaign

drawing in these different threads creatod and dwelo@ image. The substance of the
particular issues themselves disappeared somewhat under the political campign. The

campaign against the bulk-funding of teachers' salaries, and the imposition of the SGM and

the extension of the bulk-funding trials itself, all became blurred and merged in the public

debate with the cuts in State funding, teacher contract negotiations and the National

Curriculum Initiatives.

1464 *;o of &ese signs was erected along the main routes to the airports travelled by the MPs and
constantly renewed as needed.

la7 ;ohtt Grant, interview
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Striking teachers: real or Clayton'sJla8

The ECA generally makes it illegal to strike as a member of a collective contract, except in

some tightly specified situations, mostly to do with health and safery. Strike action can

only occur once a collective contract has expired. Individuals can strike. Strike action

however is any withdrawal from normal dutiesl4e. With the contract expired, PPTA used

the mmbination of I day rolling stoppages and the withdrawal of support for the Minister's

new National Curriculum Initiatives in an attempt to draw attention to the contradictions

which they beliwed underpinned the SSC agenda and the bulk-funding issue. Although

PPIA supported the content of the new Initiatives, the Curriculum Moratorium strategically

was a withdrawal of support for an idea. Given that key aspects of the Curriculum

Initiatives contained many of the ideas dorelopod as part of the ill-fated Curriculum REyiew

in which PPTA had a strong hand, (see Chapter 7) it was seen by some to be acting against

their own inlq'es1sl so.

The PPTA Curriculum Moratorium was a directly political strategy aimd at the Miniser of
Education. It was a means of increasing pressure through the political structures rather than

oonfuring action to the industrial arena. Relatively little motivational power was required

from the membership. It was a passive action rather than active one. Only a small group

of teachers were involved in the actu,al development of the new curriculum statements and

the implementation process. Some of these developers were either current or former

members of PPTA and so were strategically placed in working out timing and tactics.

The Minister's plan as announced in the 1991 Budg€f was that the staternents be developed

and the in-service completed ready for implementation in schools in 1994. The Curriculum

Moratorium held up this process of implementation, creating an impression of a stoppage

without the majority of members having to actuatly do anything. The Curriculum

Moratorium was in effect "a Clayton's strike". ln some cases the professional dorelopment

which have been originally planned as part of the Curriculum lnitiative was renamed and

continued. It reverted to being ordinary on-going 'p'rofessional dwelopment". Albeit a

Clayton's campaign, the Curriculum Moratorium hit directly at the Minister's political plans

148g6y1611's is a vemacular term meaning looks like the real thing but isn't. It comes from a u&isky-
looking drink promoted 'nsuccessfully during 1980s as the non-alcoholic alternative to dfinking.
-Clayton's, the drink you have ufien you are not having a drink". In spite of the disappearance of the
product the term itselfhas passed into the vernacular.

l49g* EcA lg9o, part l. Sec.2
l50g"11oor1 Curriculum in Science, Writing Group Convenor - pers. comm.
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for the timing of the implementation. The attack was on the timing but not the substance of
a "mod€rnised curriculum" I 5 1.

The campaign itself was being fought as much at the ideological level as at the material level.

Although it seemed a struggle over employment, it was simultaneously a struggle over the

meaning and the definition of teachers' work and the nature of the profession. The

struggle for PPTA was a sruggle for the maintenance of its professional culture versus a

markd culture. For some that professional commitment to action clme as a show of
solidarity by the middle class on behalf of other people they saw hurting under the ECA

environment, thus revealing an interesting elitist combination of political naivete and

professional obligation :

I was so proud of us, here we were in Queen St te[ing the Government what we thought of

them and there were students (Teachers' College) opposing the fees increases, there were those

union people who had had to buckle, and all those unemployed. I meen, we had to speak out

becaus we have a privilegal position ls2.

The State through the SSC, was defining teachers as workers in the educational enterprise

subject to the discipline of the labour process. The SSC's objeaive was the implementation

of a managerialist agenda of "state sector indusfrial reform, and the creation of effrciencies

through the discipline of a management sglfg1s"l53. At the same time the State via the

Ministry of Education was also defining teachos as the professionals needed for the

implementation of a new omodernised curriculurn'154.

PPTA linking both these agendas continued to argue it was teachers' professional autonomy

and education which was at stake in the negotiations. They argued for the continued right

to oontrol vital aqpects of their working life and for "the right as professionals to determine

their own forms of modernised managerial arrangements'I5s. This model PPTA was

15115" Convenor of the Science Curriculum Writing Group retitled her qreech to the Science Teachen'
Conference 1992 'Sonp Ideas for developing a Teacher-Friendly ScienceCurricul'rm" and dropped spwific
mentions to the Achievement lnitiative. The original title was "The Achievement Initiative in Science -
Making it Ours"

t 52goo.tr member, field notes taken durins the march 2gl7lE2
I 53P CaPoer, and R. Munro, 'hofessionali or Workers" in Middleto n et.al Mamtion Policy^ Tday , op cit.

p. 159.
15415" Ministry of Education's view of curriculum developrnent that is new qlaisslrrm icleas are devolved

througb the ongoing professional development of teachers. lt is a more interactionist model than

- -previously. &1. C-nzefte vol.70 nol6. l99l pl-2
lssDelegate's Speech at Auckland Regronal Meeting, l6 September 1992
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promoting through their Shared Decision-making Projegtso following the NZCTU
*modernised' workplace reform model.

Equally importantly politically perhaps they were also arguing for the maintenance of a State

education system which would allow panty of education the length of the counfiry, under the

banner of defending a national collective for a national education system.

What we are saying is that in recogmsitrg that differences exist between different schools, this is

not donc in a way which causes one lot of kids to bave a better education at the expense of other

kids. I mean there are real differences in New T.ealanel schools. [t's about offering quality

education in Southland which matches quality education in Auckland and nfiich allows some

kids way up in Tai Tokerau to also have access to quality education. That's what is an

equitable national wsteml 57.

The PPTA slogan "No national contract, no national curriculum" built on this percepion.

The national collecive with its nationally applied systerns for salaries, teacher discipline and

competency was portrayed as the only remaining symbol of national education and by

implication of educational equity. In effect PPIA was arguing for a position which ould
be described as maintaining professional closure against the Government's agenda of
enforced prolearianisation and simultaneously arguing for citizenship rights in education

over customer rights.

The contract campaign and the campaign again$ bulk-funding now had a renewed purpose

in the campaign to defeat the Bill which brought in the Senior Managernent Grants and was

seen as imposed bulk-funding.

There were two prongs to that campaign; isolate the SSC and get the Bill withdrawn, and

reinsert PPIA fonnally into the decision-making processes of education as a modern

forward lookin g organi sation.

Strategy # l, Isolate the SSC: support for (modern manegement'
With the negotiations stalled again in July, PPTA activated its political machine. Materid
was sent out to the branches and the regions organised lobbying of all local MPs and Boards

of Trustees. Questions were raised in the House and a paper was submitted to the National

Party Caucus deailing a proposed solution promoting "modern management structures".

The solution sought to have the Government set aside the SGM, in return PPIA would give

156p66slt l'lill,ManagingTodays Schools: the CaseJorslnrddecision nnking (Wellington NZISR&D.
for PPTA, 1992)

l'57 Executive member 1986-89, name withheld on request.
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a commitment to address issues of flexibility and accountability in the negotiations,

acce,pting modern management processes for education and the propo evalution of the

bulk-funding trials.

In common with the NZCTU position of supporting the Third Wayl5a, the Taylorist model

behind the SSC managerialism was portrayed publicly in a number of forums as old-
fashioned and unnecessarily adversarial. ln the PPIA view, the SSC did not enmurage

the derrelopment of modern workplace conc€pts of consultation, teamwork and consensus.

At a Government sponsored Conference on Workplace Reform which was held in

September the PPTA President Martin Cooney presented the methodology of its research

project *Shared Decision-making'l se as an example of the new *modern way' forward.

We are now developing the Shared Decision-malsng Process', said the President, 'But for yeas

school have beenpractising many ofthe things suggested at this Conference. Schools always

have short daily staffbriefings. and a larger staffmeeting in which all staffhave an input to the

agenda...As more rlranagement decisions are made at school level it is more imporant then ever

to formalise decision-making structues I 60.

Cooney then went on to suggest that the need for reform in schools was not at the school

level as SSC suggested. It was in the larger education system where the big decisions are

being made by the Minister such as about the Education Dorelo,pment lnitiatives (school

placement and zoning), NZQA, the Curriculum Initiative and in Industry Tnining. 'There
is a need to have prractitioner input at that level'161.

Cooney was promoting PPTA as the modernising influence in education along the lines of
the NZCTU and suggesting the need for the PPTA voice as an example of modern

workplace practices. Education was the enterprise, not individual schools. The

implication all the time being promoted was that the difficulties being experienced in these

various arenas would not have occurred if PPTA had been involved.

Strategy # 2, Luglst 1992, PPTA supports the Minister of Education
The Executive decided that the Minister of Education was to be made an ally agains the

SSC162 rather than being a figure of odium as he had become with teachers and students.

It was therefore necessary to actively ourt him. The Minister of Education of tradition is

invited to the Annual Conference. Afraid of a slanging match with PPTA after his public

I 585"" Chapter nine.
I 596i;1, Slnred Decisionnnking. op. cit.
l6oPPTAne*s Nov. Vol 13 no ll
l61 6i6.
162 Discr'"sions at PPTA Annual Conference August 1992. Field rctes26l8lT2
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denunciation of PPTA as "cloth-capped unions" and still angry at their removal of support

for the Achievement Initiative the Minister had refused to go to the Q6nfgrencerri.

Dr Smith maintained that he would not attend the conference u&ile the teachers supported a

boycott on lwo of his school reibrms..."If in the in the next 24 hours I hear that they are

willing to reconsider their boycott I am willing to reschedule my diary to spend some time with

them'

Behind the scenes political networking suggested to influential members of the National

Party network with connections to secondary schoolsl6a, 1[a1 this was in-appropriate

behaviour for a Minister of Education. PPTA would be pleased to weloome him l6s. The

message which was passed on to the Prime Minister was that the Minister was acting just as

childishly as the teachersl66. This message of childish behaviour on the part of the

Minister was also reflected in the editorial of the Dominion, the influential Wellington

morning paper.r6? The Prime Minister then told the press that the Miniser for Education

would go to the PFIA 1992 Annual 6on;.rmss168.

In a rapid re-organisation of the second day of the Conference, the Minister was quickly

accommodatedl6e. Delegates were given sfict instructions that the Minister was to be

treated cordially as was "becoming his office". They were warned that "he was taking riik
by oming here and he is probably terrified" and so accordingly the Executive had decided

that the "meeting was to be held in committee" with the Press excluded The Miniser
arrived with his advisers, Managers of the various policy sections, from the Ministry. In
an emotionally charged atmoqphere of karanga, mihi and waiata from the assembled

delegates, he was welcomed by the President and invited to speak.

His speech ooncentrated on the need to "recognise good teachers" and on his hopes for
education in the Curriculum lnitiativelTo. Then various picked people representing the

particular interest groups within PPIA spoke from the floor. Working from a series of
organised points they told him how much they supported "ftir Curriculum Initiatives",

about their particular problems, and how they wanted to focus on the long term needs of
education. They asked him simple questions and explained how the management model

163p21 26ft1n 'strong support for Teacber President" by Andrew Stone.

l91l.t" Antlerson, Chair of Wellington College Board of Trustees, later chair of SCG.
16551u"1" discussions at PPTA 1992 National Conference.
166 py14 soluce PPTA 1992 National Conference.
t6TDominion, 2618192
I 68Evening Post 26t8192
16911i. section is distilled from my field notes as an observer at lgV2National Conference.August
l ToFietd notes.
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underpinning the Senior Management Grant and the bulk-funding of salaries could not me€t

"his needs" in schools for a modernised curriculuml?l or a modern environment for

schools. In effect they stroked him and unashamedly but covertly askod for his support

against the 'old fashioned' managerialist agenda of the SSC.

PFIA continued this public support for the Minister after the Conference. During the rest

of 1992 and into 1993, there wtre no public statements from PPTA Executive openly

attacking the Minister of Education. Whenever there were public statements about the

negotiations, they were directed against the SSC. PPTA continually stressed the need to

find 'a way through' the current impasse of the SMG, the Contract Negotiations and the

withdrawal of support for the Curriculum Initiative. A way forward was needed "so

teachers ould get on with their jobs of teaching"l72.

Reconstructing a de -facto meso-corporatism
The associated tactic in this strategy was the call to form an "education working party of
interested groups which would monitor the funding of schools". This strategy reflected

back to PPTA's success eadis with the achievement of the SS& instituting a neds-based

system for staffing, which I describd in Chapter 6. The tactic was assisted by the

networking proceeding at the time between members of the PPTA executivg various

members of the Wellington establishment and STA173. The proposal was to set up a
working Frty "truly representative of the community and those groups particularly

interested in school funding s1sgfifis11s!'l74

The {wrking} party's recommendations would include: the most appropriate principles to

determine schools' teaching staff resources and best to allocate them: the role of Governrneil

and Boards of Trustees in daermining the otal teaching staffresources available to schools. and

how they should be used: a method of monitoring the adequacy of teaching staff allocations: and

the extent to u&ich schools should be able to trade off staffresources against those allocated fm

other purlnses. (Proposed Working Party on Teacher Staffing.nd Funding)I7s.

The idea was developed publicly through alluding to a l99l example where the National

Government attempted to solve a legitimation difficulty and had established a non-prtisan

sup€rannuation task forcg "to remove the issue out of the political arena irnd find a

lTlField notes.

llit"t"t yo Cooney, lgE2l3 President, RNZ News 2fth September 1992.
I 73pp14 s.urce.
rTahopnsed Working Party on Teacher Staffing and Funding, Pamphlet, PPTA, Sept.19V2.lis ibid.
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underpinning the Senior Management Grant and the bulk-funding of salaries could not me€f

"his needs" in schools for a modernised curriculumlTl or a modern environment for

schools. In effect they stroked him and unashamedly but covertly asked for his support

against the 'old fashioned' managerialist agenda of the SSC.

PPIA continued this public support for the Minister after the Conference. During the rest

of 1992 and into 1993, there were no public statements from PPTA Executive opanly

attacking the Minister of Education. Whenever there were public statements about the

negotiations, they were directd against the SSC. PFTA continually stressed the need to
find 'a way through' the current impasse of the SMG, the Contract Negotiations and the

withdrawal of support for the Curriculum lnitiative. A way forward was n@ded "so

teachers ould get on with their jobs of teaching"l72.

Reconstructing a de -facto meso-corporatism
The associated tactic in this stnategy was the call to form an "education working party of
interested groups which would monitor the funding of schools'. This stratery reflected

back to PPTA's success earlier with the achievement of the SSR, insituting a needs-based

system for staffing, which I described in Chapter 6. The tactic was assisted by the

nelworrking proceeding at the time between members of the PPTA executivg various

members of the Wellington establishment and STA173. The proposal was to set up a
working party "truly representative of the community and those groups particularly

interested in school funding mschanisrnstrlT4

The {working} party's recommenlations wrruld incl,'de: the most appropriate principles to

determine schools' teaching staff resorces and be$ to allocate them: the role of Governreil

and Boards of Tnrstees in derermining the total teaching gaff rcsources available to schools, and

how they should be used: a method of monitoring the adequacy of teaching saffallocations: antl

the extent to rryhich schools should be able to ffide offsaff resources against those allocated ftn

other purposes. (Proposed Working Frrty on Teacher Staffing and Funding)r7s.

The irlea was rlevelorred nrrhliclv fhrorrsh allrrdino to a lgQl examnle where the National
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@nsensus on long term policy"

following points:

The working party suggestion was based on the

' The Bulk funding of salaries had been a political issue since 1988
. The SMG as such was bulk-funding

' Bulk-funding was seen as a broken promise in light of the Minister's comment that

bulk-funding would not be imposed before the three year trial was finistred

' The Secondary Principals' Conference had rejeaed the decision on July l4 and the
nation wide rallies and protesrs had also opposed it

' The issue was causing concern with the Government backbenchers

' There had been threats of civil disobedierrce: almost 4O0 Canterbury School

Trustees had voted ovenphelmingly to refuse to implement the decision, Wellington
secondary schools boards and the School Trustees Association were opposed

' Secondary teachers sought a consensus solution: if they are involved in finding a

solution they would be ommitted to the eu1corns176.

The proposal itself became part of the stated public srategy. It was important to "find a

way through" the "current impasse" of the contract negotiations "and its associated

conflicts" and to find a way in which to lift the Curriculum Moratorium "for tlw Minister of
Eduuti.on" my emphasisl 77.

The Schools Consultative Group: a new policy group?
PPTA then entered into a series of meetings with the Mini$ers of Education and State

Services which culminated in September 1992 with the Government announcing the
"establishment of a Consultative Group to consider policy issues associated with school
management, including funding 19fs11nr'1 78.

The Schools Consultative Group (SCG) undertmk to review the whole approach to
salaries' bulk-funding and to make recommendations to Government before the end of the
1994 schml yeastzr. The group onsisted of representatives of most of the state agencic
and the intsest groups in education concerned with schools: MOE, NZQA, STA, the
Indepurdent Schools, the State Serrrices Commission together with Principals' groups and

PPTA and NZEI. The SCG was chaired by John Anderson a prominent Wellington banker
who although a dissident member of the BRT was also the Chairperson of Weltington

176 ;6;6.

ll]""r.t" Cooney, lgg?J3 President, RNZ News, 20th Septembr 1992.
I /6NZ{ September 19
l79lr9g3 Annual Report. This group disbanded in November 1994.
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College Board of Trustees and a friend of the Prime Minister. Its secretariat, in a shange

juxtaposition of Sate and business, was paid for by 1fue [snftI80.

The SCG immodiately undatook the complex task of working out procedures whereby the

various legal imperatives already pass€d by the Government could be sorted out in a way

which was procedurally fair to the schools and to teachers. These included the bulk-

funding of re[ef teachers' salaries, the bulk-funding trials, the implementation of guidance

time staffing, the Management Salaries Grant, and the reduction in various disoetionary

staffing allowancesl8l. This rask which would have been the function of the earlier

Department of Education was being done in working party mode. In effect the SCG was

taking over many of the functions of education $eering and allocative poliry making.

At its first mecing in Ocroberthe SCG addressed the immediate and outstanding aspects of
schools' funding. As well it dso addressed broader teacher employment issues submined

by PPTA such as the exit provisions for the increasingly larger proportion of teachers ovq
44 and the possible new *modernised" sffuctures of school managemenll s2. The function

of the SCG was in effect two fold. It was on one hand the Policy Advisory Foup to the

Minister over schools, filling the gap for input created in the new stnrcture by the failure to
proceed with the Policy Advisory Council suggested in the Picot Report. And on the oths
it was fulfilling the role of educational steering at school level which was starting to occur de

facto by the SSC through the arena of industrial negotiations (see Fig 10.1)

The SCG in coordinating the various decisions over schools functions effectively moved

these decisions fiom the State bureaucracy or the individual BOTs to a much broader goup
which was required by the process of working party to opef,ate by consensus. This broader

goup included a number of teacher and teacher union based groups, from both the State

sector and the private seclor. Moreover it returned State education steering at school level

to the concern of those in education, rather than those with State fiscal concerns, i.e. the

SSC.

The SCG containing re,presentatives of the various interest goups in education became the

offrcial body (albeit an ad hoc one) in which the allocative mechanisms of education relating

to schools and teachers were to be worked through, replacing the old Departmart of
Education. It was an advisory body to the Minister but with its secretariat funded through

l8olhe secretariat included Doug Martin ex. Director of Industrial Relations of the Labour Oegrtnent
important in the LRA and Patricia O'Neil, earlier the industrial advocate of PPTA .

lSrPg2Annual Report.
r82pp7tr nelarsVoli3. no lt Nov. 1992
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the private Finance sector. This was an unstable but seemingly necessary extension to the

State education system in order to provide the coordination of the structures unable to be

performed by market mechanisms or the splits in the State bureauoacy.

Fig 10. 1 The education decision-making arenas affecting PPTA at January
1 993.

The emergence of the SCG threw into relief the oontradiction between market mechanisms

and State allocative procedures involved in mass education. It also illustrated the

problematising of the commodity and the State form. The maintenance of the commodity

form seemed to require the rational processes of the political adminiSrative structures of the

State in education in some form. The logic of the commodity form was dysfunctional to the

very mechanisms which were established to senre that oommodity form.
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Going back to the table

With the establishment of the SCG, PPTA was publicly able to be supportive of the

Government's proposals while still arguing against the imposition of SGM. The

'politicking' and networking had established a position from which PPTA could publicly

receive an invitation from the SSC to resume negotiations in October.

The Secondary teachers' union has accepted the Government's invitation to join the

Consuliative Group on policy issues associated with school rnanagem€nt...Jvlartin Curney also

said that PPTA had acceptetl an invitation from the State Services Commission to resure

negotiationst 83.

Following an agreement gained bgween PFrIA and the Ministers of State Senrices and of
Education, the basis on which negotiations resumed were as follows:

' The negotiators will work from the 'modernised contract' PITA had tabld in May

' Removal of PPTA claims on increasing the rate at the bottom of the basic scale,

non-@ntact timg lump sum severance payments and professional

dwelopment allowance. The claims on the prcmotion of women, Maori

Education would be followed up directly with the School Trustees

Association

' An enhanced flexibility and improved acoountabilrty model as tabled in June
. Review of redeployment provisions and options

'A national employment oontract applying to all teachers pre\riously oovered by the

expired contract

' Reduction in relief teachers' conditions as per the agreement reached in June

l9g2r 84.

It was a face saving political exercise on both sides. In spite of the rheoric the negotiations

in effect were being conducted at the political lorel. The SSC had ben instructed by its

Minister and the PPTA negotiators had given away some of the conditions of their

members. As well as forgoing any salary rise and they had agreed to a cost-savings

position which on PPTA's estimation would be of $5 million in the next y€ar and $10

million in the next two yezus. (The SSC however disputed this savingtes.; The

conditions given away had in theory bear agreed to by members at the beginning of the

process itself. There was some lessening of surplus staffing protections, and a reduction of

l83ppa4 hess Statement,6 October, 1992
18464ui." to b'ranches Nov. 1992
185 p"1 Walsh, "The Role of the State Services Commission in Wage Bargaining in the Education Sector"

Review Commissioned for the Ministry of Education, (Wellington 1992) Released under tbe Official
Information Act. p 8
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pay for relief teachers. These were mnditions which it was judged would not alienate the

broad mass of members too much. ln some instances there were some fudging of issues

from both sides through the use of word games.

Discussions within the Minisury of Education network had revealed that without school

responsibility for all funding there was an absence of any real oontrol mechanisms over the

spending authorities of Boards of Trustees in implementing the performance pay structure.

Yet SSC had been trying to implement this as fiscal restraint through the industrial

negotiatisnsl86. As I have already noted the responsibility for Vote:Education outomes
was held by the Secretary of Education but they were the object of negotiation by the SSC

with its fiscal concetrns, not educational ones. There was in effect a contradiction between

the Treasury/SSC agenda of trying to establish education to a price, and the needs-based
but fiscally constrained educational qystem which the Ministry of Education had

responsibility for.

Concessional rrading: old bureaucratic clauses for a new modernissfl ones.

Once back at the table in October the negotiations inched on in incremental steps moving

clauses from the "old bureaucratic" document to the "new modernised" one until 18 March

1993. In this PPTA had the slight advantage as long as it kept its cool. Under the ECA
changes can only be gained by agreement or in response to concessions through leverage,

othenvise the existing &cument stands. This meant the 'old bureaucratic document' was

the existing one. The "modernised document' was PPTA's and the Government's leverage

was the potential of unilateral action in either lock-out or legislation. The SSC's counter

claim was still the 5 page thin documant setting out salary bands and removing conditions.

We just never let them talk about their document. We kept atl the time forcing them to tdk to

our nnew modernised sfeamlined document". Ours rvas the existing one

Whenever they started havrng difficulties with rhings we woukl go away and rewrite a clause.

Or we would suggest that we could put one of the old-fashioned clauses back, out of the

existing *old tnrreaucratig 4ocumeal' I 87.

As the year went on teachers in schools found that for thenr the horror stories of the ECA
seemed somewhat untrue. There was no wholesale cutting of teachers' conditions and their

individual contracts supported them on existing conditions. The State had chosen not to

use its powers to force a lock-out of any conditions which members could feel. (The SGM

was technically a lockout of conditions but was it effect was not immediate). So as time

]llefra Regional officers update, 16 October l9gZ, notes ppTA Regional Office.
r u /l€na Orum, 1992 negotiating team, Interview, l8l3lg3
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progressed the commitment to the need for a collective contract (CEC) slightly dwindled in

themembershiptst. This put pressure on both the PPTA negotiators and the SSC. For

the PPTA negotiators a collective is the basis of both their strength and their effectiveness as

a union. The SSC on the other hand was most reluctant to ooncede its managerial agenda.

Individual contracts however for the 14000 secondary teachers would not hold teaching

wage costs down. Individual teachers had the capacity to ratchet the total cost of wages up

especially in the areas of specialised knowledge or where the market price was much higher.

This had become clear to the SSC during the restructuring when different sections of
Education had been bidding against each other for particular skilled psplst 8e.

The SSC position was that it wanted individual contracts only for a relatively small number

of teachers, those it designated as senior management with their increase in pay tied to
qpecified performance sonuactsle0. The money for these increases would come from

savings made on salaries to new appointments in the range of rates. The SSC was prepared

to use legislative action of necessaryl e l .

Hoping to force a settlement by the beginning of November after nearly eight months of
negotiations, the PPTA Executive and negotiating team attemped to inoease political

leverage on SSC. They publicly set up a series of ratification meetings and notified the

media in anticipation of settlement, These planned ratification me€tings became a series of
further me€tings for members which were held out of school hours in which the current

PPTA offer of Terrrs of the Settlement were presented. These included :

. A reduction in redeployment protection

' Agreement to withhold progression on the basic scale where there were formal

comp€tency concenls

' An agreement to allow Positions of Responsibility for Heads of Departments to

.become fixed term
.A formative performance review for Depury hincipals or Assistant Principnlst sz.

However this strategy was still not successful in getting SSC to ag.er to settlement. The

Wellington public sector networks told them that the SSC was prepanng individul contracts

ready for new employees for 1993 and that the Minister was going to the Cabine for

l SSMeetings called to report Fogress in Oclober and November bad lower and lowrr attendence. (field notes.
October , November. 1992., Western, Central and Southern wards Auckland region.

l89P"1Walsh, (1992) op. cit. p8
1 9011.1 6t"ke-Smith for Gerald Minee, ktter to Chairman of the lndustrial Sub-Committee of Association

of Polytechnics APNZ, ll September 1991.
l9lkna Onrm, negotiating team, pers. comm.
tgzRegional meeting August 1992
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agreement to extend the bulk-funding 6inlle3. The Executive announced publicly that

PPTA was suspending the ban on the development of new curricula to give "the

Government space". Further meetings were again held with the Minister of Education and

State Services to seek their assistance.

The suspension of the Moratorium coming right at the end of the year caused const€rnation

with a number of members. Part of the PftA culture establishd during the period since

1982 and maintained through the previous struggles was the commitment to intemal

democracy. This however did not allow much space for the detaild shifting of political

manoalvre. The constitution required that any industrial action both being put on or lifted

must by ballot of the members. It had been the continrnl public stand of PPIA that in any

negotiations they could not make deals. The members had to agreeto the panameters and be

part of any changes. The Curriculum Moratorium had been voted on by the members and

could only be removed by ballot. Ya here was the Executive putting the Moratorium on

suspension, via the media. This was a complicated situation as the Moratorium was an

action to wilhhold action, and the suspension of the ban was...what? Members in branches

did not really know,.but what they did know was that the Executive was doing things

without asking thsrnl I ea

The ango and the unease in the branchesl e5 grew when the members returned to school at

theendof January 19931e6. It wasdiscovered that contract settlement had still not been

reached. The major hold up was still the issue of senior salaries. The SSC was

determined to implement the Taylorist managerial framework with its financial incentives

and sanctions into schools, by unilateral action under the ECA if necessaryl eT. This was

what PPTA had consistently opposed as performance pay. However work through the

network around the SCG suggested that the Government might be prepared to allow more

time for experimentation for an educationally more appropriate model for a 'modernised

education' system. In a complicated confusion of double negatives, the Moratorium

suspension was extended publicly until the national round of union meetings to be organised

in March. More lobbying was undertaken with the politicians.

l93yar1in Cooney PPTA President, at Auckland Ratification meeting 2313193
It is highly possible that the SSC could also have been playing these games and so started this process as a

means of putting pressure on PPTA., knowing the leaaks were ocurring.
194 pi"16 notes. 5 Decemtrer 1992. Discussions at two branch meetings.
Phone conversations with 3 Branch and Auckland Regional officers and Auckland Executive members.
195 9-o.6 meetings, field notes. February 1993
re6 r1"".6"tr in a waiting game on contactsn.AZfl 29-l-93
l97PP7tr Annual repon 1993 pZ
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The Settlement : one year after beginningt e E.

Finally the SSC agreed and a proposed settlement was ag€ed on March lSth 1993. In the

event the planned me€tings became the contract ratification meetings. The Collective

Employment Contract would be for two years but there was no increase in pay. The

settlement included a reduction in redqloyment protection, an agreement to withhold

progression on the basic scale where there were formal competency concerns about a

teacher, a pay reduction for relievers, and a formative performance appraisal for Deputy

hincipals or Assistant Princrpals.

The main feature sEessed to the members in the ratification meding was "the modernisation

plan'; the mechanism for gaining voice in education policy making. The *modernisation

plan' drawn up by PPTA was to be the blueprint of future directions in education. This

became an attachment to the ontract. It was an agreement with the Ministers of Education

and State Smrices that PPTA would:

'dorelop in the SCG a model of staffing to "last us through the 1990s and beyond"

'work in a number of forums to move the contract into terms that would be enable

the contract to be relevant post 1995 and to be easily understood and to met the needs

of branches, Boards and Principals

'have input into the dwelorpment of the Minister of Education's Seamless

Curriculum

'talk formally with STA over particular issues of education and "modem

management processes' I 99.

At the enormous Aucklandzoo ratification meeting, although the mecing voted to ratiff the

contract, a great deal of anger from many of the activist members was focused on the

leadership of the union2or. The Auckland Region had worked hard at keeping the branch

networks operating and members informed and involved. Apart frrom the strikes, when the

contnct expired in July and the SGM Bill was introduced, the membership had not had to

do very much to garn the settlement. Thek motivational resoures had not been required

directly, except as thr€at. Many of the non -activist members orpressed their opinion that

the settlement was about timdo2. From the safefy of their schools, the activists ould see

it all pafectly clearly. 'The Executive had sold out'...'Why hadn't there been an all out

strike?'

19816i5 se,ction based on field notes taken as an obsenrer at the PPTA meeting in Auckland Region, 19
March 1993, the day after the proposed settlement.

I 99y. g** y , tOOUlt President, Field notes, Auckland Ratification Meeting, I 9 March 1993
20omru.
2ol tr1711 2+3-93 'Teachers heated over deal '

.202 pi"14 notes, Sample of 52 comments taken a-s members were arriving at the meeting.
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After imposing a Moratorium with the sup'port of the membership thur the Executive

withdrew it. 'Now thse was talk of 'modernisation', and 'appraisal' which the

membership had opposed. 'Maybe the membership should vote against ratification?'. 'It

was a settlement but had the Executive got all that it could have achieryed?' As the number

of angry voices grew at the sgtlement meeting some of the known activists from earlier

times were forced to speak in favour of the compromisdo3.

I feel like a soldier who hes been waiting in the banacks waving my flags and polishing up my

weapons waiting for the order to go to war. But that order never came. Every so often

corrununique came from the fr,ont and we would sound our bugles and wave our flags, and even

march up and down a bit.

And now over ayear later they tell me it's all over with some good news and some bad news.

The bad news is we have lost conditions, and let's be quite clear they are significart conditiom.

We have let down our colleagues who are relievers and those who may be facing redeployment.

We have opened up the door to apprraisal.

But I and my branch want and demand the security of a collective contract. That is our real

need at this time.

So I am agreeing with what they say is the good news, the motion thst we ratify the collective

contract, and ask you all to support it...

But the leadership needs to krow that I and my branch are not happy about it2oa.

TOWARDS 'MODERNISATION' OR DANCING THROUGH THE

CONTRADICTIONS.
The settlement officially marked the beginning of PPTA's 'modernisation' Fogramme.
The PPTA 'modernisation programme' building on the 1990 PPTA Long Term Strategy and

the ITIZCTU model of a "Third Way", brought togeth€r a number of things:

. the Seamless Curriculum with its flexible modules of various skills and standards

linking the National Curriculum with the National Certificates of the NZQA

Framework.

' the career paths of teachers through gaining ongoing skills

. a modern educational workplace able to dwelop 'Shared-Decision-malcing'

bdween the Boards of Trustees and the teachers

. input into various decision-making bodies over the direction of education2os.

203 Pi"14 notes 19 March 1993
204 pi"16 notes, verbatim of member from the floor. Auckland Contract Ratification Meeting, 19 March

1993.
205 prcss Briefing, PPTA'High-skillcdTeachers", May 1993.
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The settlement established secondary teaching within the framework of the corelabour

markg of the State. It flagged a shift from an incremental pay structure to a 'skills based

one'. In terms of the new form of flexible capitalism (as outlined in Chapter one)

secondary teachers were in the core of highly-skilled and flexibly functional workers

providing the skills for a new model of a skilled sociay through a Seamless Curriculum.

The settlement could be seen as moving towards a "post-fordism' society through a "neo-

schumpeerian' compromiss2o6.

In the climate of the ECA, PPIA as a union and bargaining agent had the material resources

through its subscripion base for compliance of the contract in the Courts. The role of
PPTA as the bargaining agent for secondary teachers was primarily in gaining that contract.

This role had beoome extended beyond the limited restricted role allowed it in the industrial

arexra under the SSC's managerial model. Through using industrial and political action and

the strategic use of networks PFIA was able to achieve some reinsertion of PPTA as the

voice of teachers into the decision-making structures of education. The position of teachers

in the structures of education as the implementors of the State s new modernised

technological curriculum had provided opportunities against the SSCs agenda of
managerialism. These were exploited though the public arena together with the support of
the STA and various behind the scenes political networks.

The requirem€nts on the union to deliver the selective bqrefits, in this case a olletive
employment contract, developed out of that combination of political opportunity and

structural possibility. Or to onceagain quote Offe:

the concrete shape of mganised interest representation is always a result of interest ptas

opportunity p/us institutioml 5hgus207.

However in this case the structural possibility also provided the means to address the

monological ooncerns as dialogical action. The maintenance of equitably distributed

funding for schools, in real tetrms, the central funding of teachers'salaries was kept in place

by the concerns about developing a proper staffing profiIe for schools, the opposition to
performance pay as a fiscal measure, support for the Government's Curriculum lnitiatives

and a changing political climate. Decisions over school funding were now moved into the

Working Party arena of the SCG.

206Dr1",'Towards a New Settlement in Education: Neo-liberal and nm-Schumpeterian Tendencies'. (19941
op cit.

2O7gffe l98l:l}4quotal in Dalesrre and Macuion policy pll2
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Martin Cooney the hesident, in a radio interview2os on the day of settlement, gave the

credit for the change in the climate to the Minister of Education, and to the Government.

They had, he said, "set up these forums for consultation in which teachers and parents'

views would be considered before decisions were made or legislation passed'. He saw it
as a step forward and away from the oonfrontational positions of the year.

PPTA was being glven back some limited representative status in the decision-making of
education by Government. There were now at least three forums in which PPTA would

take part,

. one on bulk funding,

. a placeto establish the modernisation of the contract,

. an opportunity to have input to the curriculum proc€sses.

Cooney also attributed credit to the President of STA for the suggestions to find ways of
dealing with teacher competence issues through "discussions quieily out of the glare of the
public spotligh1"2oe. The PPTA strategJ thus strengthened political alliances in order to
establish working parties in which to seek consensus decisions over the direction and

operation of education once again.

The rational opportunist strategy appeared to rely on political networks more than on

industrial action. Yet the threat of astion' provided the Executive with the power behind all

the political footwork. The 'professional project' and the member's broader democratic

interests required a say in the mandate of education which the indusrial arena sought to
limit.

In Tomorrow's Schools the other State stnrctures of education had been changed. They

were more fragmented and in need of coordination at the school level. This co-ordination

became available through the SCG so also providing a forum for PPTA. Involvement in

the SCG once more attributed PPTA some aspect of representative status as a professional

body, raths than the more limited recognition as bargaining agent through the employment

relations. PPTA's curriculum interests in support of the Curriculum lnitiativg put on hold

as an industrial strategy, were now dkected at pedagogical concerns at classroom let/el.

Through 'modernisation' PPTA sought to establish a process whereby increasing teachers'

skills through qrnlification and in-service became linked as incentives in the pay structure.

20814"t1io Cooney, interview with Sharon Crosbie, National Radio, RNZ l8/3/ 1993.
209 14"t1;o Cooney, ibid.
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PIrIA was legally designated a bargaining agent and in indusrial nqlotiations for much of
1992. The threat of industrial action and the withdnawal of support for the Curriculum

Initiative was its public power. At the same time a proces$ of political lobbying,

ncworking and compromise had enabled PPTA to g€t its voice back into education

decision-making. Howwer this voice was r€,presentative of what Gramsci calls a

"corporatist consciousness" r?ther than as a example of hegemonic consciousness. It
represented the more limited view of those in educational employment rather than as the

vision for all of society including those on welfare benefits or not in employment. The

outcome of strategic rational opportunism provided a possible beneficial solution for

teachers within a social formation which was increasingly being structured along lines of
skill and wealth.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN A CONCLUDING DTSCUSSION

This thesis can be divided into three topics: the economic tiberal project and its aims for

labour and education, the attempt to externally impose this economic liberal model on

education, and thirdly and (this is the bulk of the thesis) an explanation as to why the

education project has not been completed.

The thesis has been written through a number of theoretical levels of abstraction. The earlier

chapters provide the historical framework which explain the sffis in the nature of New

Tnaland in relation to global capitalism. The regulation school has provided a framework

through which to site both the earlier dwelopment of the New Zealand Welfare State and the

current changes to it. Cunently the influences of global capitalism are stimulating changes

in New Zaland which can be theorised within this framework as a shift towards flacible
accwnulntion ln this the labour market is increasingly becoming polarised and the ideal of
social organisation has become modelled on that of the effrcient business firm. Associated

with this is the derrelopmurt of a highly skilled and functionally flexible labour market and

focused attention on education. An ideal of flexible accumulation and an associated

laissez-fairerelationship with the State has bemme the rationale for much of the economic-

liberal project. Capital sought the removal of rigidities to its free circulation and

transformation. An aim was the re-commodification of much of the Skte, which as Offe

had shown had previously been de-commodified into the Welfare State. The State is thus

the materialisation of the particular political forces of an hi$orical time.

In the New Zealand case, following World War II it had became a wage earners Welfare

State extending forward into most areas of what could be called civil sociey. The

economic-liberal project sought to reorganise and cut back the State into a much more

residual safay net form. The changing prccesses of the State and the shifting constellation

of forces in the political and the economic spheres offer different opportunities and

possibilities against which the PPTA leadership form their strategies.

The story has been written fiom the point of view of PPTA who was a key player in all

aspeds of the process. In the restructuring of education and of the labour market, PPTA

was both an object to be acted on and a participant obstructing the changes. PPTA formed

a cenfal part of the education sFuctures which were to be transformed by the economic

liberal project. The survival of PPTA demonstrates the extent to which the projrct was not

completed and the resistance of PPTA was one of the reasons why the project in education

could not be completed.
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The Economic-liberal project
Turning firstly to the economic-liberal project itselfi its purpose broadly stated was the

dismantling of the New Zealand welfare state. Historically, this had developed in the form

of a 'wage earners' Welfare State', which contained extensive de-commodified departments

fulhlling social and ecpnomic functions that did not accord with the logic of the market.

These departments operated acoording to political or bureaucratic criteria rather than market

based ones.

The economic-liberal proJect, Rogernomics, which gained political expression through the

1984-90 labour Government, had the aim of cutting back the State and re-commodifuing its

various functions either into marka or into quasi markel terms. The commodification of
labour proceeded under the National Government elected in 1990, with the creation of a

'free' labour marke that removed the historical relationship of working people to the State

through unionism. It also through the'Social and Economic Initiatives' cut back the level

of welfare benefits and pensions producing a more residual form of Welfare State.

In education, the economic{iberal project sought to reverse the de'oommodification of
education which had occurred since 1877. Here, the economicliberal strategy was to use

one part of the Statg that concernod with eonomic management, Treazury, to establish a

market-oriented form of education. Meanwhile that part of the State concerned with the
legitimating and normative structures, the SSC, sought a reformation of the State toward a

Taylorist or managerial model that reflected the structure of theprivate sector firm.

This combination of markg and managerialist projects required the re-structuring of both

education and the employment relations of teachers. From the perspective of those

pursuing this prqect, Treasury, the SSC and from the outside, the BRT, the problem of the

relationship of PPTA in education was a perennial one. PPTA had to be dislodged because

of its political and institutional power. But this thesis has argud that it was the way that

PPTA combined its political and institutional power that made it so difficult to dislodge.

The settlement of the secondary teachers' dispute in March 1993 marks the chronological

end of the thesis. At that point in time the project to commodify education had been only
partially successful. As a omparison we can start by briefly considering what the

schooling system would look like in a completely marke environment.

Iogically, there would be a series of compding schools at both primary and secondary

level, some private, some endowed, some State, perhaps erren school companies with
tradeable shares. The State schools would each be a mini-State Owned Education

Enterprise. State funding would be set according to a price for service and thus would be
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separate from provision. Schools would be run by Boards who appointed a Chief

Executive to manage the schools according to their requirements. They would purvey a

commodity called 'educational opportunity' and parents, as customers, would be free to

move from school to school taking their funding with them and while some schools would

be succeeding, others would be facing bankruptcy. Schools would buy the curricula and

qualification opportunities they required from a variety of private sector sources. These

would be delivered by teachers employed on a variety of individual ernployment contracts

within rates as $uggested by international management consultants. PPIA as an

organisation would be a local bargaining agent with its internal relationships being that of
oonsultant/client rather than leaders/members. Democratic concepts of entitlement and

access to education as matter of citizenship would be replaced by concepts of consumer

sovereignty or the democracy of the marketplace. Access to education would be a matter of
wealth.

At a political level, no-one has seriously attempted to impose a market model as omplete as

this on the education system. Nevertheless the model is not a hypothetical one but can be

gleaned from economic-liberal rvritings, notably Government lVlanagement II1 It can

reasonably be assumed that if Treasury had had a free hand, and if a step-by-step reform of
education had proceeded unimpeded, this model might very well have been imposed on

education in New Zaland.

tNewt systems for.toldt?
Yet this has not happured. In contnast to the changes that have occurred in most other areas

of the State, much of the functioning of schools and in particular that in State secondary

schools, appears to have stayed very much the same. The State provides compulsorry

education in secondary schools up to age 16 and funds both a private and State system2.

Secondary schools are still governed by elected Boards of Governors, now Trustees, who

appoint the principal to manage the school. Secondary schools are part of compulsory

education. They still teach much the same curricula which are set nationally but which

allow local adaptation. The senior curricula is heavily influenced by nationally organised

qualifications which provide a selection function for further education.

In conhast to most other unions, PPTA was still intacl at the beginning of 1993. This was

despite a number of years of almost continual industrial dispute with the last year being

under the full impact of the ECA. PFrIA was still a large etected organisation with a

'l 
Trea^sury, Gove mmen I Management Vol.I I, op.cit.

z The argument Dr. Lockwcxd Smith gave for extending the integration of private schcxrls into the State
system in l99l was due to their threat that they would go banlrupt and place their students directly in the
State system. News item RNZ News. May 5 l99l
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membership that included not only almost all State seoondary teachers but also the

principals. It still had a head office in Wellington, with its field officers in the regions

senuicing the needs of members in terms of a national contract.. PPTA still had an

influence on the structure and content of the education system. Its team-based model for

school management structures was being trialed in some schools. And the PPTA

leadership was promoting a skills based ideal of a *seamless' curriculum as a means of
modernising secondary education.

Not everything was as it seemed of course. Although PFIA may have looked very much

the same in 1993 as it was in 1989, there had in fact been a definite $ructural change in the

relationship of the teachers' unions to the State. They had been moved from being a senrice

organisation and professional body whose main relationship was inside the bureaucracy to a
position outside the formal educational decision-making strucfues. Their formal role

following the SSA was as a union concerned with industrial or employment issues in

schools and registered under the LRA. Following the ECA this role too was reduced to that

of a bargaining agent, if chosen by teachers. The symbiotic relationship with the policy

makers had gone in a direct sense" kft in its place were a number of informal network

relationships. This shift has also weakened PPTA's role as the 'militant professionals'

providing both input to education and implementational pressure on it as had occuned with

the campaign to remove UE from Form Six in 1983. The only saope for this role was now

through some shared policy derrrelopment with another body and combined political
pressure. Nor is there the sort of opportunity, which existed for the short time that Russell

Marshall was Minister, for the union to carry out the radical changes to the assessment

procedures through providing theteacher dwelopment. The system had been changed and

PPTA had become much more of a typical union negotiating over salaries and mnditions

and arguing claims for its individual members.

At a societal level there had been a general polarisation of incomes between the rich and poor

and a genenal cutting back in the involvement of the State in civil society. The changes had

increased the influence of wealth on educational provision. Fundamental changes in

education had occurrd by 1993, but they were not entirely along the lines that had been

intended. What resultod from the restructuring of Tomorrow's Schools was not a marka

system but a muddle. This restructuring had resulted in much of the responsibility for the

central administration of education fragmented beween competing agencies. The agencies

with immediate influence on secondary schools were:

' MOE with responsibility for policy advice, schml funding and the National

Cuniculum.

' ERO with responsibility for the review of schools according to their charter.
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' NZQA with responsibility for the development of the Qualifications Framework of
all post-compulsory qualifications including those in schools.

' NZTRB with statutory responsibility to oversee the now voluntary registration of
teachers but without any requirement that State schools employ registoed teachers

' SSC through its role in the negotiation of teachers' employment contracts.

To add to the confusion, the conflicts both at the school level between the teachers and
Boards of Trustees and between the Boards of Trustees and the Government itself had

intensified. In all this the teachers' unions appeared to be the only voice raising the broader
educational questions represented at both school and national levels.

Accordingly, there was no one State body responsible for the overall diredion in education.

Steering occurred through the person of the Minister as the principal in a principal-agency
relationship of competing agencies. While, in a less formal way, co-ordination was still
being provided by PPTA. The most striking case of this occurred in 1992, when ppTA
was instrumental in setting up an ad-hoc body, the SCG, to advise the Minister of
Education. The initial purpose of this group was to coordinate the decision-making over
teachers' salaries funding, but it also became the body in which other decisions over schools
and staffing were being made.

It is tempting to put the failure of the economic-liberal project in education solely at the fefi
of the leadership of PPTA as securing the protection of an occupational monopoly. Such
an explanation is suggested by Olson's concept of the oligarchical power of collective
action- However, this begs the question as to why the markdisation project failed in
education when it succeeded in a number of other areas. Vast sections of the State have
been successfully commercialised and even privatised, while many other unions both in the
private and state sector have been reduced to patheic remnants.

Explanations of non success.

The starting point in answering this is not to look at the nature of the teachers' union as

such. It is to lmk at the political opportunities which PPTA was able to make use of and
under what political conditions these were presented. This has to do with the nature of
education as well as the broader changes in the New Zealand economy. The lack of
success of the economic-liberal project has to do with theproject itself.

The srength and the weakness of the eonomic-liboal projea was the economic focus.

The fundamental assumption underlying it was that the economic is werything and that
etrerything including social matters can be delivered and erraluated through aonomic
mechanisms and on economic terms. Social benefits are derived from personal gain. This
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gave the project a dynamism which related to the short term focus of economic decisions.

Freedom itself is measured in markg terms yet this definition is in their own terms

individualist, anti-Statg anti-collective and also non-social.

Lying alongside this economic-liberal projed was also the suggestion that a fundamental

shift had occurred in the economic structures themselves. Fundamental technological

changes had occurred which could be actively mapped onto society through the creation of a
market culture. New Zealand was to become part of the 'flexible global economy'. The
shifts sought for New Zalandw€re to move it eonomically from an agricultural-indusfial
country, from what they called a 'backward economy,r to some sort of post-industrial
information sociay. This necessitated a move from the perspective of New Z.aland as a
nation to a perspective of New Zealand as prt of the modernised global economy. In effec
what was being proposed was a shift from Fordism to some sort of post-Fordist
internationalist society through the mechanism of markef supremacy.

It was assumed that by the State removing the various economic rigidities pra,,ailing, the
strudures of society would thus to be changed directly to meet these changing economic
functions. Centralised bureaucracies were no longer considered functional either for the
private or public sectors. The model of the future socidy that Treasury seemed to envisage

was that of the nerv international corporation responding to the imperatives of the market.
The imperatives of this 'modernised' society are sonomic ones and the goal to which all
institutions aspired was economic efficiency and individual personal gain. The emphasis in
State organisations where these are found to be necessary was that they be decentralised,

flexible and operating within this market structure. Abolishing the bureaucracy therefore
became the goal, and in education this implied abolishing the power of PPTA. PPTA was

to be reduced to a purely union role and puhaps eliminated.

The weakness of this model in relation to education was what provided the opportunity to
thwart it. It provided the opportunity for what I have called the 'vectoring of political
forces'. Because of its mncentration on the economic and its lack of an understanding of
both the social and the Stiatq economic{ibe,lalism has no theory of education as such except
perhaps a functionalist individual human capital one. Acordingly, it failed to reognise the

unique nature of education. It failed to understand the complexity of the State s relationship
to the economy in the field of education, or its relevance to the long term survival of
capitalism. In this area, the logic of the market is in contradiction with the logic of the

state. Yet the relationship between the two is intimately intertwined"

A markd-based system operates according to a logic which is by its nature relatively short

term and includes the risk of market failure" This risk is judged acceptable with relatively
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simple products such as meat. The inefficient go to the wall, the more productive flourish,

liberating capital to find new forms. This competitive logic, which underpins the market

itself, would create social risks in the field of education that are judged to be not politically

acceptable A markg failure in education could damage both the economy and the stability

of the sociCIy for genaations to come. The lqgitimating normative beliefs underpinning the

system itself would thereby be put in danger.

This is why parents have no choice in the most basic of market decisions - the decision of
whdher to use the product or not. Education as such is made compulsory to a certain lwel
by the State. Because it is compul*ry, the State has to fund it, at least at the basic let/el.

Parents cannot be compelled to med costs they cannot afford. Accordingly, not even the

economic-liberals advocate a pure market model for compulsory education. Instead they

advocated a simulated market model whereby the State provides the funds possibly at the

lowest level, and the parents had the choice of how to spend it. While the schools made

their decisions accordingly. This required, as a corollary, theremoval of any expecfation of
involvement in these matters by the teachers' unions and the removal of any monopoly of
competence. However, the concept of choice, which the economic-liberals promded as an

eoonomic category, coupled with the growing polarisation of incomes opened up the

political possibility of no choiceor of limited choice for some children. With this emerged

the threat of the formal destruction of the myth of equality as the underlying legitimating

belief of the State system, thus providing PPTA and NZEI with a source of resistance using

thelanguageof equity with its focus on outmmes.

The fundamental oontradiction befween capitalism and welfare policies set up and provided

the opportunity for political intervention. To again quote ffie:
...the embarrassing secret of the welfare state is that while its impact upon the capitalist

accumulation may well be destructive.., its abolition would be plainly disruptive...The

contradiction is that while capitalism c{nnot exist with, neither can it exist without the welfare

state3.

troked at in this light. the economic-liberal project had a utopian quality. It was assumed

that it was only for arbifrary reasons that the State has always controlled education in New

Zaland, and that education has been largely deommodified and thus made subjec to
political or administrative decisions. In fact, there is nothing arbitrary about the reasons for

the driving mechanism of compulsory education being politically decided use value -

concepts of need - rather than the economic concepts of exchange value. Schooling is an

organisation of social production which serves the capitali$ system, but is not intrinsically

3 Offe, Contrudiaions, 1984, pl53
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part of the commodity nexus. Its function is to produce public goods in both a social and

an economic sense. It serves a more diverse legitimation function. It is difficult to

transform education into a simple economic commodity because it fulfils many and complex

needs and it takes a long time. There is a clash between the logic of the economy and that

of the schooling and other legimating processes.

This clash is not just an abstract one, of course, but occurs in a tangible political sense as

well. Sections of society benefit from the fact that the logic of schooling is the production

of public social goods. They benefit from the fact that individual entitlements have thereby

become citizenship rights. Consequently, there are both individual and social motives for

defending the public character of the education system. In this respect, it is especially

important that secondary education becamea universal entitlement of the welfare State after

1935, thereby reducing the State's capacity politically to treat it as a commodity. Secondary

education could not easily be returned to a selective system, in contrast to tertiary education

which had maintained selective meritocratic entrv.

Because of these clash of logics a complex interplay of political forces exists 
. 
around

education. The political mandates for education have shifted continuously over the yars
belween notions of individual achievement and natural €ntitlements, notions of the

redistributionof entitlementsand collective responsibility. At a national level there is also

thepolitical desireto see ducation as providing any required economic dwelopment. The

compulsory nature of education carries with it an expectation of the continuation of State

provision, so that because of its social and normative importance, education gains a political

significancethat a true economic commodity lacks. It therefore is the focus of attention for

a number of interest groups, including parents, morals campaigners and assorted political

forces.

This clash of logics even influenced the economic-libe,ral project itself. The goal for

education sought by the economic liberal project was to pnovide a skilled, flexible, literate

work-force to cater for the needs of the sought after 'global economy' and to provide

support for the capitalist project. So that erren within the residual form of welfare state

envisaged, education itself would still exist within the State, funded although not necessarily

provided beyond the compulsory lwel by the State. Yd somehow with no real directional

mechanism, education was to provide this skilled flexible workforce.

Of these opposing and conflicting forces, only Treasury and possibly the BRT had a definite

interest in the full project of commodifying education. This aim was not even shared by the

SSC, despite its links with Treasury. In fact, the SSC reoriented the project along
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managerialist lines, seeking to model education according to a theory of the fnm with

themselves as the employer party - the State s human resource manager.

The BRT did manage to create a shifting alliance of sorts with elements of Old Right,

through the Education Forum. This allian@ was limitd however by the fad that the Old
Right had no real interest in allowing the education system es€pe from State involvement.

The State was necessary for its goal of promoting merit and standards. Consequently,

there was always the potential for PPTA to block or circumvent the reforms as they

derreloped by creating a counter-alliance with other elements of the Old Right.

Teachers in education
Teachers are uniquely placed to act effectively within this configuration, because of the

combination of their professional status and union role, and because of the position of
education itself in the State. Because teachers are embedded in the systenr, it is

educationally unrealistic as well as idologically difficult to limit them to a proldarian role as

SSC has tried to do. Conversely it is also unrealistic to ascribe teachers an entrepreneurial

role - as Treasury has tried to do - and this would have been necessary for the success of the

emnomic-liberal project. To function as teachers, and to maintain the legitimating

continuity of education, they have to be concemed with matters other than economic self-

interest. They have to be oncerned with matters to do with curriculum decision-making,

educational standards, social and cultural goals, the well-being of pupils and with the
general ongoing development of thenormative structures.

For PPTA, the situation was one of political opportunity and structural possibility, out of
which it managed to develo,p a strategy of resistance.

In a political-union @ntext, the contradictory aspects of the teachers' situation have proved

mutually reinforcing. The strength of the teachers' unions as unions has been derived

historically from the importanceof education. This provided them with the ability to resist

through using professionalism which was a strategy of occuptional closure. In particular,

PPTA's professional project was consciously transformed into a project of democratic

unionism. In response to an attempt to proletarianise teachers at a structural lerrel, PPTA

produced a union stratery of reclaiming their professionalism. This has reinforced the

development of a corporatist consciousness rather than one of class consciousness, with
teachers' concerns being related to the immediate ones of education rather than broader

social and political concerns.
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PPTA as a political organisation.
Because of the combination of factors operating within education, PPTA has functioned

within a more favourable situation that most other unions. Yet at the same time, and

because of that same combination of factors, PPIA has experienced a more sustained attack

than most other unions. Its position within the structures of education has been a major

impediment to the complaion of the economicliberal proJect. Therefore, an integnl part of
the economic-liberal project has been the undermining of the position of PPTA.

Throughout the period under rwiew, PITA had to copewith onstant threats to its position

from various quarters. It also had to operate within a constantly changing legal and political

environment. What was required was a high lwel of astuteness which this thesis has

argued PPIA has displayed

Whether consciously or not, a union leadership faced with this degree of uncertainty has to
constantly evaluate its srengths and its weaknesses. For PP[A, the major strength has

been its membership and the cohesion resulting foom the ideology of its membership - its
motivational resources. PPTA had almost total coverage of teachers on a voluntary basis at

a time when other unions relied on compulsion. The idological resources which
secondary teachers brought to the struggle post-1988 rested largely on their concept of
themselves as professionals. Their resistance was thus largely an idological defence of
their professional project. The professional project of secondary education consciously

dweloped sincethe formation of PPTA, provided members with an elitist perception of their
status which was linked to the importance of their university knowledge. It produced an

opposition to State (employer)-imposed rather than peer-develo@ disciplinary procedures;

a commitment to themes of equality of op'portunity in a universalist (ie. national secondary

education) system; and a pay differential between p'nmary and secondary teachers that was

predicated on this need for a university degree. In gaining this position they had been able

to take advantage of earlier political opportunities available inside the Department of
Education and with the Secondary Schools Boards Association.

PPTA ould also draw on support from outside its membership because of the universalist

nature of education. It had the potential of a wide base of support through its contact with
parents. It also had the advantage of sharing an educational or 'professional' culture with
the'old' bureaucracy, with its power being greatest when the 'old' bureaucracy was still
intact. The PPTA vision for education in curriculum reflected that of the Department of
Education officials. It was a universalist vision of access and increased social possibility

through education. The shared structures of curriculum development had provided rhe

opportunity for PPTA as the organised body of teachers to influence the contqrt of
curriculum and hence the scope of education.
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From parents and bureaucnats, PPTA's influence extended to politicians and interest groups

who shared this common concern with the universalist nature of education. In the case of
politicians there is an obvious element of self-interest, in as far as the parents are their
electors.

PPI'A also benefited from a considerable structural strength. That is, its effectiveness as an

actor has been enhanced by the disorganisation of the structures of education. The

education system may be fragmented, but PPTA was present in all State secondary schools

and at the centnal level. It therefore has a centralising even cohesive role of its own which
can either become part of the functioning of education or act as a resistance within it, with
even the potential for sabotage.

Being a State organisation.
PPTA's fundamental weakness was its relationship to the State. Since its inception, the
economic-liberal agenda has been a project, focused and canied out by the State, in respect

to both the establishment of a flexible labour market and the genCIal deregulation of the
State. The State, as both the employer of teachers and the law maker, is able to enforce its
agenda through legislation when necessary. The industrial strength of teachers' unions is
therefore circumscribed within the limits that the State establishes as both employer and law
maker. A challenge to the authority of the employer is thus a challenge to the State. In the
period under review, there were several instances when the SSC, as the employer arm of the
State, resorted to legislative power to achieve what could not be won at the negotiating table.
Thus, thqe was the compulsory ronoval of principals from the award in 1989, and the
imposition of the SGM and the imposition of various aspects of the teachers' salaries bulk
funding. This however revealed in the process that the power of the State was being used
to create a new type of State.

The reformation of the State aftq 1987 increased the tendency in PPTA to centralise its
major decision-making particularly in relation to the development of its $rategies. A
particular requirernent was for speed of decision-making in response to the numerous and

often contradiaory State decrees involving both education and labour marke policies. This
increased the tendency within the union structure towards oligarchic forms. Dernocratic
processes require time for both the dissemination of information and for the collation of
feedback into the strategic decision-making of the organisation. They require the active
involvement of the membership. With the State becoming increasingly undonocratic and

rwerting to governance by fiat, and with no formal input to policy, PPTA was forced to
respond by seizing and making the best of opportunities as they arose. Decision-making
during this process becomes increasingly re'active and further away from membership-
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generated policy. And yet contradictorily it is democracy in the organisation which provides

the organisation's motivational power and underlies the conflicting relationships of
unionism.

Having assessed its strengths and weaknesses, the union leadership then has to devise its

strategy of response to the threats from the various arms of the State. For PPTA, operating

in a defensive manner in a constantly changing political environment, this has meant a

constant process of evaluation and re-erraluation. There have been periods where it is

difficult in retrospect to perceive any strategy as such, and where PPTA's actions seem

more like a series of tactics improvised to meet some immediate threat. There appears a

lack of consistency, with PPTA sometimes flatly resisting change and while at the sametime

and in another arena endorsing the change in order to subvert and use it.

I-noking at the matter through PPTA's eyes, it might be fairer to say that the stratqly has

been a flexible one, and that it has beeir based on considerations which have remained

reasonably constant. The political conditions may change but the considerations of the

leadership are the same.

The most fundamental of these considerations has been the support of the members and the

survival of the organisation. The stnrctrne of PPTA as a national organisation with a

branch at each school, a regionally elected executive and a fully funcioning regional

structure allowed it to consult and involve the membership very quickly. This democratic

power is extremely powerful if skilfully used. It means that when the leadership of PPTA

speaks on behalf of the teacherg the leadership can be seen to reflect the broader

membership view. This requires, howevetr, the ontinued involvement of the membership

and their continued acceptance of the legitimacy of the PIrIA leadership. The power of the

membership cannot be used unless those using it are very sure they can call it up. This can

therefore be an inherently conservative factor, in that the actions of the organisation have to

reflec the diversity of interests yet also the majority view of members. Conversely when

the membership starts to feel that they are not being heard, or that the leadership is not

delivering what the majority of memb€rs perceive is their int€rest, then the organisation itself
is in danger of fragmenting through losing members.

In devising a response to any situation, in deciding for instance whether to resist a change or
subvert it, PPTA's first consideration must always be the mood of the membership. Will
the members feel that their security or their interests may be thrcatened by a prticular course

of action? Will they feel betrayed if it doesn't occur?
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The support of the membership may be a necessary condition for the success of any course

of action, but it is not usually sufficient. Generally, there is also a need for wider support

either from the public as a whole or from political or interest groups. In this respect, PPTA

has benefited from the universalist nature of public education and the unpopularity of the

economic-liberal reforms. Almost the entire community sees itself as having a stake in

public education. Yg Governments have attempted to transform it without a mandate. In a

sense, the naked power of the State has been used against the poceived will of the people

(not only in education policy, of course), and the effect has been to contribute to legitimation

difficulties for thepolitical and electoral systems. Not only have successive Covernments

suffered heavily at the prolls, but the entire elecloral system has now been fundamentally

altered with the vote for MMP.

In such a highly volatile political situation, PPTA's dual role as union and the professional

body provided the opportunity of access to a political arena. PPTA could act to

simultaneously protect its own interests and to salvage as much as possible of the education

system. Thetwo interests gotogether. The defenceof the national education system was

the defence of the union/profession itself. Thus, in the case of Treasury's proposal for the

bulk-funding of teachers' salaries, this caused problems for both the education system and

for the unions. It was the threat to the system itself in its normative functions which

allowed the possibitity of strategic action by the unions.

In its public arena campaigns, PPTA could take advantage of the fact that education was

being transformed according to a market model against the political wishes of most of the

participants and the electors. PPTA's strategy therefore was two-pronged. It relied on

developing the motivational power of the union as a form of solidarity and then linking that

into a broader political campaign.

OPPORTTJMSM . THE RATIONAL I.JNION STRATEGY.

Using this strategy, PPTA fought several political campaigns which md with a moderate

degree of success. The condua of these campaigns is not in itself a matter of interest in this

context. There is a well-established pattern for campaigns of this sort which has been

dweloped throughout the social issue movements. It involves stressing simple messages,

creating and using allies and producing a high dqgree of public visibiliry around the issue. It

extends from there to the lobbying of politicians and bureaucrats. Meanwhile, oontinual

attmtion has to be paid to the industrial motivation of the membership.

The conduct of these political campaigns is of less importance than the central message: that

is, that the professional interests of teachers are the same as the interests of State education.

This message is sincerely beliwed by PPTA, y€t it can also be seen as a rationale for
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PPTA's basic corporatist interest - its survival as a union. Once this is understood, the

means become less important than the ends. The means can involve legal defiance or

political co-operation. They may involve using one aspect of the State system against

another or shifting the focus from one arena to another as different arenas present better

possibilities. Thus, co-operation qln be switched from the labour Party to a National

Ministerof Education, in an effort to win his support for education as an entity against the

managerialist agenda of the SSC.

All of this may lmk, from the outside, like political expediency but Offe has a more

appropniate term for it. Ratiorwl opponunism : a concept that indicates that the logic of

unions is to find a solution or to develop a oompromise which the organisation is able to live

with and dwelop from. And it is a concept which requires that the organisation does not

submit the membenhip to too much pressure thoeby endangering the organisation itself.

The rational approach for a union is not about the 'glorious defeat' but about compromise

and finding ways through.

In this respect, it has been important to the PIrIA stratery that any set back not be treated as

a defeat. They are difficulties which merely need more political stratqising to find new

opportunities - or in the PPTA jargon, 'a way through'. For instance, following the

removal of principls from the award, PPTA in alliance with SPANZ - a principals'

organisation set up to challenge PPTA - negotiated a common ore contract for the principals

with the SSC. During the codification of conditions into the award, SSC resistance to

allowing conditions of employment to be part of the document was met by using the

provisions in the newly passed LRA for compulsory arbitration. And, in 1992, the

reduction of non-ontract time in the staffing formula was met by a legal case for compliance

taken to the Employment Court. Even where these actions are not successful they nerrer-

the-l ess maintain PPTA' s membership oedibility.

This raises the question as to just how successful PPTA has been, a question that is

complicated by the fact that PPTA's battles have occurred in several arenas. It can be

argued without too much difficulty that PPTA was successful in a union sense. It achieved

its goals publicly and secured protection for its members and their continuing loyalty within

what was a very anti-union environment.

PPTA's level of success with its non-union goals, its professional or educational concerns,

is a more debatable matter. At the beginning of the period under reriew, when the

bureaucratic model still prevailed, the fact that PPTA was acce,pted as the professional body

of secondary teachers meant that teachers as a professional group could gain some control
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over their conditions of employment. The regulations of the bureaucratic state were the

mechanisms by which teachers'conditions were governed.

The most graphic example of this occurred in the context of the SSR, when PPTA made its

skills available to the State so as to develop a formula by which to staff secondary schools

according to need, rather than the more limited mslns by pupil numbers. The success of
this sfategy rested on the common acceptance by all pafties of a shared commitment to
equality of opportunity and the provision of education according to neod. At the same time
there was a common acceptance that organised teachers spoke for the benefit of education.

This means that teacher action can be s@l as the more dialogical aim of collective action, it
was action for a broader social project of universalism. Yet it was in this case an entension

of the monological aim rather than a fundamentally political demand.

Where to from here?

The State has been cut back to a more residual form, the bureaucratic model has since been

largely dismantled, and so the official power of teachers in this area to an extent has been

lost. Yet the logic is still the same. It is for organised teachersn both as a union and a
professional body, to try and increase control over all aspects of the labour process. This is
the monological aim of ollective action.

There iue no ultimate victories in the history of any union (although sometimes there are
ultimatedefeats). What has been lost may be regained. What has been won can still be
lost. The leadership is continually being renewed, and so over time is the membership.
While the issues and problems remain, so too does the underlying logic of the situation.

For PPTA, the immediate future looks to be very much like a continuation of the immediate
past. The antagonist remains the same. It is the economic-liberal project, although much

of its political impaus has been lost. To date, PPTA has thwarted theproject in many of its
main objectives. However in the course of the conflict, the siruation has changed and new

problems have emerged for PPIA to cope with.

It is becoming apparent, for example, that PPTA is beginning to face resource problems as

well as political ones. As a result of the ECA, PFIA is beooming increasingly involved in
individual griwance procedures. The increasing number of individul diqputes at school

lerrel places greater and greater strain on its financial resources and reduces the ability of the
organisation to serve the broader membership's political needs. The emphasis inwitably
moves away from the notions of oollectivity and political action and is pushed back towards

the monological position of a union as merely a labour insurance coop€mtive. The
decisions to support the membership's demands for social ends and dialogical goals may put
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too much strain on its basic monological function. PPIA cannot place its educational and

social goals above the more fundamental contract enforcement role.

Discontent in the membership is generated if the PPTA leadership is not seen to be reflecting

the perceived interests of members, and so conflicts develop in the union organisation

between its central and its peripheral concerns. This becomes a matter of how to both

involve and retain members, straining both the material resource base as well as decreasing

the ability of the organisation to mount any overtly political campaigns. [n tum, this has

dhect resource implications, both personnel and financial.

One problem leads to another, with the basic tension over resources and representation

producing contradictory pressures for either amalgamation with other unions to gain more

resources, or the fragmentation of PPIA itself to provide gearter representation fon

particular sections of the membership.

Regarding its external threats and possibilities, PPTA's future is dependent on its
maintaining its contradictory relationship with the State. Much of PPTA's effectiveness has

depended on the political environment within which it has operated, and the susceptibility of
politicians to pressure. Yet the same political environment creates vay definite limits to this

effectiveness.

This is because production inside a State systern is a function of provision and not of
surplus value, and therefore any increase in material benefits is dependent on the resource

allocation of political decisions. A secondary school system funded on a predetermined

price however carries the potential of increased politicisation, with regional differences

emerging as a political problern as well as comp€tition from the lower cost primary sector.

The structure of the union, as a strong regionalised and national association with a national

contract, depends on the continuation of a centralised pay setting system. The bulk-funding

of teachers' salaries will strengthen the trend towards fiagmentation and create the

possibility of regional contracts or even worksite unions. It also crqltes the possibility of
semndary teachers on individual oonmcts bidding up the cost of some teachens' labour,

favouring those teachers with knowledge or atfibutes in most dernand at particular times.

At this point it might be those sciencg technology or comm€rce teachers who are also

teachers of Maori language.

It is possible to perceive in PPTA's plan for 'modernisation' a definite trend in this direction

in-as-far as it accords with the development of a particular hegemonic project in favour of
those with skills and advantage. It may be that the historic compromise associated with the
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'wage-earners' welfare State is being replaced with a new @mpromise that favours the

'functionally flexible', those who have skills of importance to the enterprise and whose

power to maintain their position derives from this. It may also be that the moves towards

flexibilitity and workplace reform models of organisation strengthen the position of the

organised bodies in this core group. Meanwhile, those outside this core group, the less

skilled or the less advantaged groups, those described as 'the numerically functional', risk

being pushed back into the reserve army of labour, thereby losing the protection of their

respective unions or any political voice.

Such a prospect will present PFrIA with a more fundamental choice than it has hitherto

faced. It could continue to exist in as far as the role of teachers is guaranteed as part of the

development towards a high skilled economy. Teachss will the deliverers of the hoped for

economic dwelopment, with education taking on a more instrumental importance and with

education itself being maintained as an industry. There would be a continuing place for a

teachers' union within this, but it would have to choose whether to do so as a body of the

mass or as a body of the new elite.

However, this is speculative stuff that raises questions that may not be faced for a decade

yet. The immdiate future for PPTA is much more mundane and much more predictable.

There will be no grand finale, no glorious victories or defeats. The battles of the la*
decade will continue to be fought on a moving terrain. The minimum goal for PPTA, as in

all struggle, is survival. Beyond that, it will seek to reestablish its positions in the

educational and professional fields. On the basis of past experience, it can be expected that

PPTA continue with astuteness and flexibility, in the spirit of rational opportunism, dancing

among the oontradictions.



APPENDIX

CRITICAL PATH PLAN FOR THE IMPLBMENTATION

OF THE EDUCATION REFORM PROJECT
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A dated entry signifies the date of a full tape recorded interview while an undated entry

signifies a less formal interview that forms part of the field notes but which was not

taped.

l. Allen, Guy, Auckland Field Officer.

2. Barnard, Trevor, Branch Chair, Branch Secretary.
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4. Baxter, Mary Ann, Otago Executive member, now president ASTE, taped intenriew
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5. Bennett, Jim, Bay of Plenty, Executive Member, taped intenriews 20 May 1992,29

August 1992.

6. Bunker, Kwin, General-Secretary, taped interview 5 August 1993.

7. Capper, Phillip, West Coast Executive Member, Advisory Officer.

8. Grant, John, Bay of Plenty Executive Member, SSR Group, Staffing, taped

intenriews 4 March 1993, I December 1993.

9. Haigh, Mavis, Convenor, National Curriculum in Science Writing Putty, l99l-92.
10. Hearn, Shona, Auckland Executive Member, C.A.C, President, 1990-91, taped
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I l. Heremaia, Pat , Executive member, Chairperson Multicultural Committee.

12. Hill, Barbara, Auckland Field Officer.

13. Hutchison, Iris, Executive member, Field officer, Vice- President ASTE.
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interview 15 March 1993.
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March 1993,24 May 1993.

16. Kelly, Micheal, South Auckland Executive member, taped intsview 8 February

1993.

17. Kelly, John, Auckland Executive member.

18. ladbrook, Judine, Branch secretary, member of English Curriculum Committee,

19. Moffat, Danne, Auckland Executive Member.

20. Munro, Rae, Executive member, Chairman, Curriculum Review Group, taped

intenriew 11 February 1992.

2I. Orum, Lena, Regional Chair, Auckland Executive Member, SSR group, Junior Vice

President, taped interview 5 March 1993.
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4. Conway, Peter, Secrdary, R€tail WorkersUnionn Auckland.
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8. Harr6,Iaila, Employment Court Barrister.
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10. Tauroa, Hiwi, ( E teR) ex hincipal, ex Race Relations Conciliator.

1 1. Various Ministry of Education offrcials - names have been withheld on request.
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NZPPTA Annual r€ports - 1974-1992.

NZPPTA Annual Conference Papers and Proceedings.
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